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GOV. CURLEY SUBMITTING STATE PROGRAM TO PWA

phot,,)
Members of the Massachusetts delegation as they 11,3141-AQsociat,1
PWA headquarters in Washington, D. C., to confer about
public works projects in their state. Left to right,visited
standing—E. .1. Roy, secretary to Gov. Curley; Commissioner W. J.
Callahan. Commissioner C. P. Howard, Miss Elizabeth Herlihy
and Daniel J. Hanlon. Seated—Gov. Curley and Maj.
Phillip Feming, acting director of PWA.

CURLEY PRESENTS
$230,000,000 PLAN
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)—Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public Works Administration a state program calling
for expenditures of $230,000,000, and
promptly asserted the federal govern-

ment should foot the entire bill.
Curley told Mal. Phillip Fleming,
acting deputy administrator, that state
and municipalities were in no position
to contribute to public works and relief funds and to support his contention presented Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary Gt. the National Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further debt
burdens and asserted that "if the administration hopes to have a $4,000,-

000,000 relief fund expended, the federal government must supply the PWA
fund on a 100 per cent. basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "Lighting," then
went to the capitol to explain the state
PWA program to members of the
Massachusetts congretsional delegation.
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,fiPLAN CASE TAKEN Our Mail Bag
Issues Should Be
UNDER ADVISEMENT StateDiscusse
d on the Radio
Arguments Are Finished in
Supreme Court

S

The supreme court yesterday took
under advisement the petition of Judge
Jacob J. Kaplan to compel the members
of the Boston finance commission to
recognize him as chairman. He was
named to the position by former Gov.
Ely. E. Mark Sullivan has been named
as chairman by Gov. Curley.
James J. Ronan, an assistant attorney-general, in behalf of Gov. Curley,
said that although the chairman of the
commission receives $5000 annually and
the other members are unpaid, the
chairman is no more a public officer
than the foreman of a jury is in greater
office than other jurors, and his duties
are purely ministerial.
He questioned the right of the supreme court to review the action of
Cay. Curley in naming Sullivan as
chMilian if the action was an executive function. The designation of a
chairman by the Governor, he said, is
nothing more than the assignment of
such additional duties as arc performed by any chairman. The chairman of
the finance commission has no more
votes and no more power than any
member of the group, he added.
Atty. Lecn R. Newman, counsel for
Judge Kaplan, argued that the word
"designate," used in prescribing the
procedure for naming a chairman,
means the same as ''appoint," and that
when a chairman is named by the
Governor he holds a different office
than the other members of the commission. As a different officer appointed
by the Governor, he can be removed
from office only by the Governor for
cause, he declared.
Atty. Francis R. Mullin. counsel for
Sullivan, argued that Judge Kaplan's
petition should be dismissed for three
reasons. First, that where no other
statutory provisions control, the power
to remove is incidental to the power
to appoint or designate. Second, that
the office of chairman is not a public
office, so the requirement that there be
cause and a hearing for removal does
not apply. Third, that Kaplan's term
expired with Gov. Ely's term because
Gov. Ely had no power to fix a term
extending beyond his own.
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To the Editor of The Herald:
Will you kindly print these few
thoughts in your paper with the hope
that we can get some of the fairminded citizens of Boston and Massachusetts awakened so they will insist
on issues being discussed by the Governor over the radio instead of frit
AVMs to listeners like a personal grievance by his secretary? We have lost
money in two of the closed banks but
have no feeling that any of these able
lawyers are the reason of our not receiving the money. If these lawyers
had waited until the depositors had received their money before they collected their fees, their work would have
been gratis, We all know that most of
the banks never will be able to pay the
depositors in full, but the lawyers are
not, the cause of this condition.
Don't let the issues become confused
by the sound of these enormous fees as
they are being broadcasted. Lawyers
have a right to be paid for their honest
efforts as well as our political friends.
Surely our courts have not become so
machine-like that they do not examine
with intelligence the different orders
with regards to fees, etc., before they
O. K.
Our faith has been lessened in some
of our institutions during the past few
years, but let us not begin to feel that
the public have lost the protection from
the courts of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts is certainly not getting the right kind of advertising from
these broadcasts. Regardless of party
affiliations, let us hear real issues discussed and leave personalities out.
There never was a better time to hear
state issues discussed, but let us have
them presented in a dignified and more
gentleman -like manner.
Medford, Feb. 5.
M. H. ALLEN.

Gov. Curley as Republican
To The Editor of The Herald:
Just heard your Governor over the
air, speaking at the Boston Rotary and
Advertising Clubs joint sessitin at the
Hotel Statler. It was my impression
that the Governor wa.s a Democrat.
Having been a Republican and Protectionist all my life, I want to congratulate the Governor on the best Republican speech that I have heard
since the day of "The Full Dinner Pail"
in the good old days of President William McKinley's administration.
HOWARD A. CROSSMAN.
Hampton Falls, Feb. 5.

PARKMAN HITS
CURLEY'ABUSE
Charges Regime of Slander, Demands Governor
Reveal Bank Deals
'Senator Henry Parkma.n, Jr., in an
address last night, charged that Gov.
Curley "almost from the day he took
office has tolerated and at times participated in a campaign of misrepresentation, slander and abuse which Is
without a parallel in the history of
gubernatorial administrations in this
commonwealth."
One of the reasons for this, he said,
is that the Governor, viewing the governorship "merely as a stepping stone
to high political aspirations, finds that
he must build up a nowerful personal
machine. At all costs, whether by fair
means or foul, he can brook no criticism
and no interference in his plans. He
must also wipe out his trails of the past,
which to him must be a sorry nightmare."
Continuing, he said:
Let us face the facts, however. He
Is the Governor, elected it is true,
not because the people wanted Curley, but because many thousands of
(Continued on Page Six)
whole truth and not the partial truth
about the closed banks. He knows
that the compensation for cleaning
up these sorry messes was in every
Instance approved by the courts. He
also knows that the total expense
over the 15-year period is a comparatively small amount when consideration is given to the vast sums of
money, running high into the millions, which were lost to the public
as a result of the conduct of the
bank-wreckers. He also knows that
the charge 'made by his mouthpiece
the other night that my firm received
$90,000 for legal services in connection with the liquidation of the Federal National Bank is absolutely false.
If he wants to be sincere why
doesn't he tell you about the closing
of the Atlantic National Bank. He
can let you know how this bank was
wrecked to the utter disregard of
thousands of depositors. He can tell
you who ordered four or five pay-masters of the city of Boston, together with his elusive shadow, Mr.
Dolan, to drive to that bank 15 minutes before closing time or the afternoon of Dec. 24, 1931—under police
escort and with sirens sounding—to
demand an immediate cash payment
Of $1,250,000 of city funds.
Oh yes, he can let you know how a
cashier's check was refused and payment in $1000 bills was demanded.
The bank had to send over to the
Federal Reserve Bank to get those
bills of such a deno nation. It is
common knowledge that the ensuing
run on the Atlantic National Bank
caused its 'eposits to shrink from
*140.000,000 to $60,000,000—and any
bank that can pay out in cash such
a proportion of its deposits is a solvent institution. The bank was finally forced to close and was absorbed
by another institution. Between 200
and 300 clerks lost their jobs. The
holdings of the stockholders—which
Included 137 savings banks in New
England—and which amounted to
$15,000,000, were entirely wiped out.
How about it, Mr. Curley, do you
want to talk some more at,out closed
banks. my
No,
friends, all the smokescreens in the world will avail him
nothing, and
his cracking-down
process cannot, hide that which he
seeks to conceal. He is trying to run
rampant on Beacon Hill and unless
he is continually watched, his administration, by recklessness and gross
extravagance, will plunge Massachusetts into burdensome debt, tremenddou.sly add to the taxes of the people,
and break down the efficiency of our
state government.
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Members of the Massachusetts delegation as ill,i,111
they
public works projects in their state. Lett to right,visited PWA headquarters in Washington, I). C., to confer about
standing—E. J. Hoy, secretary to Gov. Curley; Commissioner W. J.
Callahan, Commissioner C. P. Howard, Miss Elizabeth Herlihy
and Daniel J. Hanlon. Seated—Gov. Curley and Maj.
Phillip Feming, acting director of PWA.
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CURLEY PRESENTS
$230,000,000 PLAN
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)—Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public Works Administration a state program calling
for expenditures of $230,000,000, and
promptly asserted the federal govern-

ment should foot the entire bill.
Curley told Maj. Philip Fleming,
acting deputy administrator, that state
and municipalities were in no position
to contribute to public works and relief funds and to support his contention presented Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of the National Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further debt
burdens and asserted that "if the administration hopes to have a $4,000,-

000,000 relief fund expended, the federal government must supply the PWA
fund on a 109 per cent. basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "Lighting," then
went to the capitol to explain the state
PWA program to members of the
Massachusetts congressional delegation.
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iLAPLAN CASE TAKEN
UNDER ADVISEMENT
Arguments Are Finished in
Supreme Court

•

The supreme court yesterday
took
under advisement the petition of Judge
Jacob J. Kaplan to compel the
members
of the Boston finance commission
to
' recognize him as chairman. He
was
named to the position by former Gov.
Ely. E. Mark Sullivan has been named
as chairman by Gov. Curley.
James J. Ronan, an assistant attorney-general, in behalf of Gov. Curley,
said that although the chairman of the
commission receives $5000 annually and
the other members are unpaid, the
chairman is no more a public officer
than the foreman of a jury is in greater
office than other jurors, and his duties
are purely ministerial.
He questioned the right of the supreme court to review the action of
Gov. Curley in naming Sullivan 'as
clrattfitn if the action was an executive function. The designation of a
chairman by the Governor, he said, Is
nothing more than the assignment of
such additional duties as are performed by any chairman. The chairman of
the finance commission has no more
votes and no more power than any
member of the group, he added.
Atty. Lecn R. Newman, counsel for
Judge Kaplan, argued that the word
"designate," used in prescribing the
procedure for naming a chairman.
means the same as 'appoint," and that
when a chairman is named by the
Governor he holds a different office
than the other members of the commission. As a different officer appointed
by the Governor, he can be removed
from office only by the Governor for
cause, he declared.
Atty. Francis R. Mullin, counsel for
Sullivan, argued that Judge Kaplan's
petition should be dismissed for three
reasons. First, that where no other
statutory provisions control, the power
to remove is incidental to the power
to appoint or designate. Second, that
the office of chairman is not a public
office, so the requirement that there be
cause and a hearing for removal does
not apply. Third, that Kaplan's term
expired with Gov. Ely's term becau
se
Gov. Ely had no power to fix a
term
extending beyond his own.
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Our Mail Bag
State Issues Should Be
Discussed on the Radio

To the Editor of The Heral
d:
Will you kindly print these
few
thoughts in your paper with
the hope
that we can get some of
the fairminded citizens of Boston and
Massachusetts awakened so they will
insist
on issues being discussed by the
Governor over the radio instead of
1PM.
AVMs to listeners like a personal grievance by his secretary? We have
lost
money in two of the closed banks
but
have no feeling that any of these
able
lawyers are the reason of our not
receiving the money. If these lawye
rs
had waited until the depositors had
received their money before they collec
ted their fees, their work would
have
been gratis. We all know that
most of
the banks never will be able to pay
the
depositors in full, but the lawye
not the cause of this condition. rs are
Don't let the issues become
sed
by the sound of these enormousconfu
fees as
they are being broadcasted.
have a right to be paid for theirLawyers
efforts as well as our political honest
friends.
Surely our courts have not
become so
machine-like that they do not,
with intelligence the differ examine
ent orders
with regards to fees, etc., before
they
O. K.
Our faith has been lessened
of our institutions during the in some
years, but let us not begin to past few
feel that
the public have lost the protec
the courts of Massachusetts. tion from
Massachusetts is certainly
ting the right kind of advert not getthese broadcasts. Regardlessising from
affiliations, let us hear real of party
cussed and leave person issues disalities out.
There never was a better
state issues discussed, but time to hear
them presented in a dignif let us have
ied and more
gentleman -like manner.
Medford, Feb. 5.
M. H. ALLEN.

Gov. Curley as Republican

To The Editor of The Heral
d:
Just heard your Gover
nor over the
air, speaking at the Bosto
n Rotary and
Advertising Clubs joint sessio
n at the
Hotel Statler. It was my
impression
that the Governor WM
a Democrat.
Having been a Republican
and Protectionist all my life, I
to congratulate the Governor onwant
the best Republican speech that I
have heard
since the day of "The Full
Dinner Pail"
in the good old days of
President William McKinley's administrati
on.
HOWARD A. CROSSMAN.
Hampton Falls, Feb. 5.
——

der, Deman s'Govern°
Reveal Bank Deals
(continued

from First Page)
voters were beguiled into believing
that a vote for Curley was a vote for
Roosevelt and work and wages. The
coming months wi'l reveal how empty
was that hope.
And now he intends to use the
high office of Governor for the upbuilding of his personal political
machine.
He has transferred his
Boston city hall tactics into the goverrunent of the commonwealth.
The present Gcvernor of this
Is unusually well informed ofstate
the
condition of the closed banks and of
rrtany of the causes that forced them
to close.
His brother was a director in the first state bank to go--t
he
Industrial Bank and Trust Company,
that closed its doors in March of 1931.
The Governor knows why his
brother's liability as stockholder was
paid until a few weeks ago when not
the
present Governor became Gover
nor.
There will be occasions for others
than myself to deal in full with
thing the Governor or his secretanyDick Grant, may not care to tell ary,
you
about the closed banks in Massa
chusetts.

DEFENDS FEES
If he is sincere, he'll tell you the
whole truth and not the partial truth
about the closed banks. He knows
that the compensation for cleaning
up these sorry messes was in
Instance approved by the courtsevery
. lie
also knows that the total expen
over the 15-year period is a compa se
ratively small amount when consideration is given to the vast sums
of
money, running high into the
millions, which were lost to the public
as a result of the conduct of the
bank-wreckers. He also knows
the charge 'made by his mouth that
piece
the other night that my firm receiv
$90,000 for legal services in conne ed
ction with the liquidation of the
Federal NatiOnal Bank is absolutely false.
If he wants to be sincere why
doesn't he tell you about the
closing
of the Atlantic National Bank.
can let you know how this bank He
wrecked to the utter disregard was
thousands of depositors. He can of
you who ordered four or five tell
masters of the city of Boston,paygether with his elusive shadow, toDolan, to drive to that bank 15 Mr.
minutes before closing time OP the afternoon of Dec. 24, 1931—under police
escort and with sirens sounding---to
demand an immediate cash payme
nt
of $1,250,000 of city funds.
Oh yes, he can let you know how
a
cashier's check was refused
and
ment in $1000 bills was demanPayThe bank had to send over to ded.
the
Federal Reserve Bank to get- those
bills of such a dello nation.
It is
common knowledge that the
ng
run on the Atlantic Nationalensui
Bank
caused its 'eposits to shrink
from
S140.000,000 to $60,000,000—and any
bank that can pay out in cash such
proportion of its deposits is a solvent institution. The bank was finally forced to close and was absorbed
by another institution. Between 200
and 300 clerks lost their jobs. The
holdings of the stockholders—which
included 137 savings banks in New
England—and which amounted
to
$15,000,000, were entirely wiped out.
How about it, Mr. Curley, do you
want to talk some more about closed
banks.
No, my friends, all the smoke
screens in the world will avail him
nothing, and
his cracking-down
process cannot hide that which he
seeks to conceal. He is trying to run
rampant on Beacon Hill and unless
he is continually watched, his administration, by recklessness and gross
extravagance, will plunge Massachusetts into burdensome debt, tremenddously add to the taxes of the
,
and break down the efficiency people
of our
state government.
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TAGUE OBLIGED
TO TAKE TEST
Roosevelt Orders Civil Service
Examination to End
Dispute
firraldl
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7—The dispute
over the Boston postmastership was
settled today by President Roosevelt
With an order that a civil service examination be held to determine the successor to William M. Hurley, the career
Incumbent, who was appointed by President Hoover after 35 years service starting as a letter carrier. Mr. Hurley has
the support of Senators Walsh and
Coolidge for reappointment; his term
expired Feb. 5, but he stays in office
until A successor is named.
Govz_cerley, who ha.s recommended
former Representative Peter F. Tague
to succeed Mr. Hurley, said while here
today that he was entirely satisfied with
the decision of the President. Fle said
that Mr. Tague would enter the examination.
iMieetal Dispatch to The

J. D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
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SEEK DOG RACING
i FOR DORCHESTER Delay Faced

on P WA Grant
of $230,000,000:

Sawyer Heads Group Filing
License Application
An application for a license to conduct dog-racing on property at present owned by Mrs. Margaret T. Curley,
sister-in-law of Gov. Curley, was filed
late yesterday afternoon' at the offices
of the Massachusetts racing commission by Frank Sawyer, well-known in
Boston politics, on behalf of the Commonwealth Racing Association, Inc.
The Commonwealth group, which
gives its office address as 10 Gainsboro
street, Boston, is headed by Sawyer.
The vice-president is Collyer P. Dodson
of the Hotel Kenmore, while the other
officer is LeRoy F. Gould of 63 Western
avenue, Framingham.
The proposed track would be at Mt.
Vernon street in Dorchester, on property owned by Mrs. Curley of 52 Winthrop
street, Roxbury, wife of John J. Curley,
brother of the Governor. The Commonwealth group has an option on the
property, notice of this option accompanying the application and being
signed by both Mrs. Curley and her husband, ler attorney in fact,
The proposed track would be a quarter-mile affair, with grandstand seating 3500, a clubhouse, kennels, paddock
and a parking space for 2000 automobiles. The admission fee would be 40
cents, and the races would be conducted
between 8 P. M. and 11:30, 11 races a
night. No special dates were requested.
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Action on Governor Curley's
Request Must Await Decision
of Congress
By Oliver McKee, Jr.

Special to the Transcript:
Washington, Feb. 8—Federal action on
the huge P WA request submitted here
by Governor James M. Curley of Massasaereeenting in all $230,000,000,
lit completion of the legislation
now be o
ngress, the Transcript was
told today at
WA headquarters.
The P WA is acting on no new
applications from the States, due to the
lack of available funds, and projects'
amounting to $2,000,000,000 or so are
pending.
At the present writing, the future of
the P WA is unknown, both as to organization, and the amount of money
which will be available for public works
projects throughout the country.
Many mayors and other local officials
have been seeking Federal funds, with-7out interest charges. The impression i•
here is that the Federal Government will II
not only insist on a substantial local con. te
tribution, but will also insist on interest et
for the money hired from the Treasury.
HERALD
The Curley program, which is one of the b•
biggest single orders yet placed beforeM
Boston, MassP WA officials, cannot be taken up im- hrs,
Continued on Pane Four
xt
quarter of a century."
The program includes abolition of grade
crossings, waterway improvements, highway construction and building construction based on estimates made by the
heads of the various State departments.
It follows three months of study and
planning.
The governor said he returned "with the
Committee Asks Him to Ex- firm conviction that the same character
of the proposals made by Massachusetts
plain Hanken Appointment
must be made by every other State," in
Dept.
other
words, that the Federal GovernAdjutant's
To
ment shall provide all the funds, instead
of 70 per cent as formerly, with the State
Gov. Curley ham been asked fly the
providing the rest. He said this Would
House committee en we', rind means
be necessary because "nearly every city
to send a representative to the commithas exhausted its borrowing capacity,
hearscheduled
tee this morning for a
and nearly every State has also reached
its capacity for borrowing, and 95 per
ing on the charge that unnecessary
cent of the Mies and 85 per cent of the
jobs have been created under his adStates are not in a position to make any
ministration, as disclosed by the budget
contributions."
now being examined by the ways and
Governor Curley said he Resumed that
the apportionment of Federal funds
means committee.
would be made largely on a baste of
The chief controversy revolves around
population, and in that event he felt sure
the status of Co!. Joseph H. Hanken of
that Massachusetts would receive her
Revere, who is listed as executive offifair share. He said Massachusetts was
the only State that had submitted a
cer In the adjutant-general's departdefinite program of improvement.
ment, which comes under the execuThe governor also reported that he
tive department.
understood a second Federal housing
The budget contains an Item calling
project was being planned for the Boston area, but that he was not at liberty
for $4000 annual salary for Hanken
to say where the site would be.
and another of $1500 for a chauffeur
A slap at the possible candidacy of
for Hanken. The
inn-,tee believes re
former Governor Joseph B. Ely for
there not only 17
nee*, ty for ett,-r",: President of the 'United States in 1936
executive
er.'in. also that the ere.
was taken by Governor Curley.
When asked if, during his visit to the
entitled to a statei
calve ark' :
national capital he had discussed with
owned au '' ' and the service of
other Democrat leaders the replacement
chauffeur
it- of Mr. Ely as member of the Democratic
ev,e,
National Committee for Massachusetts,
TI. the governor said he Resumed no action
would be taken until the National Committee met in 1936. It might be, he said,
that Mr. Ely would resign in the meantime.
9:
resig"I Resume he should tender his
going to be an inat nation shortly if he is
: dependent cenelidnte for president," the
le.
governor rem a rk ed.
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Soldiers to Salute,
and So Spare Hand
of Governor Curley
(By the Associated Preset

Worcester, Feb. S.
QOV)RNOR JAMES M. CURLEY
will be pared some of the sfehin
on his right hand, suffered by his
predecessors in office, at the
annual reception in the Hall of
Flags at the State House on
Washington's
Birthday,
under
orders issued today by Adjutant.
General William I. Rose to the
officers of the Massachusetts National Guard. These officers make
tip the largest group at the recep.
lion and heretofore it has been
customary for every one of them
to shake the governor's hand when
introduced to him. Adjutant-General Rose's order directs instead
that in the coming reception the
officers will not shake hands with
the governor, but will remain covered and salute.
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We Do Need a Fighting
Opposition
In opening, on behalf of the Republican Club, the National Broadcasting
Company's "Fair Play Forum"—the first
of its kind, so far as we know, that radio
has ever established anywhere in the
nation—Senator Parkman rightly declared that at the present juncture in
the affairs of State "a fighting opposition
. . . is essential to the interests and
well-being of the people of Massacnusetts." In the past five weeks on Beacon
Hill there has been scarcely a day that
did not see some new threat lodged
against well-loved American principles
of fair play. or against this Commonwealth's well-established traditions of
orderly, tolerant and self-restrained procedure on the part. of officials of the
State Government. It has been a continuous performance, beginning with the
proceedings
knock-down-and-drag-out
against Joseph Joyce Donahue and
Charles M. Storey and passing on to the
ridiculous and sententious mock trial
held this week before the legislative
committee on public welfare in an effort
to embarrass the heads of great State
•
Institutions.
he
when
right
is
n
Parkma
Senator
says that "a fighting opposition" to all
this is necessary in the public interest.
The only question is, how shall the fight
be fought? One thing is certain, there
will be no gain for society, or for this
Commonwealth, through any descent
into tactics of the same kind now being
complained of. Not only should there
be the most scrupulous avoidance of
anything savoring of misrepresentation,
but there should be also the utmost care
to see that in telling thz! truth it should
be, as Henry Parkman urged last night,
"the whole truth and not the partial
truth" so far as the limits of time will
allow.
What the public welfare needs at this
Juncture is clear, crisp telling of the
daily facts of executive and legislative
procedure on Beacon Hill, with especial
regar (Ito the exposure of all such measures as tend to demoralize the State
service and capture control of the State
through the building up of a machine
based on fear. The public needs to be
made to understand just how such a
development harms the popular interest,
,Iincreases the people's burdens while enriching a few politicians, and builds up, I
indeed, a State administratiOn which, in
the last analysis, will become an instrument not of public service but of
dictatorial oppression.
In the great cause and livik of preventing any such tragic outcome in
have a
Massachusetts, all citizens
common interest.
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Curley, Under Fire on Bu get,
Backed as'Working Governor'
Needs More Clerks Than Predecessors, Grant Tells Legislators — Defends $5000
Car and Employment
Bureau

of the greater amount of worinierformed
by the Chief Executive.
"Now we have a governor ho works
six days a week instead of ere and a
half," Grant said.
Ile disagreed with Rep •esentative
Albert F. Bigelow of Fireekilie, House
chairman of the committee, as to the
amount of the increased expenses. The
liouse chairman said the coat of the executive department, as outlined in the
governor's request for appropriations,
was $10,000 more than the appropriation
granted Governor Ely last year. On the
other hand, Grant contende that the increase would not amount It, more than
$3000 or $4000 because the restoration of
'the State salary cuts would account tot
$3000 of the higher sum,
The House chairman alto pointed out
that while only four stenographers were
Continued on Pete Four

In justification of the inereased appropriation aeked by Governor Curley
for the Executive Department, Richard
D. Grant, the governor's secretary, told
the Ways and Means Committee of the
Legislature today that the employrr ent of
additional clerical assistance Was necessary, and that other expenses of the department were greater this year than
during preceding administrations because
.recently created by the
i tive Department
the direction
governor and placed underrepresentative
of Frank L. Kane. The
State already had
I pointed out that the u,
atssainictan
airv
itf G
ersbto
ab
um
re
u
ebn
n
a
e
1
loaytinllarge
th
edmp
senrte
a
person to the
for work seek to apPly in care of them
governor and it was to take chief execuof the
. and to save the time employ
ment bureau
tive that the special
was established.
of
Representative Edward L. Kelley,
•
of the
• Worcester, minority floor leader
and
Ways
House and a member of the
secMeans Committee, agreed with the was
retary that the special bureau
,l ed.
needed.
you want to be hard boiled," Kelley
that
said, "you can tell them to get out, are
you haven't any jobs, but people the
looking for them and you have to do
best you can."
BuHe criticized the State Employment any
reau and said that he had never had for
nuecesh in finding jobs through it
those who appealed to him.
for
The committee asked the secretary of
ment
an explanation of the appoint
naLieutenant Colonel Joseph IIanken.
s
tional vice commander of the Veteranin
officer
e
executiv
of Foreign Wars, as
ent, at
: the adjutant general's departm
Is a new
s a salary of $4000 a year. This
the perI office which did not exist under
appropriat viola; administration, and the
for
tion bill further contained a reettlest nt
for a chauffeur for the lieutena

I

I

$1500

colonel.

comThe governor's secretary told the the
he was not familiar with
I mittee that Lieutenant Colonel lianken'm '
s details of
the officer
4-. duties, but understood that
ate the
had been appointed to co-ordin s de1 activities of the adjutant general'
partment.
by
Another item which was challenged aua new
1 the committee was $5000 fee
Renee.
1 tonmbile for Governor Curley. see im
r sentativo Bigelow said he could have a
reason why the governor should
had one
9 $5000 ear when hip predecessor
, that cost only AlliSfie. Grant replied Illni
ar car,
) the governor wanted the particul
, although there probably were some per.
Ale who would prefer that he rifle #11
low-priced vehicle.
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Curlajlresents Ship
Model to Roosevelt
WASHINGTON, Feb. 8 (11) — A
miniature of the good ship Lighting,
one of the grandest sailing vessels
ever to ride the seas, was added yesterday to the President's collection of
marine paintings and ship models.
The miniature was the gift of
James M. Curley, Governor of Massachusetts, who proudly displayed
the model to a gathering of Congressmen, labor leaders and reporters in the lobby of the Executive
offices at the White House.
"I'd like to keep this myself,"
Governor Curley said, as he displayed
the ship. "See, the rudder works,
these
winches
work—everything
works!"
The model was made by Thomas
Phee of Boston. Lightning won fame
by her sensational crossing from
Boston to Liverpool in 16 days, back
in 1854

•

Gov

Curley shown at the White House yesterday
model of the clipper ship Lightning.
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HOLY CROSS CLUB OF BOSTON 4
\ ELECTS DR CHARLES KICKHANI

Legislators Want New
Taxes Legalized
After listening to Tax Commissioner Long's exposition of the taxation situation in Massachusetts,
members of the Legislative Taxation Committee yesterday seemed
to favor Gov Curley's move for
a State constitutional convention.
It was stated last night that S
ator William C. Davenport, ch Ci
man of the committee, will se
Governor on the latter's r
I from Washington to discu
prospects for such a conven
remove constitutional barni 14
new taxes.

f2cv mAllizicE V. OuLLFA,S.J.
C.13 cgitzomE

6Eo

FAVOR CHANGE
IN CONSTITUTION

Hu614f5

iWould Exempt Homes

f2kr42•/04
f-I4s

ROPEif(
Cloture-, 20

•ns•r-tc_c.r
riz C.J. E.16cia,144
'23

mAureicE
J. LACEY

41\N1

PROMINENT AT HOLY CROSS ALUMNI
DINNER
Dr Charles J. E. Kickham was elected
Other officers elected were Rev
president of the Holy Cross Club of William L. Keville. Edward
J.
Boston during the annual banquet Nangle, attorney James F. Ryan, vice
presiden
ts;
Henry
C.
Clark.
secretary;
and meeting held last night at the
Frank A. Stout Jr, treasurer: Dr
Myles Standish Hotel.
Kirkham, attorney James F. Ryan,
Among the speakers were Judge William A. Niland, Robert
Clair.
Thomas Danicl of Worcester, Fr John trustees; Edward F. Clark, Daniel
D. Wheeler, representing the faculty; H. Coakley Jr, Edward J. Comiskey.
Maurice J. Lacey, headmaster of J. Fay,Charles E. Coyne, Joseph
Timothy M. Feeney. Robert
Jamaica Plain High School; George E. Ferry, Rev Frederick L. Frawley
,
F. Hughes of Dover, N H, presiden James E. Gilday, William A. Hanlon,
t Edward F.
McManu
s, Thomas J.
of the general alumni of Holy Cross;
Burke, William A. McElroy, Daniel
C. B. Strome, executive secretar
y, A. Mullin, Joseph E. Ryan, Arthur
and Theodore Glynn, representing
Gov Curie . James F. Ryan was F. Ray, Robert T. Sharkey. Joseph
X. Trainor, Dr Thomas W. Wickham,
toast
Frederick A. York Jr, directors.

Gov Curley has already called upon
the
e for such a conven' tio.i.
A desire to tax securities of corporations and to exempt homesteads up
to $5000 valuation, both of which are
impossible under the Ccknstitution at
present, is the principal object behind
the move of the Taxation Committee
members for a convention.
Under the State Constitution the
Legislature could not enact any
measures to tax the capital value of
personal property, it is pointed out.
That provision prevents passage of
1 several
proposals to relieve the tax
burden on real estate.
According to Commissioner Long,
there are constitutional barriers to
practically all the proposals by the
Taxation Committee. These barriers
would have to be removed before
the bills could become law.
Mr Long pointed out that the sales
tax has not yet come up for consideration by the committee, and that
he did not include that proposal in
the list of those barred by the Constitution. The sales tax has already
been ruled constitutional in this
State.

Convention Speedier
Although
amendments to the
Constitution could be passed by the
Legislature and popular referendum,
the convention plan would be a
time saver, it was pointed out.
Otherwise it would bc necessary
to submit the change to two successive Legislatures, thence to a vote
of the people and then back to another Legislature for final enactment.
A constitutional convention could
be held this year. the changes
submitted to the voters in 1936 a usi
would become part
o
State constitution in 1937.
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Goodwin Approves a Ry
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Today in Greater Bo
New England
And Other Points in
uld be consoliBoston district sho
ny orchestra,
pho
sym
e
dated into one
arse and
Parknum Opens Fir
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sive attack on have mor
e
The most comprehen his inaugu- be given an opportunity to produc
since
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FAVOR CHANGE
IN CONSTITUTION

HOLY CROSS CLUB OF BOSTON
\ ELECTS DR CHARLES KICKHAM

411

Legislators Want New.
Taxes Legalized
After listening to Tax Commissioner Long's exposition of the taxation situation in Massachusetts,
members of the Legislative Taxation Committee yesterday seemed
to favor Gov Curley's move for
a State constitutional convention.
It was stated last night that S
ator William C. Davenport, ch
man of the committee, will se
, Governor on the latter's r
from Washington to discu
prospects for such a conven
remove constitutional barn
new taxes.
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' Would Exempt Homes
Gov Curley has already called upon
the registattife for such a conven- ,
t i o.i.
iA desire to tax securities of corporations and to exempt homesteads up 1 t
to $5000 valuation, both of which are I
impossible under the Cqnstitution at , r
, present, is the principal object behind ' r
the move of the Taxation Committee E
I members for a convention.
C
Under the State Constitution the t
Legislature could not enact any
measures to tax the capital value of i
personal property, it is pointed out. 1
That provision prevents passage of
several proposals to relieve the tax
burden on real estate.
According to Commissioner Long,
there are constitutional barriers to
practically all the proposals by the
Taxation Committee. These barriers
would have to be removed before
the bills could become law.
Mr Long pointed out that the sales
tax has not yet come up for consideration by the committee, and that
he did not include that proposal in
the list of those barred by the Constitution. The sales tax has already
been ruled constitutional in this
State.
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PROMINENT AT HOLY CROSS ALUMNI DINNE
R
Dr Charles J. E. Kickham was elected
Other officers elected were Rev
president of the Holy Cross Club of William L. Keville. Edward
.1.
Boston during the annual banquet Nangle, attorney James F. Ryan, vice
preside
nts;
Henry
C. Clark, secretary;
and meeting held last night at the
Frank A. Stout Jr, treasurer: Dr
Myles Standish Hotel.
Kickham, attorney James F. Ryan,
Among the speakers were Judge William A. Niland, Robert
Clair.
Thomas Daniel of Worcester, Fr John trustees; Edward F. Clark, Daniel
D. Wheeler, representing the faculty; H. Coakley Jr, Edward J. Comiskey.
Maurice J. I,acey, headmaster of .1. Fay,Charles E. Coyne, Joseph
Timothy M.
, Robert
Jamaica Plain High School; George E. Ferry, Rev FrederiFeeney
ck L. Frawley,
James
E.
Gilday, William A. Hanlon,
F'. Hughes of Dover, N H, president
of the general alumni of Holy Cross; Edward F. McManus, Thomas J.
Burke,
Willia
m A. McElroy, Daniel
C. B. Strome, executive secretary,
A. Mullin. Joseph E. Ryan, Arthur
and Theodore Glynn, representing
Gov Curie . James F. Ryan was F. Ray. Robert T. Sharkey, Joseph
X. Trainor, Dr Thomas W. Wickham,
Frederick A. York Jr, directors.

Conrention Speedier

i

Although
amendments to the
Constitution could be passed by the
Legislature and popular referendum,
the convention plan would be a
time saver, it was pointed out.
Otherwise it would be necessary
to submit the change to two successive Legislatures, thence to a vote
of the people and then back to another Legislature for final enact-

ment.

A constitutional convention could
be held this year. the changes
submitted to the voters in 1938 and
c amendments would become part
o
State constitution in 1937.
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After listening to Tax Commissioner Long's exposition of the taxation situation in Massachusetts,
members of the Legislative Taxation Committee yesterday seemed
to favor Gov Curley's move for
a State constitutior.al convention.
It was stated last night that S
ator William C. Davenport, ch a
man of the committee, will se
Governor on the latter's r
from Washington to discu
prospects for such a conven
remove constitutional barni
new taxes.
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PROMINENT AT HOLY CROSS ALUMNI DINNE
R
Dr Charles J. E. Kickham was elected
Other officers elected were Rev
president of the Holy Cross Club of William L. Keville, Edward
J.
Boston during the annual banquet Nangle, attorney James F. Ryan, N,ice
presiden
ts;
Henry
C.
Clark, secretary;
and meeting held last night at the
Frank A. Stout Jr, treasurer; Dr
Myles Standish Hotel.
Kickham, attorney James F. Ryan.
Among the speakers were Judge William A. Niland, Robert
Clair.
Thomas Daniel of Worcester, Fr John trustees; Edward F. Clark, Daniel
D. Wheeler, representing the faculty; II. Coakley Jr, Edward J. Comiskey.
Maurice J. Lacey, headmaster of J. Fay,Charles E. Coyne, Joseph
Timothy M. Feeney, Robert
Jamaica Plain High School; George E. Ferry, Rev Frederick L. Frawley
,
James
E.
Gilday, William A. Hanlon,
F. Hughes of Dover, N H, president
Edward
F.
McManus, Thomas J.
of the general alumni of Holy Cross;
Burke, William A. McElroy, Daniel
C. B. Strome, executive secretar
y,
A.
Mullin,
Joseph
E. Ryan, Arthur
and Theodore Glynn, representing
F. Ray, Robert
Gov Curie •
James F. Ryan was X. Trainor, Dr T. Sharkey. Joseph
Thomas W. Wickham,
toaS
Frederick A. York Jr, directors.
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Would Exempt Homes

Gov Curley has already called upon
the
e for such a conven- ,
tio.i.
E
A desire to tax securities of corporations and to exempt homesteads up
to $5000 valuation, both of which are
, impossible under the Cqnstitution at
present, is the principal object behind
the move of the Taxation Committee
members for a convention.
Under the State Constitution the
Legislature could not enact any
measures to tax the capital value of
personal property, it is pointed out.
That provision prevents passage of
several proposals to relieve the tax
burden on real estate.
According to Commissioner Long,
there are constitutional barriers to
practically all the proposals by the
Taxation Committee. These barriers
would have to be removed before
the bills could become law.
Mr Long pointed out that the sales
tax has not yet come up for consideration by the committee, and that
he did not include that proposal in
the list of those barred by the Constitution. The sales tax has already
been ruled constitutional in this
State.

Convention Speedier
Although
amendments to the
Constitution could be passed by the
Legislature and popular referendum.
the convention plan would be a
time saver, it was pointed out.
I
Otherwise it would be necessary
to submit the change to two successive Legislatures, thence to a vote
of the people and then back to another Legislature for final enactment.
A constitutional convention could
hP held this year. the changes
submitted to the voters in 1936 and
e amendments would become part
State constitution in 1937.
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Ronan Questions Right to Legislators Want Grant
Inquiry to Be Resumed
to Explain Today
Review Curley Acts
Tomorrow Morning
Complaining that Gov eurley's esThe right of the Supreme Judicial
Court to review the action of Gov
Curley in "designating" E. Mark
Sullivan as chairman of the Boston
Finance Commission if that action
was, in fact, an executive function.
was questioned yesterday by Asst
Atty Gen James J. Ronan during
arguments before the full bench of
The hearing
the Supreme Court.
was on the petition of Judge Jacob
J. Kaplan for a writ of mandamus
to compel Mr Sullivan to cease from
acting as chairman and to compel the
other members to recognize Judge
Kaplan, who was named chairman
by Gov Ely, as the real chairman.
Mr Ronan, with Asst Atty Gen
Henry P. Fielding, represented Gov
Curley. Francis R. Mullin appeared
for Mr Sullivan and Leon B. Newman for Judge Kaplan. The full
bench now has the case under advisement.
Mr Ronan declared the duties o
chairman of the Boston Financ
Commission are purely ministerial
and that although he receives a sal
ary of $5000 a year while the othe
members are unpaid, he is no mor
a public officer than any other mem
ber. The fact he is named chairman
does not set him apart from the
other members.
The designation by the Governor
of a chairman means simply that
additional duties have been assigned
to him, Mr Ronan argued.
Mr Newman urged that the fact
that a salary was paid the chairman
hut not to any other member does
in fact set him apart and that it is
strong evidence that he is a public
officer and cannot be removed except
for cause.

Edmund L. Dolan, city treasurer of
Boston during Gov Curley's regime
as Mayor, has been asked to appear
before the Boston Finance Commission tomorrow morning when the
"Fin Corn" will resume its investigation of certain acts of Mr Dolan while
city treasurer.
Mr Dolan will be permitted to have
his counsel, Thomas H. Mahoney,
I present, and has been asked to bring
all books, papers and accounts pertaining to purchases of securities for
the city of Boston while he was
treasurer.
Announcement of the reopening of
the hearing of the Dolan matter,
which has been the subject of bitter
dispute between the present Finance
Commission, and George R. Farnum,
formerly its special investigator, was
made by E. Mark Sullivan, chairman
of the commission.
Mr Sullivan said the commission
has no idea where its investigation
'would lead to, explaining that every1 thing depends on what develops at
I tomorrow's private hearing.
1 Mr Sullivan said the Finance Commission looked into the Dolan case
, several months ago and commented
that it was "opened up again during
the political campaign in the Fall
and again just before the inaugura•
tion of Go Curley."
un was counsel for !
While Mr .
.
Finance
th^
Commission he tried tct
question Mr Dolan, but was tinsuc.•
cessful. Finally a subpena was servod
upon the ex-city treasurer. He did II
not appear in answer to it, but in.
stead a certificate was filed by his
physician. Dr Martin English, saying
he was too ill to testify.
Mr Dolan went to Florida to recuperate and Mr Farnum on Jan 3,
the day of the inaugural, went before the Supreme Judicial Court and
asked that Mr Dolan be ordered to
answer the subpena. Before the court
I acted, Gov Curley had changed the
personnel of the Finance Commission
and the petition before the court
was withdrawn Jan 25.
Early this week Mr Dolan returned
home from Florida and his counsel,
Mr Mahony, told Chairman Sullivan
they were ready to have the investiI
gation proceed.
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Massachusetts.
The Governor pointed out that
nothing could be done about removing Ely from the national committee,
an action which Gov Curley is heartily in Java of, until the committee

itself meets in the next Presidential
year.
But, he added, "I assume he should
tender his resignation shortly if he
is going to be an independent candidate for President."

timate of the cost of operating his
office at the State House in 1935 is
nearly $6000 in excess of the sum
spent for that purpose by Gov Ely
last year, the Ways and Means Committee of the Massachusetts House
will call Richard D. Grant, the Governor's secretary, today to explain
the increase.
The committee has authority to
strike any items from the Governor's office allowance if it sees fit,
although they could be restored when
the budget comes up before the
House.

Four More on Staff
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow of the
committee said last night the committee is curious to know why Gov
Curley needs four more persons in
his office staff than his predecessor
and will ask Grant this question today. The added help are secretaries
and stenographers, according to
Chairman Bigelow.
Among other matters to be brought
to Secretary Grant's attention by the
committee is the fact that he ordered
a new $5000 automobile for Gov Curley, although Mr Ely drove around
while he was Governor in one which
cost about $1500 less.
Secretary Grant admitted last night
he had prepared the data required
by the committee.
It is stated that the cost of conducting the Governor's office in 1935 will
be approximately $39,000.
NebsTor-Parkman spoke
on the radio in answer to recent addresses by Gov Curley and his secretary, Richard D. Grant.
Senator Parkman said that Gov
Curley views the Governorship meref ly as a stepping stone to higher noI lineal aspirations and is trying to
build up a powerful personal machine.
"At all costs, whether by fair means
or foul, he can brook no criticism
and no interference in his plans,"
Senator Parkman said. "He must
also wipe out his trails of the past,
which to him must be a sorry nightmare."
The Senator declared that the Governor "has transferred his Boston
City Halt tactics into the government of the Commonwealth."
He said that he has been made a
special target for criticism because
he is a copetitioner for legislation
action "to bring his deeds or misdeeds into the light of day."
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his sentence had been denied. Head
lowered, he walked silently from
cell to cell without speaking to the
guards.
Once there, Warden James J. Hogsett visited him and told him that
the plea had been denied.
"0, well, it doesn't matter," said
the prisoner, looking up from a letter
which he received from his sister
this morning.
The letter was a promise from the
His last hope of reprieve gone, Al- sister
to make the trip from the
exander Kaminski, convicted slayer western part of the State to Boston
of a Hampden County Jail guard, next week and visit him. Kaminski's
was transferred from the Cherry Hill family is poor, and has had difficulty
in raising the necessary money for
section of the Charlestown State their
brief trips to see him.
Prison to cell N.) 1 in the death house
Guard Hayden was killed when
at 7 o'clock last night.
Kaminski and a fellow prisoner in the
The condemned man, who has Hampden Jail sought to break out.
twice broken jail during his brief Hayden tried to block their way, and
but violent criminal career, was con- Kaminski struck him over the head,
ducted to his new cell by Deputy Inflicting a fracture of the skull.
Warden Frank Lanigan and two
His companion in the dash for
other jail attendants. He is to be liberty is now serving a life sentence.
electrocuted for the murder of guard Their trial was held before Judge
Meritt Hayden during the week of Nelson P. Brown, who afterwards
Feb 17.
denied a new trial.
The only inmate of the death house,
Following his conviction, Kaminski
Kaminski sensed when the guards made another successful break, but
came to move him that his plea to was recaptured by State Police
officers
Gov Curley for a commutation of several weeks later.

KAMINSKI OCCUPIES
, DEATH HOUSE CELL
Guard Slayer Is Then Told
Commutation Is Denied
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Boston, Mass.
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to Gov Curley at the first
' proposal
MURPHY URGES MODEL
opportunity. finillr'hoped to take
AIRPORT AT SQUANTUM the matter up with Curley today but

WASHINGTON, Feb, 7 (A. P.)— the Governor left the Capital at
construction of a model airport at about the same time he arrived.
!le Squantum, Mass, naval air base i Murphy said the Boston area was
was recommended today by John J. the logical spot for concentration of
Murphy, United States Marshal for I aerial forces and estimated that the
Massachusetts, in discussions with proposed development, providing for
nay State members of the House and 5000 fighting planes. would cost approximately $2,000.000 and give work
Senate.
Murphy said he would present the to 1500 to 2000 men.
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SECOND HOUSING PROJECT HERE
i BEING PLANNED, SAYS GOVERNOR

being planned,
A second Federal housing project for Boston is
was not at
he
said
Governor
The
today.
'Gov Curley revealed
planned to step in
liberty to state where the Federal Government
been informed .
and rebuild a slum area. The Governor said he had
,,
st, executivr
Vernon
Mt
of the project by John H. Ihlder of 41
for a SoUt
Plans
Committee.
Housing
Boston
the
director of
Boston project have already been announced. i
e
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Curley Budget-1
Continued from the First Page
that executives such as the Governor
or the Mayor of a city have some jobfinding organization.
"If you -went to. be hard boiled,''
Kelley remarked, "you can tell them
to get out, that you haven't any jobs. •
But people are looking for them and ,
you must do the best you can for .
them."
Kelley criticized the operation of
the State Employment Bureau, says
ing that he had never had any success in securing positions from this
bureau.
The committee inquired into the
reason of the employment of Joseph
Hanken, national vice president of
the V. F. W., in doing special duty
in the Adjutant General's department.
The budget also contains an item of
;1560 for a chauffeur for Hanken.
Grant replied that he was not
familiar with the matter inasmuch as
it was one related to the Adjutant I
General's department, but said that
he had heard that Hanken was engaged in coordinating activities in
the Adjutant General's department.:
Representative Bigelow then said
he could see no reason why Gov
Curley's motor car should cost $50001
when Gov Ely's car cost $3850. Grant
said that the Governor liked the can
in question and added that there arel
some people in the State would have
him motoring around in a low-priced
vehicle.
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QUESTION DOLAN
Legislators Want Grant
Inquiry to Be Resumed
Tomorrow Morning
Edmund L. Dolan, city treasurer of
Boston during Gov Curley's regime
as Mayor, has been asked to appear
before the Boston Finance Commission tomorrow morning when the
"Fin Corn" will resume its investigation of certain acts of Mr Dolan while
city treasurer.
Mr Dolan will be permitted to have
his counsel, Thomas H. Mahoney
I present, and has been asked to brin
all books, papers and accounts per
taming to purchases of securities fo
the city of Boston while he wa
treasurer.
Announcement of the reopening of
the hearing of the Dolan matter,
which has been the subject of bitter
dispute between the present Finance
Commission, and George R. Farnum,
formerly its special investigator. was
made by E. Mark Sullivan, chairman
of the commission.
Mr Sullivan said the commission
has no idea where its investigation
: would lead to, explaining that everything depends on what develops at
tomorrow's private hearing.
1 Mr Sullivan said the Finance Commission looked into the Dolan case
I several months ago and commented
that it was "opened up again during
the political campaign in the Fall
and again just before the inauguration of Gov Curley."
While AtIT'ffTim was counsel for
th?. Finance Commission he tried to
question Mr Dolan, but was unsuccessful. Finally a subpena was served
upon the ex•city treasurer. He did
not appear in answer to it, but instead a certificate was filed by his
physician. Dr Martin English, saying
he was too ill to testify.
Mr Dolan went to Florida to recuperate and Mr Farnum on Jan 3,
the day of the inaugural, went before the Supreme Judicial Court and
asked that Mr Dolan be ordered to
answer the subpena. Before the court
acted, Gov Curley had changed the
personnel of the Finance Commission
and the petition before the court
was withdrawn Jan 25.
Early this week Mr Dolan returned
home from Florida and his counsel,
Mr Mahony, told Chairman Sullivan
they were ready to have the investigation proceed.
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Ronan Questions Right to
Review Curley Acts

The right of the Supreme Judicial
Court to review the action of Gov
Curley in "designating" E. Mark
Sullivan as chairman of the Boston
Finance Commission if that action
was, in fact, an executive function.
was questioned yesterday by Asst
Atty Gen James J. Ronan during
arguments before the full bench of
the Supreme Court.
The hearing
was on the petition of Judge Jacob
J. Kaplan for a writ of mandamus
to compel Mr Sullivan to cease from
acting as chairman and to compel the
other members to recognize Judge
Kaplan, who was named chairman
by Gov Ely, as the real chairman.
Mr Ronan. with Asst Atty Gen
Henry P. Fielding, represented Gov
Curley. Francis R. Mullin appeared
for Mr Sullivan and Leon B. Newman for Judge Kaplan. The full
bench now has the case under ad•
visement.
Mr Ronan declared the duties of
chairman of the Boston Finance
Commission are purely ministerial
and that although he receives_a_ sat-

to Explain Today
Complaining that Gov Curley's estimate of the cost of operating his
office at the State House in 1935 is
nearly $6000 in excess of the sum
pent for that purpose by Gov Ely ,
last year, the Ways and Means Corn-;
mittee of the Massachusetts House I
will call Richard D. Grant, the Governor's secretary, today to explain
the increase.
The committee has authority to
strike any items from the Govern- ,
or's office allowance if it sees fit,
although they could be restored when
the budget comes up before the •
House.

Four More on Staff
GLOBE
Boston, Mass.

PARKMAN ANSWERS
CURLEY'S CHARGES

GLOBE
Boston, Mass,

FEB 8 15
CURLEY TAKES SLY DIG
AT HIS PREDECESSOR
(toy Curley on his return from
Washington took a sly jab at his
predecessor, Joseph B. Ely, now
wintering in Florida with Al Smith,
when he was asked if during his
visit to Washington he had done anything towards the replacing of Ely
as a national committee man from
Massachusetts.
The Governor pointed out that
nothing could be done about removing Ely from the national committee,
an action which Gov Curley is heartily in favor of, until the committee
itself meets in the next President
ial
year.
But, he added, "I assume he
tender his resignation shortly should
if he
is going to be an
independent candidate for President."

I

1

In a bitter attack on Gov Curley,
Senator Henry Parkman Jr last night
declared that the Governor "has tolerated and at times participated in
a campaign of misrepresentslion,
:lander and abuse which is without
a parallel in the history of gubernatorial administrations in this Commonwealth." Senator Parkman spoke
on the radio in answer to recent addresses by Gov Curley and his secretary, Richard D. Grant.
Senator Parkman said that Gay
Curley views the Governorship merely as a stepping stone to higher political aspirations and is trying to
build up a powerful personal machine.
"At all costs, whether by fair means
or foul, he can brook no criticism
and no interference in his plans,"
Senator Parkman said. "He must
also wipe out his trails of the past,
which to him must be a sorry nightmare."
The Senator declared that the Governor "has transferred his Boston
City Hall tactics into the government of the Commonwealth."
He said that he has been made a
special target for criticism because
he is a copetitioner for legislation
action "to bring his deeds or misdeeds into the light of day."
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KAMINSKI OCCUPIES
DEATH HOUSE CELL

his sentence had be0.n denied. Head
lowered, he walked silently from
cell to cell without speaking to the
quards.
Once there, Warden James J. Hog.
sett visited him and told him that
the plea had been denied.
"0, well, it doesn't matter," said
the prisoner, looking up from a letter
which he received from his sister
this morning.
The letter was a promise from the
His last hope of reprieve gone, Alsister
exander Kaminski, convicted slayer westernto make the trip from the
part of the State
of a Hampden County Jail guard, next week and visit him. to Boston
Kaminski's
was transferred from the Cherry Hill family is poor, and has had difficult
y
in
raising
the necessary money for
section of the Charlestown State
their brief trips to see him.
Prison to cell No 1 in the death house
Guard Hayden was killed when
at 7 o'clock last night.
The condemned man, who has Kaminski and a fellow prisoner in the
twice broken jail during his brief Hampden Jail sought to break out.
but violent criminal career, was con- Hayden tried to block their way, and
Kaminski struck him over the head,
ducted to his new cell by Deputy Inflictin
g a fracture of the skull.
Warden Frank Lanigan and two
His companion in the dash for
other jail attendants. He is to be
liberty
electrocuted for the murder of guard Their is now serving a life sentence.
trial was held before Judge
Meritt Hayden during the week of
Nelson P. Brown, who afterwards
Feb 17.
The only inmate of the death house. denied a new trial.
Following his conviction. Kaminsk
i
Kaminski sensed when the guards made
another successful break, but
came to move him that his plea to
was
recaptur
ed
by
State
Police officers
Gov Curley for a commutation of
several weeks later.
GLOBE

Guard Slayer Is Then Told
Commutation Is Denied
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proposal to Gov Curley at the first
,pportunity. He"Ifill!rhoped to take
ic matter up with Curley today but
WASHINGTON, Feb, 7 k A. r
Itie Governor left the Capital at
Construction of a model airport a l
bout the same time he arrived.
1he Squantum, Mass, naval air bas,
Murphy said the Boston area was
was recommended today by John .1.
the logical spot for concentration of
Murphy, United States Marshal for
aerial forces arid estimated that the
Massachusetts, in discussions with ; proposed development, providin
g for
flay State members of the House and 5000 fighting planes would cost apSenate.
proximately $2,000.000 and give work
Murphy said he would present the to 1500 to 2000 men.

MURPHY URGES MODEL
AIRPORT AT SQUANTUM
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SECOND HOUSING PROJECT HERE
BEING PLANNED, SAYS GOVERNOR
A second Federal housing project for Boston is being planned,
" Gov Curley revealed today. The Governor said he was not at
liberty to state where the Federal Government planned to step in
and rebuild a slum area. The Governor said he had been informed
of the project by John H. Ihlder of 41 Mt Vernon st, executiv
director of the Boston Housing Committee. Plans for a SoUt
Boston project have already been announced.
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Curley Budget—,
Continued from the First Page

I

that executives such as the Governor
or the Mayor of a city have some job.:
finding organization.
"If you •went to. be .hard boiled,"
Kelley remarked, "You can tell them
to get out, that you haven't any jobs.
But people are looking for them and
you must do the best you can for
them."
Kelley criticized the operation of
the State Employment Bureau, say.
ing that he had never had any success in securing positions from this
bureau.
The committee inquired into the
reason of the employment of Joseph
Hanken, national vice president of
the V. F. W., in doing special duty
in the Adjutant General's department.
The budget also contains an item of
*1560 for a chauffeur for Hanken.
Grant replied that he was not
familiar with the matter inasmuch as,
it was one related to the Adjutant
General's department, but said that
he had heard that Hanken was engaged in coordinating activities in
the Adjutant General's department.:
Representative Bigelow then said
he could see no reason \Oly Gov
Curley's motor car should cost $5000
when Gov Ely's car cost $3850. Grant
said that the Governor liked the car
in question and added that there arel
some people in the State would have I
him motoring around in a low-priced
vehicle.
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LANESBORO ASKS
ER
POSTMAST
CURLEY OFFERS
CURB 014 KLETSCHA
EVM SOON 19 Citizens Petitioned Gov
P.It A.PROGRAM
Curley Again Urges Hurley
• to Seek New Job

Seeks $230,000,000 for
Projects in State
By CHARLES S. GROVES
WASHINGTON. Feb 7—Gov Cur.
ley made a hurried visit to Wash+
ington today and presented to tin
Public Works Administration a pro'
gram of projects for Massachusett
totaling $230,000,000.
The Governor had his conferenc
with Mai Philip P. Fleming. Actl
ing Deputy P. W. A. Administrator.
to whom he explained the projects
in detail. Gov Curley emphasized thc
inability, of the State or the various
municipalities to take on additiona:
financial burdens and for that • reason urged that the entire cost of
the projects in his program shoulr
br borne by the Federal Government
Gov Curley was supported in this
picture of the financial difficulties of
the cities by Paul V. Bettors, secretary of the National Association of
Mayors, of which the Governor wa:=
president several years ago. Mr Bettors told Administrator Fleming that
the association had made a survey
of 110 major cities of the country.,
This survey had shown that nore
of those cities are able to take on
any further financial obligations.
At the office of Maj Fleming it
was stated after the conference that
it is impossible at this time to make
any definite commitments of Federal
aid for Massachusetts on account of
the lack of funds and the situation
• in Congress as to pending legislation
enibodied in the $4,800,000,000 public works and relief bill.
Maj Fleming was an attentive ustener while Gov Curley detailed
proposed public works projects for
the State and emphasized the need
for the adoption of his program.
The program includes: Public welpublic
health, I
fare,
$2,802,500;
$1,602,800; Massachusets State College, !
$1,093,900; Soldiers' Home, $440,000;
Department of Correction, $6,830,000;
Department of Mental Diseases,
$19,593,000; public service, $525,000;
House, $340,000; military,
State
$1,720,000,and public works,$74,642,000,
divided E s follows:
Highways, $9,338,000; waterways,
$8,278,160; Metropolitan District Commission, $42,100,000; other water lmprovements, $37,903,000.
Gov Curley called at the White
House during the day and left with
one of the President's secretaries A
full-scale model of the clipper ship
Lightning, famous in Boston in the
days of th.? China trade. The Lightning made the voyage from Boston
to Liverpool in 16 days. The model
was made by Thomas Phee of Boston,
who spent four months on the job.
Gov Curley visited the Capitol and
discussed informally with variou
members of the Massachusets delegation certain phases of his publi
Works projects and suggested the
each member use his influence t
secure the 1 1otme n t of P. W. A
money for the project which woul
.be helpful in his particular district.

The examination for postmaster of
Boston, which has been ordered from
Washington and definitely ousts the
incumbent, William E. Hurley, since
the incumbent cannot take the exam,
will be called before March 5, Gov
Curley said he was informed in
Washington yesterday.
Former Congressman Peter F.
Tague, Curley's candidate for the
position, will take the examination
and the Governor has predicted that
he will top the list.
The Governor pointed out again today that Postmaster Hurley cannot
take the examination. He said, "Unless his friends who have been so vociferous in his behalf find a position
speedily for him he'll be out of a job
with all his agitation. And that would
be most unfortunate."
The Governor had previously offered the gratuitous suggestion that
Hurley apply for another position in
the postal service. As to the filling
of the post of collector of internal
revenue in Boston, Gov Curley said
there was "nothing new." Maurice
lobin of the Boston School Committee is his candidate for this bit of
patronage.

Curley to That End
Nineteen citizens of Lanesboro petitioned Gov Curley today for his aid
in compellfffrThomas S. L. Kletscha,
a resident of Lanesboro and chief district inspector of the motor vehicles
registry, to confine his activities to
his official position. The Governor
said he was inclined to believe that
Registrar Frank A. Goodwin would
take the action necessary.
According to the petitioners, the inspector, "through his efforts as an
agitator and through items in the
papers has impaired the financial
standing of the town. He was instrumental in having the Board of
Registrars arrested and hauled into
court for criminal offenses in the discharge of their duties and they were
acquitted.
"At the time the matter was taken
up with the Public Works Division
in Boston and the registrar of motor
vehicles, but no action was taken."
It is claimed that Kletscha is still
creating agitation in the town outside
of his official position.
rress %All/pugs
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_ INATIONAL GUARD NOT
GOVERN L SUGGESTS
TO SHAKE HIS HAND
DEER HUNTING TRIP 4 Gov Curley to Escape Part

;

Tells Hurley 'They Should
Fly to Nantucket
Here's news for the Nimrods.
legisGov Curley today approved a
extra
an
for
calling
enactment
lative
of
island
the
on
deer
on
open season
Nantucket. The season opens for one
season
week next Monday. The open
Nanof
residents
by
was requested
the
tucket, Gov Curley said, "Because
from
grown
has
which
herd
present
:
s
pnthtehegair
ituo
ndororThOidiss egarto
oitaos 4n0O
tdure•n
all sorts of
land and interfering with
ga
no open
For many years there was
Governor,
The
island.
the
on
season
suggested to
after approving the bill,
that they
State Trees Charlie Hurley by plans
ought to slip down there
back
Monday. bag a deer and fly itHurley
and
to town. Both Curley
officials should
agreed that State
special open
properly recognize this
II

season.

of Reception Ordeal
Gov Curley will be spared some of
anthe stilffrertiandshaking at the
Washon
reception
Governor's
nual
ington's Birthday, when he receives
in the Hall of Flags.
According to orders issued today
for the
by Adjt Gen William I. RoseNational
reception, officers of the
Guard, when passing the Governor in
the receiving line, will not shake
hands with the Governor, but will
remain covered and salute.
It has always been their custom to
shake hands when being presented to
the Governor. This year will set a
new precedent.
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KAMINSKI OCCUPIES
DEATH HOUSE CELL
Guard Slayer Is Then Told
Commutation Is Denied
His last hope of reprieve gone, Alexander Kaminski, convicted slayer
of a Hampden County Jail guard,
was transferred from the Cherry Hill
section of the Charlestown State
Prison to cell No 1 in the death house
at 7 o'clock last night.
The condemned man, who has
twice broken jail during his brief
but violent criminal career, was conducted to his new cell by Deputy
Warden Frank Lanigan and two
other jail attendants. He is to be
electrocuted for the murder of guard
Meritt Hayden during the week of
Feb 17.
The only inmate of the death house,
Kaminski sensed when the guards
came to move him that his plea to
Gov_Curley for a commutation of

his sentence had been denied. Head
lowered, he walked silently from
cell to cell without speaking to the
guards.
Once there, Warden James J. Hogsett visited him and told him that
the plea had been denied.
"0, well, it doesn't matter," said
the prisoner, looking up from a letter
which he received from his sister
this morning.
The letter was a promise from the
sister to make the trip from the
western part of tee State to Boston
next week and visit him. Kaminski's
family is poor, and has had difficulty
in raising the necessary money for
their brief trips to see him.
Guard Hayden was killed when
Kaminski and a fellow prisoner in the
Hampden Jail sought to break out.
Hayden tried to block their way, and
Kaminski struck him over the head,
Inflicting a fracture of the skull.
His companion in the dash for
liberty is now serving a life sentence.
Their trial was held before Judge
Nelson P. Brown, who afterwards
denied a new trial.
Following his conviction. Kaminski
made another successful break, but
was recaptured by State Police officers
several weeks later.
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proposal to Gov Curley at the first
opportunity. 1-frIfIrahoped to take
AIRPORT AT SQUANTUM the matter up with Curley today but
WASHINGTON. Feb, 7 (A. l'
the Governor left the Capital at
Construction of a model airport at 1 about the same time he arrived.
ihe Squantum, Mass, naval air base I
Murphy said the Boston area was
was recommended today by John J. the logical spot for concentration of
Murphy, United States Marshal for aerial forces and estimated that the
Massachusetts, in discussions with proposed development, providing for
Bay State members of the House and 5000 fighting planes, would cost approximately $2,000,000 and give work
Senate.
Murphy said he would present the to 1500 to 2000 men.
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SECOND HOUSING PROJECT HERE
i BEING PLANNED, SAYS GOVERNOR

is being planned.
A second Federal housing project for Boston
he was not at I
said
Governor
The
today.
Gov Curley revealed
to step in
planned
Government
liberty to state where the Federal
been informed
had
he
said
Governor
The
area.
slum
and rebuild a
Vernon st, executive ,
of the project by John H. Ihlder of 41 Mt
Plans for a Soul
Committee.
Housing
Boston
the
director of
announced.
Boston project have already been

ef
**

alebQu
rt. cis is a tennis,
ey and easeball player. Claire, is a member of
th.! Winthrop girls' basket-ball team.
Lucille and
srsisimesslete
spec

Curley Budget-1
Continued front the First Page
that executives such as the Governor
or the Mayor of a city have some jobfinding organization.
"If you •went to. be .hard boiled."
Kelley remarked, "y"ou can tell them to get out, that you haven't any jobs.
But people are looking .for them and;
you must do the best you can for '
them."
Kelley criticized the operation of
the State Employment Bureau, sap
ing that he had never had any success in securing positions from this
bureau.
The committee inquired into the
reason of the employment of Joseph
Hanken, national vice president of
the V. F. W., in doing special duty
in the Adjutant General's department.
The budget also contains an item of
*1560 for a chauffeur for Hanken.
Grant replied that he was not
familiar with the matter inasmuch as
it was one related to the Adjutant
General's department, but said that
he had heard that Hanken was engaged in coordinating activities in
the Adjutant General's department.,
Representative Bigelow then said
he could see no reason why Gov
Curley's motor car should cost $5000:
when Gov Ely's car cost $3850. Grant
said that the Governor liked the car
in question and added that there are
some people in the State would have I
him motoring around in a low-priced
vehicle.
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'COV CURLEY EXPECTS
APPROVAL OF PROGRAM
Relieves Bay State Will Be Among First to Receive
Share of $4,000,000,000 For Relief

•

"It is not unreasonable to suppose
that a considerable part of the $230,000,000 Massachusetts Public Works
program will be approved." Gov Curley said this morning on his return
from Washington, where he presented
, the State's plan before Maj Fleming
1 of Secretary Ickes' department.
1
The Governor said that following
his Washington conference he was
convinced that 95 percent of the cities
and 85 percent of the States would
I have to ask for outright grants from
1 the Federal Government for the
P. W. A. programs, as the States and
! subdivisions have exhausted borrow ! ing capacities or reached statutory 1
'limits due to last year's relief work
when a share of the costs was borne
by the States and cities.
Gov Curley said that he assumed
that the money from the proposed
$4.000,000,000 relief bill would be apportioned on a population basis and
that Massachusetts would obtain a
sizable grant. if not the major part
of his $230.000.000 program.
Asked how long it would be before
Massachusetts would receive a grant
the Governor said it would depend
on the passage of the bill and the
working out of the Federal plan for
apportionment, but he added it as his
opinion that Massachusetts would
probably be among the first to receive Federal moneys as it is the only
State which has submitted a definite
program to date.
-Three Months Work on Plana
.
Gov Curley said that his program is
the result of practically three months
of work which he undertook before
he became Governor and has since
carried on with the expert advice of
Miss Elizabeth Herlihy of the Planning Board, Chairman Charles Howard of State Administration and Public Works Commissioner William F.
Callahan.
-The Massachusetts program is the .I
most complete that has been drawn
up by any State. not only for present
;
needs but future requirements at
least a quarter of a century ahead,"
'
Curley declared. "It contemplat
es 1
such public improvements as
-ibolition of grade crossings. a
subject '
which has been under dicussion
for ;
50 years: radial highways,
waterways, 1
super highweys."
The Governor was preparing
this!
afternoon a detailed study of his
plan!
for the expenditure of the
$230000,00{) he has sought which he will
make I
public later today.
The Governor surprised his
family by coming back on a plane
last
night and with the aid of a tail wind,
which blew him into town in I hour
and 20 minutes from New York, he
was home at 8:30 and had a good
nighl's sleep. His arrival was so unected that Sergts Mannion and
O'Leary, his State Police chauffeur
and bodyguard, didn't even know of
his presence in town and it was
daughter Mary who drove His Excellency home to the Jamaicaway
from the air ort
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WANTS AIRPORT
AT SQUANTUIVI
Murphy Aho Urges Federal Prison Near Boston
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)—Construction of a model airport at thp
Seqantum, Mass., naval air base was /
re'mmmended today by John J. Murphy,
United States marshal for Man.a('hu
setts, In discussions with Bay Stat.,
members of On. House and Senate.
Murphy said he would present tle
proposal to GovciagaWc5' at the firs)
opportunity. He had hoped to take the
iv-atter up with Curley today, but the
Governor left th e capital about the l
same time Murphy arrived. .
Murphy said the Boston area was the
logical spot for concentration of aerial
forces and estimated that the proposed
development, providing for 5000 fighting
plan, would cost approximately $2,000,IL
000 and give work to 1500 to 2000 men.
Construction of a $2,000,000 federal
Orison In Massachusetts for short-term
erieoners was also advocated bY Marshal Murphy.
He pointed out there were no facilities available for federal prisoners In
the northeastern section of the country and said within easy access of Boston there were many filtex that would
be available for a federal penal institution.
Murphy dIscussed the subject of
federal prison In Massachusetts with
Sanford Bates. director of federal prison, and former commissioner of cor..rection In Maesachusette, at conaid,
able length today and 11fterward told
reporters he hoped the subject wouldi
be formally presented Hord) to the poi,
lie works admInistratiou.

FARMAN HITS
AT GOY. CURLEY
Says Ile Went Into Office
"Under a Cloud"
Charges that Governor Curley went
into office on Beacon Hill "under a
cloud," as a result of his operations as
Mayor of Boston, and that now he is
using the Governor's office to build up
a personal machine for his advancement in political life were made by
Senator Henry Parkman of Boston in
an address last. night.
Answering recent attacks on himself
by the Governor and Richard D. Grant,
the
Governor's
secretary,
Senator
Parkman branded as false en assertion that he and his law firm got legal
services in connection with the liquidation of the Federal National aBnk.
Coming Into a discussion of the
closed banks, concerning the cost of
which Governor Curley has recently
taken action, Senator Parkman said
the Governor should know a lot about
closed banks—the Industrial aBink and
Trust Company—and that his brother's
liabillyi as a stockholder was not paid
until a few weeks ago, when Mr. Curbeeame “overnor.
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Also Says Washington
Should Foot Whole Bill
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (A P)—Governor James Bt. Curley of NtasNachuaetts today pro:tented to the Public
Works Administration a. State programme calling for expenditures of
$230,000,000 and promptly asserted that
the federal government should toot
the entire bill. ,
Governor Curley told Major Phillip
Fleming, acting deputy administrator,
that State and municipalities were in
no position to contribute to public
works and relief funds and to sermon
his contention presented Paul V. B•ttore, execetive secretary of the National Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent. survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities coeld not assume further debt
burdens, and anserted that "if the administration hopes to have a 14,000,000,000 relief fend expended, the federal
fund
government must eupply the
on a 100 per cent basis."
The Governor ,topped off at the
White House to leave for the President
a model of the famous Maesachusetts
sailing ship I,IghtIng, then went to the
Capitol to explain the State PWA programme to members of the Messachu, settn Congressional delegation.

PWA
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FIN. COM. TO CURLEY SLIPS SEN.PARKIWAN
HEAR DOLAN BACK TO TOWN RAPS CURLEY
TOMORROW
Governor Arrives Via
Plane Ahead of
Schedule

Probe Bond Buying I
While City's
Treasurer
Edmund L. Dolan will appear before the full membership of the Boston Finance CoOmission at 9
o'clock
tomorrow morning in connection
with an investigation of financial
transactions during his administration
as city treasurer.
DOLAN READY
The date of Mr. Dolan's appearance
was set yesterday afternoon at a meeting of the commission. Mr. Dolan
has
been instructed to bring with him to
tomorrow's session his private books,
his checking accounts and all records
of the E. L. Dolan Company, Chairman
Sullivan stated. He also said Mr. Dolan
has been told to bring the records
the Legal Securities Corporation, of
"If
he has any or knows anything about
rAusli."
"We will be interested
particular
in
the prices he paid for securities,lyand
naturally we'll be interested in the reasonaibleness of those prices," Sullivan
(
FOUPS:Pea,
Onion,Bean.
onsomme. And ALSO Beef'
FROM
OR MEL Chicken
Broth,Chili
Con Came,
Corned Beef Hash.

Gov. Curley exercised the
of a private citizen on his prerogative
return from
Washington, it was learned today.
For,
while his return had been
expected
day, he arrived home, unannoun toced
and unheralded last night and
thereby
managed to get a good night's rest at
his home on Jamaicaway,
undisturbed.
The Governor, it was learned
today,
returned from Washington last
night
airplane and went to his horof. by
had been at the capital to discuss He
proposed program of public works his
jects for state and municipalities, proing for an expenditure of $230,000,callThe "gentlemen of the press" 000.
undoubtedly would have been
him last night for interview awaiting
s, had his
return been known. But he
fooled the
"gentlemen" by an unannounced
plane
trip.
This morning, however, he
was
interviewed at his home. He
the
matter of public works and discussed
of the federal governmentthe necessity
paying the
entire bill for such, since the
state and
municipalities have not available funds.
He said that he believed
other states
would soon take the same
position in
regard to the federal governme
nt paying
the entire bill.
The Governor also discussed
the postmastership of Boston and said that,
parently, Postmaster Hurley "is apdefinitely out." An examination
for the
post will be held, he said, possibly
the
first week in March. Former
Congressman Peter Tague, the Governor's
candidate for the office, will take the
examination, Gov. Curley said.
Later the Governor went to the State
House.
_ In reference to the inability of states
and municipalities to assume any
den of public works projects, the burernor estimated that 95 per cent, Govthe
cities and 85 per cent, of the of
states
could make no contributions.
He added
he expected federal authorities
to approve a large part of the
requests
which he has made. The
plans, the
Governor added, provide not
only for
the present but for the
of a century. In this classnext quarter
he considers
grade crossing abolition,
waterway
provements and superhighways. s imGov. Curley also revealed that
a second housing project in the
Boston area
will be announced soon. He
said
that,
he was not at liberty to say
where it
would be.
Apart from the public works
program, he revealed during his
that an open season of deer interview
shooting
for one week on Nantucket will
start
next Monday,

Says Governor Participates in Campaign of
Misrepresentation

Gov. Curley stood today as the target
of a bitter attack by Senator Henry
Parkman, Jr., who charged that the
Governor, "almost from the day he
took office has tolerated and at times
participated in a campaign of misrepresentation, slander and abuse which
is without a parallel in the history of
gubernatorial administration in this
commonwealth."
In his address, Parkman added that
the Governor, viewing the governorship
'merely as a stepping stone to high political aspirations, finds that he must
build up a powerful personal machine.
"At all costs, whether by fair means Cr
foul, he can brocx no criticism and no
interference in his plans. He must also
wipe out the trails of the past, which
to him must be a sorry nightmare."
Parkman further charged that thousands voted for him, "not because the
people wanted Curley, but because many
thousands of voters were beguiled into
believing that a vote for Curley was a
vote for Roosevelt and work and Wages.
The coming months will reveal how
empty was that hope."
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CURIEJYRESENTS
$230,000,000 PLAN'
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)—Gov.
James M. Curley cot Massachusetts today presented to the Public Works Administration a state program calling
for expenditures of 9230,000.000, and
promptly asserted the feberal government should foot the entire bill
Curley told Maj. Phillip Fleming.
acting deputy administrator, that state
and municipalities were in no position
to contribute to public works and relief funds and to support his contention presented Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of the National Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further debt
burdens and asserted mat. "if the administration hopes to have a $4,000,000.000 relief fund expended, the federal government must supply the PWA
fund on a 100 per cent. basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "Lighting," then
went to the capitol to explain the state
PWA program to members of the
Massachusetts congressional delegation.
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GOV CURLEY EXPECTS
APPROVAL OF PROGRAM

'PARKMAN HITS
AT GOV. CU1ZLEY
Says He Went Into Office
"Under a Cloud"

Believes Bay State Will Be Among First to Receive
Share of $4,000,000,000 For Relief
"It is not unreasonable to suppose
that a considerable part of the $230,000,000 Massachusetts Public Works
program will be approved." Gov Curley said this morning on his return
from Washington, where he presented
the State's plan before Maj Flemin
g
of Secretary Ickes' department.
The Governor said that follow
ing
his Washington conference he
was
convinced that 95 percent of the
cities
and 85 percent of the States would
have to ask for outright grants
from
the Federal Government for
the
P. W. A. programs,as the States
and
subdivisions have exhausted
borrowing capacities or reached statut
ory
limits due to last year's relief
work
when a share of the costs
was borne
by the States and cities.
Gov Curley said that he
assumed
that the money from the
proposed
84.000.000.000 relief bill would
be apportioned on a population
basis and
that Massachusetts would
obtain a
sizable grant, if not the major
part
of his 8230.000.000 program.
Asked how long it would be
before
Massachusetts would receive
a grant
the Governor said it would
depend
on the passage of the bill
and the
working out of the Federal
plan for
apportionment, but he added
it as his
opinion that Massachusetts
would
probably be among the first
to receive Federal moneys as it is the
only
State v,:hich has submitted a
definite
program to date.

•

Three Months Work on Plans
Gov Curley said that his program
is
the result of practically three month
s
of work which he undertook
before
he became Governor and has
since
carried on with the expert
advice of
Miss Elizabeth Herlihy of
the Planfling Board, Chairman Charle
s Howard of State Administration
and Pub; lic Works Commissioner
William F.
Callahan.
''The Massachusetts program
is the
most complete that has been
drawn
up by any State, not only for
preserit
needs, but future requir
ements at
least a quarter of a centur
y ahead,"
Curley declared. "It
contemplates
such public improvements
as
lion of grade crossin
gs. a subject
which has been under
dicussion for
50 years; radial highwa
ys, waterways,
_super highways."
The Governor was
preparing this
afternoon a detailed study
of his plan
for the expenditure of
the $230.000.000 he has sought which
he will make
public later today.
The Governor surprised
his family by coming back on a
plane last
night and with the aid of a
tail wind..
which blew him into town
in I hour
.and 20 minutes from New
York. he
was home at 8:30 and had
a good
nighl's sleep. His arrival was
so unected that Sergts Mannion
and
O'Leary, his State Police chauffeur
and bodyguard, didn't even know
of
his presence in town and it
was
daughter Mary who drove His Excellency home to the Jamaicaway
from the air sort

Charges that Governor Curley
went
into °Mee on Beacon Hill "under
a
cloud." as a result of his operations
as
Mayor of Boston, and that non'
he is
using the Governor's office to build
up
a personal machine for his
advancement in political life were made
by
Senator Henry Parkman of Boston
in
an address last night.
Answering recent attacks on
himself
by the Governor and Richard D.
Grant,
the
Governor's
secretary,
Senator
Hartman branded as false an
assertion that he and his law firm
got legal
services in connection with the
liquida
tion of the Federal National aBnk. Coming Into a discussion of
the
closed banks, concerning the
cost of
which Governor Curley has
recently
taken action, Senator Parkm
an said
the Governor shoble know a
lot about
closed banks—the Industrial aBnk
and
Trust Company—and that his
brother's
liabiltyi as a stockholder was
not paid
until a few weeks ago, when
Mr. Curley been we I n yeF1101.
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WANTS AIRPORT
/ AT SQUANTUM
Murphy Alto Urges Federal Prison Near Boston
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WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AS)—Cetl.
struction of a model airport at th.
&quantum, Mass., naval air base Wa:
re:inmmended today by John J. MurpW,
'United States marshal for Massachn
setts. In discussions with By Sttt.
members of thc. House and Senate.
Murphy said lie would present IL.
rroposal to Govcngyw' ley at the iirsd
opportunitY. He had hoped to take It
tatter up with Curley today, but th.
Governor left the eaoi;..I dhow le
same time Murph3.
Murphy said the
;..,. .d.d
logical spot for coneentration of aer,:, 1
forces and estimated that the proposed
development,: providing for MO fighting
planes, would eost approximately $2,003,000 and give work to 1500 to 2000 men.
Construction of a $2,000,000 federal
prison in Massachusetts for short-term
Prisoners was also advocated by Marslial Murphy.
He pointed out there were no faelltties available for federal prisoners in
the northeastern Beetion of the coatitry and said within easy access of Boston there were many sites that would
be available for a federal penal instttut on.
Murphy discussed the subject of
federal prison in Massachusetts with
Sanford Bates. director of federal prisons and former eommIssloner of cor4
rection In Massachusetts, Si considerable length today and afterward told
reporters he hoped the subject would
he formally presented soon to the public works admimetration.
-------
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CURLEY WANTS
$230,000,000
Also Says Washington
Should Foot Whole Bill
,

WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (Apt—Governor James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public
Works Administration a St ate programme calling for expenditures of
$230,000,000 and promptly asserted that
the federal government should foot
the entire bill. ,
Governor Curley told Major Phillip
Fleming, acting deputy administrator,
that State and municipalities were In
no position to rout ribute to public
works and relief Node and to support.
iliR COW Pnt 1011 presented Paul V, Bettore, executive secretary of the National A380('Ini i011 of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of lin major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further debt
burdens, and asserted that ''if the administration hopes to have a K000,000,000 relief fund expended, the federal
government must supply the rwA fund
on a 100 per emit basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
v.'hite House to leave for the President,
a model of the famous Massachusetts
saiiing ship Lighting, then went to the
Capitol to explain the State PWA programme to members of the Massachusetts Congressional delegation.
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FIN. COM. TO CURLEY SLIPS SEN.PARKMAN
CURLEY!
RAPS
HEAR DOLAN BAti TO TOWN
TOMORROW
Governor Arrives Via
Plane Ahead of
Schedule

Gov. Curley exercised the prerogative
of 'a private citizen on his return from
I Washington, it was learned today. For,
while his return had been expected today, he arrived home, unannounced
and unheralded last night and thereby
managed to get a good night's rest at
his home on Jamaicaway, undisturbed.
The Governor, it was learned today,
returned from Washington last night by
airplane and went to his home. He
had been at the capital to discuss his
proposed program of public works projects for state and municipalities, calling for an expenditure of $230,000,000.
The "gentlemen of the press" undoubtedly would have been awaiting
him last night for interviews, had his
return been known. But he fooled the
"gentlemen" by an unannounced plane
trip.
This morning, however, he was interviewed at his home. He discussed the
matter of public works and the necessity
of the federal government paying the
entire bill for such, since the state and
municipalities have not available funds.
He said that he believed other states
would soon take the same position in
regard to the federal government paying
the entire bill.
The Governor also discussed the postmastership of Boston and said that, apparently, Postmaster Hurley "is definitely out." An examination for the
post will be held, he said, possibly the
first week in March. Former Congressman Peter Tague, the Governor's candidate for the office, will take the examination, Gov. Curley said.
Later the Governor went to the State
House.
_In reference to the inability of states
and municipalities to assume any bur-

Probe Bond Buying
While City's
Treasurer
Edmund L. Dolan will appear before the full membership of the Boston Finance Cornmission at 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning in connection
with an investigation of financial
transactions during his administration
as city treasurer.
DOLAN READY
The date of Mr. Dolan's appearance
was sot yesterday afternoon at a meeting of the commission. Mr. Dolan has
been instructed to bring with him to
tomorrow's session his private books,
his checking accounts and all records
of the E. L. Dolan Company, Chairman
Sullivan stated. He also said Mr. Dolan
has been told to bring the records of
the Legal Securities Corporation, "If
he has any or knows anything about

•

7.1111,1

"We will be interested particularly in
the prices he paid for securities, and
naturally we'll be interested in the reasonableness of those prices," Sullivan
said.
"Dolan knows what the general report
Is, and we expect him to come prepared
to meet it," Chairman Sullivan declared. He declined to reveal whether
any other witnesses will be called to
testify tomorrow morning. Mr. Dolan's
Counsel will be present at the hearing.
It is not expected the commission will
be able to conclude the investigation
tomorrow, and the hearing Islikely to
continue over into next week, Sullivan
said.

ARGUE KAPLAN CASE
Supreme Judicial Takes Under Advisement His Appeal From Removal as Chairman
Assistant Attorney lleneral James .1.
arguing before the full bench
"-1 Court yester•'4
it

tion to review an executive act of
Governor Curley.
He arguallnalsat the office of chairman, although it pays V)000 a year as
against nothing for a mere member, is
no more a public office than is that of
his associates who receive nothing, or
that of the position of a foreman of
a jury.
iii this proceeding Judge .Kaplan
seeks to compel E. Mark Sullivan, his
successor in appointment as chairman,
and other members of the commission
to recognize him as chairman.
The high court now has the matter
under advisement and will render a
written opinion later.
Attorney Leon It. Newman argued
for Judge Kaplan that the word "designate" means the same as "appoint"
a nd that when a member of the commission was designated to he chairman he was thus made a difY(•rent public officer, and as such could only be
removed for cause.
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Governor ParticiSays
.
pates in Campaign of
Misrepresentation

target
Gov. Curley stood today as the
Senator Henry
of a bitter attack by .
the
Parkman, Jr., who charged that
he
Governor, 'almost from the day
at times
and
tolerated
has
office
took
participated in a campaign of misrepresentation, slander and abuse which
history of
is without a parallel in the
gubernatorial administration in this
commonwealth."
that
In his address, Parkman added
the Governor, viewing the governorship
"merely as a stepping stone to high political aspirations, finds that he must
build up a powerful personal machine.
"At all costs, whether by fair means cr
foul, he can brock no criticism and /70
Interference in his plans. He must also
wipe out the trails of the past, which
nightmare."
to him must be a sorry
Parkman further charged that thoutitle
sands voted for him, "not because
people wanted Curley, but because many
thousands of voters were beguiled into
believing that a vote for Curley was a
vote for Roosevelt and work and wages.
The coming months will reveal how
empty was that hope."
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CURIEVRESENTS
$230,000,000 PLAN
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)—Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public Works Administration a state program calling
for expenditures of $230,000.000. and
promptly asserted the fetieral government should foot the entire bill.
Curley told Maj. Phillip Fleming,
state
acting deputy administrator, that
and municipalities were in no posittm
reand
works
public
to contribute to
lief funds and to support his contention presented Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of the National Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not AS$Unle further debt
,l burdens and asserted tnat "if the administration hopes to have a $4,000,000,000 relief fund expended, the fed, eral government must supply tbe PWA
I, fund on a 100 per cent, basis."
i The Governor stopped off at the
° White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Mes.sachusetts sailing ship "Lighting." then
went to the capitol to explain the state
PWA program to members of the
Massachusetts congressional delegation.
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CURLEY CALLED
6-DAY WEEK MAN DOIAN HEARING
I ON TOMORROW
Grant Says Governor's
Extra Duties Require
Extra Money
Richard D. Grant, secretary to Gov.
Curley, today told the ways and means
committee of the Legislature that an
increased number of assistants and a
greater appropriation are necessary for
the Governor's office this year because
of the greater amount of work done by
Gov. Curley as compared with the work
done by previous Governors.
Grant was called before the committee to explain the items in the budget
relating to the executive
"Now we have a Governor
days a week instead of one
Grant said.
Albert F. Bigelow, House chairman
of the committee, said an increase of
the amount is $10,000 while Grant contended that it
between $3000 and
$4000 more than last year, and the restoration of salaries would account for
$3000 of the increase.
Bigelow asked as to the necessity for
the creation of a division of employment in the executive department, as
was recently created by the Governor
with Frank L. Kane in charge.
Grant said that large numbers of
persons apply to the Governor personally, and it was to take care of them
that the bureau was created.
the
The committee inquired
reason for the employment of Col.
Joseph H. Hanken, national vice-president of the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
.'pedal duty in the adjutant-gento
eral's

department.
who and
worksa

six
half,"

was

into

do department.
$4000forfora
asks$1500
Theappropriatio
salary andn also
Hanken's
chauffeur.
Giant
said he was not familiar with
the
matter, as it is in the adjutantgeneral's department, but he has heard
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To Appear Before Fin Corn
and Tell About Bond
Purchases
The long awaited appearance of Edmund L. Dolan. city treasurer during
Gov. Curie 's administration as mayor
of BImTrefore the finance commission is scheduled for tomorrow.
Dolan, who has been in Florida for
his health, has recovered sufficiently to
appear before the commission and submit to questioning concerning circumstances surrounding certain bond purchases made he him for the city.
The former city official, who served
from 1930 to 1933, has been asked to
bring records of his bank accounts and
also account and checkbooks of the
E. L. Dolan brokerage firm covering
•od. He was also asked to bring
fllar records of another brokerage
firm, the Legal Securities Corporation.
E. Mark Sullivan, chairman of the
commission,
session
Judge Jamb J. Kaplan, former chairman of the commission, will conduct
the questioning, which is to begin at
9 A. M.
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DR.KICKHAM HEADS
HOLY_ CROSS CLUB
Fr. Wheeltv Honor Guest of
Alumni in Boston

electE. Kiekham
CrosswasandClubdin-of
Holyelection
at clubheld last night at the
Bostonof the
ner
Myles Standish Hotel.
S. J.,
The Rev. John D. Wheeler,
alumni as-

Dr. Charles J.
ed president of the
the annual

faculty representative in the
sociation, was the guest of honor.
Among the invited guests were Maurice J. Lacey. headmaster of the Jamaica Plain high school; George H.
Hughes, president of
Alumni Association; Charles B. StromAlumni
me, executive secretary of the
Association; Thomas E. Dowd, justice
and
of the municipal court of Boston,
Theodore Glynn, representative of Gov.

the Holy Cross

Curley.
Mr. Lacey, who was the principal
speaker of the evening, gave an illustrated lecture, entitled "The Grandeur
That. Is Rome."
The other officers elected at last

are: The Rev. William
meeting
night's
Edward
first vice-president;
Keville,second
vice-president;HenJames
J.F. Nangle,
a C.
third vice-president;
Ryan,secretary;
A. Stout, treasFrank
Clark,
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CURLEY CALLED
6I-DAY WEEK MAN DOE AN HEARING
ON TOMORROW
Grant Says Governor's
Extra Duties Require
Extra Money
Richard D. Grant, secretary to Gov.
Curley, today told the ways and means
committee of the Legislature that an
increased number of assistants and a
greater appropriation are necessary for
the Governor's office this year because
of the greater amount of work done by
Gov. Curley as compared with the work
done by previous Governors.
Grant was called before the committee to explain the items in the budget
relating to the executive department.
"Now we have a Governor who works
six days a week instead of one and a
half," Grant said.
Albert F. Bigelow, House chairman
of the committee, said an increase of
the amount is $10,000 while Grant contended that it was between $3000 and
$4000 more than last year, and the restoration of salaries would account for
$3000 of the increase.
Bigelow asked as to the necessity for
the creation of a division of employment in the executive department, as
was recently created, by the Governor
with Frank L. Kane in charge.
Grant said that large numbers of
persons apply to the Governor personally, and it was to take care of them
that the bureau was created.
I
The committee inquired into the
reason for the employment of Col.
Joseph H. Hanken, national vice-president of the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
to do special duty in the adjutant-general'S department.
The appropriation asks $4000 for
Hanken's salary and also $1560 for a
chauffeur.
Grant said he was not familiar with
the matter, as it is in the adjutantgeneral's department, but he has heard
Hanken has been engaged in co-ordinating activities in the adjutant-gencrars department.
Bigelow said he could see no reason
why Gov. Curley should have a motor
car costing $5000 when Gov. Ely's car
cost $3850. Grant replied that the
Governor likes the particular car in
question, and said there are some people
in the state who undoubtedly would like
to have him ride in a vehicle of the
lowest price class.

r acHUOL AGE BILI.

A bill to raise the
age from 14 to le compulsory achoo,
favorably into the years was reported
Senate today by the
leVative committee
on ech4cation.
bi was then
The
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to the ways and
n.s committee
for
the financial
consideration of
The bill is features.
based on the
dations of the
recommention, r. Payson commissioner of educaand the Massachusetts branch,Smith,
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To Appear Before Fin Corn
and Tell About Bond
Purchases
The long awaited appearance of Edmund L. Dolan, city treasurer during
Gov. Curie 's administration as mayor
of
efore the finance commission is scheduled for tomorrow.
Dolan, who has been in Florida for
his health, has recovered sufficiently to
appear before the commission and submit to questioning concerning circumstances surrounding certain bond purchases made by him for the city.
The former city official, who served
from 1930 to 1933, has been asked to
bring records of his bank accounts and
also account and checkbooks of the
E. L. Dolan brokerage firm covering
od. He was also asked to bring
ar records of another brokerage
firm, the Legal Securities Corporation.
E. Mark Sullivan, chairman of the
commission, announced the session.
Judge Jacob J. Kaplan, former chairman of the commission, will conduct
the questioning, which is to begin at
9 A. M.
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MARRYING JUSTICES
STILL MARRY MANY
ryfrifity object to marriag.'s
=
bein
V justices of the peace,
but the House still believes justices
should have that power, for today the
House accepted the report of the committee on legal' affairs, which referred
the measure to prevent the practice to
the next annual session. The report
imwas something of a surprise. The
today
mediate acceptance of the House
killed the measure and marrying justices may keep on marrying.
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DR.KICKHAM HEADS ;
HOLY CROSS CLUB
Fr. Wheeiey Honor Guest of
Alumni in Boston
Dr, Charles J. E. Kickham was elected president of the Holy Cross Club of
Boston at the annual election and dinner of the club held last night at the
Myles Standish Hotel.
The Rev. John D. Wheeler, B. J.,
faculty representative in the alumni association, was the guest of honor.
Among the invited guests were Maurice J. Lacey. headmaster of the Jamaica Plain high school; George H.
Hughes, president of the Holy Cross
Alumni Association; Charles B. Stromme, executive secretary of the Alumni
Association; Thomas E. Dowd, justice
of the municipal court of Boston, and
Theodore Glynn, representative of Gov.
Curley.
Mr. Lacey, who was the principal.speaker of the evening, gave an illustrated lecture, entitled "The Grandeur
That Is Rome."
The other officers elected at last
night's meeting are: The Rev. William
L. Keville, first vice-president; Edward
J. Nangle, second vice-president; James
F. Ryan, third vice-president; Henry C.
Clark, secretary; Frank A. Stout, treasurer.
The bor,rd of trustees is: Dr. C. J. E.
Kickham, chairman; James F. Ryan,
William A. Niland, Robert Clair,
James F. Ryan was toastmaster.
The board of directors. which wail e.g4
is RS follows:
pointed after the election,
Coakley, Jr..
Edward F. Clark, Daniel H.
E. Coyne,
Charles
Comiskey,
Edward J.
Feeney,
M.
Timothy
Joseph J Fay,
Rev. Frederick L.
Robert E. Ferry, the
William A.
Frawley, James E. Crildea.
McManus. Edmund
Hanlon. Edward F.
A. McElroy, Daniel
J. Burke. William Ryan,
Arthur F. Ray,
A. Mullin. John C. Joseph X. TrRiTIOT,
Robert T. Sharkey,
and Frederick
Dr. Thomas W. Wickham,
sir.
Yorii,
its
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KAPLAN CASE TAKEN
UNDER ADVISEMENT

CHIEFS CONFER AT FIRE

Arguments Are Finished in
Supreme Court

•

The supreme court yesterday took
under advisement the petition of Judge
Jacob J. Kaplan to compel the members
of the Boston finance comniission to
recognize him as chairman. He was
named to the position by former Gov.
Ely. E. Mark Sullivan has been named
as chairman by Goz;....
.
cw.ley.
James J. Ronan. an assistant attorney-general, in behalf of Gov. Curley,
said that although the chairman of the
commission receives $5000 annually and
the other members are unpaid, the
chairman is no more a public officer
than the foreman of a jury is in greater
office than other jurors, and his duties
are purely ministerial.
He questioned the right of the supreme court to review the action of
Gov. Curley in naming Sullivan as
!chairman if the action was an executive function. The designation of a
' chairman by the Governor, he said, is
nothing more than the assignment of
such additional duties as are performed by any chairman. The chairman of
the finance commission has no more
votes and no more power than any
member of the group, he added.
Atty. Leon R. Newman, counsel for
Ttidge :iCaplan, argued that the word
"designate," used in prescribing the
procedure for naming a chairman,
means the same as "appoint," and that
when a chairman is named by the
Deputy Chief Andrea, Chief Fox and Deputy Chief Martel holding conferGovernor he holds a different office ence at Harvard avenue, Allston,
fire this morning.
than the other members of the commission. As a different officer appointed
by the Governor, he can be removed petition should be dismissed for three office, so the requirement that there be
from office only by the Governor for reasons. First, that where no other cause and a hearing for removal does
cause, he declared.
, statutory provisions control, the power not apply. Third, that Kaplan's term
Is Incidental
signate. to oto
hn
ed power
Atty. Francis R. Mullin, counsel for ,
Gov. Ely's term because
a
143 aremoivnet,
eGTAreElywilald
to
term
Sullivan, argued that Judge Kaplan's the office of chairman
Is not a public extending beyond his own.
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KAPLAN PLEA Kaminski's
KAMINSKI
IS HEARD BY Mother in 1
PLACED IN
DEATH CELL FULL BENCH New Plea

Judge J. Kaplan's petition whereby he -seeks to be reatored as
Alexander Kaminski, convicted
Chairman of the finance commisof the murder of a Springfield
county jail guard, took the last
sion from which
walk yesterday that he probably
osition he was
will take before he goes to the
removed by Gov.
electric chair sometime during the
Jaraw M. Cu rweek beginning Feb. 17.
!eY, was taken
His journey was undertaken after
.,
under advisedark and it spanned the 300 yards
ment after a
between the Cherry Hill section
hearing before
of Charlestown state prison and
the full bench
the death house.
of the Supreme
In taking it, Kaminski passed
Court yesterday.
the execution chamber and the
Kaplan
petielectric chair that is to claim his
tioned the court
life. If he felt any emotion, he
for a writ of
gave no sign. The chair was hidmandamus to
den by a screen.
compel the memIndge Kaplan
On arriving in the death house.
bers of the fiWarden James L. Hogsett called
nance commission to recognize him
on him and told him Gov. Curley
as chairman, and to restrain E.
had declined to interfere with the
Mark Sullivan, appointed by Gov.
judgment of the courts and he
Curley, from assuming the duties
must die. Kaminski rested his elas chairman.
bows on a little table in his cell,
Atty. Leon Newman, appearing
placed his head in his hands for a
for Kaplan based his principal
moment and then said, with indifargument against Kaplan's removal
ference, real or assumed:
on the assertion that as chairman
"Oh, well! no matter."
of the finance commission, Kaplan
Perhaps he remembered it was
was not subject to removal by
the second time he has been in
the Governor.
the death house. He was first senAtty. Francis R. Mullin, arguing
tenced to die during the week of
for Sullivan, declared the chairJan. 20, and then given a 30 days'i
manship of the Finance Commisrespite by the governor and counsion was not a public office: that
cil. That will end on Feb. 17, whenl i the Governor
had the right under
the law Says he must pay the penthe statutes to appoint or remove
alty for killing Merritt W. Hayden
the chairman, and that Kaplan's
on Oct. 22, 1933.
teim ended when the term of exGov. Joseph B. Ely, who appointed
him ended.
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With less than two weeks of her
son's life remaining, Mrs. Rose
Kaminski of New Britain, Ct.,
wrote a last appeal today to Ggvernor Cupgy to commute to life imprisonment the death sentence of
Alexander Kaminski.
"Until you as yto me finally
that he must die, I will not give
up hope," the condemned man's
mother wrote.
Kaminski is doomed to die during
the week of February 17, and today,
In the death house at State Prison,
he was downcast but still hopeful
that he may escape the chair.
"Everyone has told me that you
will not listen," Mrs. Kaminski
wrote to Governor Curley, 'but I
refuse to believe them, because I
know that you, member of a race
that has known suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel
at the present time and your
great heart can find compassion
for me, a humble woman and
mother."

AMER1l:
Boston, )11voi.
,
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\jobs for 50,0% As Former
5nder Gold

wages for 50,000
Work and
assachusetts men for the next
year and a half is what Governor
Curley's public works program
means, he explamed today on his 1return from Washington.
cited Press
The Governor, who made the re- /While markets
quiver and
his
turn trip by plane, said that
$230,000,000 plan had been received tense awaiting the Supreme
by federal officials with the utmo3t uses, Oliver Wendell Holmes
consideration. He was optimistic ,r diversion
on the high hill
that it would be approved almost to
the 'art dollar.
He pointed out, however, that it
will have to be for the most part
federally financed. The time is
overdue for a change in the govern- i
ment's aid policy, he said, because

YALE'S OLDEST
Alumnus Now 100

f Moves Into
DEATH CELL
Alexander
occupied
Kaminski
cell No. 1 in the Charlestown State
Prison death house today. He is
to be executed the week of February 17.
His last hope of reprieve WAS
gone. Governox Curley, after granting a temporary slay of execution
during an Investlgation, denied nts
plea for a new trial.
Kaminski was convicted of the
'slaying of a prison guard during a
ijall break from the Hampden
1County institution.
He escaped
again but was recaptured.
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KAPLAN CASE TAKEN
UNDER ADVISEMENT

CHIEFS CONFER AT FIRE

Arguments Are Finished in
Supreme Court

•

The supreme court yesterday took
under advisement the petition of Judge
Jacob J. Kaplan to compel the, members
of the Boston finance commission to
recognize him as chairman. He was
named to the position by former Gov.
Ely. E. Mark Sullivan has been named
as chairman by Go
...9,r1ey.
.
.
y ..
C
.
James J. Ronan, an assistant attorney-general, in behalf of. Gov. Curley,
said that although the chairman of the
commission receives $5000 annually and
the other members are unpaid, the
chairman is no more a public officer
than the foreman of a jury is in greater
office than other jurors, and his duties
are purely ministerial.
He questioned the right of the supreme court to review the action of
Gov. Curley in naming Sullivan as
chairman if the action was an executive function. The designation of a
chairman by the Governor, he said, is
'nothing more than the assignment of
such additional duties as are perform'eci by any chairman. The chairman of
the finance commission has no more
votes and no more power than any
member of the group, he added.
Atty. Leon R. Newman. counsel for
Judge Kaplan, argued that the word
"designate," used in prescribing the
procedure for naming a chairman,
means the same as 'appoint," and that
when a chairman is named by the
Governor he holds a different office
than the other members of the cornmission. As a different officer appointed
by the Governor, he can he removed
from office only by the Governor for
cause, he declared,
Atty. Francis R. Mullin, counsel for
.
Sullivan, argued that Judge Kaplan's
111M1•1•11.1.

Deputy Chief Andrea, Chief Fox and Deputy Chief Martel holdrhg confer,
.
ence at Harvard avenue, Allston, fire this morning.

petition should be dismissed for three
reasons. First, that where no other
statutory provisions control, the power
to remove IS incidental to the power
to appoint or designate. Second, that
the office of chairman is not a public

office, so the requirement that there be
cause and a hearing for removal does
not apply. Third, that Kaplan'r term
expired with Gov. Ely's term 1>ecause
Gov. Ely had no power to fix a term
extending beyond his own.
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KAPLAN PLEA Kaminski's
KAMINSKI a
IS HEARD BY Mother in I(
PLACED IN
DEATH CELL FULL BENCH ,New Plea

Judge J. Kaplan's petition whereby he - seeks to be re6tored as
Alexander Kaminski, convicted
chairman of the finance commisof the murder of a Springfield
sion from Mitch
county jail guard, took the last
osition hs was
walk yesterday that he probably
removed by Gov.
will take before he goes to the
electric chair sometime during the
Jams„„ M. Curweek beginning Feb. 17.
!ey, was taken
His journey was Undertaken after
under advisedark and it spanned the 300 yards
ment after a
between the Cherry Hill section
hearing before
of Charlestown state prison and
the full bench
the death house.
of the Supreme
In taking it, Kaminski passed
Court yesterday.
the execution chamber and the
Kaplan
petielectric chair that is to claim his
tioned the court
life. If he felt any emotion, he
for a writ of
gave no sign. The chair was hidmanda m u a to
den by a screen.
compel the memJudge Kaplan
On arriving in the death house.
bers of the finance commission to recognize him
Warden James L. Hogsett called
as chairman, and to restrain E.
on him and told him Gov. Curley
had declined to interfere with the
Mark Sullivan, appointed by Gov.
judgment of the courts and he
Curley, from assuming the duties
must die. Kaminski rested his elas chairman.
bows on a little table in his cell.
Atty. Leon Newman, appearing
placed his head in his hands for a
for Kaplan based his principal
moment and then said, with indifargument against Kaplan's removal
ference, real or assumed:
on the assertion that as chairman
"Oh, well! no matter."
of the finance commission, Kaplan
Perhaps he remembered it was
was not subject to removal by
the second time he has been in
the Governor.
the death house. He was first senAtty. Francis R. Mullin, arguing
tenced to die during the week of
for Sullivan, declared the chairJan. 20. and then given a 30 days'
manship of the Finance Commisrespite by the governor and coon- I
sion was not a public office; that
cil. That will end on Feb. 17, when
the Governor had the right under
the law says he must pay the penthe statutee to appoint or remove
i
alty for killing Merritt W. Hayden
the chairman, and that Kaplan's
on Oct. 22, 1933.
tem ended when the term of exGov. Joseph B. Ely, who appointed
bim ended.
—...
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With less than two weeks of her
son's life remaining, Mrs. Rose I
Kaminski of New Britain, Ct.,
wrote a last appeal today to.,..gsnt-1
ernor Curley to commute to life imprisonment the death sentence of
Alexander Kaminski.
"I7ntil you sa yto me finally I
that he must die, 1 will not give
up hope," the condemned man's
mother wrote.
Kaminski is doomed to die during
the week of February 17, and today,
in the death house at State Prison,
he was downcast but still hopeful
that he may escape the chair.
"Everyone has told me that you
will not listen," Mrs. Kaminski
wrote to Governor Curley, 'but I
refuse to believe them, because I
know that you, member of a race
that has known suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel i
at the present time and your
great heart can find compassion
for me, a humble woman and
. mother."
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wages for 50,000
Work and
assachtisetts men for the next
year and a half is what Governor
public works program
Curley's
means, he explained today on his
return from Washington.
The Governor, who made the return trip by plane, said that his
$230,000,000 plan had been received
by federal officials with the utmo.it
consideration. He was optimistic
that it would be approved almost to
the last dollar.
He pointed out, however, that it
will have to be for the most part
federally financed. The time IS
overdue for a change in the government's aid policy, he said, because

no city and few states are In a
position to shoulder new financial
burdens.
Asked whether any decision had
been reached as to the Boston postmastership, the Governuor said that
he expected that a Civil Service
examination for the post would be
held early in March.
Former Congressman Peter F.
Tague should have no trouble in
passing this test, the Governor said,
in view of his years of service on
the House committee on postoffices
and post roads.
Governor Curley, upon his return to the State House, took a
sly thrust at former Governor

.

IL

Joseph 13. Ely in connection with
Ely's retention of his post as naHonel committeeman from Massachusetts.
.cCupled
Asked if there had been any de- n etaties
velopments over the national cornHe
it
mitt ee suation
, particularly in
regard to a choice from six names Ftsubmitted for national committeewoman to fill a vacancy caused by ye was
the resignation of Miss Mary War d.. grantthe Governor answered in the
dh
utioins
negative.
The former Governor
.
; name led
then came up in view of his re- I
rirement from active politics. The of the
Governor said that Ely was elect- lip a
en
i.,:u until 1936.
pod
again but WW1 recaptured.
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Governor in Washington
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Gov. Curley Meets Big Test

Opposed to the death penalty and actively co-operating to
have it abolished, Gov. Curley rejected a petition to commute
to life imprisonment the death sentence of Alexander Kaminski,
who murdered a jail guard at Springfield 16 months ago.
-Kaminski is to die during the week of Feb. 17.
Thus the Governor rieets a hard test. What it cost him in
spirit to make his decision only he knows. It was the first
instance of such a plea coming before him. Not a believer in
the death penalty, and with the power to prolong a life, the
Governor upheld the courts.
And that is the point. Governors take oath, not to impress
their personal opinions upon the people, but to uphold the laws.
The law has said that this man took another man's life and so
should die. The law says further that a Governor, with the consent of his council, has a right to extend executive clemency,
but in this case there appeared to be a lack of sound reason for
extending clemency.
Meanwhile thy:: Governor favors a bill for the abolition of
the death penalty. While he may be gravely mistaken in this
stand, Gov. Curley makes no mistake in his approach. And he
has-with him many of our best citizens, several of whom spoke
In favor of the bill before committee.
The Lerislature, however, will bear in mind the sufferings
of the victims of murderers. The Legislature will bear in mind
that when murder is done, the people demand that the guilty ,
be caught. And when the guilty are caught, too often is the I
victim forgotten and the criminal showered with maudlin
sympathy. Remember, no person is executed unless he has
killed after premeditation.
The claim that the death penalty does not deter murderers
is sheer assumption. Undoubtedly many a criminal, embarking
upon crime other than murder, gives some consideration to the
fact that there is a death penalty. And if the death penalty is
not feared, why do so many try to escape it?

Gov. James M. Curley pictured
iln Washington yesterday with a
ship model made by Thomas
Phee of Boston, which he presented to President Roosevelt.
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CURLEY FOR
230-MILLION
!PWA FUND
Washington, Feb. 7-- Declaring
few cities or states are in a position to furnish even 30 per cent of
the cost of public works projects,
Gov. James M. Curley raked Maj.
Philip D. Fleming, acting Deputy
PWA Administrator today for an
outright
government
grant
of
$230,000,000 for Massachusetts.
Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of the National Mayors' Association, of which i1ov. Curley was
a former president, backed up Curley's statement and reported a recent survey of 110 cities showed
they could not flASUMC any additional debt with safety.
Gov. Curley was accompanied in
his visit to national PWA headquarters by Charles P. Howard,
commissioner of administration; ,
William F. Callahan, commissioner
of public works, and Elizabeth M.
Herlihy of the planning board.
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WARNER
In Crime Talk

ON AIR
BROADCASTING
AT 9:30 P. M.
By N. F. T.
Another in the spirited series
of "War on Crime" addresses
by prominent officials is ready
and waiting for the New England air waves (WAAB) and
takes to the four winds between
9;30 and 10 o'clock.
Former Attorney-General of
Massachusetts Joseph E. Warner comes to the microphone.

I
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Countless expressions of comhave been received
mendation
li om every section of Boston and
t he State in connection with
!nese important
messages. cligir.
t • I nor Curley,
iAttorney
ese' Dever and
of
Supervisor
the U. S. Narcotics Bureau
Charles A. Burrows have held
forth on Friday
evenings during
the past month,
each emphatically outlininr
the urgent need
for concerted
"N. F. T."
action in the
nation-wide crusade to etamp out
lawlessness in America.
PRESIDENT SPEARS
Combined network facilities of
the NBC and the CBS chains from
coast to coast are carrying the
message of President Roosevelt this
evening (WEEI-WNAC- WAAB)
when the Chief Executive extends
his greeting to 10,000 assembled
Boy Scouts of America, gathered
in St. Louis to observe the organization'e Silver Jubilee Circus. Time
has been cleared over the ether
lanes from 8:45 to 9 o'clock.
Over on the WBZ channels.
where Bob Hope has his "Intimate
Revue" presentation scheduled tonight, James Melton is to tenor as
the guest artist. Al Goodman and
his music men provide the attending melody.
• • •
Shining sport Nrorld personality
lights have a loudspeaker inning
arranged for tonight, with our own
Boston American scribe of scribes,
Austen Lake, mastering the ceremonies. It's a WBZ half-hour.
filling the 10 to 10:30 open spaces.
and under the Emergency Campaign for 1935 auspices.
Judge Emil Fuchs and the Red
Sox executive, Eddie Collins, will
talk baseball.
Coach Joe McKenney of Boston
College fa to discuss football with
Sarah Palfrey Fabyan on hand to
do some tennis discoursing.
Many more celebrated figures in
the realm of athletics have /nada
known intentions of being present.
for an introduction at the "mike"
by the never-at-a-loss-for-a-word
(and the right one) Mr. Lake. It's
to be a sport parade for fair.
— -
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Curley
--Returns;
Hopeful

CURLEY
Back,Sees Jobs
FOR 50,000

Encouraged by the reception
that federal officials gave his
n230,000,000 "work and wages"
program, Governor James M.
Curley returned from IVashIngton today.
The governor had also visited
and discussed with Massachusetts
congressmen phases that affected
each one's district.
Purpose of these visits, he said,
was to secure congressional support for federal allotments to
projects in these districts.
The governor had flatly put before the national Public Works
Administration the present position of states and municipalities.
This was, he said, that funds must '
be furnished them on a 100 per
cent basis.
Neither Massachusetts, nor, according to a nationwide survey,
any other state or community was
now in a position to advance the
usual 30 per cent for public works
expenditures, Curley said.
Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of the National Association
of Mayors, should a report that
none of 110 major cities in the
country could assume further debt
burdens.
•••• •••

•••

3 1936

Work end wages for 50,000
Massachusetts men for the next
year and a half is what Governor
Curley's publir works program
means, he explained today on his
return from Washington.
The Governor, who made the return trip by plane, said that his
$230,000,000 plan had been received
by federal officials with the utmost
consideration. He was optimistic
that it would be approved almost to
the last dollar.
He pointed out, however, that it
will have to be for the most part
federally financed. The time is
overdue for a change in the government's at dpolicy, he said, because
no city and few states are in a
position to shoulder new financial
burdens.
Asked whether any decisio,p had
been reached as to the Bostdn postmastership, the Governuor said that
he expected that a Civil Service
examination for the post would be
held esirly in March.
Former Congressman Peter
Tague should have no trouble Ill
passing this test, the Governor saii
in view Of his years of service
the House committee on postoffic
and post roads:
AINIMIM10111111mo•
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r
.C.••

"now.

"HAND-SHAKERS"
to Salute Curley
Governor James M. Curley will
be spared some of the strain on
his right hand at the annual reception in the Hall of Flags at the
State House on Washington'e birthday.
Adjutant-General William /,
Rose today ordered officers of the
Massachusetts National Guard to
remain covered and salute. Heretofore they comprised the largest
number of "hand-shakers." ,

Replies to Curley
BUDGET QUIZ
Richard D. Grant, secretary to
Govenror Curley, bearded the lions
of the legislative ways and means
committee in their State House
den today.
Conscious of rumors that the committee was out for his scalp, the
radio warrior discussed with them
the Governor's office budget.
To questions on increasing the
appropriation for employee by
nearly $10,000, Grant shouted that
no
they are necessary. There was
reply to his statement:
Governor who
"We now have a
of.
works six days a week instead
one and a half."
Governor
To questions as to wily
ear
state
$5000
a
in
Curley rides
content
while his predecessor was
rewith one costing ;3850, Grant
"There are some who would like
a
to have this Governor motor in
the
low priced car. However,
Governor likes the car In question."
Grant advised the committee to
general
consult with the adjutant
when asked about the appointment
Revere to
of Joseph b. Hanken of
department which
a position in that
permitted him to have a chauffeur
and a state owned automobile.

•
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Police Reconstruct Alleged Murder Scene in NightClub

1 they said they found two guns
and a cold chisel wrapped in tape
killing," the case developed many
Ito make a neat blackjack.
Unusual aspects.
Through a telephone call made to
A pair of baby shoes—found in
I the club while police were there,
the street outside the club—is a
I they trapped the brother of a man
valuable clue.
; who was indicted with Sweeney for
In the slain man's pockets was I a Cambridge shooting four years
found a deputy chief United States ago.
marshal's badge.
They found a gun on him.
The wife of a state senatoi conFederal narcotic agents joined
to police in the investigation.
ferred with a police captain
see if she could do anything" for
Breen denied Sweeney worked
a man in the case.
for him as doorkeeper, or in any
The governor ordered state police. capacity.
into the investigation after gam- I Some of the police officials said
bling paraphernalia of all kinds they believed his story about findwas found on the premises of the ing Sweeney in the street. They
club, a night life "hot spot" on said he was not at his club when
but was
the shooting + occurred
Broadway.
He notified State Public Safety called from his bed by a friend
went to
send
he
to
Kirk
G.
of
and
Paul
Then
told
it.
Commissioner
the department's "ace" detectives. the corner and found the body, it
Captain John F. aStokes and Lieu- was declared.
tenant Joseph Ferrari. to the club
Chief Deputy Marshal Ward, who
and learn if there had been gam- is state representative from Roxbury and an outstanding figure in
bling there.
According to Captain Joseph Mc- Boston politics, said the badge
Kinnon, of the South End division, found on Sweeney was taken from
there were at least two women and his desk in the Federal building
six men in the club when the mur- some time ago.
He said:
der occurred.
"The badge hearing my name
as 'Chief Ilaputy U. S. Marshal
found on the person of the dead
man, from the description, corbalIrish
Gunfire interrupted an
responds with one presented to
was
There
lad. Merriment ceased.
me by deputy United States mara rush for the dors. Sweeney shals on my entering the federal
the
near
floor
the
to
slumped
service. It is solld gold and
grilled door, lifeless, a bullet in his
valued at 5.50.
"The badge was either in a
chest.
in tay desk or on the
gun
a
drawer
from
was
The fatal bullet
smaller than any of three guns outside. I have not seen it for
later seized—possibly a woman's two months.
About a month ago, when I
gun.
It was fired while somebody did not find the missing badge,
was singing "I'll Take You Home I reported its disappearance and
heard no more about it until toAgain, Kathleen."
Sweeney was slugged and shot. day.
"About 65 men call on me daily
They didn't take him home. They
took his body in a taxicab to City In search of work, enter and
leave my office.
Hospital.
"The badge found on the man
There, on a morgue slab—delivered to them by another major from the description is not official. The badge given to me by
crime—police, supposedly seeking
him for four years on an indict- the government is round, with a
star in the center, and bears the
ment warrant, found Sweeney.
Under indictment in Middlesex designation,'Deputy United States
Marshal.'"
County since 1921, he had freBreen's story, police said, was
quented Boston night life resorts
and lived unmolested on Gallivan that he found the dead man in the
gutter, believed he was a victim of
boulevard, Dorchester.
Two women and a half dozen epilepsy, and summoned a taxicab.
Hospital attendants told police
men were taken for questioning in
the case. One of the men was there were three men in the cab
booked as a suspect. Two other that delivered the corpse.
One, they said, was Breen. Anmen are being sought.
It took a murder to get the police other was John J. Mederios, of
into the Cosmos Club, a notorious West 5th street, South Boston, driver of the cab.
resort since long before repeal.
Mederios said he was hailed at
On the floor above the club proper, but owned by the club, they Tremont and Broadway. He refound a horse race betting plant, mained with Breen at the hospital
roulette wheels, dice and felt-cov- until police arrived, and was reered dice boxes—all the parapher- leased after questioning.
nalia of a big-time gambling house.
Continued from First Page

3d Man Vanished

Badge in Pocket
There was a lead bullet in
Sweeney's chest.
There was a solid gold badge in
his pocket, property of Chief Deputy United States Marshal Michael
J. Ward. who said it had been
stolen from him.
Besides the badge in the (lead
man's pocket was a package containing 100 grains of heroin.
Lifeless, he was taken to the
hospital by David J. "Beano"
Breen, sporting figure and proprietor of the Cosmos Club.
Breen denied the shooting took
place in his resort.
Late this afternn, while he was
still at Station 4 waiting to be
questioned, Mrs. Joseph Langone,
wife of Boston's State Senator, appeared at the station and conferred
avith Captain McKinnon.
McKinnon disclosed her identity.
He was asked why she called. He
said:
"To see if she could do anything for Mr. Breen."

The third man, according to hospital authorities, had a cut on his
forehead. He vanished, without receiving treatment, before police arrived.
Police broadcast a teletype message requesting that Mario De
Marco, alias John Della Russo, be
picked up for questioning.
They also asked the apprehen•
skin of Guy Perrelli alias Kid Mor-

gan, for questioning.
Barney Gouner of Creston park,
Roxbury, is the man taken into
custody in the Cosmos Club trap
after the shooting. He was booked
as a suspicious person.
While police were making their
search, the club phone rang and
Inspector Richard Kelley answered.
The following conversation ensued:
"Is Mario there?"
"No."
"This is Barney. Is this Joe?"
"
"No.
"What's doing?"
"Nothing."
"Well, I'm coming right over.
I'll be there in a couple of
minutes."
Breen said he. found Sweeney in
Sergeant Frank Stiney and Inand
street
Tremont
at
the gutter
spectors William Donovan and
Broadway, less than 100 yards from Kelley hid in the street doorway
the club.
to wait.
But police searched the club and
A few minutes later Barney
said they found evidencc that the
Gouner drove up in a car. He was
Crime had been committed there.
They said they also had wit- taken into custody as he stepped
nesses who saw the victim being into the doorway. Police said an
parried from the club.
I automatic pistol was found in his
On the stairs leading to the club
they said they found bloodstains pocket.
Questioned at Station 4, Gouner
and a brown button which matched
those on the victim's vest from said he was a brother of John G-ouwhich one was missing.
ner who was implicated by police
In the club, they found over- some time ago in a
Cambridge case
turned tables and damaged lights with Sweeney.
and what they called unmistakJohn Gouner died recently in a
able evidence of a hurried exit by
tuberculosis hospital in Plymouth
a number of people.
In a filing cabinet in the club cuunty. The case against him was
nol prossed.
Sweeney and John Gouner were
indicted April 26, 1931, charged
D
with assault with intent to rob
A
Albert Noble, Jr., a war veteran.
Y
in his apartment on Harvard street,
Cambridge.

"Found in Gutter"
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JOSEPH "RED" SWEENEY
Rita Clark. She and a boy in the
house were told to dress and then
were taken to the hospital morgue.
There
the
woman
identified
Sweeney as Joseph Clark, her husband.
The woman was questioned by Inspectors William Bonner and Arthur Tiernan. Bonner produced a
picture of Sweeney.
"That's Red Sweeney, isn't it?"
"Yes, it's Joseph 'Red' Sweeney,
My husband," said the woman.
She told them:
"I don't know anything about
it. I'm not saying anything. I
don't want my throat ('Lit."
She said she married Sweeney
in New York in 1930. She is an
attractive blonde. The boy with her,
she said, was her nephew. He told
nothing.

Quiz Brunette
Two brothers named O'Connell
also were being questioned.
An attractive young brunette was
taken into custody and questioned
at headquarters. It was reported
she verified a statement made by
one of the O'Connells that he took
her home Iron- the club at 2
o'clock this morning.
Sweeney apparently had been
slugged twice on the head and
punched on the chin. The bullet
that killed him shattered his breast
bone.
Police were at a loss to ascribe a
motive for the murder. They said
it may have resulted from a gang
war over narcotics or slot machines
or other gambling.
They also were at a lo.,s to explain why Sweeney had never been
apprehended on the indictment
warrant issued for him in 1931.
His home in Dorchester was
searched for narcotics by Sergeant I
Wayland H. Blanding.
None were found, but in a dresser
drawer was a loaded .45 arney pistol, issued in 1911.

SWEENEY
Host to Police
WOMAN SAYS

Police, who had a warrant for
his arrest but "couldn't find him,"
were entertained in the Dorchester
home of Joseph "Red" Sweeney,
club murder victim.
The Middlesex County record today's night
The story was told today by Mrs.
shows Sweeney was never apprehended for arraignment.
D. C. Wholley, owner of the two
Frank Thomas, garage man, was
family house at 40 Oakridge street,
questioned after he allegedly told
a group of taxi drivers that the Dorchester.
shooting took place near the CosFrom January, 1932, until OctoMrs. Wholley
mos Club, and said of the victim:
ber, 1934, when
evicted him, Sweeney lived in thei
"That's the fellow who ran
Oakridge street house, then movamuck two days ago."
Gallivan boulevard.
as at his ing to
He told police he
Mrs. Wholley said Sweeney an
garage on Broadway near the club
a woman lived there as Mr. an
when he heard two shots. He said
Mrs. Clark, but had a telephon
he saw a man and woman running
the name of Coughlin. Sweene•
in
and asked them what had hap- seldom
arrived home until shortl
him:
told
pened. They
before daybreak, she said.
"There's a man shot up on
Once, when he was absent, thesh
Winchester street."
was a noisy party in progress ar
•
Sweeney first was Identified as she finally called the police.
Mrs. Clark met the policemen ;
John Coughlin of Gallivan boulevard, Dorchester, from a gas bill the door,
es
"Come right In." she Invitee
in his pocket.
limy
to
the
"we're entertaining
Dorchester police were sent
that address and found a woman, tenant."

Never Apprehended

Before you decide
VISIT OUR OFFICE
SAVE MONEY!

•••..

Awaiting questioning at the Warren avenue police station, David J."Beano" Breen, Cosmos Club owner, reads
newspaper accounts of the Sweeney murder.

I

About. ao, yibo

maid she waa WO. li wtat las

In the shadowy interior of this cloakroom at the Cosmos
Club, Tremont street, South End, police believeRed
Sweeney first engaged in the death scuffle.

Something happened here!
cashier's desk in the Cosmos
part of the disorder
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\Custodians Association
To Mark 35th Anniversary
the Boston public
The Custodians Association of versary at a bananni
35th
their
schools will celebrate
.
quet February 18 at the Hotel Bradford

I

• .. •
of the
the
Rabbi Joseph S. Shubow
on "Diabetic Children" to
s at to- talk chusetts Dietectic AssociaTemple Bnai will discus
Massa
Washington
next Tuesday at the Womnight's service the
he re- tion on
n.
Palestine conference which
en's Republican Club in Bosto
is a member of the staff
cently attended.
White
Dr.
• • •
Medical School.
Dorchester at Tuft's
• • •
The Murphy Club of
footl
ter will conduct its annua Hall,
ay evening the
Tuesd
next
On
l
ball dance at Intercolonia
banquet and ball of
l
annua
156th
comThe
t.
Dudley street, tonigh
C. 0. F.,
Charles the St. Francis Court, M.
mittee is: Bernard Miethe, Ralph will be held at Teacher's College,
,
ghlin
McLau
ayeMagri, Frank
Frank on Huntington and Longwood
Forsberg, John Simmons and
Roxbury. Among the invited
nue,
CurJannotte.
guests are Governat James M.
• * *
h
a- ley, Lieutenant-Governor Josep
l
Associ
Schoo
High
Girls'
The
A.
and Hurley, Attorney-General Paul
-tea
bridge
a
hold
will
lion
W.
noon Dever and Mayor Frederick
fashion show tomorrow after
Ruth Mansfield.
at Filene's restaurant. Miss
• • •
is in
M. Feaster, vice president,
The Brotherhood and Sisterhood
charge.
Kehillath
• • •
of the Congregation
First Israel, on Harvard street, BrookOn Sunday evening at the
h, on line, announce a course in Jewish
Methodist Episcopal Churc
Ox- history on six alternating WednesTrinple street, Beacon Hill, an
charge days, beginning February 13, by
ford Group team will have
Israel J. Kazis.
of the services. • •
• • •
•
of
y
The Boston Parliamentary Law
Massachusetts Camp. Societ
mark Club will hold a meeting on Febthe 5th division, A. E. F. will
divi- ruary 14, at the Hotel Vendome.
the 15th anniversary of the
land George Demeter will lecture.
sion's occupation of the Rhine
Mon• • •
at its monthly meeting next
day evening at the NBC studios in
On Monday evening a party will
the Hotel Bradford.
be held in South Boston at the SS.
• • •
and Paul's school hall to aid
Peter
The Oliver Ames, Jr., Post No. the Rev, Robert E. Lee in financ117, American Legion, will hold. ing the work at the parish.
their second annual minstrel show
at the post headquarters next MonIt will be a wise move to trade
day and Tuesday evenings under in your car toward a good used
an,
Sheer
h
the direction of Josep
car. Let's watch the used car barvice-commander, and Estelle Sheegains in the Automobile-for-Sale
ran.
*
*
I
columns of the American and AdDr. Priscilla White will give a vertiser.
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Light snow, rning to rain tonight and earl Saturday; rising
' teniperature;
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r slightly below
tonight near
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sets at 5:07.
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a WOMAN
Hunted in

KILLING
cuRgY PROBES
CLUB CRIME
clashed
State and city police
murder late
over the Cosmos Club
City police turned the
today.
owners.
club keys back to the
State
Governor Curley ordered
place if
police to break into the
Leonard
necessary. Commissioner
found
rushed to the scene and
State
State Detective John Stokes,
Mitchell
Lieutenant Thomas M.
the club.
and 10 State troopers in
-Murder—possibly by a

woman—broke up a gay
party at the Cosmos Club
in the South End at 5
o'clock this morning.
An ex-convict was shot
to death.
Climaxing a day of fast-moving developments in the resulting probe, Governor Curley at
5 o'clock this afternoon ordered
state police into the case.
State detectives came into, a
Boston crime for the first time in
history--and Beacon Hill freely
predicted the consequent removal
of Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard.

Baby Shoes Clue
Victim of the city's latest night
club murder—destined to he the
roost significant in years—was
Josoph p. "Red" Sweeney, 43, allaa
Clark, alias Coughlin, dope addict,
gunman and burglar.
He had been a fugitive for.four
yenrs -during which police were
entertained at his Dorchester home.
Apparently "just another gang

Continued on
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DELAY, ON MAYOR'S REQUESTS.
\ldermen Hesitate to Approve $100,000 for Snow
Removal LEquipment and Cut ER4 Material
Appropriation to Less Than Half.

An order appropriating $30,168.67 to I the snow loaders. Ile said that two
tlie ERA special account was passed, anu Could be bought for $ii,000.
the request of Mayor Hagan for an aPThe recommendation of the Mayor for
That last week the Everett Trust
„propriation of 6100,000 to purchase snow the appropriation for snow removal
lock gave standard time on one Side
removal equipnicut was referred to the , equipment was referred to the finance
nd NBA time on the other side.
finance committee at a special meeting of committee.
the Board of Aldermen last Monday night.
Alderman Struble offered the following
That there are now 300,000 more
.181ayor Hagan's communication regarding resolution relating to a tax on intangibles
inemployed under the Roosevelt dethe
follows:—
as
under
ERA was
which was adopted:—
ression than there were
"There is before your Honorable Board
"Whereas, the economic conditions
loover depression.
apprathe
requesting
which have prevailed during the
communication
past
purchase
Hauptmann
the
the
four years have brought about an
That the end of
lpriation of $69,183.15 for
enormous increase in real estate taxes,
rial will be a relief. It was begin-ipf ERA materials.
and, ,
these
ning to show vaudeville signs.
"Whereas, in spite of substantial
"It is absolutely essential that
now governmental
.materials be provided for projects
economies,
municipal exmen penditures have
That there is a movement to do
being carried on in order that the
increased enormously
ink.pector
away with the state smoke
employed on these projects as a result of increased
women
and
welfare costs.
which would put former mayor O'Neill
and
-be kept working.
Honorable
out of a soft job.
"Whereas, under our prevailing
"I again request that your
system
ap- of taxation this
:Board take favorable action on this
additional tax burden
has a
That Gov CuEley apparently forget
meeting."
has
this
fallen
at
apropriation
entirely on the owners of real
good men-Mfrand does not
The recommendation was referred to estate, and
those who were not with him.
reported
which
committee,
"Whereas, the financial stability in
-the finance
credit of municipal governments
-.the order for $30,168.67.
was
depends
That if the Townsend plan
to
as
raised
question
upon
some
the home owners' ability to
There was
pay
adopted we would have a Townsend
would
city
the
real
in
estate taxes, and
whether ERA work
depression that would be a record for
issued
being
orders
"Whereas, the continuance of present
-continue with stop
supporters
all time. Even come of Its
can:from the state office and at first the economic conditions has made the burden
are beginning to realize that it
adopting
of taxation unbearable, and
aldermen were 'undecided on
not be done.
"Whereas, it is imperative that real
-the order for the reduced amount. Alderso
man StYnes pointed out that order would estate owners receive substantial relief
That the sad part of it is that
believe in
The effective if ERA work was continued. from this burden, and
many poor elderly people
bitter disAlderman Dardis offered the following
"Whereas, there should be an equitable
it and are doomed to
resolution relating to ERA work which distribution of this additional burden of
appointment.
taxation, now therefore be it
was adopted:—
he
"Whereas: It has come to the attention
"Resolved, that the Board of Aldermen
That Will Rogers is right when
haven't
-of this Board ot Aldermen that the ERA of the City of Somerville hereby records
rays that the Democrats now
ReAdministration authoritieu have issued itself in favor of a tax to be levied on
the 41 cents to put back into the
stop-orders for local ERA activities. and intangibles and dividends of corporation:
publican dollar they took it from.
"Whereas, the local ERA administra- :Ind inheritance taxes in an amount suftion and our city government have ficient to afford substantial relief to real
--already various projects under way and estate taxpayers, and be it further reat present are incomplete, thereby re- solved that the Clerk of this Board forthsulting in the curtailment of essential with forward copies of these
resolutions
improvements and also affecting over to the President of the State Senate and
:nineteen hundred of our citizens, be it the Speaker of the House of Representa"Resolved: that this Board of Alder- tives and to the members thereof from
men go on record as favoring immediate this city."
_favorable action for the continuance o
the ERA by the Congress of the United
• States, and the City Clerk be instructed
to forward copies of this resolution to
the Senators of this Commonwealth.
Representative in Congress from this
-district, and the Governor."
Mayor Hagan's communication regarding snow removal equipment was as fol,lOWS:—
''The recent heavy snow storm—and
-according to the United States Weather
Bureau, the likelihood of another equally
as heavy in a vet y short time—has
of
possessing
necessity
the
proved
modern snow fighting equipment.
"Despite the good work done by the
-snow shovelers and with our present
-equipment in the removal of the snow,
_access to and from homes was difficult;
,business was stagnant; the approach to
bospitals and the deliveries of food, coal,
.and oil were nearly impossible; physicians
bound it impossible to attend their cases.
_A very serious fire hazard existed. It
was a situation calling for immediate
-action.
"The -present equipment, like hand
:labor, can only handle light snow storms.
Progress in the removal of snow with
the present machinery is slow. I feel that
modern snow fighting equipment would
-expedite this work; be ready at all times
for instant and immediate use; would be
more economical in the long run and
would certainly be a good investment
from a viewpoint of health and personal
-safety to the individual and from the
viewpoint of business to the merchant.
I feel that modern snow fighting equipment is just as essential as fire equipment.
"The expenditure of approximately
$100,000 is necessary for the proper
:.quipment of snow removal machinery.
Of this amount I request your Honorable
Board to appropriate the sum of $30,000
-and I recommend that a bond issue be
executed for the balance of $70,000."
The
Mayor's
was
communication
criticized and defended. Most of the
-aldermen were. disvosed to attack the
communication, but the discussion ended
with the aldermen looking over snow removal equipment catalogues and talking
about the efficiency of the various pieces.
Alderman Kingston said that it was a
peculiar time to ask for snow removal
-equipment. It should have been done in
September, he said. when equipment
-could have been bought for sixty per
cent less. Alderman Kingston said h
-could see no necessity for it now and
2noved that no action be taken on the
communication.

rr IS SAM

Alderman Bosworth said that an order
-of his was adopted last September 11,
requesting the Mayor and the street
commissioner to take action then on
snow removal equipment. He asked why
-the order was disregarded three or four
-months before the snow came, and
recommended no action now.
Alderman Dardis wanted to know what
was to be bought with the money and
did not think that they needed so much
apparatus. He said that the taxpayer
would not object to an additional twenty-five cents on the tax rate if he could get
his car out of the garage.
Alderman
Brennan
defended
the
'Mayor's communication, saying that
.erville was the poorest city in this section in relation to snow fighting equipment and that the situation was serious.
He thought that $100,000 was too much
but that from $80,000 to $75,000 should
'be spent to get some satisfactory equipment. He said that Somerville had no
-apparatus that could cope with a heavy
storm, and that the present plows were
no good in snow over Eight inches deep,
Alderman Brennan said the city needed
-snow fighting equipment and the Mayor
was courageous in asking for it. He
-said that snow fighting equipment was
.the best fire insurance that the
city
-could buy, not to mention 100,000 lives.
Alderman Poster criticized the methods
of snow removal and said the city had
no place to put new equipment. Alder
-man Arthur Walsh said that it we:: not
the proper time to buy snow
fighting
equipment.
President Lynch said that it was evident that the city needed snow
fighting
equipment judging from the way they
handled the storm. He said an order had
been passed authorizing the expenditure
-of $40,000 for equipment, but it had been
disregarded. He said that there was a
lack of co-operation between
the legislative and executive departments of the
city and laid the blame on the executive.
He said that they should move cautiously
and thdt the purchases sho Id be made
by public bid.
Alderman &ruble spok
in favor of
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But when he did dissent his words
had a way of going down in the
annals.

Want to Know Why
Governor's Office
Needs More Help
Boston. Feb. 8 iiI)
)—The house
ways and means committee would
like an explanation of the increase
In the cost of operating the governor's office.
The committee complains that
Gov. Curley's estimate of the cost of
operating the office in 1935 is nearly
$6000 in excess of the sum spent for
that purpose by former Gov. Joseph
B. Ely. his predecessor, last year.
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow said
the committee is curious to know
why Gov. Curley needs four more persons in his office staff than Ely. The
added help. Bigelow said, are secretaries and stenographers.
Among the matters being inquired
into is the acquisition of a new 85000
automobile for the governor. Mr.
Ely. Bigelow said, put up with a machine that cost about $1500 less.
It was Stated that the cost of conducting the governor's office in 1935
will be approximately 839.000.
Richard' D. Grant, the governor's
secretary, said he was ready to go
before the Ways and Means members and had prepared data on the
• subject.
.
The committee has authority to
strike out any items from the governor's office allowance, although the
: items might be restored when the
budget comes up before the house.
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TO PROBE COST i
OF CONDUCTING
CURLEY'S OFFICE

Opponents who last year defeated
the movement or the establishment
of a permanent National Guard camp
on Cape Cod received a smashing
blow within a few days when voters
of Bourne, the town from which
most of the opposition arose, voted
223 to 32 not only to favor the
project, but to instruct the selectmen
to cooperate in every way to bring
the camp to Bourne. This action
furthers the cause and heartens its
many proponents who are acquainted
with the crying need for such a
camp. The hundreds of officers and
enliste.d men in units in Lynn and
its environs have expressed pleasure
at this vote by Bourne citizens.
An analysis of the situation has
BOSTON, Feb. 8, 1935--nPi--The
failed to bring to light any valid
House ways and means committee
reason why the camp should not be
would like an explanation of the inlocated at Bourne. Its construction
crease in the cost of operating the
will mean the putting to work of
hundreds and hundreds of skilled
Governor's office.
mechanics and laborers. The fedThe oommittee complains that Govwith
eral government has agreed
ernor Curley's estimate of the cost
Governor Curley, to spend $2.000,000
of operating the office in 1935 is
for construction, leaving the only
nearly $6000 in excess of the sum
cost to the State, $100,000 for land.
spent for that purpose by former GovWhen completed, Massachusetts will
ernor Joseph B. Ely, his predecessor
own the whole thing, lock, stock and
last year.
barrel. And now, with labor at a
low ebb, appears to be a good time
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow said
to begin the project, especially while
the committee is curious to know why
Uncle Sam is in his present spending
Governor Curley needs four more permood.
sons in his office staff than Ely. The
site
is
a
camp
The need for such
added help, Bigelow said, are secreborne out by reports by military extaries and stenographers.
perts. The war department favors it.
Among the matters being inquired
Adj. Gen. William I. Rose favors it.
into is the acquisition of a new $5000'
Governor Curley favors it. They all
automobile
for the Governor. Mr.
understand that the limited terrain
Ely. Bigclow said, put up with a maat Fort Devens is acting as a drag to
chine that cost about $1500 less.
the field training program of the
It was stated that the cost of con26th Division in this State. There
ducting the Governor's office in 1935
isn't space available within the fort
will be approximately $39,000.
Richard D. Grant, the Governor's
for a field problem for an infantry
secretary, said he was inady to go
battalion. There isn't space for aviabefore the ways and means members
tion, for the field artillery, the 24
and had prepared data an the subseparate battalions of the division; •
ject.
for 37 millimeter guns, for the 73s,
The committee has authority to
or for trench mortars, rifles. machine I strike out any items from the Govguns or pistols. In short, there isn't
ernor's office allowance, although the
a thing about Devens that appeals; items might be restored when the
budget comes up before the House.
to the National Guard, that fulfills
its requirements or even provides
Dogs And Airplanes.
adequate end safe shelter for its
The noise-making abilities of zoomtroops. These troops have been
ing airplanes. barking dogs and gleehoused in dilapidated, wooden fire- ful gamblers were thrashed' out yestraps since 1920. Battalions over- terday before the Massachusetts Racing commission.
lap one another in field work and
The commissicn held its first public
there are other and more important
hearing on the granting of a dogshortcomingai.
track permit for the purpose of
This h so. because the problems sounding out the opiri,ns of Quincy
of prepareduess-• have outgrown the residents on the issuance of a license
company and even the
battalion., to the Dennison Airport Kennel assoOfficers are now concerned with di- ciation, which plans to change its airalone, corps and
armies.
Great plane landing field, located in a resichanges have come about since the dential section, into a dog track.
The objectors didn't seem to mind
World War. It has become necithe airport noises, but claimed a dog
airy to coordinate the many branches track on the same site would cause
of the service represented in a mod- "a great deal of noise, confusion and
ern diaision such as the 26th. Co- discomfort."
The association representatives said
operation of the closest
relationship has become imperative. It can the dogs would not be kept at the
•
track overnight, that races would be
not be acquired at Devens.
over by 11 PM. and the barking did
not make as much noise as airplanes.
The Racing commission reserved its
decision.

House Ways and Means Committee Wishes to Know Why
Cost Is Greater Than Ely's.
WHY EXPENSIVE CAR

Quincy Residents, at Hearing
for Dog Racing Track at
Airport, Are Objectors.
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RECEPTION TO
NEWLY ELECTED
ROXBURY SOLON
Representative Paul Feted by
Friends at Gathering at Mary
E. Curley School

FEB S
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•Cearsarge Naval Vets
To Discuss Plans For
Governor's Reception
Plans for attending the recep•
Lion to Govern.». CArley at the
I State House 717Thgton's Birthday morning will b9 discussed at
meet•ng of Kersarge Assoeia-

0:
Representative Arthur E. Paul
tht
of
er
memb
ed
elect
y
newl
Roxbury,
wa:.
State House of Representatives,
the guest of honor at a reception and
E.
banquet Monday night at the Mary
Curley School, Jamaica Plain.
Speakers who praised the young legpublic
islator and predicted a fine
career for him included representa
's
Mayor
and
nor's
Gover
the
tives of
of
office, Maurice J. Tobin, chairman
the Boston School Committee, Richard
nor,
D. Grant, secretary to the Gover
Theodore A. Glynn, Ht-Rev-Mgr Fran
t
cis A. Burke, of the Blessed Sacramen
n,
Geari
A.
el
Micha
Rev
Very
ch,
Chur
church
C. SS. R., rector of the Mission
and a number of fellow legislators.
A fine program of entertainment
Representative Paul,
was presented.
to
in responding, pledged himself
ctt
serve the best interests of his distri
coand the State and promised to
's
operate with Gov Curley in the latter
"work and wage" program.
in
Representative Paul was born
eduBoston January 6, 1902 and was
Comcated at Boston High School of
He
l.
Schoo
Law
lk
Suffo
the
and
e
merc
is a shoeworker by trade.
He has always been active in local
loorganizations, being a member of
mbus
Colu
of
hts
Knig
the
cal units of
r of
and Massachusetts Catholic Orde
the
Foresters. He was elected to
ict
Distr
lk
Suffo
10th
the
House from
first
last Fall and is now serving his
term in the House.
of
Louis DeGregorio was chairman
by
the banquet committee assisted
,
Christopher Maloney, Edward Tippo
Pey,
Feene
as
Thom
tt,
Picke
es
Charl
.
ter Roland, Ex-Representative Thos
ur
S. Kennedy, Joseph Williams, Arth
E.
Dolan, William McIntosh, John
ies,
Matth
,
Fred
Knox
Gene
,
Brinkham
Mrs Knox, Mrs Grace Dowd, Mrs Jacobs and Mrs Skinnell.

. ion of N:ival Veterans at beadruai t?rs, 1151 Washington st,
Feb. 1 -1.
eve- Ifni,
'fliu rsd v
of St- t1 John E. Lynch, in
charge of tiw recnntion to the
W1/1 report on orders
fur th(t da:•.
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Goodwin Confirmed
As Motor Registrar
- nor to Succeed
Sworn in by Gover
Ryan—Issues Statement

esday
The executive council Wedn
Frank
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rmed
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A. Goodwin as State registrar
a
$6000
of
tor vehicles at a salary
T. Ryan.
an
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ed
succe
to
year
, Brooks
The vote was six to three
the Democrats.
with
g
Y
votin
SDA
Cote
TUE
and
DAY
LINCOLN
ordered
The removal of Ryan was
in a
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ight
fortn
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y
procby Gov. Curle
Gov. James 1V1,4,Sar.1ey, in a
Callahan, State
F.
day
liam
Tues
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next
lettg
aside
set
lamation, has
e to commissioner of putblic works, who
as Lincoln Day and urges peopl
in complied last week with the goverhonor his name viritn observances
. nor's order.
otism
patri
loyal
of
tion
tradi
the best
will
By the action of the council, Good
Revere schools undoUbtedly
which
and
win resumes the position from
honor the Great Emancipator,
Gov. Alothers should follow their good ex- he was removed by former
van T. Fuller, after a protracted
ample.
After his removal
The Governor's proclamation right- controversy.
s of Goodwin again became attached to
deed
and
s
word
"The
says:
fully
heart the public service when he was apa great man flow from the
as
ch
pointed by Gov. Frank G. Allen
when the occasion demand spee
ce comonly
finan
is
on
act
Bost
ard
the
outw
of
The
n.
rman
actio
chai
and
ousted
the flowering of the seed which lies mission, from which he was
prely
by former Gov. Joseph B. Ely.
within the soul. Imperishab
of
Gov.
served in the hearts and minds
Goodwin was sworn in by
Americans today is the humaneness Curley soon after the council had
of Abraham Lincoln towards his confirmed his appointment and he isfellowmen. His hope 'that in due sued a statement promising the same
time the weight would be lifted kind of an administration that he
from the shoulders of all men, and gave the State during his previous
that all should have an equal chance' service in the office.
nor,
was partially realized as a result of
"I want to thank the gover
govthe
and
han
Calla
the Civil war.
oder
issi
Comm
"If Lincoln were living today, we ernor's council for this opportunity
great
the
ng
c servleadi
him
would find
to perform an important publi
crusade to make real the self-evident ice," he said. "I shall perform the
truth of the Declaration of Indepen- duties of this office as I did before
dence that all men have the right 'to for eight years and I served as chairlife, liberty and the pursuit of happi- man of the finance commission—no
ness.' In addressing Congress on fixing, no partiality and strict enDec. 3, 1b61, he pointed the way forcement of the taw."
when he said, 'Labor is prior to and
independent of capital. Capital is
only the fruit of labor, and could
never have existed if labor had not
first existed. Labor is the superior
of capital, and deserves much and
higher consideration. Capital has its
rights, which are as worthy of proit
tection as any other rights. Nor is
proband
is,
there
that
d
denie
to be
ably always will be, a relation between labor and capital, producing
mutual benefits.'
May this same feeling for the
rights of others animate our hearts
each
today and may labor and capital
enjoy the legitimate fruits of their
respective contributions.",
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y friends, all the smoke;II
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Mr. Eaton, a former
One of the reasons
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is well qualified t
is that the
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Continued on

NEEDS A MA/

SPORTSI
E-Tiaswar.r.symiasamb

The end of Jaii- e•-:; II. Crowley, Boston athletic official who leaped to his
death from a hospital window in the Hub yesterday, will arouse the j
sympathy of many friends. Jim must have been under some overwhelming influence to have taken his own life. He seemed like a quiet and I
likeable chap off and on through the years he had appeared many times I
as a football official at Bertram field.
0-0-0-0

YES, HE DID SOME PITCHING
liot Springs, Ark., 11Th—This one on Paul Dean is going the....
rounds lima::
Daffy and his birde were dining in a restarant. A tall, husky in-•
dividual approached shyly.
"I beg your pardon, sir, but aren't you Paul Dean, the baseball
pitcher?" he asked
Paul admitted his identity, and the stranger asked fro his autograph. Daffy obliged, commenting:
"You look big and husky yourself. Did you ever play baseball?"
"Oh, yes, I have played a little; I like the game."
"What position do you play best?"
"Oh, I enoy pitching very much. I used to be pretty good at it,
too."
By this time, Paul, who entered the major leagues only last year,
became somewhat suspicious.
"Say," he declared abruptly, "What is you name, anyway?"
"George Earnshaw," the big fellow replied with a grin.
'
o—o--c—0
Gene Venzke of the University of Pennsylvania, the former world's record holder; Leslie Wade, Canadian Olympian, member of the British
Empire team and Canadian champion and record holder, and Eric Ny of
Sweden, conqueror of Bcccalli, the Olympic champion, and Europe's
premier middle distance runner, at the B. A. A. games in the Boston
Garden on Saturday night will attempt to do what the great Glen Cunningham failed to accomplish, last year, shatter Joie Ray's Hunter mile
and New England indoor record of 4.15. 1-5.
"Babe" Ruth, celebrating his 41st birthday, in London, appears
to have found out that he is really only 40 years of age. It seems
that a sister of Mr. Ruth, reading over the old paper's found
his birthday was Feb. 1, 1895. So maybe the slugger had better
try another year in active major league baseball after all.
0-0-0-0

SO THEY CALLED 'EM—
Terrible Swedes. When Swedish settlers in Kansas founded Bethany
college the gridders were dubbed Vikings. But after whipping Oklahoma
and Kansas early in the 1900's they became Terrible Swedes—shortened
to Swedes as they became less terrifying.
—0—o---o

An application for a license to conduct dog racing on property
at present owned by Mrs. Margaret T. Curley, sister-in-law of
Gov. Curley, was filed late yesterday afternoon at the offices of
the MeraSachusetts racing commision by Frank Sawyer, wellknown in Boston politics, on behalf of the Commonwealth Racing Association, Inc.
o—o—o—o
Several of the school basketball teams are busy on this date. Swampscott play as Marblehead and Salem visits Lawrence. (It feels like snow
too.) Chelsea goes to Everett. (Salem players had better take along their
pajamas in case anything happens.) Medford plays at Arlington and
Peabody at Lyn-'
'assical. North Quincy plays at Dedham so it looks
as if Mr. Donal
Peabody and Mr. Hcaphy might get in a handshake before mi
.o
0-0-0-0
Minor leagt t and independent baseball are still having their
troubles. The Braves are giving up their farm interests at Harrisburg. And the other night folks in one of the Cape Cod towns
voted against further subsidizing league baseball in that community. Teams in the upper strata of baseball are having their
troubles in keeping going without doing much of anything for
the support of bush league diamond activities.
a—o-0
Dog race people plan to operate until 11.30 or later at night, run 11
races and peddle tickets for 4 °cents each...Glenn O'Brien is planning
a basketball tourney of independent teams to run from Feb. 16 to March
13 to raise money for High school sports or something like that...In
rural Kentucky the libraries go mound on horseback. Commodore
Herbert Hartley, former commander of the Leviathian, notv makes his
home in the little town of Poclika, Alabama, where he speeit his boyhood
...C. A. Welch of Marblehead won in the trap shooting at Eustis, Florida, yesterday.. John Henry Lewis sensational coast light heavyweight
is stuying for the ministry...California deer hunters traveled an average
of 430 miles and spent an average of $100 for each animal killed in the
recent open season...Ivan Fuqua of Indiana is the only boy in a family .
which contains seven sisters...Maybe that's why he learned to run
away from the opposition...Wynant D. Hubard, former Harvard lineman, now an author and explorer, plans to broadcasts the roars of lions
and other animals direct from the jungle...Some time back Davis lost
his ranch in Central Africa when billions of locusts swept over the place
and chewed everything down to the ground...Everything...The film
companies have been withdrawing those talking pictures of the Hauptmann trial...In England railroad ticket ofices also sell theatre tickets
...At Richmond, Va., the other day they electrocuted a man who had
bofh legs broken... Just wheeled him into the death chamber and had
him change seats .. Bermuda, which bans automobiles (all but about six
which are government operate) now has a traffic beacon down there
at the corner of the main streets near the water .. Plenty of bicycles
there...Estonia has a new criminal law...Hereafter those condemned
to death can have their pick .. poison or the rope ..That isn't much of
a selection but it will have to do.
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within the soul. Imperishably pre- by former Gov. Joseph B. Ely.
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Goodwin was sworn in by Gov.
Americans today is the humaneness Curley soon after the council had
of Abraham Lincoln tewards his confirmed his appointment and he isfellowmen. His hope 'that in due sued a statement promising the same
time the weight would be lifted kind of an administration that he
from the shoulders of all men, and gave the State (luring his previous
that all should have an equal chance' service in the office.
governor,
was partially realized as a result of
"I want to thank the
govthe Civil war.
Commissioner Callahan and the
"If Lincoln were living today, we ernor's council for this opportunity
would find him leading the great to perform an important public servcrusade to make real the self-evident ice," he said. "I shall perform the
truth of the Declaration of Indepen- duties of this office as I did before
dence that all men have the right 'to for eight years and I served as chairlife, liberty and the pursuit of happi- man of the finance commission—no
ness.' In addressing Congress on fixing, no partiality and strict enDec. 3, 1861, he pointed the way forcement of the law."
when he said, 'Labor is prior to and
Independent of capital. Capital is
only the fruit of labor, and could
never have existed if labor had not
first existed. Labor is the superior
of capital, and deserves much and
higher consideration. Capital has its
rights, which are as worthy of protection as any other rights. Nor is it
to be denied that there is, and probably always will be, a relation between labor and capital, producing
mutual benefits.'
May this same feeling for the
rights of others animate our hearts
today and may labor and capital each
enjoy the legitimate fruits of their
respective contributions."

Revere, Mass.
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Salem,

FEb

The end of .1.
death horAl
li

crowley, P D.:Ion athletic official who leaped to
window in the Hub yesterday, will arouse the
_

PARKMAN SAYS
GOVRNOR USES
HIS OFFICE TO
PROMOTE SELF

whole truth a

_

_ _ •
overwhelm'
•
.
eT quiet and I
holdings of he stockholders—which
included 137 savings banks in New :iany times;
England—and which amounted to
$15,000,000, were entirely wiped out.
How about it. Mr. Curley. do you
want to talk some more about closed ag
the....
banks.
No. my friends, all the smoke- ;.k
screens in the world will avail him I
nothing,
and his
cracking-down
process cannot hide that which he
seeks to conceal. He is trying to run rampant on Beacon Hill and unautoless he is continually watched, his
administration, by recklessness and
ball?"
gross
extravagance,
will
plunge
Massachusetts into burdensome debt.
tremendously add to the taxes of the
people,. and break down the efficiency
I at it,
of our tate government.

an"(a. He
ttan
C
knows that the compensation for
cleaning up these sorry messes was in
every
instance
approved by the
courts. He also knows that the total
expense over the 15-year period Is a
comparitively small amount when
consideration is given to the vast
sums of money, running high into
the millions, which were lost to the
public as a result of the conduct of
the bank-wreckers. He also knows
that the charge made by his mouthpiece the other night that my firm
received $90,000 for legal services in
Senator Declares Curley Now
lonnection with the liquidation of
the Federal National bank is abaoUsing Governorship As a
Attely false.
If he wants to be sincere why
Stepping Stone to Auloesn't he tell you about the closing
Politics
3f
the Atlantic National bank. He
other Place in
I t year,
3551 let you know how this bank was
wrecked to the utter disregard of suspicious.
41k
abruptly,
"What
is
you name, anyway?"
thousands of depositors. He can tell
the big fellow replied with a grin.
you who ordered four or five paymasters of the city of Boston, too—a--c.—o
gether with his elusive shadow. Mr. niversity of Pennsylvania, the
former world's recDolan. to drive to that bank 15 min- de, Canadian
Olympian, member of the British
At All Costs Can Brook No utes before closing time on the afternoon of Dec. 24, 1931—under po- dian champion and record holder, and Eric Ny of
Parkman's
Criticism.
Is
lice escort and with sirens sounding Beccalli, the Olympic champion, and Europe's
runner, at the B. A. A. games in the Boston
—to demand an
Curley
Infers
Charge;
ght will attempt to do what the great Glen CunImmediate Cash Payment
Tiplish, last year, shatter Joie Ray's Hunter mile
Started Bank Run
lf $1,250,000 of city funds.
3r record of 4.15. 1-5.
Oh yes, he can let you know how a
Boston, Feb. 8—Senator Henry iasiner's check was refused and pay'rating his 41st birthday, in London, appears
Parkman Jr.. in an address last night -nent in $1000 bills was demanded.
the bank land to send aver to the 'sat he is really only 40 years of age. It seems
"almost
Curley
charged that Gov.
Pederal R .rve bank to get those 7. Ruth, reading over the old paper's found
from the day he took office has tol- tills of sach
a denomination. It is ,eb. I, 1895. So maybe the slugger had better
1
erated and at times participated in a tommon
knowledge that the ensuing (active major league baseball
campaign of misrepresentation, slan- lin
after all.
on
the
Atlantic
National
bank
without
a
o—o—o—o
der and abuse which is
•aused its deposits to shrink from
parallel in the history of gubernato- .140,000,000
THEY CALLED 'EM—
to $80,000,000—and any
rial administrations In this common- lank that
can pay out in cash such
Swedish settlers in Kansas founded Bethany
wealth."
proportion of Its deposits is a sol- ie dubbed Vikings. But after
whipping Oklahoma
One of the reasons for this, he said, ent
institution. The bank was finel- t 1900's they
became Terrible Swedes—shortened
is that the governor, viewing the gov- y forced to close
and was absorbed
Continued on Eleventh Page
.yr another Institution. Between 200 Inc less terrifying.
o—o—o—o
An application for a license to conduct dog racing on property
v r

NEEDS A MACHINE

at present owned by Mrs. Margaret T. Curley, sister-in-law of
Gov. Curley, was filed late yesterday afternoon at the offices of
thtmdAttettachusetts racing commision by Frank Sawyer, wellknown in Boston politics, on behalf of the Commonwealth Racing Association, Inc.
o—o—o—o
Several of the school basketball teams are busy on this date. Swampscott play as Marblehead and Salem visits Lawrence. (It feels like snow
too.) Chelsea goes to Everett. (Salem players had better take along their
pajamas in case anything happens.) Medford plays at Arlington and
Peabody at Lyn
'assical. North Quincy plays at Dedham so it looks
as if Mr. Donal
Peabody and Mr. Hcaphy might get in a handshake before mm
Minor leap t and independent baseball are still having their
troubles. The Braves are giving up their farm interests at Harrisburg. And the other night folks in one of the Cape Cod towns
voted against further subsidizing league baseball in that community. Teams in the upper strata of baseball are having their
troubles in keeping going without doing much of anything for
the support of bush league diiniond activities.

Dog race people plan to operate until 11.30 or later at night, run 11
races and peddle tickets for 4 °cents each
Glenn O'Brien is planning
a basketball tourney of independent teams to run from Feb. 18 to March
13 to raise money for High school sports or something like that...In
rural Kentucky the libraries go around on horseback... Commodore
Herbert Hartley, former commander of the Leviathian, now makes
his
home in the little town of Poclika, Alabama, where he speett his boyhood
C. A. Welch of Marblehead won in the trap shooting at Eustis, Florida, yesterday. John Henry Lewis sensational coast light
heavyweight
is stuying for the ministry...California deer hunters traveled an
average
of 430 miles and spent an average of $100 for each animal
killed in the
recent open season . Ivan Fuqua of Indiana is the only boy
in a family
which contains seven sisters...Maybe that's why he learned
to
away from the opposition...Wynant D. Hubard, former Harvard run
lineman, now an author and explorer, plans to broadcasts the
roars of lions
and other animals direct from the iungle...Some time back
Davis lost
his ranch in toitral Africa when billions of locusts swept over
the place
and chewed everything down to the ground...Everything.
The film
companies have been withdrawing those talking pictures of the
Hauptmann trial...In England railroad ticket ofices also sell
theatre tickets
..At Richmond, Va.. the other day they electrocuted a
man who had
both legs broken. .Just wheeled him into the death
chamber and had
him change seats
Bermuda, which bans automobiles (all but about six
which are government operate) now has a traffic beacon
at the corner of the main streets near the water .. Plenty down there
there .. Estonia has a new criminal law...Hereafter those of bicycles ,
condemned
to death can have their pick .. poison or the rope .. That isn't
much of
a selection but it will have to do.
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RECEPTION TO
NEWLY ELECTED
ROXBURY SOLON
Representative Paul Feted by
Friends at Gathering at Mary
E. Curley School
Representative Arthur E. Paul 0:
Roxbury, newly elected member of th(
State House of Representatives, we.:
the guest of honor at a reception and
E.
banquet Monday night at the Mary
Curley School, Jamaica Plain.
Speakers who praised the young legpublic
islator and predicted a fine
career for him included representa
's
Mayor
and
nor's
Gover
the
tives of
of
office, Maurice J. Tobin, chairman
rd
;the Boston School Committee, Richa
nor,
D. Grant, secretary to the Gover
Theodore A. Glynn, 111-RETV Mgr Fran
t
cis A. Burke, of the Blessed Sacramen
n,
Church, Very Rev Michael A. Geari
ch
C. SS. R., rector of the Mission chur
and a number of fellow legislators.
A fine program of entertainment
Representative Paul,
was presented.
to
In responding, pledged himself
ctt
serve the best interests of his distri
to coand the State and promised
latter's
operate with Gov Curley in the
"work and wage" program.
in
Representative Paul was born
eduBoston January 6, 1902 and was
cated at Boston High School of ComHe
merce and the Suffolk Law School.
.
trade
by
Is a shoeworker
He has always been active in local
loorganizations, being a member of
mbus
Colu
of
hts
Knig
the
of
cal units
r of
and Massachusetts Catholic Orde
the
Foresters. He was elected to
ict
Distr
lk
Suffo
10th
the
from
House
last Fall and is now serving his first
term in the House.
of
Louis DeGregorio was chairman
by
the banquet committee assisted
Tippo,
Christopher Maloney, Edward
Pey,
Feene
as
Thom
tt,
Picke
es
Charl
Thos.
ter Roland, Ex-Representative
ur
S. Kennedy, Joseph Williams, Arth
E.
Dolan, William McIntosh, John
ies,
Matth
Fred
,
Knox
Gene
,
Brinkham
Mrs Knox, Mrs Grace Dowd, Mrs Jacobs and Mrs Skinnell.
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cearsarge Naval Vets
To Discuss Plans For
Governor's Reception
--Plans for attending the receplion to Governor C.irley at the
state House iMsrhgton's Birthday morning will be discussed at
meet•ne• of Kersarge Assoria'ion of N:tval Veterans at headwaiters, 115 1 Washington st,
Feb. 1
Thurdave”kir,
of St q' Johe E. Lynch, in
he recention to the
charge of
orders
OE,\v:II report on
for the dae.
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Goodwin Confirmed
As Motor Registrar
Succeed
Sworn in by Governor to
Ryan—Issues Statement

BUDGET

esday
The executive council Wedn
of Frank
ent
intm
appo
the
rmed
confi
of moA. Goodwin as State registrar
a
$6000
of
y
.)
tor vehicles at a salar
T. Ryan.
an
Morg
ed
succe
to
year
, Brooks
The vote was six to three
the Democrats.
with
g
votin
Y
SDA
Cote
TUE
and
DAY
LINCOLN
ordered
The removal of Ryan was
in a
ago
ight
fortn
a
y
procby Gov. Curle
Coy. James .11Lcus4ey, in a
Callahan, State
F.
m
day
kinia
Tues
frIlr
next
lettl
aside
set
lamation, has
e tt• commissioner of public works, who
as Lincoln Day and urges peopl
s in complied last week with the goverhonor his name viitri observance
. nor's order.
otism
patri
loyal
of
tion
tradi
the best
Goodwill
By the action of the council,
Revere schools undoutbtedly
which
and
win resumes the position from
honor the Great Emancipator,
Gov. Alothers should follow their good ex- he was removed by former
acted
protr
a
after
r,
van T. Fulle
ample.
After his removal
The Governor's proclamation right- controversy.
of Goodwin again became attached to
fully says: "The words and deeds
apheart
the
from
the public service when he was
a great man flow
h
Allen as
pointed by Gov. Frank G.
when the occasion demand speec
ce comand action. The outward act is only chairman of the Boston finan
ousted
lies
was
h
he
whic
h
seed
whic
the
from
of
mission,
the flowering
within the soul. Imperishably pr2- by former Gov. Joseph B. Ely.
of
Gov.
served in the hearts and minds
Goodwin was sworn in by
ss
nene
huma
the
il had
is
Americans today
Curley soon after the counc
of Abraham Lincoln towards his confirmed his appointment and he isfellowmen. His hope 'that in due sued a statement promising the same
time the weight would be lifted kind of an administration that he
from the shoulders of all men, and gave the State during his previous
that all should have an equal chance' service in the office.
nor,
was partially realized as a result of
"I want to thank the gover
govthe Civil war.
Commissioner Callahan and the
"If Lincoln were living today, we ernor's council for this opportunity
would find him leading the great to perform an important public servcrusade to make real the self-evident ice," he said. "I shall perform the
truth of the Declaration of Indepen- duties of this office as I did before
dence that all men have the right 'to for eight years and I served as chairlife, liberty and the pursuit of happi- man of the finance commission—no
ness.' In addressing Congress on fixing, ne prrtiality and strict enDec. 3, 1S61, he pointed the way forcement of the law."
when lie said, 'Labor is prior to and
independent of capital. Capital is
only the fruit of labor, and could
never have existed if labor had not
first existed. Labor is the superior
of capital, and deserves much and
higher consideration. Capital has its
rights, which are as worthy of proit
tection as any other rights. Nor is
proband
is,
there
that
d
denie
be
to
ably always will be, a relation between labor and capital, producing
mutual benefits.'
May this same feeling for the
rights of others animate our hearts
today and may labor and capital each
enjoy the legitimate fruits of their
respective contributions."

Revere, Mass.
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who leaped to his ,
The end of Jar.- e,I i . Crowley, P -)•,1 on athletic official
will arouse the
yesterday,
Hub
the
v
_
in
ludow
death fri3rn a hoSi.'i'd,1
•
•
---,Apt some overwhelm-

quiet
and
e holdings of the stockholders—which tsany times
5.
I
New
knows that the compensation for included 137 savings banks in
to
amounted
cleaning up these sorry messes was in England--and which
approved by the $15.000,000, were entirely wiped out.
instance
every
I courts. He also knows that the total How about it, Mr. Curley. do you
the..
expense over the 15-year period is a want to talk some more about closed tg
from First Page
Continued
_ .
comparitively small amount when banks.
in.
stepping
;iv
smokethe
a
all
as
No, my friends,
ernorship "merely
ion is given to the vast
, considerat
stone to high political aspirations sums of money, running high into screens in the world will avail him I
cracking-down
and his
finds that he must build up a power- the millions, which were lost to the nothing,
ssehall
I
costs,
he
ful personal machine. At all
public as a result of the conduct of process cannot hide that which
whether by fair means or foul, he the bank-wreckers. He also knows seeks to conceal. He is trying to inter4- autono
and
unand
Hill
on
criticism
rampant
Beacon
can brook no
that the charge made by his mouth- run
ference in his plans. He must also Wee!: the other night that my firm less he is continually watched, his
wipe out his trails of the past, which received $90,000 for legal services in administration, by recklessness and , eball ?"
plunge
will
extravagance,
to him must be A sorry nightmare." connection with the liquidation of gross
Continuing, he said:
the Federal National bank is abso- Massachusetts into burdensome debt.
He
however.
of the
facts,
the
taxes
to
the
add
sly
tremendou
Let us face
false.
at it,
not lutely
is the governor, elected, it is true,
sincere why people, nod break down the efficiency
be
to
wants
he
If
Curley,
t.
our
state
governmen
of
because the people wanted
closing
he tell you about the
t year,
many thousands of doesn't
but because
LIM
of the Atlantic Nadonal bank. He •••••••,•••
voters were beguiled into believing can let you know how this bank was suspicious.
vote
a
was
Curley
for
vote
a
that
wrecked to the utter disregard of abruptly, "What is you name, anyway?"
for Roosevelt and work and wages. thousands of depositors. He can tell
how
f," the big fellow replied with a grin.
The coming months will reveal
you who ordered four or five payempty was that hope.
toBoston,
of
city
the
of
the masters
And now he intends to use
niversity of Pennsylvania, the former world's recup- gether with his elusive shadow, Mr.
British
high office of governor for the
that bank 15 min- de, Canadian Olympian, member of the
to
drive
to
Dolan,
mapolitical
building of his personal
closing time on the af- dian champion and record holder, and Eric Ny of
before
utes
Boshis
d
transferre
chine. He has
gov- ternoon of Dec. 24, 1931—under po- Beccalli, the Olympic champion, and Europe's
ton City hall tactics into the
lice escort and with sirens sounding 9 runner, at the B. A. A. games in the Boston
ernment of the commonwealth.
—to demand an
ght will attempt to do what the great Glen CunThe present governor of this state
the
Immediate Cash Payment
is unusually well informed of
mplish, last year, shatter Joie Ray's Hunter mile
condition of the closed banks and of of $1,250,000 of city funds.
or record of 4.15. 1-5.
many of the causes that forced them
Oh yes, he can let you know how a
to close. His brother was a director
check was refused and pay41st birthday, in London. appears
in the first state bank to go—the cashier's $1000 bills was demanded. rating his
oat he is really only 40 years of age. It seems
Industrial Bank and Trust com- ment in
the
to
'land to send aver
r. Ruth, reading over the old paper's found
pany. that closed its doors in March The bank
IV *rye bank to get those
of 1931. The governor knows why his Federal
1, 1895. So maybe the slugger had better
eb.
is
It
ion.
denominat
a
s,wh
of
bills
was
brother's liability as stockholder
major league baseball after all.
(active
ensuing
the
that
knowledge
common
when
ago
weeks
not paid until a few
o--o—o—o
National bank
Atlantic
the
on
run
govbecame
governor
the present
to shrink from )THEY CALLED 'EM—
ernor. There will be occasion for caused its deposits
any
00—and
$60,000,0
to
I
00
others than myself to deal in full $140,000,0
settlers in Kansas founded Bethany
pay out in cash such ; Swedish
with anything of the governor or his bank that can
dubbed Vikings. But after whipping Oklahoma
sola
is
its
deposits
of
care
proportion
a
not
may
Grant,
secretary, Dick
bank was final- t 1900's they became Terrible Swedes—shortened
to tell you about the closed banks in vent institution. The
ly forced to close and was absorbed /ne less terrifying.
Massachusetts.
n. Between 200
0-0-0-0
If he is sincere, he'll tell you the by another institutio
whole truth a

a tying
To Promote Self

ke

An application for a license to conduct dog racing on property
at present owned by Mrs. Margaret T. Curley, sister-in-law of
Gov. Curley, was filed late yesterday afternoon at the offices of
thrillitItachusetts racing commision by Frank Sawyer, wellknown in Boston politics, on behalf of the Commonwealth Racing Association, Inc.
—0—o—o

SwampSeveral of the school basketball teams are busy on this date.
like snow
scott play as Marblehead and Salem visits Lawrence. (It feels
their
too.) Chelsea goes to Everett. (Salem players had better take along
and
pajamas in case anything happens.) Medford plays at Arlington looks
it
Peabody at Lyn.. 'assical. North Quincy plays at Dedham so
Peabody and Mr. Heaphy might get in a handas if Mr. Donal
shake before mi
0-0-0-0

Minor 'eau( and independent baseball are still having their
troubles. The Braves are giving up their farm interests at Harrisburg. And the other night folks in one of the Cape Cod towns
voted against further subsidizing league baseball in that cornmunity. Teams in the upper strata of baseball are having their
troubles in keeping going without doing much of anything for
the support of bush league dismond activities.
o-2'?—o—0
run 11
Dog race people plan to operate until 11.30 or later at night,
Glenn O'Brien is planning
races and peddle tickets for 4 Ocents each
March
a basketball tourney of independent teams to run from Feb. 16 to
In
13 to raise money for High school sports or something like that..
re
rural Kentucky the libraries go around on horseback. Commodo
his
Herbert Hartley, former commarsler of the Leviathian, now makes
boyhood
his
speett
he
where
Alabama.
Poclika,
of
town
little
the
in
home
C. A. Welch of Marblehead won in the trap shooting at Eustis, Florida, yesterday.. John Henry Lewis sensational coast light heavyweight
is stuying for the ministry...California deer hunters traveled an average
of 430 miles and spent an average of $100 for each animal killed in the
recent open season...Ivan Fuqua of Indiana is the only boy in a family •
run which contains seven sisters...Maybe that's why he learned to
away from the opposition...Wynant D. Hubard. former Harvard lineman, now an author and explorer, plans to broadcasts the roars of lions
and other animals direct from the jungle ..Some time back Davis lost
•
his ranch in •Ccntral Africa when billions of locusts swept over the place
and chewed everything down to the ground...Everything . The film
companies have been withdrawing those talking pictures of the Haupt
mann trial .. In England railroad ticket ofices also sell theatre tickeis
._At Richmond, Va., the other day they electrocuted a man wbo had
both legs broken... Just wheeled him into the death chamber and had
him change seats ..Bermuda, which bans automobiles (all but about six
which are government operata) now has a traffic beacon down there
Plenty of bicycles
at the corner of the main streets near the water
there...Estonia has a new criminal law.. Hereafter those condemned
to death can have their pick... poison or the rope ..That isn't much of
a selection but it will lipve to do.
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stalled a man as president and oin
guess is will not change thIat policy
now.
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hostilities, out.
go to
that a large proportion will
them the extent of..qqAt&aatniag tor_
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CUREY OFFERS!
STATE PROGRAM
OF $230,000,000

AN IMPARTIAL INQUIRY?
One hardly knows how to interpret Governor Curley's statement
that rates for girnind electricity
in this state "must" be lowered, at
the same time that he is arranging
Presents It to Public Works ,
for a committee, three designated A
utility
the
by
three
and
4:3t himself
Administration, Asserting
companies, to investigate the probFederal Government Should
lem. Such a committee would naturally be expected to render either
Foot Entire Bill.
an evenly divided, or compromise, a
teport, with a possibility that unaESTIMATES SHOWN
nimity might be reached with reord to some unimportant reducTO ACTING DEPUTY
tions. At any rate, it is hardly
suitable to judge the case while the
Untempt confining them to proper .
Figures Reveal 110 Cities
evidence is not in.
hands. The new chief announces
Assume Any More ,
Unless the rates are voluntarily
to
able
his inalterable hostility to "fixing"
educed, says the governor, the legDebt Burdens — Governor
by privileged persons who get into
stature will be asked to force a cut.
the toils, and his determination to I
Calls at White House to Pretint what if the committee should
pursue a steadfastly impartial
:.ve unanimous in expressing the
sent Model of Ship.
course, with malice toward none,
that current rates are sub)pinion
but perhaps not with charity for
lantially reasonable? Even a maall. One feels a mild amusement
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (l—
ority of the governor's appointees, ;
, over the statement that during the
Governor James M. Curley of Masaddition to the utility members
n
sachusetts today presented to the
campaign Mr. Goodwin "often asit the committee, would make an
Public Works Administration a
sailed Curley," as well as Bacon.
in favor of letshowing
mpressive
program calling for expendistate
His independent candidacy did not
charges stand. In
present
of $230,000,000 and promptly
the
tures
'ing
elect Curley, as it happened; but
probable that
the federal government
rather
is
asserted
it
event,
Ply
it was so far in Curley's interest to
the entire bill.
foot
obey
to
should
refuse
would
the legislature
have a split in the Republican ranks
Curley thin Maj. Phillip Fleming,
the dictation of Governor Curley in
l that the occasional assaults on the i
acting deputy administrator, that
opposition to such a report.
' Curley record were probably soon r
state and municipalities were in ao
governor's position
the
Whatever
forgiven.
position to contribute to public
may be after the report is in, it is
—....._.
works and relief funds to support
quescertainly good news that this
2 Park Square
his contention presented Paul V.
tion of utility rates, as far as MasRaters, executive secretary of the
MASS.
BOSTON
National Association of Mayors.
sachusetts is concerned, is to have
,
' Survey of Cities.
something more as a basis of disBetters said that the recent surcussion than the vague charges of
COURIER-CITIZEN
that
vey of 110 major cities showed
politicians that the public is being
municipalities could not assume furLowell, Mass.
mulcted. There has also been a
ther debt burdens, and asserted that
to
study of utility rates in the nation
r"if the administration hopes
at large, by the Federal Power comhave a *4,000,000,000 relief fund exmission. In one way and another,
pended, the federal government
"'a—defeat, ;lice Texur" it /appears, there have been extenmust supply the PWA fund on a
rfeited the game by leaving the
100-per cent basis."
sive writeups of value, the exact
floor.
I The governor stopped off at the
percentage of which would depend
White House to leavq'tor the preson . the basis on which asset
ident a model of Hid famous MasCURLEY WILL SEND
values are calculated. Public opinsachusetts sailing_ 'ship, "Lig,hi.ing,'
ion will doubtless support the presiGIFT TO ROOSEVELT
then went to the/Capitol to explain.
lent in his war on the utilities to
BOSTON, Feb. 7 (.4)—A model
the state PVVA program to memthe extent that charges may be
of the "Lightning," fastest of clipbers of the Massachusetts congresper ships and fashioned in a New
forced down to represent a proper
sional delegation.
England yard, will be sent to PresiSummary or Program:
ieturn on real rather than marked
dent Roosevelt as a gift from himThe ping ram sumnovirizer;t !t AS
. State utility comup
investment
self, Governor James M. Curley anCollows:
missions should, unless their own
nounced yesterday.
Department of Public- "VVellare.
investigations lead to a different
'
„.cOO.
I conclusion, order such reductions.
Dept i.ment of Public Health. $1.The federal investigation ought to
604,800.
be of great valut in governing the
Department of ElltiCa lion, MRSS3$1.093,000.
action of these commissions, but of
chusetts State college,
Soldiers • Home,
Massachusetts
c^urse, if reduction orders are con- $440,000.
tested, the courts will be the final
Deprtment of 'correction, $6,judges of the value of utility assets.
830,000.
On the question of the "yardDepartment of Mental Diseases,
stick," which the president is so fond
$19,593,000.
of. discussing, Dr. Warren Persons, a
Department of Public Service,
formerly profeesor of economics at
$5'z5,000.
Harvard, has made a study which
State House, $310,000.
Military depal tment. $1,720,000.
more than confirms what has been
Department of Public Works,
raid about the unfairness of com$74,642,000, divided as follows:
paring rates under municipal ownerHighways, $9,338,000; waterways,
ship with those chargeci by private
District
Metropnlit a n
$8,278.160;
290
in
that
companies. He finds
commi.ssion, $42,100.000: other wacases of each sort, the median bill
ter improvements, $37,903,000,
for a monthly consumption of 60
kilowatt-hours was $3.59 for the
municipal plants, as against $3.77
charged by the companies. But, if
the companies had been exempted
trom taxes on their property, as
most of the publicly owned companies are, the saving, passed on to
the consumers, would have brought
heir rate down. to $2.45. In other
words, the communities as a whole
icst a good deal more in taxes from
baying a municipal system than its
individuals gained in coat of service.
In addition, it may be remarked,
many holders of utility stocks and
bonds pay local or federal taxes on
their earnings. In view of this
exhibit, which is confirmed by many
other studies, perhaps it would be
just as well to abandon the yardstick theory altogether and get back
to the time-honored method, used
by the courts, of basing rates on a
f air return on the money invested.
Registrar Goodwin is back on the
job of shepherding the errant motorists of Massachusetts—a job
familiar to him, and appealing to
his personal qualifications; for,
whatever else be said of him, it cannot be claimed that Mr. Goodwin is
lacking in energy. The functions
of the department are many, and
have to do with seeing that, as far
as possible, motors in this state are
run only by persons fit to operate
them. Inasmuch as there are many
hundred thousand registrations and
presumably even more operating
licenses, it is no small task to ato
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retire at the age of 70 years but since it would furnish younger men
could voluntarily retire at the age I with an incentive for attempting to
of 65 years. He called the commit- I get jobs which they knew would be
tee's attention to the recommenda- .vacated.
The local representative said,
tion of Governor James M. Curley,
contained in hi.. L.,...... address, too, that it would increase the
wherein the governor stated judges number of jobs available for police
r.hould retire at the age of 70 years. work. He pointed out that retirespecified age is apparentBourgeois said he was perfectly ment at a
the aim of the Roosevelt adminwilling to let the issue go to the ly
ii
istration and that it is thoroughly
voters of the City of Lowell for dethe trend of the times.
cision if the committee so desired. in Representative
Bourgeois deHe expressed a belief that only .sevclared that an examination of poen men would be affected at the
officers on the local force over
present time if the compulsory age lice
65 years of age would show that
limit was set at 70 years.
many are unfit for duty.
Opposition to the Bourgeois pill
came from Representative MacLean
of Lowell, Capts. Samuel J. Bigelow
end James J. Kennedy of the Lowell Police department, and Capt.
John J. Canney, representing the
Massachusetts Police association.
Capt. Kennedy told the committee there was no great public demand for the legislation hi the City
of Lowell while Capt. Bigelow said
that older men could do the work
,rears.
as well as some men of 40 '
. iaCapt. Canney reported his assoc
tion in opposition to the legislation.
The committee took the matter under advisement.
lay Representative Bourgeois last
night elaborated on his talk in favor of the retirement of local police
officers at the age of 65 years. He
the pointed out that such a step is not
without precedent since letter carriers are retired at the age of 63,
school teachers and clerks of courts
on
at 70, etc. He argued that setting
lice a definite age limit would increase
, to the efficiency of the local force

POLICE RETIREMENT
AT 70 YEARS URGED

A StivAluxiAl. PREROGATIVE
It is gratifying to a majority of people to know
that
Qui:ley has washed his hands of the postmastership
Gov.ern
Lowell and that the appointee for the existing
vacancy wil
be selected through the recommendation of
the
senior U. S
senator from this state, David I. Walsh.
From time immemorial, postoffice
patronage has beeil
a prerogative of the senator in the
district where the vacancy
occurs. There have been few governors,
of the postal department, who had a if any, in the historyLpsay in
postmasters; and it was not until Mr. Curley the naming oft
assumed office of
on Beacon Hill that rumblings of
gubernatorial
influence were.ined.
heard in Massachusetts. Apparently,
however,
the governor:he
has recognized his mistake in trying to
make
postmastershipsod
victims of the spoils system.
The governor is wise in stepping
out of the picture at
this time. He would only make
enemies
by insisting on the lat.
selection of a candidate to repay a
political
reflection on any particular candidate the debt. This is no title
governor may have
had in mind, but it is written simply
that politics should be disregarded to bring out the point uld
in
important governmental responsibility. dealing with such an,
Unfortunately, however, there
litical attached to a postmastership, is too much of the poeven when the selection
is left to a senator. Ostensibly
a civil service position,
postmasterships too often are handed to
high-pressure politicians
who are just looking for a Salaried
job.
1
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SPANISH WAR
MEMORIAL DAY
BOSTON, Feb. 8. (UP)—Gov.
Cu e !waled a proclamation callrrig
— or the observance of Feb. 15 ab
Spanish War Memorial Day and
Maine Memorial day.
'A generation ago 'Remember the

Maine' was a stern and determined
watchword," the proclamation read.
"Today it symbolizes the memory
of those thousands of patriotic
Americans who willingly left their
homes in response to the president's
call for volunteers for the preserv•
ation of American rights on foreign
shores. . . .
"It Is with no vengeful spirit that
we reflect upon that conflict or the
crisis which brought it about, but
rather with a spirit of thankfulness

that so many of those who had a
part in the war against Spain still
live to thrill again at the recollection of such names as Admiral
George Dewey, the hero of Manila
Bay; of Sampson, or Sdhltsy and of
Lieue. Hobson, the glamorous idol
of our youth.
Nor let us forget the gallant Admiral Cervera. destined by fate to
be our enemy, memories of Generals Shafter and Miles and the
Rough Riders of Colonel Roosevelt.
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go to
that a large proportion will
themthe extent of ciatarraimiDs„tig
selvw .seiglier a war is juttfted
Off6 it has been decided upo
OLIL

stalled a man as president' and out
guess is will not change teat policy
now.
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CURLEY OFFERS!
STATE PROGRAM
OF $230,000,000

AN IMPARTIAL INQUIRY?
One hardly knows how to interpret Governor Curley's statement
that rates for girlind electricity
in this state "must" be lowered, at
the same time that he is arranging
,
['resents It to Public Works
tor a committee, three designated
utility
the
by
three
and
Asserting
!iy himself
Administration,
companies, to investigate the probGovernment Should ,
Federal
lem. Such a committee would naturally be expected to render either
Foot Entire Bill.
an evenly divided, or compromise, a
--report, with a possibility that unaSHOWN
ES
ESTIMAT
nimity might be reached with re- C
„ ard to some unimportant reducTO ACTING DEPUTY
tions. At any rate, It is hardly
suitable to judge the case while the
Figures Reveal 110 Cities Unevidence is not in.
Unless the rates are voluntarily
able to Assume Any More
educed, says the governor, the legDebt Burdens — Governor
stature will be asked to force a cut.
I
Calls at White House to Predot what if the committee should
le unanimous in expressing the
sent Model of Ship.
)pinion that current rates are subtantially reasonable? Even a maWASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (iPi
ority of the governor's appointees,
Jarnem M. Curley of MasGovernor
n addition to the utility members
today presented to the
sachusetts
the committee, would make an
Public Works Administration a
mpressive showing in favor of letstate program calling for expendi'ing the present charges stand. In
tures of $230,000,000 and promptly
asserted the federal government
lny event, it is rather probable that
should foot the entire bill.
the legislature would refuse to obey
. Curley tolo Maj. Phillip Fleming.
the dictation of Governor Curley in
acting deputy administrator, that
opposition to such a report.
Elate and municipalities were in no
Whatever the governor's position
.: position to contribute to public
may be after the report is in, it is
works and relief funds to support
certainly good news that this ques2 Park Square
his contention presented Paul V.
tion of utility rates, as far as MasRaters, executive secretary of the
MASS.
BOSTON
'National Association of Mayors.
sachusetts is concerned, is to have
,
Survey of Cities.
shmething more as a basis of dis• Betters said that the recent surcussion than the vague charges of
COURIER-CITIZEN
vey of 110 major cities showed that
noliticians that the public is being
furLowell, Mass.
\ municipalities could not assume
mulcted. There has also been a
debt burdens, and asserted that
ther
to
study of utility rates in the nation
l "if the administration hopes
?.t, large, by the Federal Power comhave a $4,000,000,000 relief fund exmission. In one way and another,
pended, the federal government
'" it /appears, there have been exten"
a defeat, Wince Texiire
must supply the PVVA fund on a
rfeited the game by leaving the
100-per cent basis."
sive writeups of value, the exact
floor.
I The governor stopped off' at the
percentage of which would depend
pres! White House to leaver 'for the
on . the basis on which asset
a model of till famous Masident
CURLEY WILL SEND
opinPublic
calculated.
are
values
sachusetts sailing.,.ship, "Lighting."
ion will doubtless support the presiGIFT TO ROOSEVELT
then went to tbe'Capitol to explain.
dent in his war on the utilities to
BOSTON, Feb. 7 (iP)—A model
the state PWA program to memthe extent that charges may be
of the "Lightning," fastest of clipbers of the Massachusetts congresper ships and fashioned in a New
forced down to represent a proper
sional delegation.
England yard, will be sent to PresiSummary of Program:
teturn on real rather than marked
RA
dent Roosevelt as a gift from him, The prog ram sum ma rized it
utility comState
.
up
investment
.
self, Governor James M. Curley anfollows:
missions should, unless their own
nounced yesterday.
DepaStment of Public. Vi*tifa re.
.
investigations lead to a different
$2,802,500.
conclusion, order such reductions.
()ppm tment of Public Health, $1,
The federal investigation ought to
604,800.
he of great valut in governing the
Department of Fducation, MRAS4iletion of theme commissions, but of
chtisetts State college, $1.093,000.
Massachusetts Soldiers ' Home,
c^urse, if reduction orders are con$440,000.
tested, the courts will be the final
Department of 'correction, $6,lodges of the value of utility assets.
830,000.
On the question of the "yardDepartment of Mental Diseases.
stick,” which the president is so fond
' $19,593,000.
ot discussing, Dr. Warren Persons, a
Department of Public Service,
formerly professor of economics at
$525,000.
Harvard, has made a study which
State House, $310,000.
Military depai tment, $1,720,000.
more than confirms what has been
Department of Public Works,
i.id about the unfairness of com$74,642,000, divided as follows:
paring rates under municipal ownerHighways, $9,338,000; waterways,
ship with those chargeci by private
Metroptilita n District
$8,278,160;
290
in
companies. He finds that
Lommission, $42.100,000: other waeases of each sort, the median bill
ter improvements, $37,903,000,
for a monthly consumption of 60
kilowatt-hours was $3.59 for the
niunicipal plants, as against $3.77
charged by the companies. But, if
the companies had been exempted
trom taxes on their property, as
most of the publicly owned companies are, the saving, passed on to
the consumers, would have brought
'heir rate down. to $2.45. In other
words, the communities as a whole
:Est a good deal more in taxes from
having a municipal system than its
individuals gained in cost of service.
In addition, it may be remarked,
triany holders of utility stocks and
bonds pay local or federal taxes on
their earnings. In view of this
Exhibit, which is confirmed by many
other studies, perhaps it would be
just as well to abandon the yardstick theory altogether and get back
to the time-honored method, used
by the courts, of basing rates on a
'air return on the money invested.

Registrar Goodwin is back on the
job of shepherding the errant motorists of Massachusetts—a job
familiar to him, and appealing to
his personal qualifications; for,
whatever else be said of him, it cannot be claimed that Mr. Goodwin is;
lacking in energy. The functions
of the department are many, and
have to do with seeing that, as far
as possible, motors in this state are
run only by persons fit to operate
them. Inasmuch as there are many
hundred thousand registrations and
pi estimably even more operating
licenses. it is no small task to
at-,
I tempt confining them to proper
I hands. The new chief announces
his inalterable hostility to "fixing"
by privileged persons who get into
the toila, and his determination to
pursue a steadfastly impartial
course, with malice toward none,
but perhaps not with charity for
all. One feels a mild amusement
over the statement that during the
campaign Mr. Goodwin "often assailed Curley," as well as Bacon.
His independent candidacy did not
elect Curley, as it happened; but
it waS'S0 far in Curley's interest to
have a split in the Republican ranks
that the occasional assaults on the
Curley record were probably soon
forgiven.
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Representative Bourgeois Offers Argument for His Measure in State House.
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(Special to the Courier-Citizen)
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON, Feb.
7--Declaring that it would result
in greater efficiency in the Lowell
Police department, Representative
Albert L. Bourgeois of Lowell appeared this afternoon before the
legislative committee on pensions in
favor of his bill that the City of
Lowell be authorized to retire and
pension members of its Police department who have reached the
age of 65 years.
Representative Bourgeois said
that he was willing to have the bill
amended to fix the compulsory retirement at 70 years. He pointed
out that there is no limit and that
some limit should be established.
The speaker referred to the
"tough" type of gangster of today
whom he felt the older men could
not cope with.
"I venture to say if they took a
secret vote on this matter, the
majority in the Police department
would favor the bill," Bourgeois
said in expressing his opinion on
this point.
He further said that the police
officers in Boston are compelled to

retire at the age of 70 years but 1 since it would furnish younger menl
ct.uld voluntarily retire at the age with an incentive for attempting to
of 65 years. He called the commit- get jobs which they knew would be
tee's attention to the recommenda- vacated.
The local representative said,
tion of Governor James M. Curley,
contained in hilluedggraftel, address, too, that it would increase the
wherein the governor stated judges number of jobs available for police
should retire at the age of 70 years. work. He pointed out that retirespecified age is apparentBourgeois said he was perfectly ment at a
ly the aim of the Roosevelt adminwilling to let the issue go to the
istration and that it is thoroughly
voters of the City of Lowell for dein the trend of the times.
cision if the committee so desired.
Bourgeois deRepresentative
He expressed a belief that only sevclared that an examination of poen men would be affected at the
lice officers on the local force over
present time if the compulsory age
65 years of age would show that
limit was set at 70 years.
many are unfit for duty.
Opposition to the Bourgeois oill
came from Representative MacLean
of Lowell, Capts. Samuel J. Bigelow
end James J. Kennedy of the Lowell Police department, and Capt.
John J. Canney, representing the
Massachusetts Police association.
Capt. Kennedy told the committee there was no great public demand for the legislation .n the City
of Lowell v..hile Capt. Bigelow said
that older men could do the work
as well as some men of 40 "ears.
Capt. Canney reported his association in opposition to the legislation.
The committee took the :mutter under advisement.
last
Bourgeois
Representative
night elaborated on his talk in favor of the retirement of local police
officers at the age of 65 years. He
pointed out that such a step is not
without precedent since letter carriers are retired at the age of 63,
school teachers and clerks of courts
at 70, etc. He argued that setting
a definite age limit would increase
the efficiency of the local force
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Maine' was a stern and determined
watchword," the proclamation read.
"Today it symbolizes the memory
of tholt3 thousands of patriotic
Americans who willingly left their
homes in response to the president's
call for volunteers for the preserv•
BOSTON. Feb, S. (UP)—Gov. ation ef American rights on foreign
Cu
!wiled a proclamation eati- shores. . . .
"It is with no vengeful spirit that
ng or the observance of Feb. 15 al,
Spanish War Memorial Day and we reflect upon that conflict or the
crisis which brought it about, but
Maine Memorial day.
"A generation ago 'Remember the rather with a spirit of thankfulness

'SPANISH WAR
MEMORIAL DAY

that so many of those who had a
part In the war against Spain still
live to thrill again at the recollection of such names as Admiral
George Dewey, the hero of Manila
Bay: of Sampson, or SoMey and of
Lieut; Hobson, the glamorous idol
of our youth.
Nor let us forget the gallant Admiral Cervera destined by fate to
be our enemy, memories of Generals shatter and Mites and the
Rough Riders of Colonel Roosevelt.
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Kciminski Told
of Curley Action
"Oh, Well, No Matter,"
Condemnnd Youth Says
When Told of Fate.

BOSTON, Feb. 8 tr.Pl—With only
10 more days to live, Alexander
Kaminski, young Connecticut killerconvict, occupied cell No. 1 in the
death house at state prison today.
"Oh well, no matter." was all he
said last night when Warden James
L. Hoggsett formally notified him
that Governor Curley had refused
to commute his sentence to life imprisonment and that he must die in
• the electric chair during the week
' of Feb. 17.
,)
When the warden appeared, the
doomed New Britain youth was
y
seated at a cell table, reading a let1. ter from a sister, who promised to
e pay him a farewell visit next week.
.. Kaminski, who seemed to sense bad
_ news, looked up and showed no emowhatever as he heard his fate.
a

ill Greater
sATuRD A _
fAir cHER1- tion
ci
in re-grouped lots throughout our st
CiNo lack of merchandise in any de!
°fir Days "buys" did not arrive hen
—.omorrow. We mention a few ty
SUN
Lowell, Mass.
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afFEITZEIMI
"SPANISH WAR DAY"
Designates Feb. Li as Memorial to Maine—U'rges General
Participation by Citizens.
BOSTON, Feb. 7(/))—A proclamation designating Friday, Feb. 15, as
"Spanish War Memorial day anai.
Maine Memorial day" was issued
today by Governor James M. Curley. The governor urged "the general participation of of all our citizens in appropriate exercises commemorating the valiant deeds of all
who served and through whose
service the honor of America was
safeguarded
and the freedom of
Cuba established."
The governor
paid tribute to the 254 Yankee bluejackets who went to their deaths in
the sinking of the U. S. S. Maine
in Havana harbor.
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CURLEY IN
RAP AT ELY
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (W'S)—GOV. Jame,
M. Curley today took a verbal jab
as former-Gov. Joseph B. Ely's possible presidential aspirations in 1936
when asked If he took while in
Washington, any action concerning
a new national committee:Sian to
replace Ely.
Gov. Curley said he would serve
until the national committee meets in ,
1936 unless he resign% in the meanwhile, and then added with a smile:
"I assume he should tender his
resignation shortly it Le is going to
he an independent candidate for
president."
-

The prediction made in this column
the other day that
Governor Curley would not interfere
further with the course
of justice in the case of Alexander
Kaminski is now confirmed.
The governor sees no reason to commu
te the death sentence
to life imprisonment.
The motion for a new trial was
based on the argument
that the slaying of a prison
guard was not premeditated and
there was also the contention that
he should have received
the same sentence as his companion
in the prison break, Paul
Wargo, who has been committed
for life.
These arguments failed to
impress the court. And the
governor rightly feels that
great weight should be given to
the opinion of such a man
as Judge Nelson P. Brown, who
has followed every detail of
the case from the beginning.
In this instance -there
does not appear to be any new
evidence to warrant the
consideration of leniency. The public
will respect the judgment
of the court and that of the
governor. There was no mystery
about the crime.
.1•01.110100111111.101600"01.....
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$230,000,000 RELIEF BILL
IS SUBMITTED BY CURE EY
Wants Government to Pay Entire Bill For
Proposed Projects- -Asks 74 Million
For Public Works
off at the
wAmiiNoratv. Feb. 7 (/P)--Gov- The governor stopped
House to leave for the Presiernor James M. Curley of Massachu- White
model of the famous Massasetts today presented to the Public dent a
sailing ship "lightning" then
Works Administration a state pro- chusetts
to the Capitol to explain the
gram calling for expenditures of went
program to members of
$230,000,000 and promptly asserted state PWA
Massachusetts congressional delethe
foot
should
government
federal
the
_tion.
the entire bill.
Curley told Major Phillip Fleming, a
acting deputy administrator, that the
state and municipalities were in no
c
position to contribute to public works ,
and relief funds and to aupport his .r
contention presented Paul V. Bettors,
executive secretary of the National
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$230,000,000 RELIEF BILL
IS SUBMITTED BY CURLEY
Wants Government to Pay Entire Bill For
Proposed Projects- Asks 74 Million
For Public Works
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 fiP)—Governor James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public
Wotics Administration a state program calling for expenditures of
$230.000,000 and promptly asserted
the federal government should foot
the entire bill.
Curley told Major Phillip Fleming,
acting deputy administrator, that the
state and municipalities were in no
position to contribute to public works
and relief funds and to support his
contention presented Paul V. Bettors,
executive secretary of the National
Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey

of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further
debt burdens, and asserted that "if
the administration hopes to have a
$4,000,000,000 relief fund expended,
the federal government must supply
the PWA fund on a 100-per cent
basis."
The governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship -lightning" then
went to the Capitol to explain the
state PWA program to members of
the Massachusetts congressional delegation.
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KAMINSKI MOVED
'TO DEATH HOUSE
BOSTON, Feb. 7. ((Pi—Alexander
Kaminski retired tonight ten feet
from the electric chair in State Prison
in which he will die the week of Feb.
17 for the murder of a prison guard.
Shortly after the evening meal.
Warden James L. Hogsett informed
the 24-year-old New Britain, Conn.,
youth that Gov. James 14,- Curley hat;
denied his petition for commutation
of sentence.
"Oh, well, it doesn't matter," was
the dispirited rejoinder. Hogsett said.
Kaminski hung his head.
A few minutes later he was
shackled to a guard and, with three
others, heavily armed as an escort,
taken from the Cherry Hill section
of the prison to the death house.
There he was lodged in Cell No. 1,
the one nearest the room which contains but one piece of furniture which
resembles a wooden barber s chait.
Only a few hundred feet away
Kaminski's brother John azo retired,
knowing probably, they would never
meet again. John is serving a life
sentence as a result of his attempt
to blow up the Hampden county jail
in Springfield, during Alexander
trial, during
which Sheriff David
Denning was seriously wounded.
' Before his cell lights went out. tonight Kaminski was visited by the
Catholic chaplain of the prison, Rev.
Ralph W. Farrell, who will be his
daily visitor from now until the fateful, last walk. Under prison rules, he
may also receive members 31 his family, except John. and his legai advisor.
Kaminski was sentenced for the I
slaying of Merritt W. Hayden. a guard
in Springfield Jail, during an escape.
Motion for a new trial was denied two
days ago and yesterday Governor
Curley rejected a plea for executive c
clemency.
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$230,000,000 RELIEF BILL
IS SUBMITTED BY CURLEY

EAGLE
Lawrence, Mass.

F

Wants Government to Pay Entire Bill For
Proposed Projects- -Asks 74 Million
For Public Works
The governor stopped off at the
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (FP)—GovWhite House to leave for the Presiernor James M. Curley of Massachumodel of the famous Massasetts today presented to the Public dent a
sailing ship "lightning" then
Works Administration a state pro- chusetts
the Capitol to explain the
gram calling for expenditures of went to
to members of
I
and promptly asserted state PWA program
IS230,000,000
Massachusetts congressional delethe federal government should foot the
gation.
the entire bill.
. Curley told Major Phillip Fleming,
acting deputy administrator, that the
state and municipalities were in no
position to contribute to public works
and relief funds and to support his
contention presented Paul V. Bettors,
executive secretary of the National
Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further
debt burdens, and asserted that "if
the administration hopes to have a
• $4,000.000,000 relief fund expendedn
the federal government must supply
the PWA fund on a 109-per cell.
basis

RELIEF BILL

Irmo gip

7 ma,vir gar7 maw

IS SUBMITTED BY CURLEY
•

Wants Government to Pay Entire Bill For
Proposed Projects -Asks 74 Million
For Public Works
WAOHINGTON, Feb. 7 (IP)—Governor James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public
Winks Administration a state program calling for expenditures of
$230,000,900 and promptly asserted
the federal government should foot
the entire bill.
Curley told Major Philip Fleming,
acting deputy administrator, that the
state and municipalities were ki no
position to contribute to public works
and relief funds and to support his
contention presented Paul V. Bettors.
executive secretary of the National
Association of Mayors.
• Bettors said that the recent survey

of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further
debt burdens, and asserted that "if
the administration hopes to have a
$4,000,000,000 relief fund expended,
the federal government must supply
the PWA fund on a 100-per cent
basis."
The governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "lightning" then
went to the Capitol to explain the
state PWA program to members of
the Massachusetts congressional delegation.
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KAMINSKI MOVED
TO DEATH HOUSE
BOSTON, Feb, 7. (JP)—Alexander
Kaminski retired tonight ten feet
from the electric chair in State Prison
in which he will die the week of Feb.
17 for the murder of a prison guard.
Shortly after the evening meal,
Warden James L. Hogsett informed
the 24-year-old New Britain, Conn.,
youth that Gov. Jainets,.Miceurley hoc;
denied his petition for commutation
of sentence.
"Oh, well, it doesn't matter," was
the dispirited rejoinder, Iingsett said.
.
Kaminski hung his head
A few minutes later he was
shackled to a guard and. with three
others, heavily armed as an escort,
taken from the Cherry Hill section
of the prison to the death house.
There he was lodged in Cell No. 1,
1 the one nearest the room which contains but one piece of furniture which
; resembles a wooden barber s chail.
Only a few hundred feet away
Kaminski's brother John a,so retired,
knowing probably, they would never
meet again. Tohn is serving a life
sentence as a result of his attempt
to blow up the Hampden county jail
in Springfield, during Alexander 3
trial, during
which Sheriff David
Donning was seriously wounded.
. Before his cell lights went out tonight Kaminski was visited by the
Catholic chaplain of the prison, Rev.
Ralph W. Farrell, who will be his
daily visitor from now until the fateful, last walk. Under prison rules, he
may also receive members 3: his family, except John, and his legal advisor.
Kaminski was sentenced for the
slaying of Merritt W. Hayden. a guard
in Springfield jail, during an escape.
Motion for a new trial was denied two
days ago and yestei•day Governor
'Curley rejected a plea for executive
clemency.
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Asks Airport
At Squantum
Be Developed

;ERRETT PLEADS
FOR ABOLISHING
DEATH PENALTY

Washington — Construction of a
model airport at the Squantum, Mass.,
naval air base was recommended today by John J. Murphy, United States
marshal for Massachusetts, in discussions with Bay State members ot the
House and Senate.
Murphy said he would present the
proposal to Governor Curley p,t the
first opportunity:—FIff—fffitrIliiped to
take the matter up with Curley yesterday, but the Governor left the
capital about the same time Murphy
arrived.
Murphy said the Boston area was
the logical spot for concentration of
aerial forces and estimated that the
proposed development, providing for
5000 fighting planes, would cost approximately $2,000,000 and give work
to 1500 to 2000 men.
Construction of a $2,000,00 Federal
prison in Massachusetts for shortterm prisoners was also advocated by
Marshal Murphy.
He pointed out there were no facilities available for Federal prisoners
in the northeastern section of the
country and said within easy access
01 Boston there were many sites that
would be available for a Federal penal institution.
Murphy discussed the subject of a
Federal prison in Massachusetts with
Sanford Bates, director of Federal
prisons and former commissioner of
correction in Massachusetts, at considerable length today and afterward
told reporters he hoped the subject
would be formally presented soon to
the public works administration.
ViN
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The former efficient Registrar of I
Motor Yehl(les Morgan T. Ryan
charges that his removal by Gov.
Gurley to make a place for Mr.
CiirxTwIn is plain "politics." Those
who know Goodwin, however, are
wondering if he will curb his natural disposition long as a member
of the (Arley "Yes-Men" club.
—H

Ciirley's Office Called on
For Explanation of Higher Appropriation

should have, but had notified the city
clerk.
Representative Bert Dewar of Malden, chairman of the committee, ruled
that Willis had acted in good faith
when he made his protest to the Lynn
city clerk and failed to notify the election commission. The ballots are before the Senate committee on elections, which will soon take up the
protest of ex-Senator Joseph B.
Clancy, Democrat, against Senator Albert Cole, Republican, in the 1st Essex district. Myer Rubin, counsel for
Willis, told Chairman Dewar that no
charges of fraud or irregularity are
made. The petitioner contends that
a mistake was made in the count of
blocks 5 and 13 in Precinct 3 of Ward
7 of Lynn, and asks for a recount in
that precinct, or cf those particular
blocks.
Charles H. McGlue, associate counsel for McElroy, asked Willis whether
or not he had observers at the recount
using field glasses. Willis said he had,
McGlue then asked Willis if that procedure 'had not given him an excellent
chance for observation of the count.
Willis said: "Yes, but the count was
too far away,"
William E. Levine of Saugus, who
was observer for Willis at the recount,
testified that mistakes were made in
the block numbers.
The hearing was adjourned to 10:30
today.

BOSTON — A strong argument
against capital punishment was voiced
yesterday at the State House by one
who had been in the shadow of the
electric chair himself and was saved
from it only by the confession of another.
The man was Louis Berrett, Boston taxicab driver, who was tried
for murder in the Lynn-Paramount
Theatre holdup case, but was freed
by a directed verdict of "not guilty,"
upon the confession of Abraham
Faber to the crime, exonerating Berrett.
"That jury," said Berrett yesterday
before the Joint Judiciary Committee,
"stood 10 to 2 for conviction, we
learned, and there's no doubt that the
other two could have been swayed.
"If 10 guilty men get away, I think
BOSTON—A moratorium on mortit better than that one man who is
gage foreclosures was favored and opinnocent should go to the chair."
posed at an all-day hearing yesterday
before the legislative committee on
banks and banking.
Charges were made by Harry B.
London, a Boston builder, that certain
banking institutions had "grabbed"
BOSTON 01—The House ways and property through foreclosure. He
also
means committee would like an expla- alleged that by such activities a
nation of the increase in the cost of "clique" was obtaining benefits.
operating the governor's office.
Edward J. Cain, Boston real estate
The committee complains that Gov- man, favored a moratorium, saying it
ernor Curley's estimate of the cost of was necessary "because
of the practice
operating the office in 1935 is nearly of banks in dispossessing persons of
$6000 in excess of the sum spent for their property for a profit."
that purpose by former-Gov. Joseph B.
James B. Brown, speaking for the
Ely, his predecessor, last year.
Massachusetts Bankers' association,
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow said the denied that any banks have foreclosed
committee is curious to know why mortgages in order to profit through
Governor Curley needs four more per- ownership of property. He further desons in his office staff than Ely. The nied that banks are foreclosing merely
added help, Bigelow said, are secre- because of lack of principal payments
taries and stenographers.
by the borrower.
Among the matters being inquired
Rutherford E, Smith, representing
into is the acquisition of a new $5000 savings banks, said the proposed moraautomobile for the governor. Mr. Ely, torium was "vicious and unsound."
Bigelow said, put up with a machine
that cost about $1500 less.
It was stated that the cost of conducting the governor's office in 1935
The centest of P. Gerard Cahill,
will be approximately $39,000.
Democrat, for the seat of Senator
Richard D. Grant, the governor's George CC Moyse Of • Waltham was
secretary, said he was ready to go concluded • yesterday before the elecbefore the ways and means members tions committee of, the Massachusetts
and had prepared data on the subject. Senate. The group immediately beThe committee has authority to gan work on dfifting its report, which
strike out any items from the gover- is expected to be unfavorable to Canor's office allowance, although the hill, and
probably be filed early
Items might be restored when the next week.
budget comes up before the House.
Hearings will open before the elections committee at 2 o'clock next
Tuesday on the petition of Joseph B.
Clancy, Democrat, that he be given
the Senate seat now occupied by Senator Albert Cole of Lynn.
The legislative committee on conThe noise-making abilities of zooming airplanes, barking dogs and glee- stitutional law yesterday reported faful gamblers were thrashed out yes- vorably on resolutions memorializing
terday before the Massachusetts racing corn/Fission.
The commission held its first public
reading on the granting of a dog
track permit for the purpose of sound.
ing out the opinions of Quincy residents on the issuance of a license to
the Dennison Airport Kennel association, which plans to change its airplane landing held, located in a realdental section, into a dog track.
The objectors didn't seem to mind
the airport noises, but claimed a dog
track on the same aite would cause
"a great deal of noise, confusion and
discomfort."
The association representatives said
the dogs would not be kept at the
track overnight, that races would be
over by 11 p. m. and that barking
did not make as much noise as airplanes.
The racing commission reserved its
decision.

President Roosevelt and the Congress
of the United States for more strict
enforcement of the Federal statutes
on lynching.
Legislators and city officials of
Pittsfield and vicinity appeared before
the legislative committee on harbors
and public lands yesterday at a hearing or. a bill of Representative William A. Akeroyd of Lanesboro seeking
state aid in controlling the waters of
the Housatonic river.
Legislation to regulate the responsibility for defamation of character
by radio broadctsts was asked in two
bills heard by the legislative committee on judiciary yesterday. Representative Philip G. Bowker, who filed
the bills, said there should be some
check on radio speakers.

Mortgage Foreclosure
Moratorium Argued

Governor's Office
Asks $6000 Increase

STATE HOUSE BRIEFS

Quincy Dog Track
Petition Debated

10th Essex District
Election Is Disputed
130,sTON--The House committee on
nons began yesterday aftcrnoy n
hearings on the petition of Frederick
B. Willis of Saugus, who was one
of the Republican nominees for the
House from the 10th Essex district in
the last ele:tion, that Representative
James B. McElroy of Lynn, Democrat,
be unseated.
Representative Paul J. McDonald of
Chelsea, counsel for McElroy, raised
the point that. Willis nacl not notified
Lynn election commission, as he
Is the
dc
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Lawrence,
alive from Peabody. . . . There are Representative Foley of exact, also
three other Representative Murphys Katherine Alena, to be Ditto, for
on Beacon Hill. . . . Murphy of Pea- was born in Ireland.. ..
Gallagher of
body is John E. . . . Representative Representative Owen
John Joseph
Murphy hails from Boston.
Westfield. . . . First Democrat elected from Former Governor Ely's home
town as a legislator in the memory
of the oldest inhabitants.
Representative Joseph I. Murphy
comes from the Dorchester section
of Boston. . . . Funny thing about
the Murphys is that they all were
elected at the last state election. . . .
(Special to the Times).
auditor by profession, it was, there- The youngest of the Murphys is anState House, Boston, February '7.— fore, only natural that he serve as 'other Representative Murphy from
The meeting rooms of the join Legis- controller of accounts for a number Dorchester. . . . He is Timothy Jolative committee on agriculture is the of years before being elected presi- seph Murphy. • . . He was born on
place to go if one wants to get less dent of the Malden city council for September 23, 1909. . . . Formerly
four terms.
serious when visiting Beacon Hill.
an electrical worker and still a union
Some years ago he served as may- member, Representative Timothy J.
The committee's chairman, Senator Thomas H. Johnston of Clinton, or for the first time. This was back Murphy studied nights and passed
was born in Londonderry, Ire. and in 1905. Twenty-five years later, he the bar.
one of his qualifications for '
being fooled the youngsters by being reRepresentative John E. Murphy of
This Peabody is pointed out as the man
chairman of this committee is that elected in the fall of 1929.
he is a member of the Grange. This time he served two two-year terms as who defeated former Representative
particular native of Ireland is a Ma- chief executive.
John A. Jones in the Curley-Cole
The new member of the House battle. . . . This Murphy, in addison.
from
Malden
old
as
does
look
as
not
Apples, Bulls and Bees.
tion to being an accountant, studied
his birth record shows him to be.
Mention has been made of the bill He was born in 1868 and his birthday law when his day's work was over and
also became a lawyer. . . . Strange
to restrain all bulls over two years of is the 22d day of this month.
but there wasn't solitary Murphy a
age and the other legislative proposmember of the Legislature during the
Bushnell vs. Bishop.
al to increase the selling and eating
two years. . . . Four of a kind—
of Baldwin apples.
If the newspapers some morning last
The best hearing of the entire ses- this week contain the announcement the Representatives Murphy.
Perhaps you have guessed It—they
sion is in store for those who are by District-Attorney Warren L. Bishpresent in room 489 State House, on op of Middlesex county, that he is a are all Democrats.
February 13 to hear the important candidate for the Republican nomizlirthpiaces.
reasons calling for legislation for the nation for governor at the next
Representative Tycho M. Peterson
registration of bee keepers.
state election, do not be surprised.
That the taxpayers get stung to
Rumors reaching the State House of Springfield was born in Copenhathe tune of thousands of dollars an- and received with considerable credi- gen, Denmark. . . . Senator John D.
nually is more evident daily.
The bility and held to be not improbable, Mackay of Quincy was born in Cannumerous new bills and petitions I are that Bishop will publicly make ada. . . . Canada also claims Senprinted and listed bi-weekly in the the announcement at a banquet to ator George G. Moyse of Waltham.
bulletin of committee work, show , be tendered one of his assistants. At . . . . Representative William
A.
that the Legislators should not re- all accounts, the banquet will serve Akeroyd of Lanesboro was born in
ceive all the credit for laughable and as a boom for Bishop.
Berlin, Ger.
ludicrous proposals.
In listing his birthplace, RepreIf these stories are true, the quesThe sponsor of the bee legislation I tion is "Where in the picture will be sentative Bergeron states that he is
would go further than registering the a former Middlesex prosecutor, Rob- the son of native-born, Americanbee keepers.
He also would regis- ert T. Bushnell?"
born American citizens, but born
ter the owners of bee equipment.
It was generally known that Bush- in Montreal, Canada. . . . ImmacuWhether this man wants such a rec- nell would have opposed Senator Da- late Representative George Demeter
ord for his own personal use or for vid I. Walsh at the last election, but of Boston's Back Bay, was born in
some selling scheme is not known. the master stroke of policy as an- Athens, Greece.
However, expect the worst at Febru- nounced publicly by a certain G. 0.
Representative Thomas Dorgan of
ary 13th's hearing before the agricul- P. leader left the fiery Robert nurs- Boston who lists his occupation as
tural c mmittee.
"on
leave of absence," was born in
ing his ambition for the future.
Work and Wages.
Time only can tell whether it will Clonakilty, County Cork, Ireland. 4
That members of the committee on be Bushnell vs. Bishop on the Re- . . . . You might have guessed it,
Representative Even A. Erickson of
public service took the literal and publican ticket. in 1936.
Worcester was born in Boras, Sweexact meaning of Gov. Curley's sloThe Murphys.
den.
gan "work and wavalt,tident.
If
you
hear
Dr. Bernard Finklestein, Representa
page
shouting
"RepThis committee reported favorably
to the Legislature every proposition , resentative Murphy," do not be mis- ative from Boston's Dorchester, was
and .scheme for additional appoint- led into thinking it's the Represent- born in Poland and is a dentist. . . .
ments of court officers and clerks in I
the various counties of the Commoi<
wealth.
Should the legislation be enacted
into law, an additional court officer
, and assistant clerk would be appointed in the West Roxbory court of the
,
t city of Boston, another court officer
in Roxbury municipal court, more assistants provided for the probate
court of Essex county, a third court
officer for Norfolk district court in
Quincy, a fifth assistant clerk of
courts for Essex county at Salem. another court officer for Cambridge,
and a third court officer for CheLseaRevere district court.
Job seekers who might be aided by
this information can address their
letters of thanks and appreciation to
the committee on public service, room
443, State House, or to Capitol Corridor Chatter, care of this newspaper.

11TOIL" RallIDOLt
INNITIE/

Hastings of Malden.
Serving his first term in the Legislature is a former mayor of Malden.
As a boy, Representative William A.
Hastings lived in the Charlestown
section of Boston, and in Chelsea
and Newburyport, where he successively attended the public schools of
those cities before his family settled
in Malden.
It was in Malden, however, that he
An
received his political honors.
I lallUSIIIMIIIMINIOe
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graciously presented by the vice
president, Mrs. George Urnscheid.
Mrs.
Hecker, the first president,
has
served the Ladies' Aid for
three
years and been a tireless
worker.
Reports were given by the
new
secretary, Mrs. Daniel DeBlock
and
by the treasurer, Mrs.
Richard Roy
Roscoe. The devotional service
led by the pastor, Rev. E. A. was
ner, who also read a religiousKettticle upon "New Experiences." arCommittee appointments included
Mrs. R. L. Sittinger, chairma
the sick committee; Mrs. n of
Peter
Dackers,•Mrs. Edward Roberts, and
Mrs. William Damant,
membership;
and Mrs. E. A. Kettner
and Mrs.
Daniel DeBlock, auditors.
The president announced
a gift
of money had been
presented by (
Miss Freda Sessler for
"kneelers,"1
and several were purchas
ed for thel
church auditorium. Plans
were

,
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Norfolk Courty Republicans to Meet Feb. 16
at Milton

A barrage of "lea shots" is expected to be fired at Governor CI1Tley and his close advisers when the
I Norfolk County Republican Muhl
1 conduv!s its ant;east meeting ..e d i
dintie• in "Allier Town hall the evening of Feb. 16.
Bushnell To Speak
Robert T. Bushnell, former district attorney of Middlesex county,
who will speak in his capacity as
president of the Republican Club
of Massachusetts, is reported as
the man who will pull the lanyard
which will send the ammunition
on its way toward the present Democratic chief executive.
Bushnell will also present the
program and policies which h beP.
lieves the Massachusetts G.
(Continued on Page 3,‘ Col
1)

Why Swap Devens for the Cape?
Question Looms
Large as Gev. curley Takes Up Plan for
Making Huge National Guard Camp in Bourne
Woods

Military influence, cupidity of cers declared. Massach
usetts would
Cape Cod landowners, and Gov. only spend $60,000 for
the purchase
Curley's interest have got the plan of the site, and
the remainder of
for a huge state military camp on the expense of
over $1,000,000 for
the Cape rolling again. It got in the development
motion a year ago and was event- be borne by the of the camp would
ually blocked. Now it is again mov- Also, they hadfederal government.
a strong case to
ing, and unless opposition becomes Support their
contention that Fort
once more active it bids fair to Devens as
now constituted is
attain considerable momentum.
adequate for the full training inof a
, Just why it is deemed worth the National
Guard division. Before
public's while to set up this pro- they could
posed great establishment in the the public get those facts before
primitive woods of the Cape after so strong though, sentiment was
against
the public has for years had to pay sition that the the whole propolegislature disapsteadily and freely for the great proved it.
war-time development of Camp
"This year the situation
Is quite
Devens, at Ayer is something not different.
At the outset, there is
yet generally understood. As yet, a better
general
understanding of
however, though Bourne towns- the matter.
people voted heavily in favor of the is so much Also, Governor Curley
in
Cape project in their town meeting that he has favor of the project
included the item of
the other day, and other towns all $1,750,000
for the development of
over the Cape are Interested, there the camp in
has been no great stir of interest lotment of his request for an al$160,000,000 for Massain the communities around Camp chusetts
PWA projects, with the
Devens. Will they be glad to see agreement
that the state shall buy
the great training field abandoned? the
necessary land. The governor
If the military moves out, how will stated
in Washington last week •
the tract be used? Is there a real that the
estate advantage in getting the mi- Cape Codopposition to the proposed
camp has been overcome,
litary out of Ayer just as there is and
strong
In getting it into Bourne? So far ment .was support of that statethe Middlesex county press has the people furnished Monday when
of Bourne, voted, 223 to
not shown lively concern. One 32 in
favor of the location of
paper, the Lawrence Tribune, has camp
the
in their town, thereby reversgone so far as to sum up the situ- ing their
ation at present. Its statement of Sentime position of a year ago.
nt is not wholly favorable
it was as follows;
yet, because incomplete results
of
"The proposition covering the a poll
of the Cape Cod Chamber of
establishment of a new MassachuCommerce still shows strong opposetts National Guard camp in the sition.
The Buzzards Bay Chamber
town of Bourne on Cape Cod seenis of
Commerce, however, recently
to be in a much more favorable went
on
position right now than when it Viewed record for the proposition.
from all angles, the outwas first broached a year ago.
look
"The matter was initially called ment for the success of the movefor the Cape Cod camp seems
to the attention of the public by far brighter
at the moment than It
the introduction of a bill into the
did at any time in 1934."
legislature for the acquisition of
In view of the great expense inthe Cape Cod camp site, the develvolved in changing from the development of which would eventually
oped camp to one that will have
lead to the abandonment of Fort to
be In process of development for
Devens at Ayer as the scene of the
years to come, It is expected that
annual tour of duty each summer
the public will wake up on this proof the National Guard troops of this
ject—perhaps after something decommonwealth, and the expense
finite has been decided.
involved was generally referred to
as approximately $1,000,300. On its
face, the project seemed to he an
unwarranted expenditure of that
large sum of money by the state
for something that was far removed from being an absolute necessity. It seemed reasonable to believe that if Fort Doyens was sufficient for the housing and training
of upward to 60,000, troops being
prepared for actual warfare in 1917
and 1918, it was still and would be
ample for it long time to come for
the needs of the regular army and
National Guard troops using it
each year. Additionally, the people
of Bourne and Cape Cod generally
were opposed to the establishment
Of the new camp in their midst,
While those in the vicinity of Fort
Doyens regarded the presence of
the National Guard troops there
each summer as a business usset
which they were reluctant to lose.
"Actually, National Guard ofil
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YOU'VE ALL SEEN BIRTHDAY CAKES, CUT INTO THEM
with your widest silver knives, and
sampled their especial flavor to your
great satisfaction ... But I'm willing
to wager that you've never had a
birthday cake when, to cut it, you
had to ascend a tall ladder perched
precariously against one side of the
cake's reinforcements . . . let alone.
looking in, during your ascent, at
windows before which tall candles
were burning!
Yet this is precisely what Governor Curley, and the Roosevelt boys
(Franklin D., Jr. and John) did at
the great Birthday Party stake at
Boston Garden on the evening of the
President's birthday (January 30)...
Some of the cake thus sliced went to
a local charity, while other portions
were sold to help on the good work
being done for that dread disease,—
infantile paralysis. Indeed, the proceeds from this President's Birthday
['arty (only one of many such) went
to aid this cause . •
In the enormous Garden, where
boxes were draped with colorful
flags and where the Governor's
party was the cynosure of all eyes, I
saw a spectacle which will long
linger in my memory; it was a striking example of the Colonel's Lady
rubbing
shoulders
with
Judy
O'Grady; everyone,from the shop-girl
with her wad of gum, to the elite of
Boston society, seemed to be having
the time of their lives,—living and
letting live, as it were ... Miss Mary
Curley, First-Lady of the Commonwealth, was beside her father's side,
SS has been her wont for a long
while. She looked especially chic in
a stunning ermine coak which ALmost hid a gown of gold lace.
Amongst the guests in the Governor's box were Mrs. Eugene O'Donnell and her post-deb daughter, Ellen; and Mrs. Edward C. Donnelly
(gowned in black with an insistent
golden thread running through it)
and her daughter, Catherine . . .
MRS. LaRUE BROWN, able
chairman of the women's committee,
was noted about this time ; and so
was Mrs. Robert Saltonstall, Jr. and
her husband; Camilla Alsop (who
later was discovered on the crowded
(lance-floor) escorted by Lee Wendell; Mary Morison, one of the season's delis, was beau-ed, on this festive occasion, by Jack Pierce . . .
while others glimpsed here and there
were Edith Parker, (who's never
happier than when coaching Junior
League and Vincent Club plays);
Lucy Rantoul, "Lathe Farnsworth,
escorted ; Eleanor Swift, and "Betty" Cram having a chat on the filledto-overflowing dance floor; Mrs. Paul
D. Rust, Jr. (who had done so much
preliminary work and was now monarch of all she surveyed); Hope
Blanchard dancing with her fur coat
still on); Mary Fuller, escorted;
Jeanne Sargeant and her fiance,
John Wiggins; Mr. and Mrs. Butler
Ames, James L. O'Connor (guiding
a Fair Thing" along the dance floor);
Barbara Coffin and many many
more . .

That County Commissioner I.:(1
ward Hunt of Weymouth, is basking
in the Florida sunshine and Associte Commissioner Ernest, H. Gilbert
oI Stoughton is substituting for him.
* * * *
That Collector of the Port Joseph
\. Maynard claims that Mayor
Nlansfield was responsible for the
success of the Roosevelt Ball in the
Boston Garden last Wednesday evening, while Assistant District Atorney Daniel J. Gillen maintains
that the applause which Governor
James M. Curley received when he
entered and left the Garden proved
beyond question whose friends were
there in the greatest numbers And
this humble scribe avers that he saw
nothing in the party except the large
turnout to write home about.
* * * *
That State Commissioner of Correction Arthur T. Lyman of Westwood will have Edward O'Toole,
prominent Islington contractor, for
his opponent for Selectman.
* * * *
That many kind words are being
spoken of Andrew J. Geishecker of
East Dedham who is going to make
a bid for Selectman of Dedham in
March.

•

That Associate County Commissioner Alexander B. Holden of Medway who has served that town for
many years as Selectman resigned
in order to devote his time to his
increasing business in his two box
factories.
* * * *
That Sheriff Samuel H. Capen,
`the grand old man" of Village avenue will be pleased when the Millen
case is disposed of both from the
standpoint of expense and too much
excitement.
* * * *
That Judge George F. James of
NValpole is anxiously awaiting the
Supreme Court decision as to Associate „Judges holding two positions
before he knows what to assign to
the Associate Justice Jennie Loitman
Barron.
* * I *
That former Selectman Leslie B.
Cutler of Needham appears almost
daily at the State House in connection with some progressive legislation in which she is interested. She
is a former Vice President of the
Massachusetts Women's Republican
Club,
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two daughters, Aroxie- and Anna,

DOVER
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Channing of
Farm Street are spending a few days
in New York City.
Attorney James Leo O'Connor of
Walpole Street, has been tendered
an appointment as Special Assistant
\ttorney General in connection with
the liquidation of closed banks by
Governor James M Curley, at a salary of $4000 a per year.
State Trooper John T. Brown of ,
Farm Street was home from the '
Topsfied Barracks over the weekend.
The auto of Selectman M. W.
Comiskey and the auto of Lawrence
0. Pratt, both of Main Street, were
in a slight collision the early part of
the week at the Junction near the
residence of Donald F. Cutler.
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Republican Speaker

Why Swap Devens for the Cape?

.tiCOCK
.STREE't,

PRESIDENT 1070

s Gy,..furley Takes Up Plan for

tLGuard Camp in Bourne Woods

of cers declared, Massachusetts would
hear them report on current naGov. only spend $60,000 for the
tional affairs.
purchase
plan of the site, and the
remainder of
During the past week the dinner
the expense of over
$1,000,000 for
in
n
r committee has made•arrangements Pt °
the development of the camp
would
Leverett
meeting
ent- be borne by the federal
to present at this
government.
Saltonstall, speaker of the Massa- ov- Also, they had a
strong case to
chusetts House of Representatives. mes Support their
contention that Fort
to Levens as now
\Vithin the past month Speaker
constituted is
Saltonstall addressed a meeting of
adequate for the full training inof a
the Milton Town club. His remarks the National Guard division.
at this meeting were so enthusi- pro- they could get those facts Before
before
-stically received that there has the the public though,
sentiment was
been a demand for an early return fter so strong against the whole
propoengagement and as a result Speak- pay sition that the
legislature disaper Saltonstall has consented to at- eat proved it.
end this meeting of the Norfolk nlp
"This year the shuation
is quite
club and will be prepared to give not different. At the outset,
there is ,
atyet,
on
going
a better general
an account of what is
understand
Beacon Hill during these activetvits- the matter. Also, Governor ing of
Curley;
the is so much in
days.
favor of the project
t;ape project In Their town meeting that he
has included the item of
the other day, and other towns all $1,750,000
for
over the Cape are interested, there the camp in the development of
his request for an alhas been no great stir of interest lotment of
CONG CHARLES W. TOBEY
$160.000,000 for Massain the communities around Camp chusetts
PWA projects, with the
Doyens. Will they be glad to see agreement
that
the great training field abandoned? the necessary the state shall buy
land. The governor
If the military moves out, how will stated in
Washington last week
the tract be used? Is there a real that the
opposition to the proposed
estate advantage in getting the mi- Cape
Cod camp has been overcome,
litary out of Ayer just as there is and strong
in getting it into Bourne? So far ment .was support of that statethe Middlesex county press has the people furnished Monday when
of
not shown lively concern. One 32 in favor Bourne, voted, 223 to
of the location of the
paper, the Lawrence Tribune, has camp
in their town, thereby reversgone so far as to sum up the situ- ing their
ation at present. Its statement of Sentiment position of a year ago.
is not wholly favorable
it was as follows:
yet, because Incomplete results
I A barrage of "hot shots" is exof
"The proposition covering the a poll of
the Cape Cod Chamber of
pected to be fired at Governor CUT- I
establishment of a new Massachu- Commerce
still shows strong oppoley and his close advisers when the ,
setts National Guard camp in the sition. The
Buzzards Bay Chamber
town of Bourne on Cape Cod seems of
Norfolk County Republican club
Commerce, however, recently
be
to
in
favorable
much
more
a
mee.tin?,
d
conducts its; aneual
went on
position right now than when it Viewed record for the proposition.
clinne;•-in Milton •town hall the evefrom all angles, the outwas
first
broached
year
ago.
a
ning of Feb. 16.
look for the success of the
move"The matter was initially called ment
for the
Bushnell To Speak
to the attention of the public by far brighter Cape Cod camp seems
at
the moment than It
Robert T. Bushnell, former disthe introduction of a bill into the did
at any time in 1934."
trict attorney of Middlesex county,
legislature for the acquisition of
In
view
of
the great expense Inwho will speak in his capacity as
the Cape Cod camp site, the devel- volved In
changing from the develpresident, of the Republican Club.
opment of which would eventually oped
camp
to one that will have
of Ma.ssachusettm, is reported as
lead to the abandonment of Fort to be
in process of development for
the man who will pull the lanyard
Doyens at Ayer as the scone of the years
to come, it Is expected that
which will send the ammunition
annual tour of duty each summer the
public will wake up on this pro•
on its way toward the present Demof the National Guard troops of this ject—perh
aps after something deocratic chief executive.
Commonwealth, and the expense finite
has been decided.
Bushnell will also present the
Involved was generally referred to
program and policies which h beas approximately $1,000,300. On its
lieves the Massachusetts G. . P.
1..64. the projeat seemed to be an
1)
I (Continued on Page 3,, Col

G.O.P. Expected
to Hit Curley

Norfolk County Reoubli- i
,
cans to Meet Feb. 16

at Milton
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YOU'VE ALL SEEN BIRTHDAY CAKES, CUT INTO THEM
with your widest silver knives, and
sampled their especial flavor to your
great satisfaction ... But I'm willing
to wager that you've never had a
▪ birthday cake when, to cut it, you
had to ascend a tall ladder perched
precariously against one side of the
cake's reinforcements . . . let alone
looking in, during your ascent, at
windows before which tall candles
were burning! .. •
Yet this is precisely what Governor Curley, and the Roosevelt boys
(Franklin D., Jr. and John) did at
the great Birthday Party, stake at
Boston Garden on the evening of the
President's birthday (January 30) ...
Some of the cake thus sliced went to
a local charity, while other portions
were sold to help on the good work
being done for that dread disease,—
infantile paralysis. Indeed, the proceeds from this President's Birthday
Party (only one of many such) went
to aid this cause ...
In the enormous Garden, where
boxes were draped with colorful
flags and where the Governor's
party was the cynosure of all eyes, I
saw a spectacle which will long
linger in my memory; it was a striking example of the Colonel's Lady
rubbing
shoulders
with
Judy
O'Grady; everyone,from the shop-girl
with her wad of gum, to the elite of
Boston society, seemed to be having
the time of their lives,—living and
letting live, as it were ... Miss Mary
Curley, First-Lady of the Commonwealth, was beside her father's side,
as has been her wont for a long
while. She looked especially chic in
a stunning ermine coak which ALmost hid a gown of gold lace.
Amongst the guests in the Governor's box were Mrs. Eugene O'Donnell and her post-deb daughter, Ellen; and Mrs. Edward C. Donnelly
(gowned in black with an insistent
golden thread running through it)
and her daughter, Catherine .
MRS. LaRUE BROWN, able
chairman of the women's committee,
was noted about this time; and so
was Mrs. Robert Saltonstall, Jr. and
her husband; Camilla Alsop (who
later was discovered on the crowded
dance-floor) escorted by Lee Wendell; Mary Morison, one of the season's debs, was beau-ed, on this festive occasion, by Jack Pierce . . .
while others glimpsed here and there
were Edith Parker, (who's never
happier than when coaching Junior
League and Vincent Club plays);
Lucy Rantoul, "Lallie Farnsworth,
escorted; Eleanor Swift, and "Betty" Cram having a chat on the filledto- overflowing dance floor; Mrs. Paul
D. Rust, Jr. (who had done so much
preliminary work and was now monarch of all she surveyed); Hope
Blanchard dancing with her fur coat
still on); Mary Fuller, escorted;
Jeanne Sargeant and her fiance,
John Wiggins; Mr. and Mrs. Butler
Ames, James L. O'Connor (guiding
a Fair Thing" along the dance floor);
Barbara Coffin and many many
more . . .
vitittmtro.armlr,"-*

That County Commissioner Edward Hunt of Weymouth, is basking
in the Florida sunshine and Associic
Ernest, H. Gilbert
of Stoughton is substituting for him.
* * * *
That Collector of the Port Joseph
A. Maynard claims that Mayor
Mansfield was responsible for the
success of the Roosevelt Ball in the
Boston Garden last Wednesday evening, while Assistant District Attorney Daniel J. Gillen maintains
that the applause which Governor
James M. Curley received when he
entered and left the Garden proved
beyond question whose friends were
there in the greatest numbers And
this humble scribe avers that he saw
nothing in the party except the large
turnout to write home about.
* * * *
That State Commissioner of Correction Arthur T. Lyman of Westwood will have Edward O'Toole,
prominent Islington contractor, for
his opponent for Selectman.
* * * *
That many kind words are being
spoken of Andrew J. Geishecker of
East Dedham who is going to make
a bid for Selectman of Dedham in
March.

•

That Associate County Commissioner Alexander B. Holden of Medway who has served that town for
many years as Selectman resigned
in order to devote his time to his
increasing business in his two box
factories.
* * * *
That Sheriff Samuel H. Capen,
'the grand old man" of Village avenue will he pleased when the Millen
case is disposed of both from the
standpoint of expense and too much
excitement.
•

*

*

That Judge George F. James of
Walpole is anxiously awaiting the
Supreme Court decision as to Associate „Judges holding two positions
before he knows what to assign to
the As,ociate Justice Jennie Loitman
Barron.
* * * *
That former Selectman Leslie B.
Cutler of Needham appears almost
daily at the State House in connection with some progressive legislation in which she is interested. She
is a former Vice President of the
Massachusetts Women's Republican
Club.
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DOVER
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Channing of
Farm Street are spending a few days
in New York City.
Attorney James Leo O'Connor of
\Valpole Street, has been tendered
:in appointment as Special
Assistant
\ torney General in connection
with
' liquidation of closed banks by
..,‘ernor James M Curley, at a salary of $4000 a peijrnr.
State Trooper John T. Brown of
Farm Street was home from the
Topsfied Barracks over the weekend.
The auto of Selectman M. W.
Comiskey and the auto of Lawrence
0. Pratt, both of Main Street, were
in a slight collision the early part of
the week at the Junction near the
residence of Donald F. Cutler.
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YOU'VE ALL SEEN BIRTHDAY CAKES, CUT INTO THEM
with your widest silver knives, and
sampled their especial flavor to your
great satisfaction ... But I'm willing
to wager that you've never had a
! birthday cake when, to cut it, you
had to ascend a tall ladder perched
precariously against one side of the
cake's reinforcements . . . let alone
looking in, during your ascent, at
windows before which tall candles
were burning! . . .
Yet this is precisely what Governor Curley, and the Roosevelt boys
(Franklin D., Jr. and John) did at
the great Birthday Party stake at
Boston Garden on the evening of the
President's birthday (January 30) ...
Some of the cake thus sliced went to
a local charity, while other portions
were sold to help on the good work
being done for that dread disease,—
infantile paralysis. Indeed, the proceeds from this President's Birthday
Party (only one of many such) went
to aid this cause ...
In the enormous Garden, where
boxes were draped with colorful
flags and where the Governor's
party was the cynosure of all eyes, I
saw a spectacle which will long
linger in my memory; it was a striking example of the Colonel's Lady
rubbing
shoulders
with
Judy
()'Grady; everyone,from the shop-girl
with her wad of gum, to the elite of
Poston society, seemed to be having
the time of their lives,—living and
letting live, as it were ... Miss Mary
Curley, First-Lady of the Commonwealth, was beside her father's side,
as has been her wont for a long
while. She looked especially chic in
a stunning ermine coak which ALmost hid a gown of gold lace.
Amongst the guests in the Governor's box were Mrs. Eugene O'Donnell and her post-deb daughter, Ellen; and Mrs. Edward C. Donnelly
(gowned in black with an insistent
golden thread running through it)
and her daughter, Catherine . . .
MRS. LaRUE BROWN, able
chairman of the women's committee,
was noted about this time; and so
was Mrs. Robert Saltonstall, Jr. and
her husband; Camilla Alsop (who
later was discovered on the crow(led
dance-floor) escorted by Lee Wendell; Mary Morison, one of the season's debs, was beau-ed, on this festive occasion, by Jack Pierce . . .
while others glimpsed here and there
were Edith Parker, (who's never
happier than when coaching Junior
League and Vincent Club plays);
Lucy Rantoul, "Lallie Farnsworth,
escorted; Eleanor Swift, and "Betty" Cram having a chat on the filledto-overflowing dance floor; Mrs. Paul
D. Rust, Jr. (who had done so much
preliminary work and was now monarch of all she surveyed); Hope
Blanchard dancing with her fur coat
still on); Mary Fuller, escorted;
Jeanne Sargeant and her fiance,
John Wiggins; Mr. and Mrs. Butler
Ames, James L. O'Connor (guiding
a Fair Thing" along the dance floor);
Barbara Coffin and many many
more . .
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James Leo says
That County Commissioner Edward Hunt of Weymouth, is basking
i» the Florida sunshine and Associ,te Commissioner Ernest H. Gilbert
oi Stoughton is substituting for him.
* * * *
That Collector of the Port Joseph
\. Maynard claims that Mayor
Mansfield was responsible for the
success of the Roosevelt Ball in the
Boston Garden last Wednesday evening, while Assistant District Attorney Daniel J. Gillen maintains
that the applause which Governor
James M. Curley received when he
entered and left the Garden proved
beyond question whose friends were
there in the greatest numbers And
this humble scribe avers that he saw
nothing in the party except the large
turnout to write home about.
* * * *
That State Comtnissioner of Correction Arthur T. Lyman of Westwood will have Edward O'Toole,
prominent Islington contractor, for
his opponent for Selectman.
* * * *
That many kind words are being
spoken of Andrew J. Geishecker of
East Dedham who is going to make
a bid for Selectman of Dedham in
March.

That Associate County Commissioner Alexander B. Holden of Medway who has served that town for
many years as Selectman resigned
in order to devote his time to his
increasing business in his two box
factories.
* * «
That Sheriff Samuel H. Capen,
'the grand old man" of Village avenue will be pleased when the Millen
case is disposed of both from the
standpoint of expense and too much
excitement.
*

*

*

*

That Judge George F. James of
Walpole is anxiously awaiting the
Supreme Court decision as to Associate Judges holding two positions
before he knows what to assign to
the Associate Justice Jennie Loitman
Barron.
* « * *
That former Selectman Leslie B.
Cutler of Needham appears almost
daily at the State House in connection with some progressive legislation in which she is interested. She
is a former Vice President of the
Massachusetts Women's Republican
Club.
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DOVER
Mr. and Mrs. Waitcr Charming of
Farm Street are spending a few days
in New York City.
Attorney James Leo O'Connor of
Walpole Street, has been tendered
;In appointment as Special Assistant
ttorney General in tonnection with
the liquidation of closed banks by
Governor James M Curley, at a salary of $4000 a Or
State Trooper John T. Brown of
Farm Street was home from the '
Topsfied Barracks over the weekend.
The auto of Selectman M. W.
Comiskey and the auto of Lawrence
0. Pratt, both of Main Street, were
in a slight collision the early part of
the week at the Junction near the
residence of Donald F. Cutler.
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About Town

Made a Fine Record
it has been demonstrated that
more
Once
to
Edward
fifri.
in Powers
the
Governor Curley can control enough RepubliFrank A. Brooks of
Watertown. can votes in the council to insure the confirmamember of the Governor's
Council tion of his appointee. The only excuse for the
from the 3rd Councilor
District which
Includes Newton, has
moincurred criti- removal of Morgan T. Ryan as registrar of
cism from some
Press Clipping Service
Republicans since tor vehicles was that he was given the position
Boston newspapers stated
that he
2 Park Square
would va
oy
former Governor Ely. He has filled the ofte
confirm
appoint- by
MASS.
ment
of
BOSTON
Frank A. Goodwin as Regis- fice acceptably and apparently has secured the
trar of Motor Vehicles.
Goodwin is good-will of his office and field force as well as
anathema with many
Republicans be-TRIBUNE
cause
he ran independently
NEWS
for Gov- that of the public.
ernor at the last State
Waltham, Mass.
election, even
The appointment of Frank A. Goodwin is palthough Gurley would have
defeated
Bacon had Goodwin not
the payment of a political debt. It canpably
been a candidate. From the viewpoint
of
those
said, however, that he is not fully qualnot
be
who insist on absolute
party
Goodwin should be taboo to loyalty, ified to fill the place. If a change was to be
all faithful Republicans.
made, it is for the best interests of the public
Mr. Brooks has two
for supporting Frank good reasons
that one who has proved himself the right man
Goodwin for
Registrar of Motor
in the right place should be named. Whatever
first is—that a few Vehicles. The
years
ago
when'
Governor James M. Curley ha that suave
may be said of Mr. Goodwin's course politically,
politician from Westfield,
given assurancelirnirrlboro cit: Joseph
Ely,
he is largely responsible for the excellent system
officials that the work of coin State, was who, as Governor of this
attempting
to
Massachusetts conspicuous
oust
pleting resconstruction of
Brooks• which has made
Bos from the office
of Chairman of the
ton Post road by building th State
making
an intelligent attempt
states
the
among
Parole Board because
eight mile stretch through Wa3 was
Brooks
fighting the insidious
traffic.
motor
control
to
land and Sudbury, from the en and
Larole racket which was pardon
of the Ford road in Wayland I ing into
When he held the office of registrar before
this State under Ely's slitherthe Marlboro line, will be undo Frank
regime,
Goodwin
was
one of the first
Mr. Goodwin was severely criticised for contintaken this year if possible.
to come to Brooks'
This assurance was given at
assistance.
The
ually breaking into print. That he engaged in
latter, among his many
tine qualities,
conference with the governor th
possesses gratitude. And
well have been
week when the latter discuss( quality
this is alle some controversies which might
to be commended in
the matter ,with Representatt
this age
avoided cannot be denied, but in publicising his
John F. Mansfield of Marlbo
s- office and its activities he had a laudable oband President Harry C. Cole when
ingratitude is so prevalent TI
is ject in view. He kept reminding the motorists
the City Council. The Marlb' second reason
Brooks advances for cirepresentatives pointed out t supporting
of their sins, held a constant threat over their
Goodwin is—that the latter
completion of the thorought made an
excellent record during the in
heads and kept the problem of securing safety
Is vital for Marlboro.
many Years he served as
Registrar,
Following the conference C and no
graft or corruption smirched Sn , on the roads continuously in the public mind.
ernor Curley immediately see his
he
of moregime. With the appalling
in- in- ' Mr. Goodwin organized the department
communication to Commissic crease in
automobile
fatalities,
a
few
comparatively
man
of Public Works William F. CA of
so efficiently that
Goodwin's type is surely needed in on tor vehicles
han, asking that plans for rebu the
successors,
his
Is
by
office of Registrar, even
changes have been made
though
ing the Post road be included the East
Boston man was disloyal pomost of these having been necessitated by its
this year's list of projects.
litically.
expansion. Nobody doubts that he
constant
f
nt,
since his appointment as head of M. will fill the office acceptably to all but the vioI. '1'. he has been an active participant in social and economic investi- lators of the motor vehicle laws.
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Governor Favors
1 Post Rd.Project
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gations for the State Government.
Governor Ely, at the beginning of the
depression, named him chairman of a
committee to survey unemployment
conditions and recommend remedial
measures. The results of that inquiry
he presented to the same group two
years ago. Within the last week, he
has been asked by Governor Curie
to serve on the committer
confer with the public utilities on reduced electric rates. He is therefore
eminently qualified to discuss his subject. The meeting will begin at 8:00
p. m. sharp.
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LUNiNBURG
New School Plan Discussed
The possibility and advisability
of erecting a new high school building in this town were discussed at
this week's meeting of the school
committee. The project was considered because after going over the
situation, the committee found that
the cost of alterations to the present structure to provide the more
ample
accommodations
needed
would be virtually equivalent to
the amount that would have to be
expended for an entire new building, owing to the way in which the
present building was planned.
Estimates obtained by the committee indicated that a new high
school would cost about $90,000; but
the committee was advised that the
government would provide 50 per
cent of the cost, and it was. suggeited that the residue of the bequest from the Cushing estate fund,
amounting at present to more than
$26,000, might be used to meet part
of the expense if the townspeople
manifested their willingness to have
such an arrangement made.
At present the que5tion has not
progressed beyond the stage of discussion, but it is understood that
the committee will consult with the
board of selectmen this week in regard to possibilities and that the
proposed project may then take a
more definite form.
A letter sent by Governex,..1.44ev
was received some time ago, inquiring about public works projects
that the town might desire to put
through and suggesting that the
town might wish to erect a new
school with government financial
aid. It was accompanied by a questionnaire, to be filled in and returned not later than Feb. 11. The
questionnaire, it is considered probable, will be filled in and returned
soon.
The proposed plans, as d',cus.sed
by the school committee, call for the
teams down
old sessefer

GOVERNOR CURLEY TO BE
CHAMBER DINNER GUEST
,Marlboro One of First Cities in State to Be So
Honored; Event To Be February 25; Directors to Meet on Monday Night
!Marlboro— Governor James M.
..:ttio.y will !be .lhe speaker at the
Chamber of Commerce lianaue:
•_o be held in. Hibernian hall on
Monday evening, Febrn.ury 25. at
was announced taday by Vice
President John E. Rice who is
the chairman of the committee on
annatigentenits. The 'cleeasion will
ie onset v:••1 as Manufacturers
Night.
All of the manufactutcis of the
city with !their wives will be honored at this annufal event and
will occupy seats at the head
table.
The program promises to be :
Marlboro will b
gala affair.
honored in being (ine of the first
cities in the state to entertain
Governor Curley since his in:ite4-
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Committee to

Probe
Request for More Money
For Governor's Office

The ways and means committee of
the Massachusetts House today
called before it Richard D. Grant,
the governor's secretary, to explain
an increase of $6000 in the cost of
school building, the transferring of
the pupils there to the present high
operating Gov. Curley's office.
school, and the erection of a new
The budget as Submitted by Gov.
high school on the center school •48s4rley to the Legislature shows that
draRtic cuts have been made in the
site.
requests of heads of state instituAt present the Lunenburg high
tions for appropriations for salaries
school, which was erected in 1925,
and food. A reserve of $300,000 is
is greatly handicapped by lack ot
set up to meet increasing commodity
space. The number of students has
prices
increased constantly in the past few
The governor naked for $39,000 kr
years. The total seating capacity
salaries of his office employes as
now is only four more than the
compared with $32,437.97 during
number of pupils in attendance, and
Gov. Ely's term last year and $33,the school is cramped to such an
120.69 in 1933.
extent that there is little or no room
The request for assistants in the
for further growth. In some of the
office of Lieut. Gov. Hurley shows
rooms desks have even had to be
an increase of more than $4700.
placed in the aisles, and in one
Gov. Curley has four more secreroom the teacher's desk is in a
taries and stenographers in his ofcorner, where it can hardly be used
fice than his predecessor.
at all. There is no manual training,
The budget includes an item of
no training in household arts, and
$4250 to buy an automobile for Gov.
there are no shower baths, all owCurley as compared with $2945
ing to lack of space.
which was spent for a car for Gov.
A member of the school commitEly in 1933,
tee said last night:
"If the people really want to have
new school, they can have it now.
It is all contingent on a grant from
the PWA and the willingness of the
townspeople to allow the residue of
the Cushing estate fund to be used
for this purpose."
Church Notices

a

•
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lie has visituration in office
occasions ir
several
here
on
ed
recent times and his presence b
a guarantee of all that is to be
desired in this wining event.
Directors to Meet
Tliere will he a meeting cf the
Directors of the Chrimber on
fMlossdray evening, when additional
plans will he made. President Winbeen
has
rieM Tomple, who
confined to his lie Inc with e.
cold. for a few days, resume(
his office duties today land will
take an a( live part in the plans
Lor the annual (tele.
Secretary Clifton K. Sowerby
said that tiokets will be In readiness today 1.10(1 will be placed on
sale immediately.
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nuaten.
He said that while the republic is
90 per cent Catholic, it is not only
Catholics who are suffering persecution and spokesmen for other religious groups have complained.

CURLEY OFFICE COSTS
DEFENDED BY GRANT
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (INS)—Richard O. Grant, secretary to Gov.
James M. Curley today defended
before the joint ways and means
committee the increase in expenses
of the executive departmnt by declaring:
'ow we have a Governor who
works six days a week instead of
one and a half.''
He disagreed with House Chairman Albert F. Bigelow, or Brookline the amount of increase WAS
$10.000, placing it between $3000
and $4000.
There are five stenographers in
the executive department instead
of four as last year, said Grant,
and there will probably be another
one needed.
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About Town
By Edward H.
Powers
Frank A. Brooks
of Watertown,
Member of the
Governor's Council
from the 3rd
Councilor District which
Includes Newton,
has incurred critiPress Clipping Service
cism from some
Republicans since
Boston
Squar
newspa
e
pers stated that
2 Park
he
would vote to confirm
the appointMASS.
BOSTON
ment of Frank A.
Goodwi
n
as
Registrar of Motor
Vehicles. Goodwin is
anathema with many
-TRI
Republ
BUNE
icans beNEWS
cause he ran
independently for Governor at the last
Waltham,
State election, even
though Curley would
have defeated
Bacon had Goodwin
not been a candidate. From the
viewpoint of those
who insist on
absolute party loyalty,
Goodwin should be
taboo to all faithful Republicans.
Mr. Brooks has
two good reasons
for supporting
Frank Goodwin for
Registrar of Motor
Vehicles.
Governor James M. Curley ha first is—that a few years ago The
that
when
suave
given assurance/TIMlboro tit
politician from
Westfield,
officials that the work of con. Joseph Ely, who, as Governor
of this
pleting reseonstruction of•the Bostrs
141•11011,3
GRAPH!
ton Post road by building Bt.
eight mile stretch through WayNewton, Mass,
land and Sudbury, from the end
of the Ford road in Wayland to
the Marlboro line, will be undertaken this year if possible.
This assurance was given at a
conference with the governor this President Compton to Speak
week when the latter discussed
At New tonville
the matter ,with Representative
John F. Mansfield of Marlboro
Pre,ident Karl T. Compton of Masand President Harry C. Cole of
the City Council. The Marlboro sachusetts Institute of Technology is
representatives pointed out that to speak on "Some Proble
ms of Scicompletion of the thoroughfare
entific Work in the Government" SunIs vital for Marlboro.
day, Feb. 10 before the Sunday EveFollowing the conference Governor Curley immediately sent a ning Club, college age group at CenThe
communication to Commissioner tral Congregational Church.
of Public Works William F. Calla- meeting will be open to all those inhan, asking that plans for rebuild- terested. Not only is Dr. Compton
ing the Post road be included in prominent in his profession—he is this
year's president of the American Asthis year's list of projects.
sociation for the Advancement of Science—but, what is more to the point,
since his appointment as head of M.
I. T. he has been an active participant in social and economic investi
gations for the State Government.
Governor Ely, at the beginning of the
depression, named him chairman of
a
committee to survey unemployment
conditions and recommend remedial
measures. The results of that inquiry
he presented to the same group two
years ago. Within the last week,
he
has been asked by Governor Curie
to serve on the committe
confer with the public utilities on
reduced electric rates. He is therefo
re
eminently qualified to discuss his subject. The meeting will begin at 8:00
p. M. sharp.
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NEWS-TRIBUNE
Waltham, Mato:.

FEk.
Made a Fine Record
Once more it has been demonstrated that
Governor Curley can control enough Republican votes in the council to insure the confirmation of his appointee. The only excuse for the
removal of Morgan T. Ryan as registrar of motor vehicles was that he was given the position
by former Governor Ely. He has filled the of- I
lice acceptably and apparently has secured the!
good-will of his office and field force as well as
that of the public.
The appointment of Frank A. Goodwin is palpably the payment of a political debt. It cannot be said, however, that he is not fully qualified to fill the place. If a change was to be
made, it is for the best interests of the public
that one who has proved himself the right man
in the right place should be named. Whatever
may be said of Mr. Goodwin's course politically,
he is largely responsible for the excellent system
which has made Massachusetts conspicuous
among the states making an intelligent attempt
to control motor traffic.
When he held the office of registrar before
Mr. Goodwin was severely criticised for continually breaking into print. That he engaged in
some controversies which might well have been
avoided cannot be denied, but in publicising his
office and its activities he had a laudable object in view. He kept reminding the motorists
of their sins, held a constant threat over their
heads and kept the problem of securing safety
on the roads continuously in the public mind.
Mr. Goodwin organized the department of motor vehicles so efficiently that comparatively few
changes have been made by his successors,
most of these having been necessitated by its
constant expansion. Nobody doubts that he
will fill the office acceptably to all but the violators of the motor vehicle laws.
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LUNENBURG
New School Plan Discussed
The possibility and advisability
of erecting a new high school building in this town were discussed at
this week's meeting of the school
committee. The project was considered because after going over the
situation, the committee found that
the cost of alterations to the present structure to provide the more
ample
accommodations
needed
would be virtually equivalent to
the amount that would have to be
expended for an entire new building, owing to the way in which the
present building was planned.
Estimates obtained by the committee indicated that a new high
school would cost about $90,000; but
the committee was advised that the
government would provide 50 per
cent of the cost, and it was. suggeited that the residue of the bequest from the Cushing estate fund,
amounting at present to more than
$26,000, might be used to meet part
of the expense if the townspeople
manifested their willingness to have
such an arrangement made.
At present the question has not
progressed beyond the stage of discussion, but it is understood that
the committee will consult with the
board of selectmen this week in regard to possibilities and that the
proposed project may then take a
more definite form.
A letter sent by Governer Cialey
was received some time ago, inquiring about public works projects
that the town might desire to put
through and suggesting that the
town might wish to erect a new
school with government financial
aid. It was accompanied by a questionnaire, to be filled in and :2turned not later than Feb. 11. The
questionnaire, it is considered probable, will be filled in and returned
soon.
The proposed plans. as d;,cussed
by the school committee, call for the
teaming AOW111 o bba old seater
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GOVERNOR CURLEY TO BE
CHAMBER DINNER GUEST
Marlboro One of First Cities in State to Be So
Honored; Event To Be February 25; Directors to Meet on Monday Night
a rilboro-- Governor James M. I
ZutiLy will be the speaker at the
Chamber of Commerce 'Ire.nque
o he held in. Hibernian hall on
Monday evening, Febratry 2.5. at
Vice
by
was announced today
President John E. Rice who
the chairman of the ,ommtttee
arrangements. The exalt-40n will
Manufacturers
as
ObSel v:-.1
Night.
All of the manutact t.is of t hs
city with their wives will be (honored at this anntilal event arta
will occupy seats at the (head
table.
The program promises to be :
Marlboro will b
gala affair.
honored in )o1 mu (Ale a the firs;
!itles in the state to entertain
Governor Curley since his ill:111:;•
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Committee to Probe
Request for More Money
For Governor's Office

The ways and means committee of
the Massachusetts House today
called before it Richard D. Grant,
the governor's secretary, to explain
school building, the transferring of
an increase of $6000 in the cost of
the pupils there to the present high
operating Goy. Curley's office.
school, and the erection of a new
The budget at Istitabitted by Gov.
high school on the center school 'Vwley to the Legislature
shows that
site.
draYtic cuts have been made in the
At present the Lunenburg high
requests of heads of state instituschool, which was erected in 1925,
tions for appropriations for salaries
is greatly handicapped by lack
and food. A reserve of $300,000 is
oi
set up to meet increasing commodity
space. The number of students has
prices
increased constantly in the past few
The governor naked for $39,000
years. The total seating capacity
salaries of his office employes kir
now is only four more than the
as
compared with $32,437.97 during
number of pupils in attendance, and
Gov.
Ely's
term last year and $33,the school is cramped to such an
120.69 in 1933.
extent that there is little or no room
The
request for assistants in the
for further growth. In some of
the
office of Lieut. Gov. Hurley shows
rooms desks have even had to
be
an
increase of more than $4700.
placed in the aisles, and in one
Gov. Curley has four more secreroom the teacher's desk is in a
taries and stenographers in his ofcorner, where it can hardly be used
fice than his predecessor.
at all. There is no manual trainin
g.
The budget includes an item of
no training in household arts,
and
$4250 to buy an automobile for Gov.
there are no shower baths, all owCurley as compared with $2945
ing to lack of space.
which WAS spent for a car for Gov.
A member of the school commit
Ely in 1933.
tee said last night:
"If the people really want to
have
a new school, they can
have it now.
It is all contingent on a
grant from
the PWA and the willing
ness of the
townspeople to allow the residu
e of
the Cushinis estate fund to
be used
for this purpose."
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Direct pi S lit' the Member on
IMIonday evening. when additional
plans will be.ma,de. President Winbeen
has
te'.:1 Temple, v.-bo
with e.
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cold., for a few days. resume(
ht.,
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now en.
He said that while the republic is
90 per cent Catholic, it is not only
Catholics who are suffering persecution and spokesmen for other reigious groups have complained.
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CURLEY OFFICE COSTS
- DEFENDED BY GRANT

BOSTON, Feb. 8 (INS)—Richard D. Grant, secretary to Gov.
James M. Curley today defended
before the joint ways and means
committee the increase in expenses
of the executive departmnt by declaring:
"Now we have a Governor who
works six days a week instead of
one and a half."
He disagreed with House Chairman Albert F. Bigelow, or Brookline the amount of increaSe was
$10,000, placing it between $3000
and $4000.
There are five stenographers in
the executive department instead
of four as last year, said Grant,
and there will probably be another
ne needed.
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CRLEY ASKS I
U. S. TO PAY
STATE WORKS
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;
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AND ASSOCIA
157-161 MAIN ST. -
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Solons Question
Increased Cost
Of Curley Offifice

•

. .19c

I I) 111111011
n ago 'Remember the
Maine' was a stern and determined
watchword," the proclamation read.
"To-day it symbolizes the memory
of those thousands of patriotic
Americans who willingly left their homes
in
response to the president's call
for
volunteers for the preservation
of
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7.—(AP)— American rights on foreign
shores.
"It is with no vengeful spirit
Goy. James M. Curley of Massathat
chusetts urged the public works ad- we reflect upon that conflict or
the
ministration to make 100 per cent. crisis which brought it about,
but
grants for the Bay State's public rather with a spirit of thankfulness
that so many of those
works programme.
who had a
part in the war against
Spain still
The governor asked the government live to thrill again at
the recollection
to finance entirely the State's programme which calls for expenditure
Attleboro, Mass.
of 230,000,000.
Major
Philip
conference
with
In a
FFP
B. Fleming, listing deputy of public
works, Gov. Curley presented the
Massachusetts programme in detail,
with maps, charts and statistics for
each project.
He was accompanied by Charles J.
Howard, commissioner of administroLion and finance; William F. Callahan, commissioner of public works,
and Miss Elizabeth M. Herlihy of the
State planning board.
To ,tipport his contention that the
government should provide the funds
for public works projects, Curley
called upon Paul V. Bettors, executive
secretary of the National Mayors' Association, of which Curley formerly
was president. Bettors told Maj.
Here is a real innotation.
Fleming that a survey of 110 major
American manner—with d
American cities showed the municifit, knowing that your se:
palities could not incur additional
buy for tomorrow only a :
debt with safety.
The governor went later in the day
to present to the president a model
of the famous Massachusetts ship
I
"Lightning" to be added to the presia n
committeeman to replace Ely,
dent's famous marine collection.
While the governor made no comCurley said Ely would serve until
ment on the Boston postmastership,
1936 unless he resigned, adding:
it was expected he would take advan"I assume he should tender his
tage of his White House visit to reresignation shortly if he is going
new his request that the appointto be an Independent candidate
ment be given to 'former Rep. Peter F.
for president".
Tague. The commission of the presThe governor said state and
ent postmaster, William E. Hurley,
municipal borrowing was in such
expired Tuesday.
, straits that he anticipated those
seeking federal aid would have,
this year. to seek total grants
instead of partial allotments.
Nationwide requests for im-

Urges 230 Million to
Carry Out Huge
Programme.

8 193,

Furnish You]

Boston, Feb. 8—('P)—The House
Ways and Means committee
would
like an explanation of the
increase in the cost of operating
the
governor's office.
The committee complains
that
Governor corley's estimate of the
cast of optting the office
1935 is nearly $6000 in excess in
of
the sum spent for that purpose
by
former Gov. Joseph B. Ely,
his
predecessor, last year.
Chairman Albert F.Bigelow said
the committee is curious
to know
why Governor Curley needs
more persons in his office four
than Ely. The added help, staff
Bigelow said, are secretaries
and stenographers.
Among the matters being inquired into is the acquisition of a
new $5000 automobile for the
Governor. Mr. Ely, Bigelow said,
put up with a machine that
cost
about $1500 less.
It was stated that the coat
of
concluding the governor's office
In 1935 will be approximately
$39,000.
Richard D. Grant, the governor's secretary, said he was ready
to go before the Ways and Means
members and had prepared data
On the subject.
The committee has authority
to
Strike out any items from
the
governor's office allowance, altho
the items might be restored when
the budget comes up before
the

b.ouse.

." The noise-making abilities of
Zooming airplanes, barking dogs
and
gleeful
gamblers
were
thrashed out yesterday before the
AtTassachusetts Racing CommisThe commission held its first
public hearing on the granting
of
O. dog-track permit for the
purpose of sounding out the
opinions
of Quincy residents on the
issoAnce of a license to the Dennison
Airport Kennel association, which
plans to change its airplane landing field, located in a
residential
section, into a dog track.
The objectors didn't seem
to
mind the aim-port noises, but
Claimed a dog track on the same
ate would cause "a great deal of
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New Rules for
Gov.'s Reception

CURLEY OFFERS
KVA PROGRAM

•

works and relief funds and to support his contention presented Paul
V. Bettors, executive secretary of
the National association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey of 110 major cities showed that
municipalities could not assume
further debt burdens, and asserted
that "if the administration hopes to
have a $4,000,000,000 relief fund expended, the federal government
must supply the PWA fund on a
Gov, James M. Curley is going to
100-per cent basis."
try and save some of the strain on
The Governor stopped off at the
his right hand at the Governor's anWhite House to leave for the
nual reception, Washington's Birthday
President a model of the famous
in the Hall of Flags at the State House.
Massachusetts sailing ship "LightAccording to orders issued from the
ing," then went to the Capitol to
office of Adjt.-Gen. William I. Rose
explain the state PWA program to
for the reception, "when passing in
members of the Massachusetts con- 'receiving line, officers will not shake
hands but will remain covered and
gressional delegation.
salute." For years it has been the cusThe program summarized is as
tom
for the state's military officers
follows: Department of Public Welto shake hands with the GoTemor
fare, $2,802,500; Department of
when introduced to him at the WashPublic Health, $1,602,800;
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)
ington's Birthday reception.
— ment of Education, Massa DepartGov. James M. Curley of Mass
chuse
tts
National Guard officers will march
setts today presented to the achu- State college, $1,093,900; Massachupast the Governor, by organizations,
Pubsetts
Soldi
ers'
lic Works administration
home, $440,000; Debeginning with the adjutant general's
a state partment of Corre
department, at 10.30. National Guard
program calling for expen
ction, $6,830,900;
diture, of Departme
office
nt
rs annually comprise the largest
of
$230,000,000 and promptly asser
Mental Diseases,
single body to attend this reception at
the federal government shoul t id $19,593,000; Department of Public
d foot Service, $525,
' which other military, veteran, patrithe entire bill.
000; State
Hous
otic and fraternal orders and the gen$340,000; Military Department e,
Curley told Maj. Phillip
$1,Fleming, 720,000.
eral public greet the Governor.
acting deputy administrator,
that
Departme
state and municipalities
were in no $74,642,003 nt of Public Works,
POST
divided as follows:
position to contribute
to public
Highways, $9,338,000, waterways,
Worcester, M888.
GALE 1 1 ie.
$8,278,160, Metropolitan
District
'Worcester, Mass.
commission, $42,100,000,
jkarovements $37,90 other water
e pi-unholy netitiotiA.
- 2 Park Squa
A ,;

Curley Seeks to Save
Some of Strain on
Right Hand

Governor Asks for Fund of
$230,000,000 From
Administration

U. S. WOULD PAY ALL
Says Municipalities Can
Contribute No More to
Public Works
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Curley Takes Jab
At Aspirations of
Ely for Presidency
BOSTON, Feb. 8
(INS)—Gov.
James M. Curley
today took a
verbal Jab at form
er Gov. Joseph B. Ely's possi
ble presidential aspirations In
1938 when
asked it he took, while
in WW1Ington, any action
concerning a
new national
committeeman to
replace Ely.
Governor Curley
said
he
would serve until
the National
conunittee meets in
1936 unless
he resigns In
the rneanclille,
and then added
with H smile:
"I assume he
his resignation should tender
going to be an shortly if he is
didate for Presiindependent candent."

BOSTON

MASS.

Governor's Office
Costs Increase

TELEGRAM
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MODEL AIRPORT AT
SQUANTUM IS URGED
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (API—
construction of a model airport
at the Squantum, Mass., naval air
base was recommended today by
John J. Murphy, Unized
States
marshall for Massachusetts, in discussions with the Bay State members of the House and Senate.
Murphy said he would present
the proposal to Governor Curley
at the first opportuff
had
hoped to take the matter up with
Curley today but the Governor left
the capital at about the same time
he arrived.

Curley to Spend $6000
More Than Ely
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (.)—
ways and means committeeThe House
would like
• an explanation of the
cost of operating the increase in the
Governor's office.
The committee complains
that Gov.
Curley's estimate of the cost
of operating the office in 1935
$6000 in excess of the sum is nearly
spent for
that purpose by former Gov.
Joseph
B. Ely, his predecessor, last year.
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow
said
the committee is curious
to
why Gov. Curley needs four moreknow
sons in his office staff than Ely. perThe
added help, Bigelow said, are
secretaries and stenographers.
Among the matters being inquir
ed
Into is the acquisition of a new
$5000
automobile for the Governor. Mr.
Ely, Bigelow said, put up with A
chine that cost about $1500 less. maIt was stated that the cost of conducting the Governor's office In 1935
will be approximately $39,000.
Richard D. Grant. the Governor's
secretary, said he was ready to go before the ways and means memb
ers
and had prepared data on the subjec
The committee has authority t.
to
strike out any itcnis from the
ernor's office allowance, althoughGovitems might be restored when the
b • t comes up before the Housethe
.
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URGES NOTING
CURLEY ASKS !
OF MAINE DAY
U. S. TO PAY
STATE WORKS

a' or.'

al

•••• •

of such names as Admiral
George
Dewey, the hero of Manila bay;
of
Sampson, of Schley and of Lieut.
Hobson, the glamorous idol of our
youth.
"Nor let us forget the gallant
Admiral Cervera, destined by fate to
be
our enemy, memories of Gens.
Shafter and Miles and the Rough
BOSTON, Feb. 8.—(UP)—Gov. of Col. Roosevelt. The deeds Riders
of all
Curley Thursday issued a proelama- of the brave men of every
rank, on
f717fr-calling for the observance of land and sea, fill our
thoughts as,
I vb. 15 as Spanish War
Memorial living under another Roosevelt; we
day and Maine Memorial day.
still 'Remember the Maine.'"
itouse
"A generation ago 'Remember the ,
Ways and Means committee would
Maine' was a stern and determined
like an explanation of the inwatchword," the proclamation read.
"To-day it symbolizes the memory
crease in the cost of operating the
of those thousands of patriotic Amerigovernor's office.
cans who willingly left their homes in
The committee complains that
response to the president's call for
Governor Curley's estimate of the
volunteers for the preservation of
Cost of olienting the office
in
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7.—(AP)— American rights on foreign shores.
1935 is nearly $6000 in excess of
"It is with no vengeful spirit that
Gov. James M. Curley of Massathe
sum
spent
for
that purpose by
chusetts urged the public works ad- we reflect upon that conflict or the I
former Gov. Joseph B. Ely, his
ministration to make 100 per cent. crisis which brought it about, but I
Predecessor,
last
year.
grants for the Bay State's public rather with a spirit of thankfulness!
Chairman Albert F.Bigelow said
that so many of those who
works programme.
had
a
the
committee
is curious to know I
part in the war against
Spain still I,
Why Governor Curley needs
The governor asked the government live to thrill again at the
four
recollection
more
persons
in his office
to finance entirely the State's prothan Ely. The added help, staff
gramme which calls for expenditure
low said, are secretaries and BigeAttleboro, Mass.
stenof $230,000,000.
ographer,
Among
the
matters being inIn a conference with Major Philip
quired into is the acquisition Of a
B. Fleming, acting deputy of public
the
naw *n-'.+--works, Gov. Curley presented the
Massachusetts programme in detail,
he
ovements at Washington,
with maps, charts and statistics for
whim
000,000
$230,
totalled
of
each project.
ornee
authoritie._. Olt
e expected federalImprovement nately
He was accompanied by Charles J.
approve.
Howard, commissioner of administraould
tion and finance; William F. CallaCurley announced, looked
lans,
han, commissioner of public works,
and Wan*
orward a quarter century
and Miss Elizabeth M. Herlihy of the
Th:y
, awn
needs.
present
to
ot only
State planning board.
developments,'tist*
To support his contention that the
ncluded waterway
*
government should provide the funds
crossing abolition and supei
/
*
kr
.
for public works projects, Curley
.
g
called upon Paul V. Bettors, executive
housing pro- i 04#1
A second Boston
secretary of the National Mayors' Asundertaken the Boyer- IT
be
will
ject
sociation, of which Curley formerly
a
Boston, Feb. 8—(R)—Criticis,n nor said. The site was not re- \ZIl
was president. Bettors told Maj.
and vealed.
Ely
Joseph
B.
Gov.
former
of
Fleming that a survey of 110 major
his possible candidacy for presiThe civil service' examination '
American cities showed the municiwas
postmastership
States
United
the
of
dent
for the Boston
palities could not incur additional
voiced by Gov. James M. Curley takes place March 5, . Curley
debt with safety.
today on his return from Wash- stated. He declared William E.
The governor went later in the day
ington.
Hurley was ineligible.
to present to the president a model
isAsked if he took any action on
of the famous Massachusetts ship
mon. "Lightning" to be added to the presia new Massachusetts national
I..
The
Ely,
commission
r dent's famous marine collection.
replace
committeeman to
held its first
'public hearing on the granting of
While the governor made no comCurley said Ely would serve until
dog
-track
permit for the purment on the Boston postmastership,
1936 unless he resigned, adding:
pose of sounding out the opinions
It was ei:pected he would take advan"I assume he should tender his
Of
Quincy
residents on the isslitage of his White House visit to reresignation shortly if he is goii.g
Alice of a license to the Dennison
new his request that the anpointbe an Independent candidate
to
Airport
Kennel association, which
ment be given to former Rep. Peter F.
for president".
plans to change its airplane landTague. The commission of the presgovernor said state and
The
hg
field,
located in a residential
ent postmaster, William E. Hurley,
municipal borrowing was in such
Raton, into a dog track.
expired Tuesday.
anticipated those

•

ice

Urges 230 Million to
Carry Out Huge
Programme.

FEB 8 1935

Gov. Curley Has said,
Criticism for
Ely Candidacy!.; grade

straits that he
seeking federal aid would have,
this year, to seek total grants
instead of partial allotments.
Nationwide requests for him-

The objectors didn't seem to

Mind the airport noises, but
Claimed a dog track on the same

t_e would cause "a great deal of

t
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CURLEY OFFERS
RA PROGRAM

works and relief funds and to support his contention presented Paul
V. Bettors, executive secretary of
the National association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey of 110 major cities showed that
municipalities could not assume
further debt burdens, and asserted
that "if the administration hopes to
have a $4,000,000,000 relief fund expended, the federal government
must supply the PWA fund on a
100-per cent basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the
President a model of the famous
Massachusetts sailing ship "Lighting," then went to the Capitol to
explain the state PWA program to
members of the Massachusetts congressional delegation.
The program summarized is as
follows: Department of Public Welfare, $2,802,500; Department of
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP)— Public Health, $1,602,800; Department of Education, Massachusetts
Gov. James M. Curley of Massa
setts today presented to the chu- State college, $1,093,900; MassachuPub- setts Soldiers' home
lic Works administration
, $440.000; Dea
program calling for expenditurstate partment of Correction, $6,830,000;
e
$230,000,000 and promptly asser, of Department of Mental Diseases,
t !d $19,593,000; Depa
the federal government shoul
d foot Service, $525,0 ttment of Public
the entire bill.
00; State
House,
$340,000; Military Department
Curley told Maj. Phillip Flemi
$1,ng,
720,000.
acting deputy admini2trator,
Department of Public Work
state and municipalities were that
s,
in no $74,642,000 divided
position to contribute to
as follows:
public
Highways, $9,338,000, waterways,
GALL r,
$8,278,160, Metropolitan
District
Worcester, Mass.
commission, $42,100,000,
other wNt( r
icar2vements $37,90
3,000,
2 Park Squill,— -'
'

Governor Asks for Fund of
$230,000,000 From
Administration
U. S.. WOULD PAY ALL
Says Municipalities Can
Contribute No More to
Public Works
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BOSTON, Feb. 8
(INS)--Gov.
James M. Curley
today took a
verbal jab at forme
r Gov. Joseph 13. Ely's possi
ble presidential aspirations in
190a when
asked if he took, while
in Washington, any action
concerning a
new national
committeeman to
replace Ely.
Governor
Curley said
he
would serve until
the National
committee meets in
1936 unless
he resigns In
the meanwhile,
and then added
"1 assume he with a smile:
his resignation should tender
going to be an shortly if he is
didate for Presiindependent candent."
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New Rules for
Gov.'s Reception

•

Curley Seeks to Save
Some of Strain on
Right Hand
Gov. James M. Curley is going to
try and save some of the strain on
his right hand at the Governor's annual reception, Washington's Birthday
in the Hall of Flags at the State House.
According to orders issued from the
office of Adjt.-Gen. William I. Rose
for the reception, "when passing in
receiving line, officers will not shake
hands but will remain covered and
salute." For years it has been the custom for the state's military officers
to shake hands with the Governor
when introduced to him at the Washington's Birthday reception.
National Guard officers will march
past the Governor, by organizations,
beginning with the adjutant general's
department, at 10.30. National Guard
officers annually comprise the largest
single body to attend this reception at
which other military, veteran, patriotic and fraternal orders and the general public greet the Governor.
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Curley Takes Jab
At Aspirations of
Ely for Presidency

1935

MODEL AIRPORT AT
SQUANTUM IS URGED
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP) -Construction of a model airport
at the Squantum, Mass., naval air
base was recommended today by
John
States
J. Murphy, United
marshall for Massachusetts, in discussion with the Bay State members of the House and Senate.
Murphy said he would present
the proposal to Governor Curley
it the first opportufie had
' hoped to take the matter up with
Curley today but the Governor left
the capital at about the same time
Ihe arrived.

Curley to Spend $6000
More Than Ely
BOSTON. Feb. 8 (4,—
ways and means committeeThe House
an explanation of the increawould like
cost of operating the Gover se in the
nor's office.
The committee complains that
Gov.
Curley's estimate of the cost
of operating the office in 1935
$6000 in excess of the sum is nearly
spent for
that purpose by former Gov.
Joseph
B. Ely, his predecessor, last
year.
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow
said
the committee is curious to
why Gov. Curley needs four moreknow
persons in his office staff than
added help, Bigelow said, are Ely. The
secret
arie.s and stenographers.
Among the matters being inquired
into is the acquisition of a
new
automobile for the Governor.$5000
Mr.
Ely, Bigelow said, put up with a machine that cost about $1500
less.
It was steted that the cost of conducting the Governor's office in 1935
will be approximately $39,000.
Richard D. Grant, the Governor's
secretary, said he was ready to go
fore the ways and means membebeand had prepared data on the subjecrs
t.
The committee has author
strike out any items from theity to
ernor's office allowance, althoughGovthe
Items might, be restored
when the
b ctret CO 1PS I
•
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Photo (c) International New‘p.reel
As Frank A. Goodwin was greeted by former associates yesterday when
he returned to his old j
istrar of motor vehicles, to which he was appointed by Governor Curley.
-•
<I>

GOODWIN OPPOSES
AERONAUTICS BILL

Objects to Power Going to
Unpaid Commission
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 8.—A petition by
Rep. John W. Lasell of Northbridge
for establishment of a state earonautical commission in the Depa-tment of Public Works was oppos—I
today before the committee on
state administration by Frank A.
Goodwin, registrar of motor vehicles.
Goodwin said the bill as drawn 1-4
not the latest and best that could
be devised. He said he objected to
the main thought behind it, that of
taking power from the registrar
and giving it to an unpaid com
mission.
"I am opposed to unpaid commwMons," Ile said. "I have found when
they get no pay they do not do the
job as well as they might."
In accordance with a suggestio
by Goodwin the committee decided
to consider the matter further
executive session.
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Officials Guard Carefully- GLOOMY KAMINSKI I
Against Kaminski's Escape
SHIFTED BACK TO
EXECUTION HOUSE
Visiiors Can't Enter Death House Without
or

of

by

or

'g-

Guards 'Phoning Warden's Office Under
New Orders.

Of
In.
BOSTON, Feb. 8.—State prison of- the doomed youth's brother, Walter of
ficials took extra precautions today Kaminski of New Britain, and his
against possibility of an escape by brother-in-law, Fred Papalo of MerAlexander Kaminski, 24-year-old iden, Conn., hitch-hiked here to visit nn.
They were allowe4 to
New Britain, Conn., jail guard killer, Kaminski.
see Kaminski separately for.an lour,
scheduled to die in the electric chair
then started hitch-hiking back to
the week of Feb. 17.
Connecticut.
• of
A new rule was invoked fdrbidWalter Kaminski said his brother •ecding guards to open the door to the was hopeful despite the fact that
gh- I
death house for visitors until they Goveroor _Curley had refused to
telephone the warden's office direct- commute his sentence to life impris- Ono
ly for permission. Under the pre- onment.
Prison officials, however.
vious arrangement, it was necessary indicated Kaminski appeared ides.
only to knock at the door and pre- pondent.
sent a visitor's pass to the guards. The New
Britain youth will be the
The new rule applies also when 47th
person to go to the Massachu- in.
meals are served.
setts electric chair, unless his senThe rule was invoked today when tence is
commuted 1

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 7—Alexander Kaminski, slayer of a Hampden county jail
guard, was returned to the shadow
of the electric chair'tonight soon after Warden James L. Hogsett of State
prison imparted to him the news
that Gov Curley would not commute
the sentence of death imposed by the
court
Dropping his eyes as the warden
pronounced the fateful words, the
condemned youth made a gesture of
futility and muttered, almost inaudibly, "Oh well, no matter."
With these words, Kaminiski lapsed
Into complete silence that remained
unbroken during the slow walk back
to the death house where once be(IoveiliCireiWYMiregPorters in
fore he had awaited death, which,
Press Clipping Service
the court had decreed, must come
Washington where he is once more
2 Park Square
during the week of January 20.
MASS.
BOSTON
in an effort to get federal funds for
Granted a 30-day reprieve on January 16 by the executive council on
the state that "very few American
recommendation of the governor, Kacities and very few states are in pominiski had been in good spirits. His
REPUBLICAN
sition to make further expendiremoval from the death house to the
Cherry Hill section of the prison had
Springfield, Mass.
tures." He said the federal adminisled him to believe, according to his
tration must foot the entire bill
Jailers, that he would "somehow get
by the electric chair."
We had an idea that city, state and
Due to Die Week of the 17th
federal governments got their funds
In view of the governor's decision
wincing.
mmit
not to interfere with the verdict of
from the same source. We
roe junior dramatics and speakers'
the jury which found him guilty of
wrong.
been
have
groups will meet at 7 and the senior
first degree murder, Kaminski will
8.30.
at
group
drnmatics
die during the first part of the week
of the 17th. Other than an appeal
Even if the Hauptmann defens
to the supreme court, a course which
yet.
cannot
country
has rested the
has been abandoned by counsel for
Kaminski, Gov Curley alone has the
power to make a last minute move
Approximately 460 attended the
to prevent the scheduled execution.
OTHERS' VIEWS
first bridge party and dance held last
Although the governor announced
night at the Clinton hotel by the
yesterday that he would not interWoman's Gov Curley club. Music ay
fere with the findings of the court.
"Shelving The Elderly"
Bert Dolan's orchestra, elaborate door
Kaminski received no word of the deand table prizes, and a general feeling
The basis of a popular old-age
cision until 7 tonight when he finof good will helped to make the party
everybody
that
ished his evening meal. The delay
pension plan is
a success.
was made at the discretion of the
should quit productive work at 60
Mrs Isabelle Farrar and Mrs Dorwarden who permitted the disturbing '
people.
younger
for
othy Little were the general chairroom
to make
news to be put off until the last pos-1
men of the affair. Those assisting in
efBible moment.
Suppose this plan had been in
arrangements were as follows: Mrs
Put In Cell No 1
fect all along—what would we have
Vera Kenefick, Mrs Julia Kennedy,
Kaminski was shackled to a guard
Mrs Mary Kervick, Mrs Mabel Maylost?
and, with three others, heavily armed,
nard, Mrs Julia Linbrook, Miss Kay
Emmanuel Kant produced his "Anas an escort, taken to the deathhouse.
Flanagan, Mrs Lillian Powers, Mrs
of
"Metaphysics
his
thropology,"
Helena Lawrence, Mrs Annie Staple(Continued on Twenty-third Page)
ton and Mrs Ethel Dykes.
Ethics" and his "Strife of Faculties"
later.
and
u_A-sok
74
r.n
at
•-•SPRiNGFIV
I
Verdi sketched the score for his t
at 74; his "Falstaff" at
•'Othello"
EDITORIAL NOTES
"Ave Maria," "Stabat
his
and
89
Frank A. Goodwin, returned to Mater" and "To Dom" at 85.
Lamarck finished his great zoologthe job of registrar of motor ve"The Natural History of
hicles, is the modern example of ical work,
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WOMAN'S COY CURLEY
/ CLUB GIVES DANCE

•

'Oh Well, No Matter,' He
Mutters Dejectedly When
Told Governor Refuses to
Commute Sentence
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Photo (c) In..ernational NewE%reel
As Frank A. Goodwin WIAS greeted by former associates yesterday when
he returned to his old j
strar or motor yehicies, to which he was appo fitted by Governor Curley.
•
—

GOODWIN OPPOSES
AERONAUTICS BILL

Objects to Power Going to
Unpaid Commission
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 8.—A petition by
Rep. John W. Lasell of Northbridge
for establishment of a state earo-,
nautical commission in the Department of Public Works was opposvi
today before the committee on
state administration by Frank A.
Goodwin, registrar of motor vehicles.
Goodwin said the bill as drawn is
not the latest and best that could
be devised. He said he objected to
the main thought behind it, that of
taking power from the registrar
and giving it to an unpaid corn
mission.
"I am opposed to unpaid commiesions," he said. "I have found when
they get no pay they do not do the
job as well as they might."
In accordance with a suggestion
by Goodwin the committee decided
to consider the matter further
executive session.
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"off agin, on agin Finnegan." Removed from the job by Governor
Fuller, he was made chairman of
the Boston finance commission by
Governor Allen, ousted by Governor
Ely and now he is back on the reghitrar's job as the result of Gov.
curleY's mandate.

Je appreciated —BARG
Come in and see what

Huey Long and his bodyguard of
thugs is back in Washington. Uneasy walks the would-be dictator of
the United States.
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dispense ,ciiii a private (I.'1'7,
Poiret's friends, when they call on
him at his apartment, bring "provisions"—and so the one-time monarch
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Gloomy Kaminski
I Shifted Back to
Execution House

Gillette razors nicked the pessimists for $1.32 a share last year.
—
it ontInned iron tir,tt Pagel
Ware, which vies for the honor of .
I
recture
he was lodged In cell No 1, the
tempera
There
:
' having the loweg
one nearest, the electric chair.
ord in this vicinity, hi after the high-.
Only a few hundred feet away Kai.st tax rate, with prospects of one
minski's brother, John, also retired,
knowing probably they would never
of $47.
meet again. John Is serving a life sentence as a rseult of his attempt to
It would be charitable to believe
blow up the Hampden county jail at
Springfield, during Alexander's trial,
ihat the Georgia legislature was
in which Sheriff David J. Manning
init
when
inment
enterta
',Idmme
Until
was wounded.
1 Open Saturday Evening
it.
e
Before his cell lights went out toharangu
iii'! I I iiey Long to
night Kaminski was visited by the
imom
usimmt
Catholic chaplain of the prison, Rev
r Curley told reporters in
Governo
Ralph W. Farrell, who will be his
Press Clipping Service
daily visitor from now until the last
more
once
Is
he
Washington where
walk. Under prison rules, he may also
2 Park Square
receive members of his family, except
MASS.
in an effort to get federal funds for
BOSTON
John, and his legal adviser.
Kaminski was sentenced for the
the state that "very few American
slaying of Merritt W. Hayden. a guard
cities and very few states are in poIn Springfield jail, during an escape.
REPUBLICAN
sition to make further expenditures." He said the federal admini::.- -11161,Afirriffir11%
Springfield, Mass.
tration must foot the entire bill
d 1935
FEB
We had an idea that city, state and
federal governments got their fends
dancing.
from the same source. We nuiti
tie junior dramatics and spealicl,C
have been wrong.
senior
the
and
7
at
7,ro1mps will meet
dramatics group at 8.30.
Even if the Hauptmann deftins
yet.
has rested the country cannot
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WOMAN'S COY CURLEY
CLUB GIVES DANCE

•

ApproN i out tely IA attended the
firet bridge party and dance held last
night at the Clinton hotel by the
Woman's Gov Curley club. Music By
Bert Dolan's orchestra, elaborate door
and table prizes, and a general feeling
of good will helped to make the party
a success.
Mrs Isabelle Farrar and Mrs Dorothy Little were the general chairmen of the affair. Those assisting in
arrangements were as follows: Mrs
Vera Kenefick, Mrs Julia Kennedy,
Mrs Mary Kervick, Mrs Mabel Maynard, Mrs Julia LInbrook, Miss Kay
Flanagan, Mrs Lillian Powers, Mrs
Helena Lawrence, Mrs Annie Stapleton and Mrs Ethel Dykes.

OTHERS' VIEWS
"Shelving The Elderly"
old-age
The basis of a popular
everybody
pension plan is that
at 60
should quit productive work
people.
to make room for younger
in efSuppose this plan had been
:nivel
we
would
--what
fect all along

lost?
his "AnEmmanuel Kant produced
of :
ysica
"Metaph
thropology," his
Faculties"
Ethics" and his "Strife of
at 74 and later.
SE WIN DFIELD
for his (
Verdi sketched the score
"Falstaff" at
his
74;
at
o"
"Othell
Marla," "Stabat
EDITORIAL NOTES
80 and his "Ave
Deum" at 85.
"To
and
to
d
Mater"
returne
Frank A. Goodwin,
great zoologLamarck finished his
motor veHistory of
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Natural
example of ical work, "The
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PARKMAN,ON AIR, Camera Catches
HITS AT GOVERNOR
Senator Says Curley Has
Tolerated Slander, Abuse
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 7.—Senator Henry
Parkman, Jr., of Boston in an aggressive speech over the air tonight
under auspices of the Republican
club of Massachusetts hit hard at
Governor Curley.
Senator Parkman charged that
since he took office Governor Curley hae tolerated and at times participated in a campaign of misrepreeentation, slander and abuse
"which is without parallel in the
history of the Commonwealth..
"He must also wipe out the trails
of his past," Senator Parkman said
in the course of his speech," which
to him must be a sorry nightmare."
After attacking the Curley administration of the city of Boston,
Senator Parkman said the Governor has set up a smoke screen to
divert "public attention from his
, own predicament." He charged
' some of the Governor's proceedings
are by-producte of Hitler and
Lenin.
Again referring to Governor Curley, Senator Parkman said:
"I don't propose to deal at this
time in any detailed way with the
contents of Dick Grant's remarks
lot Tuesday night about closed
'banks and their counsel. The present Governor of this state is unusUally well informed of the condition of the closed banks and of
mady of the causes that forced
them to close. His brother was a
director in the first state hank to
go. the Industrial Bank and Trust
, company that closed its doors In
March of 1931. The Governor '
knows why his brother's liability as
stockholder was not paid until a
few weeks ago when the present '
Governor became Governor. There
will be occasions for Others than !
nt3velf to deal in full with anything
that the Governor or his secretary. i
Dick Grant. may not care to tell ;
you about the closed banks in
I
Massachusetts."
I
_ _-------

i

$30,000,000 For Quoddy

Gov. Brann and Go‘. Curley are
racing each other to :-ce who is
going to get the most out of the
federal government to spend in
their respective states. Gov. Curley
hasn't had good luck when he has
gone with such ventures as a race
;
track for Lenox where the New
York tycoons and their widows seek
the glory of the hills, or a building program that would put $100,000,000 into houses to be built on
State owned land for people who
do not want them. But Gov. Brann
is said to have put across his
e resident's call for
$30,000,000 Quoddy Bay project with
volunteers for the preservation of
Secretary Ickes' PWA. Both these
American rights on foreign shores.
New England governors are perhaph
"It is with no vengeful spirit that
thinking in terms 'of vice presiwe reflect upon that conflict or the
dential nominations and possibly
crisis which brought it about, but
sickly presidential mates.
rather with a spirit of
thankfulness
However, the Quoddy project is
interesting because it has some of
the qualities of the Townsend plan.
2 Park Square
is indeed possible to harness the
It
MASS.
BOSTON
tides of Pcfssamaquoddy Bay. Engineers know how to do it. It is
one of the pet ideas of Arthur BrisTRANSCRIPT
bane, who still holds his seventyplus-years old place as the most
Holyoke, Mass.
influential columnist in the United
States, that some day the scientists
FEE?
will pull the power out of the sea
and the sun which are eternal,
whereas our coal and oil and wood
GEN. SLATE GUEST SPEAKER
are temporary and at least the coal
AT DINNER IN HONOR OF
ADJT. GEN. WILLIAM ROSE and oil are irreplacable.
With the assurance that the
Brig. Gen. Edmund J. Slate of
iq city was one of the guest Quoddy tides can be set to doing
cakers at a testimonial dinner a great work creating electrical
yen to Adjt. Gen. William I. Rose ,energy, the question next is what.
Worcester at the Bancroft hotel, ' would be done with the power?
evening. ;Eastport couldn't use it. Eastport
Wednesday
rcester,
. James M. _quay, who ap- couldn't sell it either, because the
ted Gen. Rose adjutant general 'trfe' 'Qtmatfy"- ttritit -bokver- wburct
the rank of brigadier general, have to be disposed of in the
also a speaker, along with United States where there is already
r John C .Mahoney c Wor- overproduction. In fact whatever
and a number of militia way you look at the spending of
the
converting
for
s and Worcester municipal $30,000,000
Quoddy tides into working power it
.
5
looks like the abandoned mill
plants in Massachusetts and Maine
MASS.
OSTON
for that matter, and the great
estates developed by rich men during the bull market for which they
TRANSCRIPT
cannot now find the money to pay
for the taxes to say nothing of
Holyoke, Mass.
living in them.
The most practical aspect of the
Quoddy proposition is that it would
be a highly interesting engineering
Governor_ Ctuley ask.s the Fed- it
and would put some
experiment
$230,000,00(1
eral government for a
people at work for a while. Maybe
"cut" of the four billion dollar
that is as good a way of getting
PWA pie. There's no great objecrid of money as some others that
tion to asking. But those Southern
are being put thru these days.
governors will put the skids tinder that big idea or we miss our
guess.
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'nine,' and, what's this, as I live,

Mr. Eccles has helped some oy assuL.,6 v...
Senator that th
sent to the
that
commit
1 tout his knowledge.
the question as to who did send
ull-fledged and without warning. Perhaps Mt
Eccles doesn't mind being overlooked.
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EXCORIATIONS
IN POLITICAL DRIVES
BE OUTLAWED

yea, one more 'nine.' The bridg will i
is. ' AIR
be ready for traffic just befor the
century expires."
"Princess, will Charlie Clasori be a
candidate for mayor this year?"
"Why not?"
"Where will the Springfield -!
Yacht i MAY
and Canoe club construct its new boat-.I
house?"
"As near as I can find in the crystal,
It will be somewhere along the banks
of the Connecticut river, between Holjagkahasapaisasiskli

Bacon Campaign Declares
'Scum of Earth' Reaches
Public Office—Two Bills
Heard to Regulate Talks

It is needless to say that Governor Curley
would be entitled, not simply to one feather in
his cap, but to a cap as full of them as an
Indian Sachem's, could he so effectively use his
From Our Special Reporter
gifts of language as to persuade the PWA
Scalpel
Boston, Feb. 7—Echoes of the last
powers that be in Washington—if he can find
gubernatorial campaign when "Dick"
them—to give Massachusetts the whole of $230,In the striking variations in elec
Grant's radio broadcasts in favor of
000,000 for which the Governor has blue print
tric power rates as disclosed in the the election a Gov James M. Curley
plans, so that it would not be necessary to
were a feature, weretoday becarry 50 or perhaps 70 per cent of it into a nation-wide survey by the Federal fore the legislative committee
on joint
Power commission it is quite apparstate tax on cities and towns.
judiciary, hearing two bills to reguent that rates are based on the
exThe less he can get out of the PWA outfit ploitability of the consumers
late defamation of character by such
in each
in Washington on a 50-50 basis or any basis district. In other words on the com- broadcasts.
Capt Frank M. Doyle of West Boxthat costs anything at all to Massachusetts the placency of consumers, too lazy and
bury.
campaigned in behalf of
better it will be for the taxpayers, for business, too indifferent to their exploitation to formerwho
Lieut-Gov Gaspar G. Bacon
for working people and, we fancy, for Governor fight. These startling variations are against Curley, made several startling
declarations in his talk. "There is an
Curley himself. If he can't get anything with also eloquent of the "pliability" of Individual
in this building, but I won't
the various state public utility
com- Mention his name because it might be
out making the State pay something, the wis
missions, not to use an uglier
Ilibelous
to mention it here, who has
and
course would be to get nothing. His idea o shorter
word, which disclosures of the wrecked everyone who has opposed
getting the whole thing out of the Federa. practices of
him,"
said
the captain.
power
Government therefore is as splendid as it i more than justify. companies would
"Seam of Earth" In Office
chimerical.
At another point, he said: "I know
The figures show that consumers
in a body of
legislators, and there are
Doubtless he could logically plead that, s Massachusetts are among those pay- not five of 22
them you would invite into
far, out of an expenditure of some $3,000,000,00 ing the highest rates in the country, Your home. The scum of the earth
into public office. The man who
for public works Massachusetts must pay son) with Springfield well up toward the gets
goes to jail is elected to public office.
$75,000,000 more than she has acquired, of th top of the list of high rate cities. The public is losing confidence in our
This is substantiation of the
alleged benefits. When the whole cost of, t
claim judiciary. We have judges with filthy
hands. The jury system has sunk to
all along made in this column
that the cesspool of degradation and
New Deal is computed, it is safe to say th
disMassachusetts is one of the most honesty."
$230,000,000 of Federal money without cost
public utility-ridden states in .the naCapt Doyle, favoring the proposal,
the State would go a little way to cover will tion and its
consumers of public util- said measures should he enacted to
the New Deal has cost Massachusetts.
ity services among the most exploited. change the system. He believed in
freedom of speech, he said, but did
Unfortunately Governor Curley may fnl
Much has been said and written of not approve of persons making
slandifficulties. If Massachusetts should get
the Massachusetts plan for arriving derous statements which are broadcast,
particular
ly
during
the heat of
that free money without cost to itself, Ict at the bases for rates and this plan
an election. He took the position that
has been extolled by the utility
York and other States which pay more tl
inthe committee has power to prevent
tereats. Well, the figures presented
such a tirade of villiflcation as was
they get might go in and clean up the wh
displayed in that campaign.
by the Federal Power commission
$4,800,000,000. Mississirpi and other South
Radio Men Oppose Bills
proof
give
enough
that
under
this
States that have been getting more than
Massachusetts plan the base must be i John Shepard, 3d, owner of station
paid for would rebel furiously against
WNAC of Iloaton, said his station was
moat elastic and that some compaoperating under the regulations of the
Curley idea.
nies are

i

able to obtain a much highfederal commissibn, established by
er base than others through evident- i Congress. In opposition to the proposals, he said introduction of such
ly being able to put over a better
requirements would put the stations
stuffed capital account.
to tremendous expense and drive
On these figures. it is not surpris- . many of them out of business. In
,
addition, he said that he could not
ing that Gov Curley
immediately I censor or cut off a political candidate
called a conference of public utility
while he was on the air, because of
CI a teixper
one of the
on atn
adande
the,federal rules. He agreed
th representa
n aei no
tatli
ftives
vtsmpe
es o
ufe
rl
.
cewith some
the committee members
that the subject was a federal matter
structure.
A. S. Moffatt, owner of two ra
stations, nee of them in Spring
also opposed the two litis.
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HOLYOKE DA]
PARKMAN,ON AIR, Camera Catches
I $30,000,000 For Quoddy
HITS AT GOVERNOR

Senator Says Curley Has
Tolerated Slander, Abuse
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 7.—Senator Henry
Parkman, Jr., of Boston in an aggressive speech over the air tonight
under auspices of the Republican
club of Massachusetts hit bard at
Governor Curley.
Senator Parkman charged that
since he took office Governor Curley hae tolerated and at times participated in a campaign of misrepresentation, slander and abuse
"which is without parallel in the
history of the Ccuimonwealth.
"He must also wipe out the trails
of his past," Senator Parkman said
In the course of his speech," which
to him must be a sorry nightmare."
After attacking the Curley administration of the city of Boston,
Senator Parkman said the Governor has set up a smoke screen to
divert "public attention from hie
own predicament." He charged
some of the Governor's proceedings
are by-products of Hitler and
Lenin.
Again referring to Governor Curley, Senator Parkman said:
"I don't propose to deal at this
time in any detailed way with the
contents of Dick Grant's remarks
of Tuesday night about closed
banks and their counsel. The present Governor of this state is unusually well informed of the condition of the closed banks and of
many of the causes that forced
them to close. His brother was a
director in the first state bank to
go, the Industrial Bank and Trust
company that closed its doors in
March of 1931. The Governor
knows why his brother's liability as
stockholder was not paid until a
few weeks ago when the present
Governor became Governor. There
Will be occasions for others than
myself to deal in full with anything
that the Governor or his secretary,
Dick Grant, may not care to tell
you about the closed banks in
Massachusetts."

Gov. Brann and Gov. Curley are
racing each other to see who is
going to get the most out of the
federal government to spend in
their respective states. Gov. Curley
hasn't had good luck when he has
gone with such ventures as a race
track for Lenox where the New
York tycoons and their widows seek
the glory of the hills, or a building program that would put $100,000,000 into houses to be built on
State owned land for people who
do not want them. But Gov. Brann
is said to have put across his ;
c Premdent's call for
$30,000,000 Quoddy Bay project with
volunteers for the preservation of
Secretary Ickes' PWA. Both these
merican rights on foreign shores.
New England governors are perhap§.
"It is with no vengeful spirit that r
thinking in terms 'of vice presie reflect upon that conflict or the I
dential nominations and possibly
risis which brought it about, but
sickly presidential mates.
ather with a spirit of thankfulness
However, the Quoddy project is
P
interesting because it has some of
1. 1
.1P •
the qualities of the Townsend plan.
2 Park Square
It is indeed possible to harness the
MASS.
BOSTON
tides of Pdssamaquoddy Bay. Engineers know how to do it. It is
one of the pet ideas of Arthur BrisTRANSCRIPT
bane, who still holds his seventypius-years old place as the most
Holyoke, Mass.
influential columnist in the United
States, that some day the scientists
will pull the power out of the sea
and the sun which are eternal,
1-01.t
whereas our coal and oil and wood
GEN. SLATE GUEST SPEAKER
are temporary and at least the coal
AT DINNER IN HONOR OF
ADJT. GEN. WILLIAM ROSE and oil are irreplacable.
With the assurance that the
Brig. Gen. Edmund J. Slate of
this city was one of the guest Quoddy tides can be set to doing
speakers at a testimonial dinner a great work creating electrical
given to Adjt. Gen. William I. Rose energy, the que4tion next is what
of Worcester at the Bancroft hotel, would be done with the power?
evening. Eastport couldn't use it. Eastport
Wednesday
Worcester,
Gov. James M. Zjiley, who ap- I couldn't sell it either, because the
pointed Gen. Rose adjutant general fee 'Citioacty" mitt' -130kver—
with the rank of brigadier general, have to be disposed of in the
was also a speaker, along with United States where there is already
Mayor John C .Mahoney of Wor- overproduction. In fact whatever
cester and a number of militia way you look at the spending of
the
converting
for
leaders and . Worcester municipal $30,000,000
Quoddy tides into working power it
officials.
looks like the abandoned mill
_
plants in Massachusetts and Maine
BOSTON
MASS.
for that matter, and the great
estates developed by rich men during the bull market for which they
TRANSCRIPT
cannot now find the money to pay
for the taxes to say nothing of
Holyoke, Mass.
living in ihem.
The most practical aspect of the
Quoddy proposition is that it would
be a highly interesting engineering
Governor Curley a.sk.s the Fed- It
experiment and would put some
eral government for a $230,000,000
people at work for a while. Maybe
"cut" of the four billion dollar
that is as good a way of getting
PWA pie. There's no great objecrid of money as some others that
tion to asking. But those Southern
are being put thru these days.
vernors will put the skids tin'Ass.
that big idea or we miss our
as.
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Mr. Eccles has helped some oy EthbL1L 14.5 4-4.
Senator that th
sent to the
commit
that
i out his knowledge.
the question as to who did send
ull-fledged and without warning. Perhaps M
Eccles doesn't mind being overlooked.
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'nine,' and, what's this, as I live, t is.
yea, one more 'nine.' The bridg
be ready for traffic just befor the
century expires."
'Princess, will Charlie Clasen he a
candidate for mayor this year?''
"Why not?"
"Where will the Springfield Yacht
and Canoe club construct its nevi boathouse?"
"As near as I can find in the crystal,
it will be somewhere along the banks
of the Connecticut river, between
juldi.giessassisswalkhz........_

AIR EXCORIATIONS
IN POLITICAL DRIVES
MAY BE OUTLAWED
Bacon Campaign Declares
Scum of Earth' Reaches
I Public Office—Two Bills
Heard to Regulate Talks

It is needless to say that Governor Curley
would be entitled, not simply to one feather in
.111. •
his cap, but to a cap as full of them as an
Indian Sachem's, could he so effectively use his
From Our Special Reporter
gifts of language as to persuade the PWA
Scalpel
Boston, Feb. 7—Echoes of the last
powers that be in Washington—if he can find
gubernatorial campaign when "Dick"
them—to give Massachusetts the whole of $230,In the striking Vallilii0118 in elec- Grant's radio broadcasts in favor of
000,000 for which the Governor has blue print
tric power rates as disclosed in the the election of Gov James M. Curley
plans, so that it would not be necessary to
were a feature, were—VrTTO
carry 50 or perhaps 70 per cent of it into a nation-wide survey by the Federal fore the legislativ committee day bee
. on joint
Power commission it is quite apparstate tax on cities and towns.
ent that rates are based on the ex- judiciary, hearing two bilks to reguThe less he can get out of the PW A outfit ploitability of the consumers in
late defamation of character by such
each
in Washington on a 50-50 basis or any basis district. In other words on the com- broadcasts.
Capt Frank M. Doyle of West Roxthat costs anything at all to Massachusetts the placency of consumers, too lazy and
bury, who campaigned in behalf of
better it will be for the taxpayers, for business, too indifferent to their exploitation to former Lieut-Go
v Gaspar G. Bacon
for working people and, we fancy, for Governor fight. These startling variations are against Curley, made several startling
declarati
also
ons
his
in
talk. "There is an
eloquent
of
the "pliability" of
Curley himself. If he can't get anything with
individual in this building, but I won't
the various state public utility
com- mention his name because it might be
out making the State pay something, the wis
missions, not to use an uglier and 'libelous to mention it here,
who has
course would be to get nothing. His idea o shorter
word, which disclosures of the wrecked everyone who has opposed
getting the whole thing out of the Federa practices of
him,"
said
the
captain.
power
Government therefore is as splendid as it i more than justify. companies would
"Seem of Earth" In Office
chimerical.
At another point, he said: "I know
The figures show that consumer
s in a body of 22 legislators, and there are
Doubtless he could logically plead that, a Massachusetts are among those pay- not five of them you would
invite into
far, out of an expenditure of some $3,000,000,00 ing the highest rates in the country, your home. The scum of the earth
into public office. The man who
for public works Massachusetts must pay som with Springfield well up tuward the gets
goes to jail is elected to public office.
$75,000,000 more than she has acquired, of th top of the list of high rate cities. The public is losing confidence in our
This is substantiation of the claim judiciary. We have judges with filthy
alleged benefits. When the whole cost of, t
all along made in this column that hands. The jury system has sunk to
New Deal is computed, it is safe to say th
the cesspool of degradation and disMassachusetts is one of the most honesty."
$230,000,000 of Federal money without cost
public utility -ridden states in .the naCapt Doyle, favoring the proposal,
the State would go a little way to cover wto tion and its
consumers of public util- said measures should he enacted to
the New Deal has cost Massachusetts.
ity services among the most exploited. change the system. He believed in
freedom of speech, he said, but did
Unfortunately Governor Curley may fai
Much has been said and written of not approve of persons making slandifficulties. If Massachusetts should get I the Massachusetts plan for arriving derous statements which are broadthat free money without cost to itself, NI at the bases for rates and this plan cast, particularly during the heat of
an election. He took the position that
has been extolled by the utility inYork and other States which pay more tl
the committee has power to prevent
terests.
Well,
such a tirade of villification as was
the figures presented
they wet might go in and clean up the wh
displayed
by
in that campaign.
the Federal Power commission
$4,800,000,000. Mississippi and other Southl
give proof enough that under this
Radio
Men Oppose Bills
States that have been getting more than ti
.Tohn Shepard, 3d, owner of station
Massachusetts plan the base must be
paid for would rebel furiously against
WNAC of Boaton, said his station was
most elastic and that some compaoperating under the regulations of the
Curley idea.
nies are

f
I

able to obtain a much higher base than others through evidently being able to put over a better
stuffed capital account.
On these figures, it is not surprising that Gov Curley immediately
called a conference of public utility
experts and representatives of elecation and the stench
of its superstructure.

federal commission, established by
Congress. In opposition to the proposal, he said introduction of such
requirements would put the stations
to tremendous expense and drive
many of them out of business. In
addition, he said that he could not
censor or cut off a political candidate
while he was on the air, because of
one of the federal rules. He agreed
with some .of the committee members
that the subject was a federal matter
A. S. Moffatt. owner of two ca,
stations, one of thonl in Spring
also opposed the two htla
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PARKMAN,ON AIR, Camera Catches
HITS AT GOVERNOR
Senator Says Curley Has
Tolerated Slander, Abuse
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 7.—Senator Henry
Parkman, Jr., of Boston in an aggressive speech over the air tonight
under auspices of the Republican
club of Massachusetts hit hard at
Governor Curley.
Senator Parkman charged that
since he took office Governor Curley haa tolerated and at times participated in a campaign of misrepreeentation, slander and abuse
"which is without parallel in the
history of the Commonwealth..
"He must also wipe out the trails
of his past," Senator Parkman said
in the course of his speech," which
to him must be a sorry nightmare."
After attacking the Curley administration of the city of Boston,
Senator Parkman said the Governor has set up a smoke screen to
divert "public attention from his
own predicament." He charged
some of the Governor's proceedings
are by-producte of Hitler and
Lenin.
Again referring to Governor Curley, Senator Parkman said:
"I don't propose to deal at this
time in any detailed way with the
contents of Dick Grant's remarks
of Tuesday night about closed
banks and their counsel. The present Governor of this state is unusually well informed of the condition of the closed banks and of
many of the causes that forced
theth to close. His brother was a
director in the first state bank to
go, the Industrial Bank and Trust
company that closed its doors in
March of 1931. The Governor
knows why his brother's liability as
stockholder was not paid until a
few weeks ago when the
present
Governor became Governor. There
Will be occasions for
others than
myself to deal in full with
that the Governor or his anything
secretary,
Dick Grant, may not
care to tell
you about the closed
banks in
Massachusetts."
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Quoddy
$30,000,000 For .cjirley
are

Gov. Brann and Gov.
racing each other to see who is
going to get the most out of the
federal government to spend in
their respective states. Gov. Curley
hasn't had good luck when he has
gone with such ventures as a race
track for Lenox where the New
York tycoons and their widows seek
the glory of the hills, or a building program that would put $100,000,000 into houses to be built on j
State owned land for people who
do not want them. But Gov. Brann
is said to have put across his .
•,:tp
resident's call for
$30,000,000 Quoddy Bay project with
volunteers for the preservation of
Secretary Ickes' PWA. Both these
merican rights on foreign shores.
New England governors are perhaph
"It is with no vengeful spirit that I
thinking in terms of vice presie reflect upon that conflict or the
dential nominations and possibly
risis which brought it about, but
sickly presidential mates.
ther with a spirit of thankfulness
However, the Quoddy project is
interesting because it has some of
the qualities of the Townsend plan.
2 Park Square
It is indeed possible to harness the
MASS.
BOSTON
tides of Pdssamaquoddy Bay. En- •
gineers know how to do it. It is •
one of the pet ideas of Arthur BrisTRANSCRIPT
bane, who still holds his seventy- j
plus-years old place as the most
Holyoke, Mass.
influential columnist in the United
States, that some day the scientists
will pull the power out of the sea I
and the sun which are eternal, t
whereas our coal and oil and wood t
GEN. SLATE GUEST SPEAKER
are temporary and at least the coal
AT DINNER IN HONOR OF
ADJT. GEN. WILLIAM ROSE and oil are irreplacable.
With the assurance that the
Brig. Gen. Edmund J. Slate of
this city was one of the guest Quoddy tides can be set to doing
speakers at a testimonial dinner a great work creating electrical
given to Adjt. Gen. William I. Rose energy, the que4tion next is what
of Worcester at the Bancroft hotel, would be done with the power?
evening. Eastport couldn't use it. Eastport
Wednesday
Worcester,
the
Gov. James M. _caaey, who ap- couldn't sell it either, because
anpointed Gen. Rose adjutant general old Maine folk with their pot of
polls
with the rank of brigadier general, cient wisdom have gone to the
more than once and forbidden the
was also a speaker, along with
That
Mayor John C .Mahoney a( Wor- export of power from Maine.
was Maine Yankeeism talking to
cester and a number of militia
leaders and Worcester municipal the Insult interests. Bq the time
the Quoddy tides are harnessed
officials.
Maine voters could change their
stand on the export of power. They
MASS.
BOSTON
have done so on the matter of prohibition. Still there would be lots
of power and not much of a market
within the normal reach of transTRANSCRIPT
mitting power.
Holyoke, Mass.
So it is suggested that Eastport
could become a center for the
manufacture of aluminum products
and stainless steel. The raw maFedthe
ask.';
ey
Goverinctr.garl
terials for these products would
eral government for a $230,000,000
have ot be hauled in and the
dollar
billion
four
the
"cut" of
finished products hauled out. That
objecgreat
no
PWA pie. There's
would help the Maine railroads if
tion to asking. But those Southern
we have such things in the future.
unskids
governors will put the
The Quoddy tides were looked upon
der that big idea or we miss our
as a campaign joke. Perhaps Eastguess.
port is preening itself with the
knowledge that it is on the sea1
•••••tewn A vv. nen
T
;1,1
board and its products could be
cargo borne all over the Seven Seas.
But Gov. Curley has a plan that
would prevent folks in his corner
from buying things mode outside of
the United States. In which case
there would be a cessation of exarticles
manufactured
of
ports
from this country, to other nations.
We don't sell very many of them
anyway. The Curley plan would
end what sale we have.
So the Eastport products born of
the Quoddy tides power would
have to be disposed of in the
United States where there is already
overproduction. In fact whatever
way you look at the spending of
the
converting
for
$30,000,000
Quoddy tides into working rower it
looks like the abandoned mill
plants in Massachusetts and Maine
for that matter, and the great
estates developed by rich men during the bull market for which they
cannot now find the money to pay
for the taxes to say nothing of
living in them.
The most practical aspect of the
Quoddy proposition is that it would
be a highly interesting engineering
experiment and would put some
- people at work for a while. Maybe
2 that is as good a way of getting
.
t rid of money as some others that
- are being put thru these days.
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and, what's this, as I live, ft
yea, one more 'nine? The bridg
be ready for traffic just beforj the
een
.p
turrinycee
expires
sx8P
,
Charlie Clasol be a
candidate for mayor this year?'i
"Why not?"
"Where will the Springfield !Yacht MAY
and Canoe club construct its ne boat- \
house?"
"As near as I can find in the cry:tal,
it will be somewhere along the banks
of the Connectiew river, between 401-

Mr. Eccles has helped some ny ittibuL “ges .....
sent to the
Senator that th
that
commit
out his knowledge.
the question as to who did send
nil-fledged and without warning. Perhaps M
Eccles doesn't mind being overlooked.

Bacon Campaign Declares
, 'Scum of Earth' Reaches
1
1 I Public Office—Two Bills
Heard to Regulate Talks

A Splendid Curley Idea
It is needless to say that Governor Curley
would be entitled, not simply to one feather in
his cap, but to a cap as full of them as an
Indian Sachem's, could he so effectively use his
gifts of language as to persuade the PWA
powers that be in Washington—if he can find
them—to give Massachusetts the whole of $230,000,000 for which the Governor has blue print
plans, so that it would not be necessary to
carry 50 or perhaps 70 per cent of it into a
state tax on cities and towns.
The less he can get out of the. PW A outfit
in Washington on a 50-50 basis or any basis
that costs anything at all to Massachusetts the
better it will be for the taxpayers, for business,
for working people and, we fancy, for Governor
Curley himself. If he can't get anything with
out making the State pay something, the wis
course would be to get nothing. His idea o
getting the whole thing out of the Federal
Government therefore is as splendid as it i
chimerical.
Doubtless he could logically plead that, a
far, out of an expenditure of some $3,000,000,00
for public works Massachusetts must pay som
$75,000,000 more than she has acquired, of th
alleged benefits. When the whole cost ot th
New Deal is computed, it is safe to say th
$230,000,000 of Federal money without cost t
the State would go a little way to cover wh
the New Deal has, cost Massachusetts.
Unfortunately Governor Curley may fa
difficulties. If Massachusetts should get
that free money without cost to itself, N
York and other States which pay more th
they fet might go in and clean up the wh
$4,800,000,000. Mississippi and other South
States that have been getting more than tl
paid for would rebel furiously against
Curley idea.

Scalpel
In the striking variations in eit.ctrio power rates as disclosed in the
nation-wide survey by the Federal
Power commission it is quite apparent that rates are based on the exploitability of the consumers in each
district. In other words on the complacency of consumers, too lazy and
too indifferent to their exploitation to
fight. These startling variations are
also eloquent of the "pliability" of
the various state public utility commissions, not to use an uglier and
shorter word, which disclosures of the
practices of power companies would
more than justify.
The figures show that consumers in
Massachusetts are among those paying the highest rates in the country,
with Springfield well up toward the
top of the list of high rate cities.
This is substantiation of the claim
all along made in this column that
Massachusetts is one of the most
Public utility-ridden states in the nation and its consumers of public utility services among the most exploited.
Much has been said and written of
the Massachusetts plan for arriving
at the bases for rates and this plan
has been extolled by the utility interests. Well, the figures presented
by the Federal Power commission
give proof enough that under this
Massachusetts plan the base must be
most elastic and that some companies are able to obtain a much higher base than others through evidently being able to put over a better
stuffed capital account.
On these figures, it is not surprising that Gov Curley immediately
called a conference of public utility
experts and representatives of electric power companies for the purpose
of forcing lower rates. The fact
that
Gov Curley is the first
governor to
tackle this utility problem and
maka
a fight for lower electric power
rates
brings out in striking contrast
the
failure of other governors to
make
the slightest MOVe against
the entrenched public utility companies
in
this state. It is this failure that
is
responsible for this state ranking
so
high among the states where
electric
power rates are the highest

)

However, this failure of other administrations must be placed on the
complacency of the consumers, for
these could have forced action for
lower rates long ago had they
been
more careful in their selection of
the
members of the state Legislature. State
legislators must be taken as a reflection of the voters who elect them
to
office and few of them will start
a
fight against the entrenched
interests unless forced to do so by
the
hack-borne electorate.
But Gov Curley is a different
type
of public-arcrt He realizes
the extent to which the people are exploited
by the entrenched interests and
he is
determined to bring relief to the
exploited whether they demand
it or
not. What is so incomprehe
nsible to
observers of the masses of
people is
that they so seldom realize
their exploitation until it is pointed
out to
them and thus they put a
premium
on their exploitation.
This indifference has been
well
capitalized, overcapitalized in fact, by
the public utilities. How
low these
utility executives rate the public
intelligence could not be more
clearly
brought out than by their
argument
to the utility consumers that
the cost
to them for utility services
is no
greater when figured down to a
daily
average than the price of a package
of cigarette And this argument
evidently goes with the majority
of con/miners, for we have heard this
argument made by several of
such
satisfied victims of exploitatio
n who
are unable to understand
that comparative costs have no bearing
and
are not a defense against
extortion.
These figures leave no doubt as
to
the sources of the gigantic
profits that
furnish the funds for corruption,
subsidization of the press and
eliication
and the creation of such
millionaires
as Samuel
v-hose defense is
that he only did what
others did on
just as large a scale.
The more that becomr.qi
known of
the entire public utility
situation, the
more it reeks with its
putrid foundation and the stench of its
superstructure.

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 7—Echoes of the last
gubernatorial campaign when "Dick"
Grant's radio broadcasts in favor of
the election of Gov James M. Curley
were a feature, werd-r47today
be"
fore the legislative committee on joint
judiciary, hearing two bills to regulate defamation of character by such
broadcasts.
Capt Frank M. Doyle of West Roxbury, who campaigned in behalf of
former Lieut-Gov Gaspar G. Bacon
against Curley, made several startling
declarations in his talk. "There is an
individual in this building, but I won't
mention his name because it might be
libelous to mention it here, who has
wrecked everyone who has opposed
him," said the captain.
"Scum of Earth" In Office
At another point, he said: "I know
a body of 22 legislators, and there are
not five of them you would invite into
Your home. The scum of the earth
gets into public office. The man who
goes to jail is elected to public office.
, The public is losing confidence in our
judiciary. We have judges with filtny
hands. The jury system has sunk to
the cesspool of degradation and dishonesty."
Capt Doyle, favoring the proposal,
said measures should be enacted to
change the system. He believed in
freedom of speech, he said, but did
not approve of persons making slanderous statements which are broadcast, particularly during the heat of
an election. He took the position that
the committee has power to prevent
such a tirade of villification as was
displayed in that campaign.
Radio Men Oppose Bills
John Shepard, 3d, owner of station ;
said his station was
WNAC of
operating under the regulations of the
federal commission, established by
Congress. In opposition to the pro- :
Posals, he said introduction of such
requirements would put the stations :
to tremendous expense and drive I
many of them out of business. In
addition, he said that he could not
censor or cut off a political candidate
while he was on the air, because of
the,federal rules. He agreed
one of the
the committee members :
with some
that the subject was a federal matter. ;
.1. S. Moffatt, owner of two cm
stations, one of them in Spring
also opposed the two bps.
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CURLEY ASKS U. S.
PAY ENTIRE PWA
STATE PROGRAM
Governor Tells Washington
That Mass. Municipalities
Are in No Position
to Contribute.
CALLS FOR OUTLAY
TOTALING $230,000,000
Would Allot $74,642,000 to
Public Works Department,
$ I 9,593,000 to Mental
Diseases Department.
WASH INGTON, Feb. 7—(AP) Gov.
James AI. Curley of Massachusetts to .
clay presented to the Public Works Administration a state Program calling
for expenditures of $230,000,000 and
promptly asserted the Federal Govern- ,
ment should foot the entire bill.
Curley told Maj. Phillip Fleming,
acting deputy ai.iministrator, that the
State and municipalities were 'In no
Position to contribute to public works
and relief funds and to support his
contention presented Paul V. Bettora.
executive secretary of the National
Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent stit•ve.
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further
debt burdens, and asserted that "if t
Administration hopes to have a $1.-000,000,000 relief fund expended, the
Federal Government must supply the
PWA fund on a 100 per cent basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "Lightning" then
went to the Capitol to explain the
State PWA program to members of
the Massachusetts congressional deleHatton.
The program, summarized, is as follows:
Department of Public Welfare, 82,802.500.
Department of Public Health, II,
602,800.
Department of Education, M. S. C.,
$1,093,900.
Massachusetts Soldiers' Home, $440,000.
Department of Correction, $6,830,000.
Department of Mental Diseases,
819,593.000.
Department of Public Service, $525,000.
State House, $350,000.
Military Department. $1.720,000.
Department of Public Works, $74,462,000 dividend as follows: Highways,
$9.338.000; waterways, $8,278,160: met_
ropolitan district commission. $42.100.000: other water imrpovements $37,903.000.
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LANESBORO'S Kaminski's Death House
CITIZENS HU Guard Increased; Mother
A4(s Curley to Save Him
NEW PROTES1
Charge Motor Vehicle Officia
Is Harming Town's Credit
Rating

Extra Precautions Taken to Watch Prisoner —
Order Must Be Phoned to Open Door for
Parent of Condemned Slayer
Food
Appeals to Curley as Father, Not Governor.

(Special Dispatch to The Daily News)
Boston, Feb. 8—Gov James . Curd not
BOSTON, Feb. 8—Extraordinary death house were instructeexcept
o ay with a
on
ley, when presented
ons to prevent Alexander Ka- open the death house door
precauti
resident
office
petition signed by numerous
minski, slayer of a Hampden Counts telephone instructions from the
S
jail guard, from repeating his hitherto cf Warden James L. Hogsett.
of Lanesboro concerning Thomas
ine successful escapes from confinement
This latter rule has never been
L. Kletchka, a resident of Laneshor
in the prison's history
the
into
before
his
yoke1
today
entrance
marked
motot
of
r
and district chief inspecto
carried to such an extreme that
fa-I death house at Charlestown State .tnd is
vehicles, stated that he was not
Prison, where he will he executed the guard who today brought lunch to
situation during the week of Feb. 17.
haniinski was compelled to telephone
miliar personally with the
A police officer was stationed on in advance so that he might gain en
r o
involved, adding, "State Registra
probably guard on Rutherford Ave. outside the
Holitinued on Second Pus;
Motor Vehicles Goodwin will
death house and the guards within the
look into this matter."
•
1.1.0,
called
In the petition, the signers conhis visitors he still has hov.:i
the governor's attention "to the
a clemency. Guards say Kaminski hi
state,
the
duct of an employe of
chief been silent and morose since lc
man under civil service, also
vehicles, learned yesterday that Gov. Curie:.
motor
of
r
Inspecto
district
the death
• Thomas S. L. Kletchka of this town." had refused to interfere with requestel
, Today Kaminski
sentence
that
petition
the
in
they
It is claimed
p;aying cards and cigarets and
about a year ago "This man, through were given to him.
items
and
agitator
an
as
efforts
his
financial
In the papers, impaired the
banks
standing of this town with the
loan we
so that when we asked for a g: 'No
were greeted with the followin
your
SprcinI to The Splinaficld I nion.
sir, not a cent until you stop
BRITAIN. Fob. 11 — A
fighting and stay out of the papers.'
NEW
We were finally able to obtain a loan,
dramatic and desperate plea
other's
per
l apbut at a rate of interest of 6
or mercy, a final and prayerfu
"whose
cent,"
Peal for the life of her 'son. _instead
feet have trod the path of sin
to
of the road to heaven," was qent
Mrs.
Gov. James M. Curley today by
of
Rose Kaminski of this city, mother
Continued on Page Nineteen
r Kathe convicted mtirderen Alexande
;
Charlesminski, who awaits in the
•
(Mans.) State Prison deathhouse.
town
ClitiV
chair the
execution in the electric
reweek of Feb. 17. Gov. Curley has
death •
fused to commute Kaminaki's
;
sentence to life imprisonment
reportThough Kaminski'm father is
fate,
ed to be resigned to his son's hope
Boston, Feb. 8 — Gov James M.
the mother refuses to abandon
Governor
Curley today took a verbal jab at
and in her letter tells the
to her
former Gov Joseph B. Ely's posthat she will not until he says
The
sible presidential aspirations in
finally that her boy must die.
audience
1936 when asked if he took, while
parcnts may possibly seek an
fails
in Washington, any action conwith Gov. Curley if the letterstand.
cerning a new national comto move him from his present
mitteeman to replace Ely.
Mother's Letter.
Gov Curley said he would serve
The mother's letter follows:
until the national committe meets
re"Dear Governor: It is with full he
in 1936 unless he resigns in the
aiLtation of the fact that laws mustlaid
meanwhile, and then added with a
ons
ol served and that the regulati cities
smile:—
clown by our country, states and ssorr
"I assume he should tender his
transgre
most he upheld and the
resignation shortly if he is going
me
punished, that I feet even though that
to be an independent candidate
heart is burdened with a sorrow
nt."
for
one of
wily a mother can know when what
her own flesh and blood faces who'
only
mv son taces, you are doing
But the
you believe to be your duty.
with
history of this country is dotted
occasions when charity, the greatest
d the (ledof all virtues, has overrule of this an'
mons of courts and because
know
must
the knowledge that you
,
something of what I feel, T, a humbir
mother, write to you, not as the goyfather
e"nor of a great State, but as a
the
of eons, asking you for mercy for
a
just
was
boy who not so long ago
baby cradled in my arms.
a
"Even in the face of what seems
hopeless situation I know that as true
for
as God Rimmed asked His father
pardon for the, wicked but peniten:
you
if
thief on the cross at Calvary,
ng.-;
will read this letter your heartstri
will be touched and it may be that in

Mother Appeals to Corley
s a Father of Sons.

rpp

Hints Belief' •
Ely May Be Candidate
For Presidency in '36
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Spanish War, Maine Memorial
Day Proclaimed by Gov Curley

T MATTER'
MINSK1 AS

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 7—The 15th was set Spain still live to thrill again at the
aside today by proclamation of Gov Irecollection of such names as Admiral
!George Dewey, the hero
James M. Curley as Spanish war and 'hi
of
m of Sampson, of Schley Manila
Maine memorial days. The proclama
and of
- Lieut Hobson, the glamorou
tion follows:—
s idol of
our youth,
'A generation ago 'remember the
"Nor let us forget Admi
Maine' was a stern and determined
ral Cervera,
watchword. Today it symbolizes the destined by fate to be our enemy,
memo
ries
of
Gens
Shaf
memory of those thousands of patri
ter
Miles
- and the rough riders of and
Col Rooseotic Americans who willingly left
velt. The deeds of all of
their homes in response to the Pres
bra%
the
, „
- men of every rank, on land
ident's call for volunteers for the
and sea, I.
fill
our
thoi4
,vhts
as, living under anpreservation of American rights
on other P,00sevelt, we
still remember 11
foreign shores. We recall on this day
the Maine.
the terrible catastrophe that occurred
"The
Press Clipping Service
on the night of February 15, 1895,, comm refore. by the authority of the
when the battleship Maine was de- gove onwealth, I, James M. Curley,
2 Park Square
rnor,
here
by set apart Friday,
stm'oyed in Havana harbor, sending Febr
BOSTON
MASS.
250 Yankee bluejackets down to death rial uary Fith. as Spanish war memoday .ind Maine memorial day,
and precipitating that brief but imand !
portant conflict with a nation wit I urge the general participation of all ,
our
which we have ever since been a comm citizens in appropriate exercises
REPUBLICAN
emorating the valiant deeds
peace.
of .11
all who served and through whos
"It is with no vengeful spirit (1
e
Spri
ngfield, Mass.
,vice the honor of America was
thankfulness that an many
,
1
thnse
r,
and
the
rh
in
of
Cuba
had a Part in the
a -t

,11

of
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'CURLEY'S AIDE
IS QUESTIONED
ON ASSISTANTS

•

Need More Bec
ause "We
Now Have a Govern
or Who
Works Six Days a
Week,7
Grant Tells Bigelo
w.

Special to The
Springfield (Won.
BOSTON. Feb. 8—T
he unusual situation of the
Ways and Means
mittee of . the
House questioningComnumber of people
the
assistants by the employed as clerical
Gove
rnor
of
the Corniconwealfh develope
d at the
i louse this
State
afte
In extend to thernoon. It is customary
Governor the cour
tesy
permitting him to
decide unques• tioned how man
y
assi
stan
ts
he needs,
and not to prob
e into that
tion.
appropriaToday, however,
the committee.
before It Gov.
had
Richard D. - Gran Curley's secretary,
t,
who
enga
verbal passage
ged tn a
at arms with
F. Bigelow,
Albert
of the Waysveteran House chairman
and Means
Grant was
Comm
itte
e.
asked to explain
number of assi
why the
stants in the
executive
department and
greater this year its expenses were
than in the
The secretary
past.
cause of the answered that it was begrea
being done by his ter amount of work
veiled reference superior. In a thinly
to
proclivity for givi former-Gov. Ely's
absent treatmen ng the State House
t,
Grant remarked
dryly, "Now we
works six days have a Governor who
a
tvc..'
g instead of
and a half."
one
Anot her thing
about which
was quizzed by
Rep. Bigelow wasGrant
Gov. Curley
why
should
costing $5000 when have a motorcar
Gov. Ely's car
$8850. In answ
cost
er
that he supposed to this Grant said
Gov. Curley
the particular
car that he had liked
than any other,
and that he was better
aware there wee
some people quite
State who woul
d like to have in the
motoring in a
low-priced car. Curley

,if

1'

GOVERNOR SEEKS
$230,522,590 FOR
PUBLIC PROJECTS

Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of
the National Association of Mayors.

On 100 Per Cent Basis
A recent survey of 110 cities, Mr
Bettors pointed out, showed that the
municipalities could not carry any
further debt burden, and Gov Curley
asserted, "If the administration hopes
to have its $4,000,000,000 relief fund
expended, the federal government must
supply the PWA funds on a 100 per
cent basis.It
Special to 1
:pringlieltt Union.
Gov Curley visited the White House
this afternoon but did not see PresiBOSTON, Feb. 7—Alexander Kadent Roosevelt. He left with the Presminski, murderer whose death has
ident's secretary, Marvin H. McIntyre,
a model of the famous Massachusetts
been set for the week of Feb. 17,
sailing shop, Lightning.
After the
passed through the room in which
White House stop, the governor went
From 'the Reptilillean's
he will be electrocuted on his way
out to Capitol hill to confer with memWashington Bureau
bers of the Massachusetts congressionyesterday to the Cherry Hill secWashington, Feb. 7—Gov James M. al delegation, notably Congressman
tion of the Charlestown State Prison. Curl
ey made a quick trip to the capi- William P. Connery, Jr., of Lynn, and
Senator Walsh, regarding his publio
The room was dark and the chai
r tal today to place before officials of i works program.
was covered, and so it is not known
the Public Works administration his
The governor and his party left
whether Kaminski realized that
by
or Boston at 4,
he $230.52;2.590 program for public im- after being
.}:ia
einctlfpital less than
provements in Massachusetts. Unable
was in the same room with the
eigh
hour
t
s.
in. to see public works administrator and
strument of his death.
Secretary of the Interior Harold L.
KISS' STOLEN KISS
Placed in Cell No. I.
Ickes. Gov Curley carried his problems to Muj Philip B. Fleming, acting
Kaminski was Informed only
Prague—Leopold Kiss, 20-year-old
yesdeputy administrator.
terday of the decision of the
.hoe repairer, had a quarrel with his
Gov- (
Gov Curley told Nlaj Fleming that
etheart which led him to stealing
ernor's Council against commutin
t he beli
eved state and local govern- a ; oil:die letterhox. The girl
g his'
he hoped
sentence. Upon hearing the
ment
,
were
s
in no position to shoulder to marry jilted him and showed him
news, he
hung his head and said, "Oh,
F
the
extr
expe
a
nse
publ
of
ic Wcrks, and
well, it
letter, all ready for posting. that
he urged that the federal government a
doesn't matter."
she had written to a new admirer. To
He was placed in Cell No. 1 in the P1 carry the entire bureau. To auppoit iind out what was in the letter and
his contention that local governments prev
death house. There he will he allo
it from reaching his rival,
wed
were unable to aid in the public works 'Kis ent
to see the members of his fami
s stole the letterbox. He was
program, Gov Curley had with him
ly and
i caught by a policeman.
his lawyers.

"We Have Not Lost Hope,"
Says Atty. Fenton, but
Declines to Tell What
Action Is Planned.

"Have Not Lost Hope,"
Says Atty. Fenton.
Edward I
Fent on, counsel for
Alexander Kaminski, young Connecti
mit convict awaiting electroc
ution
State's Pi ison week after next. In
returned to Springfield last night,
but
would not comment upon the
next
move in his fight to save Kami
nski
from the chair.
"I can't say anything
sold
(Continued ("Tn--Sevonaage.1

nuw,"

Tells Federal Officials Bay
State Survey Shows Federal Government Must Aid
on 100 Per Cent Basis
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CURLEY ASKS U. S.
PAY ENTIRE PWA
STATE PROGRAM
Governor Tells Washington
Thal—Mass. Municipalities
Are in No Position
to Contribute.
CALLS FOR OUTLAY
TOTALING $230,000,000
Would Allot $74,642,000 to
Public Works Department,
!
$19,593,000 to Mental
Diseases Department.
WASHINGTON, ['cf. 7—(A1') Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts today presented to the Public Works Administration a state program calling
for expenditures of $230,000,000 and
Promptly asserted the Federal Government should foot the entire bill.
Curley told Maj. Phillip Fleming,
acting deputy administrator, that the

•

State and municipalities were in no
position to contribute to public works
1 and relief funds and to support his
contention presented Paul V. Bettors.
executive secretary of the National
Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey ,
of 110 major cities showed that TIIII'
nicipalities could not assume further
debt burdens, and asserted that "if the
Administration hopes to have a $1.000,000,000 relief fund expended. the
Federal Government must supply the
PWA fund on a 100 per cent basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "Lightning" then
went to the Capitol to explain the
State PWA program to members of
the Massachusetts congressional delefiation.
The program, summarized, is as follows:
Department of Public Welfare, $2,802,500.
Department a Public Health. $1,602,800.
Department of Education, M. S. C.,
$1.093.900.
Massachusetts Soldiers' Home, $440,000.
Department of Correction, $6,830,000.
Department of Mental Diseases,
$19.193,000.
Department of Public Service. $125,000.
State House, $310,000.
Military Department. ;1.720,000.
Department of Piiiilic Works, $74,162.006 dividend as fellieve: HighwaYs.
$9,338,000: waterways, $8,278,1S0; met.
ropolitan district commission. $12.100.000; other water imrpovernents $37,903.000.

FE

LANESBORO'S Kaminski's Death House
CITIZENS FILF Guard Increased; Mother
iUs Curley to Save Him
NEW PROTESI
Extra Precautions Taken to Watch Prisoner—
Order Must Be Phoned to Open Door for
Parent of Condemned Slayer
Food
Appeals to Curley as Father, Not Governor.

Charge Motor Vehicle Officia
Is Harming Town's Credit
Rating

Dispatch to The Daily News)
Boston, Feb. 8—Gov James 1 . Curnot to
a
BOSTON, Feb. 8—Extraordinary death house were instructed
on
ley, when presented o ay eith
ns to prevent Alexander Ka- open tile death house door except
precautio
residents
office
petition signed by numerous
minski, slayer of a Hampden County telephone instructions from the
S
jail guard, from repeating his hitherto d Warden James L. Hogsett.
of Lanesboro concerning Thomas
Laneshore succeesful escapes from confinement
This latter rule has never been InL. Kletchka, a resident of
before in the prison's history
the
into
his
entrance
vokei
today
marked
motor
of
and district chief inspector
death house at Charlestown State And is carried to such an extreme that
favehicles, stated that he was not
Prison, where he will be executed the guard who today brought lunch to
situation during the week of Feb. 17.
Kaminski was compelled to telephone
miliar personally with the
A police officer was stationed on in advance so that he might gain eninvolved, adding, "State Registrar of
probably guard on Rutherford Ave. outside the
Motor Vehicles Goodwin will
[Continued on Second '
death house and the guards within the
look into this matter."
lee
In the petition, the signers called
con- his visitors he still has lint's
the governor's attention "to the
state, a clemency. Guards say Kaminski has
duct of an employe of the
chief been silent and morose since he
man under civil service, also
vehicles,
motor
learned yesterday that Gov. Curley
of
inspector
district
interfere with the death
Thomas S. L. Kletchka of this town." had refused to
Today Kaminski requested
sentence.
that
petition
the
in
It is claimed
piaying cards and eigarets and they
about a year ago "This man, through
items were given to him.
his efforts as an agitator and
in the papers, impaired the financial
banks
standing of this town with the
we
so that when we asked for a loan 'No
:
were greeted with the following
Special to The Sp,ingficld 1 aloe.
sir, not a cent until you stop your
fighting and stay out of the papers.'
BRITAIN. Feb. 11 — A
NEW
We were finally able to obtain a loan,
dramatic and desperate plea
other's
but at a rate of Interest of 6 per or mercy, a final and prayerful all"whose
cent."
teal for the life of her 'son, -instead
feet have trod the path of stn.
to
of the road in heaven," watiClrentMrs.
Gov. James M. Curley today by
mother of
Rose Kaminski of this city,
Continued on Page Nineteen
the convicted murderer. Alexander
Charles. '
minsikl, who awaits in the
e. '
town (Mass.) State Prison deathhous
the
execution in the electric chair reneck of Feb. 17. Gov. Curley has
death
fused to commute Kaminski's
sentence to life imprisonment..
Though Kaminski's father is report•
fate.
ed to be resigned to his; son's
Boston, Feb. 8 — Gov James M.
the mother refuses to abandon hope
Governor
Curley today took a verbal jab at
and in her letter tells the
her
former Gov Joseph B. Ely's posthat she will not until he says to
The
sible presidential aspirations in
finally that her boy must die.
audience
1936 when asked if lie took, while
Parents may possibly seek an
in Washington, any action confails
with Gov. Curley if the letter
cerning a new national comstand.
to move him from his present
mitteeman to replace Ely.
Mother's Letter.
Gov Curley said he would serve
The mother's letter follows:
until the national committe meets
re"Dear Governor: It is with full he
in 1936 unless he resigns in the
air:atten of the fact that laws mustlate
meanwhile, and then added with a
ns
oleerved and that the regulatio cities
smile:—
dawn by our country, states and sor"I assume he should tender his
transgres
must he. upheld and the
resignation shortly if he is going
ni.k
punished, that I feel, even though that
to be an independent candidate
heart is burdened with a sorrow
for Pee,idc,;L"
one of
oily a mother can know when what
her Own flesh and blood faces wha'
only
my son faces, you are doing
the
yuu believe to be your duty. But with
history of this country is dotted
greatest
occasions when charity, the
the deciof all virtues, has overruled this an'
sions of courts and because of
know
the knowledge that you musthumble
eomething of what I feel, I, a
mother, write to you, not as the govfather
eenor of a great State, but as a
the
of sons, asking you for mercy for
a
just
was
boy who not so long ago
baby cradled in my arms.
"Even in the face of what seems it
as au._
r hopeless situation I know that
asked His father for
r ae God Rimmed
peniten:
- pardon for the, wicked but
Calvary, if you
0 thief on the cross at
heartstrings
- will read this letter your
will he touched and It may be that in
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Mother Appeals to Curley
s a Father of Sons.

Curley Hints Belief' i
Ely May Be Candidate
For Presidency in '36
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'IT DOESN'T MATTER'
SAYS KAMINSKI AS
HE LEARNS FATE
MRS A. J. GI

An unique
affair has been
of the
an
Longmeadow First
than 150
church
members and
guests will
The program
ou Memorial will inclui:e a spagh,
avenue, West
gram. Supper
Sprir4::
of 7:3 Birchw will be served frol!
ood avenue,
the affair,
Lonp...mfassisted by officers
Z. Draves,
leader; Mrs Chan,
Mrs Tracy
,
Clute and Mrs
John
—
teals Datiiels
atNni titantat
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/CURLEY'S AIDE
IS QUESTIONED
i ON ASSISTANTS
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Need More BecaLse "We
Now Have a Governor Who
Works Six Days a Week,7
Grant Tells Bigelow.
sp,iui to The Springfield Union.

BOSTON. Feb. 8—The
unusual situation of the Ways
and Moans Committee of the House
miesti
oning the
, inimber of people
employed as clerical
;assistants by the
Governor of the Corn! tnon wen It h
1 House this developed at the State
afternocm. It Is custom
ary
• to extend to the
Governor the courtesy
of permitting him
to decide unques—
Boned how many
and not to probe assistants he needs,
into that appropriation.
Today, however, the
committee had
before It Gov.
's secretary,
Richard D.'Grant,Curley
who engaged in a •
verbal passage at
arms
with Albert
F. Bigelow, veteran
House chairman
of the Ways and
Means
Committee.
Grant was asked to
number of assistants explain why the
In the executive
department and its
greater this year thanexpenses were
In the past.
The secretary answer
ed that It was because of the greater
amount of work
being done by his
superior. In a thinly
veiled reference to
former-Gov. Ely's
proclivity for giving the
State House
absent treatment,
dryly, "Now we haveGrant remarked
a Governor who
works six days a
week instead of one
and a half."
Another thing about
which Grant
was quizzed by Rep.
Gov. Curley should Bigelow was why
costing $5000 when have a motorcar
Gov. Ely's car cost
$3850. In answer to
this Grant said
that he supposed
Gov. Curley liked
the particular ear
that he had better
than any other, and
that
aware there were some he was quite
people in the
State who would like
to
motoring in a low-priced have Curley
car.

l

Head Droops When
Told Governor Will
Notilalt Death
Slayer of Guard at Local
Jail Is Placed in Cell
No. 1 of Death House in
Charlestown Prison.
NEW MOVE TO SAVE
HIM MAY BE MADE
"We Have Not Lost Hope,"
Says Atty. Fenton, but
Declines to Tell What
Action Is Planned.
to I
sgriaofi,ia
BOSTON, Feb. 7—Alexander Kaminski, murderer whose death has
been set for the week of Feb. 17,
passed through the room in which
he will be electrocuted on his way
yesterday to the Cherry Hill section of the Charlestown State Prison.
The room was dark and the chair
was covered, and so it is not known
whether Kaminski realized that he
was in the same room with the instrument of his death.
Placed in ('ell No. 1.
Kaminski was informed only
cssterday of the decision of the Governor's Council against commuting his
sentence. Upon hearing the news, he
bung his head and said, "Oh, well, it
doesn't matter."
HC was placed in Cell No. 1 in the
death house. There he will he allowed
to see the members or his family and
his lawyers.

"Have Not Lost Hope,"
Says Atty. Fenton.
EdWa I'd

I..

C011111Sel
for
young Connectielectrocution in
after next, relast night, hilt
upon t he next
SA VC Kaminski

Weill On.

A lexander Kaminski.
cut convict awaiting
State's Pi isun week
t Unled to Springfield
would not comment
move in his fight to
front the chair.

"I can't say anything j
fl,w," maid
(Continued on Second
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GOVERNOR SEEKS
$230,522,590 FOR
PUBLIC PROJECTS
Tells F ederal Officials Bay
State Survey Shows Federal Government Must Aid
on 100 Per Cent Basis

Paul V. Bettors, executive secretary of
the National Association of Mayors.
On 100 Per Cent Basis
A recent survey of 110 cities, Mr
Bettors pointed out, showed that the
municipalities could not carry any
further debt burden, and Gov Curley
asserted, "If the administration hopes
to have its $4,000,000,000 relief fund
expended, the federal government must
supply the PWA funds on a 100 per
cent basis."
Gov Curley visited the White House
this afternoon but did not see President Roosevelt. He left with the President's secretary, Marvin H. McIntyre,
a model of the famous Massachusetts
sailing shop, Lightning.
After the
White House stop, the governor wen
out to Capitol hill to confer with members of the Massachusetts congressional delegation, notably Congressman
William P. Connery, Jr., of Lynn, and
Senator Walsh, regarding his publlo
program.
Works
,
The governor and his party left
Washington by train for Boston at 4,
after being in the capital less than
eight hours.

From 'flip Republican's
ashington Bureau
Wa.shington, Feb. 7—Gov James
Curley made a quick trip to the capital today to place before officials of
the Public Works administration his
$23o.52;!.590 program for public improvements in Massachusetts. Unable
I o see public works administrator and
Secretary of the Interior Harold L.
KISS' STOLE'S KISSES
bikes, Gov Curley carried his probPrague—Leopold Kiss, ZO-year-old
lems to Mid Philip B. Fleming, acting
deputy administrator.
shoe repairer. had A quarrel with his
Gov Curley told Maj Fleming that s‘, eetheart which led him to stealing
he believed state and local govern- A public letterbox. The girl he hoped
ments were in no position to shoulder to marry jilted him and showed him
the extra expense of public works, and a letter, all ready for posting, that
he urzed that the federal government she had written to a new admirer. To
carry the entire bureau. To support find out what WA:4 in the letter and
his contention that local gofernments , prevent It from reaching his rival,
were unable to aid in the public works Kiss stole the letterbox. He was
program, Gov Curley had with him caught by a policeman.
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CURLEY ASKS U. S.
PAY ENTIRE PWA
STATE PROGRAMI
Governor Tells Washington
TharMass, Municipalities
Are in No Position
to Contribute.
• CALLS FOR OUTLAY
TOTALING $230,000,000
Would Allot $74,642,000 to
t Public Works Department,
$19,593,000 to Mental
Diseases Department.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7—(AP) Gov.

•

James M. Curley of Massachusetts
to.;
clay presented to the Public Works Administration a state program
calling
for expenditures of $230,000,000 and
•
promptly asserted the Federal Government should foot the entire bill.
Curley told Maj. Phillip Fleming, '
acting deputy administrator, that the
State and municipalities were in no
Position to contribute to public works
and relief funds and to support his
contention presented Paul V. Bettors,
executive secretary of the National
Association of Mayors.
Bettors said that the recent survey
of 110 major cities showed that municipalities could not assume further
debt burdens, and asserted that "if the
Administration hopes to have a $4,000,000,000 relief fund expended, the
Federal Government must supply the
PWA fund on a 100 per cent basis."
The Governor stopped off at the
White House to leave for the President a model of the famous Massachusetts sailing ship "Lightning" then
went to the Capitol to explain the \
State PWA program to members of 1
the Massachusetts congressional deleflation.
The program, summarized, la as follows:
Department of Public Welfare, 82,802,500.
Department of Public Health. $1,602,800.
Department of Education, M. S. C..
$1,093,900.
Massachusetts Soldiers' Home, $410,000.
Department of Correction, $6,830,000.
Department of Mental Diseases,
S(9,701,000.
Department of Public Service, $525,0116.
State House, $350,000.
Military Department. $1:720,000.
Department of Public Works, $74,162,000 dividend SS follows:
Highways,
, $9.338,ortn; waterways, $8,276,160; met.
1 ropolitan district commission,
$42.100,1 000: other water imrpovernents
1 003,000.
$37,-
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Charge Motor Vehicle Officia
Is Harming Town's Credit
Rating
(Strecial Dispateh to The Daily News)
Boston. Feb. 8—Goy James . Curley, when presented
o ay with a
petition signed by numerous residents
of Lanesboro concerning Thomas S
L. Kletchka, a resident of Laneshorc
and district chief inspector of motor
vehicles, stated that he was not familiar personally with the situation
involved, adding, "State Registrar of
Motor Vehicles Goodwin will probably
look into this matter."
In the petition, the signers called
the governor's attention "to the conduct of an employe of the state, a
man under civil service, also chief
district inspector of motor vehicles,
Thomas S. L. Kletchka of this town."
It is claimed in the petition that
about a year ago "This man, through
his efforts as an agitator and items
in the papers, impaired the financial
standing of this town with the banks
so that when we asked for a loan we
were greeted with the following: 'No
air, not a cent until you stop your
fighting and stay out of the papers.'
We were finally able to obtain a loan,
If but at, a rate of Interest of 6 per
cent."

0 ilci%
Continued on Page Nineteen

Curjsy Hints Belief' I
Ely May Be Candidate
For Presidency in '36
Boston, Feb. 8 — Gov James
Curley today took a verbal jab M.
at
former Gov Joseph B. Ely's
sible presidential aspirationsposin
1936 when asked if he took,
In Washington, any action while
concerning a new national
committeeman to replace Ely.
Gov Curley said he would serve
until the national committe
in 1936 unless he resigns meets
In the
meanwhile, and then added with
a
smile:—
"I assume he should tender
his
resignation shortly if he is going
to be an independent
candidate
for PresIdcat."

.A.)(fin

b,..4glitr42"

Kaminski Death
House Guard
Is Increased
[Continued front First Page]

trance. The police guard outside the
death house and the telephone warning systd ii will be maintained 24 hours
a day mull after Kaminski's death.
He had three visitors today.
His
brother, Walter Kaminski, of New
Britain, and his brother in law. Fre,:
Papal°, of Mt-riden, who hitchhiked •
here over night, were each allowed on,
hour with the prisoner. They were al.
lowed in the death house separately
and remained under the watchful eya
of the guards. The other visitor was
Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, Catholic chdplain of the prison.
It was reported that Kaminski told
his visitors he still has hopes o'
clemency. Guards say Kaminski has
been silent and morose since he
learned yesterday that Gov. Curley
had refused to interfere with the death
sentence. Today Kaminski requested
paying cards and cigarets and they
were given to him.

Mother Appeals to Curley
Ps a Father of Sons.

Special to The Siainrifield 1 aloe.
NEW BRITAIN, Feb. 11 — A
other's dramatic and desperate plea
or mercy, a final and prayerful apeeal for the life of her 'son. "whose
feet have trod the taith of sin rinstead
of the road to heaven," was'Itent to
Gov. James 51. Curley today by Mrs.
Rose Kaminski of this city, mother of 1,
the convicted murderer, Alexander Ka.
minski, who awaits in the Charlestown (Manx.) State Prison deathhouse.
execution in the electric chair the
eek of Feb. 17. Gov. Curley has refused to commute Kaminski's death
sentence to life imprisonment.
Though Kaminski's father is report.
ed to be resigned to his son's fate,
the mother refuses to abandon hope
and in her letter tells the Governor
that she will not until he says to her
finally that her boy must die. The
narcnts may possibly !reek an audience
with Gov. Curley if the letter fails
to move him from his present stand
Mother's Letter.
The mother's letter follows:
"Dear Governor: It is with full re- ,
adaation of the fact that laws must he
olserved and that the regulations laid ;
dawn by our country, states and cities.
laost be upheld and the transgressor'
punished, that I feel. even thoueh
heart is burdened wit h a sorrow that 1
only a mother can know when one or
her Own flesh and blood faces what
my son taces, you are doing only wha'
yan believe to be your duty. But thr
history of this country is dotted with
occa8ion:3 when charity, the greatest
of all virtues, has overruled the decisions of courts and because of this an
the knowledge that you must know
something of what I feel. 1, a burnt-A
mother, write to you, not as the gov
enure of a great State, but as a father
of eons, asking you for mercy for th
boy who not so long ago was just a
baby cradled in my arms.
"Even in the face of what seems
hopeless situation 1 know that as truc
ae God Himself asked His father for
Pardon for the, wicked but peniten:
0 thief on the cross at Calvary. if yo
will read this letter your heartstring
will he touched and It may be that 1
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\ tin Fenton. "I can only tell you :
that we have not lost hope.”
Kaminski was returned to the death
cell late yesterday. He will be electrocuted early the morning of Feb.
19, in all probability.
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Kaminski (lets

Bad News
Shortly After Supper.
I
BOSTON, Feb. 7—(AP) Alexander 1
Kaminski retired tonight 10 feet from
!!ie elactric chair in State Prison In ,
a inch he will die the week of Feb. 17 '
for the murder of a prison guard.
I
Shortly after the evening meal.
Warden James L. Hogsett informed
the 24 years old New Britain (Conn.)
youth that Gov. James M. Curley had
denied his petition for commutation of
sentence.
i
"Oh, well, it doesn't matter," was
the dispirited rejoinder. Hogsett said.
:
Kaminski hung his head.
A few minutes later he was shackled
to a guard and, with three others,
heavily armed, as an escort, taken
from the Cherry Hill section of the
prison to the death house. There he
was lodged in Cell No. 1, the one nearest the room which contains but one
niece of furniture which resembles a
ooden barber's chair.
Only a few hundred feet away, Kaminslifs brother, John, also retired.
probably knowing they would never
meet again. John is serving a sentence as a result of his attempt to
; ,iow lip the Hampden County Jail in
'l -4pringtield during Alexander's trial, in
v. hich Sheriff David Manning was
wounded.
Before his cell lights went out tonight. Kaminaki was visited by the
. ,'athelic chaplain of the prison, Rev.
. Ralph W. Farrell, who will be his
'daily visitor from now until the fateful last wall. Under prison rules, he
also may receive members of his family. except John, and his legal adviser.
Kaminski was sentenced for the
ing of Merritt W. Hayden, a guard
la Springfield jail, during an escape.
Motion for a new trial was denied two
!days' ago and yesterday Gov. Curley
!rejected a plea for executive clemency.

CI.JR.LEY'S AIDE
IS QLESTIONED
ON ASSISTANTS
Need More Recat.se
"W'
Now 1 -lave a Governor Who
V'orks Six Days a Week."
Grant Tells Bigelow.
to The Sprinpfichl
Union.
BOSTON. Feb. 8—The
uation of the Ways and unusual sitMeans Comruittee of the House
questioning the
number of people
employed as clerical
:e-:;:itants by the Governor
of the Comm ealt h developed
House this afternoon. at the State
It
is customary
, to extend to the
Governor the courtesy
lof permitting him
to decide unquestioned how many
' and not to probe assistants he needs.
into that appropriation.
Today, however, the
before it Gov. Curleycormnittee had
Richard D.'Grant, who 's secretary,
engaged in a
verbal passage at
F. Bigelow. veteranarms with Albert
House
chairman
of the Ways and
Means Committee.
Grant was asked to
explai
why the
n
number of assistants in
the executive
department and its
greater this year thanexpense, were
in the past.
The secretary answered
that It was because of the greate
r amount of work
being done by his
superior. In a thinly
veiled reference to
former-Gov. Ely's
proclivity for giving
the State House
absent treatment,
Grant remarked
dryly, "Now we have a
works six days a week Governor who
instead of one
and a half."
onto her thing about
which Grant
was quizzed by Rep.
Gov. Curley should Bigelow was why
have
a motorcar
costing $5000 when
GOY. Ely's car cost
$2850. In answer to
this Grant said
that he supposed Gov.
Curley liked
the particular car
that he had better
than any other, and
that he was quite
aware there were sonvi
people in the
State who would like
to
motoring in a low-priced have Curley
car.
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i GOVERNOR SEEKS ti ' h V. Bea
$230,522,590 FOR
PUBLIC PROJECTS

Assoc
ation
execut
et;orrys.of
iveosfevia

Ou 100 Per Cent Basis
A recent survey of 110 cities, Mr
Bettors pointed out, showed that the
' municipalities could not carry any
further debt burden, and Gov Curley
asserted, "If the administration hopes
to have its $4.000,000,000 relief fund
expended. the federal government must
supply the PWA funds on a 100 per
cent basis.
Gov Curley visited the White House
this afternoon hut did not see President Roosevelt. He left with the President's secretary, Marvin H. McIntyre,
a model of the famous Massachusetts
After the
sailing shop, Lightning.
White House stop, the governor went
out to Capitol hill to confer with memFrom The ilepultileatt's
iVashIngton Bureau
bers of the Massachusetts cong,ressionCongressman
Washington, Feb. 7—Gov James M. al delegation, notably
William P. Connery, Jr., of Lynn, and
Curley made a quick trip to the capi- Senator Walsh, regarding his public
tal today to place before officials of works program.
The governor and his party left
the Public Works administration his Washi
ngton by train for Boston at 4,
$230,52:.:,590 program for public im- after being in the capital less than
provements in Massachusetts. Unable I eight hours.
to see public works administrator and
Secretary of the Interior Harold L.
KISS' STOLEN KISSES\
Ickes, Gov Curley carried his probPragu
e—Leopold Kiss, 20-year-old
lems to Ma) Philip B. Fleming, acting
deputy administrator.
shoe repairer, had a quarrel with his
Gov Curley told Mimi Fleming that sweetheart which led him to stealing
he believed state and local govern- a public letterbox. The girl he hoped
ments were in no position to shoulder to marry jilted him and showed him
the extra expense of public works, and a letter, all ready for posting, that
he urged that the federal government she had written to a new admirer. Ti
carry the entire bureau. To support find out what was in the letter an
his contention that local governments I prevent it from reaching his rival
were unable to aid in the public works Kiss stole the letterbox. He wa
program, Gov Curley had with him caught by a policeman.
I

Tells Federal Officials Bay
State Survey Shows Federal Government Must Aid
on 100 Per Cent Basis
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Pageantry and Gl'aildetif
25...ya,.., ,,.,,,
Geleill'Off
AND HORSE RAISING
COMING TO THE F0'

To the Editor of The Daily New
It was indeed a pleasure to at
•
crourt7
the 224 annual N. E. Horseman's
Mrs Conway alleges that the
the Boston :grater
will (Met held at
not the last will and
testament of lir der the auspices of the Bay S
mother, and that the latter
was ni circuit.
of sound and disposing
Aside from the pleasurable bone
mind a
memory during the time that
of a munificent feast there were
it
alleged to have been made.
courriging advices from promin
The fl
stages of the contest will
speakers with regard to the future
take PI
Tuesday afternoon, the 12th,
racing and race tracks in this cortil•
wh
t %No more witnesses in
monwealth.
behalf of t
contestant will be heard.
Speaking for Gov Curley, who IN/IS
of Atty Milton L. Davis Argume
for the Co I unable to come teMeffitlesTerir's gather,
t stant and Raymond
ing, Stato Auditor 13•uckeley announcA. Bidwell
Ole will, will then be
ed that the administrative and execiiheard.
a
.Judge John A. benison will
live departments of Massachusetts
make
t
decision in the matter.
were presently engaged in considering
The resignation of Mrs
a hill favorable to the interests of the
Conway
.idministratrix was
sporting sportsman and Beacon Hill.
received
!1p(1 by Judge Denison this and a
Gen Cole's comments relative to
month,
, rules and regulations for state control
of racing as formulated at a convertRon of state racing commissions at
Florida recently were enlightening and
life
encouraging to horse,-lovers.
La'
a
ly bt
All-in-all a summary of conversabroth _
tions by various speakers was to the
The • The State theater, horn
effect that horses and horse-racing
Beet( lesque in Springfield for the
pafsrtoll
s
viell,
are on the upturn.
meet!ade, may be demolished --e ep
Horses and horse-trotting and hills
with space for automobilepark
ing
t°
pending in the Legislature were the
mg
to
unconfi
rmed
reports
necet
calcre
"piece de resistance" of the evening,
c°
J1
„
are,tion here. J. William
III
for all the presence of broiled scrod
"
"
eti'
th for the Shelburne Palls
bank°' tig°
and vole slaw and breast of chicken
id the property In at auction
tence ,ID
wilt
on the banquet menu.
the two
years ago, could not be n
Approximately 500 horse-lovers, ownreach
n°
to
discuss
the
43daY
Rayd
'
suggestion t
ers and trainers gathered to argue
the building will be razed.
It
is u
the return of popular racing and
t'Iderstood that the bulk is consider
i
in New England. That's
vv 'demolition as
'
possibility for t
g"h000drs!ing"
Pilgri vacant property
but
one
has not deed
city .
KAT1TNEN TAYTOR.
definitely on
Springfield, February 5.
stood_rh_ „e .State its course of action.
theater was built as
miitskl separat4
Connectstarted hitch -hiking back to
icut.
\
brothel.
Walter Kaminski said his
fact that Gov
was hopeful despite the commute Ws
to
Curley had refused
imprisonment. Prison
se.ntence to life
indicate
d Kaminski
.
\officials, however
appeared despondent,
will lw the
The Ne NV Britain youth Massachu47th person to go to the
sentence
his
setts electric chair, unless
Is commuted.
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Comments of
the Country

•

A Rapturous Legal Light.
I font the Syracuse Herald.
An attorney general of Massachusetts, Joseph E. Warner, has gone
far toward if lu .,11,,; any impression
that the legal fraternity is shy on fine
human sentiment and rhetorical exuberance. It has been our privilege to
read extracts from his report covering

the year 1934, and some of them
eclipse the best passages of
Macaulay.
Referring to the Constitution
he
writes: "Those who mistook meaning
for measures now perceive its mind
as
well as its mold. Under it we see the
transcendence of the puissance of the
people and the practise of its
pristine
purpose." This is not alone a
timely
admonition to all would-be violators
of
the Constitution, but a fitting prelude
to the following peroration,in
the attorney general's report: •
As we survey the momentous
future, teeming with life and action, toward which we are so rapidly and daily swept forward,
summoning all to allegiance to the
one flag, we accept the challeng
e
of the mystic generations, who
in
their day engloried America
with
religious, political and intellectual
liberty, and we dedicate ourselves
to the day of deliverance from
social and economic captivity,
visioned by the fathers, destined
through the ages for our republic
—brightest credential among nations—in her full exaltation of the
rights of the people to the enjoyment of "life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness."
Readers of the foregoing will regret
to learn that it was a part
of the
writer's official valedictory. He has
already retired in favor of a newly
elected attorney general. Let it
be
said to his credit that he varied the
dry-as-dust monotony of many official documents from Washington and
the state capitols with a welcome
verbal effulgence. If the evidence we
have cited is insufficient on that point,
we need only quote this particula
r
gem from his report: "As the faithful navigator sailing the uncharted
and ominous sea came to safe bourn,
with the celestial star for gudon, so,
equally faithful, with the Constitution
for guidon, shall we come securely
to altruistic discoveries no less epochal
in 1912 than in 1402." So may it be
in the ease of Mr. Warner. In 1042,
let us hope, he will enjoy broader
fame as a successor to Gov. Curley.
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TAKEN BACK TO
DEATH HOUSE

first degree murder, Kaminski will
die during the first part of the week
of the 17th. Other than an appeal
to the Supreme Court, a course
whlicfhorhasKabeeminnskaibandovneedobryoulz

alone has the power to make a
last-minute move to prevent the
scheduled execution.
anGovernor
the
Although
nounced Wednesday that he would
not interfere with the findings of
the court, Kaminski received no
word of the decision until 7 last
when he finished his evening
BOSTON, Feb. 8.—Alexander Ka- night
meal. The delay was made at the
minski, slayer of a Hampden Coundiscretion of the warden who perty jail guard, was returned to the
mitted the disturbing news to be
put off until the last possible moshadow of the electric chsir last
ment.
night soon after Warden James L.
Kaminski was shackled to a
Hogsett of State prison imparted to
guard and, with three others, heavhim the news that Governor Curily armed, as an escort, taken to
ley would not commute the sentence
the death house. There he was
of death imposed by the court.
in cell No. 1, the one nearlodged
Dropping his eyes as the warden
est the electric chair.
pronounced the fateful words, the
Only a few hundred feet away
condemned youth made a gesture
Kaminski's brother, John, also reof futility and muttered, almost intired, knowing probably they would
audibly, "Oh well, no matter."
never meet again. John is serving
With these words, Kaminski
a 25-year sentence as a result of
lapsed into complete silence that
his attempt to blow up the Hampremained unbroken during the slow
den County jail at Springfield, durwalk back to the death house where
ing Alexander's trial, in which
once before he had awaited death,
Sheriff David J. Manning was
which, the court had decreed, must
wounded.
come during the week of Jan. 20.
Granted a 30-day reprieve on
Before his cell lights went out
Jan. 16 by the Executive Council
last night Kaminski was visited by
on recommendation of the Goverthe Catholic chaplain of the prison,
nor, Kaminski had been in good
the Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, who
spirits. His removal from the death
Will be his daily visitor from now
house to the Cherry Hill section of
until the last walk. Under prison
rules, he may also receive members
of his family, except John, and his I
legal adviser.
Kaminski was sentenced for the
the prison had led him to believe,
according to his jailers, that he slaying of Merritt W. Hayden, a
guard in Springfield jail, during an
would "somehow get by the electric
escape.
chair,"
High-producing milk cows will
In view of the Governor's decision
not to interfere with the verdict of yield their own weight in milk apthe jury which found him guilty of proximately every 21 days.

Kaminski Gloomy When
He Gets News He Must
Die in Chair
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CURLEY LOOKS
yoR ELY TO QUIT
NAT. COMMITTEE
BOSTON, Feb. 8 t..1')—Cru,leisni of
former Governor Joseph B. Ely and
his possible candidacy for president
of the United States was voiced by
Governor James M. Curley today on
his return from Washington.
Asked if he took any action on a
new Massachusetts National committee to replace Ely, Curley said
Ely would serve until 1936 unless he
resigned, adding:
"I assume he should tender his
resignation shortly if he is going
to be an Independent candidate for
President."
The governor said State and municipal borrowing was in such
straits that he anticipated those
seeking Federal aid would have, this
year, to seek total grants instead
of partial allotments.
Nationwide requests for improvements at Washington, he said, totalled $230,000,000 which he expected Federal authorities would approve. Improvement plans, Curley
announced,looked forward a quarter
century and not only to present
needs. They included
waterways
developments, grade crossing abolition and super highways.
A second Boston Housing Project
will be undertaken the governor
said. The site was not revealed.
The Civil Service eXaMinatjszLIOT

EAGLE
Pittsfield, Mass.

FEB 8 1935
thentic account or tne
sassinate Lincoln as he *a..s passing
through Baltimore on is way to
Med.
Washington to be inau
Richard D. Grant of Boston is
the matt who is giving the abusive
radio Wks on behalf of Governor
Curley. The fact that the opposi--tion is to be accorded the right to
reply, doesn't seem to meet the
exigencies of the case exactly. To
begin with it may not have the
stomach for scurrilous encounter
on unequal terms and not everyone
is possessed of that particular kind
of tongue.
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To the Editor of The Daily Newe
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Kaminski's Relatives Will
Make One Last Appeal For
Intervention of Governor
No Date Set for Pilgrimage to Boston
But Understood the
to Be as Soon as Possible; Fenton Has
No State- to
ment Except That He Will Continue Figh
trol
ting
Last appeals for the sparing
of the possible. Governor Curley
has anlife of Alexander Kaminski will
ly be made by his parents short- nounced that he will take no further
and a action in the matter, which
brother or sister, it was stated
means
The members of the family will today. that Kaminski is doomed to die in the
go to electric chair in the state
Boston and endeavor to arrang
e a Boston the week of the 17th, prison in
meeting with Gov James M.
when his
Curley, 30-day reprieve expires.
with a view to asking him to take
the
Reduced to a state of exhaustion as
necessary action to bring the matter
before the executive council to decide a result of his constant efforts to save
on the question of commuting the sen- the life of his client and showing the
tence of death to life imprisonment for effects of the severe strain which he
has been under, Attorney Fenton
the murder of jail Guard Merritt
W. stated today that he has
Hayden in the Hampden county
Jail, doned hope in the case. not abanHe would
October 22, 1933.
While no date has been set for their make no statement relative to his intention
s,
howeve
r, other than to say
pilgrimage to Boston from their home
city of New Britain, Ct., it is under that he will leave nothing undone in
stood that it will be done as soon
as
Continued on Page N19011‘
.
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A Rapturous Legal Light.

front the Syracuse Herald.
An attorney general of Massachusetts, Joseph E. Warner, has
gone
far toward rti,e;,11.„;. any impression
that the legal fraternity is shy on line
human sentiment and rhetorical exuberance. It has been our privile to
ge
read extracts from his report covering
the year 1934, and some of them
eclipse the best passages of
Macaulay.
Referring to the Constitution
he
writes: 'Those who mistook meanin
g
for measures now perceive its mind
as
well as its mold. Under it we
see the
transcendence of the puissance of
the
people and the practise of its
pristine
purpose." This is not alone a
timely
admonition to all would-be violato
rs of
the Constitution, but a fitting
prelude
to the following peroration,in
the attorney general's report:
As we survey the momentous
future, teeming with life and
action, toward which we are so rapidly and daily swept forwar
d,
summoning all to allegiance to the
one flag, we accept the challe
nge
of the mystic generations, who
in
their day engloried America
with
religious, political and intelle
ctual
liberty, and we dedicate oursel
ves
to the day of deliverance
from
social and economic captivity,
visioned by the fathers, destine
through the ages for our republid
c
—brightest credential among nations—in her full exaltation of
the
rights of the people to the
enjoyment of "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."
Readers of the foregoing will regret
to Vern that it was a part
of the
writer's official valedictory. He
has already retired in favor of a newly
elected attorney general. Let it
be
said to his credit that lie varied
the
dry-as-dust monotony of many
official documents from Washington
and
the state capitols with a welcom
e
verbal effulgence. If the evidence
we
have cited is insufficient on that
point,
we need only quote this particu
lar
gem from his report: "As the faithful navigator sailing the uncharted
and ominous sea came to safe bourn,
with the celestial star for
gudon, so,
equally faithful, with the Constitution
for guidon, shall we come secure
ly
to altruistic discoveries no less epochal
in 1912 than in 1492." So may it
he
in the case of Mr. Warner. In 1942,
let us hope, he will enjoy broader
fame as a succe,ssor to Gov. Curley.
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first degree murder, Kaminski will
die during the first part of the week
tof the 17th. Other than an appeal
-s-as-7.)ap
to the Supreme Court, a course
1.153
qaoada.',
2EIECiRS
LI'Mu O
which has been abandoned by counsel for Kaminski, Governor Curley
alone has the power to make a
flIUVd SACIVTD—
last-minute move to prevent the
scheduled execution.
Governor anthe
Although
nounced Wednesday that he would
not interfere with the findings of
the court, Kaminski received no
word of the decision until 7 last
night when he finished his evening
meal. The delay was made at the
discretion of the warden who permitted the disturbing news to be
put off until the last possible moment.
Kaminski was shackled to a
guard and, with three others, heavily armed, as an escort, taken to
the death house. There he was
lodged in cell No. 1, the one nearest the electric chair.
Only a few hundred feet away
Kaminski's brother, John, also retired, knowing probably they would
never meet again. John is serving
a 25-year sentence as a result of
his attempt to blow up the Hampden County jail at Springfield, during Alexander's trial, in which
Sheriff David J. Manning was
wounded.
Before his cell lights went out
night Kaminski was visited by
last
City. This corp8,,,
Corps in M
chaplain of the prison,
Catholic
the
roups. At right, Genvith chur
the Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, who
RoMan
by
assailed
exico,
Adent
Will be his daily visitor from now
gainst them. is shown in Los
a ig
until the last walk. Under prison
operation.
ter an
rules, he may also receive members
of his family, except John, and hi
legal adviser.
Kaminski was sentenced for t
the prison had led him to believe,
according to his jailers, that he slaying of Merritt W. Hayden,
guard in Springfield jail, during an
would "somehow get by the electric escape.
chair."
High-producing milk cows will
In view of the Governor's decision
, not to interfere with the verdict of yield their own weight in milk apthe jury which found him guilty of proximately every 21 days.
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CURLEY LOOKS
!FOR ELY TO QUIT
NAT. COMMITTEE
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (IP)--Criticism of
former Governor Joseph B. Ely and
his possible candidacy for president
of the United States was voiced by
Governor James M. Curley today on
his return from Washington.
Asked if he took any action on a
; new Massachusetts National committee to replace Ely, Curley said
Ely would serve until 1936 unless he
resigned, adding:
"I assume he should tender his
resignation shortly if he is going
to be an Independent candidate for
President."
The governor said State and municipal borrowing was in such
straits that he anticipated those
seeking Federal aid would have, this
year, to seek total grants instead
of partial allotments.
Nationwide requests for improvements at Washington, he said, totalled $230,000,000 which he expected Federal authorities would
approve. Improvement plans, Curley
announced,looked forward a quarter
century and not only to present
needs. They included
waterways
developments, grade crossing abolition and super highways.
A second Boston Housing Project
will be undertaken the governor
said. The site was not revealed.
The Civil Service examination for
the Boston Postmastership takes
place March 5, Curley stated. He
declared William E. Hurley was ineligible.

Fttf
thentic account of toeI
sassinate Lincoln as he -as passing
through Baltimore on 's way to
Washington to be Ina ti -a ted.
Richard D. Grant of Boston is
the man who is giving the abusive
radio talks on behalf of Governor
Curley. The fact that the opposition is to be accorded the right to
reply, doesn't seem to meet the
exigencies of the case exactly. To
begin with it may not have the
stomach for scurrilous encounter
on unequal terms and not everyone
Is possessed of that, particular kind
of tongue.
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Already the New England Council is working on its program
of recreational advertising and publicity for the summer of 1935.
The first of the regular summer advertising will appear in March.
Governor Curley of Massachusetts, in his budget message, requested the sum of $100,000 to be expended for the purpose of advertising the advantages; natural beauty and desirability of this
state as a center of recreational activity. The budget also requested
$250,000 for the acquisition of lands for state beach and park reservations, and an additional $100,000 for the preservation of wild life.
Likewise Governor Green of Rhode Island, in his message to the
state legislature: "New England can well become one of the principal vacation lands in the whole United States. ... Receipts in New
England from recreation amount to about $500,000,000 a year, and
as most of this comes from visitors outside New England it is new
money which stays here."
These are signs of fundamental importance to Martha's Vineyard, which is one of the centers of the recreational industry and
has a big stake in the promotional plans which are to be undertaken.

Labor Endorses
T. J. Monahan
For Postmaster
Favors Erection of New
Bridge; Home Colony
in Freetown.
BULLETIN
Thomas J. Monahan amteuneed
this afternoon he it a candidate
for appointment as Postmaster of
Fail River.
Thomas J. Monahan, 120 Park
I street, a veteran letter carrier and
president of the local branch of the
National Association of Letter Carriers for the past 12 years, was endorsed for Postmaster last night
by the Central Labor Union.
Mariano F. Bishop, president of
the U. T. W. Textile Council, was
named as an organizer for the
American Federation of Labor. Formal appointment of Mr. Bishop to
the new position is expected to
(Continued on Page Si
tmg ttrmir8S
-7-- —
Hope was expressed by the C. L.
U. that work will be started soon
on the proposed new bridge across
the Taunton river. The organiza-

.11d, S ue,

trough, due to lc e conditions.

S. B. L. C. Whitfield Tuck
Governor Curley's appointment of
the grizzled statesman from the banks
.of the Winchesterian Aberj0na as a
tmember of the state ballot law copl.,
mission will not displease anybody
certainly not Mr. Tuei; himself. Whitfield is a picturesque ligure, not so re-.,
splendent as the governor's other in.
timate adviser, Josi701- A. Conry, but
entirely individualistic. He has loved
the losing cause. A lit tie thing like defeat for his principles is merely an incident to him. As he was one of the)
Liriginal Bryan men, he can scoff at
the New Dealers of today and say that
he beat them ,
t it by a generation or
to. If the couie•il members do not eacht
test two votes ft,r him, it will not 1)0
m account of any lack of friendlinesa
ior him.—Boston Herald.
(Mr. Tuck is a summer resident of
:)ak Bluffs of long standing, and hai
wide circle of friends on the Vineyard.)

THOMAS J. MONAHAN
tion I also in favor of the restoration of the Slades Ferry bridge.
Members who attended the first
of a series of Tuesday night talks
this week in C. L. U. hall by Harry A. Russell, regional educational director of the A. F. of L., enthusiastically approved the talks
last night and urged all members
who can do so to attend the remaining addresses at the series, Admi.4sion Is free, with only the showing of a membershi
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yesterday but the Governor left the
Capital at about the same time he
arrived.
Murphy said the Boston area was
the logical spot for concentration
of aerial forces and estimated that.
the proposed development, providing for 5,000 fighting planes, would
cost approximately 52.000,000 and
give work to 1,500 to 2,000 men.
The marshal also advocated construction of a Federal prison in
Massachusetts for short-term prisoners.
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For Recreational Development
Already the New England Council is Averking on its'
of recreational advertising and publicity for the summer
The first of the regular summer advertising will appear in
Governor Curley of Massachusetts, in his budget message
quested the sum of $100,000 to be expended for the purpose of
vertising the advantages; natural beauty and desirability of flu
state as a center of recreational activity. The budget also requested
$250,000 for the acquisition of lands for state beach and park reservations, and an additional $100,000 for the preservation of wild life.
Likewise Governor Green of Rhode Island, in his message to the
state legislature: "New England can well become one of the principal vacation lands in the whole United States.... Receipts in New
England front recreation amount to about $500,000,000 a year, and
as most of this comes from visitors outside New England it is new
money which stays here."
These are signs of fundamental importance to Martha's Vineyard, which is one of the centers of the recreational industry and
has a big stake in the promotional plans which are to be undertaken.
GAZETTE
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Favors Monahan
For( Postmaster
(Continued from rage One)
announced by President of the A. F.
of L. within the next few weeks.
The C. L. U. appointed a committee of three to attend the hearing
4 in the State House next week on
Got, cality's federal home building
proreernir Freetown. The labor
t group is in hearty sympathy with
, the project for the employment it
will afford members of the bundling trades.
Hope was expressed by the C. L.
U. that work will be started soon
,on the proposed new bridge across
Ithe Taunton river. The organiza-
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trough, tine to :cc. conditions.
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entirely individualistic. He has loved
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:ast two votes for him, it will not be
in account of any lack of friendline
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or him—Boston Herald.
(Mr. Tuck is it slimmer resident of
)ak Bluffs of long standing, and has
.. wide circle of friends on the Vine-

THOMAS J. MONAHAN
Hon !PI also in favor of the restoration of the Shirks Ferry bridge.
Members who attended the tIrst
of a series of Tuesday night talks
this week in C. L. U. hell by Harry A. Russell, regional educational director of the A. F. of L., enthusiastleally approved the talks
last night and urged all members
who can do so to attend the remaining addresses of the series. Admission is free, wit h only the showing of a membershi
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The first of the regular summer advertising will appear in
Governor Curley of Massachusetts, in his budget message
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t group is in hearty sympathy with
, the project for the employment it
will afford members of the building trades.
Hope was expressed by the C. L.
U. that work will be started soon
on the proposed new bridge across
the Taunton river. The organize-
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Editorial Comment
S. B. L. C. Whitfield Tuck •
Governor Curley's appointment of
the grizzled statesman from the
banks
of the Winchesterian Aberjona as
a
member of the state ballot law commission will not displease anybody,
certainly not Mr. Tuck himself. Whitfield is a picturesque figure, not so resplendent as the governor's other Intimate adviser, JoserrA. Conry, but
entirely individualistic. He has loved
the losing cause. A little thing like defeat for his principles is merely an incident to him. As he was one of the
original Bryan men, he can scoff at
the New Dealers of today and say that
he beat them to it by a generation or
ao. If the, council members do not each
east two votes for him, it will not be
ei account of any lack of friendlines$
or him.—Boston Herald.
(Mr. Tuck is a slimmer resident of
)ak Bluffs of long standing, and has
wide circle of friends on the Vineoird.)

THOMAS J. MONAHAN
lion is also in favor of the restoration of the Stades Ferry bridge.
Members who attended the first
of a series of Tuesday night talks
this week in C. L. U. hall by Harry A. Russell, regional educational director of the A. F. of L., enthusiastically approved the talks
last night and urged all members
who can do so to attend the remaining addresses of the series. Admission is free, with only the showing of a membershi
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'CLAIN'S Ell MAY
SEEK PRESTE‘',CY
If Former Governor Is to
Be Independent Candidate in 1936. Ile Should
Resign Committee Job.

I

BOSTON, Feb. 8 (AP)—Criticism
of former Governor Joseph B. Ely
and his possible candidacy for
- President of the United States was
voiced by Govern
M. Curis return from
ley today on
Washington.
Asked if he tdok any action on a
new Massachusetts National Committeeman to replace Ely, Curley
said Ely would serve until 1936 tin.
- less he resigned, adding:
"I assume he should tender his
resignation shortly if he is going
6
to be an independent candidate
President."
,r. for
The Governor said State and
t- municipal
borrowing was in such
:e straits that
he anticipated those
seeking Federal aid would have,
this year, to seek total grants Instead of partial allotments.
A second Boston housing project
will be undertaken the Governor
1said. The site was not revealed.
The Civil Service examination for
the Boston postmastership takes
place March 5, Curley stated. He
declared William E. Hurley WAS
ineligible.

n

.--Termrtrir--Nntissr".
HERALD- NEWS
Fall River, Mass.

Career Men Citerr
As Most Efficient
WASHINGTON, ii'; h. 8—Citing
appointment of Postmaster
the
Ash(' in Springfield for efficiency
in service properly rewarded and
the attempt of Gov. Curley to have
Postmaster Hurleylfrilloston ousted
in favor of "a chronic political office seeker" Consressman Clarence
J. McLeod, Republican, Michigan,
yesterday pressed for action on his
bill to completely divorce the Postoffice department from politics.

Parkman Assails
Curley's Tactics
Charges
"Misrepreseniation, Slander and Abuse
Without Parallel."
'

That Gov. Tames M. Curley "has
transferred his Boston City Hall
tactics into the government of the
Commonwealth," was charged by
Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., in an
address last nir
The Republican Senator said the
Governor "has tolerated and at
times participated in a campaign of
misrepresentation,
slander
and
abuse, which is without parallel in
the history of gubernatorial administration in the Commonwealth."
He was replying to addresses recently delivered by Gov. Curley and
his secretary, Richard D. Grant.
"At all costs, whether by fair
means or foul, he can brook no
criticism and no interference of
his plans," Senator Parkman said
of the Governor. "He must also
wipe out his trails of the past,
which to him must be a sorry
nightmare."

UTILITIES OPPOSE
PROPOSED INQUIRY
Power and Light Men Argue
Full Facts Now Known
Representatives
of
Massachusetts
public utilities companies told the legislative committee on power and light
at a hearing at the State House yesterday that legislative investigation into
activities and financial structure of thvarious talility companies would be a
needless expenditure of public funds.
Giving hearings on seven bills calling
for investigations into management
contracts, inter-relationships, methods
of distribution, and determination of
the costs of all gas, electric and telephone service rendered to Massachusetts residents, the committee was told
that the public would be afforded ho
further information than is now available to the state department of public
utilities.
George R. Grant, general counFel for
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, told the committee
that the federal communications committee is now about to make an investigation, at the direction of Congress, into
the activities and inter-relations of all
communication companies in the Tinned
States at the cost of $750,000 appropriated by Congress.
Representatives of the utilities companies said they had no objections to
being investigated, as far as allowing
the public to gain a picture of their
finances and activities, but claimed thy
various companies would be put to great
expense assigning experts, engineers and
accountants, and the state would be required to make huge appropriations for
similar services.
F. Manley Ives, representing the Edison Company, said the Legislature
would have to appropriate at least
$200.000 for experts to make a complete
survey and investigation of the financial
structure of the Edison Company alone.
Proponents of the legislation argued
that it is time for Massachusetts to follow the footsteps of New York and
look into the public utilities situation.
Many pointed out that the department
of public utilities has not afforded thaw
interested in rate rcductions with information they needed.
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RECORD BREAKER FOR ROOSEVELT
Model of Famous Clipper Ship,
Lightning, Goes to White House

•
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GIFT FROM BAY STATE—James M. Curley, governor of Massachu
setts, is pictured holding the model of the Lightning, famous New England clipper
ship, which he presented to
President Roosevelt. The model, thre years in the
making, is the work of Thomas Phee,
a veteran shipbuilder of Boston.
•kerl
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"SPEAKEASY" CLUBS

The gang murder in Boston early yesterday
morning had little to distinguish it from its
sordid predecessors. The victim was a "ne'erdo-well" with a long criminal record. Those of
the witnesses of the killing who could be found
were characteristically close-mouthed or evasive.
The underworld quickly placed its cloak of
mystery and intrigue over the episode, and the
general public, reading of the murdered man's
history, inclined to dismiss it as good riddance.
Nevertheless the murder was a symptom of
an unhealthy situation in Boston which demands aggressive and immediate investigation
by the Boston police, the licensing board, and
the state ABC commission. Sweeney was evidently killed in a so-called club. Fully a score
of such questionable enterprises are operating
in the theatrical district and the South end.
Although they possess charters, they are essentially speakeasy relics of the prohibition
era. Many of them are conducted by under
world characters. Their memberships usually
include any one who will give the doorman 50
cents. Their main business is the sale of liquor
after legal closing hours. They provide convenient gathering-places for criminals and for
the robbery of happy-go-lucky suckers.
It may be argued that "decent people" never
frequent such resorts. That might have been
true a generation ago. But a decade of prohibition made it the smart thing for young
men and women from good homes to patronize
them. Unless Boston wishes to awake some
morning on a tragedy which will shock the city,
the authorities must act decisively on the "club"
problem. However summary Goy.,Curias action last night was, it seems amply justified.
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of that are at pieSe111,
Brookline, Feb. 6. FRANK N. NAY

Gov. Curley Republican?
To the EditOliwof The Herald:
I was one of the misguided individuals who voted for Gov. Curley

•
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last fall. Now I wonder whether a Republican or a Democrat was elected.
Judging by his appointments, he rather
leans toward Republicans.
For example: Replaces Judge Kaplan,
a Democrat. chairman of the finance
commission, by Sull;van, a Republican.
Replaces Registrar Ryan, a lifelong and
active Democrat. by Frank Goodwin, a
listed and active Republican. His (Gov.
Curley's) secretary is a registered Republican. So I wonder just what brand
of Democrat our Governor is!
CHARLES J. HOULIHAN.

Salem, Feb. 7.

ALL 355 CITIES,
TOWNSIN STATE
WILL BENEFIT
Boston Waterfront Would
Get $30,000,000—Newburyport Pike $4,000,000
GRADE CROSSINGS
TO BE ELIMINATED
Curley Favors National
Lottery as Aid to U. S.
In Raising Funds
By W. E. MULLINS
Practically every one of the
355 cities and towns in the
commonwealth figures directly
in the several hundred public
works construction projects for
which Gov. Curley has asked a
grant of $230,522,590 for Massachusetts in federal funds
from the $4,880,000,000 workrelief measure pending before
the Congress.
A detailed description of
the projects released for
publication last night disclosed
a program so colossal in scope
that scarcely a single community, however small, has been
neglecte,d in the allocation of
proposals for highway construction, state institution
buildings, grade crossing eliminations, erectiou of bridges,
improvements and extension
of sewerage systems, breakwaters, dredgings, parks and
reservations.
In describing the tremendous
scope of the proposed program,
the Governor said it had been
outlined in anticipation of practically every building requirement of any importance that
might be envisioned for the
next 25 years. It was the first
concrete explanation of his
"work and wages" policy so
vigorously discussed in the
election campaign.
Massachusetts, he believes, is
to approximately $175,000,000
work-relief appropriation on a
population and a much larger

1

\

entitled
of the
basis of
propor-

sponsfoility the program may have to
be abandoned in its entirety, however
embarrassing that might be. The federal government Is committed to a
work and wages rsittry snit we pro-,
pose to co-operate.
"A national lottery, a reduction of
interest rates on government bonds.
the elimination of tax exempt securities or several other such proposals
well could be adopted for financing
the entire national debt and I predict
we are Coming to one of them. They
are sound."
Nearly every department in the state
government the activities of which call
for construction projects have contributed projects to the extensive program.
For example, the Governer would
spend $2,960,000 in developing the
state prison colony at Norfolk and an
additional $2,100,000 in broadening the
activities of the state reformatory at
Concord.
More than twoscore highway construction projects, large and small, are
Included in the public works department
allocation. The largest project is the
reconstruction of the Newburyport
turnpike for 25 miles at an expenditure
of $4,700,000, making it an express
trunk highway.
Another highway project calls for the
expenditure of $1,850,000 in improving
the old post road to Springfield between
Leicester and Palmer for a distance of
approximately 30 miles.
Every apparent grade crossing project in the commonwealth is included,
the most expensive being the proposed
$4,000,000 abolition at Lincion square in
Worcester.
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RECORD BREAKER FOR ROOSEVELT
Model of Famous Clipper Ship,
Lightning, Goes to White House
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GIFT FROM BAY STATE—James M. Curley, governor of Massachu
setts, is pictured holding the model of the Lightning, famous New England clipper
ship, which he presented to
President Roosevelt. The model, thre years
in the making, is the work of Thomas Phee,
a veteran shipbuilder of Boston.
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"SPEAKEASY" CLUBS

The gang murder in Boston early yesterday
morning had little to distinguish it from its
sordid predecessors. The victim was a "ne'erdo-well" with a long criminal record. Those of
the witnesses of the killing who could be found
were characteristically close-mouthed or evasive.
The underworld quickly placed its cloak of
Mystery and intrigue over the episode, and the
general public, reading of the murdered man's
history, inclined to dismiss it as good riddance.
Nevertheless the murder was a symptom of
an unhealthy situation in Boston which demands aggressive and immediate investigation
by the Boston police, the licensing board, and
the state ABC commission. Sweeney was evidently killed in a so-called club. Fully a score
of such questionable enterprises are operating
In the theatrical district and the South end.
Although they possess charters, they are essentially speakeasy relics of the prohibition
era. Many of them are conducted by underworld characters. Their memberships usually
include any one who will give the doorman 50
cents. Their main business is the sale of liquor
after legal closing hours. They provide convenient gathering-places for criminals and for
the robbery of happy-go-lucky suckers.
It may be argued that "decent people" never
frequent such resorts. That might have been
true a generation ago. But a decade of prohibition made it the smart thing for young
men and women from good homes to patronize
them. Unless Boston wishes to awake some
morning on a tragedy which will shock the city,
the authorities must act decisively on the "club"
problem. However summary Gov. Cur's action last night was, it seems amply justified.
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Gov. Curley Republican?
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To the Editiirof The Herald:
I was one of the misguided individuals who voted for Gov. Curley
last fall. Now I wonder whether a Republican or a Democrat was elected.
Judging by his appointments, he rather
leans toward Republicans.
For example: Replaces Judge Kaplan.
a Democrat, chairman of the finance
commission, by Sull;van, a Republican.
Replaces Registrar Ryan, a lifelong and
active Democrat. by Frank Goodwin, a
listed and active Republican. His (Gov.
Curley's) secretary is a registered Republican. So I wonder just what brand
of Democrat our Governor is!
CHARLES J. HOULIHAN.
Salem, Feb. 7.

(Continued from First Page)
tion on a basis of tax payments to the
federal coffers.
The program has been submitted to
federal authorities at Washington with
a demand that whatever projects be approved on the extended list be financed
entirely out of federal funds. The commonwealth, the Governor said, is not
now in a position to extend its credit
and if state contributions are demanded
the program must be abandoned.
The city of Boston, through proposals
for improving the water front and the
harbor, would be allocated projects aggregating more than $30,000,000. Communities too small to house any of the
various state institutions or schools
would have their highways on trunk
lines and roadways in secondary districts widened and generally improved
by the terms of the program.
Grade crossings in general would be
entirely abolished.
The program extends from the commonwealth's far
flung possessions on the islands off Buzzards bay up into the Berkshires.
In an informal discussion of federal
finances
e Governor expressed the
opinion that the federal government
easily could finance its proposed workrelief program with the proceeds from
a national lottery or by abolishing all
tax exemptions now extended to government securities.
"Only six months ago," he said, "public opinion to a large extent was opposed to horse racing. Now that it is
to be conducted in every backyard in
the commonwealth many of the old inhibitions against gambling are disappearing. The mere suggestion of a national lottery would have been denounced a few years ago in places where
now it would be approved.
FIRST STATE READY
"I was particularly gratified to learn
In Washington that Massachusetts has
the distinction of being the first state to
show itself adequately prepared to take
advantage of federal assistance. Six
weeks after the election I set about
preparing this program. We were told
In Washin3ton that no other state even
has its program outlined at this time.
"The reaction to my request that the
federal government assume the full
financial responsibility for the public
works construction
was favorable. i
These officials now know that there are
not five cities in the country or 15
per cent. of the states now financially
equipped to extend financial resources
for this work-relief program.
"The only suggestions for obtaining
funds locally are the gasoline tax and
the sales tax. Every other source has
been drained for the local governments
The federal government has a broad
field of taxation before it and also the
prospect of conducting a national lottery which easily would liquidate the
debt.
"This commonwealth is not in position to plunge further into debt. Our
state debt has mounted from $9,000,000 when Gov. Allen left office to approximately $40,000,000 at this time
Including, of course, the $22,000,000
public works construction program
launched by the previous administration.
NATIONAL LOTTERY
"The cities and towns have reached
the end of their resources to raise
funds and if the federal government
refuses to assume full financial responsibility the program may have to
be abandoned in its entirety, however
embarrassing that might be. The federal government is committed to a
work and we gee nottcy and we Prbpose to co-operate.
"A national lottery, a reduction of
interest rates on government bonds,
the elimination of tax exempt securities or several other such proposals
well could be adopted for financing
the entire national debt and I predict
we are coming to one of them. They
are sound."
Nearly every department in the state
government the activities of which call
for construction projects have contributed projects to the extensive program.
For example, the Governor would
spend $2,960,000 in developing the
state prison colony at Norfolk and an
additional $2,100,000 in broadening the
activities of the state reformatory at
Concord.
More than twoscore highway construction projects, large and muff, are
Included In the public works department
allocation. The largest project is the
reconstruction of the Newburyport
turnpike for 25 miles at. an expenditure
of $4,700,000, making it an express
trunk highway.
Another highway project calls for the
expenditure of $1,850,000 in
the old post road to Springfielimproving
d between
Leicester and Palmer for a distance
of
approximately 30 miles.
Every apparent grade crossing project in the commonwealth Is
the most expens!ve being the included,
proposed
$4,000,000 abolition at Lincion square In
Worcester
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Governor Curley's Firmness.
Governor Curley of Massachusetts has
refugerl clemelidile Alexander Kaminski,
sentenced to die in the electric chair.
The case has seemed to have no features
appealing to leniency, if we concede that
there shall be capital punishment in any
case.
During an escape, carried on with
murderous intent to kill, if that appeared to be called for, Kaminski shot
and fatally wounded Merritt W. Hayden.
a guard at the Springfield jail. His plrq
for life sentence instead of the death

penalty was based upon assertion that
the killing was not premed';ated.
All the circumstances contradict such
a claim. Kaminski's career before and
after his original conviction reveals a
criminal character, unreformed and purposing to continue in course of lawlessness should opportunity allow.
To be sure, Paul Wargo, who was
the companion of Kaminski in the escape, was not given the death penalty.
"That was his good luck," Governor
Curley has remarked. He might perhaps have added that it marked failur
e
to make justice even-handed.
Leniency to Kaminski would be
to
broadcast officially from Massachusetts,
with evil influence upon the whole
criminal world, that viciousness,
lawlessness and murder are to be condo
ned.
Capital punishment may be a quest
ionable policy of the law, but it is
the
law in Massachusetts. To uphold the
law
and revere it was the duty of the governor. He has sustained it, and
no
one will suppose with any pleas
ure
that to assist in exacting human
life
was required of him.
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CURLEY'S TIN CUP
While officials in Connecticut are
debating the advisability of refus
ing
to accept money from the feder
als
on a basis of dictation how the funds
are to be used in the rehabilitati
on
scheme, GovernoL.Curle.
y4f
... Massachusetts Is inclined in the oppos
ite
direction.
He has a long list of publi
c Improvements as well as a list of
state
functions that do not come
under
that head and he wants the,
federals
to pay for everything to the
tune of
$230,522,590.
Partial payment by the state is
opposed. Governor Curley
wants it .all
from Santa Claus.
Obviously that would put the
federal government into the
position of
paying too great a share
of the
legitimate expenses of
Massachusetts. It could be condoned
only after
It had been, proved
that the Ray
State was bankrupt. Instead
of that
It is in good financial condi
tion.
They are fond of plann
ing and
construction .in Massachuse
tts but
only if the federals pay all
the costs.
Thus would be tantamount
to the
Washington government carry
ing on
the work of the state.
It appears that too
many states
are willing to yield their
sovereignty
If they can obtain a fat
wad of federal money. And it is not
to be overlooked that state politi
cians usually
know how to carry on to
their best
advantage under such cireu
rnstat:eLd

•
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Details of Curley's $230,000,000
Plan of Public Works Projects
Detailed

description

of

many

of the public works construction projects

throughout the commonwealth for which Gov. Curley seeks $230,000,000 in
federal relief

funds:

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
State Infirmary, Tewksbury
61,800.000
Mass. Hospital School, Canton
250,000
,yman School for Boys. Westboro
210.000
ustrial
School
for
Boys
Shirley
135,000
Industrial School for Girls. Lancaster
232,500

hill
210.(10o
6.6
Haverhill bypass
320,01
4.0
m
SoersetSwansea
330,00)
4.7
itasnham So.
70,00)1
1.5
Plymouth to Middleboro
16.0
700;000
Lakeville to Fairhaven
16.5
800.000
Aeushnet-Roellester-Marion
350.000
*.0
Sandwich (Mashnee)
1.8
50.000
Total
$2.802,500 Bourne (Falmouth-sepreach)
DEPARTMENT 02' iPUBLIC HEALTH
1.8
100.000
Barnstable N.
1
0.8
.1
: 45,000
Lakevil/e State Sanatorium....
$145.500 Pepperell (Primus)
15.000
Pendellle Cancer Hospital
220,000 A uburn S
200.000
4.2
Rutland State Sanatorium
844,000 tvoliurn-Lexington
4.1)
250,00i)
North Reading State Sanatorium
50.800 !
,terling-Laneaster
8.6
(0
)
)
);(1).
0
10
50:
Westfield State Sanatorium
842.500 Marahfield-Duxbury
6.7
Bingham. route 128
85,000
1.4
Total
$1,602,800 Newburyport
turnpike
25.8
4,700.000
DEPART5IF.NT OF EDUCATION
canton. Greenlodge at
1.5
75.000
Chelmsford-Tyngsboro
TEACHERS COLLEGES
widening
5.0
150,000
Bridgewater
615,000 Methuen-Lawrence W.
Fitchburg
217.000
widening
. 2.0
40,000
Framingham
285.000 Oxford
4.0
Westfield
12,000 Grafton-N.
Upton
5.8
North Adams
8,009 Fall River-So
merset bridge 3.0
School of Art
945
00
00:
2.21
,000(4
004
14.000
Lowell Textile Institute
125,000
Railroad Grade Crossings
Const.
Total
8676.000 Newbury. State street
$340.000
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE
Lincoln. Great road
155,000
Ayer. W. Main street
Remodeling and re-equipping old
175.000
.
y. Wamesit
library
120,000
$35,000 Tewksbur
•
Main street
Vegetable gardening storage
130.000
13,400 Shirley.
Reading.
Willow
Women's dormitory ...... ....,
street
100.000
250.000 1,unenbur
Water mains for fire protection,
95.000
10,000 Weston. g. Leominster road
Comphition women's athletic field
140.000
15,000 WilmingtChureh•street
Garage and service gluten
on.
Middlese
x
street
90,0)/0
e0,000 Reading
Roads
.Willow
Parker river shore
Street
100.000
20.500 Wilmingt
2,000
on, Grove street
Smith Yarmouth bathing beach,
60.1/00
Total
stone jetty
00.0nti
5363.900 Wilmington. Woburn street
1,404;
Wilmingt
on.
Concord
SOLDIERS' HOME IN CHELSEA
Street
80,000
Ashburnham. Astor House
Total
100.000
$390.500
Boiler plant
6175,000 Winchendon. Pectuoig
90.000
Commandant's house
BREAKWATERS
35,0040 Lancaster. Dolphins
95.000 Hull sea wall
Employes dormitory (male)
$720,
45.000 Wilmington. Main street
140.001) West Falmouth breakwater
Nurses Home addition
10.000 Wakefield, Albion street
22,
140.000 Waquoit. Bay breakwater
Dormitory for female employes 11,
1e0.000
Haverhill
Rosemon
,
t
street
75.000
Roughen's Point, Revere (Wall)
Alterations to Sargent hall
35.000 Gardner. Mechanic street
175,0
200.000 Special report to Legislature
Repairs to old hospital
filed:
10.000 Gardner, Poor Farm
60.000
Dennis
6-ear garage
Shore
jetties
10,000 Ayer. Shaker's
10,0
60.000 Hull Gun Rock
Ayer, Sandy Pond
15,0
100.000 Humarock wall breakwater
1440.000 Littleton, Gibson's
20,5)14
60,000
Green
Harbor
extension
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Winchester. Center
35.0Q10
1.000,000 Duxbury Beachjetty
wall
Quincy. Water street
25,000
Alterations and adoitional new
355.001) Head of Parnet river,
Truro (bulkWeymouth. Main street
projects in connection with the
120,000
head)
Taunton. County street
Present State Prison Colony at
75,000
130.000 Nauset Bluffs
riprap
Millis, Main street
15,000
Norfolk
150.1)04) Chicopee
400,00, firewater
and riprap
. Main street
50,000
Diesel engine unit and building,
70,000 Harwich Dike
jet
ties
Sharon.
Norfolk
10,000
60.000 Wellfieet
•
60.000 Foxboro.Depot street
bulkhead and jetties._
Summer street
Repairs and renovations necessary
100,000
50.000
`
d No. Main street
at Sherborn would amount to
200.000 Sesuit harbor. Dennis. dredging
400,000 Mansfiel
and
jetties
Mansfield
Chatiney
.
Repairs at State Farm to Put instreet
185.000
400,000 Yarmout
h jetties
Mansfield.
Central and
stitution in first-class condition
West
6,000
streets
to handle the eases that are now
200.000 Point Shirley jetties
75.000
(Covered
by
committed there (Bridgewater). 500.000 Mansfield. School street
special
report to
50.0ou
Legislatu
Mansfield
re)
to bring it to maximum
70.000
000 Sharon, . Elm street
Maxidiuru security unit. security
Mohawk street
45.000 Warren's ("ore ritual). Plymouth .
400 ca- 100.
5.000
Foxboro Coeasset. street
pacity (Concord)
55,000 Connecticut river Sunderland ripram,
Cow barn group, horse barn. wagon 1,250.000 Canton. Dedham road
100.000 Connecti
1.000
cut River. South }ladles
Shrewsbury street
shed and piggery at Concord...
195,000
150,000 Grafton,
. '
wall 0
Ash)and. Main and Cherry streets
Institution for criminally insane.
125.000
-.
50. 00
Westboro. Rocklawn street
capacity 500 (Norfolk)
110.000
1,500.000 Framing
Total
For receiving building of 300 caestimated cost
ham. So. Framingham
21.558.500
Pacity, including equipment for
(8 crossings)
0,355.000 METROPOLITAN DISTRICT
COMMISSION
Worcester. Lincoln square
mental. and physical tests, clas3,1100,000
Water
sification, .and calm history stuWorcester, Barber's Crossing
Projects
750,000 Completi
on of low service pipe line
Sharon.giarrddenstresterteet
dies (Charlestown)
75.000
for Everett, Chelsea and
Rehabilitative institution of 500 ca- 750.000
200.000
East
Boston
pacity for segregation of young
Braintree Union street
150,000 Completi
on
of high service pipe$1,100,000
1.000.000 Erritt0rweae.terElTirostars
offenders (Norfolk)
400.000
lines for Boston (Dorchester)
Hospital unit, reformatory for
street
400.00.)
Milton and Quincy
120.000 Worcester. Hope avenue
Women (Sherborn)
2011.000
650,000
New power plant (Concord)
100,000 Extra high service reservoir in Arl450.000 Southwick. Springfield road
Assembly building and recreation
ington
Sudbury. Worcester road
150.000
860.000
center at Cooeuid
175.000 Pressure tunneli
Southborough
150.000 Acton Groton road
to cut out Sudbury reservoir
Chelmsford. Chelmsford road
200.000
4,500,000
6.830.000 Northbridge. Chase's Crossing
175.000 Pressure tunnel from Sudbury
reservoir to Weston reservoir.
Northbridge. Bean's Crossing
175000
14,000,000
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL DISEASES
Pressure
Worcester, Millbury srtreet
tunnel
250.000
from
Boston State Hospital
reservoir to East BostonWeston
2,444,500
Reconstruction of Railroad Bridges
Danvers State Hospital
Additional pipe lines on Weston21,000.000
1,572.600 Swampscott.
Paradise
road
underFoxborough State Hospital
aqueduct
499.000
pass
Oerdner State Colony
50.000
500,000
565,000 Athol
Route 2 overhead
40.000
Grafton State Hospital
Total
1,626,500 Glouceste
142,100.000
r, W. Gloucester underMedfield state Hospital
Sewerage
467,000
pass
60,000
Metropolitan Hospital
North MetropolProjects
1.769.000 Lincoln. Walden street overhead
itan System
50.00o Alewife Brook relief
Northampton State Hospital
875,000 Danvers.
sewer
pike underpass
50.000 Rebuild Alewife
Taunton State Hospital
1,193.50(1 Salisbury.Salem
Brook pumping $605.000
Amesbur
road
y
overWestborough State Hospital
station
1.485.000
head
100.000
75.000 Mystic River basin
Worcester State Hospital
985,000 Swampscott. Essex street overrelief sewer
1.820,0on
Monitor, State Hospital
Malden River
1.235.000
sewer
head
675,0011
60,000 Arlington reliefrelief
Belehertown State School
951,500 Ayer
Main street overhead
290.000
90.000 Cambridge reliefsewer
W, E. Fernald State School
667,000 Westminister. Route
sewer and addi2 nnderpass.
45.000
Wrentham State School
tional pumps for Charlest
788.000 Medford, Harvard street
own
underNew School
Pumping
2.500.000
station
pass
125,000 Additional Charlest
Children Psychopathic Hospital,
2,427,000
200.000 Hudsqn. Route 62 underpass.....
own discharge
35.000
sewer
}Dulley. Main street underpass...
45.000 North System outlet
420.000
Grant total
$19,598,600 Belehertown. Granby
through Evroad overerett and Chelsea to
head
DEPARTMENT OT' PUBLIC SAFETY
80.000
ton pumping station East BoaLawrence
underpas
s
25.000 East Boston
960,000
Stale police headquarters buildpurnpine station. 2
Worcester
20.000
ing, Boston
Pumps and hollers
$800,000 Northfield. Bernardston road un200,050
Troop headquarters building
Beet Boston Dumping station
45.000
demise
to
40,000
Six sub-stations at 130.000Deer island pumping station
180.000 Amherst. Main street underpass
50.000 Deer island
pumping station, 2 2,210,000
Bellingham, Scott Hill road unPIMPS and boilers
$525.001)
derpass
50.000 Deer
200.000
Islarid outfall
PROJECTS IN STATE HOUSE
Attleboro. Roue I overpass
125,000
400.000
Ware, Gibbs Crossing underpass
200.000
New elevators (electric)
215.000,00 Boston.
Beacon
No.
street
New boilers and generator
400.000
810,507.0
00
125,000.00
South Metropolitan System
Longmeadow. Robeson's Cross$340,000.00 E ing
25.000 Charles river relief sewer
488.000
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
Turners Falls, Avenue A
40.000
addition to 55412,000
Repairs to armories
100,000 (In
$375,000 Braintree, Washington street
in Item 4. Dept. of included
Alterations, improvements, reAttleboro. Main street
100.000
Public
Health, Water
pairs and additions to ComBlackstone. Main street
150,000
Supply
and
Sewerage Projects)
monwealth Depot and Motor
Bourne. Taylor's bridge
80.000
$10.745.006
Parkway
Park. Natick, Mass,
s,
Reservat
ions and Parks
850.000
Reconstr
uction
Construetion new armory in
Grand Total. 597 mi.
and widening of
$74,642,000
Revere Beach parkway,
Worcester. Mass.
Land damages on the above, $0.388,000.
includ200.000
ing two new bridges and
Construction division armory in
SUMMARY OF PROJECTS IN BOSTON
grade crossing eliminations two
Boston
500.000
$1.800.000
Extension of parkway and
Addition to Armory in SpringHARBOR
improvements at Nantasket Beach,
field, Mass,
75,000
Improvement by Construction
Hull (not including land damConstruction now armory in Melages
rose, Mass.
Estimated
140,000
1.100,000
Widening Quincy Shore drive and
Repairs to Camp Curtis Guild
Cost
shore
Extensio
Wakefield. Mass.
Comm
n
protection, Quincy
Pier
5
80.000
1,000,000
Neponset
(a) 100 feet
River
812.000
parkway extension to Paul's bridge
(b) 20(4 feet
482.000
11,720.000
400.000
Revere Beach shore protection
Repairs
platforms
foundations
250.000
Four
Commonwealth Pier 5
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
traffic
circles
440,000
880,000
Resurfac
Sea wall, Charles river. Nashua
ing present Metropolitan
HIGHWAYS
boulevards and parkways
street
210.000
825,000
Central Garage at Charles River
Metropolitan Projects
Filling South Bay and Fort Point
dam
Channel
6.821.800
Length
Cost
250.000
Boston. Canterbury at cxt
Riprap Pemberton sea wall, Hull
9.540 Blue Hills reservation, road exto Milton
tensions and improvements
1.5 mi. $624.000 Bulkhead West Dock Pier I. East
250.000
Reconstru
Boston-Milton (Hyde Park) 2.8
Boston
ction
of road around
10,000
583,000
Bost on-Milton-Canton-DedSpot pond, Middlesex Fells ResProtection bulkhead, Boston Air.ham-Westwood
port, E. B.
43.120 _ ervatIon
2.7
875,000
800,000
Extensio
Revere-Malden-Sextants
n
of
Lynn
Fells parkway
2.9
408.00(1
and circle at Newburyport turnE. Boston-Chelsea bridge
Total
$8,278.160
717,000
pike
Boston. Forest hills circle
Improvements by Dredging
08.000
175,000
Cambridge. Northern arWeymouth Fore River
42,000 Nahant Beach parkway, parking
space and circle
Harbor off Atlantic Ave. and
tery-Commercial it circle
50,000
150,000
South 'Boston
Quincy-Milton
155,000 Middlesex Fells reservation, re5.4
76().000 Mystic
construction of border roads,
Everett, Broadway & ParkRiver Middle Ground
288.750
etc.
Dorchest
way grade separation
Bay,
er
South
720.280
Boston-270.000
0.5
886,1)00 Town
Boston, W. Roxbury PkRiver. Quincy
631,400 Tree planting and forest improvements in all reservations
Dry Dock and Army Base.., 660.000
way-Centre St circle
270,090
88,000 Ledge
Bridge
over
Charles
Approach
Commonw
Waltham -Watertown
river
to
es
at
ealth
GerPier
byry's landing. Cambridge
5. South Boston, and Cunard
ease
470,000
5.4
1,131,000
Colony parkway. bath house.
Pier, East Boston
Wellesley to Lexington
167,200 Oldparking
10.7
1,800.000
area, etc
Lexington to Wakefield
175,000
11.8
1.648,000
ction of lookout tower
Total
Wakefield to Peabody
$2,664.630 Reconstru
7.8
1.028.0o0
in IdIddlesex Fells
Brookline Village
85,000
0.2
400.000
RIVERS AND HARBORS
Cambridge, Cottage Farms
bridge circle .....
0.0
0t0eOr
Total estimated
200,000
Public
health projects concerning
Quincy. Sea at. & Southern
Project
Cent
supply and sewerage and harbor and land
artery circle
40.000 Barnstableimprovem
ents
recommen
ded
in
special reports
Hyannis harbor, stone breakwater $ 36,000
E. Boston tunnel connecto the general court of Massachusetts by the
West beach, stone Jetties
tion
6.000 state
0.8
675.000 Chet
department of public health.
amSouth Essex sewage. improvement. $375,000
Other Projects
Stage harbor dredging
22,000
and North river improvement
Concord to Westminster
and Gay Head29.3
2,815.000 Chilmark
House document 1250-1935
Dredging Menamsha. Creek
Millbury to Uxbridge
649,000
45.000 Merrimac
11.0
k river valley sewer. Sen1
.235
000
Deerfield
.
Pettbody-Danvera•Beverly
6.0
740.001)
ate devilment 402-1024
Conneolicut River, Airman
10.000,000
Beverly to Gloucester
1,000
10.2
Charles river valley sewer. House
1.215.000 DuxburyOrleans to Provineetown 25.4
750.000
document 159-1032
Dredging Duxbury harbor
Attleboro-No, Attleboro
562,000
15.509 Spot
6.5
600.000 11341gartownPond brook improvement
Bourne, north ef canal
8.0
200.000
House document 151-1984.Excavation Katama BAY
Arlington to Lowell
160.000
5.000
17.1
3.299,000 Fairhaven-Water Imply. Salem and Beverly.
Chelmsford
Centre
to
House document 801-192e.. . 2,642,000
Removal of Boulders
Tyngeboro
2.000 Water
4.8
983.000 Falmouth-supply. Lowell. Dracut.
Wrenthain•Foxliero-MansLawrence anti Methuen. House
Falmouth inner harbor dredging . 10.000
field-Nortnn•Tatinton. 20.0
1.800,0.00 Entrance to Great pond, excavadocument 392-1928
Brimfield to Springfield
6,500.000
tion and jetty
(via Monson)
10.000 Saugus sewerage. House docu22.4
2.700.000
ment 151-1929
Old Silver beach retaining
Holyoke-Easthampton•
5,000
140.000
West
Charles
Falmout
river
h
valley Improvement
harbor dredging
Northampton
15.000
6.0
330.000 GloucesterHowie document 155-1932.',
Greenfield-Shelburne ,
242.000
9.5
370.000
Anninquam river dredging
Amherst-Sunderland-Deer16.000 Boston harbor improvement.. SeSmith's Cove dredging
nate 56-1931
field
15.000,000
25.000
6.3
320.000 Harwich
Concord river valley sewer. BenLeicester to Palmer
31.4
1.550.000
Allen's Harbor dredging
ate document 123. 1921
Uxbridge-Douglas
2.500
489,000
6.8
Herring river dredging...... • •
Spy
pond
improvem
ent,
Holden-Rutland
4,000
erling•
7.9
250.000
West Harwirh jetties
ton, bouts document 350--1926
Barre-Petersham
2.000
319,000
7.5
450,000
Carried Forward
Westboro-Sont Muir°
$222.000.00 Mystic river basin. House doc4.2
210.00o Oak Bluffsument 400--1082
Ashburnham-Ashby
1.075.600
13.3
820.000
Seturekon
tacket
pond dredging and
Athol-Petersham
7.0
210.0011
jetties
Total speefftl lefrislative reports.1137,908,000
22,000
Donglas-Webster
9.0
750.01)0 OrleansWebster So.
I 80.000
1.0
Rock
harbor
dredging
8,000
Douglas (Thompson)
EXHIBITION EXTENDED
4.2
540e.000
Plymout
h-Reading-Wilmington
:3.4
200 000
Plymouth harbor dredging
BURLINGTON, Vt, Feb. 8--The ex21.000
Lowell-Tewksblire-WilTi
stet
remington
9.4
420.nrin Lake Tashmoo, dredging. fettles 50.000 hibition o! the Truax collection of InSmibury-lh'ityland-Weston
7.8
4514.000 Trurodian implements at the Fleming MuseTyhtralioro-Dunstable-PePPantet river dredging
ee-en
22.100 um of the University of Vermont, which
9.2
560.0110 WarehamAshland W.
has
been in progreas for some time,
1.5
70.000
Onset bay dredging
$11.000
Lynn X.
.. 0.8
80.000 Yarmouth-.
has been extended for an additional
t
4_ •
•
WIZ.
Bare river MO
NAN week.
'..

630.000

•

INVESTIGATING MURDER AT COSMOS CLUB

‘lice on
GOVERNOR GOES
OVER HEAD OF
COMR.LEONARD
Hints Laxity in Local Force
—Gaming Layout Found
—Graft Charged
GANGSTER BEATEN
AND SHOT IN RESORT
Dispute Said to Have Begun Over Sale of
Heroin to Girl

State detectives at the club after Gov. Curley had ordered them to investigaIe
the murder of Joseph P. EftetL Sweeney. Left to right, Sergt. Joseph Creseio,
Lt. Edward Sherlock, Sere, Archie Foley and Lt. Thomas Mitchell.

David J. "Beano', Breen, former night
Mb proprietor, at station 4 where he
as held on suspicion of murder in eonection with the slaying of Sweeney at
e Cosmos Club, of which Breen is
owner, early yesterday.

.e
State detectives acting under orders
lie of Gov. Curley last night superseded the
oil Boston police department in the invesp,1 Ligation of the murder in the Casinos
th Club of Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney, a
convict of many aliases. It is the first
police have been called
.n time the
ur on to investigate a crime committed In
tn
h tim
Boston. state
ve
After two hours of questioning last
ha night, three men were held by the Bosga ton police on suspicion of Sweeney's
murder. They are David J. "Beano"
10 Breen, well known as a former night
m, club proprietor of 2 Cedar street; Daniel
Ht J. McCarthy of 18 Winchester street,
tn and Austin Holian of 15 Malden street,
ar
wi all of the South end. Breen turned
ee over $61# in cash to the police before
ov he was locked up. The men had been
questioned by Commissioner Joseph J.
ti Leonard, Deputy Superintendent James
al R. Claflin, Capt. Joseph McKinnon and
Capt. John F. Stokes of the state police.
Late last night. on a search warrant
issued by Supt. King. thousands of dollars' worth of gambling paraphernalia,
liquor, chairs, tables and other equipment were taken out of the Cosmos
Club and carried away in police automobiles. The third floor had been devoted to gambling, and in addition tot
dice tables and roulette wheels, it contamed is 125-foot blackboard on which
were written the results from race
tracks throughout the country.
Without the knowledge of Joseph J.
Leonard, police commissioner, a score
of detectives and state experts commanded by Capt. John F. Stokes
launched at 5 P. M. an independent
inquiry into the murder of Sweeney,
which took place 12 hours before.
A dope pedler, gunman and convicted
bandit indicted In Middlesex county six
months ago for an armed hold-up, but
never arrested, Sweeney was slugged
and then shot in the Cosmos Club at
92 Broadway, of which Breen is recognized AS the owner.
The gambling layout on the third floor
of the Broadway building gave Gov.
Curley opportunity to act. A
BOSTON OFFICIALS RE,§ENTFUL
WAith obvious though silent resentment at the intrusion of the state detectives, Commissioner Leonard, Martin
H. King, superintendent, Joseph McKinnon, captain of the Warren avenue
station, and about 25 subordinate Boston officers watched without comment
the co-ordinated activity of the state
officers in their effort to reconstruct
the murder scene.
"I take full responsibility," said the
Governor. "Nothing had been done
since 5 A. M. There was a complete
gambling layout with dice tables, a
roulette wheel and a cashier's cage in
the place. Those things don't happen
(Continued on rage Two)
AN. ir CII-Tr"T`
.1
tei
:
cirry
afternoon with Atty.-Gen. Dever with
the object of drafting is bill which will
empower state and local police to inspect night clubs.
"In places of this character," said
the Governor, "where persons are assembled in largo numbers, the police
should be able to visit them as they
see fit."
Commissioner Leonard said last night
that since his appointment Dec. 27 up
to Feb. 1, 111 of 115 persons arrested
for gaming had been convicted.
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case are decided, the homing program will be setiously retarded."
Flight to ,Hawaii
Plannol by
/eitrley. King Hits at Talk
of"Fixing" at Club
Governor to 1 eepI Gen.
s

Drum's In. lion to 'Visit
Islands in July
Governor Curley is planning an • airplane trip from Boston to Hawaii next
July. He made this announcement today.
after he had received a visit from Major
General Hugh A. Drum, a former Boston
man, who has just been assigned to the
command of the Hawaiian department.
The general invited the governor to
visit him and the governor said that,
after propogation of the Legislature, he
planned to make the trip by airplane,
accompanied by Brigadier General William I. Rose, adjutant general of Massachusetts. The governor said that the
trip could be made in two days, and that
he intended to fly from Boston to Los
Angeles, and there board a plane for
Hawaii. A new air service between California and the Hawaiian isla•nds is shortly
to be establshed to make the journey in
twenty hours, the governor reported.
Governor Curley, an aviation enthusiast, returned by airplane from his Washington trip two days ago.
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ta begin a term of four to m e sr.asked that Mc
turn
me on bail pending the
e Court decision on his appeals
and exceptions.

Retail Liquor Stores Both
to Hold Annual Meeting

•

f
lit

The Metropolitan Boston Retail Liquor
Package Stores' Association will hold Its
first annual installation and banquet
to„ ,rrow at 6.30 P. M. in
the Crystal Room
the Hotel Kenmore. New officers
be installed by Lieutenant Governor will
Joseph B. Hurley.
Governo•
, Mayor Mansfield,
members o
e A. B. C. and the Boston
Licensing Bolril are among State
and
city officials expected to attend.
Both the A. B. C. and the
Boston
Licensing Board recognize the
tion as an Important factor in associaing temperance. David R. Shit, promotexecutive
secretary, states: "The educationa
l work
of the association, working
through
united efforts of its members, the
has
brought commendation from both
State
and national authorities
throughout
the
past year.”
The new officers include Joseph
Mat Patterson, Joseph C. Dolan,Baiter,
Jack
Brown, Samuel Levey, B. F.
Frank for, William B. Huber andFolsom,
David
It. Shir.
-- -

Replying to Governo Curley's charge
that there must have bee
e "fixing"
to allow the Cosmos Club to operate as a
gambling house, Superintendent Martin
H. King said this afternoon that he
knew of no fixing and would be glad to
hear any information on that subject
that anyone would care to give.
The interview with the superintendent
was cut short when King was summoned
into the office of Commissioner Leonard
for a private conference. Leonard was
accompanied by his personal lawyer,
Thomas C. O'Brien, former district attorney of Suffolk County.

Cosmos Club Permit
Before License Board
The question of the Cosmos Club
license will be taken up by the Licensing
Board late this afternoon or Monday.
according to an announcement by Chairman David T. Montague today.
Montague said the club received a probationary license on Dec. 19, 1933, to run
to May 1, 1934. No complaint had been
received against the club and the continuance of the license followed the usual
form. The license covers only the second
floor.
Before the club's probationary license
had been granted, there had been the
usual investigation by the police department. At the hearing several members
of the police department testified in favor
of the club and stated they had heard
nothing wrong about it.
Someone had suggested to the Licensing Board that "Beano" Breen was behind the organization, but police were unable to verify it. The petitioners were
represented by Bernard Killion as COWLael. There was no opposition.
"Do you recall any State senator being
in favor of a license?" Montague was
asked.
"Perhaps T do," the board chairman
replied, smiling. "In fact, more than
one appeared."
When asked if he would give their
ames, Montague said, "No; they are not
in the records anyway."
When the club asked for a renewal of
its license last year. the board asked for
the club's books and they were turned
over. They were found well kept and
gave evidence that the club had provided Christmas and Thanksgiving dinners to the poor.
The officers of the Cosmos Club were
listed as: Daniel F. O'Connell, president,
101 Stuart street; Charles Grillo. 49 Teo.
man avenue, treasurer; Edward Feldman, 165 East Cottage street, secretary
treasurer.

State and City
on Double Hunt
in Club Killing
Two Police Forces Want
Sweeney Murder Bullet —
Cm
slsy Orders Raid
State and city police were both investigating today the murder of "Red"
Sweeney at the Cosmos Club in the South
End yesterday. There appeared to be a
little tension over the question as to
which force will carry on the keener
hunt for Sweeney's slayer or slayers.
An ex-convict from the North End,
said to be wanted for the murder, was
still at large.
Charles J. Van Amburgh, State police
ballistics expert, telephoned Edward .T.
Seibolt, armorer of the Boston police,
just before 10 A. M. and asked for the
bullet taken from Sweeney's body. He
was acting on Governor Curley's Orders,
Van Amburgh told Seibolt. The city police officer replied that he would have to
have an order from one of his direct
'superiors before he could comply.
Seibolt inquired of Superintendent Martin H. King, and phoned back to Van
Amburgh that the bullet would be sent
to him, but that a Boston patrolman
would have to accompany it, stand by
and bring it back. fhe Boston police
would need the .32 caliber slug in the
event of a trial, Seibolt said.
The State police, who ordinarily enter
a case only in the absence of a local
force or upon request of local authorities,
broke into the Sweeney investigation last
night by suddenly raiding, on orders of
Governor Curley, the Sportsmen's Club
just above the Cosmos rooms at Broadway and Tremont street, where Sweeney,
himself an ex-convict, was shot.
Boston city police asserted that they
had been fully aware of the existence of
the gambling apparatus in the Sports. men's Club, and that their own men had
been guarding the premises since the
killing.
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard said
after the raid that Boston police had
raided the Cosmos place on Jan. 22 and
• had found no evidence of gaming or bookmaking. A report to that effect had been
filed, he said, pending "further action"
by the Boston police.
Explaining his own order for the raid,
Curley said he had asked the State police
to determine whether gambling had been
"permitted" at the Cosmos Club. It was
generally believed his action presaged
eventual proceedings for th eremoval of
Commissioner Leonard, an objective
'I , already declared by Governor Curley.
-- — -
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INVESTIGATING MURDER AT COSMOS CLUB

Governor Goes G ver the
Head of Comr. Leonard in Murder
(Continued from First Page)

State detectives at the club after Gov. Curley had ordered
them to investigale
the murder of Joseph P. (Red) Sweeney. Left to right,
Sergt.
Lt. Edward Sherlock, Sergt. Archie Foley and Lt. Thomas Joseph Crescio,
Mitchell.

by accident, and I am satisfied that
some one was enjoying protection."
In a statement intended to absolve
his department of any laxity, Commissioner Leonard denied that he knew of
graft payments to policemen. He admitted that none of his subordinates
had informed him of the location of
horse-rooms in the city, stressing the
fact that an unsuccessful raid was made
at the Cosmos Club Jan. 22.
The statement named Lt. William
Donovan and Patrolmen John J. McDermott and John L. Pimental of the
Warren avenue station, who made the
raid and submitted an official report
that no gaming implements of any
kind were found on the premises,
Commissioner Leonard said the in- ,
.estigation of that phase of the case .
had not yet been completed.
Pressed to explain why Boston police'
officials had repeatedly denied newspaper camera men leave to photograph
the gambling layout when the state
forces had given unrestricted permission soon after they entered the building, Commissioner Leonard said he was
unable to make any explanation other
than that his officers were too busy investigating the murder.
"Did Gov. Curie-, tell you that he
had ordered state detectives to investigate the murder?" Leonard was asked.
"He did not."
Though three men were held in custody last night and search was being
made for four more, an all-day investigation established nothing more definite
than that Sweeney had been attacked
and killed in the Cosmos Club. It
was rumored that the brawl which preceded the shooting followed a dispute
over the sale of heroin to a young woman who objected to the price demanded
by Sweeney. In the pockets of the victim the police found more than 100
grains of heroin.
The police questioned Barney Gouner
of 3 Creston park, Roxbury, who walked
into the club while the police were there
with a .32 calibre automatic pistol in
his pocket.

SOUGHT BY THE POLICE
Search is being made for Mario DeMarco, alias Johnny Della Russo of
the North end, who went with Breen
David J. "Beano', Breen, former night In the taxicab
of John V. Mediros of
lub proprietor, at station 4 where he 259 West
Fourth street, South Boston,
as held on suspicion of murder in con- la which the
dying
Sweeney was taken
ection with the slaying of Sweeney at to the City
e Cosmos Club, of which Breen Is address unknowHospital; John Murray,
n, doorman at the club;
owner, early yesterday.
Michael Butke of 1 Clarendon street,
South end, headwaiter, and John Doyle,
Winchester street, a waiter.
Breen, detained all day at the Warren avenue station, refused to answer
questions of th. police. McCarthy, according to the police, was evasive in
his answers about the shooting, and
Gouner insisted he knew nothing of
it until he was trapped by a policeman
who answered a telephone call into
visiting the club.
A gold badge which had been
presented some months ago to Michae
l
J. Ward, chief United States
deputy
marshal, was found pinned to
Sweeney's coat.
Ward said the badge
disappeared
from his desk in the federal buildin
g
several weeks ago.
Fdllowing the entrance of the
state
police Supt. King got the
search warrant and a squad necessary
of
police
seized the gaming implements.
The state alcoholic beverag
e commission took cognizance of
der when Gov. Curley acted the murand
Joseph
O'Brien, chief inspector, and
went with the state detectivestwo aids
to the
club, which holds a club
license issued
by the Boston licensing
board. The club
has been an all night resort
although
Capt. Joseph McKinnon
soon after he took chargewarned Breen
of
the
Warren avenue station that
he could not
continue to do business on
Ida
division
.
From. Jan. 1 until Thursd
ay night
there was no dice game
at
what
was
known as the Sportsmen's
an unincorporated organization, club,
on the floor
above the Cosmos Club.
been shifted to a BeaconThe game had
street building, then returned to
resort Thursday night. the Broadway
State detectives last
form sheets, records of night gathered
bets and other
evidence which they propose
to show
to Gov. Curley as well
as
use for criminal prosecution.
Gov. Curley conferred
yesterday
afternoon with Atty.-Gen.
Dever with
the object of drafting a
bill
which will
empower state and local
police to inspect night clubs.
"In places of this
the Governor, "where character," said
persons are aasembleci in large number
should be able to visit s, the pollee
them as they
see fit."
Commissioner Leonard said
last night
that since his
tment Dec. 27 up
to Feb, I, 111 appoin
of 115 persons
arrested
for gaming had been
cowricted.
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Islands in July
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Governor Curley is planning an airplane trip from Boston to Hawaii next
July. He made this announcement today.
after he had received a visit from Major
General Hugh A. Drum, a former Boston
man, who has just been assigned to the
command of the Hawaiian department.
The general invited the governor to
visit him and the governor said that.
after propogation of the Legislature, he
planned to make the trip by airplane,
accompanied by Brigadier General William I. Rose, adjutant general of Massachusetts. The governor said that the
trip could be made in two days, and that
he intended to fly from Boston to Los
Angeles, and there board a plane for
Hawaii. A new air service between California and the Hawaiian Islands is shortly
to be establshed to make the journey in
twenty hours, the governor reported.
Governor Curley, an aviation enthusiast, returned by airplane from his Washington trip two days ago.
,
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State and City
on Double Hunt
in Club Killing

Replying to Govern° Curley's.,charge
that there must have bee
le fixing"
to allow the Cosmos Club to operate as a
gambling house, Superintendent Martin
H. King said this afternoon that he
knew of no fixing and would be glad to
hear any information on that subject
that anyone would care to give.
The interview with the superintendent
was cut short when King was summoned
into the office of Commissioner Leonard
for a private conference. Leonard was
accompanied by his personal lawyer,
Thomas C. O'Brien, former district attorney of Suffolk County.

The question of the Cosmos Club
license will be taken up by the Licensing
Board late this afternoon or Monday,
according to an announcement by Chairman David T. Montague today.
Montague said the club received a probationary license on Dec. 19, 1933, to run
-2-Park Siiiiare
to May 1, 1934. No complaint had been
BOSTON
MASS.
received against the club and the continuance of the license followed the usual
form. The license covers only the second
TRANSCRIPT
floor.
Before the club's probationary license
Boston, Mass.
had been granted, there had been the
usual investigation by the police department. At the hearing several members
of the police department testified in favor
of
the club and stated they had heard
to begin a term of four to tit e
.
nothing wrong about it.
asked that Mc'
Someone had suggested to the Licensturn
me on hail pending the
e Court decision on his appeals ing Board that "Beano" Breen was behind
the organization, but police were a n.und exceptions.
able to verify it. The petitioners were
represented by Bernard Killion as counsel. There was no opposition.
Retail Liquor
Body
"Do you recall any State senator being
In
favor of a license?" Montague was
to Hold Annual Meeting
asked.
"Perhaps T do," the board chairman
The Metropolitan Boston Retail Liquor replied,
smiling. "In fact, more than
Package Stores' Association will hold its
one
appeared."
I first annual installation and banquet
to.
When
asked it he would give their
morrow at 6.30 P. M. in the Crystal Room
*antes, Montague said. "No; they are not
.01 the Hotel Kenmore. New officers
be installed by Lieutenant Governor will in the records anyway."
JoWhen the club asked for a renewal of
seph B. Hurley.
Governorgmalay, Mayor Mansfield, its license last year, the board asked for
club's books and they were turned
the
' members ot the A. B. C. and the
Boston over. They were found well kept and
Licensing Board are among State
and
gave evidence that the club had procity officials expected to attend.
vided Christmas and Thanksgiving dinBoth the A. B. C. and the
Boston ners to the poor.
Licensing Board recognize the
The officers of the Cosmos Club were
tion as an important factor in associaing temperance. David R. Shir, promot- listed as: Daniel F. O'Connell. president.
executive 101 Stuart street; Charles Grillo. 49 Yeosecretary, states: "The educational
work man avenue, treasurer; Edward Feldof the association, working through
the man, 165 East Cottage street, secretary
united efforts of its members,
has treasurer.
brought commendation from
both
State
and national authorities
throughout the
past year."
The new officers include Joseph
Mat Patterson, Joseph C. Dolan,Baiter,
Jack
Brown, Samuel Levey, B. F. Folsom,
Frank Doe, William B. Huber and
David
(L Shir.
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Two Police Forces Want
Sweeney Murder Bullet —
Cmle;Orders Raid
State and city police were both investigating today the murder of "Red"
Sweeney at the Cosmos Club in the South
End yesterday. There appeared to be a
little tension over the question as to
which force will carry on the keener
hunt for Sweeney'a slayer or slayers.
An ex-convict from the North End,
said to be wanted for the murder, was
still at large.
Charles J. Van Amburgh, State police
ballistics expert, telephoned Edward J.
Seibolt, armorer of the Boston police,
just before 10 A. M. and asked for the
bunk taken front Sweeney's body. He
was acting on Governor Curley's orders,
Van Amburgh told Seibolt. The city police officer replied that he would have to
have an order from one of his direct
superiors before he could comply.
Seibolt inquired of Superintendent Martin H. King, and phoned back to Van
Amburgh that the bullet would be sent
to him, but that a Boston patrolman
would have to accompany it, stand by
and bring it back. file Boston police
would need the .32 caliber slug in the
event of a trial, Seibolt said.
The State police, who ordinarily enter
a case only in the absence of a local
force or upon request of local authorities,
broke into the Sweeney investigation last
night by suddenly raiding, on orders of
Governor Curley, the Sportsmen's Club
just above the Cosmos rooms at Broadway and Tremont street, where Sweeney,
himself an ex-convict, was shot.
Boston city police asserted that they
had been fully aware of the existence of
the gambling apparatus in the Sports.1 men's Club, and that their own men had
been guarding the premises since the
killing,
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard said
after the raid that Boston police had
raided the Cosmos place on Jan. 22 and
: had found no evidence of gaming or bookmaking. A report to that effect had been
filed, he said, pending "further action"
by the Boston police.
Explaining his own order for the raid.
Curley said he had asked the State police
to determine whether gambling had been
"permitted" at the Cosmos Club. It was
generally believed his action presaged
eventual proceedings for th eremoval of
Commissio
ner Leonard. an objective
,i
11 already declared by Governor Curley.
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Drum's In. ation to Visit
Islands in July
Governor Curley is planning an airplane trip from Boston to Hawaii next
July. He made this announcement today,
after he had received a visit from Major
General Hugh A. Drum, a former Boston
man, who has just been assigned to the
command of the Hawaiian department.
The general invited the governor to
visit him and the governor said that,
after propogation of the Legislature, he
planned to make the trip by airplane,
accompanied by Brigadier General William I. Rose, adjutant general of Massachusetts. The governor said that the
trip could be made in two days, and that
he intended to fly from Boston to Los
Angeles, and there board a plane for
Hawaii. A new air service between Call, fornia and the Hawaiian islatds is shortly
to be establshed to make the journey in
twenty hours, the governor reported.
Governor Curley, an aviation enthusiast, returned by airplane from his Washington trip two days ago.
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to begin a term of four to me
asked that Mc.
turn
me on bail pending the
e Court decision on his appeals
I and exceptions.

Retail Liquor Stores Body
to Hold Annual Meeting

•

••••

case are decided. the hewing program will be seriously retarded."
Flight to Hawaii
Planned by irley King Hits at Talk
of"Fixing"at Club
Governor t Aceept Gen.

The Metropolitan Boston Retail Liquor
Package Stores' Association will hold
first annual installation and banquet its
to.
morrow at 6.30 P. M. in the Crystal Room
kof the Hotel Kenmore. New (officers
be installed by Lieutenant Governor will
Joseph B. Hurley.
Governo • '
, Mayor
!members of t e A. R. C. and Mansfield,
the Boston
Licensing Board are among State
and
city officials expected to attend.
Both the A. B. C. and the
Boston
Licensing Board recognize the
tion as an important factor in associaing temperance. David R. Shit*, promotexecutive '
secretary, states: "The educationa
l work
of the association, working
through
united efforts of its members, the
has
brought commendation from both
State
and national authorities
throughout the
Past year."
The new officers include Joseph
Baiter,
Mat Patterson, Joseph C.
Dolan, Jack
Brown, Samuel Levey, B. F.
Folsom,
Frank for, William B. Huber and
David
R. Shir.

,,,40sossassasoliiiiiroisitillierviasiweisweessisesse

State and City
on Double Hunt
k in Club Killing

Replying to Govern
Curley's charge
that there must have bee
e "fixing"
to allow the Cosmos Club to operate as a
gambling house, Superintendent Martin
H. King said this afternoon that he
knew of no fixing and would be glad to
hear any information on that subject
that anyone would care to give.
The interview with the superintendent
was cut short when King was summoned
Into the office of Commissioner Leonard
for a private conference. Leonard was
accompanied by his personal lawyer.
Thomas C. O'Brien, former district attorney of Suffolk County.

Cosmos Club Permit
Before License Board
The question of the Cosmos Club
license will be taken up by the Licensing
Board late this afternoon or Monday,
according to an announcement by Chairman David T. Montague today.
Montague said the club received a probationary license on Dec. 19, 1933, to run
to May 1, 1934. No complaint had been
received against the club and the continuance of the license followed the usual
form. The license covers only the second
floor.
Before the club's probationary license
had been granted, there had been the
usual investigation by the police department. At the hearing several members
of the police department testified in favor
of the club and stated they had heard
nothing wrong about it.
Someone had suggested to the Licensing Board that "Beano" Breen was behind the organization, but police were unable to verify it. The petitioners were
represented by Bernard Killion as counsel. There was no opposition.
"Do you recall any State senator being
in favor of a license?" Montague was
asked.
"Perhaps T do," the board chairman
replied, smiling. "In fact, more than
one appeared."
When asked if he would give their
ames. Montague said, "No; they are not
in the records anyway."
When the club asked for a renewal of
its license last year. the board asked for
the club's books and they were turned
over. They were found well kept and
gave evidence that the club had provided Christmas and Thanksgiving dinners to the poor.
The officers of the Cosines Club were
listed as: Daniel F. O'Connell, president.
101 Stuart street; Charles Grillo. 49 Teoman avenue, treasurer; Edward Feldman, 165 East Cottage street, secretary
treasurer.

Two Police Forces Want
Sweeney Murder Bullet
Cy Orders Raid
State and city police were both investigating today the murder of "Red"
Sweeney at the Cosmos Club in the South
End yesterday. There appeared to be a
little tension over the question as to
which force will carry on the keener
hunt for Sweeney's slayer or slayers.
An ex-convict from the North End,
said to be wanted for the murder, was
still at large.
Charles J. Van Amburgh, State police
ballistics expert, telephoned Edward J.
Seibolt, armorer of the Boston police.
just before 10 A. M. and asked for the
bullet taken from Sweeney's body. He
was acting on Governor Curley's orders,
Van Amburgh told Seibolt. The city police officer replied that he would have to
have an order from one of his direct
superiors before he could comply.
Seibolt inquired of Superintendent Martin H. King, and phoned back to Van
Amburgh that the bullet would be sent
to him, but that a Boston patrolman
would have to accompany it, stand by
and bring it back. l'he Boston police
would need the .32 caliber slug in the
I event of a trial, Seibolt said.
1 The State police, who ordinarily enter
1 a ease only in the absence of a local
I t oree or upon request of local authorities,
' broke into the Sweeney investigation last
night by suddenly raiding, on orders of
Governor Curley. the Sportsmen's Club
just above the Cosmos rooms at Broadway and Tremont street, where Sweeney,
himself an ex-convict, was shot.
Boston city police asserted that they
had been fully aware of the existence of
the gambling apparatus in the Sportsmen's Club, and that their own men had
been guarding the premises since the
'killing.
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard said
after the raid that Boston police had
I raided the Cosmos place on Jan. 22 and
: had found no evidence of gaming or bookmaking. A report to that effect had been
filed, he said, pending "further action"
by the Boston police.
Explaining his own order for the raid,
Curley said he had asked the State police
to determine whether gambling had been
"permitted" at the Cosmos Club. It was
generally believed his action presaged
eventual proceedings for th eremoval of
li Commissioner Leonard. an objective
1 already declared by Governor Curley.
'-- —
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Curley Wants
Police Power
to Raid Clubs
Governor to Recommend Laws
Permitting Entrance Without Warrants

Warrant for Breen
as Accessory Denied
State and Local Departme
nts

Work Separately on Cosmos
Club Murder

Warrants charging David
J.(Beano)
Breen and Daniel J. McCar
thy with
being accessories to the
fact to the
murder of "Red" Sweeney
were denied this afternoon by
Judge Duff
in Municipal Court.
As a direct sequence of
the murder of
Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney
in the Cosmos
Club early yesterday,
Governor Curley
announced today that he
would send a
special message to the
Le^islature Mon.
day recommending
the enactment of
laws to permit police to
enter night clubs
without warrants.
The Governor, who last
night ordered
State detectives to
superc
police in the investigatio ede the Boston
n
of
the murder,
took occasion to critici
ze the Boston department by asserting
that it would be
interesting to learn the
source of poliesprotection and what
partic
ular official
of the police department
the district in which the had charge of
crime was committed. Late last
made a raid, on Governight State police
nor
Curley's order,
on the Sportsmen's
the Cosmos rooms. Club, located above
Meanw
hile,
the Boston police applied for
"Beano" Breen as an warrants against
accessory after the
; act to the murde
r of
; first hearing before Sweeney. but their
Judge
John Duff of
the Municipal Court
proved to be a
flits 20.
At the same time It
was divulged by
Chairman David T,
Boston Licensing BoardMontague o fthe
one" State Senator had that "more than
appeared for the*
Petitioners when the
Cosmos Club was
licensed in 1933.
No complaints agains
been received, Monta t the club have
gue
revocation of the licens said, although
e will be taken
up by Monday.
Before Judge Joseph
Bouner, picked up at the Zottoll, Barney
e
Cosmos Club by
1 police directly after
the shooting, was
I held in $2500 bail
on a charge of carrying a revolver. The
case was continned
to Feb. 15.
5.
A radio broadcast
at noon to arrest was sent to all police
bearing the Massacoccupants of a car
husetts registration
589,980 "on suspic
ion a murde
r." The
car was believed to
have been owned by
Sweeney and to have been
driven away
from the club after
C
the
Investigation a the killing.
n
regist
ry showed
the car as owned by
one George Tyler
with a Dorchester
avenue address, but
both name and addres
e
s
proved fictitious,
police said.
e
Governor Curley, in
8,
his statement
about police action,
osaid:
"It is my purpose
upon Monday next to
to submit a special
message to the Leg's* I
c
.t
lature recommending
the enactment of
legislation which will author
rize both the
State police and the
n
pal police in
the municipalities of munici
nt
the Commonwealth '
to enter without
an
warra
utilized for assembly or nt the premises by
"In my opinion this other purposes.
Ice
eesary in order that legislation is nee. he
vision may be had of more direct supercalled night clubs to the ope.atton of so- eronly enforcing the the purpose of not
m
law with reference
to illegal sale of liquir,
of
but narcotics and
to white slavery.
elr
"It will be interesting
ulto learn how
mg the Cosmos Club
lvhas been operatcc and also how
se
long the Sportsmen's
'lob has been
In
operating, and as to the
(mum of police protec
tinjoyed and as to what tion which they
particular official
()I the police depar
er
tment
the particular district in had charge of
'al
which these two
.5,
Continued nn Page Four
let
night ioy ismoivoly
of
Governor Curley. the Sportsmen's Club
just above the Cosmos rooms at Broadway and Tremont street, where Sweeney
was ,hot.
Boston city police asserted that they

l
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State House Briefs

•

By FRED M. KNIGHT
The Senate will stop sending resolutions to Washington memorializing !
Congress to do one thing or another if Senator Donald W. Nicholson of
Wareham, Republican floor leader, and a few of his colleagues continue to
have their way. They forced a show-down on the point yesterday and by
a roll call vote, 15 to 15, which defeated the adoption of resolutions memorializing Congress to abolish the cotton processing tax, they won their point.
Yesterday's session of the Senate
would have been just a routine affair
had not a debate resulted from Senetor
Nicholson's opposition to adopting the
resolution. As it was, six senators
voiced their views and then Senator
William S. Conroy of Fall River moved
reconsideration to be taken up at Monday's session.

warded to the Governor yesterday, was
referred to the registrar of motor
vehicles.

The veteran Representative Michael
H. Jordan, of Lawrence, who observed
his 72d birthday Thursday, was presented a wrist watch on the rostrum of
the House by Lawrence members of the
Legisl
at the conclusion of yesterCalling attention that much of the day's ature
session.
ethyl alcohol now being sold in Massachusetts is imported into the LommonJames M. Hurley, commissioner of
wealth, contrary to the provisions of the civil service, yesterday
lowered the eduliquor control act, the A. B. C. com- cational requirements for the
position
mission yesterday issued a warning that of motor vehicle examiner from
high
Importation or sale of alcohol by per- school to grammar school traini
ng. The
sons not licensed subjects them to a action was taken at the reques
t of the
penalty or fine under the provisions of registrar.
the liquor law.
The next examination for motor
When called before the joint com- vehicle examiners will be held
March
mittee on ways and means to ex- 23. Only two positions
open
plain some of the budget requests of but a request for 25 moreare now before
is now
the executive department, Richard D. the Legislature. Civil service
official
s
Grant, secretary to the Governor, expect nearly 10,000 applications
for the
declared the expenses were higher open berths.
and a larger staff of clerical assistThe Senate accepted the report of
ants than in other years was needed
the committee on legal affairs to
because of more work being done by
turn do,,n the petition of the Council
the present Governor.
of Sportsmen's Clubs of
chuRepresentative Albert F. Bigelow of setts to permit hunting onMassa
Armistice
Brookline said the executive depart- day. The measure was opposed by
appropriation
$10,000 the American Legion.
ment's
was
greater than last year's but Grant
Representative Sven A. Erickson of
claimed it was between $3000 and $4000
more when allowances are made for the Worcester attempted to keep alive a
restoration of salaries to the scale be- Petition for exemption of persons who
fore the cuts. The secretary said the have reached '70 years of age from payvarious public works projects being ment of poll taxes, but the House, by
sought by the Governor required a voice vote, accepted the adverse report
larger personnel in the executive de- of the committee on taxation.
partment.
Urging speedy action on a measu
re
When the question was raised in the aimed directly at the Millen brothers,
now in the Norfolk county
House yesterday why Suffolk Law
jail
at
School desired the power to grant lib_ Dedham, Representative
n havingaisonSears
eral arts degrees, Representative James tohleDffedohuasem s
successful
M. McEiro of Lynn explained the
uwsap
endrules to give two
It/Bowing the rec- readings to a bill providing for the
immed
'ners,
iate removal to staterison
had been fully aware of
f
the gambling apparatus the existence of year Persons found guilty of Mail degree
in the SportsFrer
. The bill will be given
men's Club, and that their
a
d reading Monday.
en guarding the premisown men had en
es since the
tiling.
bill providing for a fair and
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard said
valuation and assessment of equiter the raid that Boston
police had Iti
by permitting 25 aggrieved propded the Cosmos place on Jan.
22 and
a in any city or town to havetaxad found no evidence of
the
gaming
commissioner on taxation inspec
eking. A report to that effect or book- o
roperty assessments, was resubm t
ted, he said, pending "furtherhad been
itaction"
the committee on taxation
y the Boston police.
beesof the House expressed after
Explaining his own order for the
themraid,
s
as not satisfied with its text.
urley said he had asked the State
to determine whether gambling hadpolice
been
posals for legislation to
"Permitted" at the Cosmos Club. It was
prohibit
in justices of the peace from
generally believed his action presaged
perng
marriage ceremonies was reeventual proceedings for the removal of
to the next annual session.
Commissioner Leonard, an objective
already declared by Governor Curley.

Grayson Carries on
as Red Cross Head

•
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Work and Wages" Delayed
Announcement by P WA officials in
Washington that it may be many months
before action can be taken on Governor
Curley's $230,000,000 building program,
will, fin doubt, be a bitter disappointment
to the governor. It will be an even
greater disappointment to the thousands
of Massachusetts men who listened approvingly to campaign speeches last fall
and succeeded in convincing themselves
that "work and wages" was merely a
matter of electing Mr. Curley governor.
They now know, perhaps to their sorrow,
that things are not done in exactly that
way and that campaign promises are
worth while only when they are of a
kind that can be carried out.
The governor calls his $230,000,000
plan the best ever drawn. It does, we
admit, have the virtue of concreteness.
It outlines in detail what the State would
like to have done and it includes a long
list of projects designed to furnish work
for many now unemployed. Yet in spite
of these good features, it is of no practical value whatever unless the Federal
Government puts the seal of approval
upon it.
While it is dangerous to pose as
prophet in these swiftly moving days, it
is our judgment that there is no likelihood that the Government will reach
an early agreement with Mr. Curley it
..
...•••1111.0.11.4.11.01.1014

his contention that the national Treasury ought to pay all the bills for public
works in the various States. It may be
true that it expects to write off as total
losses some of the loans it has already
made to a few of the States. This, however, is far different from establishing
openly the thesis that the money need
not be paid back. And it is not the
same thing as accepting the conclusion
that hereafter it must do all the work
itself and meet all the expenses.
The arrangement under which the
P WA now functions has well-laid tradition and many precedents behind it. For
years and years the Federal Government
has co-operated with the States to effect
desirable public improvements. But in
all instances provision has been made
for contributions from both sources. We
do not believe that there is anything
more than a remote possibility that this
principle will be abandoned.
In any event, it is apparent that
nothing can be done for some time. The
whole question of appropriating money
is now before Congress and until a suitable bill is enacted the situation must
rest. In other words, the only way that
"work and wages" can be given, within
a reasonable time, to the unemployed of
Massachusetts is for the State itself to
dig deep into Its

own

pockets.
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Waterway Group Backs
Curley's Suggestions
i Gov.-......____
flans for waterway improvements sup
have been
• Rested by Governor Curley
I indorsed by the projects committee of the
Congress.
Harbors
and
Rivers
. National
the
It was learned today at the office of
Maritime Association. The committee
$10,of
appropriation
has indorsed the
,TIOD.001) in 11135. and the same emelt- '. for
,I
1 next Year, for improvements on Cape
Cod Canal, and it appears the request
for $4,800,00 from Federal funds for improvements of ship channels in Boston
,\ Harbor.
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fire department is not top strong today
and we do. peed the coxhP

Neu, Fox and Hounds Club
1 to Have Notable Opening
--Governor James M. Curley, Miss Mary
Curley,IVIaW• and Mrs. Frederick W.
Mansfield, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs.
joseph L. 1 turley, Attorney General Paul
A. Dever and well known physicians of
Suffolk and Middlesex counties are among
the 6500 people throughout Metropolitan
Boston who are being invited to attend
the opening, which will be within the
next ten days, of the new Fox and
Hounds Club at 448 Beacon street. This
new organization is taking over the building where the Square and Compass Club
formerly had its headquarters. James
H. McManus is the president of the board
of governors, which include Judge Malcolm E. Sturtevant of Somerville, William Seignous, Conrad Johnson, Edward
G. Kennedy, Garrett Barry, Edward Henrikson and Charles Murphy, nephew of
the governor. Jack Larkin has been appointed manager.
John Roussat, manager of the Lafayette Hotel, one of Boston's newer houses,
on Commonwealth.avenue, has been ill for
several days. lie was one of the original
staff of the late T. Reed Whipple, who
operated the Hotel Touraine, the Parker
House and Young's lintel. His first
training was in hotels In Europe.
Cedar Lodge, one of Bermuda's most
exclusive and aristocratic guest houses,
has been acquired by the Inverurie Hotel,
according to an announcement by ,T.
Edward Connelly, manager. Cedar Lodge
which is adjacent to Inverurie, will
be
Operated as an annex. Its grounds
include a private boat landing, tennis
court
and bathing facilities.
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"Work and Wages" Delayed
Announcement by P WA officials in his contention that the national TreasWashington that it may be many months ury ought to pay all the bills for public
before action can be taken on Governor works in the various States. It may be
Curley's $230,000,000 building program, true that it expects to write off as total
will,Iffr doubt, be a bitter disappointment losses some of the loans it has already
to the governor. It will be an even made to a few of the States. This, howgreater disappointment to the thousands ever, is far different from establishing
of Massachusetts men who listened ap- openly the thesis that the money need
prov:ngly to caIr.paign speeches last. fall not be paid back. And it is not the
and succeeded in convincing themselves same thing as accepting the conclusion
that "work and wages" was merely a that hereafter it must do all the work
matter of electing Mr. Curley governor. itself and meet all the expenses.
They now know, perhaps to their sorrow, The arrangement under which the
that things are not done in exactly that P WA now functions has well-laid tradiway and that campaign promises are tion and many precedents behind it.. For
worth while only when they are of & years and years the Federal Government
kind that can be carried out.
has co-operated with the States to effect
The governor calls his $230,000,000 desirable public improvements. But in
plan the best ever drawn. It does, we all instances provision has been made
admit, have the virtue of concreteness. for contributions from both sources. We
It outlines in detail what the State would do not believe that there is anything
like to have done and it includes a long more than a remote possibility that this
list of projects designed to furnish work principle will be abandoned.
for many now unemployed. Yet in spite
In any event, it is apparent that
of these good features. it is of no prac- nothing can be done for some time. The
tical value whatever unless the Federal whole question of appropriating money
Government puts the seal of approval is now before Congress and until a suitupon it.
able bill is enacted the situation must
While it is dangerous to pose as rest. In other words, the only way that
prophet in these swiftly moving days, it "work and wages" can be given, within
is our judgment that there is no likeli- a reasonable time, to the unemployed of
hood that the Government will reach Massachusetts is for the State itself to
an early agreement with Mr. Curley in dig deep Into Its own pockets.
-010014
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Waterway Group Backs
i Gov. Curley's Suggestions
.lans for waterway improvements suggested by Governor Curley have been
lindorsed by the projects committee of the
! National Rivers and Harbors Congress,
It was learned today at the office of the
Maritime Association. The committee
has indorsed the appropriation of $10..
40100.0 in 1.035. anct the sane amou• A. for
,I
next Year, for improvements on Cape
Cod Canal. and It appears the request
for $4,800,00 from Federal funds for improvements of ship channels in Boston
Harbor.
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New Fox and Hounds Club
1 to Have Notable Opening
-Governor James M. Curley, Miss Mary

Curley, Maror- and Mrs. Frederick W.
Mansfield, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs.
Joseph L. Honey, Attorney General Paul
A. Dever and well known physicians of
Suffolk and Middlesex counties are among
the 6500 people throughout Metropolitan
Boston who are being invited to attend
the opening, which will be within the
next ten days, of the new Fox and
Hounds Club at 448 Beacon street. This
new organization is taking over the building where the Square and Compass Club
formerly had its headquarters. James
H. McManus is the president of the board
of governors, which include Judge Malcolm E. Sturtevant of Somerville,
Seignous, Conrad Johnson, Edward
G. Kennedy, Garrett Barry, Edward Henrilison and Charles Murphy, nephew
the governor. Jack Larkin has been of
appointed manager.
John Roussat, manager of the
ette Hotel, one of Boston's newer Lafayhouses,
on Cormnonwealth.avenue, has
been ill for
several days. He was one of the
original
staff of the late J. Reed Whipple,
who
operated the Hotel Touralne, the
Parker
House and Young's Hotel.
His first
training was in hotels In Europe.
Cedar Lodge, one of
Bermuda's most
exclusive and aristocratic guest
houses,
has been acquired by the
Inverurie Hotel,
according to an announcemen
t
by J.
Edward Connelly, manager.
Cedar Lodge
which is adjacent to
Inverurie, will be
operated as an annex. its
clude a private boat landing, grounds intennis court
and bathing facilities.
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Curley Wants
Police Power
to Raid Clubs

1

Yesterday's session of the Senate
would have been just a routine affair
had not a debate resulted from Senator
Nicholson's opposition to adopting the
resolution. As it was, six senators
voiced their views and then Senator
William S. Conroy of Fall River moved
reconsideration to be taken up at Monday's session.

Warrant for Breen
as Accessory Denied
State and Local Departments

Work Separately on Cosmos
Club Murder
Wa rrants charging David J. I Bea n el
Breen and Daniel J. McCarthy with
being accessories to the fact to the
murder of "Red" Sweeney were denied this afternoon by Judge Duff
in Municipal Court.

,
.
,
•
,

•

By FRED M. KNIGHT
The Senate will stop sending resolutions to Washington memorializing i
Congress to do one thing or another if Senator Donald W. Nicholson of
Wareham, Republican floor leader, and a few of his colleagues continue to
have their way. They forced a show-down on the point yesterday and by
a roll call vote, 15 to 15, which defeated the adoption of resolutions memorializing Congress to abolish the cotton processing tax, they won their point.

Governor to Recommend Laws
Permitting Entrance Without Warrants

As a direct sequence of the murder of
Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney in the Cosmos
Club early yesterday, Governor
Curley
announced today that he would send a
special message to the Letsislature Monday recommending the enactment of
laws to permit. police to enter night clubs
without warrants.
The Governor, who last night ordered
State detectives to supercede the Boston
police in the investigation of the murder,
took occasion to criticize the Boston
department by asserting that it would be
interesting to learn the source of police.
protection and what particular official
of the police department had charge of
the district In which the crime was committed. Late last night State police
made a raid, on Governor Curley's order,
on the Sportsmen's Club, located
above
the Cosmos rooms. Meanwhile, the
Bost. on po.ice applied for warrants
against
. "Beano" Breen as an accessory after
the
fact to the murder of Sweeney, but
their
, first hearing .before Judge John
Duff of
the Municipal Court proved to
be a
fiasco.

State House Briefs

1

At the same time it was divulged
by
Chairman David T. Montague o fthe
Boston Licensing Board that "more than
one" State Senator had appeared for
the.
petitioners when the Cosmos Club was
licensed in 1933.
No complaints against the club
have
been received, Montague said, although
revocation of the license will be taken
up by Monday._
Before JudgN Joseph Zottoli,
Barney
Bonner, picked up at the Costnoti Club
11
police directly after the shooting, by
was t3
held in $2500 ball on a charge of
carrying a revolver. The case was
continned
to Feb. 15.
A radio broadcast was sent to all
at noon to arrest occupants of police
a, car
bearing the Massachusetts registration
589,980 "on suspicion of murder."
car was believed to have been ownedThe
by
Sweeney and to have been driven away
from the club after the killing.
Investigation ef the registry showed
the car as owned by one George Tyler
with a Dorchester avenue address,
but
both name and address proved fictitious.
P01100 mild.
Governor Curley, In his statement
about police action, said:
"It is my purpose upon Monday next
to submit a special message to the Legislature recommending the enactment of
legislation which will authorize both the
State police and the municipal police In
the municipalities of the Commonwealth
to enter without warrant the premises
utilized for assembly or other purposes.
"In my opinion this legislation is nenessary in order that more direct supervision may be had of the opeation of socalled night clubs to the purpose of not
only enforcing the law with reference
to Illegal sale of 'Muir, but narcotics and
to white slavery.
"It will be interesting to learn how
ohg the Cosmos Club has been operat11K and also how long the Sportsmen's
lub has been operating, and as to the
uree of pollee protection which they
njoyed and as to what particular official
of the police department had charge of
the particular district in which these two
Continurt1 on Pa oe F'our
mem fly smonetoy renting. orrIrc$11—fil
Governor Curley. the Sportsmen's Club
Just above the cosmom teem's at Broadway and Tremont street, where Sweeney
was shot.
Melton city pollee asserted that they

warded to the Governor yesterday, was
referred to the registrar of motor
vehicles.

The veteran Representative Michael
H. Jordan, of Lawrence, who observed
his 72d birthday Thursday, was presented a wrist watch on the rostrum of
the House by Lawrence members of the
Legislature at the conclusion of yesterCalling attention that much of the day's session.
ethyl alcohol now being sold in Massachusetts is imported into the commonJames M. Hurley, commissioner of
wealth, contrary to the provisions of the civil service, yesterday lowered the eduliquor control act, the A. B. C. com- cational requirements for the position
mission yesterday issued a warning that oi motor vehicle examiner from high
importation or sale of alcohol by per- school to grammar school training. The
sons not licensed subjects them to a action was taken at the request of the
penalty or fine under the provisions of registrar.
the liquor law.
The next examination for motor
When called before the joint com- vehicle examiners will be held March
,
sitions are now open
mittee on ways and means to ex- 23. Only two p
plain some of the budget requests of but a request for 25 more is now before
Richard
D.
department,
the
executive
Legislature.
Civil service officials
the
Grant, secretary to the Governor, expect nearly 10,000 applications for the
declared the expenses were higher open berths.
and a larger staff of clerical assistThe Senate accepted the report of
ants than in other years was needed
the committee on legal affairs to
because of more work being done by
turn down the petition of the Council
the present Governor.
of Sportsmen's Clubs of MassachuRepresentative Albert F. Bigelow of setts to permit hunting on Armistice
Brookline said the executive depart- day. The measure was opposed by
$10,000 the American Legion,
was
appropriation
ment's
greater than last year's but Grant
Representative Sven A. Erickson of
claimed it was between $3000 and $4000
more when allowances are made for the Worcester attempted to keep alive a
petition
for exemption of persons who
restoration of salaries to the scale before the cuts. The secretary said the have reached 70 years of age from payvarious public works projects being ment of poll taxes, but the House, by
sought by the Governor required EL voice vote, accepted the adverse report
larger personnel in the executive de- of the committee on taxation.
partment.
Urging speedy action on a measure
When the question was raised in the aimed directly at the Millen brothers,
now
in the Norfolk county Jail at
Law
Suffolk
House yesterday why
School desired the power to grant lib- Dedham, Representative Mason Sears
eral arts degrees, Representative James of Dedham was successful in having
M. McElroy of Lynn explained the the House suspend rules to give two
trustees were merely following the rec- readings to a bill providing for the
ommendations of the bar examiners, immediate removal to state prison of
who will require in 1938 a two-year persons found guilty of first degree
pre-legal education in liberal arts be- murder. The bill will be given a
fore considering applicants seeking en- third reading Monday.
trance to the Massachusetts bar.
A bill providing for a fair and equiThe open season for deer hunting table valuation and assessment of propon Nantucket island will start Mon- erty by permitting 25 aggrieved taxday and fast one week. The deer payers in any city or town to have the
have caused considerable damage on state commissioner on taxation inspect
private estates, according to the de- the property assessments, was resubmitpartment of conservation, and an ted to the committee on taxation after
open season at this time Is advisable. members of the House expressed themselves as not satisfied with its text.
A petition from 19 Lanesboro residents asking that Thomas L. Kletschs
Proposals for legislation to prohibit
of Lanesboro, chief district inspector of certain justices of the peace from permotor vehicles, be compelled to confine forming marriage ceremonies was rehis activities to his official position, for- ferred to the next annual session.
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"Work and Wages" Delayed
Announcement by P WA officials in
Washington that it may be many months
before action can be taken on Governor
Curley's $230,000,000 building program,
will, lin doubt, be a bitter disappointment
to the governor. It will be an even
greater disappointment to the thousands
of Massachusetts men who listened approvingly to campaign speeches last fall
and succeeded in convincing themselves
that "work and wages" was merely a
matter of electing Mr. Curley governor.
They now know, perhaps to their sorrow,
that things are not done in exactly that
way and that campaign promises are
worth while only when they are of a
kind that can be carried out.
The governor calls his $230,000,000
plan the best ever drawn. It does, we
admit, have the virtue of concreteness.
It outlines in detail what the State would
like to have done and it includes a long
list of projects designed to furnish work
for many now unemployed. Yet in spite
of these good features. it is of no practical value whatever unless the Federal
Government puts the seal of approval
upon it.
While it is dangerous to pose as
prophet in these swiftly moving days, it
Is our judgment that there is no likelihood that the Government will reach
an early agreement with Mr. Curley ir

his contention that the national Treasury ought to pay all the bills for public
works in the various States. It may be
true that it expects to write off as total
losses some of the loans it has already
made to a few of the States. This, however, is far different from establishing
openly the thesis that the money need
not be paid back. And it is not the
same thing as accepting the conclusion
that hereafter It must do all the work
Itself and meet all the expenses.
The arrangement under which the
P WA now functions has well-laid tradition and many precedents behind it. For
years and years the Federal Government
has co-operated with the States to effect
desirable public improvements. But in
all instances provision has been made
for contributions from both sources. We
do not believe that there is anything
more than a remote possibility that this
principle will be abandoned.
In any event, it is apparent that
nothing can be done for some time. The
whole question of appropriating money
Is now before Congress and until a suitable bill is enacted the situation must
rest. In other words, the only way that
"work and wages" can be given, within
a reasonable time, to the unemployed of
Massachusetts is for the State itself to
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Waterway Group Backs
Gov. Curley's Suggestions
plans for waterway improvements sup
gested by Governor Curley have been
the
I indorsed by the projects committee of
National Rivers and Harbors CongreeS,
the
It. was learned today at the office of
Maritime Association. The committee
$10,appropriation
of
has indorsed the
00.1100 in 1.935. and the same amou• for

I

next year, for improvements on Cape
Cod Canal, and It appears the request
for $4,800,00 from Federal funds for improvements of ship channels in Boston

Harbor.
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Nem, Fox and Hounds Club

to Have Notable Opening
-Governor James M. Curley, Miss Mary
Curley, M-Mr- and Mrs. Frederick W.
Mansfield, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs.
Joseph L. liuriey, Attorney General Paul
A. Dever and well known physicians of
Suffolk and Middlesex counties are among
the 6500 people throughout Metropolitan
Boston who are being invited to attend
the opening, which will be within the
next ten days, of the new Fox and
Hounds Club at 448 Beacon street. This
new organization is taking over the building. where the Square and Compass Club
formerly had its headquarters. James
H. McManus is the president of the board
of governors, which include Judge Malcolm E. Sturtevant of Somerville, William Seignous, Conrad Johnson, Edward
G. Kennedy, Garrett Barry, Edward Henrikson and Charles Murphy, nephew of
the governor. Jack Larkin has been appointed manager.
John Roussat, manager of the Lafayette Hotel, one of Boston's newer houses,
on Commonwealth.avenue, has been ill for
several days. He was one of the original
staff of the late J. Reed Whipple, who
operated the Hotel Touraine, the Parker
House and Young's Hotel. His first
training was in hotels In Europe.
Cedar Lodge, one of Bermuda's most
exclusive and aristocratic guest houses,
has been acquired by the inverurie
Hotel,
according to an announcement by J.
Edward Connelly, manager. Cedar Lodge
which is adjacent to Inverurie, will
be
operated as an annex. Its grounds
Include a private boat landing,
tennis court
and bathing facilities.
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Hotel Men Start Drive
I f Fund of $100,000
to Boom Tourist Travel
2

F_-

Massachusetts Croup in Every-Member Canvass On
House Bill 638, Indorsed 14 Governor Curley—City
of Boston Hotel _Association Interested in Advertising
'four West With Model of State House
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By Forrest 1'. Hull
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a result of a special meeting of once at the hearing before the Joint
the Massachusetts Hotel Associa- Ways and Means Committee to be antion held at the Parker House nounced soon.
"This is not just another letter" Secrethis week, a letter has been tary Clark writes. "It is a duty definitesent to the entire membership asking for ly assigned to-you and we want your asconcerted action in behalf of House Bill sistance in a positive reply. Say to these
638, indorsed by Governor Curley, which men whom you contact that this is not
seeks an appropriation000 "prop- an added expense to the State but an inerly to publicize the Commonwealth of vestment which will bring in many times
Massachusetts for the Purpose of inviting over the $100,000 appropriation. The inand encouraging prospective tourists to creased revenue from the gas tax alone
visit this Commonwealth in the year developed from new tourist business will
1935, and to establish a recreational more than offset the appropriation. Every
other section of the country, including
bureau to administer the money."
This is the first widespread campaign our sister States, is in direct competition
the hotel men of the State ever made for with Massachusetts for this cash busisuch purposes. For years, however, they ness. You know and we know it is time
advocated a State appropriation to meet for Massachusetts to wake up and the
i he intensive competition of other States, only reason we have not accomplished
such as Florida and California, and also anything heretofore is that we have not
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, concentrated on the effort."
and five years ago a bureau was created
Hotel men seek the support of trans.
and work begun with a small appropria- portation companies, chain and retail
tion, Bradbury F. Cushing was chair- stores, the State grange, chambers of
man of the board when Governor Ely commerce, utility companies, banks,
dechned to continue it, owing to financial boards of trade, restaurants, milk corn- I
reasons.
ponies, purveyors, theaters, labor and all I
Appreciatinn• the good work accom- other classes of industry from the bootplished by the commission, and being black to the banker, including the New
anxious to boom the State by all reason- England Council and similar organizaable means, Governor Curley indorsed tions.
the movement in his inaugural address
There are several other bills of inland has since expressed his satisfaction portance to the hotel and allied industries
with the bill as filed by Judge Herbert M. before the State Legislature as Judge
Chase, attorney for the Massachusetts Herbert M. Chase explained at the speHotel Association.
cial meeting when he appealed for an
The call for action, which has just gone enlarged legislative committee to handle
forth from the office of the Massachusetts them. He felt that the legislative corn.
Hotel Association, over the signatures of mittee should meet once a week and the
George H. Clark, executive secretary: executive committee of the association
Colyar P. Dodson, president, and Glen- every two weeks. Glenwood J. Sherrard,
wood J. Sherrard, vice president, is a who presided, announced that the special
vigorous document. Instead of appoint- meeting could not enlarge the commiting a small committee to act, the officers tee. It was he and President Dodson
ask each member to contact his State who made vigorous statements for consenator and representative and all leaders certed hotel action on the $100,000 approof industry in his respective district and priation, and the meeting gave the pre.
have them pledge their positive : ppear- siding officer authority to act.
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action beHe stated he took the found on
cause the indictments were had no
evidence of witnesses who offenses
personal knowledge of the case, he
charged. One, a nonsupport
evidence of a
stated, was found on
have been
policeman when it should the agreturned on evidence of
grieved wife.
policy
Adoption by the court of a based
ments
of not receiving indict
waste of time
on hearsay would be a
thinks a forand county expense. So attorney of
mer assistant district many years
Suffolk County, who had
juries and
of experience with grand
criminal trials. He said:
reindict
"The grand jury may month's
these defendants at next
hearsay. At
sitting, on evidence not
evitrial hearsay is not competent
protected
dence. So a defendant is
In his rights at trial."
A
A
A
schedReduction has come in the
parking of
illagal
for
ule of fines
"
motorcars under the "no fixing for
of $3
Fines are now $2 instead
$5 for
first offense, $3 instead of of $10
second offense and $5 instead
the refor third offense. It is said
ened i
duction resulted from a threat anon
lobby at the State House bent
the
nulling the law. It was urged the
of
fines were excessive. Members
administrative commission of the
onDistrict Courts of the Comm and
wealth conferred this week
rates.
quickly decided to lessen the
Clerk William D. Collins, anof
nouncing the reduction on behalf
d
the Boston Municipal Court, pointe
cout that the rates are not retroa
Feb. 5
tive. 'rhe cut ratcs date from
g
on. Persons "noticed" for parkin
before that date pay the old fines.
Under the lesser rates some believe
more money will inure to the county
treasury.
d
Roger E. Baker of Newton, truste
Diemployee for 17 years of the
mond-Grynkraut Kid Manufactursening Company, of Boston, was
term
tenced in Superior Court to a
State
of from 12 to 22 years in
4
Prison for appropriating $16,44
found
from that concern. The jury
r
he stole that amount. An audito
ny
testified the funds of the compa
were $280.000 short. An alleged confession of Baker Introduced in evihe
dence quoted him as admitting
took between $100,000 and 8200,000
from if. His wife is now supporting
herself on ERA earnings.
In imposing the long sentence
Judge Thomas J. Hammond said
that Baker not only persistently
and cleverly stole but in court tried
to ruin the reputations of his employers when there was not a bit
of evidence they ever countenanced
or committed frauds.
A
A
A
Thoirrh Judge John C. Crosby of
the Supreme Court on Tuesday
entered a final decree dismissing
the billboard cases, the glaring bill-

of the
The status of the chairman
of
City
the
of
ssion
Commi
Finance
ered by
Boston is now being consid
Court. The
the Supreme Judicial
named, the
once
r,
whethe
question is
by the
, chairman may be removed
will, or
at
State
the
of
nor
1 Gover
so long
,i whether he wields the gavel
commisas he is a member of the
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MAYOR MATTHEWS KNEW WHAT HE WAS
ons
TALKING ABOUT WHEN HE RETIRED party nominati
in

called association is no more. The
charter revision act, which forbade
has proved an utter failure
dealing with the evils
which all good citizens decry. It has
put the Republican party in Boston
out of existence, as far as city-wide
results are concerned, and it has
helped to make the party a minority
in the Commonwealth. Nathan Matthews, Democrat, certainly knew what
he was talking about.

•

Page Seven

selves. Governor Curley and Secretary Grant h7r-e-ririTiings which are
distasteful to some of those who were
mentioned, and for a beginning Mr.
Bushnell made the first reply, but he
His Opinions Have Been Confirmed By Municip
al "Improvements"
did that under the auspices of the ReAnd Their Effect—Compulsory Non-Partisa
nship Has Resulted
publican Club of Massachusetts and
Mainly In Collapse Of Republican Party In
Boston—As Balancer
as its president, and, presumably, the
Of National Budget Three-Cent Postage Is
Pitiful Joke—That
club paid for the fifteen minutes' use
"Fair Play Forum" Promises To Cause Trouble
.
of the ether.
It is now planned to have a series
By Amos ALLEN
part of what he said on that subject:
of debating sessions, but it would be
On January 5, 1895, Nathan Mat"Non-partisanship in city politics
impossible to so arrange the programs
thews, Jr., retiring from the honoris a common remedy and on the face
There are those who are insistent as to have both
able position of mayor of Boston, desides heard on thc
of things most plausible, as no real that the cost of letter postage should
same evening. Trere must be oplivered a valedictory address which
reason can be assigned why municipal be reduced from three cents to what
portunities for preparing replies to
contained a large amount of useful
elections shoulld turn on considera- it was for a long time until the present
what one side says, and, of course
information concernin the "City Govtions of national party politics; but it temporary increase was decided on
as there will have to be replies to the
ernment of Boston." He gave that
has not been found possible in the a way to help Uncle Sam balance his
replies. Just at present, interest
title to his address. By vote of the
larger cities of the country to main- budget. Inasmuch as there seems to
seems to center in the exchange or
City Council, it was published in book
tain for any length of time 'citizens' be no present intention of attempting
form and made a volume of nearly
compliments that may be voiced bemovements,' although occasionally one to obtain a balance, and new devices
tween Governor Curley and his oppothree hundred pages. Mayor Matproves successful. There is, moreover, for spending millions are being offered
nents. But the broadcasting company
thews had served four terms of one
one possible result of abolishing the and seriously considered almost daily,
year each, and, being a man of unwill soon find itself facing demands for
party which seems to be lost sight of it certainly is in order to go back to
usual intelligenceand keen observation,
opportunities to present fresh propoby the adovcates of non-partisan re- the former figure for first-class mail.
sitions or to oppose great propositions
usual intelligence and keen observaform—the division of the people in
There are those who insist that, if by men
tion, he knew what he was talking
and women who feel that they
about. His address abounded with de- municipal elections on class and social the change is made, the number of have a specal gift for vocally supportlines."
letters unnecessarily written will in- ing
tail, and was well seasoned with starighteous causes and for opposing
Mayor Matthews' valedictory was crease almost immeasurably. Thus
tistics, but here and there he said
those that are not worthy of support.
delivered fifteen years before the Bos- far none of the members of the WashIt need hardly be said that nobody,
something worth heeding at the preston charter revision act of 1909 went ington Brain Trust has seen fit to
ent. He considered "the problem if
simply because he or she has a radio
into effect under the leadership of a give his attention to the possibility of
set, will have to tune in for all or any
mittedly existing and threatening, he
group which called itself the Good inducing those who write superfluous
part of the "fair play forum" prodiscussed proposed remedies. This is Government
Association. That so- letters to abandon their bad rabit
grams.
_______________________
- and at the same time comnel th
ontruleivicae
who don't write as many
their duty,
tions as they should to do
urgentwrite
especially to those who
ta
entitled
are
and
ly to non-writers
replies.
reduced
"Pro Bono Publico" has not
communications to
his
of
number
the
price of postage
the press since the
increased
, and "An Old
stamps was
Subscriber" promptly accepted the
worst
challenge for him to do his
Nevertheless, a return
most.
and his
very much in
to twcent postage is
are compeople
of
Thousan
ds
order.
concerni
ng
nowaday
s
pelled to write
never
was
formerly
matters which
ones,
considered by them as necessary
explanadictate
They have to write or
of prompttions concerning their lack
remittanc
es.
ness in making
effort to estabIt may be that the
by one of
forum"
lish a "fair play
companie
s will be
the broadcasting
those who
But
successfu
l.
entirely
find, ere
are promoting the idea will they are
that
way,
it gets fairly under
theminvitng a lot of trouble for
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Curley to Police Night Clubs
ERA Takes Up Highway Safety
Wool Trade Gets Aid to Expand
Today in Greater Boston
And Other Points in New England
the Governor, referring last night to
his dispatch of State officers to the
On the theory that members of scene of the shooting. "Nothing has
the Boston city police are protecting been done since 5 a. in. There was a
gambling vice and crime in night complete gambling layout with dice
clubs, Governor Curley today pro- tables, a roulette wheel and a
posed to ask Legislative authority cashiers' cage in the place (where
occurred). Those
for having state police clean up the shooting
things don't happen by accident, and
these alleged abuses.
He said: "It is my purpose Monday I am satisfied that someone was ennext to submit a special message to joying protection."
the Legislature, recommending the
The Curley action was said to be
enactment of legislation which will unprecedented, for he sent the state '
authorize both the state police and police into the.inquiry without nothe municipal police in the munici- tice to the city police officials. The
palities of Lhe Commonwealth to city officials were visibly annoyed
enter without warrant the premises and pointed out that such intervenutilized for assembly or other pur- tion is always carried out by agreeposes. In my opinion this legislation ment between the city and state
is necessary m oraer that more di- forces.
rect supervision may be had of the
"I know of no officers receiving
operation of the so-called night club protection,"said Commissioner Leon—for the purpose of not only en- ard, "and will investigate any eviforcing the law with reference to the dence given to me."
illegal sale of liquor but narcotics
Meanwhile, four men were held
and white slavery."
and others sought for questioning
by
intention
of
statement
This
on the Sweeney killing. The Cosmos
the Governor followed closely on his Club, said to be.the scene of the
state
of
ordering
unprecedented
shooting, was cleared of its gambling
officers into the Sweeney gang killing apparatus.
Curley
Mr.
police,
city
The
inquiry.
2 Park Square
said, had not done their duty.
The Governor has long claimed
MASS.
BOSTON
that there existed corruption In the
city police. He threatened removal
of the present commissioner Joseph
C. S. MONITOR
, J. Leonard, and a wholesale reorganization of the force. Should the
Boston. Mass.
State officers now uncover evidence'
in the Sweeney case that Boston
police had overlooked, the Governor's case would be materially
strengthened.
"I take full responsibility," said

Curley Acts on Gambling

<
Governor.Curley works six days a
week instead of one and a half days,
satd Richard D. Grant, secretary to
the Governor, answering charges
tnat the Governor's office staff is
larger and more expensive than before.

BOSTON REVIEW
Boston, Mass.
A NEWTON SOBBER

1

citizen of Newton feels so badly
because of the fact that Govew
Curley was in opposition to the World
Coirfrproposition that he writes to
a morning newspaper and weeps bitterly because of the Governor's "disloycaty" to Roosevelt. But why try
to make him responsible for the refusal of the United States Senate to
follow the President's lead. The flovernor is not yet a United States Senator, and it will hardly be claimed that
his relations with Senator Walsh are
such that he was responsible for the
latter's vote on the World Court or
that of Senator Walsh's colleague.
The West Newton citizen is so irate
that he contemplates, apparently, a
movement to "drive Curley from the
State." If he will be patient, perhaps
he will have an opportunity to see the
Governor depart from the State without compulsory action on the part of
his fellow citizens, except as it would
be disloyal by electing the Governer
to the United States Senate. As fo..
the Governor's "disloyalty" to the
President, it is hardly probable thai
the President would not indorse tho
use of the word in that connection.
Mr. Curley took his political life in
his hands when he went to the na
tional convention in 1932 and opposed
the Massachusetts delegation, of which
he was not a member, by working for
the nomination of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
To distinterested observers it is apparent that, if the account is sti71 unsettled, James M. Curley is not the
debtor.
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PLAN FINAL PLEA
FOR KAMINSKI

1 Eb 9 193::
i HE BOSTOf

POLITICAL VOICE MAY OR MAY NOT BE
THAT OF ONE HAVING HIGH AUTHORITY

Doomed Man's Mother
Writes Gov Curley

Official Head Of Bay State Republicans Is Chairman Of State Corn
mittee—Voice Of Republican Club Head Is Sonorous, Though
Without Authority Outside Of Club—As For Democracy, When
Curley Speaks, His Voice Is Tha Of Leadership And Authority—Near-Beer In Senate Restaurant Calls For Code At Once-Vote On World Court Deceptive.

Brother and Brother-in-Law
Visit Slayer in Prison

It was definitely announced In
Springfield last night that relatives
By Amos HOUSE
however, it is probable that the lack
will make a final appeal in the efA man with a bad habit of asking of really stimulating beverages in the
forts to save the life of Alexander
more questions than can be answered restaurant of the upper branch of
Kaminski, condemned to die in the
in a given space of time hurled this Congress is due, beyond a doubt, to
electric chair at Charlestown State
one at me on Wednesday:
the faet that nobody has hitherto recPrison the week of Feb 17 for the
"Who is the actual head of the Re- oehized the necessity for remedying
murder of Guard Merritt W. Hayden
publican party in Massachusetts?"
of Hampden County Jail Oct 22, 1933.
that grave deficiency by securing the
As quick as a flash I tald him that adoption of a code. Just what kind
Kaminski's parents and a brother
and sister will attempt to arrange a
there could be but one answer to that. of a code could be devised, is for
meeting with Gov Curley for the
and explained to him very carefully somebody to explain who is acquaintpurpose of asking him to bring the
that the chairman of the Republican ed with the ins and outs of code-makmatter before the Executive Council
State Committee, duly elected by the ing. There is a good reason for a
when an appeal will
I
iffMtl'Tft
members of that committee was the code in the bare fact that, to all in- , commute
the sentence to one of life
official head and entitled to call himself tents and purpose the Senate restauimprisonment.
Writing from New Britain, Conn,
that, if he felt like exercising his au- rant is a miniature Sahara. As for 1
• Mrs Rose Kaminski, mother of Alexthority. My statement left the ques- near-beer, if that is actually procurander, told Gov Curley that:
tioner unconvinced. He had read in able in the restaurant, who orders it
"Until you say to me finally that
a Sunday newspaper that "Mr. Bush- and drinks it? The people of the • he must die, I will not give up hope.
"Everyone has told me that you
nell has some authority as the official United States have a right to know
will not listen, but I refuse to believe them because I know that you,
voice of the party through his office as if their Senators, or any of them, are
a member of a race that has known
president of the Republican Club of drinking near-beer. Perhaps, after all,
suffering for centuries, can appreMassachusetts." I explained carefully the World Court proposition wqs
ciate what I feel at the present
time and your great heart can find
that, while Mr. Bushnell might be and beaten by a lavish output of near-beer
compassion for me, a humble woman
probabily is the voice of the Republi- just before the vote was taken. It
and mother. . ."
can party, that is not due to his may be that Huey Long can be inAfter a night of hitch-hiking Walter Kaminski of New Britain and
official connection with the Republi- duced to do something about it, or,
Fred Papalo of Meriden, Conn,
can Club of Massachusetts, for that at least, say something.
reached the State•Prison at Charlescarries no authority outside of the
town yesterday morning to see
Alexander Kaminski. Walter is a
club, but is due mainly to the fact
Supporters of the World Court pronbrother of the condemned man and
he
that
has an excellent voice and osition, which was defeated in the
Papalo is a brother-in-law. Walter
knows how to use it and when.
was permitted to spend an hour with
Senate last week, overlook one imporhis brother in the death cell and
"But,' queried my persistent and tant fact when they explain that the
later Papalo was allowed a similar
actually annoying friend, "who is the President would have won if the measperiod with Alexander.
head of he Democratic party in Mas- ure had required only a majority inWalter was also taken to the cell
of another brother, John, who is
sachusetts?"
stead of a two-thirds affirmative vote,
serving a term in the prison for an
"That is an easy one," I replied. They entirely ignore the fact that
attempt to kill Sheriff David J.
Manning during the trial in Hamporganized
DeThe official head of the
among those who voted for the measden County of Alexander.
mocracy is the chairman of the State ure were members of the Senate who
Few of the condemned man's relaOcimmittee, of course." In order that would have voted against it had they
tives have been able to visit him,
becaus:: of lack of finances, but
I might be pestered with no omre not known, before the question was
several have written him from their
questions. I added:
up for decision, that them would be
homes in the Western part of the
"The official and dominant voice and enough votes against it to assure its
State.
leader of the Democratic party in defeat.
Massachusetts is James M. Curley,
That all kinds of pressure were
is brought to bear on the Senators in
Governor of the Commonwealt
is a \Zee that penetrates, and his lead- order to put the measure through is
ership is one that leads and otherwise very well known. There were those
is effective. Now, please don't ask any who yielded to the pressure because
more questions. You are probabl they are looking for favors or congetting ready to ask me why tht cessions from Washington officialdom,
wealthy members of the Roosevelt nnd they knew very well that they
brain trust don't get together, pay would be on the administration's black
what the Democratis National Commit list if they defied the administration.
tee owes and thus do what they can in But they knew also, that if they
their own way to repay the Democracy voted for the measure and it should
for the injuries hey are trying to prevail, they would have to reckon
inflict on the party.
with the "folks back home." They
are now prepared to tell their con A Boston man in Washington this stituents, if the issue is raised agains+
week on business of importance to them, that they had advance knowl
himself, returned with the unbe- edge of what was going to be the relievable information that no stronger sult and they voted as they did bedrink is served in the Senate restau- cause they did not desire to be in a
rant than near-beer. Be is a vera- position where it would be impossible
cious man, but it seems that he is not to obtain from the administrati,n
a man to meet an emergency promptly "for ther people" what the adminis
or even to do belatedly what should Le
tration has the power to give.
done without delay.
Some of those who will make that
He refuses to go into details concerning his trip or explain how it was explanation will he telling the trut),
that he was in the Senate restaurant. but some of them will not.
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SLAYING INQUIRY
BY,STATE POLICE1
Aid of Prominent Persons
Sought in Sweeney Case
Prominent persons, whose names
are on the private list of the Cosme, Club, scene of the slaying of
Joseph P. ("Red") Sweeney, exconvict, early yesterday morning, :
will be questioned today by Capt ;
, John F. Stokes. chief of the State I
:Police Detective Bureau.
' When State police entered the
Cosmos Club, situated on Broadway in the "night life" center of
the city, they were surprised to ; I find a list of members, which in- Y
!'1 eluded two prominent political fig- ;t
ures.
:e
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
:i Leonard said this morning that he'"
- ! was willing to investigate any evi- Ce
e dence that Gov Curley could pre-In
.. sent to him regarding the existence ib
1. ,of widespread gambling "joints"
1 . within the city.
Although four men are being ?Ii
e held at the Warren-av Station in ae •
a connection with the murder, police Ise '
n 'are no further advanced in their -;
e investigation of the case than they d 1
it were last night.
.
d
e
t,n

d

Curley Steps Into Case

A unique development of
the r)
case last night was the combina- b;
crime. In the course of thei
Della Russo. He has had a police the
investigation they discovered gaming
n tion of State and local police in- r: police think. 'There is blood spat- record since boyhood.
ap1, vestigating a murder in Boston. iin tered in the club and on the stairway
implements on the premises and
a
The
e dead m n had served time in
for gaming
warrant
to the street. The gamblin pIace
I
a
for
s Never before have State Policer
plication
o was known as the Sportsmen's Club. Dannemora Prison in New York
entered a police case in Boston
sentenced has been applied for.
Cosmos Club charter is for the State and 10 years ago was conviction
"From the period of my appoint" without notification of the Boston ..11. The
second floor but police did not know to four years here after his
Fit
ment
as Police Commissioner on Dec
Massathe
from
g authorities.
robbery
about a license for the third floor, of a $4500 T.nanCnv
27, 1934, to Feb 1 last, there have
d
v
.
State Police were ordered on the 1
Entrance to the Sportsmen's Club is c use s a
!115 arrests for gaming, of which
Since repeal he had worked for been
d case by Goe- Curipse, who has been
made only through the Cosmos Club.
111 convictions were obtained, in
tavern
bartender
a
at
time
a
as
a
✓ at odds with Police Commissioner
comparison with the period from Nov
near the Ashrnont Subway Station 27 to Dec 26, when 51 arrests for
Leonard. and has made no secret
Photographers Barred
recently had been employed
more
and
gaming were made, with 46 convicof his desire to remove Leonard
The gambling room was well fitted by Breen.
tions.
from office.
out. There were five cashier's cages
the
in
Police found several clews
i; The peculiar political develop- ,
for booking horse races bets. There pockets of the murdered man to
was a dice table, playing cards and assist toward identifying him. They Leonard Surprised
1,1 ment in the case is the fact that
chips. There was no roulette wheel found a gas bill made out to "John
'the two politicians whose names
he
a look at the J. Coughlin, 121 Gallivan Boulevard." Mr Leonard, when asked if
were found on the private list of 3- when reporters got
his
said
Curley,
Photograp
were
hers
would
reply
Gov
to
night.
place last
At that address police found a woman
' the club are strong Curley supbarred from the third floor yesterday who said she was Mrs Hite Clark. only statement would be that he was
porters. There is no evidence, howd morning. But the mystery of the They
took her to the City Hospital 'surprised that the State Police wer
,ever, that any member of the club
re ' third floor was finally solved when and she identified the body.
sent in." He added that if the Gov
isein any way connected with the
I the State Police began their investiernor or anyone else furnished hi
murder, but because of the com- ty gation.
Gouner Falls Into Trap
Twith information about gambling
plete mystery of the case, police
at j Capt McKinnon, questioned about
are anxious to question members rd the gambling place. said last night
in Boston, he'd close them.
Barney Gouner was trapped by a !places
I
j of the club to learn any possible en that Lieut William Donovan and pa- ruse. He telephoned the club and Asked if police officers would be
Pimental
, trolmen McDermott and
motive for the slaying.
asked for "Mario." The officer who brought up on charges as a result o
t
hae investigated the club on Jan 22 answered suggested that Barney trevelatiOns at the Cosmos Club prem.
one li, and
found everything all right. .Asked come down and see
When eses, Commissioner Leonard said he
, Say Murder Mistake
i'"ce if he had any knowledge that the Gourner arrived he Mario.
d taken no action.
was arrested.
I ecl I gambling "joint" had been moved Patrolman Frank Sliney
Friends of the dead man
said
he The police said last night they
tt- from the Cosmos Club to another
said
last
found
, night that the murder
id place a few weeks ago only to return ney's a .32-caliber revolver in Bar-. anted to question Michael Burke,
of Sweeney
back pocket,
was a mistake. They
aid to be head waiter at the club,
argued that me to its original home a couple of nights
De Marco, who has lived at
ago. Capt McKinnon said he did not
Sweeney. performing his
many nd John Doyle, also reported to be
duty as : ou- know, but thought "it possible
North
End
addresses, was in court n employe. A girl singer was questhe
"bouncer" at the club.
see
gambling place had been receeened when he was 8 years old on a oned and released.
, gone to the assistance may have ;
larceny
of
a
charge.
club
only
recently."
i
It was filed
1 member.
He After ordering Commissioner of
was subsequently in court on
charges ublic Safety Paul G. Kirk to send
Ne one could be located
of
larceny,
gaming,
who
assault
ad-1
the State Police to the Cosmos Club,
, mits seeing any
tent to kill, being idle and with in- Dov
trouble in the club.. lige Police Baffled
Curley conferred with Atty Gen
disorder- ,1
Because Boston police,
ly,
When the State Police visited the
breaking and entering and iPaul A. Dever about passage of legisupon enter- Gov
ing the club
larceny,
and unlawful use of an au- *ton to allow local and State police
immediately after the
des club, they were accompanied by Jomurder, found many
to visit and inspect night clubs at
has seph O'Brien, chief investigator of tomobile. all before he was 19.
In 1927 he was sentenced to State ;Will.
coats, which they believe hats and olice the State Alcoholic Beverages Comhad been
Prison
mission,
and
for
two
left there by patrons
of
his
from four to eight years "In places of this character, where
men. They
are
in their haste
after pleading guilty to
om have authority to enter all licensed in
manslaughter persons are assembled in large numclubs and the police apparently
connection with the fatal stab- hers," he said, "the police should be
Murder
bing
thought
there
of
might
be'
Leo
some
diffiChevnorsk
I pary. He was ; able to visit them as they see fit."
Continued on Page 2
the culty getting into the cub without paroled, but he bobbed up again a . Commissioner Leonard said that he
a warrant.
year ago last Fall, when he was
dn't know anyone receiving proar- rested on a charge of trying to steal
As to the story of the actual killhim to put the State Police on the
' t tion money and would investigate
ing,
police—bo
th State and city—
case.
dp
oowcnkteotw
bonok
theaattrew movie
y evidence on that matter that was
"There was a complete gamblinglay- were baffled. Breen said he wasn't
yen to him.
When Breen was booked at
out, cashiers' offices, dice and rou- in the club when the shooting ocPolette wheels on the top floor," said curred. McCarthy knew nothing. lice Headquarters he handed the
Gov Curley. "These things don't Various people, thought to have been booking officer six new $100 bills and
happen by accident. I'm satisfied in the club, were questioned but de- $10 in small bills. He gave his octhat some one was enjoying protec- nied any knowledge of the shooting. cupation as "salesman" and his adIt was unofficially reported that the dress as 2 Cedar st, South End.
tion."
Daniel J. McCarthy, who had
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard shooting followed the sale of some
of the Boston police said he was heroin by Sweeney to a young in his pocket, gave his address as$19
18
woman.
There were 100 grains of Winchester st. Austin Holian. who
"surprised that the State Police were
sent in. He also said the club had heroin in Sweeney's possession when had $25, gave his address as 15 Malden st, South End.
been visited by police on Jan 22 and he was taken to the hospital.
A mysterious feature of the case
that no evidence of gaming was found
there. He also told of a drive he had is that both DeMarco, who is sought Leonard
Statement
made against gambling places in for questioning. and Sweeney were
When Police Commissioner Leonknown as guards at the club. There
Boston.
.
was no enmity between them. Police ard was informed
of the Governor's
said Sweeney may have been shot action, he issued a statement which
Has Political Angle
said:
Political observers recalled that Gov by mistake during an argument.
"I am in receipt of a report from
Curley had announced his intention
the superintendent that on Jan 22,
of deposing Commissioner Leonard.
1935, the Cosmos Club was raided
If the State Police investigation Struggle Evident
and searched
should reveal anything the Boston
There were gashes on Sweeney:5 Lieut William with a warrant by
lice have ignored it might prove temple and a bullet wound in his men McDermotDonovan and patrolt and Pimental of
helpful to the Governor in his drive chest when he was examined at the Division
4. The premises were
on Leonard.
Boston City Hospital. John J. Mediros searched for
gaming
implements. As
It is customary for police entering of 259 West 4th st, South Boston, a
result of the search a report was
a city where another department has taxicab driver, said he took Sweeney, amade
to me stating the premises
jurisdiction to notify the local tie- Breen, and DeMarco to the hospital. were searched
and there were* no
partment. The State Police did not . Evidence of a struggle was found gaming implemen
ts of any kind
inside the club when police investi- found on the
notify Boston.
premises. This report
Licut Thomas Mitchell of the State gated. Tables and chairs were over- was forwarded to me
with the recomPolice went to the Cosmos Club turned and there were blood spots in mendation that
this report
about 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon various places.
Two revolvers, pending further action by thebe filed
police.
and tried to get in. He found the wrapped in cloth, were found in a
"Since 4:45 this morning, when the
place locked. State Detective Ed- Cosmos Club cloakroom.
murder of Joseph Sweeney was reSweeney was known under vari- Ported to the police,
ward F. Sherlock was with him.
Then they went to the Warren-we ous names. Joseph J. Clark and Frank department have beenofficers of this !
conducting a
station, where Capt McKinnon gave J. Sullivan were two aliases. He had rigid investigat
ion regarding the
lived recently at addresses in Dor- crime.
thetn the key to the place,
chester on Gallivan Boulevard and
"As there was a murder committed
on Oakridge st.
Saw Gaming Outfit
on the premises,
DeMarco, who is sought for ques- of the enlice to it was the first duty
apprehend the murIt developed that the Boston police tioning, is also known
as Johnny derer and all persons concerned with
saw the gaming implements on the
top floor during their investigation
In the morning. Capt McKinnon said
they were too busy with the murder
investigation to seize the gaming apparatus but intended to do . J.
A police guard was maintained until 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when
the pelice put a new lock on the door.
An interesting sidelight came from
Capt McKinnon who said the new
lock was brought by Mr Breen's attorney." Reassuring the reporters! who
looked a bit startled, the captain explained. "but he gave me all the
keys." Breen's counsel is Bernard J.
Killion.
State and Boston police were
tripping over each other at the Cosmos Club last night but it was apparent that Capt John F. Stokes,
chief of the State detectives, was in
charge. He was the last reso.t for
decisions on whet should or should
not be done.

1

I

Array of Fake
Commtereee-e `AssAlard. Supt Martin H.
pt MgKinnon, Sergt
A.
Arthur Tiernan, Ipector Harry
Pierce and Detective William J. Bonner of the Boston Police are handling
the investigation for Boston. Capt
Stokes had Lieut Detective Frank
Hale, Detective Sherlock, Lieut Mitchell, Sergts John Dempsey, John
Horgan, John J. Canavan-and Joseph
Crescio, J. Warren Toelkin, photographic expert, and Capt Charles J.
Van Air burgh, ballistics expert, at the
scene.
The State Police intended to
the gambling layout when Captseize
McKinnen informed them his officers
would immediately get a warrant.
All the paraphernalia was moved to
the Warren-at' Station.
The Cosmos Club is on the second
floor at 92 Broadway. The entrancc
is through a heavy grill door with
the fam,liar "speak-easy slide window." The Cosmos is the typical
nightclub. There are tables
,
around the floor, a space forscattered
dancing
and an -1.." bar in one corner.
It was here the shooting occurred.
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Arthur Tiernan, Igapector Harry
Pierce and Detective William J. Bonner of the Boston Police are handling
the investigation for Boston. Capt
Stokes had Lieut Detective Frank
Hale, Detective Sherlock, Lieut Mitchell, Sergts John Dempsey, John
Horgan, John J. Canavan'and Joseph
Crescio, J. Warren Toelkin, photographic expert, and Capt Charles J.
Van Amburgh, ballistics expert, at the
scene.
The State Police intended to seize
the gambling layout when Capt McKinnon informed them his officers
would immediately get a warrant.
All the paraphernalia was moved to
the Warren-av Station.
The Cosmos Club is on the second
floor at 92 Broadway. The entrance
is through a heavy grill door with
the familiar "speak-easy slide window." The Cosmos is the typical
nightclub. There are tables scattered ,
around the floor, a space for dancing
and an "L" bar in one corner.
It was here the shooting occurred,
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CURLEY ITEMIZES

PLAN FINAL PLEA
1 PUBLIC
FOR KAMINSKI '
WORK PLAN
Where $230,522,590
Tells
Doomed Man's Mother
Writes Gov Curley
It was definitely announced in
Springfield last night that relatives
will make a final appeal in the efforts to save the life of Alexander
Kaminski, condemned to die in the
electric`chair at Charlestown State
Prison the week of Feb 17 for the
murder of Guard Merritt W. Hayden
of Hampden County Jail Oct 22, 1933.
Kaminski's parents and a brother
and sister will attempt to arrange a
meeting with Gov Curley for the
purpose of asking him to bring the
matter before the Executive Council
when an appeal will be made to
commute the sentence to one of life
imprisonment.
Writing from New Britain. Conn,
Mrs Rose Kaminski, mother of Alexander. told Gov Curley that:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will not give up hope.
"Everyone has told me that you
will not listen. but I refuse to believe them because I know that you,
a member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present
time and your great heart can find
compassion for me, a humble woman
and mother.. ."
After a night of hitch-hiking Walter Kaminski of New Britain and
Fred Papalo of Meriden, Conn,
reached the State Prison at Charlestown yesterday morning to see
Alexander Kaminski. Walter is
brother of the condemned man and
Papalo is a brother-in-law. Walter
was permitted to spend an hour with
his brother in the death cell and
later Papalo was allowed a similar
period with Alexander.
Walter was also taken to the cell
of another brother. John, who is
serving a term in the prison for an
attempt to kill Sheriff David J.
Manning during the trial in Hampden County of Alexander.
Few of the condemned man's relatives have been able to visit him,
becaual of lack of finances, but
several have written him from their
homes in the Western part of the
State.
Mat".

MASS.

GRAMMAR SCHOOL
GRADUATES ELIGIBLE

May Be Expended
Gov Curley's complete public
works program, calling for expendi.
ture of $230,522,590 by the Federal
Government in Massachusetts, was '
given out by him yesterday.
i
A table explains how every dollar
asked by Gov Curley of the Federal
Government would be used. It is
to
the list which he has submitted
public works officials at Washing-

i

ton.
Items call for new buildings and
repairs at State institutions, for a
new
new Public Safety building, for
highways, grade crossing eliminations, highway repairs and improvements, breakwaters and jetties.
This program will meet the public
works construction requirements for
the next 25 years, according to the
Governor.
He said yesterday that abolition of
grade crossings, which the poor
financial condition of railroads makes
difficult, is desirable.
The enlargement of the Newburyport turnpike to a six-lane highway
should be undertaken, he said.
Gov Curley expressed satisfaction
yesterday that the Massachusetts program was in shape for presentation
to the Federal authorities before the
adoption of public works legislation
by Congress. This places the Bay
State in a favorable light with
Federal officials, he said, because
other States have not yet offered a
definite program.

GLOBE
Boston Mass.

doodwin Has Bars Dropped.
for Motor Examiners
Frank A. Goodwin, new Registrar
of Motor Vehicles, succeeded yesterday in bringing about a change in the
Civil Service rules, making it unnecessary for an applicant for motor
vehicle examiner to have a high
school education.
At Mr Goodwin's request, Gov
Curley asked Commissioner James M.
Hurley, of the Civil Service Department, to require only a grammar
school education, as was the case up
to and including the last examinatioh
in 1931.
The high school requirement was
inserted during the term of Morgah
T. Ryan as registrar.
An examination is soon to be held
for two examiners' posilions now
open, and possibly for 25ve.i..ditional
examiners.
More than 100 letters had been received at the Governor's office asking
that the high schfirtrffilThirement oe
lifted. Other letters had been received by Registrar Goodwin making
a similar request.
• •-•
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Gov Curley_ Plans
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GOV CURLEY WILL
'SPEAK AT MARIBOR°
MA111,130110, Feb 9—Gov James
M. Curley will be the principal guest
and speaker at the annual banquet
of the Marlboro Chamber of Commerce in A. 0. H. Hall on Feb 25,
It was announced today by John E.
Rice, vice president of the Chamber.
The event will be observed as manufacturers' night.

Hawaii in July
Gov Curley stated this afternoon that in July, after the
Legislature is prorogued, he
plans an airplane trip to
Hawaii with Adj Gen Rose in
response to an invitation from
Gen Hugh A. Drum who
visited the Governor today en
route to Hawaii where he has
been just assigned.
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.orrung. But the mystery of the
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'lice Baffled

Special Dispatch to the Globe

PROV1NCETOWN, Feb 8--Mrs Lillian Martin of 11 Atlantic av, who had her husband, Henry, in court today on
an assault and battery charge,
informed. Judge Robert A.
Welsh that "10 p m is a reasonable hour for any husband
to return home."
The husband testified he returned at 11 p m on the night
in question, and that's how the
trouble started. He said he
was forced to summon policeman John Rego to pound on
the door to get Mrs Martin to
unlock it and admit him.
He disagreed with Mrs Martin on the 10 p m deadline,
contending in effect that a
man's home is his castle and
the breadwinner has a right to
get in any hour he pleases.
Judge Welsh gave him 30
days in Barnstable House of
Correction, but suspended sentence.

When the State Police visited the
b, they were accompanied by Joii O'Brien, chief investigator of
State Alcoholic Beverages Com;sion, and two of his men. They
,e authority to enter all licensed
bs and the police apparently
ught there might be some diffity getting into the cub without
varrant.
s to the story of the actual killpolice—both State and city—
•e baffled. Breen said he wasn't
the club when the shooting oc- action, he issued a statement which
red. McCarthy knew nothing. said:
bus people, thought to have been
"I am in receipt of a report from
he club, were questioned but de- the superintendent that on Jan 22,
1 any knowledge of the shooting. 1935, the Cosmos Club 'was raided
was unofficially reported that the and searched with a warrant by
iting followed the sale of some Lieut William Donovan and patrolI in by Sweeney to a young men McDermott and Pimental of
Ian. There were 100 grains of Division 4. The premises were
By ALFRED J. MONAHAN
tin in Sweeney's possession when searched for gaming implements. As
was
a result of the search a report was
as taken to the hospital.
Because, he said, "someone
mysterious feature of the case made to me stating the premises
enjoying protection," Gov Curley at
both DeMarco, who is sought were searched and there were no
last
uestioning. and Sweeney were gaming implements of any kind
took unprecedented action
n as guards at the club. There found on the premises. This report
night by ordering the State Police
no enmity between them. Police was forwarded to me with the recomJoof
murder
to investigate the
Sweeney may have been shot mendation that this report be filed
expending further action by the police.
istake during an argument.
seph P. (Red) Sweeney,
"Since 4:45 this morning, when the
convict, at the Cosmos Club, in
murder of Joseph Sweeney was renightclub
Evident
and
ggle
theatrical
ported to the police, officers of this
Boston's
re were gashes on Sweeney's department have been conducting a
district, early yesterday.
investigation regarding the
rigid
and a bullet wound in his
a
The Boston olice were taken ..ewhen
he was examined at the crime.
St
the
of
"As there was a murder committed
aback by the swiftness
ten City Hospital. John J. Mediros
it was the first duty
Governor's action, but after the 159 West 4th st, South Boston, a on the premises, apprehend
the murinvestiga- , cab driver, said he took Sweeney, of the police to
State Police took up the
concerned with
persons
to the hospital. derer and all
tion the Boston police redoubled en and DeMarco
of their
course
the
In
crime.
held idence of a struggle was found the
their activity. Four men are
investi- investigation they discovered gaming
police
when
club
the
e
on
station
at the Warren-av police
Tables and chairs were over- implements on the premises and apcharges of suspicion of murder.
there were blood spots in plication for a warrant for gaming
ed
Two revolvers, has been applied for.
They are David J. ("Beano") us places.
1
"From the period of my appointBreen, who operates the club; ped in cloth, were found in a ment
as Police Commissioner on Dec
Daniel J. McCarthy, a bartender; os Club cloakroom.
was known under vari- 27, 1934. to Feb 1 last, there have
Barney Gouner, a friend of Mario toreeney
115 arrests for gaming, of which
for names. Joseph J. Clark and Frank been
111 convictions were obtained, in
De Marco, a witness sought
had
He
aliases.
two
were
ullivan
questioning, and Austin Holian. I recently at addresses in Dor- comparison with the period from Nov
for
They will be "detained overnight ter on Gallivan Boulevard and 27 to Dec 26, when 51 arrests
gaming were made, with 46 convicsaid. Dakridge st.
srt least," Capt McKinnon
,Marco, who is sought for ques- tions.
ng, is also known as Johnny
Murder
Mysterious
Russo. He has had a police Leonard Surprised
a
why
of
how
No explanation of
rd since boyhood.
Mr Leonard, when asked if he
given
Sweeney was shot has bee"
dead man had served time in
fact'lieemora Prison in New York would reply to Gov Curley, said his
in
murder,
The
anyone.
by
last _ and 10 years ago was sentenced only statement would be that he was
was almost lost in the shuffle
"surprised that the State Police were
Boston
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our years here after his conviction sent in." He added that if the GovState
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night while
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from
robbery
au
$4500
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division
the
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olice debated
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thority. In addition, Michael J. nee repeal he had worked for with information about gambling
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Asked if police officers would be
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brought up on charges as a result of
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nore recently had been employed revelations at the Cosmos Club prem- - -- by Breen.
ises, Commissioner Leonard said he
torney." Reassuring the reporters who
Police found several dews in the
looked a bit startled, the captain ex- pockets of the murdered man to had taken no action.
The police said last night they
plained, "but he gave me all the assist toward identifying him. They
keys. Breen s counsel is Bernard T. found a gas bill made out to "John wanted to question Michael Burke,
head waiter at the club,
Killion.
J. Coughlin, 121 Gallivan Boulevard." said to be
State and Boston police were At that address police found a woman and John Doyle, also reported to btripping over each other at the Cos- who said she was Mrs Rita Clark. an employe. A girl singer was quesmos Club last night but it was ap- They took her to the City Hospital tioned and released.
After ordering Commissioner o
parent that Capt John F. Stokes. and she identified the body.
Public Safety Paul G. Kirk to sen
chief of the State detectives, was in
the State Police to the Cosmos Club
charge. He was the last resort for
Gov Curley conferred with Atty Ge
decisions on whit should or should Gouner Falls Into Trap
not be done.
Barney Gouner was trapped by a Paul A. Dever about passage of legis
ruse. He telephoned the club and lation to allow local and State policasked for "Mario." The o
officer who to visit and inspect night clubs a,
Array of Police
answered
suggested
that
Barney will.
Commissioner Leonard, Supt Mar- come down and see
"In places of this character, wherWhen
tin H. King, Capt McKinnon, Sergt Gourner arrived he Mario.
persons are assembled in large num
was
arrested.
Arthur Tiernan, Inspector Harry Patrolman Frank Sliney said he bers," he said, "the police should be
Pierce and Detective William J. Bon- found a .32-caliber revolver in Barable to visit them as they see fit."
of the Boston Police are handling ney's back pocket.
Commissioner Leonard said that h
Capt
the investigation for Boston.
De Marco, who has lived at many didn't know anyone receiving pro
Frank
Lieut
Detective
Stokes had
North End addresses, was in court tection money and would investigate
Hale, Detective Sherlock, Lieut Mit- when he was 8 years old on a any evidence on that matter that wa chell, Sergts John Dempsey, John larceny charge. It was filed. He given to him.
Horgan, John J. Canavan and Joseph Was subsequently in court on charges
Crescio, J. Warren oelkin, photo. of larceny, gaming, assault with in- BELMONT E. R. A.HEAD UNDE
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would immediately get a warrant. after pleading
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the Warren-av Station.
Leo Chevnorsky. He was est of Francis Lally, candidate for
The Cosmos Club is on the second bing of but
office of town treasurer, were mac
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up
again
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floor at 92 Broadway. The entrance year ago last Fall,
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when he was ar- yesterday by Ralph D.
is through a heavy grill door with rested
candidate for the town treasur
a
on
of
trying
charge
to
steal
the familiar "speak-easy slide win- a
woman's pocketbook at a movie office.
dow." The Cosmos is the typical show
Lally was a Selectman until I
in a downtown theatre.
to becon
nightclub. There are tables scattered
When Breen was booked at Po- May, when he resigneddeclared th
around the floor, a space for dancing lice
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Headquarters he handed the acting treasurer.
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in
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in
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tered in the club and on the stairway cupation as "salesman" and his adState E. R. A. Administrator
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End.
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dress
South
Cedar
to the street. The gambling place
thur G. Botch said last night he h
J.
$19
who
had
Daniel
McCarthy,
was known as the Sportsmen's Club.
received the report and had reque
The Cosmos Club charter is for the in his pocket, gave his address as 18 ed Flett to come to his office in
second floor but police did not know Winchester st. Austin Holian, who gard to the matter.
about a license for the third floor. had $25, gave his address as 15 Mal.
Mr Retch declared that Flett
Entrance to the Sportsmen's Club is den st, South End.
been a very efficient administrat
made only through the Cosmos Club.
but added that if he found the B
Leonard Statement
mont official is actually participat
Photographers Barred
When Police Commissioner Leon- in politics and declines to stop,
The gambling room was well fitted ard was informed of the Governors will require his resignation.

Governor Hints
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WIFE WANTS HUSBAND
HOME EARLY—HE GETS
SENTENCE FOR ASSAULT
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Tout. There were five cashier's cages
!for booking horse races bets. There
was a dice table, playing cards and
chips. There was no roulette wheel
Continued from the First Pacil
when reporters got a look at the
;1
place last night. Photographers were
I Ward, ex-deputy United States barred from the third floor yesterday
marshal and political figure, and morning. But the mystery of the
Senator Joseph A. Langone were third floor was finally solved when
the State Police began their investi' injected into the case.
Ward's gold badge as deputy gation.
Capt McKinnon, questioned about
marshal was found on Sweeney at
the gambling place, said last night
the Boston City Hospital. Ward that Lieut William
Donovan and patold newspapermen it had been trolmen McDermott
and Pimental
stolen from him. Senator Langone had investigated the club on
Jan 22
is out o2 town but Mrs Langone and found everything all right. Asked
appeared at the Warren-ay Police if he had any knowledge that the
Station wheii someone telephoned gambling "joint" had been moved
her home that Breen was in trou- from the Cosmos Club to another
ble. Capt Joseph MclCinnon said place a few weexs ago only to return
to its original home a couple of nights
last night that Mrs Langone came ago, Capt McKinn
on said he did not
to the station to see what the trou- know, but thought "it
possible the
ble was. He said she did not see gambling place had been reopened
Breen or "give him any help."
only recently."
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WIFE WANTS HUSBAND
HOME EARLY—HE GETS
SENTENCE FOR ASSAULT
Special Dispatch to the Globe

PROV1NCETOWN, Feb 8—
Mrs Lilian Martin of 11 Atlantic av, who had her husband, Henry, in court today on
an assault and battery charge,
informed Judge Robert A.
Welsh that "10 p in is a reasonable hour for any husband
to return home."
The husband testified he returned at 11 p m on the night
in question, and that's how the
trouble started. He said he
was forced to summon policeman John Rego to pound on
the door to get Mrs Martin to
unlock it and admit him.
He disagreed with Mrs Martin on the 10 p m deadline,
contending in effect that a
man's home is his castle and
the breadwinner has a right to
get in any hour he pleaces.
Judge Welsh gave him 30
days in Barnstable House of
Correction, but suspended sentence.

Found Gaming Layout
Police Baffled
The appearance of the State Police
When the State Police visited the
was an amazing development. Gov
club, they were accompanied by JoCorley has spoken of crusades seph
O'Brien, chief investigator of
against gambling places and has
threatened to send the State Police the State Alcoholic Beverages Corninto communities where they are mission, and two of his men. They
operating without molestation from have authority to enter all licensed
clubs and the police apparently
the local authorjties.
thought there might be some diffiIt was the finding of gambling par- culty
getting into the cub without
aphernalia on the third floor of the a
warrant.
building, he explained, that caused
As to the story of the actual killhim to put the State Police on the
ing, police—both State and city—
case.
;
There was a complete gambling lay- were baffled. Breen said he wasn't
out, cashiers' offices, dice and rou- in the club when the shooting oc- action, he issued a statement which
, lette wheels on the top floor," said curred. McCarthy knew nothing. said:
Gov Curley. "These things don't Various people, thought to have been
"I am in receipt of a report from
happen by accident. I'm satisfied in the club, were questioned but de- the superintendent that on Jan 22,
that some one was enjoying protec- flied any knowledge of the shooting. 1935, the Cosmos Club 'was raided
It was unofficially reported that the and searche
tion."
d with a warrant by
g followed the sale of some Lieut William Donova
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard shootin
n and
heroin
by
Sweeney to a young men McDermott and Pimentpatrolof the Boston police said he was
al of
woman.
There
were 100 grains of Division 4. The premises were
"surprised that the State Police were
heroin
in
SI.veene
y's possession when searched for gaming implements. As
sent in." He also said the club had
:• been visited by police on Jan 22 and he was taken to the hospital.
a result of the search a report was
A
mysteri
ous
feature
of the case made to me stating the premises
i I that no evidence of gaming was folind.
is
that
DeMarc
both
o,
who
is
sought
were searched and there were no
e there. He also told of a drive he had
• made against gambling places in for questioning. and Sweeney were gaming implements of any kind
known as guards at the club. There found on the premise
Boston.
s. This report
was no enmity between them. Police was forwarded
me with the recomsaid Sweeney may have been shot mendation thattothis
report
be filed
Has Political Angle
by mistake during an argument.
pending further action by the police.
Political observers recalled that Gov
"Since
4:45
this
mornin
g,
when
the
Curley had announced his intention
murder of Joseph Sweeney was reStruggle Evident
of deposing Commissioner Leonard.
ported to the police, officers of this
If the State Police investigation
There were gashes on Sweeney's department have been conduct
ing a
should reveal anything the Boston temple and a bullet wound
rigid
in
investigation regarding the
his
police have ignored it might prove chest when he was examined
crime.
at
the
helpful to the Governor in his drive Boston City Hospital. John J. Mediro
"As there was a murder committed
s
on Leonard.
of 259 West 4th st, South Boston, a on the premises, it was the first duty
It is customary for police entering I taxicab driver, said
he took
y, of the police to apprehend the mura city where another department has Breen and DeMarco to the Sweene
hospital. derer and all persons concerned with
jurisdiction to notify the local deEvidence of a struggle was found the crime. In the course of their
partment. The State Police did not I inside the club when police
investi- investigation they discovered gaming
notify Boston.
gated. Tables and chairs were over- implements on
premises and apLieut Thomas Mitchell of the State turned and there were blood spots in plication for a the
warrant for gaming
Police went to the Cosmos Club various places.
Two revolvers, has been applied for.
about 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon wrapped in cloth, were
"From the period of my appointand tried to get in. He found the Cosmos Club cloakroom. found in a ment
as Police Commissioner on Dec
place locked. State Detective EdSweeney was known under vari- 27, 1934. to Feb 1 last, there have
ward F. Sherlock was with him. ous names. Joseph J. Clark and Frank been 115 arrests
Then they went to the Warren-av J. Sullivan were two aliases. He had Ill convictions for gaming, of which
were obtained, in
station. where Capt McKinnon gave lived recently at addresses in
Dor- comparison with the period from Nov
them the key to the place.
chester on Gallivan Boulevard and 27 to Dec 26, when 51 arrests for
on Oakridge st.
gaming were made, with 46 convicSaw Gaming Outfit
DeMarco, who is sought for ques- tions.
It developed that the Boston police tioning. is also known as Johnny
saw the gaming implements on the Della Russo. He has had a police Leonard Surprised
top floor during their investigation record since boyhood.
Mr Leonard, when asked if he
The dead man had served time in
in the morning. Capt McKinnon said
would reply to Gov Curley, said his
they were too busy with the murder Dannemora Prison in New York Only
statement would be that he was
investigation to seize the gaming ap- State and 10 years ago was sentenced "surpri
sed that the State Police were
to four years here after his conviction
paratus but intended to do : 1.
sent in." He added that if the GovA police guard was maintained un- of a $4500 robbery from the Massa- ernor
or anyone else furnished him
til 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when chusetts-av Loan Company.
Since repeal he had worked for with information about gambling
the police put a new lock on the door.
places
in Boston. he'd close them.
An interesting sidelight came from a time as a bartender at a tavern
Asked if police officers would be
Capt McKinnon, who said the "new near the Ashmont Subway Station
brough
t up on charges as a result of
more
and
recently had been employed
lock was brought by Mr Breen's atrevelations at the Cosmos Club premtorney." Reassuring the reporters who by Breen.
Police found several dews in the ises, Commissioner Leonard said he
looked a bit startled, the captain explained, "but he gave me all the pockets of the murdered man to had taken no action.
The police said last night the
keys." Breen's counsel is Bernard J. assist toward identifying him. They
found a gas bill made out to "John wanted to question Michael Burke,
Killion.
State and Boston police were J. Coughlin, 121 Gallivan Boulevard." said to be head waiter at the club,
tripping over each other at the Cos- At that address police found a woman and John Doyle, also reported to be
mos Club last night but it was ap- who said she was Mrs Rita Clark. an employe. A girl singer was quesparent that Capt John F. Stokes, They took her to the City Hospital tioned and released.
After ordering Commissioner of
chief of the State detectives, was in and she identified the body.
Public Safety Paul G. Kirk to send
charge. He was the last resort for
the State Police to the Cosmos Club,
decisions on whrt should or should Gouner Falls Into Trap
Gov Curley conferred with Atty Gen
not be done.
Barney Gouner was trapped by a Paul A. Dever about passage of legisruse. He telephoned the club and lation to allow local and State police
Array of Police
asked for "Mario." The officer who to visit and inspect night4 clubs
at
Commissioner Leonard, Supt Mar- answered suggested that Barney will.
tin H. King, Capt McKinnon, Sergt come down and see Mario. When
"In places of this character, where
Arthur Tiernan, Inspector Harry Gourner arrived he was arrested. persons are assembled in large numPierce and Detective William J. Bon- Patrolman Frank Sliney said he bers," he said, "the police should be
ner of the Boston Police are handling found a .32-caliber revolver in Bar- able to visit them as they see fit.
the investigation for Boston. Capt ney's back pocket.
Commissioner Leonard said that he
De Marco, who has lived at many didn't know anyone receiving proStokes had Lieut Detective Frank
North
End addresses, was in court tection money and would investigate
Hale, Detective Sherlock, Lieut Mitchell, Sergts John Dempsey, John'when he was 8 years old on a any evidence on that matter that was
larceny
charge. It was filed. He given to him.
Horgan, John J. Canavan and Joseph
Crescio, J. Warren Toelkin, photo- Was subsequently in court on charges
graphic expert, and Capt Charles J. of larceny, gaming, assault with in- BELMONT E.
R. A.HEAD UNDE
Van Amburgh, ballistics expert, at the tent to kill, being idle and disorderly, breaking and entering and
scene.
FIRE, BOTCH PLANS PROBE
The State Police intended to seize larceny, and unlawful use of an auCharges that J. Watson Flett, chair
the gambling layout when Capt Mc- tomobile, all before he was 19.
In 1927 he was sentenced to State man of the Belmont Board of Select
Kinnon informed them his officers
would immediately get a warrant. Prison for from four to eight years men, and local E. R. A. administrata
All the paraphernalia was moved to after pleading guilty to manslaughter in that town, Tuesday sponsored an
in connection with the fatal stab- presided over a meeting in the intei
the Warren-av Station.
The Cosmos Club is on the second bing of Leo Chevnorsky. He was est of Francis Lally, candidate for th
floor at 92 Broadway. The entrance paroled, but he bobbed up again a office of town treasurer, were mac
is through a heavy grill door with year ago last Fall, when he was ar- yesterday by Ralph D. Joslin, also
the familiar "speak-easy slide win- rested on a charge of trying to steal candidate for the town treasur
dow." The Cosmos is the typical a woman's pocketbook at a movie office.
nightclub. There are tables scattered show in a downtown theatre.
Lally was a Selectman until I
When Breen was booked at Po- May, when he resigned to becorr
around the floor, a space for dancing
and an "L" bar in one corner.
lice Headquarters he handed the acting treasurer. Joslin declared t
It was here the shooting occurred, booking officer six new $100 bills and E. R. A. officials in towns and ati
police think. There is blood spat$10 in small bills. He gave his oc- are required by Federal regulatio
tered in the club and on the stairway cupation as salesman and his ad- to take no part in politics.
to the street. The gambling
State E. R. A. Administrator
place dress as 2 Cedar st South End.
was known as the Sportsmen's Club.
Daniel J. McCarthy, who had $19 thur G. Hatch said last night he
The Cosmos Club charter is for the in his pocket, gave his address as 18 received the report and had requ
second floor but police did not
Winchester st. Austin Holten, who ed Flett to come to his office in
about a license for the third know
floor. had $25, gave his address as 15 Mal- gard to the matter.
Entrance to the Sportsmen's Club
Mr Rotch declared that Flett
is den st, South End.
i made only through the Cosmos
been a very efficient administrati
Club.
but added that if he found the lEf
Leonard Statement
moot official is actually participa;
Photographers Barred
When
Police
Commis
sioner
politics and declines to
in
LeonThe gambling room was well
fitted ard was informed of the Governor's will require his resignation. stop,1
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Governor to Ask Legislature to Pass
Bill Opening Doors to Police
Night club doors will be opened
wide to State and municipal police in
the future if Gov Curley has his way
with a piece of legislation which he
will propose to the Massachusetts
Legislature in a special message Monday. Police will be able to enter all
places of assembly and the bill is directed especially at such clubs as the
Cosmos and the Sportsmen's Club, the
gambling layout on the third floor of
! the Broadway Club, where murder
was committed Thursday night.
' The proposed legislation is aimed
directly at a condition now existing
in Boston, which, according to the
Governor's charges, is made possible
only by police protection. But the
political ramifications of his move
are far greater, as was intimated today. Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard, whose removal has been
threatened, is on the spot in this move,
and the administration of his predecessor, Eugene C. Hultman, now
chairman of the Metropolitan District
Commission, may also be hit, it was
intimated today.
Curley's Statement
"It is my purpose upon Monday
next," the Governor said this afternoon following a long conference
with Lieut Col Paul G. Kirck, commissioner of public safety and Asst
Atty Gen James J. Ronan, "to submit a special message to the Legislature recommending the enactment
of legislation which will authorize
I both the State police and the municipal police in the municipalities of the
Commonwealth to enter without
warrant the premises utilized for
assembly or other purposes.
"In my opinion this legislation is
necessary in order that more direct
supervision may be had of the operation of so-called night clubs for the
purpose of not only enforcing the
law with reference to the illegal sale
of liquors but narcotics and white
slavery.
"It will be interesting to learn how
long the Cosmos Club has been operating and also how long the Sportsmen's Club has been operating and
as to the source of police protection
vhich they enjoyed and as to what
particular official of the Police Deartment had charge of the particular
listrict in which these two clubs (prated and what steps the police comUssioner proposes taking immediatey to punish those responsible for
ermitting the wide open operation
f the Sportsmen's Club. Also as to
low many additional clubs are oper-

Secretary Explains Why
Office Costs Mount

Curley's office
, Explaining why Gov
thousand dollars
1 expense is several
last
higher than that of Gov Ely's
Richsecretary,
Governor's
year the
the Legislative
! I ard D. Grant, told and Means yes, Committee on Ways
ating at the present time in Boston.'"
a
terday Massachusetts - now . has
Governor who works Six days a week
Report from Leonard
instead of 1 ','2 days.
That the Governor is expecting
The committee wanted to know
an immediate report from Police
clerical
why dov•Curley needs more
Commissioner Leonard on the subject
expensive .
help, why he bought an
was indicated as Gov Curley stated
HanJoseph
automobile and why Col
that he would return to the State
ken of the Adjutant General's office
House late today and expected he
needs a chauffeur.
might have an answer from Leonard.
The committee also inquired into
When it was suggested to Gov Curof'
the reason of the employment
ley that Police Commissioner had
lianken, national vice president of
served as Boston police head only a
duty in
the V. F. W., for special
short time and that possibility the
department.
the Adjutant General's
conditions of which the Governor
The budget contains an item of $1560
complained might have existed and
for a chauffeur for Hanken.
ha dthei rsource prior to Leonard's
Grant replied he was not familiar
encumbency, the Governor winked
with the matter as it was related
a knowing wink and admitted the
.department,
to the Adjutant General'sthat.Hanken
possibility.
but said he had heard
At the State House it was felt'
.a %-oa ...among service
that some heads of high officials of
the Boston Police Boston Police De2 Park Square
partment would be lopped off in this
BOSTON
MASS.
siutation either by Leonard, if he
holds his job, or by his successor,
gemerally expected to be Eugene
GLOBE
McSweeney.
If Gov Curley fires
Leonard before ther is a shakeup in
Boston,
Mass.
the administration which runs Divisions 4 and 5 of the Boston Police
Department.
FEB
The Governor said he was to reproject.
F
ceive later today a complete report
from Commissioner of Public Safety
CURLEY ASSUMES ELY WILL
Kirk on the conditions which pre.
vailed in the Broadway clubs and
QUIT NATIONAL COMMITTEE
were unearthed by the stepping in
Asked yesterday if he had made
of the State troopers yesterday after
any move in an effort to have Ex-Gov
the night club murder of Sweeney,
Ely replaced as a Democratic Nathe ex-convict doorman of the Costional Committeeman from Massamos Club.
chusetts, Gov Curley said: "I assume
Ronan Drafting Measure
he should tender his resignation
Asst Atty Gen James J. Ronan was
shortly if he is going to be an indedrafting the proposed legislation
pendent candidate for president."
which the Governor will submit on
Nothing can be done'about replacMonday, and was to place the proing Ex-Gov Ely, the Governor pointposed law before the Governor be.
ed out, until the committee meets in
fore the Chief Executive leaves the
the next presidential year.
State House tonight.
Gov Curley said that he would,
probably give out Kirk's report on;
vice conditions in Boston after he
had studied it. The Governor indi.
cated tha the intended to have the
State Police take charge of the Cosmos murder case, and that as a re.
suit of the wide-open gambling and
traffic in narcotics he would leave'
the State Police in the South End
until the district undergoes a change
in police administration.
Gev Curley did not say whethest
or not he had demanded an imme.i
diate answer from Leonard on con.
ditions in the Broadway dim-light
district, but in his statement that ne
expected to hear from Leonard was
the implied demand of a report front
the Boston commissioner.
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NIGHT CLUB CLEANUP
PLANNED BY CURLEY
•

Governor to Ask Legislature to Pass
Bill Opening Doors to Police
.

Night club doors will be opened
wide to State and municipal police in
the future if Gov Curley has his way
with a piece of legislation which he
will propose to the Massachusetts
Legislature in a special message Monday. Police will be able to enter all
places of assembly and the bill is directed especially at such clubs as the
Cosmos and the Sportsmen's Club, the
gambling layout on the third floor of
the Broadway Club, where murder
was committed Thursday night.
The proposed legislation is aimed
directly at a condition now existing
in Boston, which, according to the
Governor's charges, is made possible
only by police protection. But the
political ramifications of his move
are far greater, as was intimated today. Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard, whose removal has been
threatened, is on the spot in this move,
and the administration of his predecessor, Eugene C. Hultman, now
chairman of the Metropolitan District
Commissiqn, may also be hit, it was
intimated today.

01/ley's statement
"it is my purpose

upon Monday
next," the Governor said this afternoon following a long conference
with Lieut Col Paul G. Kirck, commissioner of public safety and Asst
Atty Gen James J. Ronan, "to submit a special message to the Legislature recommending the enactment
of legislation which will authorize
I both the State police and the municiI pal police in the municipalities of the
Commonwealth to enter without
warrant the premises utilized for
assembly or other purposes.
"In my opinion this legislation is
necessary in order that more direct
supervision may be had of the operation of so-called night clubs for the
purpose of not only enforcing the
law with reference to the illegal sale
of liquors but narcotics and white
slavery.
"It will be interesting to learn how
long the Cosmos Club has been operating and also how long the Sportsmen's Club has been operating and
as to the source of police protection
vhich they enjoyed and as to what
particular official of the Police Deartment had charge of the particular
l'strict in which these two clubs oprated and what steps the police cornnissioner proposes taking immediatev to punish those responsible for
iermitting the wide open operation
f the Sportsmen's Club. Also as to
ow many additional clubs are oper-

ating at the present time in Boston."
Report from Leonard
That the Governor is expecting
an immediate report from Police
Commissioner Leonard on the subject
was indicated as Gov Curley stated
that he would return to the State
House late today and expected he
might have 'an answer from Leonard.
When it was suggested to Gov Curley that Police Commissioner had
served as Boston police head only a
short time and that possibility the
conditions of which the Governor
complained might have existed and
ha dthei rsource prior to Leonard's
encumbency, the Governor winked
a knowing wink and admitted the
possibility.
At the State House it was felt.
that some heads of high officials of
the Boston Police Boston Police Department would be lopped off in this
siutation either by Leonard, if he
holds his job, or by his successor,
generally expected to be Eugene
If Gov Curley fires
McSweeney.
Leonard before ther is a shakeup in
the administration which runs Divisions 4 and 5 of the Boston Police
Department.
The Governor said he was to receive later today a complete report
from Commissioner of Public Safety
Kirk on the conditions which prevailed in the Broadway clubs and
were unearthed by the stepping in
of the State troopers yesterday after
the night club murder of Sweeney,
the ex-convict doorman of the Cosmos Club.
Ronan Drafting Measure
Asst Atty Gen James J. Ronan was
drafting the proposed legislation
which the Governor will submit on
Monday, and was to place the proposed law before the Governor before the Chief Executive leaves the
State House tonight.
Gov Curley said that he would,
probably give out Kirk's report on
vice conditions in Boston after he
had studied it. The Governor indi.
cated tha the intended to have the
State Police take charge of the Cosmos murder case, and that as a result of the wide-open gambling and
traffic in narcotics he would leave
the State Police in the South End
until the district undergoes a change
in police administration.
Gev Curley did not say whethert
or not he had demanded an imme-i
diate answer from Leonard on coni
ditions in the Broadway dim-light
district, but in his statement that nee
expected to hear from Leonard was
the implied demand of a report from
the Boston commissioner.
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Secretary Explains Why
Office Costs Mount
Curley's office
. Explaining why Gov
dollars
thousand
several
expense is
Ely's last
higher than that of Gov
secretary, Richyear the Governor's
the Legislative
told.
Grant,
ard D.
yesCommittee on Ways and Means
has a
terday Massachusetts now ' week
Governor who works Six days a
2 days.
/
instead of 11
know
The committee wanted toclerical
why dot,'Curley needs more
expensive "
help, why he bought an
automobile and'why Col Joseph Hanoffice
ken of the Adjutant General's
needs a chauffeur.
into
The committee also inquired
of'
the reason of the employment
of
president
Hanken, national vice
duty in
the V. F. W., for special
department.
the Adjutant General's
$1580
The budget contains an item of
for a chauffeur for Hanken.familiar
Grant replied he was not
with the matter as it was related
.department,
to the Adjutant General's
Hanken
but said he had heard thatactivities
was engaged in coordinating departin the Adjutant General's
ment.
Representative Albert Bigelow of
•
Brookline said he could see no
car
reason why Gov Curley's motorEly's
should cost $5000 when Gov Govcar cost $3850. Grant said the and
ernor liked the car in question
would
added some people in the State lowhave him motoring around in a
priced vehicle.
Representative Bigelow pointed out
were
that only four stenographers
that five are
i employed last year andGovernor.
\ now working for the
asked.
"Do we need this many?" he well
"Yes," replied Grant, "and
probably need another one. works
public
Grant said i'he variousGovernor
and
projects sought by the
develop
the endeavor he is making toof State
1 efficiency in the operationrequire s
n departments necessarily
rpsuosnhnhellit in the
l jfg is
I a

i

ect out, until the committee meets in
the next presidential year.
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/SpecPAID TO DAVID A. ROSE

HEARD SHOT AT
COSMOS CLUB
Witness Says She Fled
When Quarrel Started
The slaying of Joseph P. ("Red")
Sweeney, ex-convict and gangster,

early yesterday morning, was definitely placed in the Cosmos Club
' on Broadway, near Park so, today
by the police after they questioned
Sadie Perry, a night club singer,
who said she heard ,a shot as she
fled down the stairs of the Cosmos
Club early yesterday morning. '
The girl said she was near the
piano in the club when a fight
started among a large group of
men, mostly Italians, who were
having a special party at the club.
She told the officers that as the
fight began to develop she started
out of the club, but before she had
reached the street she heard a shot.
The story about the large party
of Italians at the club at the time
, of the shooting and the fact that
I the missing Mario de Marco, who
is alleged to have been in the club
also, continues to evade police for
questioning, leads them to the
theory .that the killing was
perhaps not accidental. as they
were at one time inclined to believe.
A couple of girls, said to be
waitresses at a Jamaica Plain Club,
'
\ were brought to the Warren-a':
Station this forenoon to be questioned in the Cosmos slaying. The
, police learned that.the girls were
'at the club Thursday night. The
I girls told the police that they had
left the club before the fight broke

I

ial honor will be paid to David
A. Rose at a dinner to be held Sunday
evening by Golden Crown
250,
L 0. a A., at the DorchestLodge
er Manor,
Morton st, Dorchester, in celebrat
ion
of his recent reelection to his
successive terra as president ofthird
the I
lodge and his election as
, of the House of Represen a member
tatives.
Guests who have been
tend are Gov James M. invited to atCurley,
Frederick —W7,—Vansfielcl;---016.0Mayor
Paul A. Dever, and Alexand r" Gen
er Erin',
editor and publisher of
the Jewish
Advocate.
The lodge officers for
year will be installed. the coming
Beside Pres
Rose they are Jacob
Gateman, vice
president; Samuel Yoffe, treasure
r;
Joseph H. Liverman, financia
tary; Leo Meltzer, recordi l secrengsecre
tary; Max Rosen, guard;
Samuel Alpert, conductor; Dr Joseph
/.1. Kaplan, physician, and I. P.
an,
Theodore Phillips, David Coppelm
Foster, Alfred A. Tucker and Harry
Yoffe,
trustees.
Jacob Gateman is chairman
of the
banquet committee, Morris
Shomes is
vice chairman, Samuel Shuman
secretary-treasurer, and Isaac P.
Coppelman is toastmaster. The
reception
committee comprises David
chairman; Samuel Alpert, Foster,
Samuel
Alter, Murray Davis,
Max Phillips, Alfred A.Sydney Gelb,
Tucker,Louis
Kummins, Jacob Daniels,
Aisner and Joseph H. LivermaSamuel
n.
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Murder

Continued on Page 3
1
'
stiortly before noon charged
with carrying a weapon illegally.
He pleaded not guilty to the complaint and was held in $2500 until
Feb 15. Gouner, who is 26, lives on Cheston pk, Roxbury, was
picked up on Broadway, near the
Cosmos Club, by the police who D. Donovan of the
Bosti
went to the neighborhood to in- tion if the police Warren-av sta- tion of State and local police
vestigate the shooting of Sweeney. meat witnesses had the Govern- vestigating a murder in
.
present.
He
said
Never before have •State Police
The defendant is said to have ad- they did not and
police
officials
entered a police
mitted to the police that he had no then request
ed half an hour post- without notifica case in Boston
license to carry the .32 calibre, ponement
tion of the Boston
while
they
assembl
ed authorities.
fully-loaded, seven-chamber re- witnesses
to
tell
their
stories to
volver found on him when the offi- Judge Duff.
State Police were ordered on the received a "probationary" 1
cers frisked him in the street.
case by Gov Curley, who has been Dec 19,1933. This covered the
1
Attorney Bernard Killion, counat odds with Police Commissioner until May 1, 1934.
At that time, in view of the
sel for "Beano" Breen and Daniel Prominent Persons
Leonard, and has made no secret
J. McCarthy, the club bartender,
Prominent persons, whose names' of his desire to remove Leonard that there had been no compl
according to Chairman Montag
both of wham are being held by , are on
the private list of the Cos- from office.
regular license WAS granted.
the police as suspicious persons,
I
M.
liar
politica
l
develop
- complaint has ever been m
came into the Municipal Court this I mos Club will be questioned today meat in the case is the fact
that against the club.
noon and demanded that the police by Capt John F. Stokes,( chief of the two politicians
'take action on the question of his the State Police Detective Bureau. I were found on the whose names
private list of Statements by Policemen
When State police entered the !the club
clients. Lawyer Killion demanded
are
The license of the club cover
that the police either bring a di- Cosmos Club, situated on Broad- porters. There strong Curley supis no evidence, howrect charge against the men or re- way in the "night life" center of 'ever,
only
the second floor but before th
that
the city, they were surprised to is in any any member of the club probationary license was granted, M
lease them.
way connected with the
The attorney, the two men being find a list of members, which in- murder,
but because of the com- Montague said, an investigation wa
held and several police officials cluded two prominent political fig- plete
mystery
of the case, police made in the usual manner by the
went before Judge John Duff in the ures.
Boston police, as prescribed by law.
are anxious to questio
effort of the police to get warrants
Police Commissioner Joseph J. of the club to learn n members
At the original hearing on the petiany possible tion,
for the pair charging them with Leonard said this morning that he motive
Sergt Hoban of the Boston Pofor the slaying.
being accessories after the fact in was willing to investigate any
lice
Department testified in favor of
evi- Because Boston police, upon enter- granting
the murder of "Red" Sweeney.
a license and said that he
dence that Gov Curley could pre- ing the club immedia
tely after the knew of nothing wrong about the
Killion claimed, before the offi- sent to him regarding the existen
murder,
ce
found many hats and club. Sergt Dunleavy of the Boston
cers presented much evidence, that of widespread gambling
"joints" coats, which they believe had been Police Department gave similar testithe police were attempting to pro- within the city.
left there by patrons in their haste mony.
ceed without having direct knowAnother person. Mr Montague would
to leave, they are anxious to find
ledge of the evidence they were ' Curley Steps Into
persons who may have witnessed not say whether in person, by phone
Case
setting before the court and Judge
or by letter, notified the commission
A unique development of the the fracas that led to the
murder.
Duff presently asked Lieut William case last
night was the combineLaundry marks on the wearing that "Beano" Breen was behind th
club, and Mr Montague declared tha
apparel that was founc! in the club he asked
these police officers at th
may prove to be important in the time if this were true, and
both Dunsolution of the case. Capt Joseph leavy and Hoban told the commission
books were turned over to the
B. McKinnon of the Warren-av that they knew nothing of Breen the
Licensing Board. Secretary Louis
being
connecte
d
with
it.
station and Capt Stokes said, "It is
Eppel looked them over and, accordAn officer Callahan. Montague said, ing to Chairman Montagu
unfortunate that prominent pere, stated
also
gave
the
commiss
ion
the same that the books were well kept, and
sons may seem to be involved, but
answer concerning Breen, and told made a notation that the club gave
we feel it our duty to press any the commission that
he knew nothing Christmas and Thanksgiving baskets
investigation of a complaint or a of Breen's association with the club.
to the poor.
murder such as this one."
No one appeared before the board
According to Chairman Montague,

WEAPONS SEIZED IN MURDER CASE

to object to the granting a license the officers of the club ,are pres.
address
to the Cosmos Club, and in view of Daniel F. O'Connor, who
the testimony given concerning It, is given as 141 Stuart st; trees, Chesgranted.
address
Grillo,
given
ter
whose
the
license
was
as
is
At noon today Chairman David
T.
The petitioners were represented 49 Yoeman av, Medford; fin sec,
Montague of the Boston Licensin
g by attorney Bernard Kilion.
Edward Feldman, whose address is
Board notified the Cosmos
Club to
given as 165 East Cottage st. Whethappear before the board next
er this is one of the East Cottage
day morning at 9:30 to show Tues- "More Than One" Senator
streets in Boston or elsewhere is not
why the license of the club cause
should
A reported asked Chairman Mon- specified.
not be revoked.
tague,
''Do you remember any State
In an interview this
morning
Chairman Montague said that Bos-, Senator appearing in favor of the
oui, oui, Monsieur
granting
of the license to the Coston police testified that "Beano"
Breen was not connected with the mos Club."
PARIS, Feb 9 A. P.)—Just how
Chairman Montague smiled and an- would
Cosmos Club when the club sought
you say Smith. Brown or Jones
a liquor license, and more than one swered, "Perhaps I do remember. In in French? That. may be a problem
fact
more than one appeared."
Stale Senator spoke in favor of
people if two French Senasome
to
The chairman was asked to give
:grantintz the license.
tors have their way. They have inthe names of the State Senators
who
Questioned about the granting of appeare
d in behalf of the Casmos troduced a bill proposing that fora license to this club. Mr Montague Club
eigners seeking citi zensh i p must
and
answere
d,
"I
think
not
It "Frcrichify- their names. For those
answered that the entire situation is not
will probably be taken up by the people in the record hnyway; in fact., already naturalized the change xvoulti
Licensing Board this afternoon or quire frequently come in and in- he optional.
about lieenses, but they are not
Monday. It is not necessary far the recorded
."
hoard to receive a formal complaint
GLOBE ADVERTISEMENTS
He
that in 1934, when the club
against the vIliih in order to take askedsaid
for A renewal of its license,
PAY BEST
this action, he said. The club had a member
asked for its books, and i
TRY ONE AND SEE

MOVE MADE TO REVOKE
COSMOS CLUB LICENSE

I

I
Patrn:mkn Lavvrencc Boylii with
pistols and blackjacks seized
in invcstig,ation of Sweeney

murder.
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State Gets Bullet
Q.sy....ajnes lit Curhand of

2 Park Square
MASS.
BOSTON

The
im- I
s murder was
ley in the Cosmo
police again
pressed on the Boston
t
Capt
this morning when State
firear
rearms
ms ,
the
Ambur
gh,
Van
ted the Boston police
cxpert, reques
e
n
.
tak- '
him the bullet
to
over
to turn
the slain ,
from the body of Edwar
1
d
gangster Sweeney. The State offi;
.
reques
to
t
his
cial made
Seibolt, police armorer, but when 1
turning
the latter hesitated about
over the bullet without instructions from his superiors, Capt Van
Amburgh informed him he was
acting on orders from the Gov- i
ernor.
Officer Seibolt immediately got
in touch with Supt Martin H. King
and the latter instructed Seibolt to
send the bullet to the State experts office at the State House in
\ the custody of a Boston policeman,
, who was to wait there until the
i Commonwealth's ballistic expert
had made his examination of it.
Then he was to bring it back to
Police Headquarters and turn it
over to tne armorer.
I Sadie Perry's story concerning
!the Italian party at the club result.
'ed in the police executives today
assigning two Italian officers to that
phase of the investigation being
carried on by the Warren-av Station police, under Capt Joseph Mc- ,
Kinnon and Police Headquarters. I
The officers assigned are Lieut Louis
, di Sessa and patrolman Charles
i Perelli. Sergt Banks will assist
: them.
I
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PAID TO DAVID A. ROSE

/Special honor will be paid to David
A. Rose at a dinner to be held Sunday
evening by Golden Crowo Lodge 250,
1. 0. B. A., at the Dorchester
Manor,
Morton Et, Dorchester, in
tion
of his recent reelection tocelebra
his third
successive term as president of the
lodge and his election as a
member
of the House of Representative
s.
Guests who have been invited to
attend are Gov James M. Curley,
Mayor
Frederick 'TT7114ansfield,•--dislier"
Paul A. Dever. and Alexander Gen
editor and publisher of the Brin;
Jewish
Advocate.
The lodge officers or the
coming
year will be installed. Beside
Pres
Rose they are Jacob Gatema
n, vice
president; Samuel Yoffe, treasur
er;
Joseph H. Liverman, financial
secretary; Leo Meltzer, recording secretary; Max Rosen, guard; Samuel
pert, conductor; Dr Joseph H. AlKaplan, physician, and I. P. Coppel
Theodore Phillips, David Foster,man,
Alfred A. Tucker and Harry
Yofft,
trustees.
Jacob Gateman is chairman of
the
banquet oommittee, Morris Shomes
IS
vice chairman, Samuel Shuman
secretary-treasurer, and Isaac P.
Coppelman is toastmaster. The
on
committee comprises Davidrecepti
Foster,
chairman; Samuel Alpert, Samuel
Alter. Murray Davis,
Gelb,
Max Phillips. Alfred A.Sydney
Tucker,Louis
Kummins, Jacob Daniels
, Samuel
Aisner and Joseph H. Liverm
an.

\
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Gouner Held in $2500
Gouner was arraigned before
Judge Zottoli in the Municipal
Court shortly before noon charged
with carrying a weapon illegally.
He pleaded not guilty to the complaint and was held in $2500 until
Feb 15. Gouner, who is 26, lives on Cheston pk, Roxbury, was
I picked up on Broadway, near the
Cosmos Club, by the police who 1:?. Donovan of the Warren
-av sta- tion of State and local police
Bosti
went to the neighborhood to in- tion if the police
vestigate the shooting of Sweeney. ment witnesses had the Govern- vestigating a murder in
.
present. He said Never before have State
Police
The defendant is said to have ad- they did not and
police
official
s
entered a police case in Boston
mitted to the police that he had no then requested
license to carry the .32 calibre, ponement whilehalf an hour post- without notification of the Boston
they
assemb
led
authorities.
fully-loaded, seven-chamber re- witnesses to
State Police were ordered on the received a 'probationary" 1
volver found on him when the offi- Judge Duff. tell their stories to
cers frisked him in the street.
case by Gov Curley, who has been Dec 19.1933. This covered the
Attorney Bernard Killion, counat odds with Police Commissioner until May I, 1934.
At that time, in view of the
sel for "Beano" Breen and Daniel Prominent Persons
Leonard, and has made no secret
that there had been no compl
J. McCarthy, the club bartender,
Prominent persons, whose names of his desire to remove Leonard accordi
ng to Chairman Montag
both of whom are being held by are on the
private list of the Cos- from office.
regular license
granted.
the police as suspicious persons,
The peculiar political develop- complaint has was
ever been m
came into the Municipal Court this mos Club will be questioned today ment in the case is the fact that against
club.
the
noon and demanded that the police by Capt John F. Stokes,( chief of the two politicians whose
take action on the question of his the State Police Detective Bureau. were found on the private names
list of Statements by roncemen
When State police entered the the club
clients. Lawyer Killion demanded
are strong Curley supThe license of the club cover
that the police either bring a di- Cosmos Club, situated on Broad- porters. There is
rect charge against the men or re- way in the "night life center of ever, that any no evidence, how- only the second floor but before thi
member of the club
the city, they were surprised to is in any
lease them.
probationary license was granted, Mt
way
The attorney, the two men being find a list of members, which in- murder, but connected with the Montague said, an investigation was
becaus
e
of
the
comheld and several police officials cluded two prominent political fig- plete myster
y of the case, police made in the usual manner by the
went before Judge John Duff in the ures.
are anxious to question members Boston police, as prescribed by law.
effort of the police to get warrants
Police Commissioner Joseph J. of the club to learn
At the original hearing on the petiany possible tion,
for the pair charging them with Leonard said this morning that he motive for
Serkt Hoban of the Boston Pothe
slaying
.
lice Department testified in favor of
being accessories after the fact in was willing to investigate any evi- Becaus
e
Boston
police,
upon
enter- granting a license and said that he
the murder of "Red" Sweeney.
dence that Gov Curley could pre- ing the club immediately
after the knew of nothing wrong about the
Killion claimed, before the offi- sent to him regarding the existence murder,
found
many hats and club. Sergt Dunleavy of the Boston
cers presented much evidence, that of widespread gambling
"joints" coats, which they believe had been Police Department gave similar testithe police were attempting to pro- within the city.
left there by patrons in their haste mony.
ceed without having direct knowAnother person. Mr Montague would
to leave, they are anxious to find
ledge of the evidence they were Curley Steps Into
not say whether in person, by phone
person
Case
s
who
may
have
witnes
sed
setting before the court and Judge
A unique development of the the fracas that led to the murder or by letter, notified the commission
. that "Beano" Breen was behind
Duff presently asked Lieut William ease last
th
night was the combina- Laundry marks on the wearing club,
and Mr Montague declared tha
apparel that was found in the club he asked these
police officers at th
may prove to be important in the time if this were true, and both Dunsolution of the case. Capt Joseph leavy and Hoban told the commission I
the books were turned over to the
B. McKinnon of the Warren-av that they knew nothing of Breen Licensing Board.
Secretary Louis
station and Capt Stokes said, "It is being connected with it.
Eppel looked them over and, accordAn
officer
Callaha
Montag
n,
said,
ue
unfortunate that prominent pering to Chairman Montague, stated
gave the commission the same that the books were well kept, and
sons may seem to be involved, but , also
answer concerning Breen, and told made a notation that the club gave
we feel it our duty to press any , the commission that he knew nothing
Christmas and Thanksgiving baskets
investigation of a complaint or a of Breen's association with the club.
to the poor.
murder such as this one."
one appeared before the hoard
According In Chairman Montague,
I to No
license
grantin
object
the
g a
to
the officers of the club ,are pre:;.
------of
in
view
Club,
and
Cosmos
Daniel
F. O'Connor, whos address
the
to
MOVE MADE TO REVOKE
the testimony given concerning It, is given as 141 Stuart st; treas. ChesCOSM
OS CLUB
ter Grillo, whose address is given as
SE the license was granted.
\ At noon today ChairmanLICEN
David T. The petitioners were represented 49 Yoeman at'. Medford; fin sec,
Montague of the Boston Licensi
Edward Feldman, whose address is
Board notified the Cosmos Club ng by attorney Bernard Kilion.
to
given as 165 East Cottage st. Whethappear before the board next
Tueser this is one of the East Cottage
day morning at 9:30 to show
"More Than One" Senator
cause
streets in Boston or elsewhere is not
why the license of the club should
A reported asked Chairman Mon- specified.
not be revoked.
In an interview this morning, tague, "Do you remember any State
Senator appearing in favor of tho
Chairmar. Montague said that BosDui, Dui, Monsieur
ton police testified that "Beano" granting of the license to the CosBreen was not connected with the mos Club."
PARIS, Feb 9 (A. 13.)--Just how
Chairman Montague smiled and anCosmos Club when the club sought
you say Smith. Brown or Jones
swered, "Perhaps I do remember. In would
a liquor license, and more than one fact
in French? That may be a problem
more
than
one
appeared."
State Senator spoke in favar of
In some people if two French SenaThe chairman was asked
give tors have their way. They have ingranting the license.
the names of the State Senatoto
rs who troduced a bill proposing that forQuestioned about the granting of appear
ed in behalf of the Cosmos eigners seeking citizenship must
a license to this club. Mr Montague Club and
answered that the entire situation is not in answered, "I think riot It "Frenchify" their names. For those
will probably he taken up by the people the record anyway; in fact, already naturalized the change would
frequently come in and inLicensing Board this afternoon or quire
about licenses, but they are not be optional.
Monday. It is not necessary for the recorde
d."
Patrolman Lawrence Boyle with
hoard to receive a formal complaint
He said that in 1934, when the clot) GLOBE ADVERTISEMENTS
pistols and blackjacks seized
against the vlltib in order to lake asked
in investigation ol Sweeney murder
for
.
PAY BEST
renewal of its license.
thia action, tic said. The club had a member Rasked
for its books, and
TRY ONE AND SEE
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LIFE PASS PRESENTED MODEL
FOR FILM INDUSTRY POSTERS
Gov Curley and Keith Officials Honor Mrs Hayes
Of Ipswich, Who Posed For Artist Bracker

10,000 OUT FOR
TWO VACANCIES
Motor Examiner Jobs
Open to Grammar Grads
Indicating that a "brain trust" way
not needed at the Registry of Motor
Vehicles, Governor Curley yesterday
ordered that the-.-eileffmwervice examinations for motor vehicle examiners be
opened to all grammar school graduates.
The Governor revealed that he had
received a hundred letters of protest
against the action of the State Civil
Service Commission in requiring high
school diploma from all applicants
seeking to take the test.
In lowering the requirements from
high school to grammar zchool training, Chairman James M. Hurley of the
civil service commission, estimated that
10,000 applicants may take the tests,
March 23, for the two vacant positions
and the 25 additional examiners that
have been provided for in the budget.
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank A.
Goodwin, a Boston Cluiversity man
himself, also protested Co the civil service commission against raising the educational requirement.
-

SHE "FORGOT A THOUSAND CARES"
Mrs John Hayes, who posed for poster, is seen here in Governor's office, with Gov Curley (left), Leone Bracket., the artist,
and
Charles W. Koerner, division manager for Keith Theatres, at
right.
Mr Koerner is seen holding the prize poster.
A life pass to the Keith Theatres tured at the story unfolding
on the
was presented Mrs John Hayes of screen.
"I tried to get a person to be really
Ipswich in behalf of Division Manager Charles W. Koerner of the worthy of our first poster to pose
for it," artist Bracker
theatrical organization yesterday at one I had really visionedsaid. "The
it around
the State House by Gov James M. was not available. Try as I would
no
one
seemed
right. They were
Curley. Mrs Hayes is the little
woman, who posed for the motion plain, or characterless. or just. worn
out. I had in mind that. rarity, one
picture poster "Forgetting a Thous- who knew toil and trouble
but still
and Cares," by M. Leone Bracker, retained dreams and illusions and
now being shown in the lobbies of still could smile. I searched high
low, and finally went to New
10,000 motion picture theatres through- and
York, hoping that a great old actress
out the country.
could do it. But no luck. I returned
The presentation was made at the to my studio
here in Ipswich and
suggestion of Will Hays, head of the finally took
my troubles to Mr Brag.
Motion Picture Producers and Dis- don, our
theatre manager.
tributors of America. Artist Bracker
"Well, he wasn't sure, but he did
was present at the ceremony. His knOvir one
little
home is in Ipswich and it was through saisarei to enjoy old woman who
an Ipswich theatre manager, that he tirAlkanyone else. the movies more
Somehow, he said.
secured Mrs Hayes as his model for he eould see
her eyes shining, lost
the poster, one of six he is doing for to the surroundin
g world, Rs she
the motion picture industry to foster watched the screen.
And so Mrs
good will and understanding be- Hayes posed for me.
tween the theatre and its patrons.
"She made an ideal subject and
The poster has for a central figure say with all modesty
that
a little old lady seated in a theatre. have, caught a real spirit in I think I
She is in simple garb and has work- '"Twenty-live thousand that face.
theatre
worn hands, indicating toil and re- throughout the world
sponsibilities. She is gazng enrap- this series of posters." will exhibit

••••WW.IVIrY

RLEY JUMPS
OVER HEADS OF
) BOSTON POLICE
Unprecedented Move in Ordering
State Forces Probe Club Murder--Find Elaborate Gambling Layout

DEALER'S LAYOUT
Man is shown seated at desk with complete layout for a
at the Sportsmen's Club on Broadway after the
Charging that gambling, strip
dancing and other rackets are flourishing in Boston, Governor Curley
last night rushed a score of State
detectives into the city, virtually
superseding Boston officers in the
probe of the slayistit,..-earlx„Yes,tegckay
of Joseph "Red" Sweeney, ex-convict, in the Cosmos Club, 92 Broadway, South End. It was the first
time in history that State polite
were sent into the city over the head
of the police commissioner.
Within a few minutes of the arrival of the State detectives, led by
Captain John F. Stokes, it was revealed that the most lavish gaming
establishment for horse race betting
and dice games occupied the third
floor of the building,' in the quarters
of the Sportsmen's Club. This is all
unchartered and unlicensed club. The
Cosmos Club is directly underneath
on the second floor.
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ePlafnsr of

Relief Program

[Says State Cannot Put Up Cash and
I' Own Building Work Will Be
Limited
+

Unless the federal government k
.
!I
ready to furnish the money for all
Or a part of the $230,000.000 of public

I

works

projects

!Governor

Curley

recommended
during

his

by

recent

visit to Washington, Massachusetts
will have no extensive building programme this year, because the Govsaid emphatically last night

ernor

that he does not intend to increase
the State debt beyond the approxirnately $40,000,000 debt at present.
FAVORS U. S. LOTTERY
As a suggestion for financing the fed1 eral grants, the Governor expressed his
belief that a national lottery might be
established,
The Governor made public yesterday
details of his tremendous programme
which, he said, anticipates the State's
building outlook for the next 25 years.
It includes abolition of all grade crossings in the State. provides for a Statewide building of new roads and highways, as well as pehlic•building projects
which would completely modernize the
t arious institutional facilities, includMg those for mental disease treatment
and correctional institutions,
Boeton harbor improvements, development of other rivers and harbors in
various sections of the State, an elabcrate system of metropolitan boulevards,
a six-lane highway over the turnfike
route from Boston to Newburyport, and'
many other changes are listed among
the things for which he would have the
federal government furnish 100 per cent
.
of the funds.

on the southerly side of Charles River
adjacent to Nashua street, a sea wall
jshould he constructed on the line of
the established harbor line.
oilonnt
ss
t,iP
oomrri
i eF
nd
innegi.—iinn hiouth aBd
wyeenia
a ni
l'"
I Ch
, reported on the advisability of filling
in Fort Point Channel and South Bay.
This project involved filling, sea wall
construction, sewers and land (akings
altd had a total estimated cost of $6,S11,800.
Riprap, Pemberton sea wall, Hull—
tinder authority of Chapter 440 of the
Acts of 1923, a length of sea vtall of
about 2400 feet was built at Pemberton
Point. Hull. The wall Is in good condition, but it should have additional
riprap protection along its front.
Bulkhead West Dock, Pier 1, East
Boston—To conserve the depth of water in the west dock at Commonwealth
Pier 1, there should be a new bulkhead
built across its inner end. The work
would entail, in addition to the new
oden
bulkhead, removal of the old
bulkhead and existing riprap.
Protection Bulkhead. Boston Airport,
East Boston—The existing wooden bulkheads that retain the filling at the Boeton Airport are deteriorating and in
places weakened by action of marine
borers. To conserve the bulkhead on
the harbor side, filling obtained from
Bird Island Flats, immediately in front,
could he rehandle() against the bulkhead, say, up to high water. Like treatment could be given to other bulkheads. As .this filling is placed the
slope could be covered with riprap.

Improvements

by Dredging

Dredging Weymouth, Fore River—In
conjunction with the federal project for
dredging a channel 300 feet wide and 27
feet deep in the Weymouth Fore River
below the Fore River Bridge at Quincy
Point, the State and local Interests
53,000,000,000 for State* '
have agreed to dredge a channel of the
same depth and of suitable width for a
The Governor estimated that of the distance of 2.500 feet above the Fore
$I,000,000.000 conlemplated federal expenRiver Bridge.
diture. probably $1,000,000.000 will be exHarbor off Atlantic avenue and South
vended for purely federal purposes. He
Boston—Several petitions have been
said he .found a favorable reaction to
to the department, to deepen I.
presented
his request that the balance of $3,000,000,to 30 feet at mean low water, the area
000 be spent on a 100 per cent basis for between the main ship channel and t's
PWA work In the various States, cities wharves along Atlantic avenue, Bosand towns.
ton proper, and the New Haven piers
He set forth that Massachusetts is
at South Enston. This project isvolves
really the first State to present a develthe removal, by dredging, of approxoped progranime of expenditures and imately 352,000 cubic yards of material.
expressed the belief that because our
Mystic River, Middle Ground—The
programme is ready and In the hands
lower end of the shoal area in the
of the federal PWA authorities, it
middle of the Mystic River between
should receive early consideration, as
Chelsea and Malden bridges for the
soon as the appropriation is made availbetterment of navigation in the river
able. Other States, in his opinion, beto prevent grounding of
cause they have not yet arranged a I channel and
the Mystic Iron
1efinite programme, may find it impos- vessels docking at
Wiggin
,ibie to do so within six weeks to two Works in Everett, and at the
months after the money is appropriated. Terminals and the Revere Sugar Refinery in Charlestown, should be removed by dredging to a depth of 90
Could Amortize Debt
feet at mean low water. This project
Because of the advantageous position involves the dredging of about 750,000
In which he believes Massachusetts Is cubic yards of material.
situated by reason of preparation of its
Dorchester Bay, South Boston--Sevplans, Governor Curley said he could eral petitions have been presented to
see no reason why at least $12-5.000.000 the Legislature in recent years to proshould not be allotted from the federal vide funds for dredging a suitable
100 per cent grant.
anchorage basin and approach channel
He pointed out that many of the for small boats off City Point. in Dorcities of the country have reached the chester Bay. This project involves the
limit of their borrowing capacity. Many dredging of 970,000 cubic yards of maof the States have also loaded up with terial and the placing of 66.000 tons of
all the debt they are permitted *y law
atone in breakwater.
to carry. The federal government, howToten River, Quincy—In 1927, the Dee
ever, in the opinion of the Governor,
Partment of Public Works reported to
could amortize its debt of billions in a
Legislature on proposed improvethe
comparatAly few years by the emtabmen(s in Town River, Quiney, with an
lishment of a federal lottery and an adestimated cost of $262.0110. This project
ditional tax on intangibles.
a channel
Included in the total of $230,000,000 was later revised to provide
deep at
Leaked of the federal PWA by Gov- 125 feet in width and LS feet
600 feet
basin
a
and
water
low
mean
ernor Curley are the following major
by 600 feet and 23 feet in depth, at an
projects:
estimated cost of $631,400.
Metropolitan Projects
Ledge Dry Dock and Army Base—Due
to ledge areas located inside the main
Boston-Milton—Extension of Americhannel off the entrances to the
ship
can Legion highway from Cummins
navy dry dock and the army base,
highway to State highway layout is
navigation of deep draft vessels toMilton, near Neponset River.
these terminals is somewhat dangerous.
Boston-Milton (Hyde Park) — From
of the enMattapan along Neponeet River to One located to the north
trance to the dry dock has a minimum
East Malton street; two roadways.
Boston - Milton - Canton - Dedham- depth of about 29 feet and one in front
Westwood—From end of above project of the army base piers has a minimum
at East Milton street to Route 1 in depth of about 28 feet at mean low
water. These ledge areas limit the apWestwood.
Revere-Malden-Saugus—Extenilon of proaches and should be removed.
Approaches to Commonwealth Pier 6.
East Boston Tuanel approach from end
of present construction at Broadway. , South Boston and Cunard -Pier, East
for
recommendation
Revere, to Newbury-port turnpike in I Boston — The
c ann
in
dee enin
the main ehi
Saugus; two 30-foot roadways.
Chelsea!
Bridge,
East Boston—Chels,ea
street-Eastirn avenue. 60-foot roadway.
Boston—Traffle circle at intersection
of Arborwse end Waehington street at
Forest Hills.
Cambridge—Traffic circle at IntereecBon of Northern Artery and Commercial street.
Quiney-Milton — From Washington
street, Quincy, near Fore River Bridge
to Reedsdale road and Quarry street
in Milton.
Everett—By-pass and grade separation at intersection of Revere Beach
parkway, Broadway and Main street.
Boston—Traffic circle at intersection
of West Roxbury parkway and centre
street.
Waltham-Watertown — Bypass from
Galen and California streets, Watertown to Route 20 in Waltham near the
Weston line.
Wellesley to Lexington—Circumferential highway from Worcester turnpike in Wellesley to Massachusetts avenue In Lexington.
Lexington to Wakefield—Circumfer•ntial highway from Massachusetts
avenue, Lexington, to Route ln In
Wakefield.
Wakefield tn Peabody—Circumferential highway from Route 129 In Wakefield to Andover street in Peabody.
Brookline—Grade separation and widening through Brookline Village.
cambridge—Traffic circle at northerly
end of Cottage Farm bridge.
Quincy—Traffic circle at intersection
of Sea street and Southern artery.
East Boston-Tunnel Approach—From
Porter street to Bennington street at
end of State highway, two 30-foot
roadways.
The following projects for improvements in Boston harbor, with brief descriptions, on which the department
might obtain federal assistance, are
presented for consideration.
Construction

Projects

Extension of outer end of Commonwealth Pier, South Boston—it is planned
to extend this pier toward the main
ship channel with pile construction and
solid fill to permit docking two large
vessels on:the same vide without overlapping or the outer vessel extending
beyond the end of the pier.
Repairs to commonwealth Pier 5,
South Boston—To protect existing foundation plies or platforms of Commonwealth Pier 5 front marine borers. it is
planned to construct a bulkhead of steel
sheet piling around the outside of the
pier platforms and fill the space behind the sheet piling and around the
piles with sand and gravel.
construction of a sea wall in Charles
River at Nashua street—To properly
develop both State and city property

A national lottery is proposed by
Gov. Curley as one possible means of
raising funds to meet the federal government $4,880,000,000 work-relief program, pending before Congress, of
which Gov. Curley has asked $230,522,590 for Massachusetts.
.
The Governor's program, under which
he proposes that the federal government would assume the entire cost,
provides some form of project in practically every one of the 355 cities and
towns of the commonwealth.
The detailed description of the projects, released for publication for the
first time, discloses a program for highway
construction, state
institution
building, grade crossing elimination,
erection of bridg2s, improvement and
extension of sewerage systems, breakwaters, dredgings, parks and reservations.
Gov. Curley ...W.
eltintenk
Ms the distinction of bj
(
state to show itself adequately prepared
to take advantage of federal assistance.
The reaction to his request that the federal government assume full financial
responsibility, he said, was favorable.
Pointing out that the state and municipalities are not in a position to
raise money for public works projects,
the Governor suggested that "a national lottery, a reduction of interest
rates on government bonds, the elimination of tax exempt securities or several other such proposals well could be
adopted for financing the entire national debt.
"I predict we are coming to one of
them," he said. "They are sound." Referring to the lottery he said that only
six months ago public opinion to a large
extent was opposed to horse racing,
"now that it is to be conducted in
every back yard in the commonwealth
many of the old inhibitions against
gambling are disappearing," he added.
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GOV. CURLEY MAY
-PLY TO HAWAII
Gov. Curley expects to fly to Hawaii
this summer. He received a visit today
from Maj.-Gen. Hugh Drum, who said
he had been assigned to take charge
of the United States army camp in
Hawaii, and invited the Governor to
visit him.
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for Breen_ and Mc

Court Releases Him and McCarthy as
Accessories After Fact in Murder of Ted r
Sweeney Police Argue Justice Cheated DEVICES SEIZED AT CLUB
David J. "Beano" Breen and Daniel J. McCarthy walked
refused
out of municipal court today, free men, after Judge Duff
ies
accessor
being
with
them
g
to grant warrants to police chargin
Joseph
of
se
slaying
the
with
ion
connect
after the fact to murder in
Club.
"Red" Sweeney in the Cosmos
SAYS STATE CHEATED
When asked by Judge Duff what concrete evidence he had to demand that
the pair be held Capt. Thomas Connolley, in charge for police, said that
Breen and McCarthy knew all that had
happened in the club when Sweeney
was shot and that their refusal to talk
was defrauding the state and permitting
murderers to escape. "They are obstructing justice by harboring information." said the captain.
Capt. Connolley made a whirlwind
tour to bring enough witnesses to court
to tell Judge Duff something about
'what happened, but the court refused to
hold the men.
"It Is all very well to find men in

SCORE SAVED
IN SO.END FIRE

COSMOS BARTENDER GRILLED

Women, Children Taken
Down Fire Escapes;
Pets Perish

a place where something has happened, and where they might know
something or other about what happened, but that is not sufficient reason in my opinion to charge them
with bging accessories. If you get
any more evidence you may either
come to this court or go to the grand
jury and present the facts." said
Judge Duff, as he declined to issue the
warrants.
before
The witnesses, who testified
poJudge Duff were, Thomas Gavin, a the
at
lice officer, who happened to be
was
City Hospital when Sweeney
of
brought in: Inspector Harry Pierce
Two)
(Continued on rage

(Continued from First Page)
ments, and broke through the roof.
Stores on the first floor escaped fire
damage. but less from smoke and
water was heavy.
CATS BURN TO DEATH
Many of the occupants had narrow
escapes. Smoke filled the hallways almost immediately and firemen found
the roomers groping along the halls in
an effo •t to reach the front entrances,
while others were seeking windows and
fire escapes. All were assisted to safety.
Mrs. Mary Smith, who with her
husband, Charles, was an occupant
Sweeney to the hospital.
of 463, had a narrow escape as she
INSISTS ON RIGHTS
carried her daughter, Ellen, 9. to the
Breen refused to talk unless his lawstreet while the burning stairwa
yer was present, Inspector Pierce told
threatened to give way under her.
not
was
the court. Breen said that he
Her terrier, "Weenie," was rescu
insisted
but
guy,"
"wise
trying to be a
by a firemen, but her cat was burned
and
protected
be
should
rights
his
that
death. A cat owned by another fam
Consequently refused to answer any
ily also perished. Another dog, owne
questions unless his attorney was called.
by Miss Annie Kelley, tvaS saved.
the
at
was
he
that
Gavin testified
"I was awakened by the janitor.
was
man
dead
the
when
hospital
and everything was burning around
brought there. He said that Mario Deme and under my feet when I jumped
Marco, who had been treated for a cut
out of bed," Mrs. Smith told a
Gahe.
while
over the eye. disappeared
Traveler reporter. "The lights went
ers
(hatless, with collar up an
vin, was telephoning to headquart
out. I picked up any daughter. Ellen,
Austin Holian. a bartender at Cosmos Club
said
He
shot.
been
had
man
today.
front stairs, which
that a
the
4
down
station
fled
and
at
d
questione
being
shelf),
on
leaning
y
that he requested Breen to accompan
were creaking at the time. I thought
lsim to the Warren avenue station. Mcthey would fall through then. We
arresting
of
.-ete(S
Sergt. Bailey told
barely made the street. It was an
first
Sportsmen's Club over the Cos- awful sensation."
Carthy. He said that McCarthy club
the
at
seized
devices
gambling
4
with
of station
The janitor, John Scanlan, disco',
told him that he was not at the ad- _ Patrolman William Trainor
Trainor is holding a chip box.
ered the fire at the same time as th
when trouble occurred. Later he he " Club by state officers.
that
and
d
e
t
'
"
that he had lied
patrolman, and rushed through th
me
d to
stairs
of
flight
a
v-as present but left when instructe
house, arousing occupants.
through
only
gained
be
offiBoston
that
said he dent. It was obvious
close down his bar and go. He
Firemen and police took those re
action of Gov. Curley leading from the Cosmos Club quarters.
the
resented
cials
did as ordered.
scued to the Warren avenue statio
to investi- Failure of Bostcn police to seize the
detectives
had
state
in
ordering
Sweeney
that
It was tesoned
where they were given hot coffee, bleu
gambling equipment stirred Gov. Curley
gate.
drunk.
ld Mitton.
arEop
ou
dHbEy Lt.sH
been drinking but was not
I kets and fooT
action.
to
South
HELD
of
TS
driver,
SUSPEC
FOUR
adesios, a cab
_
The autopsy report showed- that
and
Breen
how
the
at
held
described
on
ton.
Four men were still being
Sweeney was struck at least twice
take an
Those rescued included Mr. and Mr
another man wanted him to Maderios
Warren avenue station as suspicious the head before he was shot. Neither
Dennis Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. Cherie
n with the latest of the blows, however, would have
connectio
Injured man to the hospital.
in
persons
the
start
and their daughter, Eleanor
Ryan,
even
to
of
but neither group
said that he refused
caused death.
who gangland killing,
John F. McGuire, David Beverly, Mi
yet uncovered the real
armorer of the
as
motor of the cab unless the pair
Seibolt,
has
J.
police
Edward
to
Annie Kelley, Charles Conway, Mr
were with the wounded man went He motive for the murder of Sweeney.
Boston police, made tests of the four
Charles Smith and her daughter, Elle
the hospital. Thee finally agreed. man
And while search for Mario De- guns that were uncovered as a result
wounded
9,
Mr. and Mrs. Craven Burris, the
said that they placed the
Marco, better known as John Della of the investigation. These included
daughter, Marie, 6, and a roomer, E
to every corner of the the two revolvers found wrapped in a
spread
In the cab.
Russo,
ward Simonson, Mr. and Mrs. An
It was after evidence of this nature
state, it was brought to light that at piece of cloth in a bureau drawer at
Duff inthony Aveni and their three childre
had been offered that Judge"Why
least two politicians, and possibly
Cosmos Club, the pistol taken from
the
do
qu'red of Capt. Connolley.
Gov. Curley today asked Col. Paul F. Anthony, Jr., 9; a daughter, Ma
boulevard home of
Gallivan
more, have an interest in the Cosmos the
men
you think I should hold these
Kirk, public safety commissioner, to 21, and another son, Benedict, 16, an
Club.
Sweeney and from Gouner.
?"
is
warrants
Kirk
accessory
Paul
Safety
and issue
draft a report as to what he had un- Mrs. Joseph Orlando and their so
Commissioner of
PRINTS SORTED OUT
covered in the state police probe of Paul, 20.
heading the state investigation and he
BARTENDER STILL HELD
sorting
were
today
experts
nt
Fingerpri
An investigation was immediate
the Sweeney murder, and what Kirk
the
his crack detectives in an atCapt. Connolley declared that hap- is using
started to determine the cause of
had
tempt to establish is motive and appre- out the hundreds of prints taken in recommends.
Men had knowledge of what
fire,
dewhich was brought under cont
A copy of the law which Curley
story, hend the murderer.
the club. They found prints on the
pened, in fact, knew the entire
information gathered by either banister rail, where also was a bloody sires to curb crime was being drafted by at 1 o'clock after a sharp battle. For
was
All
police
assist
to
refusal
and their
time the flames menaced the congest
state or local police regarding the mur- handprint, on tables, walls and china- Asst. Atty.-Gen. James J. Ronan.
obstructing justice.
Sweeney will he turned over to ware. Police refused to say whether
The Governor this afternoon issued district.
Austin Holian. a bartender employe der of
the
and
Many of those rescued lost their pe
held the Boston licensing board
they discovered any prints in the taxi- this statement:
of the Cosmos Club, is still being
of these boards will take cab in which SWeeney was carried to
Monday night sonal belongings and clothing in t
on
Either
my
purpose
is
ABC.
Berney
"It
station.
avenue
Warren
at the
on the license hex' by the club. the hospital. Knowing that the wanted to submit a special message to the Legis- fire, appearing in blankets, coats a
Gouner, who was arrested on the oppo- action
Sportsmen's Club on the top floor
of those who lature recommending the enactment of underclothing when they were taken
site side of the street from the club Thean unehartered organization, and man, DeMarco, was one
f
.22- f is
rode in the cab, they were particularly legislation which will authorize both the the Warren avenue police station
and was found to be armed with a
in
needed
action
police took the only
ion of the state police and the municipal police in shelter.
in
held
examinat
their
in
careful
was
pistol,
c
automati
calibre
As daylight broke, many of the
case when they wrecked the place. handles of the cab and the windows.
the municipalities of the Commonwealtn
$2500 for hearing Feb. 16 when ar- that
Boston police today sent out a radio
Goy. Curley conferred with Com- to enter without warrant the premises made' their way back to their homes
reigned in municipal court today and teletype message requesting that
missioner Kirk and Atty.-Gen. Paul Utilized for assembly or other purposes. see if anything could be salvaged.
charged with carrying a gun.
After an investigation, District Chi
all cruising cars and officers watch
A. Dever before the state detectives ln my opinion this leglislation is necesMeanwhile Boston police found a
Massachu
bearing
e
automobil
an
for
the investigation. sary in order that more direct super- William Shepard said the fire start
into
ordered
were
valuable witness in Miss Sadie Perry,
setts registration plates, 589,980. The
Those assigned by Commissioner Kirk vision may be had of the operation of in a dumb waiter shaft in the cell
mistress of ceremonies at an Atlantic
officers were irlItructed to arrest the
are Capt. John Stokes and his part- the so-called night clubs for the pur- at 463, probably as a result of carel
aventv3 hotel, who happened to be in
and
murder
of
suspicion
occupants on
ner, Lieutenant Detective Joseph, 4powolc*,catly4Atforcing the law with disposal of rubbish or cigarettes.
the club when the shooting occurred,
avenue
Warren
the
to
them
bring
Ferrari, Lt. Edward Sherlock, Sergt.1 reference to tile 'illegal sale of liquor,
FIREMEN TRAPPED
After telling her story to inspectors
station.
Joseph Crescie, Sergi. Archie Foley but narcotic and white slavery.
Quick work by firemen prevented t
she was taken to the Warren avenue
working on the supposition and Lt. Thomas Mitchell. A score of
are
Police
s
how
learn
g
to
waitresse
two
interestin
"It will be
flames from spreading through the co
station to confront
that this car was owned by Sweeney. uniformed troopers are working under long the Cosmos Club has been operat- gested tenement district. They ran fo
who, she said, were at the Cosmos
At any rate the machine was driven by theirdirecti
Sportsmen's lines of hose through the fire protecti
the
ing
long
and
how
also
Club at the time. Both waitresses
Gouner up to yesterday. The machine
Superintendent Martin King. whom Club has been operating, and the source department building on Appleton st,r
deny they were in the club.
strangely disappeared while police were
Leonard threatened at of police protection which they enjoyed, In the rear of the burning struct
It was the story told by Miss Perry taking Gouner to the Warren avenue Commissioner
one time to demote or remove: Deputy and what particular official of the police and did effective work in fighting
which resulted in police definitely es- • h
former comara,nder department had charge of the partieu- flames from that position.
tablishing that the murder took place . The plate on the front of the machine James R. Clafiin,
of the Warren avenue station, and lar district in which these two dulls
Joseph Finneran and DaniejDanfor
inside the club. She was closeted with
metal plate. The plate on
Capt. Joseph McKinnon, present comsteps the police
t
Inspectors at the Warren avenue sta- is a regular
is made of mander of the division, were driving operated, and what taking immedi- protective department men,
colored,
properly
rear,
the
she
before
hour
an
commissioner proposes
burning building, Finneran seek'
tion for more than
Consequently police are of their men today in an attempt to ately to punish those responsible for
d.
at
cardboar
were
said
she
who
those
of
d
Ryan,
infant
daughter
Eleanor
confronte
the cpinion that another car, with one establish a motive and apprehend the permitting- the wide open operation of and Mrs. Charles Ryan, who often way
the Cosmos club.
ured plate killer before the crack state detec- the
Club. Also as to how to him from the Ryans' rear apartme
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2 RELEASED
AFTER POLICE
'ACCUSE THEM

GAMBLING DEVICES SEIZED AT CLUB
t

4'

'SCORE SAVED
IN SO.END FIRE

COSMOS BARTENDER GRILLED

Women, Children Taken
Down Fire Escapes;
Pets Perish

(continued from First Page)
merits_ and broke through the roof.
Stores on the first floor escaped fire
damage, but loss from smoke and
water Was heavy.
CATS BURN TO DEATH
Many of the occupants had narrow
escapes. Smoke filled the hallways al(Continued from First Page)
most immediately and firemen found
the homicide squad; John Pimental, an
the roomers groping along the halls in
Inspector, attached to the Warren avean effo t to reach the front entrances,
nue station; Sergt. Henry J. Bailey of
while others were seeking windows and
the same station; William J. Shannafire escapes. All were assisted to safety.
han, police stenographer. and John
Mrs. Mary Smith, who with her
Maderios. taxi driver, who carried
husba.id, Charles, was an occupant
Sweeney to the hospital.
of 463, had a narrow escape as she
INSISTS ON RIGHTS
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told
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threatened to give way under her.
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a
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at
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"I was awakened by the janitor,
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and everything was burning around
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Marco, who had been treated for a cut
out of bed," Mrs. Smith told a
Gahe.
while
ed
disappear
over the eye.
Traveler reporter. "The lights went
headquarters
yin. was telephoning to
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said
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y
that he requested Breen to accompan
were creaking at the time. I thought
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I they would fall through then. We
Mcarresting
of
told
Sergt. Bailey
barely made the street. It was an
first ,
Carthy. He said that McCarthy club I
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The autopsy report showedTHE RESCUED
and
illbston, described how Breen
Four men were still being held at the Sweeney was struck at least twice on
take an
Those rescued included Mr. and Mr
another man wanted him to Maderios
Warren avenue station as suspicious the head before he was shot. Neither
Dennis Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. Charl
connection with the latest of the blows, however, would have
Injured man to the hospital.
the persons in
Ryan, and their daughter, Eleano
said that he refused to even star: who gangland killing, but neither group of caused death.
John F. McGuire, David Beverly, Mi
motor of the cab unless the pair
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Edward J. Seibolt, armorer of the
eo
went
man
Annie Kelley, Charles Conway, Mr
were with the wounded
motive for the murder of Sweeney.
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agreed.
finally
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as a result
search for Mario
while
the hospital.
uncovered
were
And
that
guns
m;in
9. Mr. and Mrs. Craven Burris, the
said that they placed the wounded
i Marco, better known as John Della of the investigation. These included
daughter, Marie, 6, and a roomer, E
In the cab.
Russo, spread to every corner of the the two revolvers found wrapped in a
nature
this
ward Simonson, Mr. and Mrs. An
It was after evidence of
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inDuff
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"
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A copy of the law which Curley de- fire, which was brought under contr
the club. They found prints on the
pened. in fact, knew the entire
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All information gathered by either banister rail, where also was a bloody sires to curb crime was being drafted by at 1 o'clock after a sharp battle. For
and their refusal to assist police
murthe
time the flames menaced the congest
state or local police regarding
handprint, on tables, walls and china- Asst. Atty.-Gen. James J. Ronan.
obstructing justice.
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was carried to
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that Gm. Curley requested that the license. Ile also remember"Beano"
not
did
Curley
Gee.
that
de- the Pest",department WM Still
slug be turned over to the state police. some one suggested that
state
send
to
going
was
he
that
Breen was behind the club, lie said
Car.. Van Amburgh. however, declared
tectives and uniformed police and charge of the ease.
were present
that he did not intend to keep the he asked the officers whothat
any man
but they did not know
bullet but only wanted to examine it.
Breen was connected with the
Edward Seibolt said that Capt. Van
Amburgh called him on the telephone club.
Incorporation records at the State
and said that the Governor requested
that the Cosmos Club ,
that the slug be given over to the cus- House revealed
d in 19C5. At that time
tody of the state police. According to was establishe
ers on Huntington
Seibolt he informed Capt. Van Am- It had headquartthe Opera House. and'
burgh that he could not turn over the avenue, oppositethe purpose of encourfor
was opened
bullet.
in opera. That organizaSeibolt consulted Supt. Martin H. aging interest in existence for many
continued
tion
bullet
the
King. King declared that
years. It was taken over by another
could be taken to the State House
group just a few years ago.
for inspection by Caps. N'an AmComr. Kirk and Gov. Curley conferred
burgh, but ordered that "it must be
for nearly a half hour and discussed
brought back here for It is a part
angles of the murder but
of the city of Boston police case the various
neither would make a statement after
against the killer of Sweeney."
Kirk then went
Capt. Van Amburzh declared that the conference ended.
and
there must have been some misunder- Into a conference with Capts. Stokes
standing on the part of the Boston Michael Barrett.
Not a trace of DeMarco, who is called
police. He said, "It may take only
disIlse minutes to examine the bullet "Cocky," has been found since he
But
appeared from the City Hospital after
and yet it may take two day:.
the bullet prcperly belongs in pos- the body of Sweeney was left there
session of the Boston police to whom yesterday morning. In all probability
it was given by Medical Examiner he is in hiding in Boston. On numerous
occasions when it was best to bc out
Timothy Leary.
"The bullet should not pass from of sight, he merely hid in a lodging
one to another hut should remain house, but never left the city.
Commissioner Kirk said this morning
where it properly belong:. I have no
Intention of retaining- possession of that his men were still working on the
the bullet. I will make photographs case. Several of the Boston detectives
who were assigned to the investigation
and examine it carefully, that's all."
less than 15 minutes after they were
FINDINGS AGREE
informed that Sweeney had been murWilliam E. Payne, of the Boston police dred, were still pressing their search
who
man
ballistics department, was the
today.
carried the bullet to the State House.
ELABORATE LAYOUT
Capt. Van Amburgh. after conducting
The elaborate gambling layout
the regular tests said that his findings found on the third floor of the Cosaria those of Payne agreed in every moe Club building. in what was
detail. He said that both he and Payne called the Sportmen's Club, is now
were positively sure that the bullet!
which killed Sweeney was made for use equipment. Capt. John Stokes of the
in an automatic pistol but had been state nonce said, was (extremely eeluable
:Med from a revolver.
State detectives, who entered the
The bullet was left with Capt. Van
investigation suddenly and to the
but
on
further
examinati
Amburgh for
only with the understanding that it amazement of Boston police, found on
would be turned back to the Boston the top floor, in quarters supposedly
occupied by the Sportsmen's Club, six
police,
And while Payne and Capt. Van grilled booths where racing bets were
s by
Amburah were collaborating on the taken, a battery of 12 telephone
bullet, Coma Leonard issued a brief state- which bets were recorded, dice tables,
meat to the effect that the Boston police fan) tables, roulette wheels, charts,
form sheets, playing cards and huge
prill solve the murder.
there is filet:CM oveg• -the blackboard&
t
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Charge They Withheld Information
in Murder Case
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CURLEY ASKS
FULL REPORT

Calls on Kirk to Tell How
Much Protection the
Clubs Had

SUSPECT TAKEN FOR RIDE

with collar up an
Austin ifolian, a bartender at Cosmos Club I hatless,
leaning on shelf), being questioned at station 4 today.
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Handshaking Holiday
At last something sensible has been done about it. Handshaking is one of the tortures that go with public offices. Why
an intelligent (!) generation allows it to continue is beyond
conjecture.
As usual, the Governor will hold a reception on Washington's birthday anniversary. Among the hundreds of persons
who file past and shake His Excellency's hand are officers of
the national guard.
This year Adjutant-General Rose has ordered that his men
not shake the Governor's hand, but give him a salute.
Why not extend the custom to the public? Soldiers and
sailors and marines will not object—or should not—if civilians
use the salute instead of the handshake.
The absurdity to which this custom sunk was shown some
years ago at a western dining club where one of the members
who had just returned from Washington stood while the
brothers passed along "shaking the hand that had shaken the
hand of Calvin Coolidge."
What this country needs is
cruelty to public officials.
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Polieemen dismantling the Sportsmen's Club, over the Cosmos Club on
Broaduay and wrecking the 125-ft. blackboarl on which results from race tracks
were recorded. Patrolman Vincent Cromwell is swinging the beam, Lt. William
Donovan is standing behind him, and at the left is Patrolman Archie Rintoul.
ny tne sportsman's Club, six
grilled booths where racing bets were
taken, a battery of 12 teelphones by
which bets were recorded, dice tables.
faro tables, roulette wheels, charts,
form sheets, playing cards and huge
blackboards.
Access to the Sportsman's Club can
be gained only through a flight of stairs
leading from the Cosmos Club quarters.
Failure of Boston police to seize the
gambling equipment stirred Gov. Curley
to action.
It. was still the opinion of those
closest to the investigation that the
motive for the murder of Sweeney was
connected with a drug war. Some of
the investigating officials believed, however, that an argument developed suddenly when Sweeney was about to sell
dope to the girl in a raccoon coat for
whom police are also looking.
The autopsy report showed that
Sweeney was struck at least twice on
the head before he was shot. Neither
of the blnws, however, would have
caused death.
Edward J. Seib°lt, armorer of the
Boston police, made tests of the four
guns that were uncovered as a result
of the investigation. These included
the two revolvers found wrapped in a
piece of cloth in a bureau drawer at
the Cosmos Club, the pistol taken from
the
Gallivan
boulevard home of
S*.veeney and from Gouner.
PRINTS SORTED OUT
Fingerprit experts today were sorting
out the hundreds of prints taken in
the club. They found prints on the
banister rail, where also was a bloody
handprint, on tables, walls and chinaware. Police refused to say whether
they discovered any prints in the taxicab in which Sweeney was carried to
the hospital. Knowing that the wanted
man, DeMarco, was one of those who
rode in the cab they were particularly
careful in their examination of the
handles of the cab and the windows.
Gov. Curley conferred with Commissioner Kirk and Atty.-Gen, Paul
A. Dever before the state detectives
were ordered into the investigation.
Those assigned by Commissioner Kirk
are Capt. John Stoken and his partner, Lieutenant Detective Joseph
Ferrari, Lt. Edward Sherlock, Sergi.
Joseph Crescio, Sergt. Archie Foley
and Lt. Thomas Mitchell. A score of
uniformed troopers are working under
their directions.
Superintendent Martin King, whom
Commissioner Leonard threatened at
one time to demote or remove; Deputy
James R. Claflin, former commander
of the Warren avenue station, and
Capt. Joseph McKinnon, present commander of the division, were driving
their men today in an attempt to
establish a motive and apprehend the
killer before the crack state detectives do. Both law enforcement
agencies were on the surface working hand in hand. but beneath the
surface they were both battling to be
first to solve the murder.
Michael Ward, chief United States
deputy marshal, whose badge was
found pinned on Sweeney's coat when
he was brought to the City Hospital,
was still Investigating today how the
badge disappeared from the desk in his
cHice at the Federal building.
And while the regular routine search
oi known hideouts and favorite haunts
continued, it was brought to light that
at least two politicians have a financial Interest in the Cosmos Club. Each
of these men is reported, from a reliable
authority, to be getting 10 per- cent.
of the net profits.
The gambling equipment found in the
Sportsman's Club quarters was formerly
located in a club on Beacon street. Recently it was moved to Broadway and
installed in the place it was found.
The opening of the gambling club was
a rather gala event and lasted until
early morning hours.
Profits of the Cosmos Club, it was
also learned, have been slim of late
and the investment of those financially
interested was running behind.
Commissioner Leonard said today
that Gov. Curley did not inform him
that he wa sgoing to send state detectives and uniformed police and
that he knew nothing about them
until they appeared on the scene.
Commissioner Kirk said today that
his men would continue their investigation until he ordered them withdrawn.
A new squad of detectives were ordered
to work today t oreplace some of those
who have. worked every moment since
the shooting occurred. The regular
men, however, will be back to work by
tonight, and Commissioner Leonard
promised that every known hideout
would be turned inside out in the search
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A general and sweeping investigation
Leonard's statement follows:
of all clubs, chartered and unchartered, "I have
ordered the superintendent
Boston,
and "all places suspected of to have a
Into An
general investigation made by
iteing resorted to for gaming and vice" the
commanding officers of all
divisions
was ordered today by Police Commis- regarding
the activities of all
night
sioner Joseph J. Leonard.
clubs, chartered and
d, and
All places suspected of unchartere
SWEEPING ORDER
being
resorted
toi
for gaming and vice, as
The commissioner's order, issued at mined
I am
to rid this city of these detercrimes.;
mid-afternoon, was directed to Police I shall expect the
captain of
Supt. Martin H. King. The superintend- vision to see that his district is each di- '
clean.
ent was ordered to proceed immediately, "This is in continuation of my
Poland also to open another probe to de- icy, since the day I took office. I have
termine why no gaming devices were further instructed the superintendent to
found when the Cosmos Club was raided have an investigation made as to why
Jan. 22 by police, but appeared in plenty gaming implements were not found on
yesterday when the state police broke the premises of the Cosmos Club when
It was searched Jan. 22,
in on Gov. Curley's order.
1935, and later
found on Feb. 8, 1935."
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who file past and shake His Excellency's hand are officers of
the national guard.
This year Adjutant-General Rose has ordered that his men
not shake the Governor's hand, but give him a salute.
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use the salute instead of the handshake.
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which bets were recorded, dice tables.
faro tables, roulette wheels, charts.
form sheets, playing cards and huge
blackboards.
Access to the Sportsman's Club can
be gained only through a flight of stairs
leading from the Cosmos Club quarters.
Failure of Boston police to seize the
gambling equipment stirred Gov. Curley
to action.
It. was still the opinion of those
closest, to the investigation that the
motive for the murder of Sweeney was
connected with a drug war. Some of
the investigating officials believed, however, that an argument developed suddenly when Sweeney was about to sell
dope to the girl in a raccoon coat for
whom police are also looking.
The autopsy report showed that
Sweeney was struck at least twice on
the head before he was shot. Neither
of the blows, however, would have I
caused death.
Edward J. Seibolt, armorer of the
Boston police, made tests of the four
guns that were uncovered as a result
of the investigation. These included
the two revolvers found wrapped in a
piece of cloth in a bureau drawer at
the Cosmos Club, the pistol taken from
home
of
boulevard
Gallivan
the
Sweeney and from Gouner.
PRINTS SORTED OUT
Fingerprit experts today were sorting
out the hundreds of prints taken in
the club. They found prints on the
banister rail, where also was a bloody
handprint, on tables, walls and chinaware. Police refused to say whether
they discovered any prints in the taxicab in which Sweeney was carried to
the hospital. Knowing that the wanted
man, DeMarco, was one of those who
rode in the cab they were particularly
careful in their examination of the
handles of the cab and the windows.
Gov. Curley conferred with Commissioner Kirk and Atty.-Gen. Paul i
A. Dever before the state detectives
were ordered into the investigation.
Those assigned by Commissioner Kirk
are Capt. John Stoken and his partner, Lieutenant Detective Joseph
Ferrari, Lt. Edward Sherlock, Sergt.
Joseph Crescio, Sergi Archie Foley
and Lt. Thomas Mitchell. A score of
uniformed troopers are working under
their directions.
Superintendent Martin King, whom
Commissioner Leonard threatened at
one time to demote or remove; Deputy
James R. Claflin, former commander
of the Warren avenue station, and
Capt. Joseph McKinnon, present commander of the division, were driving
their men today in an attempt to
establish a motive and apprehend the
killer before the crack state detectives do. Both law enforcement
agencies were on the surface working hand in hand, but beneath the
surface they were both battling to be
first to solve the murder.
Michael Ward, chief United States
deputy marshal, whose badge was
Sound pinned on Sweeney's coat when
he was brought to the City Hospital,
was still Investigating today how the
badge disappeared from the desk in his
office at the Federal building.
And while the regular routine search
of known hideouts and favorite haunts
continued, it was brought to light that
at least two politicians have a financial interest in the Cosmos Club. Each
of these men is reported, from a reliable
authority, to be getting 10 per' cent.
of the net profits.
The gambling equipment found in the
Sportsman's Club quarters was formerly
located in a club on Beacon street. Recently it was moved to Broadway and
Installed in the place it was found.
The opening of the gambling club was
a rather gala event and lasted until
early morning hours.
Profits of the Cosmos Club, it was
also learned, have been slim of late
and the investment of those financially
interested was running behind.
Commissioner Leonard said today
that Gov. Curley did not inform him
that he wa sgoing to send state detectives and uniformed police and
that he knew nothing about them
until they appeared on the scene.
Commissioner Kirk said today that
his men would continue their investigation until he ordered them withdrawn.
A new squad of detectives were ordered
to work today t oreplace some of those
who have. worked every moment since
the shooting occurred. The regular
men, however, will be back to work by
tonight, and Commissioner Leonard
promised that every known hideout
. would be turned inside out in the search
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Leonard Orders Search
All Clb
u s in Boston
Of

Leonard's statement follows:
A general and sweeping investigation
I have ordered the superintendent
pi' all Clubs, chartered and unchartered,
In Boston, and "all places suspected of to have a general investigation made by
ting resorted to for gaming and vice" the commanding officers of all divisions
'as ordered today by Police Commis- regarding the activities of all night
clubs, chartered and unchartered, and
oner Joseph J. Leonard,
all places suspected of being resorted to
SWEEPING ORDER
for gaming and vice, as I am deterinvestigations und The commissioner's order, issued at mined to rid this city of these crimes.
With two separate
police pressed nid-afternoon. was directed to Police I shall expect the captain of each distate
the
by
one
vision to see that his district is clean.
der way,
the other lupt. Martin H. King. The superintendCurley,
Gov.
"This is in continuation of my polby
into service
nt was ordered to proceed immediately, icy, since the day I took office. I have
Commisby
headed
to
probe
deanother
by Boston police
open
to
also
why
rid
further instructed the
search ?rmihe
to
no aming devices were have an investigation superintendent
Joseph J. Leonard. the
made as to why
-Red" Sweeney )und when the Cosmos Club was raided gaming implements were not found
Joseph
of
killer
on
for the
continued today.
an. 22 by police, but appeared in plenty
premises of the Cosmos Club when
in the Cosmos Club
?sterday when the state police broke Itt
searched Jan. 22, 1935, and later
FOUR SUSPECTS HELD
Gov. Curley's order.
found on Feb, 8. 1935."
being held at the . on
Four men were still
as suspicious
station
avenue
Warren
with the latest
oersons in connection neither group or.
angland killing, but
uncovered the real
°lies has as yet
of Sweeney.
otive for the murder for Mario DeAnd while search as John Della
Marco. better known corner of the
Russo. s pread to every light that at
state, it was brought to and possibly
least two politicians, in the Cosmos
more, have an interest
Club.
Kirk is
Commissipner of Safety Paul and he
investigation
eading the state detectives in an ata using his crack a motive and appreempt to establish
end the murderer.
the Warren
Those being held at
J. "Beano"
avenue station are: David to the hosBreen. who took Sweeney
who was found
ital; Barney Gouner.
(Continued on Page Three)

Troopers Pressed Into
Service. by Curley—
De Marco Hunted
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Leonard Orders Search
Of All Clubs in Boston

Leonard's statement follows:
sweeping investigation
A general and
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CURLEY GETS
KIRK'S FORCE
INTO ACTION
Hunt for De Marco Is
Continued--Suspects
Still Held
(Continued from First Page)
that the slug be given over to the custody of the state police. According to
Seibolt he informed Capt. Van Amburgh that he could not turn over the
bullet.
Seibolt consulted Supt. Martin H.
seal,
King. King declared that the bullet
akst)s1is-ennsetaSto..''')-*.....),
could be taken to the State House
for inspection by Capt. Van Amburgh, but ordered that "it must be
brought back here for it is a part
of the city of Boston police case
against the killer of Sweeney."
Capt. Van Amburgh declared that
there must have been some misunderstanding on the part of the Boston
police. He said, -It may take only
five minutes to examine the bullet
and yet it may take two days. But
Row of horse race betting booths at Sportsmen's Club above the Coals(
the bullet properly belongs in pos- fatal shootinv, of Joseph P. (Red) Sweeney.
(Photo by AP-B0
session of the Boston police to whom
it was given by Medical Examiner
Timothy Leary.
"The bullet should not pass from
one to another but should remain
where it properly belongs. I have no
Intention of retaining possession of
the bullet. I will make photographs
and examine it carefully, that's all."
But that there is friction over the
handling of the investigation was evident. It was obvious that Boston officials resented the action of Gov. Curley
In ordering state detectives to investigate.
FOUR SUSPECTS HELD
Four men were still being held at the
Warren avenue station as suspicious
WASHINGTON, Feb. 9 (UP) —Left
persons in connection with the latest
gangland killing, but neither group of i wing New Dealers have proposed higher
police has as yet uncovered the real income and corporate taxes to supplemonse for the murder of Sweeney.
And while search for Mario De- ment the central bank bill now before
Marco, better known as John Della Congress. It would skim the cream
Russo, spread to every corner of the from individual income and corporate
state, it was brought to light that at surpluses to keep the money constantly
least two politicians, and possibly in circulation through federal expendimore, have an interest in the Cosmos tures.
A suggested three-point program proClub.
Commissioner of Safety Paul Kirk is vides:
1—A high tax system to insure what
heading the state investigation and he
Is using his crack detectives in an at- monetary experts call velocity of money
tempt to establish a motive and appre- turnover.
2—A bank system that controls the
hend the murderer.
Those being held at the Warren volume of credit or money available
avenue station are: David J. "Beano" under any conditions.
3—Insurance of jobs for all employBreen, who took Sweeney to the hospital: Barney Gouner, who was found able persons.
Money velocity would be obtained by
opposite the Cosmos Club with a 32ex:thee automatic pistol in his pos- the process of heavy taxation, the govsession: Daniel J. McCarthy and Aus- ernment, in turn, spending the tax protin Ronan. The last two -live in the ceecLs on projects which would create
South end and have been connected jobs.
with the Cosmos Club.
i
Not a trace of DeMarco, who is called
"Cocky." has been found since he disappeared from the City Hospital after
the body of Sweeney was left there
yesterday morning. In all probability
he is in hiding in Boston. On numerous
Action by the Quincy city council is
occasions when it was best to be out expected Monday as the result of paylodging
of sight, he merely hid in a
roll difficulties which have delayed the
house, but never left the city.
payment of hundreds of snow shovelers
Commissioner Kirk said this morning who worked for the city during the
that his men were still working: on the recent storm. It is estimated that apcase. Several cf the Boston detectives proximately 3000 men were employed,
who were assigned to the investigation about half of whom remain to be paid.
less than 15 minutes after they were
informed that Sweeney had been murdred, were still pressing their search
today.
ELABORATE LAYOUT
The elaborate gambling layout
RICHMOND, Va., Feb. 9 (AP)—Gen.
found on the third floor of the CosWalker B. Freeman, honorary coramos Club building, in what was 1 mander-in-chief of the United Confederate Veterans and one of the few
called the Sportrnen's Club, is now
at the Warren avenue station. This remaining confederate veterans who had '
equipment, Capt. John Stokes of the enlisted in 1861 and served for the whole
period of the civil war, died today. He
state police said, was extremely valwas in his 92d year.
uable.
State detectives, who entered the
investigation suddenly and to the badge disappeared from the desk in his
artnlzement of Boston police, found on office at tho Federal building.
tne top floor, in quarters supposedly
And while the regular routine search
occupied by the Sportsmen's Club, six co known hideouts and favorite haunts
grilled booths where racing bets were continued, it was brought to light that
taken, a battery of 12 telephones by 1 at least two politicians have a finanwhich bets were recorded, dice tables, cial interest in the Cosmos Club, Each
faro tables, roulette wheels, charts, I of these men is reported, from a reliajola
form sheets, playing cards and huge lauthority, to be getting 10 per cent.
of the net profits.
blackboards.
The gambling equipment found in the
Access to the Sportsmen's Club can
be gained only through a flight of stairs Sportsmen's Club quarters was formerly
located
in a club on Beacon street. Releading from the Cosmos Club quarters.
Failure of Boston police to seize the cently it was mot(ed to Broadway and
gambl:ng equipment stirred Gov. Curley installed in the place it was found.
The opening of the gambling club was
to action.
It was still the opinion of those , a rather gala event and lasted until
learly morning hours.
closest to the investigation that the
Profits of the Cosmos Club, it was
motive for the murder of Sweeney was also learned,
have been slim of late
connected with a drug war. Some of and the
investment of
the investigating officials believed, how- interested was running those financially
behind.
ever, that an argument developed sudCommissioner
denly when Sweeney was about to sell that Gov. C-arley Leonard said today
did
inform him
not
dope to the girl in a raccoon coat for that he wa sgoing
to send state dewhom police are also looking.
tectives and uniformed police and
The autopsy report showed that
that he knew nothing about them
Sweeney was struck at least twice on
until they appeared on the scene.
the head before he was shot. Neither
Commissioner Kirk said today that
of the blows, however, would have
his men would continue their investicaused .death.
gation until he ordered them withEdward J. Seibolt, armorer of the
Boston police, made tests of the four
drawn,A new squad of detectives were ordered
guns that 7:ere uncovered as a result to work
today t creplace some of those
of the investigation. These included who have
worked every moment since
the two revolvers found wrapped in a
the
shootirg
occurred. The regular
niece of cloth in a bureau drawer at
men,
however,
will be back to work by
the Cosmos Club, the pistol taken from
tonight, and
Gallivan
the
boulevard
home of promised that Commissioner Leonard
every known hideout
Sweeney and from Gonne:.
would be turned inside out in the search
for De Marco.
PRINTS SORTED OUT
Fingerprint experts today were sorting
out the hundreds cf prints taken in
the club. They found prints on the
banister rail, where also was a bloody
handprint, on tables, walls and chinaware. Police refused to say whether
they discovered any prints in the taxicab in which Sweeney was carried to
the hospital. Knowing that the wanted
man, DeMarco. was one of those who
rode in the cab, they were particularly
careful in their examination of the
handles of the cab end the windows.
Gcv. Curley conferred with Commissioner Kirk and Atty.-Gen. Paul
A. Dever before the state detectives
were ordered into the investigation.
Those assigned by Commissioner Kirk
are Cant. John Stokes and his partner, Lieutenant Detective Joseph
Ferrari, Lt. Edward Sherlock, Sergt.
Joseph Creseio, Sergi Archie Foley
and Lt. Thomas Mitchell. A score of
uniformed troopers are working under
their directions.
Superintendent Martin King, whom
ommissioner Leonard threatened at
ne time to demote or remove; Deputy
James R. Clajlin, former commander
of the Warren avenue station, and
Capt. Joseph McKinnon, present commander of the division, were driving
their men today in an attempt to
establish a :motive and apprehend the
killer before the crack state detectives do. Both law enforcement
agencies were on the surface working hand in hand, but beneath the
surface they were both battling to be
first to solve the murder.
Michael Ward, chief United States
deputy marshal, whose badge was
found pinned on Sweeney's (eat when
he was brought to the City Hospital,
OR
investigating today hot', le
f,

Left Wingers Want to
Make Levy a Part of
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Dead at the Dawning
The dirty gray dawn of a winter morning
meant nothing to the sightless eyes of Red
Sweeney, dead on a slab, who the night before was walking about believing he_was fooling the police.
The only one Sweeney fooled was
Sweeney. Then somebody plugged him—one
of his pals, perhaps, plugged him at an hour
when most decent people were home in bed.
Sweeney's sordid and stupid career was typical of the lives
1(.11 by thousands of law breakers who think they are smarter
than the police. He went through the usual steps, from fresh
kid to skulking crook, to death.
If the police do not get these enemies of society, their associates do. And when Sweeney was not skulking, he was behind I
bars.
What a life! Where's the glamor, the romance, the thrill?
The dirty gray dawn changed to a brilliant day—and the
41 years of Sweeney had become an exceedingly insignificant
episode, useful only as profitable reading for young men who
are flirting with wrongdoing.

State Police Step Into Boston
Gov. Curley sent state police detectives into A Boston
murder iiiTtIMation, without invitation from the Boston police
department.
It has been customary for the state police to wait for an
invitation before entering upon a ease being investigated by a
big city department.
So long as the state police pursue their investigation in
accordance with legal process, with particular attention to
legal search, no loud public complaint is probable.
Is Gov. Curley justified in sending state detectives into
Boston? If a person believes that the Governor is doing it in
order to embarrass and remove Police Commissioner Leonard,
that person will not approve of the step. But if the Governor's
move is challenged, he can point to reasons why
.it is his duty to
send in his men.
First of all, he can question the character of a club which
has been licensed by the city to operate. Further, he can ask
the Boston police why they failed to pick up a man (the victim)
under indictment, whose associates have been quoted as saying
was in Boston daily "right along."
The episode is a strange mixture of politics and police work
—or lack of the latter. The state stepped in about 12 hours
after the crime had been committed, a rather short period in
which to allow the local department to solve the murder. Yet
the Governor can claim that. he did not wish the trail to get cold.
Whatever the motive, let all the police work—and together.
Let there he no competitive holding out of information, one
4',evrn vIntlipr.
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CURLEY WORKS
6 DAYS A WEEK,
i NEEDS 6 AIDS
More
clerical
assistants
needed in Gov. Curley's office because Gov. Curley does more work,
Richard D. Grant, his secretary, informed the joint committee on ways
and means which inquired yesterday why the expenses of the executive department. were greater this
year than last.
"Now we have a governor who
works six days it week instead of
one and 0114,-balf," Grant told
House Chairman Albert F. Bigelow.
Asiced by Bigelow if five stenographers were needed th hi year
where four sufficed last year,
Grant said:
"Yes, and we'll probably need
another one."
Grant said Gov. Curley's various
public work projects and the efforts he Is making toward developing the efficiency of state departments requires a large offioe personnel.

CURLEY ORDERS RAID

STATE POLICE SEIZE GAMBLING LAYOUT
AFTER KILLING; BREEN, 3 OTHERS HELD
— Story on Page 2

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS PASSED HANDS ON THIS DICE TABLE

PATRONS PASSE'D THEIR MONEY THR OUGH WINDOWS FOR HORSE BETTING

HORSE RACE RESULTS RECEIVED ON THIS TICKER

BOSTON POLICE COULDN'T FIND THIS: BUT STATE POLICE DID!
$30,000 gambling layout seized last night by state police on the floor above
the Cosmos Club following the murder of Joseph "Red" Sweeney in connecition with a gambling racket. Although Boston police had access to the

premises all day, it was not until last night when GovernorC
Riele
rloely:
rehnt itt
state detectives that the gaming room was revealed.
on rage 2)
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from Ipswich," MI s. J.
W. A. Hayes, who posed
for the poster, "Forgetting a Thousand Cares,"
being presented a life
pass to Keith Theaters
by Gov. Curley. Standing
are "Mr Bracker and
Mgr. C. W. Koerner of
RKO.

FEB 9 in

CURLEY BLAMES
OTHER STATES IN
RELIEF HOLDUP
By BERT BROCKBANK

Failure of other states to submit a definite program for public works relief is delaying the approval of the $230,000,000
pro-

;ram to provide work and wages.
Or the unemployed of Massachtt-'
;etts, Gov. Curley reveled yesterlay on his return from Washingon.
"Massachusetts is the
only
state in the Union that has submitted a definite work and wages
program to the national administration, and until the other states
fall In line the approval of our
$230,000,000 program hangs In the
balance," he said.
At the same time he was optimistic as to the result of his more
than three months' exhaustive efforts in preparing a comprehensive
work and wages plan for the unemployed of Massachusetts.
"I emphasized to federal authorities during
my visit in
Washington that nearly every
one of the cities which last year
agreed to contribute 70 per cent
of relief projects had exhausted
their borrowing capacity, and
that almost all of the states had
reached
statutory
Itn4battons
making it imperative now for
th46

I

gerwortonotst

to

samotoo tams

total cost of now projects.
"Fully 85 per cent of the states
now are unable to make any further
to federal
contribution
public works projects, and the
government fully realizes this. •
"I assume thlt when the time
comes to apportion the money
that the apportionments will be
based on population, and therefore I am confident that the
major portion of the program I
have submitted for Massachusetts will be approved.
"Our program is the most complete of any program ever drawn
up by any state in the nation
and provides for needs of the
next
Cm»monwealth
the
for
quarter of a century, including
works projects and oth"r extensive plans far-reaching in importance. I feel certain that the
administration will approve this
program."
The gOVPT nor revealed also that
another federal housing project for
the Boston area, similar to that recently announced for South Boston,
lu,d been approved and would shortly he announced from Washington.
"I am not at liberty to say
where this new housing project is
to he located," the governor said,
"but it has received official approval and will he announced
short I y."
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CLASH
On Death

BULLET 1BALKS 2 PROBES
:T CLUB KILLING
AFTER COSMOS
1 CLUB FRAY

STATE POLICE
TAKE OVER
COSMOS CLUB
DEATH PROBE

State and city crime
forces clashed today over
possession of the bullet
that killed Joseph P.
("Red") Sweeney in the
Cosmos Club.
It was demanded by
Governor Curley for Captain Charles J. Van Ambergh, state ballistics expert.
s'
L.

Police Superintendent Martin
H. King said the state official
fi could see it but couldn't keep it.

Captain Van Ambergh insisted
that Governor Curley wanted him
to keep it. !---•"'"*"'"
The clash came after a night of
undercover controversy
between
d. state detectives and high officials
a of the police department, the direct
ti. result of Govert‘or Curley's historymaking order that sent state forces
ti into Boston no ordears to clean up.

This table for rolling dice
vas found in the floor
Dims Slaying
'oove the Cosmos Club, on
The actual murder of Sweeney,
Broadway, where Joseph
ex-convict,
d
adfduiVitdviin
em freodmto Justice,
onl
only a l''Red' Sweeney died in a
; detail of the Governors drive that
is expected to rock the police de- igang shooting.

a;

partment as it never has been
rocked before.
Boston police did not like the .as current conversation that Bos)11 police were utterly upset over
• move.
1, It brought Capt. John F. Stokes ossibilities hinted in the goverf! and Lieut. Joseph Ferrari, "aces"
or's orders sending state police
• of the state forces, into an area 3 cover
this crime.
Continued on rage 4, Column 5 That state police intended to push
!s
_3 the limit was evident from the
i They held David J. "seano !Breen, reputed owner of the Cos- ultimatum issued by Captain John
mos Club; Daniel J. McCarthy, 42, F. Stokes today. Hc said:
a bartender; Austin Holland, 35, of
"We're in this thing to a
Malden street. South End, and Bar- finish.
We'll co-operate with
driver.
ney Couner, a taxi
Boston police. We are handicapped by lack of knowledge of
underworld characters and gangsters. But we are going to arrest
The search' was still on for Mario the man who murdered 'Red'
DeMarco, alias John Della Russo Sweeney or find out why."
State detectives who were asof the North End, whom police said
signed to comb the South End and
they wanted for questioning.
downtown
Boston during the night
Captain
McKinnon
said
he
could 'pick up"
planned to ask warrants for Breen. to see what they
were amazed when they were recMcCarthy and DeMarco, although
ognized in certain places, they said.
not on murder charges. The others
In most "hot spots" they visited,
were held only for questioning.
they said, habitues greeted them as
The clash over the bullet took though they were expected. In one
place at police headquarters when place they were told:
Captain Van Ambergh called Ed"It's all right. We know who
ward J. Seibolt, the police ballistics
you are. But we don't know anything. And you can look around.
man.
You won't find anything wrong."
Captain Van Ambergh opened:
This incensed the state officers.
"I have been ordered by Governor Curley to get the bullet but they did not attempt to place
that was extracted from Sweeney." the blame.
Sergeant Arthur J. Tiernan and
Seibolt replied that he had no
Bonner.
J.
William
Inspector
uthority to give it up.
detectives,
Captain Van Ambergh insisted "aces" of the Boston
at it was the Governor's order said they had no better luck.
They reported that for possibly
hat he get it.
major crime
Seibolt conferred with Superin- the first time since a
committed here, all their
endent King and returned to re- ! had been
information were dried up.
ort that he was told to send it to wells of
Tiernan and Bonner, and Lieuhe State House with an officer
tenant Louis DiSessa, formerly
ut "not to leave the bullet under
crack homicide squad member,
ny consideration."
were assigned especially to the
Possibility of a roundup of 40 to
case.
Cosmos
Club
customers
of
the
O
Di Sessa was brought in town
as another surprising develop- from the Charlestown police staent today. Police at first antion to enter the murder probe.
ounced that not more than five
✓ six persons were in the club
Police declared that they were
ertain th..tit the shooting took
As soon as the word flashed
lace in the Cosmos Club, but evience suddenly popped up during around that the state police were
he night that the affray may on the probe, it was said that 11 or
ave started in the ;30,000 gam- 12 betting "joints" closed their
doors last night.
ling den above.
Three of these were reported to
A bullet hole, which detectives
ay was freshly made, was found be in Charlestown, one in the West
n one of the Sportsmen's Club End, others in the South End and
downtown Boston.
ails.
Police were unable to explain
At 'Roston police headq'iarters it
why they did not know who conducted the Cosmos Club, although
the place is supposed to be licensed as a private club.
The Sportsmen's Club, of course,
they said, wasn't incorporated because it wasn't supposed to have
existed at all.
Because of the license angle,
state alcoholic beverages commissioners had entered the case today. The Boston licensing board
issued the Cosmos permit.
Governor Curley's interest in the
case has reached such intensity
that he has ordered AttorneyGeneral Paul A. Dever to draw up
legislation which will permit state
'police as well as local police to
enter any of these clubs on tours
of inspection. He declared:
"When I was mayor of Boston
police officials told me that they
lacked authority to inspect night
clubs until a crime had been committed.
"The time to Inspect these
places is before any crime is committed, in order to make certain
that there will he no murders or
any other crimes."
The governor pointed out that a
cLuse in the state liquor control
bill permitting such inspection had
been stricken out just before the
bill was passed. He remarked:
"I suppose they wanted the inspection restricted to superior
officers whose judgment would he
based on the revenue they could
collect, rather than on the suppression of crime and the protection of the public."
The governor said that he understood there was gambling. "strip
dancing" and other vice to be found
regularly in Boston. He told state
troopers he wanted that "cleaned
up" as well as the murder.

(P ctures by Boston Evening American Staff Photographer)

CAPT. JOHN STOKES

SERGT. JOHN LYONS

Ordered into action by Governor Curtey, state defectives raided the Cosmos Club building. Here is Captain
John Stokes, head of the state police detail, leaving the
club after conferring with Sergeant John Lyons of the
Boston police force.
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COSMOS CLUB
DEATH PROBE

rIT CLUB KILLING
COSMOS KILLING
STILL MYSTERY
Silence — stronger
weapon than even the
guns of the underworld—
balked state police in
their probe of the Cosmos
Club slaying today.
It balked Boston police
investigators as well. Re.
sentful, tens e„ worried
over entry of state forces,
they were racing for "the
pinch."

ii

as

For hours during the night,
and up to 5 a. m. today, four 7
men taken into custody in connection with Joseph P. "Red"
Sweeney's murder, were questioned.
South End "hot spots" and .
known underworld rendezvous
t were combed, in vain.

This table for rolling dice
was found in the floor
above the Cosmos Club, on
Broadway, where Joseph
"Red" Sweeney died in a
gang shooting.

At the end of it all both state .
and local police officials shook
their heads regretfully—"No proggress."
.
Most coloiful of the men held,
David J. "Bee.s.a" Breen, denied he
was owner
tie Cosmos Club, ; they said. He denied knowing any- •
thing of the shooting that laid " case has reached such intensity
"Red" Sweeney cold.
' that he has ordered AttorneyGeneral Paul A. Dever to draw up
legislation which will permit state
police as wel as local police to
Furthermore,
authorities
disenter any of these clubs on tours
closed, they didn't know themnd
selves who was supposed to be the ers of inspection. He declared:
"When I was mayor of Boston
club's
owner.
They
thought tea,
police officials told me that they
"Beano" was.
"Beano," they said, told them lie ly
lacked authority to inspect night
was merely an "executive" of the xne
clubs until a crime had been complace. He said he had nothing to ielr
mitted.
.
1114111111
do with the Sportsmen's Club the
"The time to inspect these
lavish gambling layout on the floor -f
above the Cosmos.
places is before ans- Crime is com,'.
He stuck to his story that he )
mitted, in order to make certain
e
had found "Red" Sweeney in the
" that there will be no murders or
any other crimes.
street, taking him to Boston City
The governor pointed out that a
wn
Hospital.
cl:_use in the state liquor control
Police declared that they were
bill permitting such inspection had
certain that the shooting took
place in ihe Cosmos Club, but evi- 'en been stricken out just before the
dence suddenly popped up during 1.1T- Ibill was passed. He remarked:
12
"I suppose they wanted the Inthe night that the affray may '
have started in the 530 000 gam- gP•
48, spection restricted to superior
officers whose judgment would he
Wing den above.
based on the revenue they could
collect, rather than on the suppression of crime and the protection of the public."
A bullet hole, which detectives
The governor said that he undersay was freshly made, was found
stood there was gambling% "strip
in one of the Sportsmen's Club
dancing" and other vice to be found
regularly in Boston. He told state
There was a rumbling undercurtroopers he wanted that 'cleaned
rent of distrust in investigating
as the murder.
circles as the state troopers' plain- ce up' as well
The governor's action in sending
clothes force drove along in the Ofl
in the state forces over the heads
"clean-up" ordered by Gevernor
of the local police wa.s taken as
Curley.
CommisAt Boston police headquarters it ee another indication that
sioner Joseph J. Leonard's days as
was current conversation that Bosnumbered.
are
ton police were utterly upeet over it,of police head

Just "Executive"

I

Bullet Hole Found

possibilities hinted in the governor's orders sending state police xig
Pfto cover this crime.
The governor wanted to know if
gambling and vice had been "permitted' by police in night clubs,
and other spots. He told his state
investigators to find that out, as
Continued on Page 4. Column 4.
rite iong-nraven-out inquisition was
headed by Captain Stokes of the
state police and Boston Police Superintendent Martin H. King.
In the group were Deputy Superintendent James R. Claflin. Sergeant Joseph Crescio of state Police, Captain Joseph J. McKinnon
of Division 4.

Girls Eliminated
It was notable that a state police stenographer was present and
took shorthand notes of the entire
proceedings.
During the course of the night
two Charlestown girls were quizzed,
but sent on their way after half an
Police later told reporters that
they had been given information
k*iat the girls were in the Cosmos
Cub at the time of the supposed
shooting of Sweeney.
They said the girls had proved
that they left the place long before
any trouble had started, and so
were dismissed.

As soon as the word flashed
around that the state police were
on the probe, it was said that 11 or
12 betting "joints" closed their
doors last night.
Three of these were reported to
be in Charlestown, one in the West
End, others in the South End and
downtown Boston.
Captain Joseph McKinnon, on
whose division the murder took
place, expressed ignorance of the
existence of the gambling rooms
above the Cosmos Club.
He ;said that his men had entered
the Cosmos Club as late as the
22d of last month, but they found
nothing illegal.
At the same time. it was stated
by state police, that the only mode
of entry to the Sportsmen's Club
was through a heacily barred and
grilled door leading from the, Cosmos Club floor.
Police were unable to explain
why they did not know who conducted the Cosmos Club. although
the place is supposed to be licensed as a private club.
The Sportsmen's Club, of course,
they said, wasn't incorporated because it wasn't supposed to have
existed at all.
Because of the license angle, I
state alcoholic beverages commis- !
sioners had entered thr case to- I
day. The Boston licensing board
1..-sued the Cosmos permit.
Governor Curley's interest in the
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KILLING

STATE POLICE
TAKE OVER
COSMOS CLUB
DEATH PROBE

State and city crime
forces clashed today over
possession of the bullet
that killed Joseph P.
("Red") Sweeney in the
, Cosmos Club.
It was demanded by
Governor Curley for Captain Charles J. Van Ambergh, state ballistics exP! pert.
Police Superintendent Martin
H. King said the state official
dcould see it but couldn't keep it.

Is

Captain Van Ambergh insisted
that Governor Curley wanted him
to keep it.
The clash came after a night of
undercover controversy between
d state detectives and high officials
n of the police department, the direct
1, result of Governor Curley's historytl making order that sent state forces
into Boston no ordears to clean up.

his fable for rolling dice
was found in the floor
Dims Slaying
ti
tl• The actual murder of Sweeney, above the Cosmos Club,on
ex-convict, fugititve from justice, -roadway, where Joseph
1, and dope addict, dimmed to only a "'Red" Sweeney died in a
detail of the Governors drive that
is expected to rock the police de- gang shooting.
partment as it never has been )
rocked before.
that BosBoston police did not like the as current conversation
on police were utterly upset over
c. move.
It brought Capt. John F. Stokes iossibilitie_s hinted in the goverand Lieut. Joseph Ferrari, "aces" ior's orders sending state police
of the state forces, into an area
o cover this crime.
2 Continued on rage 4, Column 5 That state police intended to push
se,
n the limit was emident from the
, They held David J. - etBreen, reputed owner cr the Cos- ultimatum issued by Captain John
mos Club; Daniel J. McCarthy, 42, F. Stokes today. He said:
a bartender; Austin Holland, 35, of
"We're in this thing to a
Malden street. South End, and Bar- finish.
We'll co-operate with
ney Couner, a taxi driver.
Boston police. We are handicapped by lack of knowledge of
underworld characters and gangsters. But we are going to arrest
'Red'
The search' was still on for Mario the man who murdered
DeMarco, alias John Della Russo Sweeney or find out why."
State detectives who were asof the North End, whom police said
signed to comb the South End and
they wanted for questioning.
during the night
he downtown Boston
said
McKinnon
Captain
to see what they could 'pick up"
Breen,
for
to
planned
ask warrants
were amazed when they were recMcCarthy and DeMarco. although ognized in certain places, they said.
others
The
not on murder charges.
In most "hot spots" they visited,
were held only for questioning.
they said, habitues greeted them as
took
The clash over the bullet
though they were expected. In one
place at police headquarters when place they were told:
EdCaptain Van Ambergh called
"It's all right. We know who
you are. But we don't know anyward J. Seibolt, the police ballistics
thing. And you can look around.
man.
You won't find anything wrong."
Captain Van Ambergh opened:
This incensed the state officers,
"I have been ordered by Governor Curley to get the bullet but they did not attempt to place
that was extracted from Sweeney." the blame.
Sergeant Arthur J. Tiernan and
Seibolt replied that he had no
Bonner.
J.
William
Inspector
uthority to give it up,
detectives,
Captain Van Ambergh insisted "aces" of the Boston
luck.
better
no
hat it was the Governor's order said they had
They reported that for possibly
hat he get it.
since a major crime
Seibolt conferred with Superin- the first time
committed here, all their
endent King and returned to re- had been
information were dried up.
ort that he was told to send it to wells of
Tiernan and Bonner, and Lieuhe State House with an officer
tenant Louis DiSessa, formerly
ut "not to leave the bullet under
crack homicide squad member,
ny consideration."
were assigned especially to the
Possibility of a roundup of 40 to case.
0 customers of the Cosmos Club
Di Sessa was brought in town
:as another surprising develop- from the Charlestown police staent today. Police at first an- tion to enter the murder probe,
puneed that not more than five
r six persons were in the club
Police declared that Cley were
ertain tnat the shooting took
As soon as the word flashed
lace in the Cosmos Club, but evilence suddenly popped up during around that the state police were
or
he night that the affray may on the probe, it was said that 11
closed their
ave started in the $30,000 gain. 12 betting "joints"
doors last night.
ling den above.
Three of these were reported to
A bullet hole, which detectives
in the West
ay was freshly made, was found be in Charlestown, one
South End and
in one of the Sportsmen's Club End, others in the
downtown Boston.
Police were unable to explain
At B qt
why they did not know who conducted the Cosmos Club. although
the place is supposed to be licensed as a private club.
The Sportsmen's Club, of course,
they said, wasn't incorporated because it wasn't supposed to have I
existed at all.
Because of the license angle,
state alcoholic beverages commissioners had entered the case today. The Boston licensing board
issued the Cosmos permit.
Governor Curley's interest in the
case has reached such intensity
that he has ordered AttorneyGeneral Paul A. Dever to draw up
legislation which will permit state
/police as well as local police to
enter any of these clubs on tours
of inspection. He declared:
"When I was mayor of Boston
police officials told me that they
lacked authority to inspect night
clubs until a crime had been committed.
"The time to Inspect these
places is before any crime is committed, in order to make certain
that there will he no murders or
any other crimes."
The governor pointed out that a
eT...use in the state liquor control
bill permitting such inspection had
been stricken out just before the
bill was passed. He remarked:
"I suppose they wanted the inspection restricted to superior
officers whose judgment would he
based on the revenue they could
collect, rather than on the suppression of crime and the protection of the public."
The governor said that he understood there was gambling, "strip
dancing" and other vice to be found
regularly in Boston. He told state
troopers he wanted that "cleaned
up" as well as the murder.

(Pictures by Boston Evening American Staff Photographer'

CAPT. JOHN STOKES

SERGT. JOHN LYONS

Ordered into action by Governor Curley, state 'detectives raided the Cosmos Club building. Here is Captain
John Stokes, head of the state police detail, leaving the
club after conferring with Sergeant John Lyons of the
Boston police force.
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BALKS 2 PROBES
OF NIGHT CLUB KILLING
Bullet Traced
STATE POLICE
QUESTION
SUSPECTS
Continued from First Page
under
that has long been reputedly
protection.
a
The clash was seen in spite of
oner
secret order that Commissi
Leonard issued to his forces:
"Work with them. Allow no
discord to he seen."
, Unseen there was plenty of it.

Leonard Ouster?,
prePolitical observers freely
Corndicted the speedy removal of
nor.
' missioner Leonard by the gover
d gamb, after the State police seize
the
on
s
ling equipment in clubroom
inwhich
third floor of the building
the murder occurred.
ed.
More than 12 hours had elaps
e still
after the killing, with polic
ignoring
talking of narcotics and
the gambling angle.
ling
Why was a "big time" gamb
te unmoplace permitted to opera
a frelested? Why was Sweeney,
four
quenter of the place. at large
years after being indicted?
ey
These are questions Gov. Cuti
will ask, it was said.
on,
At the Warren avenue stati
tCaptain Joseph McKinnon, recen
r;
ly moved there as commande
s R.
Deputy Superintendent Jame
,
Claflin, who preceded McKinnon
a
and Superintendent King held
series of conferences.
They held David J. "Beano"
!Breen, reputed owner of the Cosmos Club; Daniel J. McCarthy. 42,
a bartender; Austin Holland. 35, of
Malden street, South End, and Barney Couner, a taxi driver.
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was found in the floor,
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CAPT. JOHN STOKES

SERGT. JOHN LYONS

Ordered into action by Governor Curley, state 'defectives raided the Cosmos Club building. Here is Captain
John Stokes, head of the state police detail, leaving the
club after conferring with Sergeant John Lyons of the
Boston police force.
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COSMOS KILLING
STILL MYSTERY
Silence — stronger
weapon than even the
guns of the underworld—
balked state police in
their probe of the COsItanis
Club slaying today.
It balked Boston police
investigators as well. Resentful, tense, worried
over entry of state forces,
they were racing for "the
pinch."

e
II

For hours during the night, t
and up to 5 a. m. today, four
men taken into custody in connection with Joseph P. "Red"
Sweeney's murder, were questioned.
South End "hot spots" and
!known underworld rendezvous
were combed, in vain.
At the end of it all both state

l and local police officials shook
!their heads regretfully—"No pro-

This table for rolling dice
was found in the floor
above the Cosmos Club,on
Broadway, where Joseph
"Red" Sweeney died in a
gang shooting.

gress."
Most colorful of the men held. I
:David J. "Beano" Breen, denied he 1
was owner of the Cosmos Club, 1: they said. He denied knowing any- j..
case has reached such intensity
thing of the shooting that laid
17s, that he has ordered Attorney"Red" Sweeney cold.
ce
General Paul A. Dever to draw up
legislation which will permit state
police as wel as local police to
disauthorities
Furthermore
enter any of these clubs on tours
closed, they didn't know themof inspection. He declared:
selves who was supposed to he the
"When I was mayor of Boston
They
club's
thought
owner.
officials told me that they
police
"Beano" was.
lacked authority to inspect night
"Beano," they said, told them he
viola, oat'', a .srirne had been comwas merely an "executive" of the
mitted.
."11100111=
place. He said he had nothing to
"The time to inspect these
do with the Sportsmen's Club, the
! lavish gambling layout on the floor
places is before any crime in comabove the Cosmos.
mitted. in order to make certain
that
his
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story
He stuck to
that there will be no murders or
had found "Red" Sweeney in the
any other crimes."
street, taking him to Boston City
The governor pointed out that a
Hospital.
el...use in the state liquor control
Police declared that they were
bill permitting such inspection had
Certain that the shooting took
been stricken out just before the
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dence suddenly popped up during
"I suppose they wanted the inthe night that the affray may
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than on the sup>th collect, rather
and the probe pression of crime
tection of the public."
The governor said that he underA bullet hole, which detectives
stood there was gambling, "strip
say was freshly made, was found '
dancing" and other vice to be found
in one of the Sportsmen's Club
regularly in Boston. He told state
walls.
:th troopers he wanted that 'cleaned
There was a rumbling undercnr- i
rent of distrust in itivestigating °3 up' as well as the murder.
ce
The governor's action in sending
circles as the state troopers' plainin the state forces over the heads
clothes force drove along in the
of the local police was taken as
"clean-up" ordered by Governor
another indication that Commis, Curley.
sioner Joseph J. Leonard's days as
At Boston police headquarters it
was current conversation that Bos- ih- police head are numbered.
ton police were utterly upSet over of
possibilities hinted in the gover- rig
nor's orders sending state police Ofto cover this crime,
i
The governor wanted to know if de
gambling and vice had been "per- so
mitted' by police in night clubs,
and other spots. He told his state
investigators to find that out, as ton
ed
Continued on Page 4,,. cqiiiigRit3n was
headed byCaptain Stokes of the
state police and Boston Police Superintendent Martin H. King.
In the group were Deputy Superirtendent James R. Claflin, Sergeant Joseph Crescio of state police. Captain Joseph J. McKinnon
of Division 1.

Just "Executive"

It was notable that a state police stenographer was present and
took shorthand notes of the entire
proceedings.
During the course of the night ,
two Charlestown girls were quizzed,
but sent on their way after half an
hour.
Pollee later told reporters that '
they had been given information
Atat the girls were in the Cosmos
C.:1.lb at the time of the supposed
shooting of Sweeney.
They said the girls had proved
that they left the place long before
any trouble had started, and so
were dismissed.

As soon as the word flashed
around that the state police were
on the probe, it was said that -11. or
12 betting "joints" closed their
doors last night.
Three of these were reported to
be in Charlestown, one in the West
End, others in the South End and
downtown Boston.
Captain Joseph McKinnon, on
whose division the murder took
place, expressed ignorance of the
existence of the gambling rooms
above the Cosmos Club.
He said that his men had entered
the Cosmos Club as late as the
22d of last month, but they found
nothing illegal.
At the same time, it was stated
by state police, that the only mode
of entry to the Sportsmen's Club
was through a heaelly barred and
grilled door leading from the, Cosmos Club floor.
Police were unable to explain
why they did not know who conducted the Cosmos Club, although
the place is supposed to be licensed as a private club.
The Sportsmen's Club, of course,
they said. wasn't incorporated because it wasn't supposed to have
existed at all.
Because of the license angle,
state alcoholic beverages commissioners had entered the case today. The Boston licensing board
.1siierl the Cosmos permit.
Governor Curley's interest in the

Photographer)
Evening Amerman Staff
(Pictures by Boston

CAPT. JOHN STOKES

SERGT. JOHN LYONS

Governor Curley, state detecOrdered into action by
building. Here is Captain
tives raided the Cosmos Club police detail, leaving the
John Stokes, head of the state
Sergeant John Lyons of the
club after conferring with
Boston police force.
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BALKS 2 PROBE
S
T CLUB KILLING

STATE POLICE
TAKE OVER
COSMOS CLUB
DEATH PROBE

STATE POLI
CE
QUESTION 4
SUSPECTS
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A girl named the killer
of Joseph "Red" Sweeney
\ late today, according to
k police. They said she ran
I from the Cosmos Club
crying.
GOVERNOR CURLEY
istrikes at vice and "protection" in Boston and
Ithroughout the Common'
,wealth. Boston police to
e probed.
,I Most sweeping investigation of illegal resorts in
city's history ordered by
Police Commissioner Leonard, following lead of
Governor Curley.
BOSTON POLICE fail
to get warrants applied
for against David J.
"Beano" Breen and another as accessories after
the murder.
Both released.
Governor Curley, spurred by
the night club murder of Joseph
"Red" Sweeney and its revelations swung two mailed fists today.
One fist was swung at vice
—the other at the Boston police.

inspecting a ticker, allegedly used
Officer William Trainer of the Bostonpolice is shown
gambling rooms above the Costo bring results of races and other sporting events to Photographer.)
mos club. (Picture by Boston Evening American'Staff

who had voluntarily appeared for
questioning, were still in the club
Perry told poAt the same time, police who after she left, Miss
had questioned three girls today, llee.
'They heed sold they left at 3 a. in..
said one named the killer.
mole than an hour before the
special shooting.
I AN`
'see utilized for assembly or ' Swift developments in the police
other purposes.
"In my opinion, this legisla- clash were expected.
A clean-up of the city by state
tion is necessary in order that
direct supervision may he had forces—starting with number pools
over the operation of so-called and big scale night-life gambling—
night clubs for the purpose, not is certain.
only of enforcing the law with
The most drastic shakeup of poreference to illegal sale of liquor, lice officials in the history of the
but narcotics as well—and to end
Boston department will probably
white slavery.
follow.
"It will be interesting to learn
bow long the Cosmos Club had
been operating, and how long the
so-called Sportsmen's Club has
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
been operating.
Leonard will doubtless be replaced,
"Also as to the source of police
protection which they enjoyed, as
if the governor can get confirmato what particular official of the
tion by the executive council.
police department had charge of
Moreover, charges probably will
the particular district in which
be placed against two high unithese two clubs operated.
formed officials of the Boston
"And further, what steps the
force.
police commissioner proposes tak'Governor Curley had sent state
ing immediately to punish those
police led by Detective Captain
responsible for permitting the
John Stokes into Boston—the first
wide-open o per a t ion of the
time in history—last night after
Sportsmen's Club.
Boston police had failed to act on
the gambling angle in the Sweeney
killing.
The gambling implements in the
"Also, as to how many addi- so-called Sportsmen's Club, on the
tional clubs are operating at the
floor above the Cosmos Club, on
present time in Boston.
Broadway, South End. were seizsd
"State Commissioner of Public
by state—not by Boston—police.
Safety Paul Kirk is drafting a
Clashes were imminent for hours.
report to me as to what the state
Then, the first big clash came
police uncovered there and what over the death bullet.
he recommends. Assistant AttorThe bullet was demanded by
ney-General Ronan is drafting
Captain Charles J. Van Ambergh,
legislation."
state police ballistics expert. He
The Governor was asked if the said he acted under
orders of GovInvestigation would include the ad- ernor Curley.
ministration of former Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman. replaced by Joseph J. Leonard just
before Curley took office.
The demand was at first turned
Governor Curley replied:
down by Boston police.
"That remains to be seen."
Police Superintendent Martin H.
Commissioner Leonard was conferring with Thomas C. O'Brien, King would go no further than to
authorize Captain Van Ambergh to
former district attorney, while the
examine the death bullet in the
Governor was issuing this propresence of a police officer.
nouncement.
He instructed the officer not to
Boston police were in a warrant
leave it "under any consideration.'
murder session of municipal court
Within a few minutes, Governor
seeking warrants charging accesCurley summoned Colonel Paul G.
sory after murder against David J. Kirk, commissioner of public safe("Beano") Breen, n,ght club figure,
ty, to his office at the State House.
and Daniel J. McCarthy, bartender.
The two conferred for half an
The warrants were refused. Both
hour.
were released.
Neither would reveal the' deAustin Holian, a cab driver, also
as
held by the police, was released at tails of the conference. It govlearned, however, that the
4 p. m. today. Police had
prisernor ordered Boston cleaned 1.1P
oners left.
at any cost.
Two hours later state police were
given the death bullet.
The Boston Licensing Board orSadie Perry, according to police, dered the owners of the Cosmos
declared she heard the death shot Club to appear at 9:30 Tuesday
the
as she left the Cosmos Club on morning to show cause why
liquor license should not be reBroadway early yesterday morning voked.
—and mid that two other girls
A Boston police sergeant and a
th.
told
previously
must have actually witnessed the patrolman
Licensing Board that "Beano"
fatal shooting of Sweeney.
These other two girls had pre- Breen had no connection with the
viously denied being present at Cosmos Club.
the time, police said.
She was questioned at Warren
avenue station and allegedly said:
This was the statement of Da"I was at the club and had
sung a couple of numbers.
vid Montague, chairman of the
"I noticed a group near the
board.
rear of the dining room.
The Cosmos Club was given
"They were at tables that had
Decembeen pushed together to make "probationary license" in
ber, 1933, Chairman Montague
room for all of them.
said.
"Suddenly a fight started.
The "probationary license" ran
"I heard some of the men
license was
swearing. The girin in the party until May 1, 1934. The
renewed at that time.
weren't saying much.
There have been no complaints
"A few minutes later. I saw
brought against the Cosmos Club
Sweeney standing in the hallway.
"Some of the fellows that had since they first were granted a
been in that group were waving license, Montague said.
The present license does not covtheir arms around him. They
er the third floor of the building
seemed to he threatening.
"I was thinking mostly of my
in which the club is located, he
said.
fur coat and getting out.
Investigation before the first is"I went down the stairs and had
lust reaehed the street door when
suance and renewal of .the license
was conducted in the usual manI heard a shot. I'm not so sure
hut what it might have been two
ner by the police, Montague said.
shots.
When the Cosmos Club came be"A couple of men Came down fore the board for a license police
appeared in favor of it, Montague
the stairs and went out.
said. He recalled that there was a
"Then, I saw them dragging
Sweeney out. They dragged him, "Sergeant Hoban," a "Sergeant
Dunleavy" and an "Officer Callathey didn't carry him. They put
him In a cab and took him away." han."
Twa Jamaica Plain waitresses,
The Aubstauce of "SergeaLit

- Deportment of Justice men entered the investigation of the

Cosmos Club murder of Joseph
r. "Red" Sweeney today.
United States Attorney Francis
.1. W. Ford ordered an investigation after a conference with
Chief Deputy 'United States Marshall Michael .1. 'Ward, whose
badge was found in the clothing
of the murdered man.
Chief Deputy Ward said the
badge was an honorary one, presented to him by friends. He
said it WRS stolen from his desk
in the Federal building two
months ago.
ban's story" was that he was in
favor of the granting of the license
and knew nothing wrong with the
club.
Dunleavey's"
test I"Sergenat
mony was of a similar character,
he said.
Montague stated that the police
were asked:
"Is it true that one 'Beano'
Breen is behind this cluh?"
"Sergeant Dunleavy" and "Officer Callahan" both said that they
knew no one by the name of
Breen who had any connection with
the club.
No one appeared in opposition to
the original granting or renewal of
Attorney Bernard Killion, who is
acting for Breen in the present
case, appeared for the club. Montague was asked:
"Do you remember any state
senators appearing In behalf of
the club?"
He answered:
"Chances are I do. In fact
more than one appeared."
Asked if he could give their
names, he. stated:
"No, I think not, they are not
in the record anyway. During
the routine of business. many
who come in and out are not
recorded."
He stated that the board looked
over the books of the Cosmos Club
and "found them very well kept."
"They disclosed that the club
gave out free Thanksgiving and
Christmas dinners."
Mcmtague's records reveal that
"members- of the club include
prominent persons.
-Listed as officers on the records
are Daniel F. O'Connell of Stuart
street, president; Chester Grillo of
Yeomans avenue, Medford, treasurer; and Edward F. Feldman of
East Cottage street, Roxbury, financial secretary.
The body of Sweeney — ex-convict, dope addict and "fugitive" —
remained unclaimed at the morgue
today.
Among the things Governor Curley wants to know is why Sweeney
was At large for four years after
being indicted in Middlesex county.
Police found him only after he
e— dead.

Commissioner Leonard branded
th invaaion of state police as "not
needed." He added:
"The move was very unexpected. I didn't believe that was
any need for them. I am confident that the men of my department can solve this murder."
"But," interrupted a reporter.
"It seems to hinge on why your
men didn't seize that gambling
equipment that was found upstairs. They knew shout it some
seven hours before the state people arrived."
The commissioner made no answer for a while and then said:
"Of course, I'm new on the
Job. I have to feel my way around
a bit, you know."
Asked about reports of protection, particularly In the South End
d
pltiveidsi:on, the new commissioner re"I never took a dirty dollar in
my life and I won't allow my meq
to take any. There'll be no protection on that division or on any
other division as long as I am
commissioner."
Commissioner Leonard revealed
that he had questioned Detectives
Arthur :Tiernan,
Ara

, mad--

Willi

Bonner, considered ace underworld
detectives, on the reason for not
serving a four-year-old wavant
that charged Sweeney with burglary in Cambridge.
He said the detectives reported
they had been unable to find
Sweeney, although the latter
worked as. bartender in a Dorchester tavern, was employed by
Breen off and on and was a regular habitue of Boston night resorts.
At the end of the interview, Commissioner Leonard turned suddenly
to the reporter and inquired:
"You must have a line on all
these night clubs, being a reporter. Where are they all?"
The reporter was too stunned to
reply.

Following the lead of Governer
Curley, Commissioner Leonard late
this afternoon said he had issued
instructions to division commanders for investigation of all night
clubs, chartered and unchartered.
He said:
"I am determined to rid this
city of crime. This is a continuance of my policy since the day
I took office."
He also demanded a report from
Superintendent King as to why the
gambling equipment located above
the Cosmos Club was not found
by Boston police in a January
visit.
At the office of Secretary of
State Frederic W. Cook, it was reported that the Cosmos Club was
chartered as a Massachusetts corporation but that no charter was
held at that address for a Sportsmen's Club. Other clubs under the
latter designation arec hartered in
other parts of the state.
The murder gun still is missing.
State experts' examination of the
bullet showed it was fired from a
.32 calibre colt, as Boston police
had said.

DR. FINLEY
To Talk on Birds !
The campaign to restore t he
waterfOwl of the United States to
their former numbers has the full
support of Dr. William L. Finley
of Portland, Ore.
He will lecture at the Statler at
2:30 p. M. today on his work in the
West. He will speak under tne
auspices of the Massachusetts Aufive
dubon Society. He will show
"Where
entitled
mm,
fine reels of
Rolls the Oregon."
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to bring results of races and other sporting events to gambling
mos club. (Picture by Boston Evening American.Staff Photog rooms above the Cosrapher.)
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A girl named the killer
of Joseph "Red" Sweeney
late today, according to
police. They said she ran
from the Costr103 Club
crying.
GOVERNOR CURLEY
strikes at vice and "protection" in Boston and
throughout the Commonwealth. Boston police to
be probed.
Most sweeping investigation of illegal resorts in
city's history ordered by
Police Commissioner Leonard, following lead of
Governor Curley.
BOSTON POLICE fail
to get warrants applied
for against David J.
"Beano" Breen and another as accessories after
the murder.
Both released.
Governor Curley, spurred by
the night club murder of Joseph
"Red" Sweeney and its revelations swung two mailed fists today.
One fist was swung at vice
—the other at the Boston police.
At the same time. police who
had questioned three girls today,
said one named the killer.
The governor will send a special
Continued

on rage

4, Column 1

is necessary in order that
direct supervision may he had
over the. operation of so-called
night clubs for the purpose. not
only of enforcing the law with
refersnee to illegal sale of liquor,
but narcotics as well—and to end
white slavery.
"It will be interesting to learn
how long the Cosmos Club had
been operating, and how long the
so-called Sportsmen's Club has
been operating.
"Also as to the source of pollee
protection which they enjoyed, as
to what particular official of the
police department had charge of
the particular district in which
these two clubs operated.
"And further, what steps the
police commissioner proposes taking immediatels to punish those
responsible for permitting the
wide-open operat ion of the
Sportsmen's Club.
non

"Also, as to how many additional chills are operating at the
present lima in Boston.
"State Commissioner of Public
Safety Paul Kirk is drafting a
report to me as to what the state
police uncovered there and what
he recommends. Assistant Attorney-General Ronan is drafting
legislation."
The Governor was asked if the
investigation would include the administration of former Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman, replaced by Joseph J. Leonard just
before Curley took office.
Governor Curley replied:
"That remains to be omen."
Commissioner Leonard was conferring with Thomas C. O'Brien.
former district attorney, while the
Governor was issuing this pronouncement.
Boston police were in a warrant
murder session of municipal court
seeking warrants charging accessory after murder against David J.
("Beano") Breen, n'ght club figure,
and Daniel J. McCarthy, bartender.
The warrants were refused. Both
were released.
Austin Holian, a cab driver, also
held by the police. Was released at
4 p. m. today. Police had no prisoners left.

Sadie Perry, according to police,
declared she heard the death shot
as she left the Cosmos Club on
Broadway early yesterday morning
—and mid that two other girls
must have actually witnessed the
fatal shooting of Sweeney.
These other two girls had previously dented being present at
the time, police said.
She was questioned at Warren
avenue station and allegedly said:
"I was at the club and had
sung a couple of numbers.
"I noticed a group near the
rear of the dining room.
"They were at tables that had
been pushed together to make
room for all of them.
"Suddenly a fight started.
"I heard some of the men
swearing. The girls in the party
weren't saying much.
"A few minutes later, I saw
Sweeney standing in the hallway.
"Some of the fellows that had
be•en in that group Were waving
their arms around him.
They
seemed to be threatening.
"I was thinking mostly of my
fur coat and getting out.
"1 went down the stairs and had
just reached the street door when
I heard a shot. I'm not co sure
but what it might base been two
shots.
"A couple of Men came down
the stairs and went out.
"Then, I saw them dragging
Illweeney out. They dragged him,
they didn't carry him. They put
him In a cab and took him away."
Two

Officer William Trainer of the Boston police is shown inspecting a ticker, allegedly used
to bring results of races and other sporting events to gambling rooms above the Cosmos club. (Picture by Boston Evening Annerican•Staff Photographer.)
ho had voluntarily appeared for
uestioning, were still in the club
biter she left, Miss Perry told polee.
•
They had said they left at 3 a. trt.„
gnoze than an hour before the
Shooting.
Swift developments in the police
clash were expected.
A clean-up of the city by state
forces—starting with number pools
and big scale night-life gambling—
is certain.
The most drastic shakeup of police officials in the history of the
Boston department will probably
follow.

Department of Justice men entered the investigation of the
Cosmos Club murder of Joseph
Y. "Red" Sweeney today.
United States Attorney Francis
J. W. Ford ordered an investigation after a conference with
Chief Deputy United States Marshall Michael .1, Ward, whose
badge Was found in the clothing
of the murdered man.
Chief Deputy Ward said the
badge was an honorary one, presented to him by friends. He
said it was stolen from his desk
in the Federal building two
months ago.

Bonner, considered ace underworld
detectives, on the reason for not
serving a•. four-year-old warrant
that charged Sweeney with burglary in Cambridge.
He said the detectives reported
' they had been unable to find
Sweeney, although the latter
worked ast bartender in a Dorchester tavern, was employed by
Breen off and on and was a regular habitue of Boston night resorts.
At the end of the interview, Commissioner Leonard turned suddenly
to the reporter and inquired:
"Yon must have a line on
these night club.., being a all
porter. Where are they all?"
The reporter was too stunned to
reply.

Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard will doubtless be replaced, ban's story" was that he was in
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tion by the executive council.
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The murder gun still is missing.
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A Boston, police sergeant and a Police found him only after he
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told
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dead.
Licensing Board that "Brano"
Breen had no connection with the
Cosmos Club.

This was the statement of David Montague, chairman of the
board.
The Cosmos Club was given a
"probationary license" in December, 1933, Chairman. Montague
said.
The 'probationary license" ran
until May 1, 1934. The license was
renewed at that time.
There have been no complaints
brought against the Cosmos Club
since they first were granted a
license. Montague said,
The present license does not cover the third floor of the building
in which the club is located, he
said,
Investigation before the first issuance and renewal of the license
was conducted in the ueual manner by the police. Montagne said.
When the Cosmos Club came before the board for a license police
appeared in favor of it. Montague
said. He recalled that there was
"Sergeant Hoban," a "Sergeant
Dunleavy" and an "Officer Callahan."
Jamaica ;Plain waitresses,
The substance of "Sergeant
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ES CLUB KILLER
'II TO WAR ON VICE

STATE POLICE rzi
TAKE OVER
COSMOS CLUB
DEATH PROBE

'Beano' Freed
SAW SWEENEY
'DRAGGED OUT'
SAYS SINGER,
Continued from First Pare
message to the Legislature Monday.
He will hit at gambling, the dope
traffic, vice, night club life—and
police protection.

State Wins Clash
Other cities as well as Boston
are to be included in a cleanup
drive.
Complete control of Boston police
affairs by state police, for a time,
!
appears likely.
A clash between state and Boston
police officials over possession of
the Sweeney death bullet precipitated this situation. State police
got the bullet finally.
Meanwhile, Sadie Perry, night
club singer. stepped into the forefront of the murder investigation
as a key witness.
Police say she ran out when a
a wedding
in
scuffle started
party's celebration. She heard the
shot. She fled as far as the Mayfair Club. Then she went bees.
She saw Sweeney being loaded into
a taxicab, said police.
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killing.
knew no one by the name of ance of my
policy
since
the
day
The gambling implements in the Breen who had any connection with I took
"Also, as to how
office."
many addi- so-called Sportsmen's
Club, on the the club.
He also demanded a report
tional clubs are operating at the
from
floor above the Cosmos Club. on
No one appeared In opposition to Superintendent
present tima in Boston.
King as to why the
Broadway, South End, were seized the original granting or renewal
of gambling equipment located above
"State Commissioner of Public
by state—not by Boston—police.
Attorney Bernard Killion, who is the Cosmos Club
Safety Paul Kirk is drafting a
was not found
Clashes were imminent for hours. acting for Breen in the present by Boston
report to me as to what the state
police in a January
Then,
the first big clash came case, appeared for the club. Mon- visit.
police uncovered there and what
tague was asked:
he recommends. Assistant Attor- over the death bullet.
At the office of Secretary
of
The bullet was demanded by
"Do you remember any state State Frederic
ney-General Ronan is drafting
W. Cook, it was reCaptain
senator
Charles
s
J. Van Ambergh,
appearing in behalf of
legislation."
ported that the Cosmos Club was
the club?"
The Governor was asked if the , state police ballistics expert. He
chartered as a Massachusetts corHe answered:
Investigation would include the ad- ! said he acted under orders of Guyporation but that no charter was
ernor
Curley.
"Chanc
es
are
ministration of former Pollee ComI do. In fact
held at that address for a Sportsmore than one appeared."
missioner Eugene C. Hultman, remen's Club. Other clubs under the
Asked if he could give their latter designation
placed by Joseph J. Leonard just
arec bartered in
names, he stated:
before Curley took office.
other parts of the state.
"No,
I
think
not,
they
Governor Curley replied:
are
The
not
murder gun still is missing.
The demand was at first turned
in the record anyway. During
State experts' examination of the
"That remains to be seen."
down by Boston police.
bullet showed it was fired from a
Police Superintendent Martin H. the routine of business, many
Commissioner Leonard was conwho come in and out are not .32 calibre colt,
ferring with Thomas C. O'Brien, King would go no further than to
as Boston police
recorded."
had said.
former district attorney, while the authorize Captain Van Ambergh to
He stated that the board looked
Governor was issuing this pro- examine the death bullet in the
over the books of the Cosmos Club
presence of a police officer.
nouncement.
He instructed the officer not to and "found them very well kept."
Boston police were in a warrant
"They disclosed that the club
murder session of municipal court I leave it "under any consideration.'' . gave
out free Thanksgiving and
Within a few minutes. Governer
seeking warrants charging accesChristmas dinners."
sory after murder against David J. Curley summoned Colonel Paul G.
Mantague'e records reveal that
("Beano") Breen. n,ght club figure, Kirk, commissioner of public safe- "members" of the
olub include
The campaign to restore the
and Daniel J. McCarthy, bartender. ty. to his office at the State House. prominent persons.
The warrants were refused. Both The two conferred for half an
-Listed as officers on the records waterfowl of th, United States to
hour.
were released.
are Daniel F. O'Connell of Stuart their former numbers has the full ,
Neither would reveal the' de- street, presiden
Austin Bohan, a cab driver, also
t; Chester Grillo of support of Dr. William L. Finley
held by the police, was released at tails of the conference. It Wa3 Yeomans avenue,
Medford, trees- of Portland, Ore.
learned, however, that the gov- urer; and Edward
4 p. m. today. Police had no
prisF. Feldman of
He will lecture at the Statler at
ernor ordered Boston cleaned up East Cottage street,
Roxbury, finat any cost.
2:30 p. m. today on his work in the
andel secretary.
Two hours later state police were
The body of Sweeney — ex-con- West. He will speak under tne
given the death bullet.
vict, dope addict and "fugitive" — auspices of the Massachusetts AuThe
Boston
Licensing Board or- remained unclaimed at the morgue
Sadie Perry, according to police,
dubon Society. He will show five
dered the owners of the Cosmos today,
declared she heard the death shot Club to appear
in, entitled "Where
at 9:30 Tuesday
Among the things Governor Cur- fine reels of
as she left the Cosmos Club
morning to show cause why the ley wants to know
on
is why Sweeney Rolls the Oregon."
liquor license should not be re- was at large for four
Broadway early yesterday mornin
years after
g yoked,
being indicted in Middlesex county.
—and seed that two other girls
A Boston police sergeant and a Police found him only after
he
must have actually witnessed the patrolman
previously
told
the e..e. dead.
fatal shmoting of Sweeney.
Licensing Board
that "Beano"
These other two girls had pre- Breen had no connection with the
viously denied being present
at

Officer William Trainer-of the Boston police is shown inspecting a ticker, allegedly used
to bring results of races and other sporting events to gambling rooms above the Cosmos club. (Picture by Boston Evening Arnerican'Staff Photographer.)

U. S. in Hunt

Leonard Ouster

Drive by Leonard

Other Clubs, Too

Police Refused

DR. FINLEY
To Talk on Birds

Girl Heard Shot

Leonard Retorts

Nothing Wrong

She was questioned at Warren
avenue station and allegedly said:
"I was at the club and had
This was the statement of Dasting a couple of numbers.
"I noticed a group near the vid Montague, chairman of the
board.
rear of the dining room,
"They were at tables that had
The Cosmos Club Was given a
been pushed together to make "probationary license" in Decemroom for all of them.
ber. 1933, Chairman. Montague
"Suddenly a fight started.
said.
"I heard some of the men
The "probationary license" ran
swearing. The girls in the party until May 1, 1934. The license was
weren't saying much.
renewed at that time.
"A few minutes later, I saw
There have been no complaints
Sweeney standing in the hallway.
brought against the Cosmos Club
"Some of the fellows that had since they first were granted a
been in that group were waving license. Montague said.
their arms around him. They
The present license does not covseemed to be threatening.
er the third floor of the building
"I was thinking mostly of my
in which the club is located, he
fur coat and getting out.
said.
"I went down the stairs and had
Investigation before the first isbeet reached the street door when
suance and renewal of the license
I heard a shot. I'm not so sure
was conducted in the usual manhut what it might have been two
ner by the police, Montague said.
shots.
When the Cosmos Club came be"A couple of men came down
fore the board for a license police
the stairs and went nut.
appeared in favor of it. Montague
"Then, I saw them dragging
said. He recalled that there was A
Sweeney out. They dragged him, "Sergea
nt Hoban,' a "Sergeant
they didn't carry him. They put
Dunleavy" and an "Officer Callahim in a cab and took him away." han."
Two Jamaica. Plain waitres3es4 L The substan
ce of "Sergeaa Ho-

TODAY

Commissioner Leonard branded I
Continued from First Page
_
th e invasion of state police as "not
might outweigh a million dolneeded." He added:
lars
in
America.
"The move Was very unexpected. I didn't believe that was
Hauptm
ann, on trial for
Mr.
any need for them. I am confikidnaping the Lindbergh baby,
dent that the men of my departtells reporters:
ment can solve this murder."
"I don't feel AO good."
"But." interrupted a reporter,
"it seems to hinge on why your
wi 1
sect.i ngIttestia!
)etohnet rard
tere
dg inot
fo
enA
men didn't seism that gambling
mony and some perjury nave
equipment that was found upwill
stairs. They knew about It some
be hard even for jurors to make
seven hours before the state peoup their rnhads.
ple arrived."
en1,111illyllitnegll
The commissioner made no an- eared
ysooumethaetduitanm
y,
swer for a while and then said:
is. Possible to read the human
Mind. Why not prove it by go"Of course, I'm new on the
ing to Flemington, reading the
Job. I have to feel my way around
minds of the jury one by one
a bit, you know."
a
and writing down 'the results for
Asked about reports of proteccomparison 7
lien. particularly In the South End
divieion, the new commissioner re—Irgreaves, original of
Alice 14
pl,ed:
.Alice T
"I never took a dirty dollar In '
en Wonderland," left
my life and I won't allow my men
Property Worth $57,350. If she
to take any. There'll be no prohad hady hat the money that the
tection on that division or on any
story ahn ut her has brought in,
other division as long as I am
she vvould have Millions, hut
commissioner."
She
satisCommissioner Leonard revealed fied had enough and that
her.
more Amenthat he had questioned Detectives
Arthur :Tiernan, and- W /11 ana cans had fut.that way in 1928
@Ad 1929, .-
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POLICE

•

Must Sweep

ON VICE
- LEONARD CALLS
FOR VAST HUNT
Governor Curley's In•
vestigation -Colc conditions
in Boston, as a result of
the Cosmos Club murder,
led Police Commissioner
Leonard today to order all
captains in the Boston department to make the
most exhaustive survey in
the city's history.
Leonard's
ments read:

nine

command-

"Forward to the superintendent before February 13, A report showing:

i—List of Apeakeasiex (places

where liquor is being sold
illegally) operated on your
divisIon,
/4 of chartered clubs sus2-11.1
pected of illegally dispensing
Intoxicating liquors on your
di vision.
—1.1st of gaming houses, plaees
suspected of having gaming
machines on the premises,
lotteries, or horse race charts.
of houses of III fame and
suspected houses of ill fame
your division.
—List of houses suspected of
trafficking in narcotics.
—Hotels or lodging houses suspected of being common
nuisances.
places which hold comvict miller's
mon
licenses,
which are suspected of criminal
conduct or vice of any kind.
-8ulldIngs where suspicions
persons congregate. (In reference to the above, the following information must he furiiished:
(al In what part of the building: first or second floor, whole
house, etc., and description of
the premises.
(h) Name of operator or persons operating the place.
(e) How long has it been In
existence.
(d) What effort has been made
by the division to abate this
nitiKance.
(e) flow ninny times convicted
In courts; name of persons convicted.
(f) Was proprietor ever convicted
(g) Disposition of eases; final
sentences, if ally.
(h) how ninny times searched;
stating dates?
(I) Total amount of liquor or
paraphenolia seized, If any.
Number of s pea ke a Kies
(places where liquor is being
sold Illegally); houses of ill
fame and suspected houses of
ill fame; houses trafficking in
narcoties and houses suspected
of trafficking in narcotics;
gaming houses, places suspected
of having gaming machines on
the premises, and lotteries; with
names of operators and locations, that have been closed or
which ceased to do hominess
sluice January 1, 1935.
"In reference to No. 9, state for
what purpose building now is tieing used. The entire record on
file in the division concerning
each particularly location should
be forwarded."

3

4—List
5
6
7—All
8

9
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Governor Acts Wisely
in Gang Killing

W
ing

ITH justification and commendable spee
d,
Governor Curley has taken command of
the
investigatlaTh into Boston's latest gang kill-

He wants to know what unlawful
cond
permitted to exist, surrounded the local itions,
e of the
crime, nnd led to the crime itself.
So do the people.
Apparently the city police cannot furnish
the
information.
If they had possessed it—and acted upon
it—
the crime would not have happened.
There are in Boston a score or more of
resorts
of the type in which this latest sordid slaying
to have taken place—licensed liquor resor is said
ts operated in open violation of all laws governing
license
and decency.
LMOST everybody but the police depa
rtment is
aware of their existence.
The State Police may be depended
upon to acquaint the Governor and the people
with all the
dangerous aspects of what is going on in
Boston
under the lid of ignorance, or protection
.
These places, and the lax law enforcem
ditions of which they are emblematic, ent conmust be
cleared up for public protection.
The Governor has moved summarily
but certainly wisely, fulfilling another prom
ise to the
people.

CURLEY TO FLY
Hawaii in July

Ito

Governor Curley plans to fly with
his adjutant general, William I.
Rose, to the Hawaiian Islands next
I July. The decision of the governor
to make the trip followed a visit
he received today from Major General Hugh Drum of the 'Milted
1 States army, who has just been
detailed there.
The governor hopes to make the
' flight from here to the islands in
about 39 hours flying time.

at KAMINSKI
Relatives in Plea
Relatives of Alexander Kaminski
were organizing an appeal today
to Governor Curie to halt execution of the you
for the murder
of a prison guard. He is scheduled
to be electrocuted the week of
February 17.
Mrs. Rose Kaminski, his mother,
wrote the governor from New
Britain, Ct., asking that his sentence be commuted to life imprbonment.

AMEBIC kN
Boston. Mas.i.

FEB 0 1935

CURLEY
Insists U.S.
MUST PAY
rederal grants, such as the $230,522,000 work and wages program
Governor
Curley
presented
to
Washington, could be financed by
a huge national lottery, he said.
But no matter how they are
financed,
Massachusetts
public
works fund will have to come out
of the federal pocket, the governor
said,
The governor's plans include all
355 cities and towns in the state.
With Masachusetts' debt standing
today at approximately $40,000,000
the Commonwealth is not in a position to do any extended building,
Governor Curley maintained,

AMERICAN
Boston, Mass.

FEB 9 1935 ,
Canal Project 0. K.'d
Governor Curley's plans
for the
immovemerir—yr- the
canal were given the Cape Cod
today of the projec indorsement
ts committee
of the National
Rivers and Harbors Congress.
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nay, Wilii,eaeeteaeGive the
Address at theekeati
TomoRowetit One P M, Truth'Period
Over
an4aRn11 Also Address Malden WNACI,
Forum
the 24th.

IT IS SAID

That Gov Curley has issued his
first
eroclamation, that of Lincoln's
ahich comes on Next Tuesday. birthday,
That this month's
committee for the
Rotary club luncheons
,he Townsend club by has been named
their associates.
That Coun Fitzinaurice
wants a hand
ball court built at
Cradock park as an
ERA project.
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Grammar School
Graduates Eligible
As Motor Examiner
s
ak A.
trar of 11,,L,Goodwin, new RegisVehicles, has succeeded in ie ,eeine
about a change
II the Civil
e,
e rules,
making
unnecesse,
an applicant
fel motor a
examiner to
'fee, a 11
1 ethleation.
\
Cu loS
request, Got'
asked
Janles M.
Commissioner
Hurley,
of the
Seeviee
Civil
Department, to
only a
require
school education,
as was graniniar
the case up to
and includfag the
last
lie high examination in 1931.
m
was inserted school requireent
during the term of
Morgan T.
Rtyan.
as
At
registrar.
examination is soon to
be
held for two
examiners'
now open,
and possibly positions
add itional
for 25
MDre thanexaminers.
Freeived at 100 letters had been
the
Crovernor's office
asking that
the
school require,ment be
lifted.
Other letters
had been
received by
GoodA
Registrar
making a
(nest.
similar re-
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We Hear
/ Today

THAT IVIrs
was
Edgar F
chosen as
one of Gilpatrie
gates from
the
the
cha,pter to the Medford D deleA R
etpril
Congress at
Continental
State
'Washington and
conference, at
the
meeting
the
of the
That Henry Burbine, 112
recent
Slave
Ashland
at,
chatpter
in the
former Malden leigh centre,
Quarters of
will take
Howse,
the
the coming examination
for West Point.
RoYall
*
THAT a bill, * *
That Bart McGrady, well
known
beam by the .
mittee on
theatrical organist and show
Camdirector,
Rep.
has been elected
Education
of
supervisor of music in
which
the elementary schools
is a
based McDermott
on the
of Somerville.
petition ofmember,
Smith, State
That Gov Curley in his
Payson
ucation,
Commissioner
$230,000,000
of Edpublic works program
providingthat
declaaes that
Committees
the Newburyport
"Schoel
may
turnpike should be
tures from
make
made into a six lane
expendifunds
for achool
highway.
a
ppropriated
purposes
',base of
for the
That Mate Hugh
Robinson of Troop
put-23 Sea Scouts did his
ee used traffic
belts,
by school
so-called.
by rescuing a pigeon good turn today.
erS in
patro/ leadfrom the cornice
:of a roof or a
of puprle
safeguarding the
Rockland ave house
to and
where it had stayed
passage
for four days.
from
provided, that
such schoolSchools;
/eaders
That Pres Mullaney
sha,11 not
patrol
direct
traffic."
order at the Council is to offer an
Ti*......:QUneae71
vehicular
la
7
.111111111111
session
Tuesday
evening that no bills for
* • *
home phones
1earcHEASE
of any municipal
THAT the
Com pialning
office holder be paid
tee
for out of the city
that Gov,
Le,gislative
reported leave
Curley's
treasury.
estimate of the ca
00111mi:to
the
e of
his ellice at
petition of
withdraw on
operating
That the resolve of
F
the i:')Iate
Coun
19e5
Killgoar
House in
Canty to
of RePreseatative Geo
have the interior of
nearly
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legealation to
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That ex-Rep Chas
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the GovernorsRichpeered before the
retaxy, today to
Ways and Mea ns
seeintoxicating
committee at the State house
• a «
.explain the inreaSo
yesterda3,
explaining the budget of
THAT
the Soldiers'
Home Chelsea, of
.,Nleciford
GiaeaMaleaR Is much
.loshua C.
which he is commis
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disKelley. John Rotarian's,
irbed because he
finds
President Fred
Terry, Jr.,
reasurer is still carryingthat the State
Russell and
Symmes,
on
his
were
books
Ralph
sassets some
in
A. Beatty, and
$1,500,000 of state funds
Thursday night
eposited in closed
City Councillor
at theattendance
banks.
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P. Donovan. A
big
The
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George of putting
mistake
getthe
state money in
tary Club.
Winchester Roof the Parish member of each family managed
banks having beenimproperly
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represented on the Is difficult to
•
made, It
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see what else
committees.
THAT a bill
Eventually a great part of can be done.
The Music will
providing
this
be by Dick
immediate
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have to be written
removal to Statefor the
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Of
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off, but that
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be done just
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in the
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first degree
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f the State
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banks for investing
regulate the committee on
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for
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radio
no doubt
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of the worst
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proesome of the New
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before representatives.
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a ppiewa
their
1 to
unanimoue
providing foe proposed legislation
codes of fair the adoption
of
barber shop competition for
the
trade and
of the
would measure believe aupportere
a code
improve
ditions in thy
employmeni conthat 600
trade,
pointing out
barbers
welfare aid
in
Roaton.
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Governor Acts Wisely
in Gang Killing
WITH
ing

justification and commendable speed,
Governor Curley has taken command of
the
7—
investigation into Boston's latest gang
kill-

He wants to know what unlawful
cond
permitted to exist, surrounded the local itions,
e of the
crime, and led to the crime itself.
So do the people.
Apparently the city police cannot furnish
the
information.
If they had possessed it--and acted upon it—
the crime would not have happened.
There are in Boston a score or more of
resorts
of the type in which this latest sordid slay
ing is said
to have taken place—licensed liquor resor
ts operated in open violation of all laws governin
g license
and decency.

ST everybody but the police department is
A LMO
aware of their existence.
The State Police may be depended
quaint the Governor and the people upon to acwith all the
dangerous aspects of what is going on in
Boston
under the lid of ignorance, or protection.
These places, and the lax law enforcement
conditions of which they are emblematic,
must
be
cleared up for public protection.
The Governor has moved summarily
but certainly wisely, fulfilling another prom
ise to the
people.

CURLEY TO FLY
to Hawaii in July
Governor Curley plans to fly with I
his adjutant general, William I.
Rose, to the Hawaiian Islands next I
' July. The decision of the governor
t to make the trip followed a visit
I he received today from Major Gen- i
eral Hugh Drum of the United
I States army, who has just been
detailed there.
The governor hopes to make the
' flight, from here to the islands in
shout 39 hours' flying time.

t KAMINSKI
Relatives in Plea
Relatives of Alexander Kaminski
were organizing an appeal today
to Governor Curie to halt execution of the yo7Uth for the murder
of a prison guard. He is scheduled
' to be electrocuted the week of
February 17.
Mrs. Rose Kaminski, his mother,
wrote the governor from New
Britain, Ct., asking that his sentence be commuted to life imlpri.4onment.
....•011111111Mm...

ANIER14: ET')
BoAon,

FEB 9 1935

CURLEY
Insists U. S.
MUST PAY
.7'ederal grants, such as the $230,522,000 work and wages program
Governor
Curley
presented
to
Washington, could be financed by
a huge national lottery, he said.
But no matter how they are
financed,
Massachusetts
public
works fund will have to conic out
of the federal pocket, the governor
said.
Tha governor's plans include all
355 cities and towns in the state.
With Masachusetts' debt standing
today at approximately $40,000,000
he Commonwealth is not in a position to do any extended building,
Governor Curley maintained.

AMP:111(1.X\
Boston. Mass.

FEB 9 1936,
Canal Project 0. K.'d
Governor

Curley's plans for the
improvement
the Cape Cod
canal were given the
today of the projec indorsement
ts committee
of the National
Rivers and Harbors Congresft,
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IT IS SAID 1

Frank a. Goodwin, new Registrar of Motor Vehicles, has muc,Tedea in bringing about a change
In the Civil, Service rules, making
It unnecesmary for an applicant
for motor vehicle examiner to
have a high school education.
At Mr. Goodwin', request. Gov
Corley
Commissioner
asked
James M. Hurlin. 0,f the Civil
Spry ti'e Dope rt mem
to reel titre
only a gratIIIMIX 801001 ed ucat ion,
as was the case up to and including the kw examination in 1911.
The high school requirement
was inserted during the term of
Morgan T. Ryan. as registrar.
An examination is soon to be
held for two examiners' positions
now open, and possibly for
25
additional examiners,
More than lob team: had been
received at the Ciaernor's offive
asking that the
school requirement be lifted. Other letters
had been received by Regist re r
Goodwin making a. similar in
truest.

Ashland at
i That Henry Burbine, 112
take
former Malden Eigh centre, willPoint.
the coming examination for West
That Bart McGrady, well known
theatrical organist and show director.
has been elected supervisor of music in
the elementary schools of Somerville.
'

,We Hear
Today

Grammar School
Graduates Eligible
As Motor Examiners

first
That Gov Curley has issued his
iroclamation, that of Lincoln's birthday,
.vhich comes on Next Tuesday.
That this month's committee for the
has been named
luncheons
Rotary club
associates.
he Townsend club by their
a hand
wants
That Coun Fitzmaurice
'ball court built at Cradock park as an
ERA project.

That Gov Curley In his $230,000.000
public works program declaCns that
the Newburyport turnpike should be
made into a six lane highway.

I

That MateHugh Robinson of Troop
23 Sea. Scouts did his good turn today
by rescuing a pigeon from the cornice
vs house

THAT Mrs Edna.
Glipatrie
was chosen as one
of the dalegateg from the
Medford D A R
chapter to the April
Continental
Oongress at Washington
and the
State conference at.
the recent
meeting of the chaipter
in the
Slave Quarters of
thP
Royall
House
• •
THAT s boil, heu.j hy
the er)mnitie,•
Education of
which
R.1). :McDermott is a
based on the petition ofmember,
Smith. State Commissioner Payson
of 1.141oration. providing that
"Scholl
Committee/4 may make
expenditures from funds
for school purposes. appropriated
for the pin-cliase of traffic belts,
so-called.
to he used by school
ers in eitleguarding patrol leadthe
Cs! pupils to and from pawing.
schools.
provided, that such school
patrol
INA44`41.1 shall not direst
Vr.411Cilittr
t

• • •
TilAT the Legislative
commit:v.. reported leave to
withdraw on
Politiost of RepreeenCutive Geo
F kitls. of
Dorchester
or
;outstation to require the photogra,phIng and fingerprinting of
pc rsons convicted of
operating
metimr tihiclea while they are
under the latheof intoxicating
Liquor.
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ST, VINCENT'S REUNION
•
AND BINGO PARTY

•

_ .....

C

But, It is a mighty feather in
Plans are being made for St. inn- iptof engineering genius.
w
eent's Reunion and Bingo Party, to be
Lost Public Money
held Monday evening, March 4th, in
THE GO.V.121e1ait is much titsthe Municipal Building.
urbed because he finds that the State
The General Committee is in charge Treasurer is still carrying on his books
of the Rev James A. Donnelly, the as assets some $1.500,000 of state funds
Rev J. Sidney Kearns, the Rev Joseph deposited in closed banks. The mistake
A. I3eatty, and City Councillor George of putting state money in improperly
P. Donovan. A member of each family managed banks having been made, it
else can be done.
of the Parish is represented on the' difficult to see what
'Eventually a great part of this sum will
various committees.
have to be written off, but that cannot
The Music will be by Dick McGill-be done just yet, for it is not certain
lay's Yankee Network Orchestra.
just how much must be kissed goodby.
Among those invited are the former Exactly the same condition prevails in
priests Boston, of which the Governor was
curates of the parish,
and
whose families have lived in St yin- until last year the chief executive. The
$1,100.000 deposited in the
cent's parish, Gov. James M. Curley sum of
Federal National, the Exchange Trust
ConMayor Frederick W. MITI'frind,
Company and the Industrial Bank was
gressman John W. McCormack, Sena4 carried as an asset on the Treasurer's
tor David I. Walsh, Dist. Atty. Wil. books during Mr Curley's term as
Ham J. Foley and all
public °Met mayor, and is still so carried. The
I Judgment of Boston's city treasurer and
holders of the District.
of the State Treasurer in putting such
I wads of money into banks which care.11
ful investigation would have proved to
be shaky Is open to serious question.
Governor Curley's criticism of some of
the closed banks for investing largely
In the inflated stock of certain big New
York banks is no doubt justified. One
of the worst features of the predepression boom was the putting of
bank stocks on a speculative basis, and
some of the New York bank presidents
"cleaned up" at the expense of other
banks and private investors. But that
Is beside the question of what to do
about the public money locked ina in
Insolvent barks.
1

9 1935

i.

, ..
sinking of the
battleship Maine.

1

THAT th, ,-olnInitt,4-, on
constitutional law
favors
the resolution unaniniously
of Arthur R. Hall
of Cambridge
memoralizing
Congress to draft anti
-lynching legislation in an effort
to curb the
crime of lynching.
• • •
TIIAT more than 100
barbers ;
and labor
appearing before reprettentatives.
the committee on
public health, gave
their
approval to proposed unanimous
legislation
providing for the
adoption of
codes of fair
competition for the
barber shop trade
and supporters
of the measure
believe a code
would improve
employment conditions in the trade,
pointing out
that 600 barbers
are now receiving
welfare aid in
Roston.
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FOR PUBLIC WORKS
Program of State Wide Improvements Presented
at Washington by Gov. Curl.— Visit to the
White House—Registrar Frank A. Goodwin
Given Remarkable Reception as He Takes up
the Duties of His Office

I POLITICAL SPARKS
-r
Gov. .....
Ct14ey is a worker.
• • •

The people are with Gov. Curley in
his efforts to straighten out things
on Beacon Hill.
• • •
Only through the growth of thought I
and action in the terms of national
economics can we best serve individual lives in individual localities—
President Roosevelt.
• • •
We regret that Congressman John
It has been a very active week on according to the oldest newspape
MeDuffie, of Alabama, is leaving the
rBeacon Hill. Governor Curley has men.
House for a place on the Federal Disbeen busy putting into shape a vim.
trict Court of Southern Alabama. He
Goodwin arrived at the Public
prehensive program for public winks Works Building promptly at 10 A.
is an able, fearless man, and
a
M.,
throughout the Commonwealth, and accompanied by his son, Carl, and
gentleman. There are very few like
him in either branch of Congress. He
then he visited Washington to present Deputy Registrar Anthony Bonzagni.
the results to Major Fleming, Acting As he alighted from his automobile,
would have made a great Speaker.
• * •
'Deputy P. W. A. Administrator.
scores of girls who were watching
In submitting the budget, President
M.ajor Fleming was an attentive lis- from upper windows broke into cheers.
Roosevelt sent a message intended to
tener while Governor Curley detailed In the lobby he was surrounded by
clarify the figures so as to make them
proposed public works projects for a throng and Miss Martha A. Clausen
the .State and emphasized the need ter of Newton threw her
understandable to the men in the
arms about him
the adoption of his program.
street. His message accomplishes this.
and kissed him.
The program includes: Public WelNothing is omitted;
When the registrar reached his ofnothing is
fare, $2,802,500; public health, $1,602,i fice on lbhe second floor he found
eglossetl over. The facts speak for
800; Massachusetts State College.1 scores more waiting to welcome him.
themselves.—Brooklyn Citizen.
• • •
$1,093,900; Soldiers' Home, $550,000;,1 Within five minutes his office, the
It is again a confident and courageDepartment of Correction, $6,830,000;i anteroom and the corridor were
ous as well as a frank budget, unDepartment of Mental Diseases, $19,: jammed with men and women who
daunted by big figures. Utter confi593,000; public service, $525,000; State deserted their posts to pay their tribdence is evinced by both President
House, $340,000; military, $1,720,000, utes., Only skeleton crews remained
and Treasury head that a rise in priand public works $74,642,000, dividett at the counters and these insisted that
vate business activities and in both
as follows:
they be relieved at the earliest moprivate and corporate profits will
Highways $9,338,000; waterways: ment so that they might join in the
finally bridge the long-yawning gap.—
$8,278,160; Metropolitan District Com- demonstration.
Boston News Bureau.
mission, $42,100,000; other water imThe registry employs 350 girls in
• * •
provements, $37,903,000.
its various departments, together with
Gov. Culey has announced that
At the White House
185 inspectors, examiners and others.
he hoped to secure about $500,000 to
Governor Curley called at the White It appeared that fully three-quarters
be added to the assets of closed banks
House -during Thursday and left with of the total number were milling about
through the action he has suggested
one of the President's secreatries a Goodwin's office to express to him
that Atty. Gen. Paul A. Dever bring
full-scale model of the clipper ship their joy at his return to the job
under' the Blue' Sky laws over the
days of the China trade. The Light- which he left seven years ago, after
purchase by Massachusetts banks of
ning made the voyage from Boston to filling it for eight years.
Liverpool in 16 days. The model was
In the lobby Goodwin shouted, stocks of the Chase National Bank
of New York and the National City
made by Thomas Phee of Boston, who "Hello, gang! How's everybody?"
Bank of that city.
spent four months on the job.
Later, in his office, he made a brief
« • •
Governor Curley visited the Capitol speech in which he said:
The residents of the Beachmont
and discussed informally with vari"Needless to say I'm glad to be back.
section of Revere are very anxious to
ous members of the Massachusetts I was here before and you kinow
have a sea wall constructed at
delegation certain phases of his public what I'll do for you and how loyal
Roughan's Point, and are supporting
works projects and suggested that I'll be. I got into plenty of trouble
House Bill 299 which provides for one.
each member use his influence to se- before while fighting for you, but I'll
During the past few years northeast
cure the allotment of P. W. A. money do it again."
storms and high tides have taken
His desk and several tables were
for the project which would be helptheir toll of the shore line and of cotpiled with flowers. There were many
ful in his particular district.
letters and telegrams containing con- tages. In some cases dwellings have
gratulatory messages and the tele- been washed away and in others serious damage has been done. The bill
phone bell jingled constantly.
As employee after employee, scores ought to pass.
The Hon. Frank A. Goodwin was
• * •
of whom he called 'by name, pressed
given a remarkable reception by the
Senator Charles T. Daly has introforward to clasp his hand or wish
!members of the Registry of Motor Ve- him
well, Goodwin was visibly affected. duced a bill, known as Senate docuhicles on Thursday when he assumed
He was popular with his former staff, ment 230, the purpose at which is to
his duties as registrar. Nothing like it
have the Department of Agriculture
many of whom are still employed
ever occured in any State
at start a program
department, the registry.
of encouraging the
care and growth' Of. Baldwin ,apple
trees.According to Senator Daly the
Baldwin apple is threatened with extinction due to the fact that local
farmers and apple growers have been
planting seeds of western varieties
unless steps are taken to stimulate
the planting and care of Baldwin trees.
• • •
Protesting the persecution of Catho
lies, the Third Order of St. Francis
of St. Leonard's Church, North End,
Sunday,
requested
Massachusetts
Senators and Congressmen to urge the
United States Government to appeal
to Mexico to stop the abuses of Catholics and restore their natural right.
Each letter contained a copy of the
resolution adopted by the fraternity
at a meeting Sunday afternoon. Rev
Sixtus Brambilla, 0.F.M., Is spiritual
adviser •of the fratenity composed of
more than 2000 men and women from
all parts of the State and affiliated
with the National Counsel of Catholic
Men and Women.

Goodwin Takes Office

•

•
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STATE HOUSE, Boston—Press releases of Gov. James M. Curley's demands ilk
ft few days
ago contained the staggering sum of
$230,000,000.
Some of the Beacon Hill boys
termed the trip an auction, with the
Governor starting at the top figure
and willing to settle for whaever
eventually will be allocated to Massachusetts and other States.

lag extended in advance to
HMV
Dillon of Revere, clerk in the office
ti the Senate, upon his marriage
late this month....Dillon is the serious looking young man with glasses
who occupies the center desk urrx:m
the floor of the Senate during sessions.
In answer to numerous queries:
The Committee on Pay Roll of the
House of Representatives reported a
schedule of $36,162 for compensation
for travelling expenses for its membership, which was approved by the
Governor and Council and the same
has been paid in anticipation of appropriations....Despite
what
you
may hear to the contrary, there will
be only one license granted for horse
racing within 50 miles of the Stah
House.

E. IL A. OR P. W. A.?
Some interesting facts were made
public during a, meeting of the
State's fishing industry last week,
which will give a better picture of
what is going on in Washington.
According
to the
Governor's
spokesman at the meeting, Harry L.
Hopkins, king - pin of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's relief program, was quoted as telling Ow PREDICTED AND PREDICT
IONS
Curley during his last visit to the
As "Capitol Corridor Chatter" prenation's capitol, that the future pro- dieted,
Dist.-Atty. Warren L. Bishgram as far as Federal relief is con- op of
Middlesex County announced
cerned would be actual work pro- his candidacy
for Governor in 1936,
jects. This program is said to include while
speaking at a dinner in honor
getting away from the present E. R. of one
of his assistants, a few days
A. program.
ago.
In connection with relief, whether
While on the subject of "I told
State or National, it must be re- you so,"
another prophecy is that
membered that the makeup of the Senator
Henry Parkman, Jr., (R) of
various legislative bodies throughout Boston
also will be a candidate for
the nation is se-i that it is difficult State-wid
e office at the next State
to predict future trends.
election.
His recent actions foretell his fuLAN GONE
ture plans. First, he announced pubSenator Joseph A. Langone vows licly that he didn't want a commitvociferously daily that he will visit tee chairmanship when the Demoall the State institutions within cratic coalition
elected
Senator
10 days, if he has to make the trip Moran president of the Senate. Secaccompanied by newspapermen, in- ond, he has become the Kadio spokesstead of the joint Committee on man for the Bushnell - directed RePublic Welfare.
publican Club and, hence, will be the
It is of public interest to mention subject of the Curley-Grant thrusts,
that memfbers of the House of Rep- perhaps, in retaliation. The Demoresentatives, who are said to be re- cratic reprisals are what Parkman is
volting against his leadership, are seeking. Revenge often has caused
included in the following list: Reps. strange repayment.
John W. Lasell (R) of Northbridge,
Joseph E. Theberge (R) of Fall
GOODWIN ON INSURANCE
River, Augustine Airola (R) of ReConcurring with the opinions of
vere, Victor E. Rolander (R) of Wor- the chairman
of the Committee on
cester, William A. Brown (R) of Ab- Insurance, Senator
John F. Donovan
ington, Mollie A. Sweetser (R) of of Chelsea, is
Registrar of Motor
Reading, Joseph N. Roach (D) of Vehicles Frank A.
Goodwin.
North Adams, Joseph H. Downey
House bill 694, the
(D) of Brockton, Thomas P. Dillon Frank A. Goodwin, calls peltion of
for the es(D) of Cambridge, Katherine A. tablishment of a
division of motor
Foley (D) of Lawrence and Francis vehicle insurance
within the DepartX. Coyne (D) of Boston.
ment of Public Works, of which the
Senator Langone, incidentally, is Registry of Motor
Vehicles is a
the man who started the Democratic branch.
filibuster, chiefly, because he couldn't
House bill 995, another Gorodwin
obtain his cherished ambition from proposal, would
repeal the entire
Senator Erland F. Fish (R), former compulsory motor
vehicle liability
president of the Senate, namely; the Insurance act, so-called,
chairmanship of the Committee on (Copyright,
1936, Beacon Hill Features)
Public Welfare.
Senator Langone claims that his
investigation will reveal shocking
conditions that will result in an extensive program of reforms and reorganization.

H., Jr:, who
olteam, and Nate C .ow
four daughters, Frances, lai re,
ary and Lucille Crowley.
Frank E. Riley, a former resident
of this city now of Swampscott, was
appointed, Wednesday, a supervisor
of motor vehicles in the Department
of Public Utilities by Goverjar.„Curley. His duties include the supervision
of all contracts and common carriers.
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No Fixing
There will be no more
with the State Motor Regi
Goodwin, who has just bee
by Governor Curley.
Thefe—gh—anift have t
statement. It ought to be th
There are those who s
get away with anything an
that Registrar Goodwin wi
apeot.

fixing of automobile cases
ry, according to Frank A.
put back into that office
be any reason for such a
rule and not the exception.
m to think that they can
get it "fixed up." We hope
keep his word in this re-

BILLS
When certain Legislators object to
conducting hearings on bills that
have not been printed, there must
be some justifIcaiton for such complaints. An example is the hearing
the other day affecting the people
and taxpayers of Barnstable County.
This specific bill would authorize
the County Commissioners to borrow $198,000 for the purpose of making payments for land and for, the
erection and equipment of buildings.
Not a single taxpayer or interested citizen could obtain a copy of
the proposal at the State House. The
bill had not been printed.
The reason is not the fault of any
State department, but the system in
filing bills which allows hundreds of
ridiculous bills and petitions to be
filed by the simple request of a Legislator or a citizen.
The result is that every one on
Beacon Hill is working overtime, a
record number of bills filed and every
Indication of the longest session of
the Legislature in the history of the
State.
CHATTER
The soldierly-bearing Stata House
guard who alternates between the
entrances to the Senate lobby and
Gc.v. Curley's offlees is a brother of
Al Lacy, former trainer of Jack
Sharkey, Red Chapman and others
... He is Nicholas Lacy of Chelsea
....Although Senator James G.
Moran of Mansfield, president of the
Senate, is a Republican, his secretary, who is also secretary of the
Senate •Committee on Rules, Johnny
Norton, is a Boston Democrat.
'Me name "Al" SAnit•th is mentloned frequently in the Governor's
oflice....No, it is not Alfred E., but
Alfred L., an assistant, fnesienger in
the office....Congratulations are be;

11
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Pupils Give
Mozart Festival

000 volunteers. To those whl are
not visited campaign officials request
that contributions, no matter how
be sent to the'drive headquarters, 70 Federal street, Boston.
Last year Boston hospitals served
24,000 persons from the Metropolitan area outside Boston proper. In
the same manner, 27,000 patients
he $4,000,000 Emergency Relief came to clnics, while 3573 children
t Campaign, has neared the hall-way were cared for by children's agencies
mark as the big charity drive ap- of liio.ton.
.proached the cloe of its fourth,
One of Boston's oldest and largest
week.
hovitals, in their last annual report,
Starting a week late in organiza- declared they treated 2350 free or
tion and handicapped by, the heavy, part-pay, patients from Boston propsnow, workers have canvassed many
similar recipients
while 5600
homes in the towns of the Metro- er,
setts town,: and
Massachu
came from
litan Division which to date has cities outside Boston.
. uhscribed over $50,000 to cortinue -- - • - --the services which Boston institutions
render to ouWde communities.
Thousanc's of residents in the
.11stropolitan area cannot be reached
personalty, desrite the work of 10,-

CAMPAIGN NEARS 1
HALF-WAY MARCH
Local Residents Urged
To Contribute

artistically correct
The socially and
headquarters
Club's
League
Junior
Boston,
street,
at zero Marlborough
teacher
the
for
setting
was the fitting
puKeenan's
of teachers, Brendan
January 31,
pils' recital, Thursday:
ballroom was
at 8.30 p. m., when the specially-incomfortably filled by a
appreciative auvited and musically
undivided and
an
gav
which
dience,
of the five
each
to
attention
intensive
or she in
he
as
rs,
performe
brilliant
of the
beauties
the
out
turn brought
this
works of Mozart, presented on
particular program.
The list of patrons and patronesses was distinguished and, included.
besides His Excellency Governor
James M. Curley and Miss Mary Cu
leyrrni Hastings Allen, the well.
known American composer, who hail
honored Mr. Keenan by dedicatin,:,
his latest sonata to him, also Mrs.
Allen and their debutante daughter, studied with Mr. Keenan for the past
Miss Milda Allen; Boston's accom.
"
Yea
plished pianist, Miss Dal Buell; Mr. five
Oliver Daniel, formerly of Wisconwhose
Daniel,
E.
Charles
and Mrs.
Sin, who was studying at the Amstertalented son was one of the pupils dam Conservatory, was advised by
who played; the famous dramatist, Mine. Elly Ney to take up his study
Joel Dishes, and Mrs. Disher; Mrs. of the pianoforte with Brendan
Elizabeth F. Grant, a patron of the Keenan, whom lie had first heard
arts; Willem von Hoogstraten of play in Amsterdam, and he has been
New York and Europe, the celebrated a very promising and progressive puconductor of orchestras and his wife; pil. When he played the final Conthe world-renowned pianist, Mme. certo in 13 Flat Major, Koechel 450,
Elly Ney, of New York and Europe.
he inspired his hearers with his earnThe charming fiancee of Mr. Keen- est devotion to his profession, and
an, Countess de Lamartiniere, who is they greatly enjoyed each movement,
abroad, was not able to be present the Allegro, Andante and again Alat this assembly of delightful peo- legro. Miss Mereminska was at the
second piano.
ple.
The entire audience gave an enthuMme. Sigrid Onegin, the celebrated
as these
contralto, was a patroness, as was siastic burst of applause
had been a most
what
closed
of
t
players
presiden
past
Reed,
G.
Mary
Mrs.
excellence.
State Federation of Music Clubs, also unusual program of
his many
received
Keenan
of
Mr.
t
presiden
Rowan,
A.
Mrs. Julian
afterroom
reception
the
in
E.
Louise
friends
Mrs.
Club;
the Chromatic
congratulatSouther, of Bartlett Parkway, Win- wards, and each warmly
splendid perthrop's talented composer; Mrs. Ar- ed him on his pupils'
thur Brattle Wells, president of the formance.
Among the Winthrop people noted
American Musical Guild, and Miss
were his mother, Mrs. Brendan. J.
Caroline Saltonstall,
and his sister, Miss Mary
Jan Smeterlin, the world's well- Keenan,
Washington avenue,
Keenan,
Louise
partica
and
violinist,
known Polish
center of a group of
the
who
were
poet
the
Keenan,
Mr.
of
ular friend
friends; Miss Ella Mason, secretary
John Ritchie and Mrs. Ritchie, were
of the American Poetry Association;
l
Nathanle
Dr.
also patrons, as was
Mr. and Mrs. Alan B. King, of Grovmusic
the
K. Wood, chairman of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman W.
committee of the Harvard Musical er avenue;
Davis (Beth Whittemore), formerly
Association, and William Ellis Wesavenue, now of Ashland;
ton, the eminent choral conductor, of Orlando Hall Cloutier, also a fine
Mrs. Grace
and Mrs.,Weston, were in the list.
pianist, and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H.
"A Little Mozart Festival"
Leonard, of Winthrop Shore Drive,
the latter a past president of the New
program stated, Brentla,n England
The
Woman's Press Association
Keenan presents five of his pupils ij of Boston and many others.
."a little Mozart festival—an homag
to some of the more neglected con
certi."
It was opened by the third number,
Miss Cecelia Bierman played the Concerto in, A Major, Koechal 414, Andante, with Oliver Daniel at the sectond Baldwin grand piano.
Miss Isenman is a recognized pianoforte teacher of ability in Boston.
She has studied with Clara Larson,
Tillottson, Joseph Malkin and Albion
Metcalf, and has been a pupil of Mr.
Keenan's for the past five years. The
Andante movement was particularly
suited to her, and undoubtedly she
would have shown the same musical
fairness had she played any other of
Mozart's compositions.
The fourth number was given by
Daniel Kahn, who was only fifteen
years of age last November, and who
has been a Brendan Keenan pupil for
three years, but he had the added
advantage of having a mother, who
has since passed away, who had been
a pupil of Mr. Keenan, and she did
much to bring out correct musical
expression in her son, who has already evidenced genius. He played
"Concerto in G Major, Koechel 453,
Allegro and Andante, and his whole
being went into his playing. Mr.
Daniel also played the second piano.
Francoise Mereminska, who has
studied for the past six years with
Mr. Keenan, is a gifted young woman, and she easily aroused the most
enthusiasm in the rather critical audience. She is of Russian parentage,
but born in Hungary, where her father was a prominent opera singer in
Budapest. Miss, Mereminska has the
caressing touch which vitalizes every
note and she is fearless in her purpose to bring out every hidden beauty a composer had put into the composition. She has studied with her
father, at Vienna Conservatory of
Music, and in this country with the
late Hans Ebel), also a course with
Harold Bauer, and has progressed
with Mr. Keenan.
She played the Concerto E. Flat
Major, Koechel 482, Allegro Andante, Allegretto, (a) Andantino (b),
Tempo 1, with a discernment that
proved her ability. Mr. Daniel iris
at the second piano. It is also notable that Miss Mereminska composed the cadenzas for this concerto
as the original Mozart ones had been
lost.
Miss Nettie Rubin gave a highly
commendable playing of Concerto
in
Major. Koechel 459, Allegro,
Allegretto and Allegro asstd. Especially was her touch delightful in the
Allegro movement., where she made
She was supsuch vivid strokes.
ported by Miss Niereminsk a at the
second piano. Miss Rubin is a suecesW'ill piano teacher in Boston. She
was formerly a pupil of Henry Levine and Frederic Tillotson, but has
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eit Hall,
, Carol Smith, Peggy
Standorf
tsetty
Donald Williams,
and Kendall Doble,
arse, Ruth
Dickie Young, Nancy B
Lydon,
Craig, Ruth Munrie, Fr cis
Elizabeth Shaw, Jane Di ley and Judith Grose.
VetTent 57, Daughters of Union
Birtherans, will observe Lincoln's
day Tuesday evening at the Town
Hall, where the Govatnor's proclama
tion 1.'11 be read `n *'1---m embers by
,..

.•/• (I l

n

, Li
WU

Mrs. Lura Jordan. Lincoln's Address
at Gettysburg will be read by the patriotic instructor, Mrs. Florence McCormack. A collation will be served
by a committee in charge of Miss Estelle Ross. The president, Mrs. Bertha
Whitham, will preside.
Court Milton, C. D. of A, will hold a
birthday party at Cunningham Gym
next Tuesday evening. The committee
comprises Mrs. Lillian K. Schuver,
Mrs. Catherine E. Ford, Mrs. Jean, Rice,
.
tte Mersch, Mrs. Kathleen M
best Mullen......414,apsorfne n H.
Mt..
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WOULD ALLOW ALL
POLICE TO ENTER
CLUB HALT CRIME
'
Beverly police would be affected by
a State-wide ruling sought by Governor James M. Cqrley as the result of the-friiiiiTi-!r of Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, bandit and ex-convict, yesterday in the Cosmos club, Boston.
The governor announced that he
has conferred with the attorney general "with a view of having the laws
amended giving the State police the
same rights with local police to visit
night clubs and other places of public assembly where there is a doubt
as to whether the law is being observed."
Under a recent ruling by Chief
Frank A. Hammond, local police are
prohibited from entering all liquor
dispensing establishments unless
qummoned to quell disturbances.
Had the Boston police not been under a similar order, it is the gover
nor's belief that the Sweeney slaying might have been prevented.
Governor Curley, in his statement relative to ordering State police to probe of the Sweeney case
and view the Cosmos club premises
for gambling evidence, also said,
"The time for the police to enter
such places is not after the crime
has been committed, but before
the
crime can take place; and all police
should have authority to enter
places whenever they believe thesuch
occasion requires."
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BRANCH LIBRARIES

The Cambridge Library Trustees are watching the Wash
ington activities of Governor Curley, because their project to creat
e a scientifically
located series of branch libraries is included in the list
of state improvement, for which I'. W. A. co-operation is sought. The
present branch
library system is arbitrary and inconvenient. Two branc
hes, those of East
Cambridge and Cambridge Field, are situated too
close to the Somerville
line to serve these peoples. Librarian Sullivan has
evolved a plan of
branch locations, on the basis of service radius and popul
ation, which would
place most of the present locations somewhere else for
the convenience of
card-holders.
This plan unavoidably awaits the decision as tO what gove
rnment will
do to aid. Library branches are as much communit
y culture units as
schools, yet no one thinks of creating makeshift schoo
ls, except for a brief
emergency, while any old rookery is thought
good enough for a branch
library.
Only $15,000 has been spent by Cambridg
e on libraries since the inception of the system eighty years ago.
Better that the young and many of their
elders patronize libraries than
saloons.
"The time of life is short; to spend
that shortness basely were too
long."
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MARRYING JUSTICES
I UPHELD BY HOU

SE

BOSTON, Feb.
ley may object 9--qpverunr Curto
performed by justicmarriages being
but the House still es of the peace,
believes justices
should have that
power, for yesterday the House
accepted the report
of the committee
on legal affairs,
which referred the
vent the practice measure to prenual session. The to the next anreport was something of a surprise.
The
acceptance of the House immediate
yesterday
killed the measure
justices may keep onand marrying
marrying.
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Works
to ,Finance
Abolition of Albion
Street Crossing, New
Highways Proposed
Back from Washington, where he has asked Uncle Sam
to give consideration to a grant for Massachusetts of $230,522,590 for public works, Gov. James M. Curley has made
public today details of a colossal and costly program for this
state, to come out of the federal government's $4,880,000,000
work-relief measure now pending before Congress, in which
Wakefield and vicinity is included.
Practically every one of the 355 towns and cities in the
state are included under the governor's plan and Wakefield
would benefit in at least three projects that have been proposed.
One is the abolition of the grade crossing at Albion st.
Another project provides for a circumferential highway
from Lexington to Wakefield, following portions of Route
128 from Massachusetts ave in Lexington to Route 129
(Lowell st) in Wakefield. Plans on this project as outlined
some time ago called for the proposed highway to join with
the Reading-Stoneham state rd, possibly at a point near •
Steele's Corner, then proceed easterly to Lowell st, probably
via Prospect st, North ave and the Quannapowitt Boulevard
to Lowell st on Route 129.
Governor Curley's public works program also calls for
the construction of a circumferential highway from Wakefield to Peabody. This is the project about which Essex
County officials have shown interest in recent months.
Plans thus far advanced call for the proposed highway to
leave Route 129 (Lowell st) at a point as yet undetermined
and follow the course of the abandoned Newburyport
Branch Boston & Maine R. R. line into Peabody, at Andover
street.
Under the military department section $80,000 is asked
for repairs to Camp Curtis Guild, where nearly 400 homeless are now quartered in a Federal transient camp.
'The railroad crossing at Willow st, Reading, would be
abolished under Gov. Curley's plan, also crossings In Winchester, and four in 'Wilmington.
Gov. Curley is asking the Federal government to foot
the bills for the entire program. This state, Gov. Curley believes, is not now in a position to extend its credit and if
state contributions are demanded, the program must be
a bandoned.
The largest project under the plan of Gov. Curley is to
make the Newburyport Turnpike a super-highway at a cost
of $4,700,000 for widening along 25 miles of the Pike. •
One project calls for the rebuilding of the roadway
which circles the east side of Spot Pond, in Stoneham and
Melrose, near the N. E. Sanitarium, Pumping Station and
Fells Zoo. Border roads in the Fells Reservation would also
be widened under Curley's plan.
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TESTIMONIAL BANQUET
The committee in charge of the
Testimonial Banquet to be given
Francis B. McKinney at Warren Hall
Thursday evening, Feb. 28, met last
evening and plans were
completed.
Governor J. M. Curley, Mayor
Frederick Mansfield,""Plre Commis
sioner McLaughlin of Boston, Fire
Commissioner Good of Brookline
are among those who are
expected
to take part in the exercises, as
well
as pastors of the various churches
in
the community. ,
A well known orchestra and a
radio star will complete a very
enjoyable evening.
Albert J. Gleason is chairman of
the committee; Herman
Rosenthal,
treasurer; and Timothy J. Halpin,
secretary. William McKenney will
be in charge of the entertainment.
Another meeting for further preparation will be held on
Wednesday
evening, Feb. 13.
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SEASON'S SPORTS

•

Salem High ',cents to be mixing adventure with basketball. A few
weeks ago the team went to Haverhill and was marooned there by the
snows. The arrival home was delayed 15 or 20 hours. Last night the
players were in a motor crash on the way to Lawrence. Injuries were
slight if any. Apparently the boys were not much scared by the accident of last night. They went on to Lawrence to win by a most decisive score. They also won that stormy night at Haverhill.
o—o—o—o
People in charge of High school football hereabouts may, like
Congress and the college athletic authorities, soon be faced
with the necessity of finding new sources of revenue. Reports
on football finances are somewhat disquieting. They show
enormous shrinkages from the income of other and not so far
distant years. Of course there were several bad Saturdays last
year, but they do not entirely account for the decreased revenue. Football, which has long supported other sport activities in the schools, now seems on the point of having difficulty
in supporting itself.
;
o—o—o—o
t
BOWLING STILL ILLEGAL IN ENGLt ND!
Bristol, Eng. (in—When Sir Francis Drake abandoned his game
of
bowls upon the green at Plymouth Hoe and sailed forth to defeat
the
Spanish Armada he probably was not aware that he had been break- 1
ing the law right and left. W. S. A. Brown, a Bristrl lawyer, in the
course of researches among dusty tomes of English law, has' just discovered that the game of bowls is illegal and puni,
,hable by a term
in jail. "In the 13th and 14th centuries," he said, "the game of bowls
was becoming too popular and came under the ban of both King and
Parliament because it was jeopardizing the science of archery, which
was, of course, necessary to carry on wars. Therefore sundry statutes
were passed prohibiting the game in the reigns of Edwar
d III and !
Richard II, and other monarchs. In 1555, Queen Mary decide
d the
game incited and allowed unlawful assemblies, seditions and conspiracies. Those statutes have never been repealed."
o—a—o—o
Some other leading sports including the ancestor of modern
football were also banned in Old England because the monarchy there figured that sports got people's attention off practicing with weapons of warfare. Time was when war was the
all-season's sport in Merrie England and so anything that conflicted with proper preparation for combat was given the go-by.
o—o--o—o
SO THEY CALLED 'EM—
Coyotes. Faculty disapproval failed to deter a student committee that
christened Kansas Wesleyan athletes "Coyotes" in 1915. Dean A.
H.
King never has learned to like it and Coach A. B. Mackie feels
that
coward
ly prairie beast isn't a suitable symbol for his teams.
the
0-0-0-0
Governor 14.,LCurl
1:,
ey would establish a national lottery as a
means
—Of raising money to carry on the welfare program. We
may come to that. The states have already legalized less worthy
forms of gaming than a national gamble. If people could
buy
a United States government lottery ticket at the post
office
here for a reasonable amount, it might keep them from gaddin
g
off to squander their dough at horse and dog tracks miles
from
Salem. If people are going to gamble anyway and could get
an honest play for their cash in Salem they might stay here
and spend more of their money in home markets.
o—o—o—o
$60 A GAME FOR BASKETBALL PLAYERS
The long strides basketball has made towards becomi
ng a popular ,
sports spectacle serves to remind one of a wonder
court team of 20 odd i
years ago—the Original Celtics. Only one of the "absolutely"
original
five remains in active competition. He is Pete Barry. Togeth
er with
Joe Lapchick, Dutch Dehnert and Davel Benks, veterans of the days
'
when the Celtics were proud world's champions, Barry plies his basket,
ball trade from town to town. A couple of youngsters complete the
,
troupe, but in the main it is the veterans with their glamorous pasts
'
whom the fans pay to see in action.
The reports have it that the
Celtics are profiting from the boom basketball is enjoying genera
lly,
etting something in the neighborhood of S6000 apiece for the 100
ames they play a season. Not the princely sum they made in their
ey-day, perhaps, but quite enough considering the fun they &et from
the sport. Not only do they offer samples of their ball-handling wizardry, but often slow down, when safel i th
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prevent the: entrance
or discharge
therein of -every - other • substance
which may to itself
or' Iti etenbinaMon with -other
substances- be injurious to the public.
health 'or— tend
to create a public
nuisance; and a
second act permitting
the South
Essex Sewerage distric
t to expend a
sum not exceeding
$375.000 on additional sewerae.p works,
in connection with the
reconstructiomp relocation and
rebuilding, re-equipment
and/or alteration
and/or enlargement of the Salem
sewage pumping
station and in connec
tion with the
construction of works
for the treatment of the sewage
receive
d at the
said pumping station
.
Practically every• one
of the 355
cities and towns in
the commonwealth figures directly
in Gov. Curleyt stupendbus
program which he
submitted at Washin
gton yesterday
and announced In detail
by the governor last night. The
they would meet the governor said
public works
construction requirements
For the Next 25 Years
Other proposed project
s of particular Interest locally
were listed as
follows:
Newburyport
turnpike
widening, 28.3 miles,
vers State hospital, $4,700,000: Dan$1,572,
600; repairs
to Camp Curtis
Guild at Wakefield.
$80,000; public
highwa
y.
Wakefield
to Peabody, 7.8
miles,
lic highway. Peabod $1,028,000: puby. Danvers and
Bevehy, six miles,
$740.000; puvlic
highway. Beverly to
Gloucester. 10.2
miles, $1,215,000;
Paradise
road
underpass in Swamps
Salem pike underp cott. $50,000;
ass in Danvers,
850,000; Essex street
overhead in
Swampscott, $60,000.
When Gov. Curley
gave the legislators yards of
figures to ponder on
over the week-end.
he ?spree/led the
belief that "a
oonsiderable part." of
the program would
be approved by
the federal
governmentit is 'interesting to
riOte that- ih the
summary of project
s for railroad
grade crossings, no
reference is made
to the Norman
street crossing in Sedim and the
famed tur 'el. Both
have been a hr,iie
of contention for
mpily ye,r -, 1;.11,
:C^ itly have been
left out of the
Curley program.
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!CURLEY GRANTS / 1 RY IS
LITTLE TO LYNN
IN WORK PROGRAM CURLEY(
WM)All) BIG •
RELIEF PROGRAM
Allots But $80,000 for Unnamed Road Construction,
Smaller Towns Given More.
TO BUILD SAUGUS SEWER
Plans Two Bridges in Swampscott to cost $110,000;
Naltant Beach, $50,000.
Although Lynn gave James M.
Curley nearly a 50 per cent, majority
over his Republican cpponent in the
last State election, the Governor has
very little for Lynn in the public
works program for which he
asked a Federal grant of $230,522, has
590.
In fact almost every small Republi. can community in the State
appears
to rate more that Lynn in the
Goyernor's "Work and Wages" program.
In a list of public works construc
tion projects sought by the Governor-,
Lynn was slated only for a highway
construction slightly more than
a
half mile in length at an anticipated
cost of $80,000. The location of
this
cnstruction was not mentioned.
On the other hand, Swampscott,
wherein the present Governor ran behind the rest of the Democratic ticket
in the election, was more
favored
than Lynn, for two substantial
railroad bridge reconstruction
projects
were listed for that town, one at
Paradise road underpass to cost the
$50,,000 and the other at the Essex
street
; overhead, to cost $60,000
' But Saugus, which, although
remaining Republican, gave Curley
top
place for votes among the
Democrats will fare better than
either
Lynn or Swampscott, for there is
an
estimate of $140,000 for sewer
work in
that town en the Curley program.
Metropolitan district property in
this area, however, has been
given
)
substantial recognition in the
Governor's program. He would
reconstruct and widen the Revere
Beach
parkway, build two new
bridges and
eliminate two grade crossings
there
;it a cost of $1,800,000,
spend $250,000
more for Revere Beach shore protecicon and $50,000 to enlarge
and improve the Nahant beach parking
space
arid build a traffic circle
therein.

For Increased Currency, Tax
Untaxables and Lower In(erest on Securities.
$230,000,000 PROJECT
Proposes to Eliminate Grades,
and Better Water Supply
for Salem-Beverly.
BOSTON, Feb. 9— VP) —Governor
Curley gave the legislators -ards of
figue•es to ponder on over the weekend.
He announced details of his plans
f r the expenditure of
000,000 on
public works projects and expressed
the belief th- "a considerable rart"
of the program .:ould be apprsv:d by
the Federal gi; rnment.
The Governor said the State's debt
..ad jump-1 from $9,000,000 at the
lime former Governor Ely took office,
ti $40.000,000 when his own administration took charge.
A national lottery, an increa.,,e of
currency, reduction of interest rates
on government eccurities and the taxing_of hitherto tax exempt securities
were the methods by which he would
finlnce the Fzderal relief nrogre.en.
The plans were submitted at Washington. yesterday. and announced by
the Governor last night. Curley said
they would me"
the public works,
construe lien rcouirements
the nexi
.15 years.
Abolition of grade crossings. extensive highway construction and repair, construction and improvement
of public institutions and im -.rovement of harbors and waterways were
but a few of the Governor's proposals.
Eliminate Grades
Under the Curley program, $74,000,000 would go to the department
of public works for construction and
repair of `tighways and elimination
of grade crossings. An additional $9,338.000 would go for land damages.
and another $12.900,000 for harbor
and wvterwav work.
Public health rrojects include $10,f-r P
sewer; $375,000 for South Essex Sewage improvement; $2,542,000 for a
Jalem and Beverly water supply; $6,500,000 for a Lowell. Dracut, Lawrence and :lethuen water supply, and
$15.000,000 for Boston harbor improvcm-"
The military department would
come in for $200,000 for a new
armory at Worcester, and $75,000 for
an addition to the Springfield armory.
Massachusetts State college would
get $363,900 for improvements and
8125.000 would go for a laboratory
building at the Lowell Textile school.
The governor pointed out a shortage of beds in State hospitals and
asked for $985,000 for the Worcester
State hospital, as well as smaller
sums for other institutions.
Probes State Institutions
Joseph A. Langone, the muchheard-from senator from Boston, has
kept his promise to the joint committee on public welfare that he will
visit State institutions and see conditions first hand.
Yesterday he stopped in at the
Lyman School at Westboro and the
Worcester State hospital.
The senator had nothing but praise
for the administration of the Worcester institution, but the Lyman
school—that was another story.
Langone inspected kitchens and
refrigerators, then joined Repesentative Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge,
swho accompanied him, in a protest
that the shoes the boys were wearing
fitted in few instances and that the
swimming pool be closed until protruding nails fixed.
Langone and Dillon demanded that
Supt. Charles A. Keeler refit the
boys with other shoes.
Their next stop is not known—they
are making surprise visits over the
week-end.
Wanted Better Car.
The members of the House ways
and means committee found out why
it is costing $10,000 more per year to
conduct the office of the governor
than it did during the last year of
tit° Ely administration.
Richard D. Grant. secretary to the
governor, told the committee it was
because Curley works six days a week
whereas the last governor worked one
and a half.
And about that $5000 automobile
which the committee thought was
bit high—
Grant just explained the governor
wanted that particular type of car.
When the committee suggested that
former Governor Ely managed with a
$3850 car. Grant. simply admitted
there were persons who would prefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question 4f secret aries.
The committee asked why five were
needed when four sufficed last year—
And the ever ready Mr. Grant answered: "We'll probably need another
one."
And that was that.
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Back to Life
The Next World
Curleys' Program
The New Books
- - —
An Englishman who was "brough
t
I.ack to life" recently' after his
heart
had stopped heating for four
and a
half hours reports that everybody
is "supremely, happy" in the world
.
to d•orne. He describes his experience as follows: "At first I was
worried and disturbed.
Suddenly
everything cleared and I was filled
%vitt) great eontent.
1 knew I was
dead becaese I saw many villagers
itit: Arley I knew before they
died.
They were ail happy, and I was
happy, too. There were hundreds
of
smiling faces in a hank of hazy,
shining- clouds. They seemed to be
in a big hall with pillars of cloud
and all mixed up in a sort of hazy
light. L was drifting toward them
hen suddenly every1 hing
went
black. They hag broneit me hack
In life. 1 was never extraordinarily
ruligions nor had 1 ever any active
interest in spiritualism. But now
convinced there is another world
lor what I saw was as realistic
as
my own hack garden. What 1
saw
Miring my brief spell of death has
made me regret that I ever came
back.
was surrounded by thousands of people, all supremely happy.. They nodded and smiled
so
happily that I was overjoyed to
be
elead. The grave has no terrors
tor me now. I realize that earthly
1
life, sorrowful as it can be, Is
just!
training ground for something
11;11e r and better."
* * *
There Is an item that was fully
worthy of Page One display in any
,
newspaper. It teems with human
I
Interest. To some readers it
will!
bring
comfort
and
assurance.
Others will comment, probably
to
themselves. "Bosh."
Theologians
will seize upon it avidly AR
supporting' their tenets. Cynics will
say:
"He was just dreaming."
Fiction
Writers will find it the germ
of a
hundred excellent or fantastic
plots.
Some imaginative movie
director
may do something- with it. It
will
he referred to in a hundred
pulpits
although the Englishman's
assertiott
that he was "never extraord
inarily
religious" may prove. embarra
ssing
or even disconeerting.
Yes, sir,
there is plenty of meat hidden
away
in that despatch from
across the
water.
* * •
Greater Lowell should
benefit
handsomely if Govemor_Cuslow
's
ambit* . program for the
expenditore of federal funds on
public
works in Massachusetts is
Minify
approved. There is no denying
the
fact that the city is not yet
ready
to stand on Its own industri
al feet
and the more employment
which
can be obtained from federal
funds,
the longer the com llllllMy
will have
to regain Its ee0110/14lie
breath.
Boys' schools as subjects for
fiction writers form a genre
of their
own, with an audience of
their
own and a technique set
apart.
"Ca rtwheeln" (Doubleday Doran).
by Roger Burlingame is
different
from the run-of-the-mine
'who'll
no rrativem. "Cartwheels"
in itnelf
Is really the story of a
man, Dan
Andrews, the headmaster of
Brookfield. It is the diary of his
days as
executive of an exclusive. boardia,4!school in New England.
"Cartwheels" rings true; its
author
knows boa Ming school life.
One
wonders if he knows the life
of his
fictional Dan Andrews:
the characterization lacks conviction.
We'll
give this book a rating
o" "B."
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Allots But $80,000 for Unnamed Road Constro,Jion,
Smaller Towns Given More.
TO BUILD SAUGUS SEWER
Plans Two Bridges in Swampscott to cost $110,000;
Nahant Beach, $50,000.
Although Lynn gave James M.
Curley nearly a 50 per cent, majority
over his Republican cpponent in the
last State election, the Governor has
very little for Lynn in the public
wc•rks program for which he
asked a Federal grant of $230,522, has
590.
In fact almost every small
Republi, can community in the State appears
to rate more that Lynn in the
Gov, ernor's "Work and Wages" program.
In a list of public works construction projects sought by the Goveinor,
• Lynn was slated only for a highway
'construction slightly more than
a
half mile in length at an anticipated
cost of $80,000. The location of this
cnstruction was not mentioned.
On the other hand, Swampscott,
wherein the present Governor ran behind the rest of the Democratic ticket
in the election, was more favored
than Lynn, for two substantial
railroad bridge reconstruction
projects
were listed for that town, one at
Paradise road underpass to cost the
$50,000 and the other at the Essex street
;overhead, to cost $60,000`
But Saugus, which, although
maining Republican, gave Curley retop
place for votes among the Democrats will fare better than
either
Lynn or Swampscott, for there
is an
estimate of $140,000 for sewer work
in
that town en the Curley program.
Metropolitan district property in
this area, however, has been given
,substantial recognition in the Gov'ernor's program. He would
reconstruct and widen the Revere
Beach
parkway, build two new bridges
and
' eliminate two grade crossings
there
,at a cost of $1,800,000. spend
more for Revere Beach shore $250,000
protection and $50,000 to enlarge
and improve the Nahant beach parking
space
and build a traffic circle
therein.
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NATIONAL LOTTERY IS
I PLAN OF GOV. CURLEY

WOULD AID BIG •
RELIEF PROGRAM
For Increased Currency, Tax
Untaxables and Lower Interest on Securities.
$230,000,000 PROJECT
Proposes to Eliminate Grades,
and Better Water Supply
for Salem-Beverly.
BOSTON. Feb. 9— VP) —Governor
Curley gave the legislators 'ends of
figuees to ponder on over the weekend.
He announced details of his plans
: r the expenditure of
000,000 on
publIc works projects and expressed
the belief the' ''a considerable cart"
of the program ...ould be a•pprewed by
the Federal gc rnment.
The Governor said the State's debt
ad jump,
" from $9,000,000 at the
:ime former Governor Ely took office,
LI $40,000,000 when his own administration took charge.
A national lottery, an increase of
currency, reduction of interest rates
on government securities and the taxing_of hitherto tax exempt securities
were the methods by which he would
finance the Federal relief oragrzen.
The plans were submitted at Washington. yesterday, and announced by
the Governor last night. Curley said
they would mr.
the public works
constru:I.Ta rcrtuiremcnts f.: the next
25 years.
Abolition of grade crossings. extensive highway construction and repair, construction and improvement
of public institutions and ime.rovement of 1.arbors and waterways were
but a few of the Governor's nropo,
o als.
Eliminate Grades
Under the Curley program. $74,000,000 would go to the department
of public works for construction and
repair of !e.ighways and elimination
of grade crossings. An additional $9,338,000 would go for land damages.
and another $12.900,000 for harbor
and witerwav work.
Public health lerojects include 510,4."^
"
sewer; $375,000 for South Essex Sewage improvement: $2,542,000 for a
and Beverly water supply; $6,500,0C° for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and :lethuen water supply, and
$15.000,000 for Boston harbor improvrm—"
The military department would
come in for $200,000 for a new
armory at Worcester. and $75,000 for
an addition to the Springfield armory.
Massachusetts State college would
get $363,900 for improvements and
$125.000 would go for a laboratory
building at the Lowell Textile school.
The governor pointed out a shortage of beds in State hospitals and
asked for $985,000 for the Worcester
State hospital, as well as smaller
sums for other institutions.
Probes State Institutions
Joseph A. Langone, the muchheard-from senator from Boston, has
kept his promise to the joint committee on public welfare that he will
visit State institutions and see conditions first hand.
Yesterday he stopped in at the
Lyman School at Westboro and the
Worcester State hospital.
The senator had nothing but praise
(or the administration of the Worcester institution, but the Lyman
school—that was another story.
Langone inspected kitchens and
refrigerators, then joined Repesentalive Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge,
,who accompanied him, in a protest
that the shoes the boys were wearing
fitted in few instances and that the
swimming pool be closed until protruding nails fixed.
Langone and Dillon demanded that
Supt. Charles A. Keeler refit the
boys with other shoes.
Their next stop is not known—they
are making surprise visits over the
week -end.
Wanted Better Car.
The members of the House ways
and means committee found out why
it is costing $10,000 more per year to
conduct the office of the governor
than it did during the last year of
the Ely administration.
Richard D. Grant, secretary to the
governor, told the committee it was
because Curley works six days a week
whereas the last governor worked one
and a half.
And about that $5000 automobile
which the committee thought was a
bit high—
Grant just, explained the governor
wonted that particular type of car.
When the committee suggested that
former Governor Ely managed with a
53850 ear, Grant simply admitted
there were persons who would prefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question if secretaries.
The committee asked why five were
needed when four sufficed last year—
And the ever ready Mr. Grant answered: "We'll probably need another
one."
And that was that.
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The New Books
An Englishman who was
"brought
back to life" reeently after his
heart
had stopped beating- for four and
a
half hours reports that everyht,dy
is "supremely happy" in the world'
to come. He describes his experience as follows: "At fir•At I was
worried and disturbed.
Suddenly
everything cleared and I was
tilled
with great content. I knew I was
dead because I saw many villagers
M. Arley. I knew before they
died.
They were all happy, and I was
happy, too. There were hundreds
of
smiling faces in a hank of hazy,
t•hining- clouds.
They seemed to he
ina big hall with pillars of cloud
and all mixed lip in a sort of hazy
light. I. was drifting toward them
hen .411MICOly everything
went
black. -They hao brought nit' back
10 life. I was never extraordinarily
ruligious nor had 1 ever any
active
interest in spiritualism. But
now
I'm convinced there is another
world
Jor what I saw was as realistic
as
my own back garden. What I
saw
during my brief spell of death has
made me regret that I ever came
back. t was surrounded by thousands of people, all supremely happy. They nodded and smiled
so
happily that 1 was overjoyed to
be
dead. The grave has no terrors .
for me now. I realize that
earthly ,
life, sorrowful as it can be, Is
just
a training ground for somethi
ng
fuller and better."
*

*

There is an item that was fully
WOrthy of Page One display
in any
newspaper. It teems with human
interest. To some readers it will
bring
comfort
and
assurance.
Others will comment, probablyto
themselves, "Bosh."
Theologians
will seize upon it avidly as support
ing their tenets. Cynics will
say:
"He was just dreaming." Fiction
writers will find it the germ
of a
hundred excellent or fantastic
plots.
Some imaginative
vie director
may do something with it. It
will
be referred to in a hundred
pulpits
although the Englishman's
assertio*
that he was "never extraord
inarily
religious" may prove embarra
ssing
or even disconeerting.
Yes, sir,
there is plenty of meat hidden
away
In that despatch from across
the
water.
* * •
I:reater Lowell should benefit
handsomely if linvermor_Ciesel
ey'%
ambitious program for the
expenditure of federal funds on
public
works in Massachusetts is
finalty
approved. There is no denying
the
fact that the city is not yet
ready
to stand on Its own industri
al feet
and the more employment
which
can he obtained from federal
funds,
the longer the ('omm,ipiitv
will have
to regain its economic
breath.
Boys' schools
subjects for fief
writers form a genre of their
own, with an audience
of their
OWO
and a technique set apart.
"( a rtwheels" (Doubleday Doran).
In Roger Burlingame is
different
from the run -of-the-mine
school
narratives. "Cartwheels" in
itself
is really the story of a man,
Dan
Andrews, the headmaster of
Brookfield. It is the diary of his
days as
executive of an exclusive
boardia4
school in New England.
"Cartwheels" rings true; its
author
knows boarding school life.
One
wonders if he k
the life of his
hctional Dan Andrews; the
characterization lacks conviction.
We'll
give this book a rating. o"
"R."
* * *
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1 orchestra pleayett-a popular selectir
) 'The waltz you saved for me."
group of French class students ti,
C offered in excerpt from a Fri
voyage de 'Mon.,•.
comedy. "Le
Perrichon," given entirely in Fret)
inclu
ded Monsieur Per
The cast
chon, Ransom Long: Madam Per
chon, his wife. Ruth Dwinell. Hr
riette, his daughter, Ruth Tie:inert
anci Armand, persistent admirer
Henriette. Frank Leach.
The orchestra resumed playing.t
. I ie of Capri" and "A - merry wie
w.iltj.
." , Jean 0age reeited
"
l , poem -dealing with "A .modern. t
, detente" Another short crmiertr--1
Ci fatal guest." brought the enterta
ment to an end. The chersotere Ire
the king. Irony Gangf; the retie
Frank Leach: the duke. Townst
I Ackerman, and the princess, Edwl
In I Wright The female impersonate
can 11 of the boys were genuinele amusi
GIRL SCOUT WHIST
goverz
Mrs. C. Lawrence Bond of Sol
of th)!
street
Main
will hold a whist pa
has cal,
countl! for the benefit of the local Girl Sc.
iod ot troop at her home TUe8day. Feb..
be served
I.
called Refreshments will
Sen. A awards given for high •scOres.
of the
DANCE. POSTPONED
Bever131
The •cinneing party to have 'lei
Sen. held in the ethocif cafeteria Tues.
suggestl under the auspices of Miss, Harr'
since n' E. James .has been postponed te
He is el further notice.
ry Cab.
SUNDAY SERVICES
sentatit
Mass will be celebrated at St. Ho
James , chapel tomorrow
morning at
Greater' o'clock. Rev. James D. Canerie,
gestione tot.
most he
Rev. Paul E Sheldon has mou
held at his eermon
et the morning won
With at the Feder
church tomorro
take p 10.30 aroun ated
d the life of Abra

A

`-i

T•Inrnln

who8e hirtInriav

onn".n.•
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CURLFY ASSIGNS I
STATE POLICE TO
GANGLAND MURDER
BOSTON, Feb. 9, 1935
sachusetts State detect .—(W)—Masives, working
under orders of Gov. Jame
s M. Curley, today began their
own investigation of the slaying
of Joseph P.
Sweeney, former convict
of many
aliases.
It was the first time
in the history
of the force the State
police has investigated such a crime
committed
within Boston's bound
aries and the
Governor's order was
associated-with
his efforts to oust Josep
h J. Leonard,
Boston police commission
er.
Capt. John F. Stokes,
chief of State
detectives, took personal
charge of
the case and assigned
seven associates
to aid him.
Sweeney died in City
hospital yesterday of a bullet woun
d in the chest
and two severe bruis
es on the head.
He was brought to
the hospital by
David "Beano" Breen
,
the Cosmo club, a South operator of
End establishment where Sween
ey worked as
doorman.
Find Narcotics on Him.
One hundred grain
s
and the private badge of narcotics
of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy
U. S. marshal
and a member of the
Legislature, were found Massachusetts
In Sweeney's
pockets. Ward. sponsor
of a bill designed to curb Illicit
drug traffic, reported the badge lost
of stolen two
months ago.
Police Captain Josep
h McKinnon
of the Boston depar
tment
tigation showed Sween , said invesey
was shot
while at the club,
but beyond that
police had little
information. Questioning of Breen led
nowhere.
In asking that the
State police investigate the shooting.
Governor Curley told Paul 0. Kirk.
State commissioner of public safety, he
State officers to determin wished the
if the Cosmo
club was ooerated as
a gambling establishment. The Governor
also conferred with Attor
ney General Paul A.
Dever on
proposed legislation to
permit local and
State police to inspe
! night
ct
eluba.

GOV. CURLEY PROPOSES
NATIONAL LOTTERY TO
FINANCE GOVT. WORKS
Or Would Eli
minate Tax Exempt Securi
In Their Entirety; Neither States Nor ties
Cities Able To Pay Any Part
(Special to

The News)
its currency against its assets,
State House, Boston, Feb.
could
9—In
Reduce Interest Rates
order that the states,
cities and on government securi
towns of the country shoul
ties, could elimd
outright grants of funds for be given inate tax-exempt securities or could
the con- put into effect a natio
struction of public works proje
nal lottery.
Any one of the foregoing methods
der the $4,000,000,000 progr ct, unam
national administration, the of the would be "a sound way of getting out
ment would do well if it govern- of our difficulties," the governor rethe funds through a natio provided marked. He appeared particularly innal
or the elimination in into of lottery terested in the subject of a national
tax ex- lottery, calling atten
tion to the milempt securities, Gov. James
M. Cur- lions of dollars
which are bet on
ley declared yesterday.
horse
races, nigger pools and other
The governor expressed his opini
on forms of gambling.
when asked what was the
Such money
reaction could well be diver
of officials of the Federal Emer
ted into the nagency tional treasury and
no one would be
Relief administration when he
pro- Injured, he contended.
posed that Washington pay
the enThe $230,000,000 progr
tire bill for the $230,000,000
state posed to the Washington am he propublic works program which he
authorities
has would meet the publi
drafted and presented to them.
c works construction requirements for
It was the contention of the
the next
gov- 25 years, the gover
nor said. These
ernor that neither the states nor
the
call
for
the
aboli
tion
of grade crosscities and towns have the resou
rces ings, which, he remar
to pay any part of the cost
ked in passing,
selves. Virtually all of them them- the railroads would never be able to
have finance; the enlargemen
t of the Newreached the limit of their borro
wing
power and for this reason he felt that buryport turnpike to a six lane trafif the government did not assume fic ratter -Mid the, carUitilletTan
improvement of other state highways.
full financial responsibility it shoul
d
not attempt to go through with the the rearing of buildings and the improvement of existing ones for the
program.
Massachusetts, he said. is in no housing of state wards, who number
thous
ands of persona, as well as a
poeition to go further into debt. The
state debt of 'the commonwealth, the multitude of projects submitted to
him
by
the officials of cities and
governor continued, has jumped from
$9.00,000 when former Gov. Joseph B. towns.
The
governor
was
particularly
Ely assumed office, to $40.000,000
when his own administration started. pleased by the fact that the Massachuse
tts
progr
am
was prepared and
States, cities and towns, he went
in shape for presentation to the fedon, are restricted as to their meth
ods
of raising funds, but such is not the eral authorities before the adoption
case with the federal government of the public works program legislaWashington, he said, could incre . tion by congress, in marked contrast,
ase he said, with other states.
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STATE POLICE TAKE CHARGE
OF BOSTON MURDER PROBE
Governor's Orders Establish Precedent;
Urges Inspection of Night Clubs by
State Officials
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HUREY PROMISES
DEMOCRATS JOBS
Lien t na nt Governor Addresses
Curley Chub Here—To Reward Faithful.
More than 400 women attended
the regular monthly meeting of the
Governor James M. Curley Democratic Women's Club of Lowell last
night in Memorial hall, City Li- ,
, brary building, and heard Lt. Governor Joseph L. Hurley express his
appreciation and that of Governor
Curley for the work which the Lowell women are doing and promise
rewards for faithful workers. .T.
Joseph Hennessy, one of the advisors of the organization, announced that incorporation papers '
have been filed with the secretary of
the commonwealth and that the
charter will be presented with fitting ceremonies next month.
The purpose of the club, as set
forth in the petition for incorporation, is the promulgation and dissemination of civic knowledge and
information for the development of
a greater interest among women
voters in politieal campaigns to the
end that a better acquaintance may
be had as to the aims and qualifications of candidates for public office and in general to promote
among women an adherence to the
principles of the Democratic party."
The applicants for incorporation are
Theresa V. McDermott, Mary Tristan, Margaret Bertrand, Agnes
Lowe, Elizabeth Meagher, Nellie F. '
Delmore, Mary Maloney Lynch,
Helen Greene, Anna Guthrie, Susannah Faber, Mary Doherty and
Sadie Curtin. The club has more ,
than 1200 members on its lists.
"It seems to be a political axiom,"
the lieutenant governor said, "that
in politics there is little appreciation for services rendered during a

BOSTON, Feb. 9 (P)—Massachusetts state detectives, working under
orders of Governor James M. Curley,
today began their own investigation
of the slaying of Joseph P Sweeney,
former convict of many aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the state police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
governor's order was associated with
WASHINGTON, Feb. 9, (JP)—The his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
long suspense over the gold clause Boston police commissioner.
eases appeared to be near an end
Captain John F. Stokes, chief o
today as all surface indications led
detectives, took personal charg
observers to believe the supreme state
case and assigned seven associ
court probably would announce its of the
ates to aid him.
decision Monday.
Sweeney died in City hospital yes
The regular Saturday conference
chts
of the justices this afternoon in a terday of a bullet wound in the
basement room at the capitol was and two severe bruises on the hen.
watched closely in the hope that He was brought to the hospital b
Chief Justice Hughes might emerge David "Beano" Breen, operator of tl
establis
with definite word of a declsion date. Cosmo club, a South End
There was no expectation in in- ment where Sweeney worked as doo
formed circles that the opinion itself man.
One hundred grains of narcotics a
might be announced today. Late yesterday the court adjourned over the the private badge of Michael J. Wa
a me
week-end. It could change its mind chief deputy U. S. marshal and
legislat
and meet in formal session today. ber of the Massachusetts
pock
but there has been no sign that au were found in Sweeney's
administration official's recent advo- Ward, sponsor of a bill designed
reported
cacy of such procedure appealed to curb illicit drug traffic, months
two
the tribunal. The official felt that it badge lost or stolen
Police Captain Joseph McKinno
the gold cases were decided on a Satsaid invest
CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO
urday, after stock exchanges closed, the Boston department,
Sweeney was shot wh
it would give the government more Win showed
police
but beyond that
he 8th senatorial district thanked
time to take any action deemed at the club,information.
Questioning he women for the service
had little
they had
necessary.
lone him during the campaign last
The question up for decision is of Breen led nowhere.
police in- all and declared that too many of
state
the
that
asking
government
In
Roosevelt
whether the
shooting, Governor Cur- ce holders forgot their friends aftei
acted within its rights in nullifying vestigate 'the
G. Kirk, state commis- he campaign had closed.
Paul
told
estiley
an
in
the gold payment clause
safety, he wished the
public
of
sioner
and
public
of
mated $100,000,000,000
if the Cos- Attorney General Paul Dever was
determine
to
officers
state
court
the
Should
private contracts.
gambl,n mable to come to Lowell, but he
a
as
operated
was
club
mo
declare
and
'as represented by Arthur V. Sulliupset the administration
also con
governor
The
establishment.
effect,
in
an of Boston, one of his closest
the gold clause to be still
A
Paul
General
Attorney
with
ferred
reMayor James J. Bruin,
Officials have calculated it would
per- riends
to
legislation
proposed
on
Dever
present
who had been invited, sent a telequire $169,000,000,000 of the
inspec
to
police
state
and
local
mit
obgram explaining that he had been
devalued currency to meet these
. night clubs.
detained in Boston on business and
ligations.
regretted that he could not attend
••••• -.arm •••••• •.
Mrs. Goida Walters. a Boston attorney and one of the leaders of
the women's division of the campaign; Mrs. Margaret Parker, a
member of the governor's secretarial staff, and Mrs. Mary O'Riordan,
a member of the Democratic state
committee, were among the speakers.
The entertainment program consisted of Francis Hodges, piano selections; Bob Wood, songs; Helen
Hodge, tap dancing; Richard Wood,
songs; Edward Donohoe, songs; the
Honey Boy quartet, songs; Master
John Devlin, songs; Edward "Tip"
Handley, songs; Kathleen Aubrey,
songs; Bella Silva, tap dancing;
Madeline Boland, songs; Mary Dillon Doherty, songs: Walter Davis,
character pieces; Johnny Ball, piano solos and songs; Polly and
Jackie Brunelle, songs and dances.
accompanied by their mother, Mrs.
Blanche Brunelle; Manuel Diaz.
specialty dances and characte:
songs, accompanied by Miss Jean
Hanahan. The entertainment program was under the direction of
John F. Gleason.
The lieutenant governor was escorted to the hall by Dan O'Dea and
was greeted by Attorney Hennessy
Joseph Queenan, one of the advisors of the club, and Mrs. MeDeimott.

GOLD RULING
DUE MONDAY

Supreme Court Ready to
Make Momentous Decision
on U. S. Currency
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CONFERENCE ON NORTH LEY PROPOSES
RIVER IS CALLED BY I LOTTERY TO
SEN. ALBERT PIERCE GOVT. WORKS

•

All Members of General Court Representing nate Tax Exempt Securities
Irety; Neither States Nor
Salem, Beverly, Peabody and Danvers to Ile To
Pay Any Part
Its currency against Its assets, could
Take Part; Hope For PWA Funds
9—In
Reduce Interest Rates
In an effort to see if PWA funds
can be obtained from the federal
government to clear up the troubles
of the North river, a problem that
has caused a great deal of offense to
countless Salemites over a long period of years, •.• conference is being
called for next Friday evening, by
Sen. Albert Pierce, of the members
of the general court from this city,
Beverly, Peabody and Danvers.
Sen. Pierce has received helpful
suggestions from a number of bodies
since making a study of the matter.
He is especially grateful to Rep. Henry Cabot Lodge for advice and presentation of helpful ideas. Rep.
James Tobin and others in the
Greater Salem district also have suggestions which are expected to be
most helpful at the conference, to, be
held at the law office of Rep. Tobin.
With Sen. Pierce the following will
take part: Sen. Cornelius Haley of

ITEM
an, Ma"'

FEB 9 1935
icemre tfle whole Sec. _
1 CURLFY ASSIGNS

Rowley, who represents Peabody An es and on government securities, could elimgiven inate tax-exempt securities or could
Important factor in the situation;
S con- put into effect a national lottery.
Reps. Lodge and John
Wilson of
ct, unAny one of the foregoing methods
Beverly; Rep. Archibald
Jones of
of the would be "a sound way of getting out
Middleton,
representing
Danvers;
overnour difficulties," the governor reof
Rep. John E. Murphy of Peabody and
the three representatives from Salem. rovided marked. He appeared particularly inlottery terested in the subject of a national
namely Tobin, Edward A. Coffey and
tax ex- lottery, calling attention to the milEdmund Talbot, Jr.
.
Cur- lions of dollars which are bet on
Participating in the coming conhorse races, nigger pools and other
ference are certain that their getSuch money
together and friendly discussion will opinion forms of gambling.
reactio
n could well be diverted into the nabear fruit and will be without
ergency
tional
treasur
y and no one would be
strained
that
have
frequently he pro- injured,
he contended.
marked such sessions in the past.
the en$230.00
The
0,000 program he proGov. Qigity has already been to
state posed to the Washington authorities
Washington sking PWA grants for
he
has
would
meet the public works convarious major propects in this state.
struction requirements for the next
Local legislators feel that in time
Washington wil lallow such expendi- he gov- 25 years, the governor said. These
tures and they want to be prepared nor the call for the abolition of grade crossto present requests for financial aid esources ings, which, he remarked in passing,
in solving the serious troubles that t them- the railroads would never be able to
m have finance; the enlargement of the Newthe local river has caused.
orrowing buryport turnpike to a six lane trafpower arm Tor-erne rd8l..5'11-1ie felt that fic rotlIte "and the.
conatrnetffirlate
if the government did not assume improvement of other state highway
s,
full financial responsibility it should the rearing of buildin
gs and the imnot attempt to go through with the provement of existing ones
for
the
program.
housing of state wards, who number
Massachusetts, he said, is in no thousands of persons
, as well
pohition to go further into debt. The multitude of projects submitt as a •
ed to
state debt of the commonwealth, the him by the officials of cities
and
governor continued, has jumped from towns.
$9.00,000 when former Gov. Joseph B.
The
governor
particularly
was
Ely assumed office. to $40,000,000 pleased by the fact that
the Massawhen his own administration started. chusetts program
was prepared and
States, cities and towns, he went in shape for present
ation to the fedon, are restricted as to their methods eral authorities before the
adoption
of raising funds, but such is not the of the public works program
legislacase with the federal government. tion by congress, in marked
contras
t,
Washington. he said, could increase he said, with other states.

STATE POLICE TO
GANGLAND MURDER

BOSTON, Feb. 9, 1935.—(R)—Ma.sachusetts State detectives, working
under orders of Gov. James M.
Curley, today began their own investig
ation of the slaying of Joseph
P.
Sweeney, former convict of many
aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the State police
has investigated such a crime committ
ed
within Boston..s boundaries and
the
Governor's order was associated-w
ith
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard
,
Boston police commissioner.
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of
State
detectives, took personal charge
of
the case and assigned seven associat
es
to aid him.
Sweeney died in City hospital
yesterday of a bullet wound in the
chest
and two severe bruises on the
head.
He was brought to the
hospital
David "Beano" Breen, operato by
r of
the Cosmo club, a South
End establishment where Sweeney worked
as
doorman.
Find Narcotics on Him.
One hundred grains of
narcotics
and the private badge of
Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S.
marshal
and a member of the
Massachusetts
Legislature, were found In
Sweeney's
pockets. Ward, sponsor of a
bill
signed to curb Illicit drug traffic, deported the badge lost of stolen retwo
months ago.
Police Captain Joseph
of the Boston department, McKinnon
said
tigation showed Sweeney was invesshot
while at. the club, but beyond
police had little information. that
Questioning of Breen led nowhere.
In asking that the State police
vestigate the shooting, Governor inCurley told Paul 0. Kirk. State commis
sioner of public safety, he wished
the
State officers to determin if the Cosmo
club was onerated as a gamblin
g establishment. The Governor also conferred with Attorney General
Paul A.
never on pronosed legislat
ion to permit local and
State police to inspect
night clubs.
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STATE POLICE TAKE CHARGE
OF BOSTON MURDER PROBE
Governor's Orders Establish Precedent;
Urges Inspection of Night Clubs by
State Officials
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campaign. I do not subscribe to
this doctrine. You express yout
service and loyalty here tonight no cause you are working for the party.
As the administration of his excellency, the governor, becomes more
routine from the hectic times we
have had since the first of January,
BOSTON, Feb. 9 (/P)—MassachuI he governor will be generous in the
setts state detectives, working under
I ewards of political office and will
dot forget those members of the
orders of Governor James M. Curley,
yampaign committees who worked
today began their own investigation
with him and with us.
of the slaying of Joseph P. Sweeney,
"If one stands the heat of a poformer convict of many aliases.
litical campaign, he is entitled to
history
the
in
time
political preferment when the reIt was the first
of the force the state police has in- \yards of office are handed out. We
may question the intentions of a
vestigated such a crime committed
small group of men or women in
within Boston's boundaries and the nolitics, but when. I believe you said
governor's order was associated with ...ou had 1200 members, 1200 womWASHINGTON, Feb. 9, (W)—The his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard, en are banded together for the putlose of carrying out the purpose of
long suspense over the gold clause Boston police commissioner.
your incorporation papers, to
cases appeared to be near an end
Stokes, chief of a knowledge of politics and tospread
F.
John
Captain
serve
today as all surface indications led state detectives, took personal charge the party, no one
can ascribe selfobservers to believe the supreme of the case and assigned seven associ- ishness to
any single one of you."
court probably would announce its ates to aid him.
The lieutenant governor declared
decision Monday.
yeshospital
that
City
the governor and his associates
Sweeney died in
The regular Saturday conference
have other ideals in holding office
of a bullet wound in the class
of the justices this afternoon in a terday
hea.
the
on
than
to receive the honors and
bruises
severe
basement room at the capitol was and two
emoluments and they are to improve
to the hospital
brought
was
that
He
hope
the
in
watched closely
the conditions of the people or the
"Beano" Breen, operator of t
Chief Justice Hughes might emerge David
state. That spirit, he said. tranSouth End establi
a
club,
date.
Cosmo
decision
a
of
word
with definite
scends any desire to perpetuate himworked as do
Sweeney
where
meat
inin
expectation
There was no
self in office or any ambition for
formed circles that the opinion itself man.
any other office. The governor, he
of narcotics a
grains
hundred
One
yesLate
today.
might be announced
told, the women, intends to make
private badge of Michael J. War
a reality of his campaign slogan
terday the court adjourned over the the
marshal and a me
S.
U.
deputy
chief
mind
its
change
week-end. It could
"Work and Wages." He urged the
of the Massachusetts legislatur
women to follow "your distinguished
and meet In formal session today, her
Sweeney's pocket
in
found
an
were
that
sign
mentor." J. Joseph Hennessy, and to
but there has been no
bill designed t
a
of
sponsor
Ward,
advorecent
administration official's
traffic, reported th spread the seed of Democracy among
drug
illicit
curb
to
appealed
The younger people of the city to
cacy of such procedure
badge lost or stolen two months ag
e the new voters to register and
the tribunal. The official felt that It
Joseph McKinnon o
Captain
Police
Sata
on
decided
the gold cases were
department, said investiga to get them to vote.
Boston
the
closed,
exchanges
urday, after stock
Senator William F. McCarty of
more tion showed Sweeney was shot whil
It would give the government
that pone
he 8th senatorial district thanked
beyond
but
club,
the
at
deemed
time to talt.e any action
he women for the service they had
had little information. Questionin
necessary.
one him during the campaign last
nowhere.
led
Breen
of
is
decision
The question up for
the state police In all and declared that too many of
that
asking
In
government
whether the Roosevelt
Cur ce holders forgot their friends aftet
vestigate The shooting, Governor
acted within its rights in nullifying
state commis he campaign had closed.
Kirk,
G.
Paul
told
ley
estiwished th
the gold payment clause in an
Attorney General Paul Dever was
and stoner of public safety, he
mated $100,000,000,000 of public
determine if the Co. inable to come to Lowell, but he
to
officers
state
court
gamblin
private contracts. Should the
as represented by Arthur V. Suittmo club was operated as a
upset the administration and declare establishment. The governor also con an of Beaton, one of his closest
effect,
in
still
be
to
clause
gold
Paul
the
dends.
Mayor James J. Bruin,
ferred with Attorney General
per who had been invited, sent a
officials have calculated it would reteleDever on proposed legislation to
inspec
quire $169,000,000,000 of the present
gram explaining that he had been I
local and state police to
devalued currency to meet these ob- mit clubs.
detained in Boston on business and
night
ligations.
regretted that he could not attend
r.ot.a...r. a • • •
Mrs. Golds. Walters. a Boston at- I
•••
torney and one of the leaders of
the women's division of the campaign; Mrs. Margaret Parker, a
member of the governor's secretarial staff, and Mrs. Mary O'Riordan,
a member of the Democratic state
committee, were among the speakers.
The entertainment program consisted of Francis Hodges, piano selections; Bob Wood, songs; Helen
Hodge, tap dancing; Richard Wood,
songs; Edward Donohoe, songs; the
Honey Boy quartet, songs; Master
John Devlin, songs; Edward "Tip"
Handley. songs: Kathleen Aubrey.
songs; Bella Silva, tap dancing;
Madeline Boland, songs; Mary Dillon Doherty, songs: Walter Davis,
character pieces; Johnny Ball, piano solos and songs; Polly and
Jackie Brunelle, songs and dances.
accompanied by their mother, Mrs. ,
Blanche Brunelle; Manuel Diaz,
specialty dances and character
songs, accompanied by Miss Jean
Hanahan. The entertainment program was under the direction of
John F. Gleason.
The lieutenant governor was escorted to the hall by Dan O'Dea and
was greeted by Attorney Hennessy,
Joseph Queenan. one of the advisors of the club, and Mrs. McDermott.

GOLD RULING
DUE MONDAY

Supreme Court Ready to
Make Momentous Decision
on U. S. Currency
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Fro'
Curley
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-eatntor, or the
construction of a 17.1-mile highway
from Arlington to Lowell. The cost
of the project is $3,293,000 with
$369,000 for, damages
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"trious that the final prediction
'will not be more than ro-thirds
correct.

•

Governor Curley proclaims February 15 as grianish War Day and
urges everybody to celebrate it.
February is a brief month, but it
manages pretty well with significant
anniversaries. February 12 is Lincoln's birthday. The 22d is sacred
to George Washington. The lovelorn make a good deal of the 14th,
dedicated to St. Valentine, a bishop
of the early church who suffer
ed
martyrdom on that day in 270
A. D. under Claudius II. The connection of the date with lovemaking is said to depend on an ancient
theory that birds begin mating on
that day, rather than on any implication that St. Valentine himself
was in any way associated with the
arts of Cupid.
— .

North Henning
rium—Superintendent's
boost-.
dormitory,
nurses'
$21,000;
storehouse and addition to employees' dining room, $29,800.
State Infirmary, Tewksbury—
Building for male employees,
$75,000; building for female employees, $135,000; women's hospital, $600,000, reconstruction
and reconditioning of existing
Ii ospitals and dormitory buildings, $300,000, reconstruction of
steam and hot water systems,
including new engine, $120,000;
medical and surgical building-,
$100,000: filter beds, extension
and improvement, $25,000; barn,
200,000, extension to laundry

hl`kli'Yfins latlyffies

kmf.,

Governor Expects
Big Part ofProgyain
to Be Crafited
HIS fi9PEs 4174

Iteading-Wilmington, 34 miles,
to cast $200,000, damages $10,000; Lowell - Tewksbury 9.6 miles, to cost
S120,000,
damages
$15,000;
Tyngsboro - Dunstable - Pepperell, 9.2 miles, to cost $560,000,
damages $10,000.
In his list of grade crossineabolitions were the following:
Tewksbury, Wamesit, $110,000,
with land damages of $15,000;
BOSTON, Feb. 8
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ant Evidence
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After Court Judge Refuses The
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Seeks Reason
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ponce to be an employe of the
Cosmos club, was being questioned.
Breen, who police said earlier was
operator of the club, denied being
( proprietor.
Evidence that the shooting might
have taken place on the third floor
Of the building where the Cosmos
club is located was uncovered, police
asserted, by the discovery of what
they termed a fresh bullet hole in
The Sportsmen's club,
the wall.
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Oirley, in his
YV CIO ,
submitted to Washington, has
Included in the large highway
listed the following projects for
Projects which Governor James M.
Lowell and vicinity:
Curley has mapped out in his public
works program is one calling for the
North Reading State sanatoconstruction of a 17.1-mile highway
rium—Superintendent's house.
dormitory,
from Arlington to Lowell. The cost
nurses'
$21,000;
of the project is $3,293,000 with
storehouse and addition to em$369,000 for- damages.
ployees' dining room, $29,800.
State Infirmary, Tewksbury—
Building for male employees,
S75,000; building for female ems hosPloyees, $135,000; women'
uction
pital, 5600,000, reconstr
of existing
ioning
recondit
and
e
Press Clipping Servic
hospitals and dormitory build2 Park Square
ings, $3e0,000, reconstruction of
steam and hot water systems,
MASS.
BOSTON
nictitating new engine, $120,000;
medical and surgical building,
$200,000; titter beds, extension
1 and
COURIER-CITIZEN
improvement, $25,000; barn,
!S200,000, extension to laundry
Lowell, Mass.
lano a is
Reading-Wilmington, 3.1 miles,
In cast $100,000. damages $10,Lowell - Tewksbury 000;
"oils that the final prediction
mington, 9.6 miles, to cost
$15,000;
will not be more than ftwo-thirds
damages
$420,000,
correct.
Tyngsboro - Dunstable - Pepperell, 9.2 miles, to cost $560,000,
damages $10,000.
Governor Curley proclaims February 15 as glianish War Day and
In his list of grade crossine;
abolitions were the following:
urges everybody to celebrate it.
Tewksbury, Wamesit, $120,000,
February is a brief month, but it
with land damages of $15,009;
manages pretty well with significant
leading, Main street, to cost
anniversaries. February 12 is Lin595,000, with land damages of
coln's birthday. The 22d is sacred
ilmingt on. Middlesex
S1000
to George Washington. The love$90,000, with land
cost
to
street,
lorn make a good deal of the 14th,
s of $5000; Reading,
damage
dedicated to St. Valentine, a bishop
Willow street, to cost $100,000,
of the early church who suffered ,
with land damages of $10,000;
martyrdom on that day in 270
Wilmington, Grove street, to
A. D. under Claudius II. The concost $60,000; Woburn street, to
nection of the date with lovemakcost $60,000, land damages
ing is said to depend on an ancient
51000; concord street, to cost
theory that birds begin mating on
60,000, land damages $1000;
Main street, to cost $110.000,
that day, rather than on any imland damages $10,000; Littleplication that St. Valentine himself
ton, Gibson's, $60,000, land damwas in any way associated with the
ages $1000.•
arts of Cupid.
_
Water supply—Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen as
voidable(' in a recommendation
In the legislature In 1928, to
cost $6,500,000.
Merrimack river %.alley sewer,
as COnlailiell in a reeornmetulaI ion to the legislature in 1921,
510,000,000.
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They

include

abolition

ot

grade

crossings, extensive highway construction and repair, construction
and improvement of public institutions, development of water systems and improvement of harbors
and waterways
Under Curley's program the largest sum, $74.000,000 would go to
the Department of Public Works
for construction and repair of highways and bridges and elimination
of grade crossings, and an additional $9,338,000 for land damages.
That department also would receive
$12,900,000 for harbor and waterway work.
More than $60,000,000 would go
to the Metropolitan District commission for water projects, sewerage projects, parkways, reservations and parks.
Health Projects.
Public health projects include
$10,000,000 for a Merrimack river
valley sewer; $375,000 for South
Essex improvement; $2,542,000 for
a Salem and Beverly water supply;
$6,500,000 for a Lowell, Dracut,
Lawrence and Methuen water supharply, and $15,000,000 for Boston
bor improvement.
asked
The following amounts are
and
for improvements in rivers
harbors: Barnstable, $42,000; Chatham, $22,000; Chilmark and Gay
Head, $45,000; Deerfield, $1,000;
Edgartown, $5000; Fairhaven, $2000;
Falmouth, $40,000; Harwich, $8500;
$8000;
Oak Bluffs, $22,000; Orleans,
;
Tisbury, $50,000; Truro, $22,100
th,
Wareham, $37,000, and Yarmou
$1,0
Protected sea walls and similar
Improvements call for: West Fal;
mouth, $22,000; Dennis, $10,000
e
Pamet River, $75,000; Chicope
h
Dike and Riprap, $50,000; Harwic
d
Jetties, $10,000; Wellfleet Bulkhea
and Jetties, $100,000; Dennis Dredgth
ing and Jetties, $135,000; Yarmou
Jetties, $5000; Connecticut river
Sunderland Riprap, $5000, and Connecticut river South Hadley Wall,
$50,000.
The governor asked $363,900 for
improvements at the Massachusetts
a
state college, and $125,000 for
laboratory building at the Lowell
Textile school.
Cites Shortage.
Pointing to a shortage of 2139
beds, the governor asked large
allotments for state hospitals, including $985,000 for the Worcester
state hospital.
The governor listed under future.
projects construction of 537 miles
of highway, to cost $74,642,200 with
damages of $9,338,000, and elimination of grade crossings in many sectiona of the state. • The biggest
highway projects include a 17.1 mile
Arlington to Lowell project to cost
$2,393,000 with $369,000 damages;
29.3 miles, Concord to Westminster,
s;
$2,815,000 and $351,000 damage
22.4 miles, Brimfield to Springfield
via Monson, $2,700,000 and $50,000
damages; 31.4 miles, Lieicester to 1
Palmer., $1,850,000 and $100,000
damages; 6.6 miles. Lawrence-Methuen -Haverhill, $210,000 and $20.000 damages; 16.5 miles, Lakeville
to Fairhaven, $800,000 and $30,000
damages; 25.3 miles, Newburyport
Turnpike widening, $4,700,000 and
f,240,000 damages; 2 miles, MethuenLawrence widening, $40,000 and
$5000 damages; 3 miles, Fall RiverSomerset bride, $2,900,000 and $200,000 damages.
The most ambitious grade crossing elimination would be effected in
Framingham. with eight crossings,
at a cost of $6,355,000 and damages,
of $700,000. Other projects Include
Lincoln Square, Worcester, $3,000,000 and $1,000.000 damages; Gibson's crossing at Littleton, ¶1,000,000 and $100,000 damages, and lesser
, projects at. Bridge and First streets,
' West Springfield: Barber crossing,
Hope avenue, and Millbury street,
Worcestei, and reconstruction of
Lawrence,
at
bridges
railroad
Worcester, East Long-meadow and
Bourne.
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ity to govern the operation of aircraft. Authority over the state's
aircraft is now vested in the registrar, and under the bill would be
transferred to an unpaid commission. Petitioners cited 23 states
which have similar legislation, but
agreed to confer with Registrar
Goodwin to draft a more satisfactory bill.
The measure calling for immediate transfer of convicted killers
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c
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GRANT EXPLAINS it)tueshed
NEED FOR FuNDsAdebartah asmen

be put up for debate on
day.
Another bill under discussion by
the House, was one which would
ilirley's Secretary Tells Housi.force
the state commissioner of taxGovernor Work!ation to investigate property ailsessmenta made by local assessors
Mote Than PredecessorH upon
petition of five aggrieved taxPart of Additional $10,00( payers. Representative George E.
Tarbell opposed the proposal, askWould Be Used to Restor inthat it be amended to require
10 per cent of the real estate taxPay Cuts.
payers of a town as a requisite for
an inspection.
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (11))-1f the of Oppose Petition.
fice of Governor James M. Curle
The members voted 67 to 50
Is to cost $10,000 more per yeaagainst a petition of Representative
to conduct than did that of hi:Erickson, of Worcester, to have
predecessor, it is only because Cursubstituted for an adverse commitley works six days a week, whereaitee report a proposal that persons
the last governor worked one ancwho have reached the age of 70 be
a half, it was explained today byexempted from the payment of a
Richard D. Grant, Curley's secrepoll tax.
tary.
: The legislative committee on eduGrant
appeared
before.
th ation reported favorably on a bill
House ways and means committee a raise the compulsoiry school atwhich had expressed curiosity as t enciance age from 14 to 16 yeas.
why Curley's office expense ap t was read in the Senate, which
propriation was so much more tha ody referred it to the ways and
h that of Governor Joseph B. Elyei eans committee. The measure has
Sr who
preceded him.
Committe he support of the State Departmembers differed with Grant as trent of Education and the State
the amount of the increase in ex- ederation of Labor.
penditures represented in the ap- A paradise for deer hunters right
ce propriation sought, but Grant con- ere in Massachusetts was called
of tended that whatever the totalo the attention of Bay State nimda about $3000 represented restora-ocls when Governor James M. Cure signed a bill providing for
a.
W tions to salary cuts to employees"
pecial open season for deer on
CO Makes Inquiry.
rantucket island for one week in,
Albert F. bigelow, chairman ofinning next Monday.
to
wanted
know
committee,
er' the
'There are 400 to 500 of them
ou why five secretaries were neces-n the
island," Samuel A. York,
whereas
there
had
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butate commissioner of conservation
M'sary,
need
thattid in approving the measure,
four last year. "Do we
ap
Ind they are causing considerable
many ?'' he inquired.
co
mage to the crops."
off "Yes," replied Grant, "and
He Nantucket islanders have the
Hi probably need another one."
that the governor's activitymit assurance of the state's huntpe added
ad in seeking public works grants and,s that next week the damage will
a his announced program of co-ore all to the deers.
col dination and efficiency in state deEvery subscriber can profitably
pa partments made enlargment of the!ad
Courier-Citizen Classified Ads.
secretarial staff essential.
Also criticized by the committee
was the establishment of a division'
I of employment in the executive department.
Grant explained that
while the state already had an employment bureau, hundreds of persons chose to appeal to the governor for work, and that such a
division was necessary to conserve
I the governor's time.
Another item ohalla”,,,,,i v... ..,,
I
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aircraft is now vested in the registrar, and under the hill would be
transferred to an unpaid commisCOUR1ER-CITIZEN
sion. Petitioners cited 23 states
which have similar legislation, but
Lowell, Mass.
agreed to confer with Registrar
Goodwin to draft a more satisfactory bill.
The measure calling for immediate transfer of convicted killers
from county jails to the state prison was presented to the House and
pushed along under suspension of
the rules. The bill, which is aimed
directly at the Millen brothers and
Abraham Faber, now awaiting the
death sentence at the Dedham jail,
will be put up for debate on Monday.
Another bill under discussion by
nrley's Secretary Tells Hous the House, was one which would
force the state commissioner
Committee Governor Work ation to investigate propertofy taxasMore Than Predecessor— sessments made by local assessors
upon petition of five aggrieved taxPart of Additional $1.0,00 payers. Representative George E.
i nagrb I opposed the proposal, askWould Be Used to Restor T
at it be amended to require
that
Pay Cuts.
10 per cent of the real estate taxpayers of a town as a requisite for
an inspection.
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was the establishment of a division
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CURLEY PROPOSES
GREAT PROJECTS
Several Millions In Expenditures Involved In Local Projects Filed In
Governor's Program
Several Lawrence projects were Methuen and Lawrence, covering a
Included in the PWA program of stretch of two miles, to be
built at
Gov. James Curley, which has been a cost of $40,000 with land
damages
filed in Washington. The local pro- of $5,000, is also sought by
the
jects, all of which will greatly 1m- governor.
prove the city, involve the expenAnother major project for Lawditure of several million dollars.
rence is the securing of a new
Prnhably the outstanding pro- water supply. The project outlined
jest locally is the construction of in
the PWA program, as was
the
Lawrence - Methuen-Haverhill recommended by the legislature in
highway, covering a distance of 11.0 1928, will supply. Lowell, Dracut,
mile's. This highway, which has long Lawrence, and Methuen and will
been :narked RA a hazard to motor- cost $6,500,000.
lets and pedestrians, can be relm!it
The Merrimack river valley sewer
at a cost of $210.000, with land construction, as recommended
by
darna.gem of $20.000.
Serious,acci- the legislature in 1924, and calling
dents and fatalities have been numr for
an expenditure of $10,000,000
eroes upon this heavily traveled was also sought. This project will
thoroughfare. Less than one week solve the sewerage problem for the
ago two prominent residents of the entire Merrimack Valley.
Pleasant Valley section were killed' Under the section calling for the
While walking along _Ibis ,highway, construction of railroad bridges, the
while a third escaped with serious governor seeks the building of an
Injury.
underpass
in
be
to
Lawrence
Widening of a highway between erected at a cost of $25,000.
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1 TRIBUNE TOPICS 11
i1
Warmer with snow, changing to sleet, to
rain, then back to snow and colder. Nothing monotonous in that variety although
there should have been a little sunshine
thrown in for good measure.
"Posterity" is defined as a nebulous
group of citizens who will try to balance
our 1935 budget at some unknown date.
Mr. Morgan decided to sell six pictures
from his collection for something like a
million and a half. Nothing like having a
little spending money on hand for a rainy
day.
Do you remember those days when
King Tut colors dominated wearing apparel? Group them altogether and you
will get some idea of what the tailors want
to give the well dressed man this summer.
If Governor Cu y secures federal appropriations for all the Massachusetts projects that are outlined we may come fairly
near striking a balance between state payments to the national treasury and receipts.
The Governor is not bashful about asking
fir what he wants.
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MOTHER ITEIDS FOR
KAMINSKI'S LIFE
BOSTON, Feb 8 GM---WhIle extluordinary precautions were taken tonight at the state prison death house
to prevent the escape of Alexander
killer and
Kaminski, 24-year-old
jailbreaker sentenced to die the week
of Feb. 11, his mother pleaded with
the governor for compassion and the
commutation of sentence.
At the same time two relatives
hitch-hiked from Connecticut to see
young Kaminski for an hour each,
and then hitch-hiked back.
The two hitch-hikers were the first
visitors to see him since he was taken
to the death hoase last night—his
second trip to that grim building.
Two weeks ago when Governor James
M. Curley granted a 30-day reprieve,
the killer breathed easier as he was
taken back to the main prison building from the death house. Since
then the governor refused clemency
to the killer of a Springfield jail
guard.
The visitors
were
Alexander's
brother, Walter, of New Britain,
Conn., and his brother-in-law, Fred
Papola of Meriden, Conn. Prison authorities
rmitted each to see the
killer for an hour, but only one visitor was allowed at a time.
In a leper directed at Governor
Curley's heart, Mrs. Rose Kaminski
orriftltd for commutation, declaring:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will not give up None.
Everyone has told me that you will
not listen but I refuse to believe
them because I know that you, a
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present time
and your great heart can find comoftgion for me, a humble woman and
mother."
Walter Kamtnski said his brother
"still has hope§ of a reprieve."
^
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ity to govern the operation of aircraft. Authority over the state's
aircraft is now vested in the registrar, and under the bill would be
t ransferred to an unpaid commission. Petitioners cited 23 states
which have similar legislation, but
agreed to confer with Registrar
Goodwin to draft a more satisfactory bill.
The measure calling for immediate transfer of convicted killers
from county jails to the state prison was presented to the House and
pushed along under suspension of
the rules. The bill, which is aimed
directly at the Millen brothers and
Abraham Faber, now awaiting the
death sentence at the Dedham jail,
particular car, admitting will be put up for debate on Monhere were persons who would pre- day.
fer he ride in a low-priced vehicle.
Another bill under discussion by
Ely Again Figures.
the House, was one which would
Former-Governor Ely's name fig- force the state commissioner of taxtired again today .when Governor ation to investigate property asCurley himself, on his return from sessments made by local assessors
Washington, said Ely would serve upon petition of five aggrieved taxintil 1936 as a member of the na- payers. Representative George E.
.ional Democratic committee. He fat-bell opposed the proposal, ask:hrust slightly at his predecessor ing that it be amended to require
Yith the remark, "I assume he 10 per cent of the real estate tax;hould tender his resignation shortly payers of a town as a requisite for
t he is going to be an independent an inspection.
-.andidate for president.' Ely has Oppose Petition.
been spoken of as a presidential
The members voted 67 to 50
possibility,
against a petition of Representative
During the day, it was disclosed Erickson, of Worcester, to have
by the governor that he was per- substituted for an adverse commitsonally responsible for a change an- tee report a proposal that per-sons
nounced in civir service rules, re- who have reached the age of 70 be
ducing the educational requirement exempted from the payment of a
for motor vehicle examiners from poll tax.
The legislative committee on eduhigh school to grammar school
cation reported favorably on a bill
training
"I never went through any day to raise the compulsoiry school at'ugh school myself,” he commented. tendance age from 14 to 16 yeas.
''I don't think it takes a proli.7.;sor- It was read in the Senate, which
ship to be an examiner." "In fact," body referred it to the ways and
he added with a chuckle, "I am not means committee. The measure has
the support of the State DepartAO sure a professor would be able
ment of Education and the State
tr do a good job.'
A staunch Curley supporter, Jos- Federation of Labor.
A paradise for deer hunters right
'
,ph A. t.,angone, outspoken Boston
here in Massachusetts was called
eenator, started a single-handed tour
to the attention of Bay State nimof the state's penal institutions torods when Governor James M. Curday. Visiting the Lyman school at
ley signed a bill providing for a
Westborough, he reported he dis- special
open season for deer on
covered that inmates were wearing
Nantucket island for one week oeshoes too large for them, and ex- ginning
next Monday.
ercising on a gymnasium floor with"There are 40 to 500 of them
out shoes.
on the island," Samuel A. York,
Makes Appearance,
state commissioner of conservation
Frank A. Goodwin made his first said in approving
the measure,
appearance before a legislative • and they are causing
considerable
committee since his return to the damage to the crops."
office of registrar of motor vehicles.
Nantucket islanders have the
His mission was a success for he tacit
assurance of the state's huntpersuaded the committee on state era that next week the
damage will
administration to forego action on be all to the deers.
a bill to establish an aeronautical
commission in the Public Works deEvery subscriber can profitably
partment which would have author- read Courier-Citizen
Classified Ads.
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CURLEY PROPOSES
GREAT PROJECTS
Several Millions In Expenditures Involved In Local Projects Filed In
Governor's Program
Several Lawrence projects
were, Methuen and Lawrence, covering a
Included in the PWA program of stretch of two miles, to be
built at
Gov. James Curley, which has been a cost of $40,000 with land
damages
filed in Washington. The local pro- of $5,000, is also sought by
the
jects, all of which will greatly fin- governor,
prove the city, Involve the expenAnother major project for Lawditure of several million dollars.
rence is the securing of a new
Probably the outstanding pro- water supply. The project outlined
jgat locally is the construction
of in
the PWA program, as was
tilt
Lawrence- Methuen-Haverhill recommended by the legislature in
a
covering
distance of 8.4 1928, will supply. Lowell, Dracut,
'highway,
miles: Thie highway, which has long Lawrence. and Methuen and will
been :narked as a hazard to motor- cost $6,500,000.
Ws and pedestrians, can be rebuilt
The Merrimack river valley sewer
at a cost of $210,000, with land construction, as recommended
by
darpagem of 820.000.
Serious.Acct- the legislature in 1924, and calling
denta and fatalities have been num, for
an expenditure of $10,000,000
eror,s upon this heavily traveled was also sought. This project will
thoroughfare. Less than one week solve the sewerage problem for the
ago two prominent residents of the entire Merrimack Valley.
Pleasant Valley section were killed' Under the section calling for the
while walking along .this. highway. construction of railroad bridges, the
while a third escaped with serious governor seeks the building of an
injury,
in
underpass
to
Lawrence
be
Widening of a highway between erected at a
of $27,,n00,

TRIBUNE
Lawrence, Mass.

..
tes to that enu., v.. .....
tion co
tr , it impedes the search. Howe\ er, the
gal friternity may see some great and
useful s gnificance in this sort of thing.
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Warmer with snow, changing to sleet, to
rain, then back to snow and colder. Nothing monotonous in that variety although
there should have been a little sunshine
thrown in for good measure.
"Posterity" is defined as a nebulous
group of citizens who will try to balance
our 1935 budget at some unknown date.
Mr. Morgan decided to sell six pictures
from his collection for something like a
million and a half. Nothing like having a
little spending money on hand for a rainy
day.
Do you remember those days when
King Tut colors dominated wearing apparel? Group them altogether and you
will get some idea of what the tailors want.
to give the well dressed man this summer.
If Governor Culgy secures federal appropriations for all the Massachusetts projects that are outlined we may come fairly
near striking a balance between state payments to the national treasury and receipts.
The Governor is not bashful about asking
for what he wants.

•
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MOTHMEFDS FOR
KAMINSKI'S LIFE
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (IP)—While extraordinary precautions were taken tonight at the state prison death house
to prevent the escape of Alexander
killer and
Kaminski, 24-year-old
jailbreaker sentenced to die the week
of Feb. 17, his mother pleaded with
the governor for compassion and the
commutation of sentence.
At the same time two relatives
hitch-hiked from Connecticut to see
young Kaminski for an hour each,
and then hitch-hiked back.
The two hitch-hikers were the first
visitors to see him since he was taken
to the death house last night—his
second trip to that grim building.
Two weeks ago when Governor James
M. Curley granted a 30-day reprieve,
the killer breathed easier as he was
taken back to the main prison building from the death house. Since
then the governor refused clemency
to the killer of a Springfield jail
guard.
The visitors
were
Alexander's
brother, Walter, of New Britain.
Conn., and his brother-in-law, Frei
Papola of Meriden, Conn. Prison authorities
_rmitted each to see the
killer for an hour, but only one visitor was allowed at a time.
In a letter directed at Governor
Curley's heart, Mrs. Rose Kaminski
17fEtTed for commutation, declaring:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die. I will not give up hcoe.
Everyone has told me that you will
not listen but I refuse to believe
them because I know that you,
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present time
and your great heart can find com'Fission for me, a humble woman and
mother."
Walter Kaninski said his brother
"still has hope of a reprieve."
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GRANT EXPLAINS
NEED FOR FUND
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CURLEY PROPOSES
GREAT PROJECTS
Several Millions In Expenditures Involved In Local Projects Filed In
Governor's Program
Several Lawrence projects
were Mci.imen and Lawrence, covering
included in the PWA program of stretch of two miles, to be built at
Gov. James Curley, which has been a cost of $40,000 with land damages
filed in Washington. The local pro- of $5,000, is also sought by
the
jects, all of which will greatly lm- governor.
prove the city, involve the erpenAnother major project for Lawditure of several million dollars.
rence is the securing of a new
Probably the outstanding pro- water supply. The project outlined
jest locally is the construction
of In
the PWA program, as was
the
Lawrence- Methuen-Haverhill recommended by the legislature in
btgliws.y, covering a distance of 8•8 1928, will supply • Lowell, Dracut,
miles: This highway, which has long Lawrence, and Methuen and will
been marked as a hazard to motor- cost $6,500,000.
late and pedestrians, can be rebuilt
The Merrimack river valley sewer
at a cost of 2210,000, with land construction, as recommended
by
damages of $20.000.
Serious,acci- the legislature in 1924, and calling
dents and fatalities have been norm- for
an expenditure of $10,000,000
erous upon this heavily traveled was also sought. This project will
thoroughfare. Less than one week solve the sewerage problem for the
ago two prominent residents of the entire Merrimack Valley.
Pleasant Valley section were killedie Under the section calling for the
while walking along this ,highway, construction of railroad bridges, the
while a third escaped with serious governor seeks the building of an
injury,
underpass in
be
Lawrence
to
Widening of a highway between erected at a cost of $25,000.
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tion c. • •utes to that elm, 0... .—..
tr , it impedes the search. Howeill'ON,,the
gal frstgternity may see some great and
nificance in this sort of thing.
useful

TRIBUNE TONGS I
Warmer with snow, changing to sleet, to
rain, then back to snow and colder. Nothing monotonous in that variety although
there should have been a little sunshine
thrown in for good measure.
"Posterity" is defined as a nebulous
group of citizens who will try to balance
our 1935 budget at some unknown date.
Mr. Morgan decided to sell six pictures
from his collection for something like a
million and a half. Nothing like having a
little spending money on hand for a rainy
day.
Do you remember those days when
King Tut colors dominated wearing apparel? Group them altogether and you
will get some idea of what the tailors want
to give the well dressed man this summer.
If Governor Ctle„yr. secures federal appropriations for all the Massachusetts projects that are outlined we may come fairly
near striking ft balance between state payments to the national treasury and receipts.
The Governor is not bashful about asking
for what he wants.
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MOTIITRTAk FOR
KAMINSKI'S LIFE
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (R)—While extraordinary precautions were taken tonight at the state prison death house
to prevent the escape of Alexander
killer and
Kaminski, 24-year-old
jahbreaker seatenced to die the week
of Feb. 17, his mother pleaded with
the governor for compassion and the
commutation of sentence.
At the same time two relatives
hitch-hiked from Connecticut to see
young Kaminski for an hour each,
and then hitch-hiked back.
The two hitch-hikers were the first
visitors to see him since he was taken
to the death house last night—his
second trip to that grim building.
Two weeks ago when Governor James
M. Curley granted a 30-day teprieve,
the killer breathed easier as he was
taken back to the main prison building from the death house. Since
then the governor refused clemency
to the killer of a Springfield jail
guard.
The visitors
were
Alexander's
brother, Walter, of New Britain,
Conn., and his brother-in-law. Fred
Papola of Meriden, Conn. Prison authorities
_rtnitted each to see the
killer for an hour, but only one visitor was allowed at a time.
In a leper directed at Governor
Curley's heart„ Mrs. Rose Kaminski
mewed for commutation. declaring:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will not give up hole.
Everyone has told me that you will
not listen but I refuse to believe
them because I know that you, a
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present time
and your great heart can find comlagion for me, a humble woman and
mother."
Walter Kamtnski said his brother
"still has hopeE of a reprieve."
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10 Millions For Big STATE SLEUTHS
Trunk Line Sewer INVESTIGATING
/ On Curley Program ) SWEENEY CASE
legislators yards of figures
BOSTON R.—Gov. James M. Curley gave the
to ponder on over the week-end.
expenditure of $230,000,000 on
lie announced details of his plans for the
considerable part" of the
public works piojects and expressed the belief that "a
government..
program would be approved by the federal
The Governor said the state's debt
had jumped from $9,000,000 at the .
time former governor Ely took office,1
to $40,000,000 when his own administration took charge.
A national lottery, an increase of
currency, reduction of interest rates
on government securities and the taxing of hitherto tax exempt securities
were the methods by which he would
finance the federal relief program.
The plans were submitted at Washington yesterday and announced by
the Governor last night. Curley said
they would meet the public works con' struction requirements for the next
• 25 years.
Abolition of grade crossing, extensive highway construction and repair, construction and improvement of
public institutions and improvement,
of harbors and waterways were but a
few of the governor's proposals.
Under the Curtey program, $74,000,000 would go to the department of
public works for construction and repair of highways and elimination of
grade crossings. An additional $9,338,000 would go for land damages.
And another $12,900,000 for harbor
and water way work.
Public health projects include $10.000,000 for a Merrimack river valley
sewer; $375,000 for South Essex sewage improvement; $2,542,000 for a Salem and Beverly water supply; $6,500.300 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen water supply, and
$15,000,000 for Boston harbor improvements.
The military department would
come in for $200.000 for a new armory
at Worcester, and $75,000 for an addition to the Springfield armory.
Massachusetts State college would
get $363,900 for improvements and
$125.000 would go for a laboratory
building at the Lowell Textile schcol.
The Governor pointed out a shortage of beds in state hospitals and
asked for $985,000 for the Worcester
state hospital, as well as smaller sums
for other institutions.

Langone Makes Visits.
to State Institutions
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HAVERHILL AREA IS
SCHEDULED FOR
BIG PROJECTS
( Special to The Gazette)
STATE HOUSE, Boston—Among
Gov. James M. Curley's PWA projects submitted to Washington and
released last night by the chief executive were the following:
Highways: Newburyport Turnpike (widening) 25.3 miles at a
cost of $4,700,060 with land damages of $240,000.
Haverhill by-pass, 4 miles. to
cost $320,000 with $50,000 land
damages.
6.6 miles, Lawrence-MethuenHaverhill, $210,000 and $20,000
damages.
leading the list of grade crossing abolitions was State Street,
Newbury, at a cost of $340,000
with damages of $10,000.
Rosemont
street,
Haverhill,
grade crossing, was on the list at
a cost of $75,000 with $5000
damages.
(C)

Go_v_mor Assigns Force to
Solving South End
Night Club Murder
BOSTON itri —Massachusetts state
detectives, working under orders of
Gov. James M. Curley, today began
their own investigation of the slaying
of Joseph P. Sweeney, former convict
of many aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the state police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
Boston police commissioner.
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of state
detectives, took personal charge of the
case and assigned seven associates to
aid him.
Sweeney died in City hospital 3'esterday el a bullet wound in the chest
and two severe bruises on the head.
He was brought to the hospital by
David "Bean--2" Breen, operator of the
Costno club, a South End establishment where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
and the private badge of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal and
a member cf the Massachusetts Legislature, were found in Sweeney's pockets. Ward, sponsor of a bill designed
to curb illicit drug traffic, reported the
badge lost or stolen two months ago.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon, of
the Bostcn department, said investigation showed Sweeney was shot while
at the club, but, beyond that police
had little information. Questioning
of Breen led nowhere.
In asking that the state police investigate the shcoting, Governor Curley told Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner o; public safety, he wished the
state officers to determine if the Cosmo club was operated as a gambling
1
The Governor also
establishment.
conferred with Atty. Gen. Paul A. Delegislation to permit
proposed
ver on
Iccal and state police to inspect night
clubs.
.7. V II ir•

Joseph A. Langone, the muchheard-from senator from Boston, has
kept his promise to the joint committee on public welfare that he will visit
state institutions and see conditions
first hand.
Yesterday, he stopped in at the Lyman school at Westboro and the Worcester State hospital.
The senator had nothing but praise
for the administration of the Worcester institution, but the Lyman school
—that was another story,
Langone inspected kitchens and refrigerators, then joined Representative
Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge, who
accompanied him, in a protest that
the shoes the boys were wearing fitted in few Instances and that the
swimming pool be closed until protruding rails fixed.
Langone and Dillon demanded that
Superintendent Charles A. Keeler refit the boys with other shoes.
Their next stop is not known—
they are making surprise visits over
the week-end.

House Committee
Gets Curley's Reasons

•

The members of the House ways
and means committee found out why
it is costing $10.000 more per year to
conduct the office of the Governor
than it did during the last year of
the Ely administration.
Richard D. Grant. secretary to the
Governor, told the committee it was
because Curley works six days a week
Whereas the last governor worked one
and a half.
And about that. $5000 automobile,
which the committee thought was a
bit high.
Grant Just explained the Governor
wanted that particular type of car.
When the cemmittee suggested that
former-Governor Ely managed with a
$3850 car, Grant simply admitted
there were persons who would prefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question of
secreta ries.
The committee asked why five were
needed when few sufficed last year—
And the ever ready Mr. Grant answered: "We'll probably need another
one..,
And that was that.
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AY
Attacked

High Court, However,
May Act To-Day.
Rebuttal to Defence
•
WASHINGTON, Feb. 9.
— (AP)
dder Not Made From —The long suspense
over the gold
clause casel, appeared to be
m Bruno's Attic---Mrs. end to-day as all surface near an
lions led observers to beli
eve the
indbergh Occupy Places Supreme cour
t probably woul
nounce its decision Monday d an.
Contribute to Effort to The regular
Saturday conference
of the justices this afternoo
n in a
basement room at the
capitol was
watched closely in the
hope that
also expected to be a rebu
Chief Justice Hughes mig
ttal witht emerge
ness.
with definite word of a deci
sion date.
Both Mrs. Lindbergh and
There was no expectation
Mrs. Morin inrow listened with interest
to the tech- formed circles that the opinion itsel
f
nical testimony of the Stat
e's closing might be announced to-day. Late
evidence.
yesterday the court adjo
urned over
Trooper Lewis Bornma
nn of the the week-end. It coul
d change its
New Jersey State poli
ce, and the mind
and meet in formal session
Arthur Koehler of
toMadison, Wis.,
e first two wit- day but there has been no sign that
nesses of the day, cal •
refute the an administration official's recent
Hauptmann lunibermen w
claimed advocacy of such procedur
e appealed
to the tribunal. The official
felt that
if the gold cases were deci
ded
Saturday, after stock exch on a
anges
closed, it would give the gov
ernment
more time to take any acti
on deemed
necessary.
The question up for deci
sion is
whether the Roosevelt gov
ernment
acted within its rights in
nullifying
the gold payment clause
in an estimated $100,000,000,000 of
public and
private contracts. Should
the court
upset the administration and
declare
the gold clause to be still
in effect,
officials have calculated
in would require $169,000,000,000 of
the devalued
currency to meet these
obligations.
--------CONTINUE PRACTICE.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 9.—
The sim
plitied practice recommen
dations, es
tablishing the qualities
and widths
for elastic shoe goring,
have
dered continued, accordin been or
g to an
nouncement Iron the
division o
simplified practices of
the bureau o
standards. This simplifa
cation programme became effectiv
e in NovemSTATE HOUSE, BOSTON,
ber,
1929
,
and was reaffirmed in 1931
Feb.
9.—Expenditure of $9,025,140,
with
an additional outlay of $802,000 for
hind damages, is provided in
the
State-wide P. W. A. projects pro..
gramme, so far as it deals
with
the southeastern part of the State
and the islands off the coast, whic
h
Gov. Curley submitted to federal P.
W. A. authorities at Wasitlington,
Thursday, details of which he mad
e
public here to-day.

Curley Suggests
P. W. A. Projects
Expenditure of $9,827,140 for
State-Wide
Projects Is Asked of Washingt
on---Much Is
for River and Harbor Work
, Also Highways
and Grade Crossing Elim
ination---All Included in 25-Year Plan.

Kasef, Missin
May Be En R

A great deal of this total for
that section of the State is
for
river and harbor work, but high
ways and grade,-crossing elim
inations share heavily. Soni
c of
the projects are for immedi
ate
work and others are labeled
"future projects," but all are incl
uded in the 25-year pro
gramme
which the governor proposes
to
(Continued ou Next
BILL UML SKI AGN
S.
BOSTON, Fe
9.
P)—Bill Urba nski became
e
ond member ot
the Boston Br, ye
aseball cliib roster to return
gned contract for
the 1935 seasoi , ()Bowing
by one day
the acceptance of term
s by Wally
Berger.
I e

Police Are Checking
.cent Sailings From
---Mrs. Kasef K

The 'theory that David Kasef,
39,
missing Brockton automobile
dealer, is now on the high seas
aboard
a liner headed for Palestine alas
followed to-day by the police,
who
received information during
the
nig-lit which tended to give
them
such a conviction.
--Kasef, it is said, has relative
s
In Palestine who have been urging him and his family to mov
e
there and join in the "new
prosperity" which has come
to the
land during the past two year
s.
Special Officers Erving and Wais
t
conferred with Dist.-Atty.
Dewin
Lhis forenoon to ask assistan
ce of hi
office In checking all outgoing
oceat
liners from Boston and
New Yor
since last Tuesday. The
y also in
formed the county prosecut
or tha
Mrs. Eva Kasef, wife of the
missin
man, has the books of the
Dependable
Motors Co., of w1-0.cli her hus
band is
treasurer, and refuses to turn
them
(Continued on Next Page.)
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10 Millions For Big STATE SLEUTHS
Trunk Line Sewer INVESTIGATING
On Curley Program ) SWEENEY CASE
11—Gov. James M. Curley gave the legislators yards of figures
BOSTON ,
to ponder on over the week=end.
of $230,000,000 on
Ile announced details of his plans for the expenditure
considerable part" of the
public works projects and expressed the belief that "a
government.
program would be approved by the federal
The Governor said the state's debt!
had jumped from $9,000,000 at the ,
time former Rovernor Ely took office,
to $40,000,000 when his on administration took charge.
A national lottery, an increase of
currency, reduction of interest rates
on government securities and the taxing of hitherto tax exempt securities
were the methods by which he would
finance the federal relief program.
The plans were submitted at Washington yesterday and announced by
the Governor last night. Curley said
they would meet the public works construction requirements for the next
25 years.
Abolition of grade crossing, extensive highway construction and repair, construction and improvement of
public Institutions and improvement
of harbors and waterways were but a
few of the governor's proposals.
Under the Cuiley program, $74,000,000 would go to the department of
public works for construction and rePair of highways and elimination of
grade crossings. An additional $9,338,000 would go for land damages.
And another $12,900,000 for harbor
and water way work.
Public health projects include $10.000,000 for a Merrimack river valley
sewer; $375,000 for South Essex sewage improvement; $2,542,000 for a Salem and Beverly water supply; $6,500.000 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen water supply, and
$15,000,000 for Boston harbor improvements.
The military department would
come in for $200,000 for a new armory
at Worcester, and $75,000 for an addition to the Springfield armory.
Massachusetts State college would
get $363,900 for improvements and
$125,000 would go for a laboratory
building at the Lowell Textile schcol.
The Governor pointed out a shortage of beds in state hospitals and
asked for $985,000 for the Worcester
state hospital, as well as smaller sums
for other institutions.

Langone Makes Visits
to State Institutions
Jcxsepli A. Langone, the muchheard-from senator from Boston, has
kept his promise to the joint committee on public welfare that he will visit
state institutions and see conditions
first hand.
Yesterday, he stopped in at the Lyman school at Westboro and the Worcester State hospital.
The senator had nothing but praise
for the administration of the Worcester institution, but the Lyman school
—that was another story.
Langone inspected kitchens and refrigerators, then joined Representative.
Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge, who
accompanied him, in a protest that
the shoes the boys were wearing fitted in few instances and that the
swimming pool be closed until protruding nails fixed.
Langone and Dillon demanded that
Superintendent Charles A. Keeler refit the boys with other shoes.
Their next stop is not known—
they are making surprise visits over
the week-end.

House Committee
Gets Curley's Reasons
The members of the House ways
and means committee found out why
it is costing $10,000 more per year to
conduct the office of the Governor
than it did during the last year of
the Ely administration.
Richard D. Grant, secretary to the
Governor, told the committee it was
because Curley works six days g week
whereas the last governor worked one
and a half.
And about that $5000 automobile.
which the committee thought was a
bit high.
Grant just explained the Governor
wanted that particular type of car.
When the committee suggested that
former-Governor Ely managed with a
$3850 car. Grant simply admitted
there were persons who would prefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question of
secretaries.
The committee asked why five were
needed when four sufficed last year—
And the ever ready Mr. Grant answered: "We'll probably need another
one."
And that was that.
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Go2mor Assigns Force to
Solving South End
Night Club Murder
BOSTON (4')—Massachusetts state
detectives, working under orders of
Gov. James M. Curley, today began
their own investigation of the slaying
of Joseph P. Sweeney, former convict
of many aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the state police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
Boston police commissiontr.
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of state
detectives, took personal charge of the
case and assigned seven associates to
aid him.
Sweeney died in City hospital yesterday a a bullet wound in the chest
and two severe bruises on the head.
He was brought to the hospital by
David "Beano" Breen, operator of the
Cosmo club, a South End establishment where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
land the private badge of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal and
a member of the Massachusetts Legislature, were found in Sweeney's pockets. Ward, sponsor of a bill designed
to curb illicit drug traffic, reported the
badge lost or stolen two months ago.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon. of
the Boston department, said investigation showed Sweeney was shot while
at the club, but beyond that police
had little information. Questioning
of Breen led nowhere.
. In asking that the state police investigate the shooting, Governor Curley told Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner of public safety, he wished the
state officers to determine if the Cosmo club was operated as a gambling
establishment.
The Governor also
conferred with Atty. Gen. Paul A. Dever on proposed legislation to permit
kcal and state police to inspect night
clubs.

.......,
HAVERHILL AREA IS
SCHEDULED FOR
BIG PROJECTS
( Special to The Gazette)
STATE HOUSE, Boston—Among
Gov. James M. Curley's PWA projects submitted to Washington and
released last night by the chief executive were the following:
Highways: Newburyport Turnpike (widening) 25.3 miles at a
cost of $4,700,000 with tan,' damages of $240,000.
Haverhill by-pass, 4 miles, to
cost $320,000 with $50,000 land
damages.
6.6 miles, Lawrence-MethuenHaverhill, $210,000 and $20,000
damages.
Heading the list of grade crossing abolitions was State Street,
Newbury, at a cost of $340,000
with damages of $10,000.
Rosemont
street,
Haverhill,
grade crossing, was on the list at
a cost of $75,000 with $5000
damages.
(C)
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Not the Same
Because the federal Depa
rtment of Justice has achieved
a notable success in
running down notoriou
s criminals, states
and cities appear
to think that by imitating the framework
of the federal bureau it. will be possible
to accomplish as good
work in a smaller way.
Governor Curley in his
inaugural message rec
ommenITIrte formation
of a state Department
of Justice, with a nucleus
furnished by the detective
branch of the State
Police transferred from
the Department of Public Safety for that
purpose. Now the Com
mercial Crime Commission
of the city of New Yor
k
proposes to organize a
co-operative Department
of Justice.
This municipal depa
rtment would, it is said,
need no legislation to
enable its organization but
merely the sanction
of the officials conc
erned.
The "official board"
would comprise repr
esen
tatives of the attorney
general, the mayor and
the
courts. A second "unof
ficial board" would consist of representatives
of the bar and civic
organizations, with an asso
ciate editor from ever
y
newspaper. The duties
of the two boards woul
d
be advisory rather
than administrative.
No doubt states, and
sometimes cities, could
profit by the adoption
of some of the meth
ods .
of the federal Depa
rtment of Justice modi
fied
to
meet their needs. But
the conditions unde
r I
which the federal
government operates are
so
different that what
is workable for
one
would not be for the
others. Much of the
success of the federal bure
au is due to the care
with
which the personnel is
selected. Politics no
doubt permeates this
department as it does other federal bureaus, but
the unfit have no plac
e
there when the selectio
n of the active field
force
is concerned.
It is doubtful if it
would be practicable
to f.
raise a state Depa
rtment of Justice to
the
C:.
efficiency of the federal
by placing an elective
officer at its head and
with the subordinate
legal
lights largely chosen
for their political
services.
The standards for the
detective branch of
the
State Police, excellent
as they are, could be
raised, but not by tran
sferring it to a bran
ch of
the state government
regarded as highly polit
ical.

I
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P. W. A. PROJECTS
ON AND VICINITYlp
m Page One.)
Yarmouth, Bass river jetty repel( s, K
$15,000; Parker river shore, $2000;
South Yarmouth
bathing beach, —
jetty, $1400.
Breakwater Projects.
The following are included in a list
of projects for breakwaters and other
forms of shore protection, "necessary
or at least desirable," with estimated
costs:
Hull seawall, $720,000; West Falmouth breakwater, $22,000; Waquoit
breakwater, $11,000; Dennis shore jetties, $10,000; Hull Gun rock breakwater, $15,000; Duxbury Beach wall,
$25,000; Head of Pamet river, Truro,
bulkhead, $75,0000; Nauset Bluffs riprap, $15,000; Harwich jetties, $10,000;
Wellfleet bulkhead and jetties, $100,000; Sesta harbor, Dennis, dredgiing
and jetties, $135,000; Yarmouth jetties, $5000; Warren's cove riprap, Plymouth, $5000.
Following are some of the projects
in Boston harbor that are proposed:
Weymouth Fore river, $42,000, to
improve by dredging. In conjunction
with the federal project for dredging
a channel 300 feet wide and 27 feet
deep in the Weymauth Fore river below the Fore River bridge at Quincy
point, the State and local interests
have agreed to dredge a channel of
the same depth and of suitable width
for a distance of 2500 feet above the
Fore River bridge, at this estimated
cost.
Riprap Pemberton sea wall in Hull.
$9240. Under authority of a State
act, a length of sea wall of about 2400
feet was built here. The wall is in good
condition but it should have additional riprap protection along its front.
Town river, Quincy. dredging,
$631.400. In 1927, the public works
department reported to the legislature on proposed improvements
empts to defraud.
in this river, with an estimated
cost of $262.000. This project was
later revised to provide a chanPrince Teaches Engl
ish.
nel 125 feet in width and 25 feet
WATERLOO, Mich.—
(UP
) — No
in depth at mean low water and
urje Dawa, a princ
e in his nati
a basin 600 by 600 feet and 23
•bet, living with
Dr. Walter Koel
feet in depth at an estimated cost
a University of
Michigan scienti.
as given.
here, is teaching
one of his fella
countrymen the Engl
Highway Projects.
ish language b
Following are the highway projects, mail, In his long-distance
experi
ment of correspo
ndence
with the length in miles given first. prince
writes to Perma-education th
Nand, one
the cost of highway construction sec- four Tibetans
who accompanied o
p
ond, and estimated damages, third. Koelz on a trip thro
ugh
The key letters mean, R. study andt Tibet. Prince Dawa is
report made; SU, survey under way: good teacher for he recen evidently
tly receive
SC, survey complete; PU, plans a letter from Perma
Nand, part o
under way; PP, plans plotted; PC. which was in clear
legible Englis
plans and estimates completed. Total He has been instructin
g his comrad
number of miles proposed Is 537 in since arrival here
last May.
the whole State. Here are the southeastern projects in the programme:
SU, Orleans to Provincetown, 25.4.
$750,000. 25.000; Bourne, north of
canal, 3. $200,000. $20,000; Plymouth
to Middleboro. 16, $700,000, $50.00;
Lakeville to Fairhaven, 16.5, $800.000.
$30,000; Acushnet-Rochester-Marion,
urn
8, $350.000. $20,000; Sandwich (Mashpee). 1.8, $50,000; PC, Bourne (Falmouth approach,) 1.3. $100,000, $1000;
Barnstable, north. 1.3. $45.000, $1000;
Marshfield-Duxbury. 6.7. $400,000, $40.000; Hingham route 128. 1.4. $85.000.
$3000
Only two projects for reconstruction of railroad bridges are included
in that general programme, as follows; Braintree. Washington street,
$100,000, $15,t00; and Bourne. Taylor's bridge, $30.000. $2000.
Railroad grade-crossings included
the following in that section of the
State, with estimated cost of construction given first and land damages second.
PC, Quincy, Water street, $355.
000;
PP, Weymouth, Main street, $120.000.
$10,000; Mansfield, North Main stree
t,
$200.000, $20.000; Mansfield. Chau
ncy street, $400,000, $100.000; Mans
field, Central and
West streets
$200,000. $5000; Mansfield, School
street, $50,000, $5000; Mansfiel
d. Elm
stebet, $70,000. $15.000; E'reint
rc,c,
Union street, $150,000, $25,000; Brai
ntree, kam street, $400.000,
$200.000;
Bridgewater, Broad street, $400.000.
$200,000.
777.
AltW II
Ibis forenoon to ask assistance of hi
office in checking all outgoing oceai
liners from Boston and New Yor
since last Tuesday. They also in
formed the county prosecutor (ha
Mrs. Eva Kasef, wife of the missin
man, has the books of the Dependab
le
Motors Co , of which her husband
is
treasurer, and refuses to turn them

SELL YOUR OLD GOLD
AND
SILVER

(Continued on Next Page.)
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10 Millions For Big STATE SLEUTHS
Trunk Line Sewer INVESTIGATING
SWEENEY CASE
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HAVERHILL AREA IS
SCHEDULED FOR
BIG PROJECTS
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Langone Makes Visits
to State Institutions

Joseph A. Langone, the much
on, has
heard-from senator from Bost
itkept his promise to the joint comm
will visit
tee on public welfare that he
conditions
state institutions and see
first hand.
LyYesterday, he stopped in at the
Worman school at Westboro and the
cester State hospital.
praise
The senator had nothing but
Worcesfor the administration of the
n school
ter institution, but the Lyma
—that was another story.
reLangone inspected kitchens and
tive.
frigerators, then joined Representa who
e,
ridg
Thomas P. Dillon of Camb
that
accompanied him, in a protest fiting
the shoes the boys were wear
the
ted in few instances and that
proswimming pool be closed until
truding nails fixed.
that
Langone and Dillon demanded
r reSuperintendent Charles A. Keele
fit the boys with other shoes.
n—
Their next stop is not, know
over
they are making surprise visits
the week-end.

House Committee
Gets Curley's Reasons

ways
The members of the House
why
and means committee found out
year to
it is costing $10,000 more per
Governor
conduct the office of the
year of
than it did during the last
the Ely administration.
the
Richard D. Grant, secretary to
was
Governor, told the committee it
week
a
because Curley works six days
one
whereas the last governor worked
and a half.
.
And about that, $5000 automobilea
was
which the committee thought
bit high.
Grant just explained the Governor
car.
wanted that particular type of
When the committee suggested that
a
former-Governer Ely managed with
ted
$3850 car, Grant simply admit r
prefe
there were persons who would
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
of
And there was the question
secretaries.
The committee asked why five were
—
needed when fcur sufficed last year
And the ever ready Mr. Grant anser
wered: "We'll probably need anoth
one.And that was that.
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• CURLEY NI
MURDER P4

NEWS
Quincy, Mass.

BOSTON, Feb. 9.—(AP)—Massachusetts State detectives, working
under orders of Gov. James M. Curley, to-d:y began their own investigation of the slaying of Joseph P.
Sweeney, former convict of many
aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the State police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
governor's order was associated with
(Continued on Page Ten)
1161_
bli
while at the club, but beyond that
police had little information. Questioning of Breen led nowhere.
In asking that the State police investigate the shooting, Gov. Curley
= told Paul G. Kirk, State commissioner of public safety, he wished the
State officers to determine if the
Cosmo Club was operated as a gambling establishment.
The • governor
also conferred with Atty.-Gen. Paul
A. Dever on proposed legislation to
permit local and State police to inspect night clubs.

National Lottery
Suggested by Curley
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Feb. 9—
In order that the states, cities and
towns I the country should be
given outright grants of funds for
the construction of public works
projects, under the $4,000,000,000
program of the national administration, the government would do well
It it provided the funds through a
national lottery or the elimination
in toto of tax exempt securities,
Governor James M. Curley declared yesterday.
The governor expressed his opinion when asked what was the reaction et' officials of the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration
wl'en he proposed that Washington
pay the entire bill for the $230,000,000 state public wcrks program
which he has drafted and presented
to them.

YVL•c.
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State Police Step In
On Sweeney Inquiry.
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'Eight Millions Asked
To Be Expended On
Improvements Here
Water, Sewer, And Highway Work Included In List
---Elimination Of Grade Crossings Urged—
Would Dredge Towp River To 25 Feet.
BY ARTHUR W. WOODMAN
News Staff Correspondent
State House, Boston,—Provisions
for public improvements in the harbor of Boston, a program for high
service pipe lines in the Metropolitan District Commission and relief
for the South Metropolitan Sewerage system are made in the PWA
program presented Washington offiHighways
cials by Governor James M. CurBoston. Canterbury St. Ext.
to Milton 1.5 mt.
$ 624,000 ley.
Boston-Milton (Hyde
Improvement of the drive along
Park) 2.8 ml
383,000
the Quincy Shore. and construction
Boston-Milton-Canton-Dedham-Westwood 2.7 mi. .... 875,000 of roads, with provisions for elimQuincy-Milton 5.4 mi.
760,000 inating grade
crossings, are also in"
Quincy. Sea St. & Southern
Artery Circle
40,000 eluded in the local program.
Hingham, Route 128 1.4 ml.
85,000
Recommendations are also made
Railroad Grade Crossings
Town River, as urgQuincy, Water St.
355,000 for dredging in
Weymouth, Main St.
120,000 ed by State and local authorities.
Braintree, Union St.
150,000
Part of Huge Program
Brrintree. Elm St.
400,000
Local projects are a part or the
Reconstruction of Railroad Bridges
Braintree. Washington St.
100,000 $230,522 590 program for relief wort
Projects in Boston Harbor
throughout the state, presented by
Repair Pemberton sea wall.
Hull
9,240 Governor James M. Curley when in
Improvements by Dredging
Washington this past week.
Weymouth Fore River
42,000
Should the present program preTown River, Quincy
631.400
Breakwaters
sented by the Governor be accepted
Hull sea wall
720,000 In Washington, no direct contribuHull Gun Rock breakwater
15.000
tions would be made by local muniMetropolitan District Commission
Water Projects
cipalities to meet the Federal grant.
Completion of high service pipe
Governor Curley has openly stated
lines for Dorchester, Milton
and Quincy
650,000 the position of Massachusetts cities
Parkways, Reservations and Corks
and towns as having "reached the
Extension of parkway and imlimit of their borrowing capacity and
provements at. Nantasket Beach.
Hull (not including land
so cannot assume any further share
damages)
1 100.000 of employment program costs."
Widening Quincy Shore Dr.
During the last two years Massaand shore protection
1 100,000
chusetts communities have contribuTotal
$8,259,640 ted $125,000,000 as their share of Federal aid projects and cannot tap new
source:, of revenue now that old sources of revenue have become dry.
In his program, Governor Chirrey
'plans Construction of 537 miles of
highway at a cost of $74,642,000 with
land takings valued at $9,338,000.
Water Projects
An expenditure of $650,000 for
completion of the high service pipe
lines for Roston, Milton and District
is included in the 942,100,000 program planned in the Metropolitan
District Commission for water projects.
In the South Metropolitan Sewerage system, the District Commission
has recommended that the Governor
seek $438,000 for a relief sewer at
the Charles River. This sum would
be in addition to the $562,000 asked
for the same purpose by the state
department of Public Health. The
Charles River Relief Sewer was
sought in 1932 when the state department introduced a bill in the legislature for such a sewer.
For the purpose of widening the
Quincy Shore Drive and providing
shore protection in Quincy, the Metropolitan District division of Parkways, reservations and parks, has
recommended expenditures totalling
$1,000,000. Road extensions and improvements in the Blue Hills reservation would be completed at a total
of $250,000. Construction of a bath
house and parking space, with a district reservation on the Old Colony
Parkway is included in the program
at a cost of $175,000.
New Highway Proposed
Construction of a highway 5.4
miles In length from Washington
St., in Quincy near the Fore River
Bridge to Reedsdale Rd., and Quarry St., in Milton, 40 feet wide, costing $760,000 for construction is before the Federal authorities for approval. Land damages for the new
highway would amount to $650,000.
At Elta St., and the Southern Art.
ry in Quincy, Governor Curley
would construct a traMc circle5 at a

Quincy Projects
Urged By Governor
In PWA Program
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25 years.
Abolition of grade crossing, exretensive highway construction and
of
pair, construction and improvement
t
public institutions and improvemen
of harbors and waterways were but a
few of the governor's proposals.
Under the Ctutey program, $74,000,of
000 would go to the department
public works for construction and reof
pair of highways and elimination
grade crossings. An additional $9,338,000 would go for land damages.
And another $12,900,000 for harbor
and water way work.
Public health projects include $10,000,000 for a Merrimack river valley
sewer; $375,000 for South Essex sewage improvement; $2,542,000 for a Salem and Beverly water supply; $6,500.000 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen water supply, and
$15,000,000 for Boston harbor improvements.
The military department would
come in for $200,000 for a new armory
at Worcester, and $75,000 for an addition to the Springfield armory.
Massachusetts State college would
get $363,900 for improvements and
$125.000 would go for a laboratory
building at the Lowell Textile school.
The Governor pointed out a shortage of beds in state hospitals and
asked for $985,000 for the Worcester
state hospital, as well as smaller sums
for other institutions.

HAVERHILL AREA IS
SCHEDULED FOR
BIG PROJECTS
( Special to The Gazette)
STATE HOUSE, Boston—Among
Gov. James M. Curley's PWA projects submitted to Washington and
released last night by the chief executive were the following:
Highways: Newburyport Turnpike (widening) 25.3 miles at a
cost of $4,700,000 with larkl damages of $240,000.
Haverhill by-pass, 4 miles. to
cost $320,000 with $50,000 land
damages.
6.6 miles, Lawrence-MethuenHaverhill, $210,000 and $20,000
damages.
!leading the list of grade crossing abolitions was State Street,
Newbury, at a cost of $340,000
with damages of $10,000.
Ha cerhill,
street,
Rosemont
grade crossing, was on the list at
a cost of $75,000 with $5000
(C)
damages.

GoIsmor Assigns Force to
Solving South End
Night Club Murder
BOSTON liP)—Massac husetts state
derectives, working under orders of
Gov. James M. Curley, today began
their own investigation of the slaying
of Joseph P. Sweeney, former convict
of many aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the state police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
Boston police commissioner.
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of state
detectives, took personal charge of the
case and assigned seven associates to
aid him.
Sweeney died in City hospital yes- '
terday of a bullet wound in the chest j
and two severe bruises on the head,1
He was brought to the hospital by
David "Beano" Breen, operator of the
Cosmo club, a South End establishment where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
and the private badge of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal and
a member c,f the Massachusetts Legislature, were found in Sweeney's pockets. Ward, sponsor of a bill designed
to curb illicit drug traffic, reported the
badge lost or stolen two months ago.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon, of
the Boston department, said investigation showed Sweeney was shot while
at the club, but beyond that police
had little information. Questioning
of Breen led nowhere.
• In asking that the state police investigate the shooting, Governor Cursley told Paul G. Kirk, state commi
sioner oi public safety, he wished the
state officers to determine if the Cosng
mo club was operated as a gambli
The Governor also
establishment.
Deconferred with Atty. Gen. Paul A.
ver on proposed legislation to permit
local and state police to inspect night
clubs.
.r

Langone Makes Visits
to State Institutions
Joseph A. Langone, the muchheard-from senator from Boston, has
kept his promise to the joint committee on public welfare that he will visit
state institutions and see conditions
first hand.
Yesterday, he stopped in at the LyL.
man school at Westboro and the Worcester State hospital.
The senator had nothing but praise
for the administration of the Worcester institution, but the Lyman school
—that was another story.
Langone inspected kitchens and refrigerators, then joined Representative.
Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge, who
accompanied him, in a protest that
the shoes the boys were wearing fitted in few instances and that the
swimming pool be closed until protruding nails fixed.
Langone and Dillon demanded that
Superintendent Charles A. Keeler refit the boys with other shoes.
Their next stop is not known—
they are making surprise visits over
the week-end.

House Committee
Gets Curley's Reasons
The members of the House ways
and means committee found out why
it is costing $10,000 more per year to
conduct the office of the Governor
than it did during the last year of
the Ely administration.
Richard D. Grant, secretary to the
Governor, told the committee it was
because Curley works six days a week
whereas the last governor worked one
and a half.
And about that. $5000 automobile,
which the committee thought was a
bit high.
Grant just explained the Governor
wanted that particular type of car.
When the committee suggested that
former-Governor Ely managed with a
$3850 car, Grant simply admitted
there were persons who would pfefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question of
secretaries.
The committee asked why five were
needed when (cur sufficed last year—
And the ever ready Mr. Grant answered: "We'll probably need another
one."
And that was that.
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Boston police commissioner.
'kilted "
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of State
detectives, took personal charge of
the case and assigned seven associates to aid him.
Sweeney died in City Hospital yesterday of a bullet wound in the chest
and two severe bruises on the head.
He was brought to the hospital by
David "Beano" Breen, operator of the
Cosmo Club, a South End establishment where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
and the private badge of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal
and a member of the Massachusetts
legislature were found in Sweeney's
pockets. Ward, sponsor of . bill de'signed to curb the illicit drug traffic,
reported the badge lost or stolen two
months ago.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon of
BY ARTHUR W. WOODMAN
the Boston department said investiNews Staff Correspondent
gation showed Sweeney was shot
while at the club, but beyond that
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HAVERHILL AREA IS
SCHEDULED FOR
BIG PROJECTS
( Special to The Gazette)
STATE HOUSE, Boston-Among
Gov. James M. Curley's PWA projects submitted to Washington and
released last night by the chief executive were the following:
Highways: Newburyport Turnpike (widening) 25.3 miles at a
cost of $4,700,060 with lam] damages of $240,000.
Haverhill by-pass, 4 miles. to
cost $320,000 with $50,000 land
damages.
6.6 miles. Lawrence-MethuenHaverhill, $210,000 and $20,000
damages.
Heading the list of grade crossing abolitions was State Street,
Newbury, at a cost of $340,000
with damages of $10,000.
Haverhill,
street,
Rosemont
grade crossing, was on the list at
a cost of $75,000 with $5000
(C)
damages.

igone Makes Visits
State Institutions
seph A. Langone, the muchd-from senator from Boston, has
his promise to the joint commit)fl public welfare that he will visit
institutions and see conditions
hand,
esterday, he stopped in at the Ly, school at Westboro and the Worn. State hospital.
he senator had nothing but praise
the administration of the Worces
institution, but the Lyman school
list was another story.
angone inspected kitchens and reerators, then joined Representative.
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smpanied him, in a protest that
shoes the boys were wearing fitin few instances and that the
laming pool bs closed until proling nails fixed.
angone and Dillon demanded that
lerintendent Charles A. Keeler rethe boys with other shoes.
'heir next stop is not knowny are making surprise visits over
week-end.
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Go.Leaor Assigns Force to
Solving South End
"
Night

-K-S
toe nistory
has inpolice
state
the
force
the
of
vestigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
Boston police commissioner.
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of state
detectives, took personal charge of the
case and assigned seven associates to

otate Police Step In
On Sweeney Inquiry.

BIG" QUINa"

BOSTON, Feb. 9.-(AP)-Massachusetts State detectives, working
under orders of Gov. James M. Curley, to-day began their own investigation of the slaying of Joseph P.
Sweeney, former convict of many
aliases.
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aid him.
Sweeney died in City hospital yesterday of a bullet wound in the chest
and two severe bruises on the head.
He was brought to the hospital by
David "Beano" Breen, operator of the
Cosmo club, a South End establishment where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
and the private badge of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal and
a member of the Massachusetts Legislature, were found in Sweeney's pocked
ets. Ward, sponsor of a bill design
to curb illicit drug traffic, reported the
badge lost or stolen two months ago.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon, of
the Bostcn department, said investi
while
gation showed Sweeney was shot
police
at the club, but beyond that oning
had little information. Questi
of Breen led nowhere.
in. In asking that the state police
vestigate the shooting, Governor Curcommisley told Paul G. Kirk, state
the
sioner oi public safety, he wished Costhe
state officers to determine if gambling
mo club was operated as a
The Governor also
establishment.
Deconferred with Atty. Gen. Paul A
permit
ver on proposed legislation to t night
lccal and state police to inspec
clubs.

It was the first time in the history
of the force the State police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
governor's order was associated with
(Continued on Page Ten)
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club, but'
while at the
police had little information. Questioning of Breen led nowhere.
In asking that the State police investigate the shooting, Gov. Curley
= told Paul G. Kirk, State commissioner of public safety, he wished the
State officers to determine if the
Cosmo Club was operated as a gamThe governor
bling establishment.
also conferred with Atty.-Gen. Paul
A. Dever on proposed legislation to
permit local and State police to inspect night clubs.
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National Lottery
Suggested by Curley
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Feb. 9In order that the states, cities and
towns .f the country should be
given outright grants of funds for
the construction of public works
projects, under the $4,000,000,000
program of the national administration, the government would do well
if it provided the funds through a
national lottery or the elimination
in toto of tax exempt securities,
Governor James M. Curley declared yesterday.
The governor expressed his opinion when asked what was the reaction of officials of the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration
when he proposed that Washington
pay the entire bill for the $230,000,000 state public works program
which he has drafted and presented
to them.
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Eight,Millions Asked
To Be Expended On
improvements Here
Water, Sewer, And Highway Work Included In List
-Elimination Of Grade Crossings UrgedWould Dredge Toni River To 25 Feet.
BY ARTHUR W. WOODMAN
News Staff Correspondent
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$8,259,640 ted $125,000,000 as their share of FedTotal
new
eral aid projects arid cannot tap
soursources of revenue now that old
ces of revenue have become dry.
CurreyIn his program, Governor
miles of
plans construction of 537
,000 with
highway at a cost of $74,642
land takings valued at $9,338,000.
Water Projects
00 for
An expenditure of $650,0
servirc pipe:
completion of the high
District
lines for Bsston, Milton and
,000 proIs included in the $42,100
Metropolitan
gram planned in the
proDistrict Commission for water
jects.
SewerIn the South Metropolitan ssion
Commi
age system, the District
Governor
has recommended that the
sewer at
seel: $438,000 for a relief
would
the Charles River. This sum
00 asked
be in addition to the $562,0
the state
for the same purpose by
. The
department of Public Health
Sewer was
Relief
River
s
Charle
state desought in 1932 when the
the legpartment introduced a bill in
!Mature for such a sewer.
ng the
For the purpose of wideni
ing
Quincy Shore Drive and provid
Metshore protection in Quincy, the
Parkropolitan District division of
has
ways, reservations and parks,
ng
recommended expenditures totalli
im$1,000,000. Road extensions and
reserprovements in the Blue Hills
total
vation would be completed at a
bath
of $250,000. Construction of a
dishouse arid parking space, with a
Colony
trict reservation on the Old
n1
Parkway is included in the progra
at a cost of $175,000.
New Highway Promised
Construction of a highway 5.4
miles in length from Washington
St., lii Quincy near the Fore River
Bridge to Fteedadale Rd., and Quarcostry St., in Milton, 40 feet wide,
ing $760,000 for sonstruction is before the Federal authorities for approval. Land damages for the Tie,/
highway would amount to $850,000.
At Sea St., and the Southern Artery In Quincy, Governor Curley

Quincy Projects
Urged By Governor
In PWA Progra

ver."1.4 ntstse4,11r.1.

raffle. M.N.'''.
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10 Millions For Big STATE SLEUTHS
Trunk Line Sewer INVESTIGATING
SWEENEY CASE
m
a
r
g
o
r
P
ey
rl
Cu
/ On
gns Force to
yards of figures
Curley gave the legislators
01',—Gov. James M.
week -end.
expenditure of $230,000,000 on
to ponder on over the
s of his plans for the
the
He announced detail expressed the belief that "a considerable part" of
and
government.
public works projects
al
feder
the
by
ved
appro
program would be
the state's debt
The Governor said
0.000 at the
$9,00
had jumped from
Ely took office, )
nor
gover
r
forme
time
to $40,000,000 wheistration t
A natid
currency,
on goven
log of b
tirithr:TTM
were the
finance
rhill, Mass.
Have
'St Wash
The pl..
by
d
unce
anno
and
ington yesterday
Curley said
the Governor last night.
works conc
publi
the
meet
they would
the next
struction requirements for
• 25 years.
exAbolition of grade crossing, reand
tensive highway construction
ent of
pair, construction and improvem
ovement
public institutions and impr but a
of harbors and waterways were
sals.
few of the governor's propo $74,000,( Special to The Gazette)
Under the Cuitey program,
STATE HOUSE, Boston—Among
tment of
000 would go to the depar
Gov. James M. Curley's PwA projand republic works for construction
ects submitted to Washington and
nation of
elimi
and
ays
highw
of
pair
$9,released last night by the chief exgrade crossings. An additional ges.
dama
ecutive were the following:
338,000 would go for land
harbor
Highways: Newburyport TurnAnd another $12,900,000 for
pike (widening) 25.3 miles at a
and water way work.
cost of $4,700,060 with larel damPublic health projects include $10.-y
valle
ages of $240,000.
000,000 for a Merrimack river sewEssex
Haverhill by-pass, 4 miles. to
sewer; $375,000 for South
a Sacost $320,000 with $30,000 land
age improvement; $2,542,000 for $6,y;
damages.
lem and Beverly water suppl
Law6.6 miles, Lawrence-Methuen 500.000 for a Lowell, Dracut, and
y,
suppl
Haverhill, $210,000 and $20,000
rence and Methuen water
r imdamages.
$15,000,000 for Boston harbo
Heading the list of grade crossprovements.
would
ing abolitions was State Street.
The military department
ry
armo
Newbury, at a cost of $340,000
come in for $200,000 for a new
an adwith damages of $10,000.
at Worcester, and $75,000 for
y.
armor
Haverhill,
street,
Rosemont
dition to the Springfield
would
e
colleg
grade crossing, was on the list at
Massachusetts State
ts and
a cost of $73,000 with $5000
get $363,900 for improvemen
atory
(C)
damages,
$125.000 would go for a labor
school.
building at the Lowell Textile
The Governor pointed out a short
and
age of beds in state hospitals
ster
asked for $985,000 for the Worce
sums
state hospital, as well as smaller
for other institutions.
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HAVERHILL AREA IS
SCHEDULED FOR
BIG PROJECTS

Langone Makes Visits
to State Institutions

Joseph A. Langone, the much
n, has
heard-from senator from Bosto itkept his promise to the joint comm
visit
tee on public welfare that he will tions
state institutions and see condi
first hand.
LyYesterday, he stopped in at the
Worman school at Westboro and the
cester State hospital.
e
The senator had nothing but prais
sfor the administration of the Worce l
ter institution, but the Lyman schoo
—that was another story.
reLangone inspected kitchens and
tive.
frigerators, then joined Representa who
Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge,
that
accompanied him, in a protest
fitthe shoes the boys were wearing
the
ted in few instances and that
swimming pool 1” closed until protruding nails fixed.
that
Langone and Dillon demanded
r reSuperintendent Charles A. Keele
fit the boys with other shoes.
n—
Their next, stop is not, know
over
they are making surprise visits
the week -end.

House Committee
Gets Curley's Reasons
The members of the House ways
why
and means committee found out
to
It is costing $10,000 more per year
Governor
conduct the office of the
of
than It did during the last year
the Ely administration.
the
Richard D. Grant, secretary to
was
Governor, told the committee it
s. week
because Curley works six days
one
whereas the last governor worked
and a half.
,
And about that $5000 automobile
a
which the committee thought was
bit high.
nor
Grant just explained the Gover
wanted that particular type of car.
that
When the eemmittee suggested
a
former-Governor Ely managed with
ted
$3850 car, Grant simply admit
r
there were persons who would prefe
to ride in a low-priced N
And there was the question of
secretaries.
The committee asked why five were
—
needed when four sufficed last year
And the ever ready Mr. Grant anser
wered: "We'll probably need anoth
) one."
And that

WR3

that.

GoIsaor Assi
Solving South End
Night ch.'.

in 'toe rastory
inof the force the state police has
vestigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
Boston police commissioner.
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of state
detectives, took personal charge of the
case and assigned seven associates to

aid him.
Sweeney died in City hospital yesterday of a bullet wound in the chest
and two severe bruises on the head.
He was brought to the hospital by
David "Beano" Breen, operator of the
Cosmo club, a South End establishment where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
el J.
and the private badge of Micha
and
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal
a member el the Massachusetts Legis
pocklature, were found in Sweeney's
ned
ets. Ward, sponsor of a bill desig
the
to curb illicit drug traffic, reported
badge lost or stolen two months ago.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon, of
tithe Bostcn department, said inves
while
gation showed Sweeney was shot
police
at the club, but beyond that
ioning
had little information. Quest
of Breen led nowhere.
e in. In asking that the state polic
Curvestigate the shooting, Governor iscomm
ley told Paul G. Kirk, state
d the
sioner of public safety, he wishe Costhe
state officers to determine if
gambling
mo club was operated as a
The Governor also
establishment.
A Deconferred with Atty. Gen. Paul permit
to
ver on proposed legislation
ct night
kcal and state police to inspe
clubs,
-
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HAPPENINGS
ON

BEACON HILL
Times)
(Special to the
n, February 9—
BoSTo
,
House
State
jsity. returned to
Gov. James M.tc
on
—frOrn Washingt
Beacon Hill todaystate
officials, who
with a group of f of his $230,000,000
aupeared in behal
PWA program.
• * * *
and the House
The State Senate held session to- ,
of Representatives
hour. ,
d less than one
day that laste
ts were the '
Outstanding developmen
number of unfareading of a large st numerous pevorable reports again were heard be- i
titions and bills that
earlier in the week. I1
fore committees
• * •
of the day in I
The only roll call Legislature took
either branch of the
e today upon the
place in the Senat
g. Congress in
lizin
emora
s
resolution
industry and
e
textil
the
of
f
behal
cotton processing
against the present
from its protax and seeking relief
s were defeat- II
visions. The resolution
the plea of Sen- il
ed 15 to 15, despitean of Lawrence.
Meeh
P.
s
Jame
1 ator
* • • •
Essex counThe roll call found the
Senate divided.
ty delegation in the of Lynn voted
Senator Albert Coles, while Senator
against the resolutionof Rowley, and
Cornelius F. Haley of Salem, voted
Senator Albert Pierce an. Senator
Meeh
Senator
with
of Haverhill
Charles A. P. MeAree
t.
absen
was
• • • •
tive Thomas
The bill of RepreSenta which would ;
J. Lane of Lawrence, Essex county ;
have authorized the
borrowed I
commissioners, to have house in
money for a district court
of the rest'
Lawrence at the expenseted unfavorof the county, was repor
committee on;
ably today by the
le report was '
vorab
unf.a
The
ies.
count
Frank L. I
signed by Representative
who represents1
Floyd of Manchester,memb
er of the
this county as a
ttee.
commi
joint
• • •.
was read in
An unfavorable report the petition
the Senate today upon y of Holyoke,1
of Senator Frank Hurle
lature to estabwho asked the Legistic
relations and
domes
of
court
a
lish
s.
via ,1
s and dutie
define its power
• • • •
1
,
s
eviaffair
legal
on
e
mitte
The ,:iom
sen- ,
the
that
think
not
did
iently
st Roger 1
;ence of expulsion again
Court of
Williams by the General y in 1635
Wassachusetts Bay Colon legislation
hould be revoked, because
referred to)eeking revocation was
on in the
lay to the next annual sessi
louse of Representatives.
1
11
.

1

1

Maine Has Its Troubles, Too.
A movement is afoot in Maine as well as in
Massachusetts to abolish the exspor's coun
any
is
there
that
ar
cil; but it does not appe
greater chance of its success there than in Massachusetts. In fact, it is probable that there is
more likelihood of a change here than in Maine,
for there are indications that a Republican legislature here is not as dependable,as in some
years. With the narrow majority possessed by
the party, a few weak sisters can swing the balance the wrong way. Not that we believe the
council will be abolished in Massachusetts. Fortunately the people have the final word in the
matter.
The Lewiston Journal comments on the Maine
movement in the following:—
"Many a time and oft has an effort been made
by ambitious reformers (a reformer being anybody who wishes to change old-customs and
methods) to abolish the Executive Council of
Maine.
"It has not succeeded. It will be difficult to
do so in this Legislature. It is a basic element
of Maine Constitutional Government, a part of
the Constitution of Maine. It will require twothirds vote and a referendum.
"We are sick and tired of these gentry who
want to kick Constitutional Government around.
The Founders of Maine believed also in representative government. They elected Legislators
who chose their servants of whom the Executive Council were a part.
"We have emasculated that old sturdy method
of government sufficiently. We removed legislative election of U. S. senators from affairs and
we have not improved the quality, thereby. We
have introduced primary elections and popular
voting and we have lost ground in so doing.
"In our opinion the Executive Council does
bother sonic departments by looking into their
affairs. The chief trouble with the council is
its habit of asking questions. We believe it can
be proved to have saved millions of dollars for
the State. We think it may be shown to be a
.good investment. Now and then it has a tiff
with a governor, but nobody is harmed. This is.
a world of give and take, compromise and cooperation.
"God forbid that we should ever have a Governor's Council elected by popular vote. That
would be a calamity.
"Stop kicking Constitutions round—for at
least one decade. This suggested change is not
even good politics for either party."
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BOSTON, Feb. 9.—(AP)—Massachusetts State detectives, working
under orders of Gov. James M. Curley, to-day began their own investigation of the slaying of Joseph P.
Sweeney, former convict of many
aliases.

4

State Polic
On Sweeney Inquiry.

It was the first time in the history
of the force the State police has investigated such a crime committed
within Boston's boundaries and the
governor's order was associated with
(Continued on Page Ten)

IL

.
ilk
while at the club, but beyond that
police had little information. Questioning of Breen led nowhere.
In asking that the State police investigate the shooting, Gov. Curley
.-----. told Paul G. Kirk, State commissioner of public safety, he wished the
State officers to determine if the
Cosmo Club was operated as a gambling establishment.
The • governor
also conferred with Atty.-Gen. Paul
A. Dever on proposed legislation to
permit local and State police to inspect night clubs.

I

National Lottery
Suggested by Curley
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Feb. 9—
In order that the states, cities and
towns f the country should be
given outright grants of funds for
the construction of public works
projects, under the $4,000,000,000
program of the national administration, the government would do well
If it provided the funds through a
national lottery or the elimination
in toto of tax exempt securities,
Governor James M. Curley declared yesterday.
The governor expressed his opinion when asked what was the re3 action of officials of the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration
when he proposed that Washington
1 pay the entire bill for the $230,000,
000 state public works program
which he has drafted and presented
to them.

•

ed
rro Be Expencted On
improvements Here

Water, Sewer, And Highway Work Included In List
—Elimination Of Grade Crossings Urged—
Would Dredge Towp River To 25 Feet.
4,

Quincy Projects
Urged By Governor
In PWA Program
Highways
Boston. Canterbury St. Est,
to Milton 1.3 mt.
$ 624,000
Boston-Milton (Hyde
Park) 2.8 ml
383,000
Boston-Milton-Canton-Dedham-Westwood 2.7 mi.
873,000
Quincy-Milton 5.4 ml
780,000
Quincy. Sea St. & Southern
Artery Circle
40.000
Hingham. Route 128 1.4 mi.
83,000
Railroad Grade Crossings
Quincy. Water St.
355.000
Weymouth, Main St.
Braintree, Union St.
Brrintree, Elm St.
4
501100
7001
0°0
Reconstruction of Railroad Bridges
Braintree, Washington St.
100,000
Projects in Boston Harbor
Repair Pemberton sea wall.
Hull
9,240
Improvements by Dredging
Weymouth Fore River
42,000
Town River, Quincy
63
7201:400
000
Breakwaters
Hull sea wall
Hull Gun Rock breakwater
13,000
Metropolitan District Commission
Water Projects
Completion of high service pipe
lines for Dorchester. Milton

and Quincy

00,000

Parkways. Reservations and Parks
Mrtension of parkway and I illprovementa at Nstntasket Beach,
Hull (not including land
damages)
Widening Quincy Shore Dr.
and shore protection
Total

1 100.000
1100,000
$8,259,640

BY ARTHUR W. WOODMAN
News Staff Correspondent
State House. Boston,—Provisions
for public improvements in the harbor of Boston, a program for high
service pipe lines in the Metropolitan District Commission and relief
for the South Metropolitan Sewerage system are made in the PWA
program presented Washington officials by Governor James M. Curley.
Improvement of the drive along
the Quincy Shore. and construction
of roads, with provisions for eliminating grade crossings, are also inchided in the local program.
Recommendations are also made
for dredging in Town River, as mge
ed by State and local authorities.
Part of Huge Program
Local projects are a part of the
$250,522.590 program for relief work
throughout the state, presented by
Governor James M. Curley when in
Washington this past week.
Should the present program presented by the Governor be accepted
In Washington, no direct contributions would be made by local municipalities to meet the Federal grant.
Governor Curley has openly stated
the position of Massachusetts cities
and towns as having "reached the
limit of their borrowing capacii,y and
so cannot assume any further share
of employment program costs."
During the last two years Massachusetts communities have contributed $125,000,000 as their share of Federal aid projects and cannot tap new
source/.., of revenue now that old sources of revenue have become dry.
In his program. Governer Currey.plans construction of 537 miles of
highway at a cost of $74.642,000 with
land takings valued at $9,338,000.
Water Projects
for
An expenditure of
completion of the high service pipe
lines for 11:ston. Milton and District
is included in the $42,100,000 pro•
gram planned in the Metropolitan
District Commission for water projects.
In the South Metropolitan Sewerage system, the District Commission
has recommended that the Governor
see!: $438,000 for a relief sewer at
the Charles River. This sum would
he in addition to the $562,000 asked
for she same purpose by the state
department of Public Health. The
Charles River Relief Sewer was
sought in 1932 when the state department introduced a bill in the leg-.
!stature for such a sewer.
For the purpose of widening the
Quincy Shore Drive and providing
shore protection in Quincy. the Metropolitan District division of Parkways, reservations and parks, has
reconamended expenditures totalling
$1,000,000. Road extensions and improvements in the Blue Hills reservation would be completed at a total
of $250,000. Construction of a bath
house and parking apace, with a district reservation on the Old Colony
Parkway is included in the prograni
at a cost of $175,000.
New Highway Proposed
Construction of a highway 3.4
miles in length from Washington
St., in Quincy near the Fore River
Bridge to Reedsdale Rd., and Quarry St., in Milton, 40 feet wide, costing $760,000 for construction is before the Federal authorities for approval. Land damages for the neW
highway would amount to $650,000.
At Sea St., and the Southern Artery in Quincy, Governor Curley
would construct a traffic circle, at a

$650,000

\/

•
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ASTS TAUNTON
FOR EXTENSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS
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S
H
O
R
E
$9,0

00,000 FOR
LOCAL PROGRAM

Seeking a =rant of A230,522,590
'
from the al.Stia.000.000
work relief
' measure pending before
Congress. ,f
Governor Curley has pre
pared a List ;.•
of public works projects
totaling
that amount and taking,
care of the
building needs of the
Commonwealth for the next 25
years. There
plan would benefit practica
lly ev- tis
ery city and town in the
)0,
State.
6,'.
Taunton is directly mentio
ned for of
$1.323,500, of which 51.
193.000 Is en,
alfor work at the Taunton Sta
te Hosna.
pital, under the Depart
QUE`CY
ment of )nd
Highway Fore River
Mental Disease,and $130.0
00 is for Old
Bri
dge
toMilton
Sea Street-Sou
the eihnination of the gra
$760,000
thern Artery Cutoff
de cross- 00
ina Elimination South
ing on County ',civet.
40,000
Qui
ncy
Grale Crossing
be Dredging Town
355,000
Riv
It is Governor Curley's
er
iv(
plan to
Dredging Weymouth
have all projects approved
631,400
Fore
by the Ia i High
. Federal government, fin
Service Water Pip River
42,000
Of
anced enes
to
Quincy and Milton
tirely by Federal funds.
Widening Quincy
650
It is his
,000
Sho
re Drive
claim that all resources
of the State
1,000,000
have been exhausted in mee
ting the
TOTAL
requirements of the municipa
lities.
$3 478,400
He suggests as a means
of raising
SO
UT
the work relief fund, a
H
-r'
SH
OR
E
national
Three highways
Bos
: lottery, an increase of currency, a
Hingham-Route ton to Milton
, reduction of interest rate
$2,082,000
s on govMain street, We 128
ernment securities and
the taxing
ym
ou
th, grade crossing
•of hitherto tax-exemp
Union street, Bra
t securities.
18
25
0,0
00
0
(
0
)
intree. grade crossing
E
Massachusetts, the Gov
El
m
street, Braintree.
ernor be150
,000
gra
lieves, is entitled to approx
de
cro
ssi
ng
Rebuild Washingto
imately
400,000
n street, Braintree
1 $175,000,000, of the $4.880,0
00,000
'Hull sea wall
, bridge
i fund on the basis of
100,000
population 3 ; Hul
l Gun Rock bre
and a much larger amount
720,000
akwater
on the
: Humarock sea wal
) basis of tax payments to
21
0
5:50
the Fed000
l
eral government.
:Improving Nantasket
This State. he
bea
-i
, claims, is the faat to sho
ch
nar
kwa
y
:Neponset river
w itself
...1,100,000
/ tciaquately prepared
parkway extension
to receive a
: Road improv
I share of the fund.
400,000
ements-Blue Hills
Tree planting and
f
The major divisions
250
,000
in the Curfor
est
work in reservation
ley program, which
has been sub270,000
mitted to Washingto
n, would place
TOTAL
$74,000,000 under the
department
of public works for
$5,712,500
construction
and repair of highwa
GRAND TOTAL
ys and elimination of grade cros
sings with
$9,190,900
$9,338,000 additional
for land damages. Harbor and wat
Quincy and the Sou
erway work
would receive a12,900,
th Shure would sha
000.
i of $9,190,900 in the
re to the extent
The divisions are as
$230,522,590 program
follows'
Department of publ
of public works
in
the state which Gov.
ic welfare,
$2,802,500; departmen
James M. Curley has
t of public
asked Washcin
gton to approve. The
health. $1,602,800;
department of
program is so gigantic
education for teache
that it will
rs' colleges,
t carry the work in some form into
8676,000: Massachusett
nea
rly
s State coleve
ry
city, town
and hamlet in the sta
lege. $363,900; Soldiers
te.
' Home in
Chelsea. 8440,000;
department of
t. S. Aid Needed
corrections, $6,830,000;
department
In his proposal to
of mental diseases,
Washington,
$19,593,600;
i the governor said
department of public
that the state
safety, $525,I
and municipalities
000; projects in stat
will be unable
e house, $340,to bear any part of
000; military depart
the cost of the
ment. $1,720,projects and he said
000; department of
that the fedpublic works, (
4
,
eral government mus
874,642.000 plus $9,338
t carry tie en,000 for land
tire load.
damages; Boston har
borr $2,664,630; rivers and har
Practically all of
bors. $339.500;
the projects
breakwaters, $1,558
a which
,300; Metroare included in the
pr )gram
politan district commis
1
have been agitated
sion, $37,for many years
903,000.
but now for the firs
t time they are
A detailed explanation
a being
of the
considered as part of
Taunton state hospital
a single
project is as
program.
follows: new boilers
and generCur
ley
was emphatic in his
ators. $100,000; rewiri
exng
planation to Washin
main
building, $20,000; nur
gton that the
ses' home,
proj
ects
have all been so long
8320,000; kitchen and
condining room
sidered that there is
building. hospital gro
no question of
up, $80,000;
their need. He also
renovating baths and
said
that plans
toilets, $39,on practically every
300; renovating contin
phase of the
uous baths,
program are comple
$4,000; laundry building
te(' and that
and equipwork can start at
ment, $100,000; psychiat
once putting
ric buildarmies of laborers
ing No. 1, $455;000; gre
and skilled
enhouse,
craftsmen back on
$5,000; bridge over Mill
the job.
river, $70,"No other state is in
000.
such excellent shape to go to
Under the plans for the dep
work at once,"
arthe declared.
ment of public health, the Lak
eville State sanatorium is list
ed for
Big Beach Program
8145,500; the Pondville Can
cer hospital, $220,000; Rutland stat
The major project
e sanplanned for
atorium, $344,000; North
Quincy would be the
Reading
widening of
state sanatorium, $50,800;
the
Wol
las
ton beach road at
and
a cost
Westfield State Sanatorium,
of $1,000,000 and, in
$842,connection
500.
i
with that improvement,
is the Sea
Under the department of cor
street-Southern artery
reccutoff, listed
tion there is a project of $50
at
a
cost of $40.000.
0,000
for repairs at the Bridgewat
The dredgiug of
er State
Town and Fore
Farm. to put the institution
(Continued on Page
in first10, column 2)
class condition, to handle
the cases
that are now committed
there and
$100,000, to bring it
to maximum
security. The Foxboro
State Hospital has a plate in for $49
9,000. Under the department of publ
ic safety, there is $180,000
for six substations for the State
police, $300,000 for State police hea
dquarters'
building in Boston and
$45,000 for
troop headquarters'
building.
Among the proposed
highway
projects are the follow
ing: Attleboro-North Attlebor
o, 6.5 miles.
$600,000; Bourne, nor
th of canal, 3
miles, $200,000;
Wrentham-Foxboro-Mansfield, Norton
-Taunton, 20
miles. $1300,000: Som
erset-Swansea, 4 miles, $330,000;
South Raynham, 1.5 miles, 870.00
0:. Plymouth
to Middleboro, 16
miles, $700,000:
Lakeville to Fairha
ven, 16.5 miles,
.$800,000; ActUhn
et-Rochester-Marion, 8 miles, $350,0
00; Sandwich
(Maslipee).
1.8 miles.
$50,000:
Boyne (Falmouth app
roach). 1.3
miles, $100,000;
Barnstable, 1.3
miles, $45,000: New
buryport turnpike, 25.8 miles. $4.7
00,000; Fall
River-Somerset brid
ge, 3 miles, $2,300,000.

GRADE CROSSINC EL
IMINATION
ACTION IS INCIUDED IN PLA
N

Million Dollar Develo
pmenbf Wollaston Beach Listed
-Unified List of Pubic Wo
rks Suggested
for Governmen Sponsorship
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Gray Collegians
To Open Seasol
Weather permitting, the Gra
team will ope
officially in Staffor
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playing the Stafford Olympics.
A practice game played recent
ly was won by Stafford, 2-1.
Members of the local team in
elude Paul Langlois, John Shea
Jesse Blackburn, Warren Wilson
Lorenzo Beau pro, Byron Williams
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Goy. Curley Announces
1$230,40,000 Projects

Collegian hockey
Mi its
season

Boston, Feb. 9
—Gov. Curley shortage of beds in state hospitals
gave the legislators yards of fig- and asked for
$985,000 for the
ures to ponder on cver the week- Wor,:ester state hospital, as well
as smaller sums for other instituend.
of
tions.
He announced details of his
at
plans for the expenditure of $230,Joseph A. Langone, the much401
000.000 on public works projects heard-from senator from Boston,
P1
and expressed the betterthat "a has kept his promise to the joint
Swl
committee on public welfare that
conside.able part" of the program he will visii state institutions and
nc
tu
would be approved by the federal see conditions first hand.
Yesterday, he stopped in at the
government.
The governor said the state's Lyman school a; Westboro and
the Worcester State hospital.
debt has jumped from $9,000,000 I The senator had nothing but
,
took
Gov.
former
Ely
at the time
praise for the administration of
office, to $40,000,000 when his own , the Worcester institution, but the
administration took charge.
Lyman school—that was another
A national lottery, an increase story.
The Yankees trounced t h e of currency, reduct!on of interest
Langone inspected kitchens and
Tigers and the Red Sox whipped rates on government securities refrigerators, then joined Rep.
the Cardinals, both by 3-1, in and the taxing of hitherto tax ex- Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge,
Rambler A. C. bowling league empt securities were the methods ail-to accompanied him, in a promatches at the Hippodrome alleys by which he would finance the test that the shoes the boys were
last night.
federal relief program.
wearing fitted in few instances
efforts of Rep. -As.*.t,a_ Yankees rollThe plans were submitted at and that the swimming pool be
yesterday and an- closer min, protruding nails were
Washington
and it was not immediately ascertainable whether Gov. Curley was
nounced by the governor last fixed.
proposing that the Federal govnight. Curley said they would
Langone and Dillon demanded
ernment pay the entire cost of the
meet the public works construc- that Superintendent Charles A.
hig..hway. A PWA grant of 30
tion requirements for the next 25 Keeler refit the boys with other
percent of the contractual cost of
years.
shoes.
made.
been
has
already
$42,000
Abolition of grade crossings, exTheir next stop is not known—
the
pay
to
scheduled
tensive highway construction and they are making surprise visits ,
The State is
balance.
repair, construction and improve- :re: the week-end.
Other highway construction
ment of public institutions and
projects are:
improvements of harbors and waThe members of the house ways
$420.000;
: terways were but a few of the Ways
Brimfield - W a r e,
Means committee
and
$360,governor's proposals.
Douglas-Thompson, Conn.,
found out why it is costing $10,Under the Curley program, $74,- 000 lore per year to conduct the
000; Auburn, $200.000; Oxford,
$150.000: Ware, $60,000.
000.000 would go to the depart- office of the governor than it did
ment of public works for con- during the last year of the Ely adThe program also calls for
struction and repair of highways mini .ration.
grade crossing eliminations in
and elimination of grade crossRichard I). Greet, secretary tc
ings.
An additional $9.338.000 the governor, told the committee
would go for land damages. And it was because Curley works six
another $12.900.000 for harbor days a week whereas the last govand waterway work
ernor worked one and a half.
Public health projects include
And about that $5000 automo$10,000.000 for a Merrimack river bile, which the committee thought
valley sewer; $375.000 for South was a bit 1-igh-Essex sewage improvement; $2,Grant just explained the gover542.000 for a Salem and Beverly nor wanted that particular type of
water supply: $6,500,000 for a car.
Lcv.-ell, Dracut. Lawrence and MeWhen the committee suggested
thuen water supply. an $15,000,- that former Gov. Ely managed
000 for Boston harbor improve- with a $3850 car. Grant simply
ments.
admitted there were persons who
The military department would would prefer to ride in a lowcome in for $200.000 for a new priced vehicle.
armory at Worcester, and $75.000
And there was the question of
for an addition to the Springfield secretaries.
armory.
The committee asked why five
Massachusetts
stete
college were needed when four sufficed
would get $363.900 for improve- last year—
ments and $125.000 would go for
And the ever ready Mr. Grant
a laboratory building at the Lo- answered: 'We'll probably need
well Textile school.
another one."
The governor pointed out a
And that v
that,
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Governor Curley's Estimates for Hugh Relief Work !
Projects Include Large Sums for State Hospital and County St. Crossing Elimination
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Rep. cearlas W
Inhultitubde of projects sub- ,
. Hedges
eendueteu mitte(13
cia
o
th by j cities and
1 ep
towns.
pre -entation o
tiase[ The governor was
akers.
particularly ;
-leased b.y the fact that the Massa. chusetts program was prepared
and
in shape for presentation to the
federal authorities before the adoption of the public works program .
legislation by Congress, in marked ;
IS
contrast, he said, with other states. i

the ',Eno

Seeking a grant of $230,522,590; '
from the $1.880,000.000 work relief ;
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BIG PROGRAM ,
SIJGGESTED 6_RAsTic
cuis ,
................._
BY GOVERNOR !

' measure pending before Congress. ,
Governor Curley has prepared a list
of public works projects totaling —
that amount and taking care of the :(Continued from Page One)
building needs of the Commonrivers would take $673,400
and the
wealth for the next 25 years. The ' ee
South Quincy grade
crossing projplan would benefit practically ev- iis
ect is in the program
at a cost of
!0,
-cry city and town In the State.
a, . On that project
the gover6.- nor
said that the railroads
Taunton is directly mentioned for
will be
unable to bear any part of
the cost.
$1.323.500, or which $1.193,000 Is en.
The Shawmut Trai'
fro
albase of Fore River
for work at the Taunton State Hosbridge to Milnr;
.• / ton, is in at a
pital. under the Department of
cost of $760 000
d
d
the extension of high
service water
Mental Diseases and $130.000 is for Old
lines to Milton and
Quincy at a
the elimination of the grade cross- 00' cost of ;650,000
are planned to in•
crease
ing on County street.
the water pressure
be out
theough
this section.
It is Governor Curley's plan to iv(
The Quincy projects
alone would
have all projects approved by the Ia i cost
$3,478,400 for construction
Federal government, financed en- ill :alone
and land damages would run
tirely by Federal funds.
It is his A into many
hundreds of thousands
claim that all resources of the State
of dollars.
have been exhausted in meeting the
Three other grade crossing elimirequirements et the municipalities.
nations are in the
program, one in
He suggests as a means of raising
L'
0,"eyrnouth and two in
Braintree.
the work relief fund, a national
; Three highways from
Boston into
lottery, an increase of currency, a
Milton would cost $2,082,000,
and
reduction of interest rates on govmany improvements in
parkways,
roads and sea walls in the
ernment securities and the taxing
Blue
j Hills and Nantasket i3each
of hitherto tax-exempt securities.
reserve- tions would cost many
Massachusetts. the Governor beniillions.
1 ,
It was the contention of
lieves, is entitled to approximately
the goy- j
: ernor that neither the
states or the j
175,000,000, of the $4,880.000,000
; cities and towns have
the
fund on the basis of population
I to pay any part of the resources ;
cost them- I
and a much larger amount on the
selves. Virtually all of them
basis of tax payments to the Fedhave I
reached the limit of their
borrowing I
eral government.
This State, he ] !power
and for this reason he felt
1
claims, is the 117st to show itself
' that if the government
did not as- I
ittr?crtiateIr prepared to receive a
sume full financial responsibility
it I
share of the fund.
should not attempt to go
through '
The major divisions in the Curwith the program.
ley program, which has been submitted to Washington, would place
State Debt Juinps
$74,000,000 under the department
Massachusetts, he said, is in no!
of public works for construction , position to go
further into debt. j
and repair of highways and elimThe. state debt of the
'
Commonination of grade crossings with
-set , the governor
continued, has ,
$9.338,000 additional for lend damjumped from $9,000,0-00 when
forages. Harbor and waterway work
mer-Governor Joseph B. Ely aswould receive $12.900.000.
sumed office to $40,000,000
when his
The divisions are as follows•
own administration started.
Department of public welfare.
States, cities, and towns, he went
$2,802,500; department of public
on, are restricted as to their
methhealth. $1,602,800; department of
ods of raising funds but
such is not
education for teachers' colleges,
the case with the federal
governI
$676,000; Massachusetts State colment. Washington, he said,
could
lege, $363.900; Soldiers' Home in
increase its currency against its asI
Chelsea. 1440.000; department of
sets, could reduce interest
rates on
corrections, $6,830,000; department
governmental
securities, could elimof mental diseases, $19.593,600:
inate-tax-exempt securities, or
could
department of public safety, $525,put into effect a national
lottery.
000; projects in state house. $340,Anyone of the foregoing methods ,
000; military department, ;1,720,would be a sound way "of getting
000; department of public works,
out of our difficulties," the gover$74,642,000 plus $9,338,000 for land
nor remarked. He appeared
damages; Boston harborf $2.664,Particularly interested in the subject
630; rivers and harbors. $399,500;
of
I a national lottery, calling
breakwaters, $1,558,500; Metroattention
to the millions of dollars
politan district commission, ;37,which are
bet on horse races, nigger
903,000.
pools.
and other forms of gambling.
A detailed explanation of the
Such
Money
could
well
Taunton state hospital project is as
be diverted into
the national treasury and
follows: new boilers and generno one
would be injured, he contended.
ators. $100,000; rewiring
main
building, $20,000; nurses' home, 1 The $230,000,000 program he pro
$320,000; kitchen and dining room j posed to the Washington authori
building, hospital group, $80,000; 1 ties would meet the public work
construction requirements for th
renovating baths and toilets, ;33,next 25 years, the governor
500; renovating continuous baths.
said
These call for the abolition of grad
$4,000; laundry building and equipment, $100,u00; psychiatric buildcrossings, which, he remarked it
passing that the railroads woul
ing No. 1, $455;000; greenhouse.
never
$5.000; bridge over Mill river, $70,be able to finance; the en
000.
largement of the
Newburypor
Under the plans for the departTurnpike to a six lane traffic route
ment of public health, the Lake- and the construction and
improve
ville State sanatorium is listed for
ment of other state highways, th
$145,500; the Pondville Cancer hosrearing of buildings and the
im
pital, $220,000; Rutland state san- provement of existing
ones for thatorium. $344,000; North Reading
housing of the state wards, wh
state sanatorium, 450,800;

1

I

I

I

and

Westfield State Sanatorium, ;842,500.
Under the department of correction there is a project of $500,000
for repairs at the Bridgewater State
Farni, to put the institution in firstclass condition., to handle the cases
that are now committed there and
$100,000, to bring it to maximum
security. The Foxboro State Hospital has a play In for $499,000. Under the department of public safety, there is $180,000 for six substations for the State police, $300,000 for State police headquarters'
building in Boston and $45,000 for
troop headquarters' building.
Among the proposed highway
projects are the following: Attleboro-North Attleboro, 6.5 miles,
$600,000; Bourne, north of canal, 3
miles, $20e,000;
Wrentharn-Foxboro-Manstield, Norton-Taunton, 20
miles, $1,800,000; Somerset-Swansea, 4 miles. $330,000; South Raynham, 1.5 miles, $70.000; . Plymouth
to Middleboro. 16 miles, $700,000;
Lakeville to Fairhaven, 16.5 miles,
.$800,000; Acteehnet-Rochester-elarion. 8 miles, $350,000; Sandwich
(Maslipee).
1.0 miles.
$50,000;
Borne (Falmouth approach), 1.3
miles, ;100,000; Barnstable,
1.3
miles, ;45,000; Newburyport turnpike, 25.8 miles, $4,700,000; Fall
River-Somereet Melee, 3 miles!, 12,300,009.
PleaPe Tit • to
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Gray Collegians
To Open Seasth
Weather permitting. the Gra
Collegian hockey team will ope
its season officially in Staffor
Springs, Conn., Wednesday nigh.
playing the Stafford Olympics.
A practice game played recent
ly was won by Stafford, 2-1.
Members of the local team in
elude Paul Langlois, John Shea
Jesse Blackburn, Warren Wilson
Lorenzo Beaupre, Byron Williams
Collin Yates, Ted Kosakowski an(
Harvey and Brockway Clarke.
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YANKEES. RED SOX
h' MN LOOP MATCHES
The Yankees trounced t h a
Tigers and the Red Sox whipped
the Cardinals, both by 3-1, in
Rambler A. C. bowling league
matches at the Hippodrome alleys
last night.
efforts of Rep.-1441%a_ Yankees rolland it was not immediately ascer-tainable whether Gov. Curley was
proposing that the Federal government pay the entire cost of the
hig
.hway. A PWA grant of 30
percent of the contractual cost of
$42,000 already bas been made.
The State is scheduled to pay the
balance.
construction
highway
Other
projects are:
Brimfield - W a r e. $420.000;
Douglas-Thompson. Conn., $360,000; Auburn, $200.000; Oxford, ,
$150.000; Ware, $60,000.
The program also calls for
grade crossing eliminations in 1

Gov. Curley Announces
$230,40,000 Projects
I

Boston, Feb. 9
--Gov. Curley shortage of beds in state hospitals
gave the legislators yards of fig- and ask.ed for
$985,000 for the
ures to ponder on over the week- Wor,:ester state hospital, as well
as smaller sums for other instituend.
tions.
He announced cietails of his
plans for the expenditure of $230,Joseph A. Langone, the much000,000 on public works projects heard-from senator from Boston,
and expressed the better that "a has kept his promise to the joint
committee on public welfare that
conside_ able part" of the program he will
wish state institutions and
would be approved by the federal see conditions first hand.
Yesterday, he stopped in at the
government.
,Man school at Westboro and
The governor said the state's'
the Worcester State hospital.
debt has jumped from $9,000.000
The senator had nothing but
at the time former Gov. Ely took praise for the administration of
office, to $40,009,000 when his own the Worcester institution, but the
administration took charge.
Lyman school—that was another
A national lottery, an increase story.
ot currency, reduction of interest
Langone inspected kitchens and
rates on government securities refrigerators, then joined Rep.
and the taxing of hitherto tax ex- Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge,
empt securities were the methods who accompanied him, in a proby which he would finance the test that the shoes the boys were
federal relief program.
wearing fitted in few instances
The plans were
submitted at and that the swimming pool be
Washington
yesterday and an- close( until protruding nails were
nounced by the governor last fixed.
night. Curley said
they would
Langone and Dillon demanded
meet the public works construc- thot Superintendent Charles A.
tion requirements for the next 25 Keeler refit the boys with other
years.
shoes.
Abolition of grade crossings, exTheir next stop is not known—
tensive highway construction and they are making surprise visits
repair, construction and improve- ,-ver the week-end.
ment of public institutions and
improvements of harbors and waThe members of the house ways
terways were but a few of the Ways
Means committee
and
governor't proposals.
found out why it is costing $10.Under the Curley program, $74,- 000 lore per year to conduct the
000,000 would go to the depart- office of the governor than it did
ment of public works for con- during the last year of the Ely adstruction and repair of highways mini '..ration.
and elimination of grade crossRichard D. Grailt, secretary to
ings.
An additional $9,338.000 the governor, told the committee
would go for land damages. And It was because Curley works six
another $12,900,000 for harbor days a week whereas the last govand waterway work
ernor worked one and a half.
Public health projects include
And about that, $5000 automo$10,000.000 for a Merrimack river bile, which the committee thought
valley sewer; $375.000 for South was a bit. high—
Essex sewage improvement: $2.Grant just explained the gover542,000 for a Salem and Beverly nor wanted that particular type of
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managed
000 for Boston harbor improve- with a $3850 car, Grant simply
ments.
admitted there were persons who
The military department would would prefer to ride in a. lowcnme in for S200.000 for a new priced vehicle.
armory at Worcester. and $75.000
And there was the question of
for an addition to the Springfield secretaries.
armory.
The committee asked 'why five
Massachusetts
state
college were needed when four sufficed
would get $363.900 for improve- last year—
ments and $125.000 would go for
And the ever ready Mr. Grant
a laboratory building at the Lo- answered: "We'll probably
need i
well Textile school.
another one."
The governor pointed out a
And that v.
that.
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power and for this reason he felt
that if the government did net assume full financial responsibility it
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with the program.
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State Debt Jumps
Massachusetts, he said, is in no
position to go further into debt.
The state debt of the Commonwealth, the governor continued, has
forI jumped from $9,000,000 when
mer-Governor Joseph B. Ely assumed office to $40,000,000 when his
own administration started.
States, cities, and towns, he went
on, are restricted as to their methods of raising funds but such is not
the case with the federal government. Washington, he said, could
increase its currency against its assets, could reduce interest rates on
governmental securities, could elimcould
inate-tax-exempt securities, or
put into effect a national lottery.
Anyone of the foregoing methods
would be a sound way "of getting
goverout of our difficulties,” the
nor remarked. He appeared ilarticularly interested in the subject of
attention
a national lottery, calling
to the millions of dollars which are
pools.
bet on horse races, nigger
and other forms of gambling. Such
money could well be diverted into
the national treasury and no one
would be injured, he contended. ,
The $230,000,000 program he pro,
posed to the Washington authori
ties would meet the public work
construction requirements for th
next 25 years, the governor said
These call for the abolition of grad
crossings. which, he remarked i
passing that the railroads wool
never be able to finance; the en
largement of the Newburypo .
Turnpike to a six lane traffic route
and the construction and improve
ment of other state highways, th
rearing of buildings and the jut
provement of existing ones for th
housing of the state wards, wh
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Curley PWA Plan Includes
$2,070,000 for Road Work
In Area Near Southbridge'

v Announces
000 Projects

as
ubof
rly
saaid
the

For
Major Project on Contemplated Schedule Calls
'At
Highway
Construction of Webster-Douglas
!Pi shortage of beds in state hospitals
Cost of S750,000; Governor Asks Lottery
;.
$985,000 for the
Mass_ ji- and asked for

op.

am
ced
.es.

•

central
Woester state hospital, as well
Construction or reconstruction Worcester and other
as smaller sums for other inetitunew roads.
communities,
achusetts
of State highways in this vicinity
including a - tions.
at an estimated cost of $2,070,000 public buildings,
'Worcester, 1$
in
armory
$200,000
$230,522,590
is included in the
Joseph A. Langone, the muchfor the
$2,902,500
heard-from senator from Boston,
PWr4 program for Massachusetts and a total of
Westboro, the
has kept his promise to the joint
which Gov. James M. Curley an- Lyman school at
nounced today following his re- Iliclustrial School for Boys at Shit-- n cominittee on public welfare that
he will visit state institutions and
turn yesterday from Washington, ley. and the Industrial School for a
see conditions first hand.
D. C.
Girls at Lancaster.
Yesterday, he stopped in at the
The Governor was in WashingThe Governor, while in WashLyman school at Westboro and
ton to enlist Federal support for ington, suggested a national lot- '5 the
Worcester State hospital.
his program.
Icry or the taxing of present tax- 0
The senator had nothing but
The major project in the Gov- exempt securities as methods
praise for the administration of
ernor's schedule for the local area which the national administration a the
Worcester institution, but the
is the construction cf a Webster- might use in making outright
Douglas highway at a cost of grants to the States. without re- s Lyman school—that was another
story.
$750,000.
payment of any portion by muniLangone inspected kitchens and
Also included was $60,000 for cipalities.
refrigerators, then joined Rep.
a road from Charlton to East
the
contended
also
(7urley
Gov.
Brookfield. A highway linking government could increase its 5 Thomas P. Dillon of Cambridge,
who accompanied him, in a prothe communities now is being currency against assets to pay for
test that the shoes the boys were
constructed, largely through the the program.
wearing fitted in few instances
.
efforts of Rep. Edward W. Staves,
submitted at
and it was not immediately ascer- IFIrsaidngton yesterday and. an- and that the swimming pool be
close( until protruding nails were
tainable whether Gov. Curley was
nounced by the governor last fixed.
proposing that the Federal govnight. Curley said they would
Langone and Dillon demanded
ernment pay the entire cost of the
meet the public works construc- that Superintendent
Charles A.
highway. A PWA grant of 30
tion requirements for the next 25 K,-Tler refit the boys with other
rid/cent of the contractual cost of i years.
shoes.
$42,000 already has been made.
Abolition of grade crossings, exTheir next stop is not known—
The State is scheduled to pay the
tensive highway construction and they are making surprise
visits
balance.
repair, construction and improve- 7ver the week-end.
Other highway construction
rnent of public institutions and
projects are:
improvements of harbors arid waThe members of the house ways
Brimfield - W a r e, $420.000:
terways were but a few of the Ways
and
Means committee
Douglas-Thompson, Conn., $360,governor's proposals.
found out why it is costing $10,000: Auburn, $200,000: Oxford.
'Under the Curley program, $74,- 000 lore per year to
conduct. the
$150,000: Ware, $60,000.
000,000 would go to the depart- office of the governor than it
did
The program also calls for
meat of public works for con- during the last year of the Ely
adgrade crossing eliminations in
struction and repair of highways mini 'ration.
and elimination of grade crossRichard D. Grant. secretary te
ings.
An additional $9.338.000 the governor, told the committee
would go for land damages. And it was because Curley
works six
another $12,900,000 for harbor days a week whereas the last
govand waterway work
ernor worked one and a half.
Public health projects include
And about that $5300 automo$10,000,000 for a Merrimack river bile, which the committee
thought
valley sewer; $375,000 for South was a bit 1-igh—
Essex sewage improvement: $2,Grant just explained the gover542.000 for a Salem and Beverly nor wanted that
particular type of
water supply: $6.500,000 for a car.
Lcwell. Dracut, Lawrence and MeWhen the committee suggested
thuen water supply. ant.: $15.000.- that former
Gov. Ely managed
000 for Boston harbor improve- with a $3850 car,
Grant simply
ments.
admitted there were persons who
The military department would would prefer to ride
in a lowcome in for $200.000 for a new priced vehicle.
armory at Worcester, and $75,000
And there was the question of
for an addition to the Springfield secretaries.
armory.
The committee asked why five
Massachusetts
state
college were needed when four sufficed
would get $363.900 for improve- last year—
ments and $125.000 would go for' And the ever ready
Me. Grant
a laboratory building at the Lo- answered: "We'll
probably need
well Textile school.
another one."
The governor pointed out a
And that
that.
.,
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Real Estate Transfers.
transfers
The following real estate
from
have been recorded recently
this vicinity:
Ayer, John E. Keegan .to J. 0.
gan, land on Nashua street.
1;uxborough, H. Prescott Burroughs to 0. F. Keyes.
Shirley, Nancy A. Somes by mtgee.
to Real Estate Co-operative Bank.
Westford, Owen A. McNiff et al.
4
'to John L. Shia et ux.
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'tlippings.
the Boston Globe of
February 1, dated Washington, Feb)i•uary 1:
1
Gov. James M. Curley of Massa1
husetts toderwrirfftrtved his request
s or war ,deparStrient approval of his
iroject for establishmen't. of a nation1 guard camp on Cape Cod, at a cost
f $1,700,000. The project, for which
he state would supply the land at a
4 ost of $60,000, now is before Major
eneral Fox Conner, commandant of
i he First Corps Area. The war de; mrtment is awaiting his report be°le passing on the proposal.
); Taken from

met yesSaints' Episcopal church home of
the
at
terday afternoon
St. wita
ivirs. Hodson in Jefferson
Mrs. Ettul
a good attendance.
; Mrs
Fisher was elected president Mrs.
and
Esther Spicer, treasurer
. Plans
Elizabeth Holt, custodian bazaar
Were made to sew for the
later date.
and for an outing at a
seabusiness
the
of
close
At the
was
sion, a Valentine lunch next
The
served by the hostess.
home
meeting will be held at theFrankof Mrs. Ethel Fisher, 25
o'clock.
lin St. March 8 at 2
•
Eveready Class Has
Valentine Party '

State House, Boston—A budget
$3,000,000 greater than the 1934
appropriations, with the ultimate
total a matter of speculation, and
a surtax or a bond issue the proffered courses for an increased
state tax burden on cities and
towns, has been under consideration by the ways and means committee since Monday.

CentenThe Eveready class of
by Mrs.
taught
church,
ary M. E.
Valentine
a
held
Dingle
Jennie
Miss Virparty at the home of
st. last
ginia Weeman in County of the
night. The color scheme
white and
evening was red and carried out
decorations and favors
thought. A deli, the Valentine
served by the
was
lunch
cious
.'ith the allotment of federal funds
and a numhostess
the
mother of
canstruction of a national
were engames
I for th6'
g
interestin
ber of
guard camp on Cape Cod, a bill has
Effic
were
present
une
rbeen introduced in the legislatur
joyed. Those
Virginia
der which ;100,000 would be approMachon, Hope Picken,
, Doris
'Dilated for the purchase of the site.
Buffum. Alice Chalmers
IFebruary 14 has been assigned tentaBeth Grant, Mrs. DinWellman,
tively for a hearing before the miliVirginia Weeman. Little.
tary affairs committee, according to c gle; and
o of
est
$20 guesti
..e.e.n.la..... was
W
a
u
r
ai
1fir,b,,,
an announcement made by Adjt. Gen. c .
William I. Rose.
honor.
1_
SchohoolnS Mansfield ..
Elm St. Mansfield ....
$7
5010
00
Cocasset St. Foxboro ..
$55,000
R. R. Bridge
Reconstruction
I
John Voudell, man. •r of the s State Line, So. Attiebogreovin
college poultry plant, was the spea
...................
90
at the poultr meeting at the town hDod
000:
$g 100:0
Tuesday ni t. His subject was "Hi] Total
.............. $9,500,500
on broodin ' The meeting was cc
---C. Norcross alibm,„.„..
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ducted by

.ardner
nder the auspices of thv
was held
Worcester county extension service.

Lunenburg is one of the places m./ tioned by Gy., galley for new stat,
police barracTrMrWmount of $30,000
has been suggested for this.
Prizes at the bridge and whist party
conducted at the town hall on Wednesday night by the A. I.. and Auxiliary were awarded as follows; Whist:
high score for women, Mrs. Fred Hansen, cake plate and server: second,
Mrs. Arlene Woodruff, vanity case.
High score for men, Thomas Wooldredge, • Waterman pencil; second,
Bridge:
Winthrop Harley, tie pin.
high score for women, Mrs. Howard
Whitcomb, wattle set; high score for
men, Arthur Burnap, smoking set; •
booby prize, Mrs. Mabel Field; door
prize, J. Philip Gilchrest, bridge refreshment set. Another bridge and „
whist will be held at the town hall c,n„
Wednesday evening, February 20,

--

With two exceptions the budget
submitted by Gov. Curley exceeds
Any annual appritrination in the
last 10 years. The eventual total of the 1935 appropriations will
be determined by whether the legislature reduces or removes items
or whether it enacts legislation
that will require additional sums.
I+, is not indicated that the legislature generally will seek to increase the total, but rather in
some quarters, an effort will be
made to reduce it. But aside from
this, there is another possible
source of increase that, clothed
with an air of paternalistic benevolence, could send the budget
to higher figures.
This element, which is being
watched and awaited, is the aid
which the federal government
may extend to the states. Not
actually so much the aid which
may be extended as the conditions
under which it may be extended.
Officially, little is being said about
it. but there is speculation on how
much it might cost the state. If
federal aid is extended on the
basis of matching dollar for dollar, or on a similar plan according to a percentage rate it would
mean added expense. At the moment there are only two methods
in sight by which such an added
expense could be met. They are
a bond issue or extra taxation.

Claiming a deficit of $1,000,000
from 1934 rather than a surplus of
$651,175.53 which, he said, had
been reported, Gov. Curley in his
budget message set forth the financial difficulties which he said
beset him and found that it would
' be necessary to obtain $3,000,000
. --which is the approximate difference between his budget ane:
the 194 appropriatlons----from a
source not now existent.
To raise this $3,000,000 and to
fix the state tax at $9,500,000, or
half a million less than last year
he proposed a 10 per cent surtax
on inheritance taxes, corporation
taxes and income taxes--in other
words, a tax upon a tax. Either
this could be done or there could
be a bond issue, he said.
In the table which follows are
listed the state appropriations and
the state tax from 1925 to 1934.
These figlircS can be compared
with Gov. Curley's budget. of $61.149,530.59, and his proposed state
tax of $9,500.000. It will be seen
that his proposed state tax stands
about midway between the highest and the lowest in this 10-year
period.
----BY "statc tax” is meant the
total sum which the state levies
upon the cities and towns and
which it collects from them. The
apportionment of the tax is based
upon the assessed valuation of the
cities and towns and the number
of polls they have. An apportionment is made every three years
by he commissioner of taxation
and corporations and is submitted
to the legislature.
----The able:
Apnronriations State Tax

`1,

1925 .. .$46.352.651.65 $12,000,000
1926 ... 48,469,022.81 12,000,000
52.393,349.56 12,000.000
1927
8,500,000
53,773.059.96
1928
8.500,000
55.977,487.99
1929
7,000,000
1930
6.498,393.64
7.500,000
1931
65.249.970.62
9,750,000
60,751,642.80
1932
9.000,000
57,339,065.28
1933
1934 ... 58,126.915.08 10,000,000
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means at hand will permit.
(By the Associated Press)
"Accordingly, beginning Saturda
Gov. Curley announced the details
before the citize;
• we plan to place their accredit(
of his plans for the expenditure
and
Fitchburg
of
of
yours(
$230,000,000 on public works projects
representatives, including
—something for pretty nearly each
of the state's communities.
Senator Langone began his tour
of state institutions, finding the
Worcester state hospital "the best
cared for of any place I've seen"
and the Lyman School for Boys
at
Westboro in need of repairs and the
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Fence for Athletic Field
A, lid Building Improvements
In $217,000 Grant Sought
Statewide Public Works Construction Program Recom-

mended By Gov. Curley Includes 52,815,000 for
Route 2 Super-Highway; Ashburnham-Ashby
Road Among Projects
The $217,000 recornmended byI Fitchburg and nearby communi•Jasy for the Fitchburg ties are given 17 of the several
Gov. Cut
Teachers college would be used for hundred public works construction
the construction of a nevi gymna- projects for which Gov. James M.
sium, an athletic field and improve- Curley seeks a grant of more than
$230,000,000 for Massachusetts in
ments to existing buildings.
The gymnasium was recommend- federal funds from the $4,880,000,000
before
ed to the (:tate department of edu- work relief measure now
Congress.
M.
Charles
President
cation by
I, Of the projects which would benHerlihy and plans for it submitted efit this section the one which
by S. W. Haynes & Associates, would cost the most is the construction of the Concord - Westminster
architects.
super
highway, a $2,815,000 project.
The project and plans have been
Nearly every one of the 355 cities
on the approved list of the state de- and towns in the state are included
partment.
in the governor's public works conThe suggested building is in the struction program and those of diT, roughly 120 by 70 rect interest to Fitchburg and viform of
feet, and two stories high. The long cinity include the following:
leg of the T is on the level of the
Industrial school for boys at Shirathletic field and parallel to the ley, $135,000.
practical arts building. The cross
Fitchburg State Teachers college,
line or top of the T is at right $217,000.
angles to the P. A. building and in
Gardner State colony, $385.000.
that end is located the campus
Concord to Westminster highway
level entrance, via the second story. (29.3 miles) $2,815,000.
The entrance to the gymnasium
road (6,3
Ashburnham-Ashby
floor is via the athletic field and is miles) $320,000.
on the first floor.
Pepperell (Primus road) $15,000.
The gymnasium floor itself will be
Grade Crossings
divided into two large basketball
Ayer, West Main street. $175,000.
courts, one for men and one for
Shirley, Main street, $130,000.
women. The partition dividing the
two ccurts may be folded back tom , Lunenburg, Leominster road, $95,a public garno. Bleachers. which ' 000.
will seat 400 persons may then he ' South Ashburnham. $100,000.
pulled out ftom the wall where they ' Winchendon, Pequoig, $90,000.
Gardner, Mechanic street. $200,fold into recesses.
The building will be of brick, of 000.
Gardner. Poor Farm, $60,000.
modern construction similar to th-I
Ayer, Shaker's, $69,000.
of the practical arts structure. It
Ayer, Sandy pond, $100.000.
will be equipped with showers fcr,
Reconstruction' of overhead railmen and women and class rooms
for physical education lectures and road bridges at Ayer, on Main street,
I $90,000, and of underpass on Route
classes.
There are now more than 350 mi.. I 2 in Westminster. $45,000.,
pits at the high school. Of this
number about half are men. Classes for both men and women tc'e
held weekly in physical education
and two hours a week calisthenics,
drills or athletics are required.
The suggested fence is eight feet
hie,:a and of the iron picket variety.
It will surround the entire athletic
field. Among improvements suggested are grading at the athletic
field and near the proposed gymnasium and the new practical arts

boys there in need of a new shoe
fitting.
Secretary Grant told the House
ways and means committee the governor needed more help because he
worked six days a week while his
predecessor worked a day and a
half.

NEWS
Milford,

Vicinity Projects r
On Curley's List
Among the many state projects
listed on Gov. Curley's $230,000,000
public works reconstruction plan are
several developments which affect
vicinity towns.
On the list of railroad crossings to
be eliminated are the crossing on
Main street, Millis, which would cost
$150,000 to eradcate, and the Scott
Hill road underpass at Bellingham,
which would be reconstructed at a
cost of $50,000.

ITEM
Clinton, Mass.

FEB 0 1936
APPEAL TO
GOV. CURLEY
Spring field, 1.'(1). 9—The par.
ents and other relatives of Alexander 'Kaminski, 23-year-old New
Britain, Conn., convicted slayer of
a Springfield jail guard, during an
escape today planned a final ap•
peal to Gov. James M. Curley for
commutation of Kaminski's death
sentence to life imprisonment.
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Real Estate Transfers.
The following real estate transfers ,
.have been recorded recently from
this vicinity:
Ayer, John E. Keegan .to J. 0.
Keegan, land on Nashua street.
' Boxborough, H. Prescott
Burroughs to G. F. Keyes.
Shirley, Nancy A. Somes by mtgee.
to Real Estate Co-operative Bank.
Westford, Owen A. McNiff et al.
:to John L. Shia et ux.
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1 Abolition in

State House, Boston—A budget
$3,000,000 greater than the 1934
appropriations, with the ultimate
total a matter of speculation, and
a surtax or a bond issue the proffered courses for an increased
!state tax burden on cities and
towns, has been under considera(Continued from Page
One i
for in the plan
clippings.
in this area fol- tion by the ways and means comlow:
mittee since Monday.
; Taken from the Boston Globe of
Pondvillc Cancer
rebruary 1, dated Washington, Febhospital
ruary 1:
With
$220,000 submi two exceptions the budget
I
Norfolk State Prison
tted by Gov. Curley exceeds
Gov. James M. Curley of Massa$460,0
00
Crimi
nal
husetts toder•floffived his request
insane Normy annual spineloritition in the
folk
or war..department. approval of his
last 10 years. The eventual to$1,500,000
Young offenders
iroject for •estazhmenst.of a nation tal of the 1935 appropriations will
$1.000,000
1 guard camp on Cape Cod, at a cost
Foxboro State Hospit
be determined by whether the legt f $1,700,000. The project, for which
Taunton State Hospial $499,000
islature reduces or removes items
he state would supply the land at a
tal
or whether it enacts legislation
ost of $60,000, now is before Major
Wrentham State Schoo $1.193,500
that will require additional sums.
.eneral Fox Conner, commandant of
l
$788,0
00
Foxboro State Police
t the First Corps Area. The war de$30,000
Rehoboth State Police
;tartment is awaiting his report beI , is not indicated that the leg$30,000
At
t I ebOr3-North
t ote passing on the proposal.
islature generally will seek to inway (6.5 mi.) High
crease the total, but rather in
. $600,000
Wrentham,
.'ith the allotment of federal funds
some quarters, an effort will be
cQnstruction of a national
M II n ,s fi e l d.Foxboro,
for th
Norton
made to reduce it. But aside from
r guard camp on Cape Cod, a bill has
Taunton Highway
this, there is another possible
•been introduced in the legislature un$1,800,000 1
Crossi
ng
der which $100,000 would be appro- County
Elimin
source of increase that, clothed
I
St. Taunton ation
lpriated for the purchase of the site.
with an air of paternalistic be$130,000
Summer St., Foxboro
IFebruary
14 has been assigned tenta- PNo.
nevolence, could send the budget
$50,00
0
Main
St., MansItively for a hearing before the milito higher figures.
field
tary affairs committee, according to
$200,000
an announcement made by Adjt. Gen. ii Chauncey St. Mansfi
eld
$400,000
This element, which is being
Central and West
William I. Rose.
St
_
watched and awaited, is the aid
Mansfield
$200,000
which the federal government
School St. Mansfi
eld
$50,000
Elm St. Mansfi
may extend to the states. Not
eld .2
$70,000
CocasSet St. Foxboro
actually so much the aid which
$55,000
R. R. Bridge
may be extended as the conditions
. :-. State
truction
John Voudell, manager
I
under which it may be extended.
b . Line, So.Recons
AttleI
college poultry plant, was the spea
Officially, little is being said about
a.t the poultr meeting at the town 11,13od
$125,000 I
geville
it, but there is speculation on how
Tuesday ni t. His subject was "Hit
$100,000
much it might cost the state. If
on broodin ' The meeting Was et Total
$9,500,500
federal aid is extended on the
ducted by ,ardner C. Norcross
411
.
was held
basis of matching dollar for dolnder the auspices of 1.-1
Worcester ounty extension service.
lar, or on a similar plan accordLunenburg is one of the places mening to a percentage rate it would
tioned by G.v. qur_ley for new state
mean added expense. At the mopolice barracTr!"XIMmount of $30,000
ment there are only two methods
has been suggested for this.
in sight by which such an added
Prizes at the bridge and whist party
expense could be met. They are
conducted at the town hall on Weda bond issue or extra taxation.
nesday night by the A. L. and Auxil-

PWA Program
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iary were awarded as follows: Whist:
high score for women, Mrs. Fred Hansen, cake plate and server: second,
Mrs. Arlene Woodruff, vanity case.
High score for men, Thomas Wooldredge, Waterman pencil; second.
Winthrop Harley, tie pin.
Bridge:
high score for women, Mrs. Howard
Whitcomb, waffle set; high score for
men, Arthur Burnap, smoking
booby prize, Mrs. Mabel Field; door
prize, .3. Philip (411chrest, bridge reset. Another bridge and
I
will he held at the town hall on
W(•dn's.I;IY evening, February 20.
„I

Claiming a deficit of $1,000,000
from 1934 rather than a surplus of
$651,175.53 which, he said, had
been reported, Gov. Curley in his
budget message set forth the financial difficulties which he said
, beset. him and found that it would
I be necessary to
obtain $3,000,000
1—which is the approximate difference between his budget and
the 1934 appropriations—from a
source not now existent.
To raise this $3,000.000 and to
fix the state tax at. $9,500,000, or
half a million less than last year
he proposed a 10 per cent surtax
on inheritance taxes, corporation
taxes and income taxes--in other
words, a tax upon a tax. Either
this could be done or there could
be a bond issue, he said.
In the table which follows are
listed the state appropriations and
the state tax from 1925 to 1934.
These figures can be compared
with Gov. Curley's budget of $61.149.530.59. and his proposed state
tax of $9,500.000. It will be seen
that his proposed state tax stands
about. midway between the highest. and the lowest in this 10-year
period.

-------TV "state tax" is meant the
total sum which the state levies
upon the cities arid towns and
which it collects from them. The
apportionment of the tax is based
upon the assessed valuation of the
cities and towns and the number
of polls they have. An apportionment is made every three years
by the commissioner of taxation
and corporations and is submitted
to the legislature.
---- The tale:
Apnronriations Slate Tax
1925 ...$46.352.651.65 $12,000,000
48.469,022.81 12,000,000
1926
52.393.319.!.,6 12,000,000
1927
53.773.059.96
192ti
8.500,000
55.977,487.99
1929
8,500.000
65.498.393.64
1930
7.000.000
65.249.970.62
1931
7.500,000
60,751,642.80
1932
9,750,000
57,339,065.28
1933
9,000.000
1934
58.128,915.08 10,000,000
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Fence for Athletic Field
t. 'id Building Improvements
In $217,000 Grant Sought
Statewide Public Works Construction Program Recommended By Gov. Curley Includes 82,815,0(10 for
Route 2 Super-Highway; Ashburnham-Ashby
Road Among Projects
FitchburgI
by.. Fitchburg and nearby communiThe $217,000 recornmended
ties are given 17 of the several
.
.tity for the
Gov. Ci,..
Teachers college would be used for hundred public works construction
the construction of a new gymna- projects for which Gov. James M.
sium, an athletic field and improve- Curley seeks a grant of more than
$230,000,000 for Massaehusetts in
ments to existing buildings.
The gymnasium was recommend- federal funds from the $4,880,000,000
ed to the state department of edu- work relief measure now before
Congress.
cation by President Charles M. d' Of the projects which would benHerlihy and plans for it submitted efit this section the one which
by S. W. Haynes Az Associates, would cost the most is the construction of the Concord - Westminster
architects.
super highway, a $2,815,000 project.
The project and plans have been
Nearly every one of the 355 cities
on the approved list of the state de- and towns in the state are included
partment.
in the governor's public works conThe suggested building is in the struction program and those of diform of a T, roughly 120 by 70 rect interest to Fitchburg and vifeet, and two storics high. The long cinity include the following:
leg of the T is on the level of the
Industrial school for boys at Shirathletic fiehi and parallel to the ley, $135,000.
practical arts building. The cross
Fitchburg State Teachers college,
line or top of the T is at right $217,000.
angles to the P. A. building and in
Gardner State colony, $385.000.
that end is located the campus
Concord to Westminster highway
level entrance, via the second story. (291 miles) $2,815,000.
The entrance to the gymnasium
road (6.3
Ashburnham-Ashby
floor is via the athletic field and is miles) $320,000.
on the first floor.
Pepperell (Primus road) $15,000.
The gymnasium floor itself will be
Grade Crossings
divided into two large basketball
Ayer. West Main street. $175,000.
courts, one for men and one for
Shirley, Main street, $130,000.
women. The partition dividing the
Lunenburg, Leominster road, $95,two ccurts may be folded back fora
a public game. Bleachers, which 000.
South Ashburnham, $100.000.
will seat 400 persons may then be
Winchendon, Pequoig. $90,000.
pulled out ftom the wall where they
Gardner, Mechanic street. $200,fold into recesses.
The building will be of brick, of 000.
Gardner, Poor Farm, $60,000.
modern construction similar to th:it
of the practical arts structure, It ' Ayer, Shaker's, $60,000.
Ayer, Sandy pond, $100.000.
will be equipped with showers fer
Reconstruction' of oyelhead railmen and women and class rooms
for physical education lectures and road bridges at Ayer, on Main street,
$90,000, and of underpass on Route
classes. .
There are now more than 350 pu- 2 in Westminster, $45,000.
pils at the high school. Of this
number about half are men. Classes for both men and women ace
held weekly in physical education
and two hours a week calisthenics,
drills or athletics are required.
The suggested fence is eight feet
high and of the iron picket variety.
It will surround the entire athletic
field. Among improvements suggested are grading at the athletic
field and near the proposed gymnasium and the new practical arts
building.
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On Beacon Hill
Yesterday

(By the Associated Press)
Gov. Curley announced the details
of his plans for the expenditure
of
$230,000,000 on public works projects
—something for pretty nearly each
of the state's communities.
Senator Langone began his tour
of state institutions, finding
the
Worcester state hospital "the best
cared for of any place I've seen"
ond the Lyman School for Boys
at
Westboro in need of repairs and the

boys there in need of a new shoe
fitting.
Secretary Grant told the House
wdys and means committee the governor needed more help because he
worked six days a week while his
redecessor worked a day and a
elf.

NEWS
Milford, Mass.

9

Vicinity Projects '
On Curley's List
Among the many state projects
listed on Gov. Curley's $230,000,000
public works reconstruction plan are
several developments which affect
vicinity towns.
On the list of railroad crossings to
be eliminated are the crossing on
Main street, Millis, which would cost
$150,000 to eradcate, and the Scott
Hill road underpass at. Bellingham,
which would be 'reconstructed at a
cost of $50,000.

ITEM
Clinton, Mass.
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APPEAL TO
GOV. CURLEY
9—The parSpringfield,
ents and other relatives of Alex.
ander Kaminski, 23-year-old New
Britain, Conn., convicted slayer of
a Springfield jail guard, during an
escape today planned a final anpeal to Gov. James M. Curley for
commutation of Kaminski's death
lentence to life imprisonment.
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Ayer, Mass.
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.equest of thei
Real Estate Transfers.
The following real estate transfers
have been recorded recently from
this vicinity:
Ayer, John E. Keegan .to J. o.
Keegan, land on Nashua street.
Boxborough, H. Prescott
Burroughs to G. F. Keyes.
Shirley, Nancy A. Somes by mtgee.
to Real Estate Co-operative Bank.
Westford, Owen A. McNiff et al.
to John L. Shia et ux.
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Echoes o

Crossing Abolition in
/ State PWA Program

Clippings.
Taken from the Boston Globe of
February 1, dated Washington, February 1:
Gov. James M. Curley of Massalihusetts todier#ITTIMved his request
'or war ,depprtment approval of his
iroject for establishment.of a nationguard camp on Cape Cod, at a cost
if $1,700,000. The project, for which
he state would supply the land at a
:ost of $60,000, now is before Major
leneral Fox Conner, commandant of
.he First Corps Area. The war de?artment is awaiting his report bee passing on the proposal.
.'ith the allotment of federal funds
for th6 construction of a national
guard camp on Cape Cod, a bill has
been introduced in the legislature under which $100,000 would be appropriated for the purchase of the site.
February 14 has been assigned tentatively for a hearing before the military affairs committee, according to
an announcement made by Adjt. Gen.
William I. Rose.

New State Line Bridge, 6.54 Miles 0
Highway, New South Main St. itA
Overpass Among Local Projects Ii

Hyannis,.January 31: Cape busines
s
men and members of Chambe
rs of
Commerce do not agree about
whether the establishment of a
new trainng camp for the Massachusetts
national guard on Cape Cod
would be
advisable.
Cape Cod Chamber of
commerce today relased first
figures
on its poll of 500 member
s on the
question, and gave the result,
161
opposed to the camp, 42 for
it. Re-,lieu to. the poll are not complet
e.
On the other hand the
Buzzards' Bay
‘'hamber of Commerce, at
its annual
meeting this week, passed
tion definitely favoring the a resolucamp and
its location in Bourne,
Falmouth and
Sand wich.
ii ril4t.. .1. 1-111111
iicnrest, nriage e- :
1 freshment set. Another
bridge : nd ,
whist will be held at the town
hall on ;
i Wednesday evening, Pebrua
ry 20.

1

Abolition of five grade crossings Clkatz. announced last night afIn Mansfield at an estimated cost ter his return from Washington. b.
of $920,000, the construction of a where he went to get Federal aid S.
new $125,000 bridge at the state on the program.
Construction of a prison for the
line in South Attleboro and reconstruction of the Dodgeville criminally insane at Norfolk is
bridge at a cost of $100,000 plus one of the largest items while
$600,000 for 6.5 miles of new high- under the Curley plan the Taunway in Attleboro and North At- ton State hospital would get antleboro are some of the projects other million and a half in addiin this area included in the $230,- tion to the million already being
522,590 PWA program for Massa- spent there.
Some of the projects provided
chusetts which Gov. James M
(Concluded on Page 3, Col. 2)

IILLIII
Mitt
rr rev
dtfMansfield ....
in securing leases for safety
... $200,000 I •
School St.
zones for artillery firing. As a
Mansfield ..
result Elm St.
$50,000
a. board of officers made a survey
and COcasSe Mansfield ...•
recommended the Cape Cod site
t St. Foxboro
$70.000
as
..
the one best suited for the trainin
$55,000
R. R. Bridge
g of
large units. They came to the
tate Line, So.Reconstruction
I
conAttieclusion that Fort Devens is
boro
inade.............. $125,00
quate for training a division
and that
0I
dgevi;le .......
it is vitailly important that
.... $100,000 I
the
Total
train as a unit in order that it 26th
.......
.......
may
$9,500,500
learn to coordinate the arms
of the
111111T,•
service.
Ls, 1.4;1411. 4A1.• ruouved 4sIcpavl
empoed
ficulty

•
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swaiwo, lime aid

which the federal government
may extend to the states. Not
actually so much the aid which
may be extended as the conditions
under which it may be extended.
Officially, little is being said about
it, but there is speculation on how
much it might Cost the state. If
federal aid is extended on the
basis of matching dollar for dollar, or on a similar plan according to a percentage rate it would
mean added expense. At the moment there are only two methods
in sight by which such an added
expense could be met. They are
a bond Issue or extra taxation.

Claiming a deficit of $1,000,000
from 1934 rather than a surplus of
$651,175.53 which, he said, had
been reported, Gov. Curley in his
budget message set forth the financial difficulties which he said
beset him and found that it would
be necessary to obtain $3,000,000
: —which is the approximate difference between his budget and
the 1934 appropriations—from
a
source not now existent.
To raise this $3,000,000 and to
fix the state tax at $9,500,000, or
half a million less than last year
he proposed a 10 per cent surtax
on inheritance taxes, corporation
taxes and income taxes—in other
ords, a tax upon a tax. Either
this could be done or there could
be a bond issue, he said.
In the table which follows are
listed the state appropriations and
the state tax from 1925 to 1934.
These figures can be compared
with Gov. Curley's budget of $61.149,530.59. and his proposed state
tax of $9,500.000. It, will be seen
that his proposed state tax stands
about. midway between the highest, and the lowest in this 10-year
period.
IV "state tax" is meant the
total sum which the state levies
upon the cities arid towns and
which it collects from them. The
apportionment of the tax is based
upon the assessed valuation of the
cities and towns and the number
of polls they have. An apportionment is made every three years
by ;he commissioner of taxation
and corporations and is submitted
to the legislature.
----The table:
Apnrooriations State Tax
1925 ...$46.352.651.65 $12,000,000
1926
48,489,022.81 12,000,000
1927
52.393,349.56 12,000,000
1928
53.'773,059.96
8.500,000
1929
55,977,487.99
8.500,000
1930
65.498.393.64
7,000,000
1931
65.249.970.62
7.500,000
1132
60,751,642.80
9,750,000
1033
57,339.065.28
9,000,000
1934
58,126.915.08 10,000,000
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over.
MIT
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been told, it now becomes our ti
as
comprehensively
as
it
tell
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means at hand will permit.Saturda
A
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"Accordingly, beginning
plan to place before the citize:
we
•
accredit(
1- •
of Fitchburg and their
representatives, including Yours(
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Fence for Athletic Field
id Building Improvements
hi $217,000 Grant Sought
Statewide Public Works Construction Program Recom-

mended By Gov. Curley Includes $2,815,000 for
Route 2 Super-Highway; A shburnham- kshby
Road Among Projects
Fitchburg and nearby communiThe $217,000 recommended by
Gov. Curley for the Fitchburg ties are given 17 of the several
Teachers college would be used for hundred public works construction
the construction of a new gymna- projects for which Gov. James M.
sium, an athletic field and improve- Curley seeks a grant of more than
$230,000,000 for Massachusetts in
ments to existing buildings.
The gymnasium was recommend- federal funds from the $4,880,000,000
ed to the state department of edu- work relief measure now before
Congress.
cation by President Charles M. a Of the projects which would benHerlihy and plans for it submitted efit this section the one which
by S. W. Haynes & Associates, would cost the most is the construction of the Concord - Westminster
architects.
highway, a $2,815.000 project.
super
The project and plans have been
Nearly every one of the 355 cities
on the approved list of the state de- and towns in the state are included
partment.
in the governor's public works conThe suggested building is in the struction program and those of diform of a T, roughly 129 by 70 rect interest to Fitchburg and vifeet, and two storics high. The long cinity include the following:
leg of the T is on the level of the
Industrial scitool for boys at Shirathletic fielti and parallel to the ley. $135,000.
practical arts building. The cross
Fitchburg State Teachers college,
line or top of the T is at right $217,000.
angles to the P. A. building and in
Gardner State colony, $385,000.
that end is located the campus
Concord to Westminster highway
level entrance, via the second story. (29.3 miles) $2,815,000.
The entrance to the gymnasium
road (6.3
Ashburnham -Ashby
floor is via the athletic field and is miles) $320,000.
on the first floor.
Pepperell (Primus road) $15,000.
The gymnasium floor itself will be
Grade Crossings
divided into two large basketball
Ayer, West Main street. $175,000.
courts, one for men and one for
Shirley, Main street, $130,000.
women. The partition dividing the
Lunenburg, Leominster road, $95,two ecurts may be folded back fora
a public gaina. Bleachers, which 000.
South Ashburnhain. $100.000.
will seat 400 persons may then be
Winchendon, Pequoig, $90,000.
pulled out fforn the wall where they
Gardner, Mechanic street. $100,fold into recesses.
'lire building will be of brick, of 000.
Gardner, Poor Farm, $60,000.
modern construction similar to that
Ayer, Shal.er's, $60,000.
of the practical arts structure. It
Ayer, Sandy pond, $100.010.
will be equipped with showers fee
Reconstruction' of overhead railmen and women and class rooms
for physical education lectures and road bridges at Ayer, on Main street,
$90,000, and of underpass on Routs
classes.
There are now more than 350 pu- 2 in Westminster, $45,000.,
pils at the high school. Of this
number about half are men. Classes for both men and women alie
held weekly in physical education
and two hours a week calisthenics,
drills or athletics are required.
The suggested fence is eight feet
high and of the iron picket variety.
It will surround the entire athletic
field. Among improvements suggested are grading at the athletic
field and near the proposed gymnasium and the new practical arts
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On Beacon Hill
Yesterday

(By the Associated Press)

Goy. Curley announced the details
of his plans for the expenditure
of
$230,000,000 on public works projects
—something for pretty nearly each
of the state's communities.
Senator Langone began his tour
of state institutions, finding
the
Worcester state hospital "the best
cared for of any place I've seen"
and the Lyman School for E3eys
at
Westboro in need of repairs and the
boys there in need of a new shoe
fitting.
Secretary Grant told the House
ways and means committee the governor needed more help because he
orked six days a week while his
predecessor worked a day and a
alf.

NEWS
Milford, Mass.

9

Vicinity Projects
On Curley's List
Among the many state projects
listed on Gov. Curley's $230,000,000
public works reconstruction plan are
several developments which affect
vicinity towns.
On the list of railroad crossings to
be eliminated are the crossing on
Main street, Millis, which would cost
$150,000 to eradcate, and the Scott
Hill road underpass at Bellingham,
which would be reconstructed at a
cost of $50,000.

ITEM

Clinton, Mass.

FEB 91935
1
APPEAL TO
CURLEY
GOV.
Springfield, Fc4b. 9—The ti!i
cots and other relatives of Al-Nander Kaminski, 23-year-old New
Britain, Conn., convicted slayer of
a Springfield jail guard, during an
escape today planned a final appeal to Gov. James M. Curley for
commutation of Kaminski's death
ientence to life imprisonment.
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FEB 9 1915
Curley Club To
Name Town Slate
I Within a Week
Curley
liudson.—The Governor
a week with
club will be ready in
they are to sup
a slate of officers
election,
Dolt in the ooming town chib to
by She
annaun-ed
was
it
statement
day. They have is.-“ted a
already
.have
they
that,
denyirr
now
to
up
cendiate
any
endorsed
club
At a recent meeting ()f the
for en
they discussed their plans
dorsing officers for the various
on
town contests. They will meet
Sunday a.fatermxm at 1 o'.clock
hi
when the mutter will again
brought up and within a week
Hwy will have decided on thel
indidates. one official annotmccd

Would Abolish Eight
Framingham Crossings
At Expense of $6,355,000
Projects Here Included in Governor Curley's Proposed Public Works Program
in Bay State From Federal Funds
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION AND
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS LISTED

Abolition of tho eight Framingham- grade crossings at a cost
of $6,355,000 is included in Governor James N. Curie 's $230,000,MASS.
000 plan of public works program thr6ThUThniouwealth,
which he seeks to accomplish with Federal relief funds.
EVERY CITY AND TOWN WOULD PARTICIPATE
ENTERPRISE
L9 Nearly every one of the 355 cities
Marlboro, Mass.
-) and towns in the state would have a;
I part in the Curley program, to be
I paid for with ftmds from the
1T15
$4,880,000,000 work-relief measure
pending before Congress. The detailed
description of the projects disclose
Morrow,
Elizabeth
lernington, N. J., Feb, 9—Mrs.
a program so colossal in scope thst
tostand
the
•
•
Li
dead
scarcely a single Community is omitgrand mother of the
of the
.
in
witness,
last
s
ted.
ecution
t
as
probably
day,
The program includes highway cono cou.dn't clear herself—dead Violet S NitRe.
servant gir
struction, state institution buildings,
aOs
the
parried
Reilly
J.
Edward
counsel
chief
Hau. .nns
grade crossing eliminations, erection
nn,
of bridges, improvements and extenrance of Mrs. Morrow by recalling Mrs. Anna Hauptma
Mrs. Morsion of sewerage systems, breakwatthe defendant's wife to offset the effct, if any, that
em, dredgings, parks and reservaon the jury.
row's appearance might roake
tions.
* * * * *
The program has been submitted
R
to federal authorities at Washington
GOV. TAKES UNPRECEDENTED ACTION IN MURDE
with a request that whatever projects be approved on the extended
Boston, Feb. 9—Because he said, -someone was enjoying
list be financed entirely out of federal
protection,- Governor Curley took unprecedented action last
funds.
murder
the
te
investiga
to
Police
e
rlirSral
night by orderini
Grade crossings, in general, would
in
club
Cosmo
be entirely abolished. Buildings at the
of Joseph P. (Red) Sweeney, ex-convict at the
Reformatory here, at the State
Boston's theatrical and night club district, early yesterday.
Teachers College, additions at the
former Northway plant at West Natick, improvements to the Metropolitan Water system in this section
CLAY PIT •CAVES IN, 27 WOMEN ARE KILLED
costing nearly $40,000,000, work in
Ashland, Southboro and other comFort Hall, Kenya, Africa, Feb. 9—Twentymunities is included. Projects in
died
are
eartherw
fo
rtheir
clay
digging
seven women
hninediate vicinity include the
this
cave-in.
in the pits late yesterday, buried alive by a
following:
e Kikuyu tribe, to which the women belonged,
Railroad Grade Crossings
$140,000
Weston, Church St.
was .rown into a state of chaos by the traciael.
150,000
Millis, Main St.
Ashland, Main and Chun,
115
Sta.
1.10.I I I
westbora, noektawn
8,335,000
Framingham, 8 crossings
150,000
Sudbury, Worcester Rd
Deparement of Correction
Repairs and renovations
necessary at Women's Re400,000
formatory
Hospital Unit, Reformatory
120,000
for Women
Military Department
Alterations. Improvements
repairs and additions to
Commonwealth Depot and
350,000
Motor Park, Natick
Highway Department
1,800,000
Wellesley to Lexington
210,000
Westboro-Southboro
450.000
Sudbury-Wayland-Weston
70,000
Ashland W
Water Projects
Pressure tunnel In Southboro
to cut out Sudbury reser- 4,500,000
voir
Pressure tunnel from Sudbury
reservoir to Weston reser14,000,000
voir
Pressure tunnel from Weston
21,000,000
reservoir to Boston
Additional pipe lines on
500,000
Weston aqueduct
Department of Education
Framingham Teachers Col285&Q0.
lege
... A
BOSTON
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EXTRA!'
Underworld Habitues
Silent to Questions of
Police investigators
Three Held in Attempt to Solve Murder
of Red Sweeney At Cosmos Club
Early Yesterday
GOV.CURLEY DIRECTS STATE
DETECTIVES TO MAKE CLEAN-UP
BOSTON, Feb. 9 cnis)—Reluctance of underworld habitues to talk
balked State and City police today as they vied in attempting to
solve the Cosmos Club pistol slaying of Joseph P."Red" Sweeney,
42, ex-convict and alleged drug peddler.
Four men held by the police,--David J. "Beano- Breen, operator of the COMM Club, Daniel J. McCarthy, 48, and Austin
Holian, 35, both club bartenders, and Barney Gouner, were given a
grilling without result. Mario De Marco, alias Johnny Della Russo,
tvas sought for questioning.
Discovery by State police of an ornate gambling establishment
on the floor above the Cosmos Club, came after the State agencies
had been put on the case by Gov. James M. Curley, who gave instructions that he wanted vice conditions in Boston cleaned up..
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REQUESTS RYAN
RULE CHANGED
Goodwin Would Set Aside
Educational Need For
1 Auto Inspectors
MANY CANDIDATES
High School Education
Now Necessary For
Applicants
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 8—Frank
A.
Goodwin, registrar of motor vehicles, asked the civil service commission today to set aside an educational requirement that was obtained on civil service examinations for inspectors by his predecessor, Morgan T. Ryan.
Goodwin asked James M. Hurley, civil service commissioner,
to make a grammar school education a requisite for taking an examination. The present requirement is a high school education.
The next examination — none
have been held since 1931—will
be
March 23. Several hundred already
have asked permission to take
examinations for two vacancies and
civil service officials said
they
would not be surprised if the total
number of applicants reached
10,000.
Explaining his request for
revised
educational requirements,
Registrar Goodwin said he
had
received more than 20
protests
against the present requireme
nt.
Writing Commissioner
Hurley,
he said he did not
believe
essary for an examiner to it nechave a
high school education
and said he
thought "it is unfair to
of capable citizens to thousands
be barred
from the right to get
this position
because of such
educational qualifications."
He added: "Many
of
men in my department the best
a high school education never had
."
It was said at the
office that more than ausynor's
MO—letters
had been received
protesting the
high school
requirement In connection with the
examination.
.rn
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recedent-Setting Action
Linked With Effort
To Oust Leonard

Plot to Discredit Foe of
Illicit Drug Dealers
Seen
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (AP)—The state
police were ordered by Gov. James
M. Curley tonight to investigate the
slaying of Joseph "Red" Sweeney,
whose unsavory career was ended
early today by a bullet.
It is the first time in the history
of the organization the state police
has participated in investigation of
such a crime committted within the
city's boundaries and the Governor's order was immediately associated with his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard, Boston police commissioner.
••
Entry of the state police meant'
tions
,three independent investiga
were being made of the slaying of
' a man whose criminal record is
lengthy. The city's police were first
on the scene, but soon the Federal
. government detailed agents to the
. case in the belief the trail might
lead to a grim plot to discredit a
foe of illicit drug dealers.

1

International News Photos
Breen,
which David "Beano"
from
Boston
of
End
gunman and
roadway in the South
, alleged dope addict,
Sweeney
Above, the Cosmos
"Red"
P.
Joseph
the dying
has several aliases
5 a. m. Breen, who
owner, is alleged to have taken
the height of the club's evening- street.
burglar, after he had been shot at
the
in
Sweeny
gunman
to have found
and Mario de Marco, alleged
and a long police record, claimed
victim, Breen the club owner,
Below, left to right, Sweeney the
sought for questioning,
4
Continued on Page

CURLEY ORDERS
PROBE BY POLICE
found
In Sweeney's pockets were
and the
100 grains of narcotics
Ward.
private badge of Michael J.
marshal
chief deputy United States
setts
and a member of the Massachu
Legislature. Ward is sponsor of a
bill designed to curb illicit drug
traffic. He reported the badge lost
or stolen two months ago.
Charles Burrows, chief supervisor of the New England narcotic division, in announcing he had embarked on an independent investigation, said:
"Ward was very active in behalf
of his bill. It is my idea this gold
badge was planted on the dead man
because of Ward's activity against
dope."
The badge had been given Ward
by members of h.s staff.
Sweeney died in City hospital of
a bullet in the chest and two severe bruises on the head. He was
brought to the hospital by David
"Beano" Breen, one of the operators of the Cosmos club, a South
emEnd establishment, which
ployed Sweeney as a door man.
Breen was arested 23 times during
prohibition, but never convicted.
Police Capt. Joseph McKinnon
said investigation showed Sweeney
was shot while in the club.
In asking that State police investigate the shooting, Governor Curley told Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner of public safety, he wished the State police to determine if
the Cosmos club was operated as a
gambling establishment. The Governor also conferred with Atty.
Gen. Paul A. Dever on proposed
legislation to permit local and State
police to inspect night clubs.
"In places of this character,
where persons are assembled in
large numbers," said the Governor,
"the police should be able to visit
them as they see fit."
Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of
state detectives, said he had assigned seven men to the case and
would personally supervise their
work.
Sweeney embarked on his criminal career in 1907, when he was
sent to the Lyman school for larceny. In 1911 he was transferred
to the Concord Reformatory. A
robbery charge in 1913 was dismissed but 'e,:t year he waS sentenced to a year in the House of
Correction for robbery. He was
held for the grand jury in 1915
charged with breaking and entering, but was placed on probation
in February, 1916, when he was
up for larceny.
Sweeney was arraigned again in
November of that year for larceny
and appealed a three month's
sentence. Two days later he took
he
a year. Soon after his release
burgwas given another year for
to
lary. In 1920 he was sentenced
three months for larceny. A New
York judge sent him to Sing Sing
for three to five years in late 1920
plan
• ut in
September of that year he received
a four to seven-year sentence to
Massachusetts State Prison for
robbery. Released in 1928, he was
returned to Sing Sing for violating
parole and then transferred to
Clinton prison.
Sweeney was indicted in Middlesex county in the Spring of
1931, for intent to rob, but the
warrant was never served.
The
fact that Sweeney seldom
was
called upon to serve more than
minimum sentences may
have
made his record possible.
Sweeney's body was twice identified, first under his true name by
detectives, and later by a woman.
las Joseph Clark, her common law
• i hurzliand of six years.
! Police held Breen all day for
• questioning, but he preserved silence. They also questioned Barney
1
i Gouner, who they lured into their
arms when he telephoned the club
asking for "Mario." Police said they
relieved
Gouner of a .32 caliber pistol. They also found two
! other pistols in a filing cabinet in
the club, and bloodstains on the!
stairs.
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State Detectives
Begin Probe of
Sweeney Death
, Working Under Orders
Of Governor — Slain
.1
Man Noted Convict
sail
PI

BOSTON, Feb. 9 (.4)
)—Massachusetts
3i) state detectives,
working under orders
gtE of Governor James M. Curley, today
begRn their own investigation of the
1, slaying of Joseph P. Sweeney, former
convict
-I
of many aliases
1
It was the first time in the history
_ o
vf
esttih
geate
fd
orce
suc
th
he a
stac
trim
epe
hm
olicceom
asittneid
1
within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
, Boston police commissioner.
'
Captain John F. Stokes. chief of
state detectives, took personal charge
of the case and assigned seven associates to aid him.
Sweeney died in City Hospital yesterday of a bullet in the chest and
two severe bruises on the head. He was
brought to the hospital by David
1 "Beano Breen, operator of the Cosmos Club, a south end establishment
ri where SWPPrPv welt-trot-1 .., c. .4.--,

1-.1
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lace (New York) for a

'Let Goodwin
I Dojle—Curley
By Telegram State House Reporter
1

BOSTON, Feb. S.—Nineteen residents of Lanesboro asked Governor
Curley today, in a petition, to compel Thomas L. Kletscha, a town
resident and chief district inspector
for the registry of motor vehicles,
to stick to the duties of that position.
The

petitioners

Kletscha,

"as

an

charged

that

agitator

and
through items in the papers.' has
impaired the financial standing of
the town, and that he was
instrumental in having the board of registrars taken to court on criminal
charges, although acquitted.
"I think Registrar Frank
A.
Goodwin can settle this," the
Gov"'"or raaibiaidearefa~11/1~.101140/0/1•0011/4
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BOSTON, Feb. 9—Abolition of
four grade crossings in Worcester
at an estimated cost of $5.335,000,
the construction of a new armory
in Worcester at an estimated cost
of $200.000, the expenditure of
$995,000 at the Worcester State
Hospital are included in the $230.522.590 PWA program for Massachusetts, which Gov. James M.
Curley announced following his
return from Washington.
Among the projects listed for
Worcester and county towns, and
the total cost of said projects follow:
Lincoln Square crossing at a cost
of $3.000.000 and land damages
of 51.000.000.
Barber's ('rossing, 5750.000. an,.
550,000 land damages.
Hope Avenue Crossing, 5200,000,
and $35,000 land damages.
Construction of a new armory, at
a cost of $200,000 was recommended.
Worcester State Hospital:
$430,000
Fireproot floors
75.000
New generators
and
building
Laundry
130,000
equipment .....
Addition to nurses' home 125,000
90,000
Farm House alterations
40,000
Supt's home
45.000
Addition to dairy group
Renovation plumbing in
30.000
Nurses' home ... • •
Lyman School for Boys, Westboro:
School infirmary. fire$100,000
proof
Re-equipment and recentral
construction of
heating and power
7'5,000
plant
Hay storage barn and
10.000
farm tool shed
50.000
Sewage disposal system
with
cottages
brick
furnishings and equip150.000
ment
$385,000
Westboro State Hospital:
Reception building .... 5.500.000
Disturbed bldg., female. 350,000
200.000
Male emp. bldg.
plant
power
Addition
75,000
Addition power plant...
100,000
Dairy group
90,000
6 officers' cottages
73.000
Addition sewer beds
Misc, stair towers and
:15.000
other fire protection .
Garage for employes to
10.000
rented)
be
51.135,000

4fter
of Is
(AP)

Wilent:
ailed for

SCHEDULED FOR
CENTRAL MASS.
Elimination of Worcester
Grades Estimated to
Cost $5,335,000
SETUP IS COMPLETE
Curley Suggests National
Lottery as Way Out
Of Difficulties
By Telegram
I State House Reporter
•

BOSTON, Feb. 8.—Abolition
of four grade crossings in Worcester at an estimated cost of
$5,335,000, including construction work and land damages, is
in the $230,522,590 PWA program for Massachusetts which
Governor Curley announced tonight after his return today
from Washington, where he
went to get Federal aid on the
program.

as

The program for the state,
announced in detail by the Governor, includes money for publio
buildings, roads and grade cross-

ing abolition in Worcester county
and central Massachusetts.
It calls for a new Worcester 0
armory at a cost of $200,000 and

a total of 52.802,500 for the Lyman
school at Westboro, the Industrial
school for boye at Shirley and the

Industrial school at Lancaster for
girls.

County Projects
The program also calls for $385,000 for the Gardner state colony,
44.

I.

51.626.500 for the Grafton state hospital, 51.435.000 for the Westboro
etate hospital and $985.000 for the
0I
Worcester state hospital.
The Lincoln square grade cross- 0
ing elimination in 'Worcester
is estimated to cost $3,000,000 for construction and $1.000.000 for damages. The construction cost of the o 1
Barbers crossing job is set at
$750.000 and the land damages
$50.000. The cost cf the Hope avenue crossing job is figured at
$200.000, with land damages at
$35.000. The Millbury street cross- K>
ing job is figured at $250,000 for )0
construction and 350,000 for land s
damages.
The governor also suggested a DO
national lottery or taxing present

o

00

Continued on Page Sixteen

4/0
Grafton State Hospital
Female ward building
$600.00
Add. to Pines service
125.00
Male ward building
300.00
Add. to Elms service
125.0
Married couples' home
150.
Laundry building and equipment
100.
Addition to storehouse
50.00
Addition to root cellar
5.
Two officers' cottages
30.00
' Hydro. Pines D
15.0
Tunnels
46,5
Superintndent's house
40.
Added boiler capacity
40.0
I
I
i
I
,
'

Total
$1,626.5
Westboro State Hospital
Reception building
$500.
Disturbed building. female
350.
Male employes' building
200.
Additional power plant equipment
75,
Dairy group
100.
Six officers cottages
90.
Additional sewer beds
75.
Ma. stair towers and other fire
protection
35,
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Mother Pleads
With Governor
Son's Life

Tor

•

FLB

BOSTON, Feb. 9—Only a heartbroken mother's plea that the life
of her son be spared stood today
between Alexander Kaminski and
the electric chair.
The 25-year-old New Britain,
Conn„ youth is scheduled to be executed February 19, for the fatal
bludgeoning of Guard Merritt W.
Hayden. during the first of his two
sensational escapes from Hampden
County jail at Springfield.
Governor Curley, who recently
refused to commute the death sentence to life imprisonment, has received from Kamin: i's mother. Mrs.
Rose Kaminski of New Britain, the
following letter:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will not give up hope.
Everyone has told me that you will
not listen, but I refuse to believe
them because I know that yiou. a
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present time
and your great heart can find compassion for me, a humble woman
and mother."
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME

TIAT POSTMASTEREHIP
esident Roosevelt has ordered
that a civil service examination be
taken by candidates for the postmastership of Boston to determine
the successor of Postmaster William
M. Hurley, the career incumbent
who rose from the ranks after 35
years service, starting as a mail I
carrier. Unless there is some feature of this examination now ordered
that has not appeared in such publicity as we have seen, this does not
permit the postmaster, whose term
has expired, to take it. By some
freak of rules not easily understandable to the layman the incumbent is not permitted to demonstrate that he knows more about
the business than those who desire
to succeed him in a good paying
job. It's lust a formality.
, Governor Curley, who is sponsoring former congressman Peter F.
Tague for the job, announces that
his man will take the examination.
If he gets by, as he undoubtedly
will, the President has very lamely got out of a situation that should
not exist. He favored civil service
for all classes of postmasters except
the fourth class, he announced, in
order to take the jobs out of politics. If this postmaster job of Boston
isn't a pola:cal one, vie are in error.

REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.

NEWS
Gardner, Mass.

Governor Curly yesterday ordered the state police to investigate
the slaying of Joseph "Red" Sweeney in a night club. This order
makes use of the state police for
'business that is strictly that of Boston and federal officials. It is considered as a slap at Police Commissioner Leonard who Curley plans to
get rid of.

iURLEY ORDERS
,STATE TO SCAN
BOSTON MURDER
Also Directs Atty-Gen Dever
to Prepare Law Allowing
Police Access to Public Assemblies
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 8—With the first gangland murder in Boston since he became chief executive, Gov James M.

The legislative committee on ways
and means is trying to learn why
Governor Curley's office • expenses
will be $10,000 more this year than
were those of his predecessor.
Frank A. Goodwin, registrar of
motor vehicles, appeared before the
legislative commitee on administration and finance yesterday to oppose
the bill calling for the transfer of
the aeronautics authority from the
registry to an unpaid commission.
He said that he did not believe an
unpaid group of men is efficient.
The committee on cities was allowed a travel order to permit that
body to hold a hearing in Worcester regarding charter changes. The
hearing wlil be held late this month
or early in March:
A bill to exempt persons over 70
years of age from payment of poll
.taxes was defeated in the House
!yesterday.
I

The House passed
to be engrossed a bill lowering the interest
penalty rates on unpaid taxes. Under the bill, interest on taxes in
!
excess of $300 will be 61
/
2 per cent
instead of 8 per cent, and on all
taxes below $300, 5 instead of 6 per
cent.
Under a rules suspension two
readings were given in the House
to a bill providing for immediate
removal of convicted murderers
from county jails to the state prison
at Charlestown.
The Senate accepted leave to withdraw reports on bills to simplify appeal procedure to the Supreme court,
to revise laws on payment of debt
of deceased persons and allowanc
against insolvent estates of such per
sons, to change the license year fo
hunting, fishing and trapping licens
es and to establish a court of domes
tic relations.

Curley this afternoon directed Col
Paul G. Kirk, public safety commissioner, to use Detective Captains
Stokes and Ferrari to investigate the
Cosmo club in the South end, where
Joseph P. ("Red") Sweeney, gangster,
was shot to death earlier in the day.
Further than that, he directed AttyGen Paul A. Dever to draft an amendment to the law, which would permit
;local and state police to enter places
of public assembly at any time, with a
view to inspecting conditions.
He ordered Col Kirk to haae Capts
Stokes and Ferrari inspect the Cosmo
club with a view to determining
whether gaming and gambling have
been conducted there and whether
gaming and gambling devices have
been permitted in the club.

Police Power Limited
The police commissioners of Boston
have always maintained—and AttyGen Dever said rightly so—that they
had no authority to use such entry
powers.
"The time to investigate these places
Is not when the crime has been committed or during the process of the
crime," said the governor, "but the
police should enter whenever they see
fit."

When informed by Atty-Gen Dever
that such powers were included in
the original draft of the liquor control

law, and eliminated during legislative
consideration, the governor said this
must have been done to insure for the
ivileges not accorded
"higher-ups" p,

the police.
The proposed law, which Gov Curley will support, would permit police
in all cities to inspect assembly places,
whether night clubs or otherwise, to
search for gambling devices and

liquor, without warrants.
Detectives Find Club Closed
Upon receipt of Gov Curle's order.
Col Kirk sent Lieut Thomas Mitchell
and State Detective Frank Hale to the
Cosmo club immediately. When they
got there, they found the Boston police
had just closed and locked up the
place, and turned the key over to
someone who had departed.
Later. Chief of Detectives Stokes,
vvith Detectives Edward Sherlock.
Edward P. O'Neill. State Police Sergeants John Dempsey, John Horgan,
Joseph Creel° and John J. Canavan,
followed the others to the club, and
orders were to get in if the doors
had to be battered down, as the orders were from the governor to get
in and investigate.

Federal Men Begin
Own Investigation
Boston. Feb. 8—(AP)—The state
M.
police were ordered by Gov James
Curley tonight to investigate the
slaying of Joseph ("Red") Sweeney.
whose unsavory career was ended
early today by a bullet.
Entry of the state police meant
were
three independent investigations c;•y's
being made of the slaying. The
police were first on the scene, but
soon 0,, frleral zovernment detailed
in the belief the.
nts

Curley Orders
, State to Scan
Boston Murder
(Continued
from First Page)

trail might lead to a grim plot in
discredit a foe of illicit drug dealers.
Narcotics Found In Pockets
In Sweeney's pockets were found

100 grains o' narcotics and the private badge of Michael J. Ward, chief
deputy United States marshal and a
member of the Massachusetts Legislature. Ward is sponsor of a bill designed to curb illicit drug traffic. He

reported the badge lost or stolen two
months ago.
Charles Burrows. chief supervisor
of the New England narcotic division,

in announcing he had embarked on
an independent investigation, said:—
"Ward was very active in behalf of
his bill. It is my idea this gold badge
was planted on the dead man because
of Ward's activity against dope."
The badge had been given Ward by
members of his staff.
Sw.pney died in City hospital of
a bullet in the chest and two severe

bruises on the head. He was brought
to the hospital by David ("Beano")
Breen, one of the operators of the
Cosmo club, a South end establishment, which employed Sweeney as a
door man. Breen was arrested 23

times during prohibition, but never
convicted.

Criminal Career Began In 1907
Sweeney embarked on his criminal
career in 1907, when he was sent to
the Lyman school for larceny. In 1911
he was transferred to the Concord reformatory. A robbery charge in 1.913
was dismissed but next year he was
sentenced to a year in the house of

correction for robbery. He was held
for the grand jury in 1915 charged
with breaking and entering, but
was

placed on probation in February, 1916,
when he was up for larceny.

Sweeney was arraigned again in November of that year for larceny and
appealed a three-months' sentence.
Two days later he took a year.
Soon
after his release he was given another
year for burgulary. In 1920 he
was
sentenced to three months for larceny. A New York judge sent him
to Sing Sing for three to five years
In late 1920 for assault. He defaulted $1750 bail in a highway robbery

charge in Philadelphia in March. 1924,

but in September of that year he received a four to seven year sentence
to Massachusetts state prison for robbery. Released in 1928, he was returned to Sing Sing for violating
Parole and then transferred to Clinton
prison.
Sweeney was indicted in Middlesex
county in the spring of 1931, for intent to rob, but the warrant was never served. The fact that Sweeney seldom was called upon to serve more
than the minimum sentences .may
have made his record possible.
Sweeney's body was twice identified,

first under his true name by detectives, and later by a woman, as Jos-

eph Clark, her common law husband
of six years.
Police held Breen all day for questioning, hut he preserved silence. They
also questioned Barney Gouner, who
they lured into their arms when he
telephoned
the
club asking for
"Mario." Police said they relieved
Gouner of a .32-caliber pistol,
They
a7so found two other pistols In a tiling

cabinet in the club, and bloodstains
on the stairs.
ST AIDAN'S OFFICERS NAMED
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State Detectives
Begin Probe of
I Sweeney Death
Working Under Orders
Of Governor — Slain
Man Noted Convict

•

BOSTON, Feb. 9 Rj—Massachusetts
state detectives, working under orders
of Governor James M. Curley, today
began their own investigation of the
slaying of Joseph P. Sweeney, former
convict of many aliases.
It was the first time in the history
of the force the state police has investigated such a crime committed
Within Boston's boundaries and the
Governor's order was associated with
his efforts to oust Joseph J. Leonard,
Boston police commissioner.
Captain John F. Stokes, chief of
state detectives, took personal charge
of the case and assigned seven associates to aid him.
Sweeney died in City Hospital yesterday of a bullet in the chest and
two severe bruises on the head. He was
brought to the hospital by David
"Beano" Breen, operator of the Cosmos Club, a south end establishment
where Sweeney worked as doorman.
One hundred grains of narcotics
and the private badge of Michael J.
Ward, chief deputy U. S. marshal and
a memoer of the Massachusetts Legislature, were found in Sweeney's pockets. Ward. sponsor of a bill designed
to curb illicit drug traffic, reported
the badge lost or stolen two months
ago.
Police Captain Joseph McKinnon
of the Boston department, said investigation showed Sweeney was shot
while at the club, but beyond that police had little information. Questioning of Breen led nowhere.
In asking that the state police investigate the shooting, Governor Curley told Paul G. Kiitc, state commissioner of public safety, he wished the
state officers to determine if the Cosmos Club was operated as a gambling
establishment. The Governor also conferred with Attorney General Paul A.
Dever on proposed legislation to permit local and state police to inspect
night clubs.
-von. -ses4v4siugamiczy 01 motor venmoopes,
to stick to the duties of that position.
petitioners charged that
The
Kletscha, "as an agitator and
through items in the papers'' has
impaired the financial standing of
the town, and that he was instrumental in having the board of registrars taken to court on criminal
charges, although acquitted.
"I think Registrar Frank A.
, Goodwin can settle this," the GovArno?*
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Local Projects in
's Program.
Curley
-.A.
Pos!)
to
(R„cial The
9—Abolition of

BOSTON, Feb.
four grade crossings in Worcester
,
at an estimated cost of $5,335,000
the construction of a new armory
in Worcester at an estimated cost
of $200.000, the expenditure of
$985,000 at the Worcester State
Hospital are Included in the $230,522.590 PWA program for Massachusetts, which Gov. James M.
Curley announced following his
return from Washington.
Among the projects listed for
Worcester and county towns, and
the total cost of said projects follow:
Lincoln Square crossing at a cost
of $3,000,000 and land damages
of $1,000,000.
.
an,
Barber's Crossing, $750,000,
$50,000 land damages.
$200,000,
Hope Avenue Crossing,
and $35.000 land damages. at
armory,
Construction of a rew
recoma cost of $200.000 was
mended.
Worcester State Hospital:$430,000
Fireproot floors
75,000
New generators
Laundry buiiding and
150,000
equipment
125,000
Addition to nurses' home
90,000
Farm House alterations
40,000
Supt's home
45.000
Addition to dairy group
Renovation plumbing in
30.000
. •
Nurses' home
Westboro:
Lyman School for Boys,
School infirmary, fire- $100,000
proof
reRe-equipment and
construction of central
heating and power
75,000
plant
Hay storage barn and
10,900
farm tool shed
50,000
Sewage disposal system
with
cottages
brick
furnishings and equip150,000
ment
$385.000
Westboro State Hospital:
5500.000
Reception building ... •
350,000
Disturbed bldg.. female
200,000
Male emp. bldg.
plant
power
Addition
75,000
Addition power plant...
100,000
Dairy group
90,000
6 officers' cottages
75.000
Addition sewer beds
Misc, stair towers and
35.000
other fire protection
Garage for employes to
10.000
be rented)
$1,435,000

After

of Is
?isD
(AP)
r. Wilent
ailed for

SCHEDULED FOR
CENTRAL MASS.
Elimination of Worcester
Grades Estimated to
Cost $5,335,000
SETUP IS COMPLETE
Curley Suggests National
Lottery as Way Out
Of Difficulties

1

By Telegram
State Rouse Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 8.—Abolltion
of four grade crossings in Worcester at an estimated cost of
$5,335,000, including construction work and land damages, is
in the $230,522,590 PWA , program for Massachusetts which
Governor Curley announced tonight after his return today
from Washington, where he
went to get Federal aid on the
program.
The program for the state, as
announced in detail by the Governor, includes money for publio
buildings, roads and grade crossing abolition in Worcester county
and central Massachusetts.
It calls for a new Worceeter
armory at a cost of $200,000 and
a total of $2,802,500 for the Lyman
school at Westboro, the Industrial
school for boys at Shirley and the
Industrial school at Lancaster for
girls.
County Projects
The program also calls for $385,000 for the Gardner state colony,
$1,628,500 for the Grafton state hospital, $1,435.000 for the Westboro
state hospital and $985,000 for the
Worcester state hospital.
The Lincoln square grade crossing elimination in Worcester is entimated to cost $3,000,000 for construction and $1,000,000 for darnages. The construction cost of the 10
Barbers crossing job is set at
$750,000 and the land damages
$50,000. The cost cf the Hope ave- 10
nue crossing job is figured at
$200,000, with land damages at
$35,000. The Millbury street cross- 10
ing job is figured at $250,000 for 10
construction and $50,000 for land
damages.
The governor also suggested a 00
national lottery or taxing present
00
Continued on Page Sixteen

;CZ

Grafton State Hospital
E600.000
Female ward building
125.000
Add. to Pines service
300.000
Male ward building
125.000
Add. to Elms service
150.000
Married couples' home
equipand
Laundry building
100.000
ment
50.000
Addition to storehouse
3.000
Addition to root cellar
30.000
Two officers' cottages
15.000
Hydro. Pines D
46.500
Tunnels
40.000
Superintndent's house
40.000
Added boiler capacity
31.626.500
Westboro State Hospital
Reception building
5°0000
$3.30:000
Disturbed building. female
200.000
Male employes' building
equipplant
Additional power
75.000
ment
000
:000
100.000
Dairy group
90.000
Six officers' cottages
75.000
Additional sewer beds
Mis. stair towers and other fire
35,000
protection
Total

cin
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME

THAT POSTMASTEREHIP
President Roosevelt has ordered
that a civil service examination be
taken by candidates for the postmastership of Boston to determine
the successor of Postmaster William
M. Hurley, the career incumbent
who rose from the ranks after 35
years service, starting as a maill
carrier. Unless there is some feat- I
ure of this examination now ordered
that has not appeared in such publicity as we have seen, this does not
permit the postmaster, whose term
has expired, to take it. By some
freak of rules not easily understandable to the layman the incumbeat is not permitted to demonstrate that he knows more about
the business than those who desire
to succeed him in a good paying
job. It's just a formality.
Governor Carley, who is sponsoring former congressman Peter F.
Tague for the job, announces that
his man will take the examination.
If he gets by, as he undoubtedly
will, the President has very lamely got out of a situation that should
not exist. He favored civil service
for all classes of postmasters except
the fourth class, he announced, in
order to take the jobs out of politics. If this postmaster job of Boston
isn't a pol;t:c-al one, we are in error.

75rOther Pleads
,With Governor
Son's Life

For

•

MASS.
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BOSTON, Feb. 9—Only a heartbroken mother's plea that the life
of her son be spared stood today
between Alexander Kaminski and
the electric chair.
New Britain,
The 25-year-old
Conn., youth is scheduled to be executed February 19, for the fatal
bludgeoning of Guard Merritt W.
Hayden. during the first of his two
sensational escapes from Hampden
County jail at Springfield.
Governor Curley, who recently
refused to commute the death sentence to life imprisonment, has received from Kamin.:_i's mother. Mrs.
- Rose Kaminski of New Britain, the
; following letter:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will net give up hope.
Everyone has told me that you will
- not listen, but I refuse to believe
' them because I know that yiou. a
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present time
and your great heart can find compassion for me, a humble woman
- and mother."

Governor

Curley

yesterday

CURLEY ORDERS
,STATE TO SCAN
' BOSTON MURDER

or-

dered the state police to investigate
the slaying of Joseph "Red" Sweeney in a night club. This order
makes use of the state police for
'business that is strictly that of Boston and federal officials. It is considered as a slap at Police Commissioner Leonard who Curley plans to
get rid of.
The legislative committee on ways
and means is trying to learn why
Governor burley's office expenses
will be $10,000 more this year than
were those of his predecessor.
Frank A. Goodwin, registrar of
motor vehicles, appeared before the
legislative commitee on administration and finance yesterday to oppose
the bill calling for the transfer of
the aeronautics authority from the
registry to an unpaid commission.
He said that he did not believe an
unpaid group of men is efficient.
The committee on cities was allowed a travel order to 'permit that
body to hold a hearing in Worcester regarding charter changes. The
hearing wlil be held late this month
or early in March.A bill to exempt persons over 70
years of age from payment of poll
taxes was defeated
in the House
yesterday.
I

I

The
House
passed
to be engrossed a bill lowering the interest
penalty rates on unpaid taxes. under the bill, interest on taxes in
excess of $300 will be 61
/
2 per cent
instead of 8 per cent, and on all
taxes below $300, 5 instead of 6 per
cent.
Under a rules suspension two
readings were given in the House
to a bill providing for immediate
removal of convicted
murderers
from county jails to the state prison
at Charlestown.
The Senate accepted leave to withdraw reports on bills to simplify appeal )rocedure to the Supreme court,
to revise laws on payment of debt
of deceased persons and allowanc
against insolvent estates of such per
sons, to change the license year 10
hunting, fishing and trapping licens
es and to establish a court of domes
tic relations.

Also Directs Atty-Gen Dever
to Prepare Law Allowing
Police Access to Public Assemblies
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 8—With the first gangland murder in Boston since he became chief executive, Gov James M.
Curley this afternoon directed Col
Paul G. Kirk, public safety commissioner, to use Detective Captains
Stokes and Ferrari to investigate the
Cosmo club in the South end, where
Joseph P. ("Red") Sweeney, gangster,
was shot to death earlier in the day.
Further than that, he directed AttyIGen Paul A. Dever to draft an amendment to the law, which would permit
local and state police to enter places
of public assembly at any time, with a
view to inspecting conditions.
He ordered Col Kirk TO have Capts
Stokes and Ferrari inspect the Cosmo
club with a view to determining
whether gaming and gambling have
been conducted there and whether
gaming and gambling devices have
been permitted in the club.
Pollee Power Limited
The police commissioneis of Boston
have always maintained—and AttyGen Dever said rightly so—that they
had no authority to use such entry
powers.
"The time to investigate these places
is not when the crime has been corn- .
mitted or during the process of the
crime," said the governor, "but the
police should enter whenever they see
fit."
When informed by Atty-Gen Dever
that such powers were included In
the original draft of the liquor control
law, and eliminated during legislative
consideration, the governor said this
must have been done to insure for the
"higher-ups" privileges not accorded
the police.
The peoposed law, which Gov Curley will support, would permit police
in all cities to inspect assembly places,
whether night clubs or otherwise, to
search for gambling devices and
liquor, without warrants.
Detectives Find Club Closed
Upon receipt of Gov Curley's order.
Col Kirk sent Lieut Thomas Mitchell
and State Detective Frank Hale to the
Cosmo club immediately. When they
got there, they found the Boston police
. had just closed and locked up the
, place, and turned the key over to
someone who had departed.
Later. Chief of Detectives Stokes,
with Detectives Edward Sherlock,
Edward P. O'Neill, State Police Sergeants John Dempsey, John Horgan,
Joseph Crecio and John J. Canavan,
followed the others to the club, and
orders were to get in if the doors
had to be battered down, as the orders were from the governor to get
in and investizate.

\

Federal Men Begin
Own Investigation
Boston, Feb. 8—(AP)—The state
police were ordered by Gov James M.
Curley tonight to investigate the
slaying of Joseph ("Red") Sweeney,
whose unsavory career was ended
early today by a bullet.
Entry of the state police meant
three independent investigations were
being made of the slaying. The city's
police were first on the scene, but
soon the- fleral zovernment detailed
the •• • in the belief the.
nts

Curley Orders
State to Scan
II
Boston Murder
(Continued from First Page)
trail might lead to a grim plot to
discredit a foe of illicit drug dealers.
Narcotics Found In Pockets
In Sweeney's pockets were found
100 grains of narcotics and the private badge of Michael J. Ward, chief
deputy United States marshal and a
member of the Massachusetts Legislature. Ward is sponsor of a bill designed to curb illicit drug traffic. He
reported the badge lost or stolen two
months ago.
Charles Burrows, chief supervisor
of the New England narcotic division.
in announcing he had embarked on
an independent investigation, said:—
"Ward was very active in behalf of
his bill. It is my idea this gold badge
was planted on the dead man because
of Ward's activity against dope."
The badge had been given Ward by
members of his staff.
Sweeney died in City hospital of
a bullet in the chest and two severe
bruises on the head. He was brought
to the hospital by David ("Beano")
Breen, one of the operators of the
Cosmo club, a South end establishment, which employed Sweeney as a
door man. Breen was arrested 23
times during prohibition, but never
convicted.
Criminal Career Began in 1907
Sweeney embarked on his criminal
career in 1907, when he was sent to
the Lyman school for larceny. In 1911
he was transferred to the Concord reformatory. A robbery charge in -1913
was dismissed but next year he was
sentenced to a year in the house of
correction for robbery. He was held
for the grand jury in 1915 charged
with breaking and entering, but was
placed on probation in February, 1916,
when he was up for larceny.
Sweeney was arraigned again in November of that year for larceny and
appealed a three-months' sentence.
Two days later he took a year. Soon
after his release he was given another
year for burgulary. In 1920 he was
sentenced to three months for larceny. A New York judge sent him
to Sing Sing for three to five years
in late 1920 for assault. He defaulted $1750 bail in a highway robbery
charge in Philadelphia in March, 1924,
but in September of that year he received a four to seven year sentence
to Massachusetts state prison for robbery. Released in 1928, he was returned to Sing Sing for violating parole m
and then transferred to Clinton
p
Sweeney was indicted in Middlesex
county in the spring of 1931, for intent to rob, but the warrant was never served. The fact that Sweeney seldom was called upon to serve more
than the minimum sentences .may
have made his record possible.
Sweeney's body was twice identified,
first under his true name by detective-s, and later b'y a woman, as Joseph Clark. her common law husband
of six years.
Police held Breen all day for questioning, but he preserved silence. They
also questioned Barney Gouner, who
they lured into their arms when he
telephoned
the
club asking for
"Mario." Police said they relieved
Gouner of a .12-caliber pistol.
They
also found two other pistols In a filing
cabinet in the club, and bloodstains
on the stairs.
ST AIDAN'S OFFICERS NAMED
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charges, although acquitted.
"I think Registrar Frank A.
," the Gov-Goodwin can settle thisrsa"
or-nor zaiiileilielhoommumm

MANY PROJECTS
SCHEDULED FOR
CENTRAL MASS.
Elimination of Worcester
Grades Estimated to
Cost $5,335,000

SETUP IS COMPLETE
Curley Suggests National
-Lottery as Way Out
Of Difficulties
, By Telegram
!State House Reporter
tion
BOSTON, Feb. 8.-Aboli
Wor
in
of four grade crossings
of
t
cos
cester at an estimated
struc$5,335,000, including con
s, is
tion work and land damage
proin the $230,522,590 PWA
ch
gram for Massachusetts whi
toced
oun
ann
ley
Cur
Governor
ay
night after his return tod
he
from Washington, where
the
on
aid
l
era
Fed
went to get
program.
as

I
e,
The program for the stat Govthe
by
il
deta
in
ced
announ
for public%
ernor, includes money
crossbuildings, roads and grade
ter county
ing abolition in Worces
etts.
0
and central Massachus
ceeter
It calls for a new Wor
and
,000
$200
of
cost
armory at a
an
a total of $2,802,500 for the Lym al
stri
school at Westboro, the Indu
ley and the
school for boys at Shir
caster for
Industrial school at Lan
girls.
County Projects
$385,The program also calls for ony,
e col
000 for the Gardner stat
e hos$1,628,500 for the Grafton stattboro
pital, $1,435,000 for the Wes
for the
state hospital and $985,000
.
Worcester state hospital
crossThe Lincoln square grade
is earing elimination in Worcester
for contimated to cost $3,000,000
for damstruction and $1,000,000
of the 0
ages. The construction cost
is set at 0
Barbers crossing job
d damages
$750,000 and the lan
Hope ave- 0
$50,000. The coat cf the
red at
flue crossing job is figu
ages at
$200,000, with land dam
street cross,- *
$35,000. The Millbury
,000 for
Ing job Is figured at $250
000 for land S
construction and $50,
damages.
gested a
The governor also sug
rt
present o
national lottery or taxing
00
een
Sixt
e
Continued on Pag
00
Grafton State Hospital
.000
$600
ding
Female ward buil
125.000
s service
Add. to Pine
300.000
ding
buil
Male ward
125.000
ice
serv
Add. to Elmsles'
150.000
home
Married coup
pequi
and
ding
Laundry buil
100.000
ment
50.000
se
5.000
Addition to storehou
ar
cell
30.000
Addition to root
Two officers' cottages
15.000
Hydro. Pines D
46.500
Tunnels
40.000
e
Superintndent's hous
40.000
Added boiler capacity
$1,626.500
Total
Westboro State Hospital
$500,000
Reception building. female
350.000
Disturbed buil'ding ding
200.000
buil
Male employes r
pequi
t
Additional powe plan
75.000
ment
100.000
Dairy group
90.000
Six officers' cottages
75.000
beds
Additional sewer and
fire
r
othe
Mis. stair towers
35.000
protection
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME

CURLEY ORDERS
,STATE TO SCAN
' BOSTON MURDER

liresident Roosevelt has orde
red
that a civil service
examination be
taken by candidates
for the postmastership of Boston to
determine
the successor of Post
Governor Curley yesterday ormaster William
M. Hurley, the care
er incumbent dered the state police to investigate
who rose from the rank
s after 35 the slaying of Joseph "Red" Sweeyears service, start
ing as a mail!, ney in a night club. This order
carrier. Unless there is
some feat- makes use of the state police for
ure of this examinat
ion now ordered 'business that is strictly that of Doe'ton and federal officials. It
that has not appeared
is conin such pubsidered as a slap at Police
licity as we have seen
Commis, this does not
sioner Leonard who Curley
permit the postmaster, whos
plans to
e term
get rid of.
has expired, to take it. By
some
freak of rules not easily
underThe legislative committee
standable to the layman the incu
on ways
m- and means is tryin
g to learn why
bent is not permitted to demo
n- Governor Curley's offic
e expenses
strate that he knows more
about will be $10,000 more this
year than
the business than those who
desire were those of his predecessor.
to succeed him in a good
paying
job. It's just a formality.
Frank A. Goodwin, registrar
of
Governor Carley, who is sponsor- motor vehicles, appeared
before the
ing former congressman
Peter F. legislative commitee on administra•
' Tague for the job, announce
tion and finance yesterday to oppo
se
s that
the bill calling for the transfer
his man will take the examinat
of
ion.
the aeronautics authority from the
If he gets by, as he undoubte
dly
regis
try
to an unpaid commission.
will, the President has very
lameHe said that he did not believe an
ly got out of a situation that
should unpa
id group of men is efficient.
not exist. He favored civil servi
ce
for all classes of postmasters exce
pt
The committee on cities was althe fourth class, he announced,
in lowed a travel order
to permit that
order to take the jobs out of
poli- body to hold a hearing in Worc
estics. If this postmaster job of Bost
on ter regarding charter changes. The
isn't a pola:cal one, We are in error
. hearing wlil be held late this month
or early in March:

Mother Pleads
With Governor
yor Son's Life

A bill to exempt persons over 70
years of age from payment of
poll
taxes was defeated in the Hous
e
!yesterday.

I The House passed to be
engrossed a bill lowering the inter
BOSTON. Feb. 9—Only a heartest
broken mother's plea that the life
penalty rates on unpaid taxes.
Unof her son be spared stood today
der the bill, interest on taxe
s in
between Alexander Kaminski and
excess of $300 will be 61
/
2 Per cent
the electric chair.
instead of 8 per cent, and
on all
The 25-year-old New Britain,
taxes below $300, 5 instead of
Conn,, youth is scheduled to be ex6 per
cent.
ecuted February 19, for the fatal
bludgeoning of Guard Merritt W.
Hayden. during the first of his two
Under a rules suspension
two
sensational escapes from Hampden
readings were given in the
House
County jail at Springfield.
to a bill providing for
immediate
Governor Curley, who recently removal of
cc nvicted murderers
refused to commute the death sent- from
county jails to the state priso
ence to life imprisonment, has ren
ceived from Kamin:- i's mother, Mrs. at Charlestown.
Rose Kaminski of New Britain, the
following letter:
The Senate accepted leave to
with"Until you say to me finally that draw reports on bills to simplify
aplie must die, I will not give up hope. peal procedure to the Supr
eme court,
Everyone has told me that you will to revis
e laws on payment of debt
not listen, but I refuse to believe
of deceased persons and allowanc
them because I know that yfou. a
member of a race that has known against insolvent estates of such per
suffering for centuries, can appreci- sons, to change the license year fo
ate what I feel at the present time hunting, fishing and trapping licens
and your great heart can find com- es and to establish a cour
t of domes
passion for me, a humble woman tic relations.
and mother."

Also Directs Atty-Gen Dever
to Prepare Law Allowing
Police Access to Public Assemblies
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 8—With the first gangland murder in Boston since he became chief executive, Gov James M.
Curley this afternoon directed Col
Paul G. Kirk, public safety commissioner, to use Detective Captains
Stokes and Ferrari to investigate the
Cosmo club in the South end, where
Joseph P. ('Red") Sweeney, gangster,
was shot to death earlier in the day.
Further than that, he directed AttyGen Paul A. Dever to draft an amendment to the law, which would permit
local and state police to enter places
of public assembly at any time, witn a
view to inspecting conditions.
He ordered Col Kirk to have Cants
Stokes and Ferrari inspect the Cosmo
club with a view to determining
whether gaming and gambling have
been conducted there and whether
gaming and gambling devices have
been permitted in the club.

Pollee Power Limited
The police. commissioners of Boston

have always maintained—and AttyGen Dever said rightly so—that they
had no authority to use such entry
powers.
"The time to investigate these places
Is not when the crime has been committed or during the process of the
crime," said the governor, "but the
police should enter whenever they see
fit."
When informed by Atty-Gen Dever
that such powers were included In
the original draft of the liquor control
law, and eliminated during legislative
consideration, the governor said this
must have been done to insure for the
"higher-ups" privileges not accorded
the police.
The proposed law, which Gov Curley will support, would permit police
in all cities to inspect assembly places,
whether night clubs or otherwise, to
search for gambling devices and
liquor, without warrants.
Detectives Find Club Closed
Upon receipt of Gov Curley's order.
Col Kirk sent Lieut Thomas Mitchell
and State Detective Frank Hale to the
Cosmo club immediately. When they
got there, they found the Boston police
had just closed and locked up the
place, and turned the key over to
someone who had departed.
Later. Chief of Detectives Stokes,
with Detectives Edward Sherlock.
Edward P. O'Neill. State Police Sergeants John Dempsey, John Horgan,
Joseph Credo and John J. Canavan,
followed the others to the club, and
orders were to get in if the doors
had to be battered down, as the orders were from the governor to get
in and investigate.

Federal Men Begin
Own Investigation
Boston, Feb. 8—(AP)—The state
police were ordered by Gov James M.
Curley tonight to investigate the
slaying of Joseph ("Red") Sweeney,
whose unsavory career was ended
early today by a bullet.
Entry of the state police meant
three independent investigations were
being made of the slaying. The city's
police were first on the scene, hut
soon the federal government detailed
agents to thc i.inse in the belief the,

Curley Orders
State to Scan
Boston Murder

(Continued from First
Page)
trail might lead to
a grim

plot to
discredit a foe of
illicit drug dealers.

Narcotics Found In
Pocke

ts
In Sweeney's
pockets were foun
d
100 grains of narco
tics
and
the
private badge of Micha
el J. Ward, chief
deputy United State
s marshal and a
member of the
chusetts Legislature. Ward is Massa
sponsor of a bill designed to curb illicit
drug
traffic. He
reported the badge lost
or stolen two
months ago.
Charles Burrow s,
chief supervisor
of the New Engl
and narcotic division,
in announcing he
had
embarked on
an independent
investigation, said:—
"Ward was very
activ
e
in behalf of
his bill. It is my
idea this gold badge
was planted on the
dead
man because
of Ward's activity
against dope."
The badge had
men-leers of his been given Ward by
staff.
s%;,
eney died in City
hospital of
a bullet in the
cheat
bruises on the head. and two severe
He was brought
to the hospital
by
Breen, one of the David ("Beano")
opera
tors of the
Cosmo club, a Sout
h end establishment, which empl
oyed

door man.

Breen

Sweeney as a

was arrested 28
times during
prohibition, but never

convicted.
Criminal Career Bega
n In 1907
Swee

ney embarked
career in 1907, when on his criminal
he was sent to
the Lyman school
he was transferredfor larceny. In 1911
to the Concord
reformatory. A robbe
was dismissed but ry charge in 1913
next
year
he
was
sentenced to a year
in the house of
correction for
for the grand robbery. He was held
jury in 1915 char
with breaking and
ged
entering, but
placed on proba
tion in February, was
when he was up
1916,
for larceny.
Sweeney was
vember of that arraigned again in Noyear for larceny
and
appealed a three
Two days later he -months' sentence.
after his release he took a year. Soon
was given anoth
year for burgu
er
lary.
sentenced to three In 1920 he was
ceny. A New York months for larjudge sent him
to Sing Sing for
three

In late 1920

to five years

for
ed 81750 bail in assault. He defaulta highway

robbery
charge in Philadelph
but in September ofia in March, 1924,
that
year
iie received a four to seve
n

year sentence
to Massachusetts
state prison for robbery. Released in
1928,
he was returned to Sing Sing
for violating
role and then
Patransferred to Clint
on
prison.

Sweeney was Indicted
in Middlesex
county in the sprin
tent to rob, but the g of 1931, for inwaft-ant

was never served. The fact
that Sweeney seldom was called
upon to serve more
the minimum
sentences ,may
have made his
record
Sweeney's body was possible.
twice
identified,
firat under his true
name by detectives, and later by
a
woman, as Joseph Clark, her
common law husband
of six years.
Police held Breen all
day for questioning, but he
rved silence. They
also questioned prese
Barney Gouner, who
they lured into
their arms when he
telephoned
the
club asking for
"Mario." Police said
they relieved
Gouner of a .32-cali
They
also found two other ber pistol.
pisto
ls in a filing
cabinet in the club,
and bloodstains
on the stairs.

:than
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!St—
o tneir pew:,
Saints Church sang the bride's fay r
rite hymns.
The bride wa.s given in marriag
y her father. Her sister, Mrs. Jame
. Whittall (Millicent Ewell), wh,
was matron of honor, was her onb
'attendant.
Ernest B. Dane, Jr., was best mat
or his brother. The usher squat
was composed of Sidney N. Shurclifl
Laurence H. H. Johnson, Jr., Johi
H. Marshall, Robert H. Miller, Georg.
BM. W. Brewster, Jr., all of Boston
and John Woolsey Ewell of this city
a brother of the bride.
Wedding Gowns
The bride wore her mother's wed
ding gown of ivory lace. A long vei
of family heirloom lace was wort
jwith the gown and the bouquet wa
Bo fashioned of white orchids.
epl Mrs. Whittall was gowned in lay
he
fu@ ender taffeta. Her hat matched
thE gown in color and her flowers wet*,
tor Purple orchids.
bee Mrs. Ewell wore a dark green clotl
tw,and satin costume with brown fit
d
sweetirrg^7.c..V.er Imt.was_a„artea_.111
sories after the fact to murder.
The hostess conferred with police
inspectors for over an hour at the
Warren Avenue station and would,
they said, be able to identify several
persons present in the club when
Sweeney, a doorman, on whose person 100 grains of narcotics were
found, was slain.
The request of Police Captain
warrants
Thomas Connelley for
against David J. (Beano) Breen and
Daniel J. McCarthy, a club bartender, was denied by Judge John Duff
in Municipal Court. Judge Duff told
Captain Connelley he must nrcuitioa

By CLINTON P. BOWE
Reportei)
ram State House
Teleg
a
vi( BOSTON, Feb. 8.—Expenses in
cle curred by Governor Curley in III
office, including .
in* conduct of his
l assistants, L
clerica
of
r
me numbe
establishmert
and
bile
automo
wh $5000
yment wire
emplo
of
on
divisi
a
liar of
mu questioned by the joint ways aid
LegiskV means committee of the budget
que ture today while the state
eration.
Mg was under consid
Governor's
the
Richard D. Grant, the
cest secretary, called before the coroWI
nae,
expenditures of
nit C
nay mittee to explain
office, sparred II
or's
Govern
the
,
ask
'
ex(
with the committee on each
and briskly
, defended all
giv
Kir: issue that was raised
exthat
ed
Ch
R expenses and assert tment
were
depar
pre
penses of the
tha greater than those of preceding ad- M.
nee
nor up''
ministrations because the Gover
yea
bet, was doing more work.
extended questioning, in
torr During
rs wanted thit
$30( which committee membe
r disc
they termed a large numbe
what
said
Si
clerical assistants and other
of
the items explained in detail, Secretary add
only was Pen
dev, Grant claimed that not
'
but deme,every expense necessary, rapher pollee concerning the slaying, but
their identities were not disclosed.
clared that another stenog
already
Barney Gouner, a taxicab driver,
.1 might be added to the five
with four arrested after the shooting, was held
.per working, as compared
Gov In $2500 ball for a hearing on Feb
employed last year under
to
15 on a charge of carrying a gun. A
Ely.
mut ernor
fourth man, Austin Holten, said by
Curley's $5000 Car
police to be an employe of the Cosmos
"I see no reason why Governor Club, was being questioned.
bile
Breen ,who police said earlier was
Curley should have an automo
the costing $5000 when Governor Ely's operator of the club, denied being
tor.
the
cost only $3850," said House proprie ce that the shooting might.
Eviden
of
wh car
Chairman Albert F. Bigelow
floor
He Brookline. To which Mr. Grant ave taken place on the third
f the building where the Cosmos
"liked
me
nor
Gover
police I
replied that the
ve lub is located was uncovered.
div
car" which Representati
the discovery of what
the the ow was talking about, and sserted, Ly a fresh bullet hole in
ey termed
Bigel
9ont
some peoe wall The Sportsmen's Club,1
nffic then went on to say that Governor
the
see
to
here $30,000 worth of gambling ,
,./ pie would like
a
around In
uipment was found, occupied that 1
Rep ot the state riding
thee low priced car.
who
nor now
a "We have a Gover
week instead of
ing works six days a
the secretary
a day and a half,"
questioning
said at one stage of the
plo,
the committee inas members of
flee sisted upon knowing about the exVet penditures in detail and their jusoffi tification.
of' The hearing by the ways and
he • means committee was the first in
given on the
hut
series that will be
calls for
ord a
Governor's budget which
tau approximately $81,000,000. It will
meetings to
_ I
Il
a number of consideration
'`,
ttee
commi
fare comple
te
t."\
Governor's recommendaof the
ted
"
Today's session indicainto
tions.
ttee will delve
that the commi
Sev n
Continued en Page

(Continued on Page Two)

Grant Says Clizky Is
Six-Day-a-Week Man;
i Explains Added Cost
BOSTON, Feb. 9--The inetnbers of
the House ways and means committee found out why it is costing $10,000 more per year to conduct the office of the Governor than it did during the last year of the Ely administration.
Richard D. Grant, secretary to the
Governor, told the committee it was
because Curley works six days a week.
whereas the last governor worked
one and a hall.
And about that $5000 automobile,
which the committee thought was a
bit high—
Grant just explained the Governor
wanted that particular type of car.
When the committee suggested that
Former Gov. Ely managed with a
$3850 car, Grant simply admitted
there were persons who would prefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question of secretaries.
The committee asked why five were
needed when four sufficed last year—
And the ever ready Mr. Grant answered: "We'll probably need another
one."
And that was that.

urley Proposes
National Lottery

ProAbolition of Grade Crossings Included in His
gram of Public Works—New Armory at Worcester to Cost $200,000 Planned
-- Gov
BOSTON, Feb. 9
Curley gave the legislators yardi
of figures to ponder on over tit(
A ek-end.
He announced details of hit
2 plans for the expenditure of $230,.
000,000 on public works' projectr
si
ca anti expressed the belief that
li( considerable part" of the progran
hi
fe
would be approved by the Fed
oral government.
00
Debt Increase
l . The Governor said the state's deb[
g
000 at the
of had jumped from $9,000, took offic
331ime former Governor Ely
to $40,000,000 when his own admin
ar istration took charge.
A national lottery, an increase
00
(Continued on Page Two)
lq;
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GOVERNOR AIDS GOOD
MOVEMENT
Clubs of the type organized in the
formative stages of liquor control
following repeal, for the chief .objective of selling liquor and serving
as hideouts for gangsters and racketeers, are on the skids just now so
far as Massachusetts is concerned.
Crimes of a serious nature culminating in a gangland murder in a
South Boston club have sounded the
knell of this particular type of organization. Responsibility for the
exit of the shady clubs so soon after
getting started in business rests entirely with the promoters, who evidently felt that everything would go
behind the screen of closed doors of
an organization ostensibly in the interest of education or of betterment
of civic conditions.
The club business got away for a
bad start when it was realized that
liquor licenses might be had under
conditions which seemed of great
advantage to the licensees and with
many difficulties for the police in
looking after the interests of the
public. Papers for incorporation carried the names of citizens without
criminal records while the real operators were well understood to be
gangsters and bootleggers. Attempts
were made in Springfield to weed
out the undesirable and with considerable success. In other cities
where there was no challenge to the
validity of the organizations and as
to the character of the promoters
there has come an abundance of
trouble. The clubs easily became the
headquarters for gangsters and very
bad places for anyone to go as a
guest of anyone in the outfit.
Now comes Gov James M. Curley
with a proposition enabling the police to have access to such places
regardless of the supposed limitations of club membership or invitation. He has directed Atty-Gen Paul
A. Dever to draft an amendment to
the law giving authority to state
and local police to enter places of
public assembly at any time for purposes of inspection. More than that
much has been done by the state
alcoholic beverages commission to
bring about betts r conditions. Clubs
where the selling
liguor is the
chief objective are going over to
the tavern type of license which is
more in keeping with the conditions.
In the end the club licenses will be
almost limited to the legitimate oranizations of real standing.
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KLETCHKA SCORED
IN LANESBORO PLEA
BEFORE GOVERNOR

•

Motor Vehicle Inspector 'Impaired Town Finances Say
Citizens Who Ask Official
Be Restrained

utu a
ies. Liabilities in
The
revenue of $18,749.1
hool
account, the
n has one debt
10,000; and
t•onstruction loan, of
aggregating
three trust accounts
T3906.55.

10

1:1

NANTUCKET DEER HUNT
AUTHORIZED BY LAW
I torn Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 8 — Goa.„,riasity rehousing
\ caled today that a second will soon
..:oject in the Boston area
not at libl.,. announced, but he was
It is be. rty to give the locality.
-street
ll. ved to be the Cambridge
possibly in
sale of Beacon hill, and
of Cam. the area on the north side
The
bridge street in the west end.
Boston.
South
original project is in
Relative to the Boston postmasterservship, the governor said the civil
eligible list
ice examination for this
after
days
will be held March 5, 30

Boston, Feb. 8—Gov James M. Curl. y, when presented.toclay with a petition signed by numerous residents
of Lanesboro
concerning Thomas S.
.
. ..
Hurley's '
L. Kletchka, a resident of Lanesboro,
expiration of Postmaster
weeks
term. His announcement two Peter i
and district chief inspector of motor
ago was that ex-Congressman on the I
vehicles, stated that he was not fapost
F. Tague would take this
miliar personally with the situation
maintained HurInvolved, adding, "State Registrar of
15th. The governor
this examtake
Motor Vehicles Goodwill will probably
ley was ineligible to
another
inatioa and ought to seek
, look into this matter."
i In the petition, the signers called
encejob.
conferDuring the course of the
the governor's attention "to the conrewith newspapermen. Curley perduct of an employe of the state, It
to
man under civil service, also chief
vealed he had signed the bill
on Nantucket
'district inspector of motor vehicle's,
mit shooting of deerheginntug
• Mon'Thomas S. L. Kletehka, of this town."
Island for one week
on the ,
The number of deer original
day.
"Impaired Finances" '
I
an
islan dhas increased from between
It is claimed in the petition that
400
sex—to
each
of
two—one
through
man
"this
about a year ago
Conservation Commishis efforts as an agitator and items r and 500, and A. York reported to
Samuel
in the pallet's, impaired the financial \ sioner
some
favored
he
governor
standing of this town with the banks ' the
damage claims
deer
as
slaughtering
•
loan,
a
for
so that when we asked
where
have increased to a point 15 per
we were greeted with the following:
total
those from the island
No sir, not a cent until you stop
So the
cent . of the entire state.
your fighting and stay out of the
N
...,
Monday.
gins
Epus
be
l
i
_
slaughter
obto
papers.' We were finally able
tain a loan, but at a rate of interest
of 6 per cent."
It is further alleged in the petition
Springfield, Mass.
"he was instrumental in having the
board of registrars arrested and
hauled into court for criminal offences in the discharge of their du,I on of Pal'01"•
ties and they were acquitted. At this
-time, the matter was taken up with
the board of public works at a hearBelief
Hints
Curley
ing in 13oston, and also with the registry of motor vehicles office, but no
Ely May Be Candidate
action has been taken. You will note
from an inclosed clipping that he is
For Presidency in '36
still agitating trouble for the town
and impairing its credit with the
banks at a time when it is most
James M.
needed. We respectfully ask that he
— Boston, Feb. 8—Gov
jab at
verbal
be compelled to confine his activities
a
took
today
Curley
to his official position, or other acGov Joseph B. Ely's posformer
comthe
in
deaths
the
as
taken,
tion
in
sible presidential aspirations
monwealth by automobiles warrant
while
such action."
1936. when asked if he took
conSigners to the petition are: Rhett
in Washington, any action
C. Fletcher, Paul 0. Keller, P .W.
commitcerning a new national
Nourse, Arthur E. Simmons, Everteeman to replace Ely.
ett W. Carrow, James G. Barnes,
serve
Jesse Houreson, Charles H. Deming,
Gov Curley said he would
HinLibbie
Mrs
Ingraham,
meets
Fred 0.
committee
national
until the
man, Osborne Hinman, Ralph J.
In the
in 1936, unteas he resigns with a
Kirchner, Mrs Mollie Libbie, W. E.
meanwhile, and then added
Lillie, Mrs R. B. Cobb, Adolph Fraunem Ile —
man, Agnes Franeoeur and Joseph G.
tender his
Carrow.
"I assume he should
going
A telegram was also received from
resignation shortly if he is
for
candidate
Elliott Smith, dated at Pittsfield and
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While the Governor's eMplag,...ki
office which has been set up sepa
rately from the executive chambers '
was under discussion, Rep. Edward J. Kelley of Worcester, Democratic floor leader, came to the
Governor's defense, with a criticism of the state employment office
and the teachers agency.
For Worcester Office
During the day Col. Paul G.
Kirk, commissioner of public safety, asked the committee to
restore
a $2400 item in the budget to
provide a stenographer and a junior
clerk for the buildings and boiler
inspection divisions of his department in
Worcester. • The item,
which Colonel Kirk said was necessary, was removed by Budget
Commissioner Carl A. Raymond.
While Representative Kelley was
questioning Colonel Kirk concerning employes in his
department,
the commissioner said that a
Worcester man had worked in his
partment len,. turn 1,na Ina -.•: depay. A member of the committee
asked if it hadn't been for study
and personal improvement and
Kirk said it had been.
Representative Bigelow claimed
that expenses of the Governor's office were $10,000 greater than last
year, but Grant said the figure was
between $3000 and $4000, with restoration of pay cuts accounting for
$3000.
Secretary GraInt insisted that
the public works program launched
by the Governor and his efforts to
develop efficiency in state departments required a larger staff in
his office.
"It can't be done with a small I
,personnel," he said. "If you art:
to run your office properly you
must have efficient assistance.
Governor's Job Office
Representative Bigelow queried
the secretary on the necessity of
the Governor's employment office
which he set up several weeks ago.
He said there was a state employment bureau, but Grant said the
division was necessary to handle
the unusually large number of persons who applied at the Governors
office for employment.
"I agree with Mr. Grant," said
Representative Kelley, "that in
these times the otfice of a governor
or a mayor does require a job-finding organization."
The committee went into the employment of Joseph Ilanken, an officer in the national organization of
Veterans of Foreign Wars in the
office of Adjt. Gen. William I. Rose
of Worcester. Secretary Grant said
he wasn't familiar with the matter,
hut understood Hanken was coordinating activities in the adjutant general's office.
He said also that he was not
familiar with a budget item of
$1560 for a chauffeur,
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Sweeney Slain in Club is
4an;
Yesterday, Says Hostess]cost,
inbers of!
commit-1
Boston Police Claim Girl Can Identify Several Pres-ing
$10,-1
ent in Cosmo Club When Ex-Convict's Body
'ditcihta'
I Was Found—Warrants for Two Denied
admin-

BOSTON, Feb. 9 OF)—Sadie Perry,
Boston hotel hostess, today said Joseph P. (Red) Sweeney, ex-convict and
fugitive from justice, was slain inside
the Cosmos Club yesterday,
Boston police disclosed after they
had
been refused
warrants
charging
two men held in connection with
Sweeney's death with being accessories after the fact to murder.
The hostessconferred with police
inspectors for over an hour at the
Warren Avenue station and
they said, be able to identify would,
several
persons present in the club when
Sweeney, a doorman, on whose person 100 grains of narcotics
were
found, was slain.
The request of Police
Captain
Thomas
Connelley
for
warrants
against David J. (Beano) Breen
and
Daniel J. McCarthy, a club
bartender, was denied by Judge
John
Duff
In Municipal Court.
Judge Duff told
Captain Connellev he most nrivirroo
wit c
me
ext
gtv
Ch.
pre
M.
up'

urley Pro

i;
Mena authorities
a
third investigation as a launched
result of the
discovery of narcotics on
said by them to have beenSweeney,
a drug
addict.
Two women in addition to
Perry were being questioned by Miss
city
pollee concerning the slaying,
but
their identities were not
disclosed.
Barney Gouner, a taxicab driver,
arrested after the shooting,
In $2500 bail for a hearing was held
on Feb.
15 on a charge of carrying a
gun. A
fourth man, Austin Holian, said
by
police to be an employe of the Cosmos
Club, was being questioned.
Breen ,who police said earlier was
operator of the club, denied being
proprietor.
'
•
Evidence that the shooting might :
have taken place on the third floor'
of the building where the Cosmos
Club is located was uncovered, police
asserted, Ly the discovery of what
they termed a fresh bullet hole in
the wall. The Sportsmen's Club,
where $30,000 worth of gambling
equipment was found, occupied that

y to the
State House, but declined to comment" it was
on the conference,
a week.
Capt. John F. Stokes of the state worked
police later was closeted with Commissioner Kirk, but no announcement mobile,
as to the result of their
conversation I was a
was made.
lovernor
When the committee suggested that
Former G. Ely managed with a
$3850 car, Grant simply admitted
there were pet-sons who would prefer
to ride in a low-priced vehicle.
And there was the question of secretaries,
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currency, reduction of interest rates
on government securities and the taxing of hitherto tax exempt securities
were the methods by which he would
finance the Federal relief program.
The plans were submitted at Washington yesterday and announced by
the Governor last, night.. Curley said
they would meet the public works
construction requirements for the next
26 years,
Abolition of grade crossing, extensive highway construction and repair,
construction and improvement of public institutions and improvement of
harbors and waterways were but a
few of the Governor's proposals.
Under the Curley program, $74,000,000 would go to the department
of public works for construction and
repair of highways and elimination
of grade cromings. An additional $9,338,000 would go for land damages.
And another $12,900,000 for harbor
and waterway work.
Public health projects include 810.000,000 for a Merrimack River valley sewer; $375,000 for South Essex
Sewage improvement; $2,542,000 for
a Salem and Beverly water supply;
$8,500,000 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen water supply, and
provemenis
The military department would
conic in for $200,000 for a new armory
at Worcester, and $75,000 for an addition to the Springfield Armory.
Massachusetts State College would
get $363,900 for improvements and
$125,000 would go for a laboratory
- building at Lowell Textile School.
The Governor pointed out a shortage
of beds in State hospitals end flaked
for $985,00i, for the Worcester State
Hospital, as well as smaller sums for
other instructions.
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ut-u a
tea. Liabilities in
t,1,. ta.!
$18,749.16. The
s revenue of
Lll,
hoot ,
account, the
n has one debt
and I
construction loan, of (10,000;
aggregating '
three trust accounts
$3906.55.

'KLETCHKA SCORED '
IN LANESBORO PLEA NANTUCKET DEER HUNT
AUTHORIZED BY LAW
BEFORE GOVERNOR

Clubs of the type organized in the
formative stages of liquor control
following repeal, for the chief .obl'rom Our Special Reporter
jective of selling liquor and serving
Boston, Feb. 8 — Gilyaieitiey reas hideouts for gangsters and rackvealed today that a second housing
project in the Boston area will soon
eteers, are on the skids just now so
libbe announced, but he was not at
far as Massachusetts is concerned.
It is beerty to give the locality.
-street
Cambridge
Crimes of a serious nature culmilieved to be the
in
Ole of Beacon hill, and possibly
nating in a gangland murder in a
Camthe area on the north side of The
South Boston club have sounded the
bridge street in the west end.
original project is in South Boston.
knell of this particular type of orRelative to the Boston postmasterBoston, Feb. 8—Gov James M. Curganization. Responsibility for the
ship, the governor said the civil servley, when presented otoday with a pelist
exit of the shady clubs so soon after tition signed by numerous residents
ice examination for this eligible
after
will be held March 5, 30 days
getting started in business rests en- of "Jonesboro concerning Thomas S.
tirely with the promoters, who evi- L. Kletehka, a resident of Lanesboro, expiration of Postmaster Hurley's
weeks ,
dently felt that everything would go and district chief inspector of motor
term. His announcement two Peter 1
that ex-Congressman
was
ago
vehicles,
stated
that
he
was
not
fabehind the screen of closed doors of miliar personally with the situation
on the
F. Tague would take this post Huran organization ostensibly in the in- involved, adding, "State Registrar of
15th. The governor maintainedexamley was ineligible to take thisanother
terest of education or of betterment Motor Vehicles Goodwin will probably
'look into this matter."
inatiod and ought to seek
of civic conditions.
In the petition, the signers called
job.
governor's attention "to the conDuring the course of the conferThe club business got away for a the
Curley reduct of an employe of the state, se
ence with newspapermen.
to perbad start when it was realized that man under civil service, also chief
vealed he had signed the bill
Nantucket
on
district inspector of motor vehicles,
mit shooting of deer
liquor licenses might be had under Thomas
-;
S. L. Kletchka, of this town."
island for one week heginntlig - Mon
conditions which seemed of great
The number of deet on the
"Impaired Finances"
day.
original
islan dhas increased from an
advantage to the licensees and with
It is claimed in the petition that
400
two—one of each sex—to between
many difficulties for the police in about a year ago "this man through
Conservation Commisand
500,
and
1.
;I
I:it:06r
efforts
aso
n
and
items
his
reported to
looking after the interests of the in
'1,1:.:
•',a financial \ sinner Samuel A. York
the pap
some
favored
he
overnor
..• 1,1 the banks , •h
public. Papers for incorporation car- standing or
damage claims
'i
I or a loan, 1 slaughtering as deer
that wit
so
where
point
ried the names of citizens without we were gr. , ••ii w
have increased to a
the following:
15 per I
those from the island total
criminal records while the real op- 'No sir, not a cent until you stop
So the i
cat. of the entire state.
fighting
and
stay
out
of
the
your
erators were well understood to be
slaughter begins Monday.
papers.' We were finally able to obgangsters and bootleggers. Attempts tain a loan, but at a rate of interest
'REPUBLICAN
were made in Springfield to weed of 6 per cent."
It is further alleged in the petition
Springfield,
Mass.
out the undesirable and with con- "he was instrumental in having the
siderable success. In other cities board of registrars arrested and
hauled into court for criminal ofwhere there was no challenge to the fences in the discharge of their duI
_ Ofi of violation of parole.
validity of the organizations and as ties and they were acquitted. At this
time, the matter was taken up with
to the character of the promoters the
board of public works at a hearCruley Hints Belief
there has conic an abundance of ing in Boston, and also with the regmotor vehicles office, but no
of
istry
trouble. The clubs easily became the
Ely May Be Candidate
action has been taken. You will note
headquarters for gangsters and very from an inclosed clipping that he is
For Presidency in '36
trouble for the town
still agitating
bad places for anyone to go as a
and impairing its credit with the
guest of anyone in the outfit.
banks at a time when it is most
James M.
needed. We respectfully ask that he
— Boston. Feb. 8---(;oy
Now comes Gov James M. Curley
at
be compelled to confine his activities
Curley today took a verbal jab
with a proposition enabling the poto his official position, or other acB. Ely's posJoseph
Gov
former
comtion taken, as the deaths in the
lice to have access to such places
in
sible presidential aspirations
monwealth by automobiles warrant
regardless of the supposed limitawhile
took
he
if
asked
such action."
when
1936,
Signers to the petition are: Rhett
contions of club membership or invitaIn Washington, any action
Fletcher, Paul 0. Keller, P .W.
C.
committion. He has directed Atty-Gen Paul
cerning a new national
Nourse, Arthur E. Simmons, EverA. Dever to draft an amendment to
ett W. Carrow, James G. Barnes,
teeman to replace Ely.
serve
Jesse Houreson, Charles H. Deming,
Gov Curley said he would
the law giving authority to state
Fred 0. Ingraham, Mrs Libbie Hinmeets
until the national committee
Hinman, Ralph J.
and local police to enter places of
man, Osborne
the
Libble, W. E.
in 1936, unless tie resigns in
Kirchner, Mrs
public assembly at any time for purmeanwhile, and then added with a
Lillie, Mrs R. B. Cobb, Adolph Fraunposes of inspection. More than that
smile:—
man, Agnes Francoeur and Joseph G.
tender his
Carrow.
"I assume he should
much has been done by the state
A telegram was also received from
resignation shortly if he is going
'
alcoholic beverages commission to
candidate for
Elliott Smith, dated at Pittsfield and
to be an independent
addressed to Councilor J. Arthur
bring about better conditions. Clubs
President."
the
present
to
Baker
Baker, asking
where the selling Qf liquor is the
petition to the governor today end
intimating more signatures might
chief objective are going over to
follow.
the tavern type of license which is
more in keeping with the conditions.
In the end the club licenses will be
almost limited to the legitimate oranizations of real standing.

Motor Vehicle Inspector 'Impaired Town Finances' Say
Citizens Who Ask Official
Be Restrained
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MANY WESTERN MASS.
PROJECTS ARE LISTED
IN CURLEY'S PROGRAM

REPUBLICAN

'GQ)/ERNOR GOES
OVER HEAD OF
COMR. LEONARD
Hints Laxity in Local Force:
Gaming Layout Found;
Graft Charged

FT 3
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CURLEY FOR LOTTE
TO MEET U.S.DE TS
GOVERNOR OUTLINES
$18,484,200 IN WORK
FOR WESTERN MASS.

es actRoaton, Feb. 9-State detectiv
Curley
under orders of Governor
ce depoli
on
Bost
the
ed
have supersed
ation of the
partment in the investig
of Joseph
murder in the COSMOS club
of many
ict
conv
a
ney,
d"
Swee
P. "Re
; aliases.,
ph 3.
I Without the knowledge of Jose
, a score
Leonard, police commissioner rts corndetectives and state expe
F. Stokes
• minded by Capt John inquiry into
:•oiliched an independent
ne murder of Sweeney.
conA dope peddler, gunman and lesex
Midd
victed bandit indicted in an armed
• eerinty six months ago for . Sweeney I
ii-up. but never arrested
in the
was slugged and then shot
. of which
$75
Cosmos dub at 92 Broadway recognized
David J. "Beano" Breen is
r.
owne
the
as
third ; ,
A gambling iayout on the, accesding
ft 'or of the Bioadway buil
on
eie only trom the Cosmos dub
lag

Also Seeks $694.000 in
Land Damages Fl-Urn MX/
Unprecedented Proposal
000 FOR ADDITIO
TO STATE ARMORY HERE

UNION
Springfield, Mass.
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well as they might."

Plan Presented at Washington Calls for State Building,
Road Construction, Grade
1 Crossing Abolition

Governor Meets
His First Defeat

i s00, $000: South Deerfield, Conway
Amherst,
j road, $140,000, $10.000;
From Our Special Reporter
Cushman road, $85,000, $5000; MonBoston, Feb. 8-Plans for the ex- ! son.
Stafford road. $80,000, .5000;
penditure in Western Massachusetts '. Munson, Palmer road, $100,000, $5000;
road, $120,000,
of $18,484,200 in construction, all ! PP, Sheffield, Canaaneld,
Bridge and
. $5000; West Springfi
dam
land
in
,000
$694
and
ses,
clas
000,. $25,000; Becket,
104.00
$,
Main"irst street, $2
of
es
tic
Jus
g
din
000; Huntbid
0
1
pro,
$21,
Bill For
ages are in the $230,000,000
on, Main and Russell streets,
ingt
subef
reli
ent
oym
Mar
for
m
mpl
gra
une
0
$40,000; Cheshire, Reservoir
Peace to Perform
$305,,- -00'
nutted to federal PWA authorities . road
$100,000, $2000; Great Barring.
.
led
Kil
riages
turnpike, $175.000, $100,000: Great
at Washington yesterday by Gov ton,
road, $200,000,
F1 trriugton, county
Union.
eld
ngfi
Spri
The
to
h
Special
James M. Curley, details of whic
and Southwick, Springfield
M
es
Jam
v.
-Go
S
road, $150,000, $35,000.
BOSTON. Feb.
he made public here tonight.
defeat at the
Curley took his first
Railroad Bridges
ral
y when
the
fede
toda
is
that
osal
ure
His
prop
slat
Legi
the
hands of
The following are projects for rereport was made
e
itte
s,
comm
re
cost
the
enti
rse
ume
t
adve
ass
men
ern
an
a voice vote in gov
construction of railroad bridges with
and was accepted by
's bill wkich because the commonwealth and its : costs and land damages:the House on the Governorof the peace
Athol, route 2 overhead, $40.000;
ice
municipalities, as well as railroads Hadley. Main -street underpass, $45.would prohibit a just
s.
iage
marr
ng
ormi
in a condition to . 000, $2000; Belchertown, Granby road.
from perf
r assuming of- affected, are not
Gov. Curls!: soon afte
overhead, $80,000, $f000; Northfield,
reappoint assume any of them.
000,
gave notice he would not

fice
Bernardston road, underpass, $40,
e who married
Western Massachusetts Projects
any justices of the pea, e should be
$1000; Amherst, Main street, underthes
that
coupes. claiming
By divisions of work, the Western
pass. $50,000: Warem Gibbs crossing,
hack up his
greligious ceremonies. To
underpass. $200,000, $5000; East Lon
h was i Massachusetts expenditures would be
whic
bill
the
ed
oduc
intr
stand he
. Robeson's crossing, $25.000,
g to the program: ; meadowTurn
rdin
ows
acco
as
foll
y.
A,
$40,nue
s,
toda
Ave
ers
Fail
ed
kill
link $5000.
, Mental diseases department: NorthThese projects and those for the
ampton state hospital, $875,000 for
.
beds
rest of the state will cover 537 miles
, construction and addition of 100
for
00
35.0
,
$1.2
e
ital
of
highway in total construction at
:Monson stat hosp
construction and addition of 436 bads. a grand cost of $74,642,000 in addition
to a land damage expenditure of $9,IBelchertown state school, $951,000 for
construction and addition of 436 beds. 338,000. Gov Curley has emphasized
that the federal government must
Public health department: Addition
bear the entire cost as cities and
Ito Westfield state sanatorium, $1,602towns of the state are in no financial
1000, with 242 more beds.
1 Military department: Addition to position to undertake a participation
program. The request that the feds Springfield state armory, $75,000.
eral government pay land damages is
$ struction work, $363,000.
unprecedented as the state hag alI Massachusetts State college: Con- ways borne this cost.
n
deatio
in
eges
educ
hers
coll
Teac
partment: At Westfield, $12,000; at
I North Adams, $8000.
_ Public safety department: Ppbably
(Continued on Ninth
eiti•ed tot
roctiol. ati

tru.•

a psyeopathic building
for 70 chrldren to cost $200,000. Total
expenditii es: in this department would
be $19,Se2,006
One of the Items calls for expenditime of $840,000 in the State House,
8215.000 for new electric elevators, and
$125,000 for new boilers and generator.
The department of correction total
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Numerous Road
Jobs Included in
Governor's Plan

Additions to State Hospitals,
Springfield Armory, M. S.
C., and Teachers' Colleges
Also Are Proposed.

WOULD RAISE FUNDS
BY FEDERAL LOTTERY

Curley Wants U. S. to Pay
Entire Cost; Says Treasury May as Well Profit by
Public Desire to Gamble.
Special to The Springfield Union.

BOSTON, Feb. 8-In order that
the States, cities and towns of the
country should be given outright
grants of funds for the construction
of public works projects, under the
Na1$4,000,000,000 program of the
ern
Gov
the
on,
rati
nist
tional Admi
intent would do well if it provided the
or
:. funds through a national lottery
pt
exem
of
taxtoto
in
ion
inat
elim
the
afthis
said
ey
Curl
.
Gov
securities,
ternoon.

Says State Cannot Pay.
ion
The Governor expressed his opin
of
when asked what was the reaction
ncy Reofficials of the Federal Emerge
n he
lief Administration yesterday whe
enproposed that Washington pay the
ic
tire bill for the $230,000,000 state publ
ted
;vorks program which he has draf
nd which he presented to them.

It was the contention of the Govorator that neither the States or the
.
':ties or towns have the resource
to pay any part of the cost themselves.
Virtually all of them have reached the
limit of their borrowing power and for
this reason he felt that if the Government difl not assume full financial reto
sponsibility it should not attempt
go through with the program.
Massachusetts, he said, is in no posi
tion to go further into debt. The state
, ,
debt of thc Commonwealth. he said
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Numerous Road •
Jobs Incluoled in
Governor's Plan

Additions to State Hospitals,
Springfield Armory, M. S
C., and Teachers' Colleges
Also Are Proposed.

WOULD RAISE FUNDS
BY FEDERAL LOTTERY

.

Curley Wants U. S. to Pay
Entire Cost; Says Treasury May as Well Profit by
Public Desire to Gamble. ,
Special to The Springfield Union.

BOSTON, Feb. 8—In order that
the States, cities and towns of the
country should be given outright
grants of funds for the construction
under the 1
of public works projects,
.4,000,000,000 program of the National Administration, the Government would do well if it provided the
funds through a national lottery or
tax-exempt
the elimination in toto of
securities, Gov. Curley said this afternoon.
Says State Cannot Pay.
his opinion
The Governor expressed
reaction of
when asked what was the
Emergency Reofficials of the Federal
when he
lief Administration yesterday
enproposed that Washington pay the
public
tire bill for the $230,000,000 state
drafted
works program which he has
and which he presented to them.
GovIt was the contention of the
the
ernor' that neither the States or
reaource•
the
cities or towns have
themselves.
to pay any part of the cost
Virtually all of them have reached the
for
limit of their borrowing power and
this reason he felt that if the Governrefinancial
ment did not assume full
sponsibility it should not attempt to
go through with the program.
Massachusetts, he said, is in no posistate
tion to go further into debt. The
said,
debt of the Commonwealth. he
$9,000,000, when
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former-Gov. Ely assumed office, t3
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s rOttleda
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$
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$75,000 FOR ADDITION
TO STATE ARMORY HERE

Plan Presented at Washington Calls for State Building,
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Crossing Abolition
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000, $E000; South Deerfield, Conway
Amherst,
road, $140,000, $10,000;
Cushman road, $85,000, $5000; Monson. Stafford road, $80,000, $6000;
Monson, Palmer road, $100.000, $5000;
Canaan road, $120,000.
of $18,484,200 in construction, all PP, Sheffield,
$5000; West Springfield. Bridge and
damland
in
$694,000
classes, and
First street, $214,000. $25,000; Becket,
$21,000; Huntages are in the $230,000,000 pro- Main street, $201.000,Russell streets,
ington, Main and
subrelief
unemployment
for
gram
8365.000, $40,000; Cheshire, Reservoir
,
mitted to federal PWA authorities road. $100,000, $2000; Great Barrington. turnpike, $175,000, $100,000; Great
Gov
by
yesterday
Washington
at
Barrington, county road, $200,000.
rniort.
Springfield
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'
, James M. Curley, details of
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SPecial to The
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insa e to Lye
r
stitution
cai'etl for by the department of correctina. and a psycopathic building
for 10 children to cost $200,000. Total
expenditn,Pa in this department would
be $1a,592,006
One of the items calls for expenditusa of $840,000 in the State House,
$215.000 for new electric elevators, and
$125,000 for new boileas and generator.
The department of correction total
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all
e bill to put
holding companies
t of business.
Wall atreet raised Its
old cry that
enactment of this bill
would hurt business in
general, particularly the durable goods
industries.
T'all street has
raised this cry at
every New Deal proposal.
This threat
has a peculiar appeal to
Wall street,
for it was always effective
when Wall
street controled the
Washing-ton administrations. It was most effective
when used on Coolidge at
the time
there was a demand for the
Federal
Reserve board to take action to put
an end to the stock gambling
orgy as
early as 1928.
This old Wall-street cry of
hurting
business was so effective with Coolidge that he not only did nothing to
restrain a nation gone mad on stock
gambling, but stated that the total of
brokers' loans was not dangerously
high, although at that time billions;
upon billions of dollars were tied up
In such gambling loans.
But today Wall street's cry of wolf
has no effect at Washington and the
legislation to put the holding companies, which were formed solely as
medium for exploitation of consumers
of utility services and
investors in
utility securities, out of business will
be enacted into law.
How ridiculous is the argument
that business will be hurt is shown
by the necessity to hurt business,
in
fact completely wreck business, to rid
it of the evils for which
business
alone is responsible. Of course business, as it was carried on prior to
the 1929 collapse, would be hurt
if its
evils were to be eliminated
If a
proper job were done in
removing all
the evils business itself injected
into
business, there would be no business
left, for it was all evil in concept
and
in practice and the greatest
evil was
the creation of the public utility
holding companies.
It is because we have known of
our
own knowledge just how evil is
business, through 25 years of intimate
association with big business
executives in New York and
Chicago,
that we have been
advocating government ownership and operation
of
all business. The old
business structure has become too rotten
to endure
and too steeped in evil to
reform. An
entirely new structure to be
built and
then operated by
government, a government controled by the
people, Is
the only possible method of
assuring
a conduct of business for
the common
good and guaranteeing a
full measure of social and economic
justice for
workers and consumers.
During all the ,xposures
of the
machinations in banking and
finance,
in the public utility field,
in the railroads and in industrial
concerns, there
has been much
propaganda spread
that the evil-doers were the
exception
and that generally business
was honestly conducted. Such a
contention
fails to understand that the
big business interests dominated all
business
and government as well.
Undoubtedly
there were many honest
officials, but
even these were
compelled to compromise with their honesty and
carry
out the orders of the
dominating interests when it came to
policies for
the conduct of business.
As an example take the
smaller
banks the nation over that
must take
their proportionate share
of the underwritings of the big banks in
Chicago and New York or pay
the penalty of offending the
banking monopoly
headed by the house of Morgan.
These
little bankers will deny that
they are
compelled to make these
"investments." but an examination of
their I
portfolios in 1928 and 1929
would
show that they did. If they
were not
forced to take them, then the
fact
that they did makes for a
sad commentary on their judgment.
Gov Curley has found some of
these
"11V9tAtit'"W6Ine
of the closed
banks and he has
inaugurated an investigation to disclose the
reason.
The banking monopoly, It
has been
shown by the Senate
investigations,
dominated big business
throughout
the nation. Is it not
ridiculous to assume that any official of
any cornpany in this system could
refuse to
obey the orders of the high
command
and still hold his position?
The business practices of this high
command
have been spread upon the
record in
the Senate investigations
and in the
Federal Trade commission's
investigation of the public utility
corporations
and these are the practices
of even
the honest officials of the
dominated
units, who must compromise
with
their honesty to hold their
jobs.
This domination of all
business by
the few comprising the high
command is the evil in the whole
business structure and this evil
cannot
be corrected within the old
structure.
An entirely new structure
must be
erected by an entirely new
type of
builder.
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would meet the public
West Springfield. Bridge and 125,000
works conFirst Srs
struction requirements
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it a i,tington. Main and Russell 233,000
Governor said. These
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a. c.pleton. main st.
ings, which, he
105,000 i
remarked, the rail-iiii'.'e, Reservoir road
roads would never be
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the enlargement of able to finance:
I.- -at Barrington, Country road 175.eao :
the Newburyport
highway to a six-lane
ii,c: 1 hwicn. springfteld road
, -ictrui 7 , 17 of railroad bridge.s: 105,000 I
and the construction and traffic rout,
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improvement
of institutions for
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the housing of state
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4,00C
wards who run into the
a• : 'hertown. Granby road overthousands of
ssaa
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Governor
was particularly
pleased by the fact that
East . Longmeadow, Robeson's
the Massachusetts program was
'17,000
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shape for presentation prepared and in
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to the Federal
•ar
authorities before the
adoption
of
the
public works program
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marked contrast, he
said, with other 1
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Western Mass. Projects.
A sizeable slice of
gram is allotted to the inin:ense pro- .1
Western Massa-1
chusetts. In addition to
a horde of I
road construction
projects and railroad
igrade crossing
removals,
it
is proposed
I to improve
the Connecticut River
in
!Chicopee. Sunderland and
South HadJet, build anew
unit for adult patients
the Westfield
state sanatorium.
inake an addition to
the Sitting
-field
.irrnory, build a
women's dormitory
at the
Massachusetts State College:
three new ouildirins
at the
Northampton
in buildings State Hospital. construct I
at the Monson State
Hoseital, construct seven
buildings
1:elchertow n State School. and at the
improv a
the heating
aysterns at the Westfield
nd North Adams
A detailed list ofTeachers Colleges.
the projects allocated to We:item
heir estimated cost:Massachusetts and '
follows:
Addition to State Armory
In
W estfield Tealehers'
t 73.o
so
l''ollego now
dn s Tea cher.'
Gollege.
overhauling. heating sYstem
Massachusetts State College:
Remodeling and reequipping• old
Veig
ib
erta
a rbie gardening storage
Women's dormitory
Water ma ins for fire p rotection. 21 '
I'ompletion
women's
at hletie
field
Garage
de and service station
2
1 13i0
61%
20.500
W,,a
Rotfleia(s
lci state sanatorium:
Nest
. 292-bed unit for ndult
patients, with buildings for employes and staff
620,000
fsliejsleerve
'omirl"Yee building
loaltp
'ernent of rivers and harbors'
D.'erfield, Connecticut River. ripchicopee dike and riprap
510
175.!
0
051
''onnecticut River Sunderland
CoriliP
n reac'
it icut River, South Hadliy
505'
.000
Netharmiton ,
5 tri to HoonKal:
,New kitchen and dininkroom
ssasno
Dairy group
75,000
Medical and. surgical building
2254:000000
W ard building
"loon
a 'd State
ebed
Hospital
Infirmary anti 116 beds... 175,000
510:
000(01
ttoatltILItI ‘
1,tililgding, female, and 100
‘"
240,000
WbrierliV building. male, and 160
MalligTdistal employes' building
12540
0 000
0°
Addition to male at
home
Assembly building
tdministra lion building
10
7
40
1
5..00
0
1::
'Laundry equipment and building, 1""
50,00O
Thrreeirlo
rsffleers' cottages
Root cellar
Belch
llriteorwn State School:
Male infirmary and 116 beds
,
:
15
759,...0
:
0000
00
Girls' dormitory and 110 beds
100,000
Boys' dormitory and 110 beds.. P510
:
0
0..1010
Employes* building
Addition to boiler house and new

ii,
-fug OAC'l •
luatzi.)it
arlatO

' t.i..:el
it/ ,ad siase
j,

11111ti

Governor s Plan

--

Imir

Steam water and sewer extension 7
1 00
0:
Roads, walks, grading
10.000
Furnishings for above buildings 3
1:
7
0..50
Addition to garage to rent
(R•tomot'
tagg
i olu
lasr hospital
Female Infirmary. 110 beds
1 75
5:0
00
0t,
0
Tunnels and services for above
45,000
Fencin g lad
n
HIGHWAY PROJECTS.
Pit tsfield-Reconstruct ion of state
highway monitesRoute 9. Dalton
1175.00o
Savoy-Bridge on Mohawk Trail at
Savoy-Florida line
50.000
Beeket-Reconstruct ion or state
highway on Route 7 between
Great Barrington and Stockbridge, 4.5 miles
302,000
Williamstown - Reconstruction of
state highwo y on Route 43 from
Route 2 southerly to Route 7,
4.7 miles
231,0014
North Adarns-Willianistown. reconstruetion and widening of
:717t7i• high one from westerly end
Of Present brad: pavement in
North Adams to Williamstown
,
enter.
Cement concrete 3110
feet, 2.7 411711,
7 • --at Barrington -Sim k bridge, re- 2:35 0"
onstruetion and widening, of
state highway on Route 7 bet ween Great Barrington and
Stoek bridge, cement conerele 30
ft•ct, 5.4 miles
Notthfield-Reconstruction of state 242.000
1,3,gitiowa eo: HII:tmitte,,1,0r...
frollt ou
DIC
hue.
New
tuinous
macada m 24 feet, 3 101,000
m
miles
A sitheld - Reconstruction of state
highway on Buckland Rd. in
Ashfield. Route 112. Bituminous
71,000
macadam 30 feet, 1.r, miles
Amherst, South Hadley. GranbyRelocation of Route 116 from
the Notch in Amherst to Route
129 in Granby. Bituminous ma280,000
cadam 24 feet. 4.9 miles
Deerfield, Whately, Hatfield-Reconsultation and widening of
state highway on Route 5 from
South Deerfield to northerly end
of 1934 work, in Hatfield. Bituminous macadam 30 feet, 7.2
mites
Brimfield to Springfield, new route 280.0"
tram
.4 mil
Route20 in Brimfield Via
h N1onson. Hampden and
East Longmeadow to Springfield.
Bituminous macadam 30 feet,
750,000
iniluyjoiekse. Easthampton. NortharnpI
state highway between Holyoke and Northampton
to 40 feet, part cement concrete,
part bituminous macadam, 6
300,000
Greenfield. Shelburne-Reconstruction and widening of state highway on Route 2'between GreenBifield and Shelburne Falls
tuminous macadem 30 feet, 9.5
370,000
e sst, Sunderland. DeerfieldAnTililer
Reconstruct ion of state highway on Route 116 from North
Amherst to South Deerfield. Bituminous macadam 24 feet. 6.3
325,000
miles
Ware. New Braintree. Hard"irkReconstruction of state highway
on Route 32 between Ware and
Hardwick. Bituminous macadam
151,000
24 feet, 3.3 miles
13rimfield, Wales - Reconstruction
Route
19
on
of state highway
6.R7oumteiles20 to Connecticut
line. Bituminous macadam 29
420,000
fm
feet.
Leicester to Palmer - Widening
Route
on former
state 0hmi
from gli=?Cester line to Palmer via Brookfield, 40 feet wide
tiler
part cement concrete, part bituminous macadam, 31.4 miles..1 .930.000
ttstre, Petersham-Reconstruction
of state highway on Route :is
front Barre re Petersham, including by-pass of Petersham
a 1171 24
, nous rna
e7e..:i Bni,titii7
470,00a
mg state
A I tp-O. Poteraham-0Vi
from
Pe.
414gh war on Route

saa
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FUNDS ARE ASKED
1 FOR CRIMINAL BUREAU
Commissioner Kirk Urges
Grant for Modern Identification System
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 8--Plans to improve
the criminal identification bureau of
state department of public safety to
make it one of the most modern in
the country were revealed today by
Col Paul G. Kirk, public safety commissioner, when Ile appeared before
the legislative committee on ways and
means to answer questions about his
items in the state budget.
' Gov Curley lowered some of the
iteffirVIIVI"Col Kirk has since asked
for additional monies, while today he
asked for restoration of some of the,
governor's cuts.
He asked for $3276.62 additional for
expert assistance and instalation of a
"library" of all kinds of cartridges for
revolver and pistol that are manufactured, as well as of cartridges for
shotguns, to be used for reference in
connection wits crime work. He said
he got the idea from visiting the department of justice bureau at Washington. He asked also for other devices for criminal identification work.
He desires also to complete a new
filing system for identification purposes, being installed by the Remington-Rand company experts, to give a
more comprehensive knowledge of
criminals and to classify their photographs and other data according to
types of crime, rather than hit-orMISS fashion. as now, 1n P\ rc••t from
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Curley Asks Law
to Permit Raids
I Without Warrants
Governor Moves Swiftly in War Against
Crime
When Investigation of Murder at Cos
mos
Club Discloses Elaborate Gambling
Layout
—Wants All Rackets Rigidly Cur
bed.
Special to

The Springfield Union.
The Governor's decision was made
BOSTON, Feb. 9—Moving
swiftly in as a conse
quence of a development
his war against crime,
Gov. James M.
arising from the investigation of
Curley this afternoon annou
the
nced that
on Monday he will send a
murder at the Cosmos Club here
special mesyesterday
morning of a well-known
sage to the Legislature urging
the gangster. State
police were sent into
enactment of a law which would
per- the investigation by the Gover
nor and
mit both state and
municipal Police it was discovered that the
premises
:o enter places of public
assembly of the Cosmos Club were an elaborate
aithout warrants.
gambling layout. The place had
apThe legislation, he feels, is necess
ary parently been in operation ,for some
time and although the club had
:o give more direct supervision
been
, over Invest
igated by local police on Jan
night clubs to be effective
in
drive against gambling places and the 2", there was no report made of any
for
gambling activity there.
the enforcement of the laws
relative
The exposures have made the Govto the illegal sale of liquor and
nar- ernor exceedingly
cotics, and to put a stop to
wrathy and
white
slavery.

[Continued on Second Pa
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STATE DEPARTMENTS I
Seventeen of the 20 in Massachusetts :
Criticized as Superfluous.
To the Editor of The Union:
Sir: I take exception to Mr. Tame.,
E. Wolfe lauding the Department
of
Corporation and Taxation to the skies.
I am well aware that the rearra
ngement, of the Constitution of
this Commonwealth provides for 20
departments. I don't know why any
taxpay.-ir
could laud these departments.
If Mr.
Wolfe will consult the acts
and resolves of 1934 he will see
how good
they were to the taxpayers,
F:y an appropriation of $10,000,000 to
support
them. It hit the taxpayers
of South
Hadley to the tune of a
little more
than 811.700.
I believe it would he a lastin
g tribute
to Governor cmciay
from the taxpayers to insist upon the
Legislature calling a stlit iAinvention
to amend the
Constitution and strike
out these 2e
departments.
In my opinion, only
three departments are necessary—the
executive,
legislative and judicial.
The Legislature already
enaets laws
telling mayors of cities
and selectmen
of towns and of
variotis departments
what they legally may
do and may
not do. Why these 20
we taxpriNers have departments that
nothing to say in
appointing or
removing, nor thing
their rat AolariPm—enl
y to dig down
and pay taxe!‘?
MDWATM J. nostm.
South FIRd'iroy Falls, Fob.
8, 193z.
'

Throwing Money
Eastern Massachusetts will fare well in
grant and appropriations this year if Governor
Curley can have his way. One of his Major
proposals to the PWA is said to be the broadening of the Newburyport Turnpike to
a sixlane highway. Presumably this will be urged
particularly on safety considerations, as the
accident record of that main artery is unenvi
able.
But there is lack of force in that argum
ent
because the comparatively recent constr
uction
of that improved main thoroughfare
appears
to have made matters worse instead
of better
in that respect. Fine roads do not of
themselves
assure safety.
The estimate of $5,000,000 as the amoun
t
needed for this piece of expansion is
probably
too low. Other parts of the State need
improvements more than this widening
project
i. needed.
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UNUSUAL VIGILANCE
DEMANDS FEDERAL TAKEN TO PREVENT REPLY PLEDGED
GOVERNMENT BEAR \ KAMINSKI ESCAPING BY KLETCHKA TO
FULL PWA BURDEN 24-Hour Guard Ordered
COMPLAINANTS
••••••

Officials Dumfounded, Curley Says, as He Insists State
and City Resources Exhausted
BAY STATE IS FIRST
TO PRESENT PLANS
Governor Hopes Draft of
$230,000,000 Projects by
Massachusetts Experts Will
Be Approved Soon
Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 8—"I think I can sec
a lot of melodramatic changes in this
land of ours," said Gov James M.
Curley tonight, as he completed an
explanation of how the federal government, by conducting national lot.
teries each month, with $100,000,000
in prizes, could wipe out $30,000,000,000 of the national debt in 15
years "without harming anybody."
"I submit it is the way to get rid
of this federal debt," he said to
ewspapermen, as he completed hith
xposition of this melodramatic
change he foresees.
Says States Can't, Borrow More
From

Taxing resources have been about
exhausted, he declared. The federal
government must assume 100 per cent
of the cost of PWA projects henceforth, as municipalities and states
have reached the limit of their borrowing capacity and so cannot aseume any further share of employment program costs. The federal gov,.
ernment can beck additional outlay by
making the resources of the nation
their security.
It can stop tax exemption on au
It can
securities, Curley asserted.
call in all outstanding national debt
obligations paying 4 per cent and
either issue new ones paying 2 per
oent or pay for them entirely in the
money of the realm—bills—and thus
save $1,000,000,000 a year.
If the federal authorities ferant IC
e
an equal length of time is in.eluded,
for it is accepted, said the governor,
that the railroads operating in Maeeachusetts cannot pay for gradecrossing eliminations. llighway work,
both major and minor, is included
also.
"Unless the federal government is
willing to pay 100 per cent," said Gov
curley, "then we shall not have any
building."
Ile took up the increase of state
(bait, by way of explaining state and
muII icipal inability to assume further burdens, saying that when Gov
I.'rank Allen quit office, the state debt
is $9,000,000. In the next three
v,
:trs, under Joseph B. Ely, $15,000,000 was added, while last year, antither $16,000,000 .was added, making
ii total of $40,000,600, of which about
$9,000,000 hasi or will be amortized by
the end of this year.
"I don't feel that the state can
stand any more debt," he continued,
"and, if the policy of the federal government is to provide work, we have
given them the opportunity. No city
or town in the state eau take part
of the costs now, as they ere restricted in raising funds while the federal government is not."

Outside Cell—Door Can t
Be Opened Without War..
den Hogsett's Consent

'

exBoston, Feb. 8—(AP)—While
taken
traordinary precautions were
death
tonight at the state prison
Alexhouse to prevent the escape of
killer
ander Kaminski, 24-year-old
the
die
to
sentenced
and jail-breaker
week of the 17th, his mother pleaded
and
with the goI'iQr for compassion
the commutatiOn of sentence.relatives
At the same time two
to see
hitch -hiked from Connecticut
each,
young Kaminski for an hour
and then hitch -hiked back.

!Petition Sent to Curley by
Lanesboro Citizar-As. ks
End to Activities as
“Agitator."

PITTSFIELD, Feb. S.—Under lire
from several citizens in Lanesboro
protesting his political activities in the
town, Motor Vehicle Inspector Thom.
as L. Kletchka remarked tonight that
he had done nothing but what hill
thought he had a right to do as X
taxpayer and citizen of Lanesborce
He promised a further statement later
after he had had a chance to study
the wording of a petition said to have
Relatives Visit Prisoner
the first
been filed with Gov. James M. Curley,
The two hitch -hikers were
since he wee
From Boston today came confirma: visitors to see Kaminski
last night,
tion of the report that Gov. Curley',
taken to the death house
grim building.
had been handed a petition complainY.- his second trip to that
James M.
ing of Kletchka's activities.
The
, Two weeks ago when Gov
the
reprieve,
Governor is reported to have said that
' Curley granted a 30-day
taken
was
he
he
as
knows
easier
nothing about the local
killer breathed
building from
situation and had turned the matter
, back to the main prison then the govover
to
Since
of Motor Vehicles
Registrar
house.
the death
the killer
Frank A. Goodwin.
ernor refused clemency to
Called "Agitator."
of a Springfield jail guard.
Alexander's
were
visitors
The
It is claimed in the petition that
Ct.,
Britain,
New
of
Walter,
brother,
"this man through his efforts as an
Fred Papola
and his brother-in-la.w,
agitator and items in the paper had
authorities perPrison
Ct.
Meriden,
of
impaired the financial standing of
for an
mitted each to see the killerwas althis town with the banks so that when
hour, but only one visitor
we asked for a loan we were greeted
.
lowed at a time.
with the following:
.
Maintained
Guard
Constant
,
'
"'No sir, not a cent until you stop
carefally
Each visitor must be
your fighting and stay out of the
Hogsett
searched, Warden James L.
papers.'
guarded while
has ruled and must be
"We were finally able to obtain a
a 244
within the death house. Outside
loan,
but at a rate of interest of 6 per
maintained,
be
wdlil
guard
, hour police
T
the door of cent."
open
may
guard
no
and
The petition further alleges: "He
telephonic
the death house except on
Warden was instrumental in having the Board
instruction from the office of
of Registrars arrested and hauled into
Hogsett.
Curley'e court for criminal offenses in the disIn a letter directed at Gov
pleaded for charge of their duties and they were
Kaminski
Rose
Mrs
;e - quitted.
heart,
At this time the matter
commutation, declaring:—
that eas taken up with the Board of Pub"Until you say to me finally hope. lic Works at a hearing in Boston and
give up
he must die, I will not
will also with the Registrar of Motor
1.:veryone has told me that youthem Vehicles' office but no action was
believe
to
refuse
I
but
listen,
not
a member taken.
because I know that you, suffering
"You will note from the inclosed
ef a race that has known
appreciate what 1 clipping that he is still agitating
fin' centuries, can
for the town and impairing its
trouble
time and your' credit with
the banks at a time when
, feel at the present
for
compassion
find
can
It is most needed.
Arent heart
We respectively
and mother.
wenvin
humble
a
ask that he be compelled to confine
I me,
Killer Still Hopeful
his
to
activities
his official position,
brother
it other action taken as the deaths in
Walter Kaminski said his
he
'ea ill has hope of a reprieve."
by automobiles
Commonwealth
murKaminski was found guilty of
'
the killing I warrant such action."
tIcr ileorhe first degree for
Signers to the petition, numbering
i r ,cesscitt TO it man.
19. are: Rhett C. Fletcher, Paul O.
Keller, P. V. Nourse, Arthur E. Simmons, Everett W. Carrow, James G.
Barnes, Jessie Hewieson, Charles H
Deming, 1. red 0. Ingraham, Mrs.
Libble Hinman, Ralph J. Kirchner,
Mrs. Mollie Libbie, W.
Lillie, Mrs.
R. B. Cobb, Adolph Fraunmate Agnes
Brancocur and Joseph Carrow.
A telegram was sent today by Town
(Continued from First Page)
Treasurer Elliott 13, Smith, addressed
to Councilor J. Arthur Baker, to preof Merritt w Hayden, a guard at t
sent the petition to the Governor to.
Springfield jail, while Kaminski tv I day and intimating more
signatures
fleeing the institution. He was lat
may follow.
Registrar Goodwin, when Intercaught, tried and convicted, a
again broke loose from the jail la viewed over the telephone, said he
had not received the petition yet allast September and was not reca though he had heard of it.
He detured until he fell into a pollee tr
clined to discuss :t until it was before
him officially.
at Albany, N. Y.
In the mean time the report of
His counsel contended the kill!
was not premeditated and thereto Town Treasurer Smith today in
Lanesboro pointed to the excellent
the maximum crime of which Kami
s
was guilty was murder in th financial standing of the town, all
temporary loans the past year having
:41.0
been paid.
The town meeting comes Monday
and tlrewores are expected.
Tax Collector James Barnes, one of
the signers of the petition, has already secured his bond for 1935. e hich
is considered rather unusual.
It Is
the earliest that a collector has ever
obtained a bond in Lam shore.
Barnes 'ill be u liii hl' to attend t he
town meeting as he is seriously Ill at
his home in Berkshire village.
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TO VOICELESS
uper-Magnetic Alloy
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UNUSUAL VIGILANCE
DEMANDS FEDERAL TAKEN TO PREVENT REPLY PLEDGED
GOVERNMENT BEAR KAMINSKI ESCAPING BY KLETCHKA TO
FULL PWA BURDEN 24-Hour Guard Ordered I COMPLAINANTS
Officials Dumfounded, Curley Says, as He Insists State
and City Resources Exhausted

Outside Cell—Door Can't
Be Opened Without Warnt
den Hogsett s Conse
—While ex,

Boston, Feb. 8—(AP)

taken
traordinary precautions were

Petition Sent to Curley by
Lanesboro CitizeirMks
End to Activities as
"Agitator."

prison death
tonight at the state
PITTSFIELD, Feb. 8—Under fird
escape of Aleihouse to prevent the
from several citizens in Lanesboro
-year-old killer
24
ki,
Kamins
ander
protesting his political activities in the
ed to die the
town, Motor Vehicle Inspector Thom.1
and jail-breaker sentenc
pleaded
mother
his
17th,
week of the
as L. Kletchka remarked tonight that
and
• r for compassion
with the
he had done nothing but what hs,
sentence.
of
aflön
coinmut
the
thought he had a right to do as X
two relatives
At the same time
taxpayer and citizen of Lanesboro.
Connecticut to see
, hitch-hiked from
an hour each,
He promised a further statement later
young Kaminski for back.
after he had had a chance to study
and then hitch -hiked
the wording of a petition said to have
Relatives Visit Prisoner
been filed with Gov. James M. Curley,
were the first
The two hitch -hikers since he was
From Boston today came confirmaki
visitors to see Kamins
tion of the report that Gov. Curler
house last night,
i taken to the deaththat grim building.
had been handed a petition complainhis second trip to
ing of Kletchka's activities.
The
Gov James M.
Two weeks ago when
the
e,
repriev
Governor is reported to have said that
curley granted a 30-day he was taken
he
knows
the
nothing
about
local
as
From Our Special Reporter
killer breathed easier
building from
situation and had turned the matter
Boston, Feb. 8—"I think I can see
liack to the main prison
over to Registrar of Motor Vehicles
then the govt he death house. Sincey to the killer
a lot of melodramatic changes in this
Frank A. Goodwin.
rnor refused clemenc
M.
James
Gov
guard.
jail
land of ours," said
Called "Agitator."
eld
Springfi
a
“1
Alexander's
were
visitors
The
It is claimed in the petition that
Curley tonight, as he completed an
Ct.,
Britain,
New
of
brother, Walter,
"this man through his efforts as an
, explanation of how the federal gov, Fred Papola
and his brother-in-lawauthorities peragitator and items in the paper had
Prison
Ct.
,
ernment, by conducting national lotMeriden
impaired the financial standing of
of
killer for an
the
see
to
each
0,000
$100,00
mitted
al- this town with the banks so that when
teries each month, with
only one visitor was
but
we asked for a loan we were greeted
hour,
in prizes, could wipe out $30,000,with the folloeing:
lowed at a time.
ned
Maintai
Guard
15
in
debt
t
l
Constan
"'No sir, not a cent until you stop
000,000 of the nationa
be carefully
must
visitor
your fighting and stay out of the
Each
L. Hogsett
years "without harming anybody."
searched, Warden James
papers.'
be guarded while
"I submit it is the way to get rid
"We were finally able to obtain a
has ruled and must
24•
death house. Outside aned, loan, but at a rate of interest of 6 per
to
the
said
he
within
debt,"
federal
this
of
maintai
be
wdlii
guard
cent."
hour police
open the door of
ewspapermen, as he completed his,
The petition further alleges: "He
and no guard may
except on telephonic
house
as instrumental in having the Board
death
naition of this melodramatic
the
the office of Warden of Registrars arrested and hauled into
from
ion
instruct
change he foresees.
court for criminal offenses in the disHogsett.
at Gov Curley's charge of their duties and they were
Says States Can't Borrow More
In a letter directed
pleaded for
ki
Kamins
about
been
Rose
have
es
At this time the matter
acquitted.
Taxing resourc
heart, Mrs
commutation, declaring:— finally that was taken up with the Board of Pubexhausted, he declared. The federal
say to me
you
a hearing in Boston and
lic
at
Works
"Until
give up hope.
government nntst assume 100 per cent
he must die, I will not that you will also with the Registrar of Motor
me
of the cost of PWA projects hencetold
Vehicles' office but no action was
Everyone has
to believe them
forth, as municipalities and states
not listen, but I refuse you, a member taken.
have reached the limit of their borthat
know
"You will note from the inclosed
I
because
known suffering
rowing capacity and so cannot asof a race that hasappreciate what I clipping that he is still agitating
sume any further share of employtrouble for the town and impairing its
for centuries, can
ment program costs. The federal goy..
time and your
feel at the present compassion for credit with the banks at a time when
ernment can back additional outlay by
find
It is most needed.
can
We respectively
great heart
and mother, ask that he be
making the resources of the nation
compelled to confine
a humil,. woman
me,
y.
Hopeful
their securit
his
es
his
to
Hiller Still
position,
official
activiti
his brother or other action taken as the deaths in
It can stop tax exemption an all
Walter Kaminski said
."
can
reprieve
It
.
asserted
a
Curley
of
es,
securiti
the Commonwealth by automobiles
"still has hope
of murcall in all outstanding national debt
warrant such action."
Kaminski was found guilty
for the killing
degree
obligations paying 4 per cent and
first
be
Signers to the petition, numbering
der
simaamei9. are: Rhett C. Fletcher, Paul 0,
-cLimm
......
..L L..Liian
either issue new ones paying 2 per
44.4.,..z.
the
in
entirely
them
for
pay
cent or
Keller, P. V. Nourse, Arthur E. Simmoney of the realm—hills—and thus
mons, Everett W. Carrow, James G.
save $1,000,000,000 a year.
Jessie Hewieson, Charles H.
If the federal authorities _sant to
Deming, Fred co. Ingraham, Mrs.
•
ootf,
Libbie Hinman, Ralph J. Kirchner,
an equal length of time is included,
Mrs. Mollie Lihhie, W. E. Lillie, Mrs.
for it is accepted, said the governor,
R B. Cobb, Adolph Fraimman. Agnes
that the railroads operating in Mas3rancoe11' and Joseph Carroty.
sachusetts cannot pay for grade.
A telegrain was sent today by Town
(Continued from First Page)
Crossing eliminations. Highway eork,
freasurer Elliott 13. Smith, addressed
both major and minor, is included
o
Councilor J. Arthur Baker, to pref Merritt W. Hayden, a guard at the tent
also.
the petition to the Governor toSpringfield jail. while Kaminski was lay and intimating more signatures
"Unless the federal government is
willing to pay 100 per cent," said Gov
fleeing the Institution. He was later nay follow.
Curley, "then We shall not have any
caught, tried and convicted, and Registrar Goodwin, when interriewed over the telephone, said he
."
building
again broke loose from the jail late last not received the petition yet alHe took up the increase of state
last September and was not recap- hough he had heard of it. He dedebt, by way of explaining state and
tured until he fell into a police trap fined to discuss it until it was before
municipal Inability to assume furilm officially.
at Albany. N. Y.
ther burdens, saying that when Gov
His counsel contended the killing In the mean time the report of
Prank Allen quit office, the state debt
was $9,000,000. In the next three
was not premeditated and therefore 'own Treasurer Smith today in
the maximum crime of which Kamln- nesboro pointed to the excellent
years, under Joseph it. Ely, $16,000,an1146linnet/II standing of the town, all
.
.
stf,46
z= was murder 121
000 was added, while last year,
unporary loans the past year having
sec
other $16,000,000 was added, making
eon paid.
a total of $40,000,600, of which about
The town meeting comes Monday
$9,000,000 has' or will be amortized by
and fireworks are expected.
the end of this year.
Tax
Collector James Barnes, one of
"I don't feel that the state can
the signers of the petition, has alstand any more debt," he continued,
ready secured his bond for 1935, w!Itch
"and, if the policy of the federal govis considered rather unusual.
It is
ernment is to provide work, we have
the
earliest that a collector has ever
given them the opportunity. No city
d
a
obtaine
bond
in
part
ro.
take
Mr.
caw
Lanesbo
or town in the state
Barnes AN ill be unable to attend the
of the costs now, as they are restricttown meeting as he is seriously ill at
ed in raising funds while the fedhis homt in lierkshire village.
eral government is not."

BAY STATE IS FIRST
TO PRESENT PLANS

Governor Hopes Draft of
$230,000,000 Projects by
Massachusetts Experts Will
Be Approved Soon

Unusual Vigilance parnts,
Taken to Prevent
arninski Escaping

'en

onal
1,000
1932,
who
the
case,
id at
hYslf the
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,'n at the Horeffilitilifiiff IO'elienteere
i rs and directors of the new asso\itinn.
cihn W. Downes of Boston, general
1 nsel of the Insurance Federation of
tsachusetts, was the principal
'
a
at today's gathering. He ansker
R ecl end outlined the details of sonic
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Martens E.1
CURLEY'S AIDE Mayor
Budget Will Be R
IS QUESTIONED
To the City C4
ON ASSISTANTS

The 1935 budget of the city of I t
ii
"eringfield will be ready to submit to
the city council on the 25th, Mayor
The de- ti
Henry Martens believes.
partmental estimates have been under at
consideration during the past month bc
ind additional meetings of the mayor Eo
and finance committee are being held pi
to determine where cuts shall be of
made to keep the total within bounds. ti
The mayor and finance committee di
met this afternoon to go over with
Special to The Springfield Union.
the supervisors and Supt Cornelius tr
BOSTON. Feb. 8—The unusual sit- \V, Phillips of the department of It
uation of the Ways and Means Com- streets and engineering the figures la
mittee of the House questioning the Pr the year. Plans for motorizing t
number of people employed as clerical the department were considered ea- si
assistants by the Governor of the Com- pecially in view of the saving In S'
monwealth developed at the State costs that are expected to result s
House this afternoon. It is customary
lava vci
to extend to the Governor the courtesy
unquesdecide
to
him
permitting
of
tioned how many assistants he needs,
UNION
and not to probe into that appropriation.
Springfield,
Mass.
Today, however, the committee had
before It Gov. Curley's secretary,
Richard D. Grant, who engaged in a
verbal passage at arms with Albert
-F. Bigelow, leeteran House chairman
e home of Charles Halow, 29 fearof the Way and Means Committee.
Grant was asked to explain why the
number of assistants in the executive
department and its expenses were
greater this year than in the past.
The secretary answered that it was because of theegreater amount of work
being done by his superior. In a thinly
veiled reference to former-Gov. Ely's
proclivity for giving the State House
abSent treatment. Grant remarked
dryly, "Now we have a Governor who
works six clays a week instead of one
and a half."
Another thing about which Grant
was quizzed by Rep. Bigelow was why
Special to The Springfield Union.
Gov. Curley should have a motorcar
Feb. 8—Returning from
costing $5000 when Gov. Ely's car cost
Washington today Gov. James M.
$3850. In answer to this Grant said
Curley
took
a- veiled Jab at formerliked
that he supposed Gov. Curley
Gov. Joseph B. Ely as a probable inthe particular car that he had better
dependent candidate for President of
than any other, and that he was quite
the United States in 1936.
aware there were some people in the
The Governor was asked if any acState who would like to have Curley
tion was taken while he was in Washmotoring in a low-priced ('Sr.
ington looking toward the appointment
_
of a new national committeeman
for
the Democratic party to replace
Ely.
Gov. Curley replied that he
believed
Ely would serve until 1936.
"I assume he should tender his
rexigmeflon shortly if he is to be an independent candidate for President In
1936."

Need More Because "We
Now Have a Governor Who
Works Six Days a Week,"
• Grant Tells Bigelow.

FEB 9 lk.j.iu

Curley Takes Jab
at Joseph B. Ely

Speaks of Former Governor
as Independent Candidate
for President.
BosrroN,

STATE POLA
PROBE SLAYING
OF HUB CROOK
First Time Troopers Have
Investigated Crime in
Boston ; Curley Blow
at Leonard Seen.
BOSTON. Feb. 8—(P) The state
police were ordered by Gov. James
tonight to investigate the
M. Curl
. yin; of Joseph "Reds" Sweeney,
whose unsavory career was ended
ear:y today by a bullet.
It Is the first time the state police
have participated, in investigation of
such a Crime committed within the
city's boundaries and the Governor's
order was immediately associated
with his efforts to oust Joseph J.
Leonard, Boston police commissioner.
Entry of the state police meant
three independent investigations were
being made into the slaying of a man
whose criminal fecord reads like a
railroad timetable. The city's police
were first on the scene, hut soon the
Federal Government detailed agents
to the ease in the belief the traj
[Continued on.,..:$0011el'age]
11p.
s
lita:;I:ing that the :;tate police investigate the shooting, Gov. Curley
told Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner
of public safety, he wished the state
poi'.ce to determine if the Comma Club
was operated as a gambling establishment. The Governor also •conferreil
with Atty. Gen. Paul A. Dever on
proposed legislation to permit local
end state police to inspcct night
iubs.
"In places of this character, where
pc I sons are assernble0 in large a urnhere," said the Governor, "the pelice
should be able to visit them as they
see fit."
Capt. John F. Stokes, ifidef of state
deiectives, said he had assigned seven
men to the case and would persocally
pervise their work.

iLi
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CURLEY PRESENTS
i YARDS OF FIGURES

State Road Completion
On Governor's Program

, Provides Legisl
ators With
Something to Ponder on
Over the Weekend.

Curley Asks Federal Government
for $18,484,000
Worth of Work in Western Massachusett
s Including $230,000 Improvement on Road
to Williamstown, Overhauling of Teachers' Colleg Hea
e
ting
Plant, Extensive Improvement to South Wil
liamstown and Cheshire Roads, Rebuilding
of NineMile Section of Mohawk Trail, Grade Cro
ssing
Elimination in Cheshire and Other Jobs
—Says
State and Municipalities Can Pay Nothing.
__
Among projects listed for Western ,; Clark5:burg road, 2.8 miles, $100,000

•

Boston, Feb.
Curley gave the 9—(A.P.)—Governor
legi
figures to ponder on slators yards of
over the weekend.
He announced deta
for the expenditure ils of his plans
of $230,000.000 on
public works projects
and expressed
the belief that "a
of the. program considerable part"
would be approved
by the federal
gove
The governor saidrnment.
had jumped from the state's debt
time former Gove $9,000,000 at the
rnor Ely took office.
to $40,000,000 whe
n his own administration took charge.
A national lottery,
currency, reduction an increase of '
of interest rates
on government
secu
taxing of hitherto rities and the
tax exempt securities were the met
hods by which he
would finance the
federal relief program.

Massachusetts on a program calling with $5.000 for land damages.
In the grade crossing elimination
for the expenditure of $18,484,200, projects, the governor
leas listed the
which has been submitted to federal Boston & Albany railroad crossing at
Ches
hire
rese
rvoi
r in Cheshire at an
PWA authorities at Washington by
estimated cost of $100,000 with $2,000
Governor James M. Curley are the
liste
for
d
land
dama
ges. Other crosscompletion of the State road pavi
ng ings
from this city to Williamstown, a Gree included are at Silver street in
nfie
ld,
$95,
000
with $5,000 for
distance of 2.7 miles, at a cost of
land damages and at Conway road
$230,000 in addition to $5,000 land
in South Deerfield, $140,000 with
damages, and the overhauling of the
$10,000 for land damages.
heating system at North Adams State
The railroad bridge on Avenue
Teachers' college at an estimate
d in Turners' Falls is listed for reco A
ncost of $8,000.
struction at an estimated cost of
In submitting the completion of $40,
000 and $5,000 land damages.
the State road job, Governor Curley
West
revealed that a survey of the job is toge ern Massachusetts projects
ther
now underway. The Western Massa- the stat with other jobs throughout
e will cover 537 miles of highchusetts projects are part of a $230,- way
construction at, a grand cost of
000,000 program for unemployment $74,
642,000 in addition to land damrelief mapped out for Massachusetts
age
by Governor Curley. His proposal is ernoexpenditures of $9.338,000. Govr Curl
that the federal government assume eral gove ey's request that the fedrnment pay land damages LS
the entire costs of the jobs, because unpreced
ented as the state has althe commonwealth and the munic- ways
borne this cost.
ipalitie.s, as well as the railroad -,
where it is prepased to eliminatgrade crossings, are not in condition
to meet any of them.
Other proposed projectsof special
interest to this section in the high
- •
way division include: Pittsfield, East
The regular Sunday morning servstreet, 1.9 miles, at an estimated cost
ice of worship will be held at 10:45
of $170,000 with $5,000 for land damages: a new bridge in Savoy, 0.1 mile o'clock in the First Methodist Episat $50,000; South Williamstown road copal church. The minister of the
church, Rev. Hanford H. Closson, has
4.7 miles at $230,000 with $1,000 for,
i land damages; Greenfield-Shelburn chccen for his subject: "Saving My
e Life,' in which he will develop the
! road, part of the Mohawk trail rout
; 9.5 miles, $370.000; South street e, point that there are a great many I
in
i Greenfield, 0.6 miles, $30,000 and mistaken notions about self-preset'- I
vation, and the saving of one's life
t
---- - —

1

The plans were
Washington yesterday submitted at
and announced by the governor
ley said they woul last night. Curd meet the public
works construction
the next 25 years. requirements for
Abolition of grade
crossing, extensive highway cons
truction and repair,
construction and
public institutions improvement of
and improvement
of harbors and
a few of the govewaterways were but
rnor's proposals.
Under the Curley
000,000 would go to program, $74.of public works „for the department
repair of highways construction and
of grade crossing and elimination
s. An additional
$9.338,000 would go
ages. And another for land damharbor and waterway $12,9;0,000 for
work.
Public health projects
include S10,000,000 for Merrim
ack river valley
sewer; $375,000 for
Sou
th Essex sewage improvement;
Salem and Beverly $2,542,000 for a
water supply;
$6,500,000 for a Lowell,
Dracut. Lawrence and Methuen
water supply, and
$15,000,000 for Boston
harbor improvements.
The military depa
come in for $200,000 rtment would
for a new armory
at Worcester, and
$75,000 for an addition to the Spri
ngfield armory.
Massachusetts State
College would
get $363,910 for
improv
$125,000 a ould go for ements and
buildin,g at the Lowell a laboratory
Textile school.
The governor pointed
out a shortage of beds in stat
e
asked for $985,000 for hospitals and
the Worcester
state hospital, as
well as smaller
sums for other inst
itutions.
Joseph A. Langone,
the muchheard-from senator
from Boston,
has kept his prom
ise to the joint
committee on public
welfare that he
will visit state inst
itut
conditions first hand. ions and see
Yesterday, he stopped
in at the
Lyman school at West
boro and the
Worcester state hcspital
.
The senator had noth
for the administrati ing but praiee
on
cester institution, but of the Worschool—that was anot the Lyman
her story.
Langone inspected
refrigerators, then joinkitchens and
ed Representative Thomas P.
Dillon of Cambridge. who acco
mpanied him, in a
protest that the shoe
s
wearing fitted in few the boys were
that the swininiing poolinstances and
be closed until protruding nails
fixed.
Langone and Dillon dem
Superintendent Charles anded that.
A. Keeler
refit the boys with
other shoes.
Their next stop is
they are making surp not known—
rise visits over
the week-end.
The members of the
and Means committee House Ways
found out why
it is costing $10.000
mor
conduct the office of e per year to
the governor
than it did during
the last year Of
the Ely administrati
on.
Richard D. Grant.
secretary to
the governor, told
the committee it
was because Curley
a week whereas the works six days
v-orked one and a half last governor
.
And about that $5.0
which the committee 00 automobile,
thought was a
bit high—
Grant just explained
the governor
wanted that particul
ar type of car.
When the committe
that Former Governor e suggested
Ely managed
with a $3,850 car,
Gra
milted there were persnt simply adons who would
prefer to ride in a
low-priced vehicle.
And there was the
question of secretaries.
The committee aske
were needed when fourd why five
sufficed last
year—
And the ever ready
Mr. Gran:. answered: "We'll prob
ably need anothel'

Pattor Will Preach At
The Methodist Church

One:.

And that was that
.
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8n at Hie-Sorel Highlaila to etec,,--"i,
0
; rs and directors of the new a-sso\ ion.
e
hn W. Downes of Boston, general i
)nael of the Insurance Federation of w
sachusetts, was the principal ti
.,' aker at today's gathering. He an- in
', rcid end outlined the details of some m

Mayor Martens Ea
1CURLEY'S AIDE
Buclrfet Will Be R
QUESTIONED
IS
To the City Ct
ON ASSISTANTS

The 1935 budget of the city of tir
pringfleld will be ready to submit to di
he city council on the 25th, Mayor
'nary Martens believes.
The de- tf
partmental estimates have been under at
consideration during the put month lat
and additional meetings of the mayor ei
and finance committee are being held rq
o determine where cuts shall be of
made to keep the total within bounds. ti
The mayor and finance committee di
met this afternoon to go over with
Special to The Springfield Union.
the
supervisors and Supt Cornelius tr,
BOSTON. Feb. 8—The unusual sit- W. Phillips of the department of t,
uation of the Ways and Means Com- streets and engineering the figures
mittee of the House questioning the for the year. Plans for motorizing tn
number of people employed as clerical the department were considered P..4- st
assistants by the Governor of the Com- pecially i
view of the saving in S
monwealth developed at the State oats that are expected to result s
House this afternoon. It is customary
- rawiturs
ruA3.5.
to extend to the Governor the courtesy
of permitting him to decide unquestioned how many assistants he needs,
UNION
and not to probe into that appropriation.
Springfield, Mass.
Today, however, the committee had
before it Gov. Curley's secretary,
FEB 9
Richard D. Grant, who engaged in a
verbal passage at arms with Albert
0
'41600P1111(O/.
F. Bigelow, lieteran House chairman
_
of the Way and Means Committee.
e home of Chariea Below, 29 Oarthe
Grant was asked to explain why
number of assistants in the executive
department and its expenses were
greater this year than in the past.
The secretary answered that it was because of the„greater amount of work
being done by his superior. In a thinly
veiled reference to former-Gov. Ely's
proclivity for giving the State House
absent treatment, Grant remarked
dryly, "Now we have a Governor who
works six days a week instead of one
and a half."
Another thing about which Grant
was quizzed by Rep. Bigelow was why
Special lo The Springfield Union.
Gov. Curley should have a motorcar
BOSTON, Feb. 8—Returning from
costing $5000 when Gov. Ely's car cost
Washington today Gov. James M.
$2850. In answer to this Grant said
Curley took a veiled Jab at formerthat he supposed Gov. Curley liked
Gov. Joseph B. Ely as a probable
the particular car that he had better
independent candidate for President of
than any other, and that he was quite
the
United
people
in
the
some
States
in 1936.
aware there were
The Governor WRS asked if any acState who would like to have Curley
tion was taken while he was Jo
motoring in a low-priced car.
Washington looking toward the
'
_
appointment
of a new national
committeeman
for
the Democratic party to
replace Ely.
Gov. CUI'IP3' replied that he
Ely would serve until 1936. believed
"/ assume he should tender
his rexigiefflon shortly If he is to be
an independent candidate for President
in
1938".

We
Need More Because
Who
Now Have a Governor
Works Six Days a Week,"
Grant Tells Bigelow.

Curley Takes Jab
at Joseph B. Ely

Speaks of Former Governor
as Independent Candidate
for President.
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might lead to a plot to discredit a foe.
of illicit drug dealers.
In Sweeney's pockets were found
100 grains of narcotics and the private badge of Michael J. Ward, chief
deputy United States marshal and a
member of the Massachusetts Legislature. Ward is sponsor of a bill designed to curb illicit drug traffic. He
reported the badge lost or stolen two
months ago.
Charles Burrows, chief supervisor of
the New England narcotic division, in
announcing he had embarked on an
independent investigation, said:
"Ward was very active in behalf of
hie bill. It is my idea this gold badge
was planted on the dead man because
of Ward's activity against dope."
The badge had been given Ward by
members of his staff.
Sweeney died in City Hospital of a
bullet in the chest and two severe
teellsee on the head. He was brought
to the hospital by David "Beano"
ii
the operators of the
Olsillo (1,1h, a South End establishment, 11:iira employed Sweeney as a
doorman. fireen was arrested 23
times during prohibition, but never
convicted.
Police Captain Joseph McKinnon
said investigation showed Sweeney
was shot while in the club.
In asking that the state police investigate the shouting, Gov. Curley
told Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner
of public safety, he wished the state
pot:ce to determine if the Cosmo Club
was operated as a gambling estabhehment. The Governor also •conferred
with Atty. Gen, Paul A. Dever on
proposed legislation to permit local
nd state police to Inspect night
ciuh .
"In places of this character, where
Prisons are assembled in large num!
;- ers," said the Govereor, "the police
should be able to visit them as they
se? fit"
Capt. John F. Stokes, rihief of state
dolt:dives, said he had assigned seven
men to the case and would persoi.ally
supervise their work.
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Provides Legislators Wi
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Something to Ponder
Over the Weekend.
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CURLEY'S AIDE
IS QUESTIONED
ON ASSISTANTS
Need More Because "We
Now Have a Governor Who
Works Six Days a Week,"
Grant Tells Bigelow.

•

Springfield Caton.
Special to
BOSTON. Feb. 8—The unusual situation of the Ways and Means Committee of the House questioning the
number of people employed as clerical
assistants by the Governor of the Commonwealth developed at the State
House this afternoon. It is customary
to extend to the Governor the courtesy
of permitting him to decide unquestioned how many assistants he needs,
and not to probe into that appropriation.
Today, however, the committee had
before it Gov. Curley's secretary,
Richard D. Grant, who engaged in a
verbal passage at arms with Albert
F. Bigelow, xeteran House chairman
of the Way and Means Committee.
Grant was asked to explain why the
number of assistants In the executive
department and its expenses were
greater this year than in the past.
The secretary answered that it was because of the.greater amount of work
being done by his superior. In a thinly
veiled reference to former-Gov. Ely's
proclivity for giving the State House
absent treatment, Grant remarked
dryly, "Now we have a Governor who
works six days a week instead of one
and a half."
Another thing about which Grant
was quizzed by Rep. Bigelow was why
Gov. Curley should have a motorcar
costing $5000 when Gov. Ely's car cost
$3850. In answer to this Grant said
that he supposed Gov. Curley liked
the particular car that he had better
than any other, and that he was quite
aware there were some people in the
State who would like to have Curley
motoring in a low-priced car.

NEWS
Springfield, Mass.
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Curley to Launch Fight
On
•
Night Clubs, Prontises War...'.,;„7?-).'or,
On Drug Sales White Slavery

.atil %Ida., .

t0J 504

Will Submit Special Message to Legislature Monda
Asking That State and City Police Be Given Right
to Enter Places of Assembly Without a Warrant

lit a foe,

t found
the prlrd, chief
1 and a
(special Dispatirli to The Dolly News/ reference to the illegal
sale of liquoi 3 LegisI
Bost on, Fell. 9 — Gov Curley will and narcotics but
end white slavery. bill deI submit a special message to the Legis"It will be interesting to learn how. ltic, He
lien two
lature Monday recommending legisla- long the
Cosmos cluh has been option to authorize both state and mu- erating
and also how long the Sports-irvisorof
i
tlicipal police to enter without war- men's club
has been operating and at r
T iobn
rant the premises utilized for assem'
n an
n
bly or other purposes, he announced to the source of police protection
1:
which they enjoyed and as to
today at a press conference.
what mhalf of
"In my opinion," the governor de- particular °Melol
of the police depart- 'id badge
clared, "This legislation is necessary
because
in order that more direct supervision ment had charge of the partictilar dis. 3pe.
it
may be bad of the operation of Re- triet in which these two clubs operated."
Ward
by
called nights clubs, for the purpose
The Cosmos club was
of not only enforcing the law with
the
of A
gang murder earl!, yestcrrrlayscene, of
morning. ,'0 severe
WO 1 ll11
braist,N on the heart. lie e.3 brought
to the hospital by David "Beano"
Brecn, one
the op,rators of the
UNION
Casino Club, It South End establishment, which employed Sweeney as a
Springfield, Mass.
doorman. Breen was arrested 28
times during prohibition, but never
convicted.
Police Captain Joseph McKinnon
sa1d investigation showed Sweeney
aR•The home of Charles Raiow, 29 Oar.
Was shot while ln the club.
In asking that the state police investigate the shooting, Gov. Curley
told Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner
of public safety, he wished the state
pol:ce to determine if the Comm° Club
was operated as a gambling estahltahment. The Governor also -conferred
with Atty. Gen. Paul A. Dover on
proposed legislation to permit local
anil s.state police to inspect night
ciuh
"ln places of this character, IA here
pcisons are assembled in large num:ers," said the Governor, "the pollee
should he able to visit them as they
Special to The Springfield Union.
se:. fit."
BOSTON, Feh. R—Returning from
Capt. John F. Stokes, Chief of state
Washington today Gov, James M.
deiectives, void he had assigned seven
Curley took a yelled jab at former.
men to the case and would persot.ally
Gay. Joseph B. Ely as a
probable inSupervLle their work.
dependent candidate for President
of
the United States in 1936.
The Governor was asked if
tion was taken while he was inany acWashington looking toward the
appointment
of a new national
committeeman
for
the Democratic party to
replace Ely.
Gov. Curley replied that he
Ely would serve until 1936. believed
"I assume he should tender
ignation shortly if he is to be his resan Independent candidate for
President in
11188."
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LOTTERY URGED HIS FIRST DEFEAT
BY CURLEY FOR Bill Forbidding Justices of
to Perform MarWORK PROJECTS i Peace
.
riages Killed in House
Proposes Plan for Government to Finance Big Program; Many Western Mass.
Issues Pending.
13os1'ox,

Feb. 9—In order that the
States, cities and towns of the country
should be given outright grants of
funds for the construction of public
works projects, unrier the $4,000,000,000 program of the National Administration, the Gorernment would do well
tt provided the funds through a national :lottery or the elimination in toto
se tax-exempt securities. Gov. Curley
Slid yesterday.
The Governor expressed his opinion
'when asked what was the reaction of
officlals of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration Thursday when he
proposed that Washington pay the entire bill for the $230.000,000 state public
works program which he has drafted
and which he presented to them.
It was the contention of the Governor that neither the States or the
cities or towns have the resource,
.
to pay any part of the cost themselves.
Virtually all of them have reached the
limit of their borrowing power and for
this reason he felt that if the Government did not assume full financial responsibility- it should not attempt to
go through with the program.
Massachusetts, he said, is in no Position to go further into debt. The state
debt of the Commonwealth, he said,
has jumped from 89.000.000. when
former-Gov. Ely assumed office, to
840,000.0r)0 when his own administration started.
A detailed list of the projects allocated to Western Massachusetts and
their estimated cost follows:
to
Addition
State
Armory
in
Springfield
75.000
Westfield Teacalers' College new
boilers
12,00e
North Adams Tea -hers' College,
overhauling heating system
3.000
Massachusetts State College:
Remodeling and
ing
old
reequiop
librare
35,000
Vegetable gardening
storage
13.400
Wornen's dormitory
250,000
Water meals for fire protection
10.000
Completion
women's
athletic
fled
15,000
garage and service station
20,000
Roads
20,500
Westfield state sanatorium:
New 242-bed unit for adult patients, with buildings for employes and staff
320.000
Male employes' building
15,000
Reservoir
7.600
Improvement of rivers and harbors:
Deerfield. Connecticut River. riprap
1,000
Chicopee dike and ripaaP
60,000
Connecticut
River
Sunderland
riprap
6,000
Connecticut River, South Hadley
watt
60.000
Northampton State Hospital:
New kitelien and dining-room
350.000
Dairy group
75.000
Medical and surgical building
and 100 beds
050.000
Ward building
200.000
Morison State Hospital:
Male infirmary and 116 bells.
... 1
Road work
50000
n
Ward building, female, and 160
rre Savings Bank to Harriso
beds
240000 Building Corp., Magazine St.
Ward building, male, and 160
beds
240,100
Route 9
Married employes' building
150.,00
at West Worthington to
us
male attendants'
Addition to
at East Windsor. Bitumino
117.000
75,00
home
macadam 20 feet, 3 miles state
100000
Aasembly building
— Reconstruction of
Ware
of
100.100
Administration building
highway on Route 9 westmaLaundry equipment and building
Ware Village. Bituminous
51,000
50,040
repairs
cadam. 24 feet, 2.6 miles
of
4C-640 West
Stockbridge—Extension
•
Three officers' cottages
MVO
Root cellar
from West Stockbridge
102
Route
BiBeichertown State School:
Village to New York line.
2.4
175,00.,
Male infirmary and 116 beds
tuminous macadam 24 feet,
140.000
WOO,
Girls' dormitory and 110 beds
miles
Boys' dormitory and 110 beds.. 100.001
crossings:
'50.00) Railroad grade
$150,000
Employes' building
South Deerfield. Bryant's
105,000
Addition to boiler house and new
Bernardston. Hale's
50.001
boiler
Lunenburg. Leominster road ...
100,000
&team water and sewer extension 25.00.
d. Silver St.
Greenfiel
10.004
150.000
Roads. walks, grading
South Deerfield. Conway road
37.504
Furnishings for above buildings
Amherst. Cushman road
10.00'
85,000
Addition to garage to rent
Monson. Stafford road
9,00(
105,000
Boot cellar
Monson Palmer road
60,000
125,000
Contagious hospital
road
Canaan
,
Sheffield
175,000
Female infirmary, 116 beds
West Springfield. Bridge and 239,000
45,000
Tunnels and services for above
First Sts.
5.000
233,000
Fencing land
Becket. Main St
HIGHWAY PROJECTS.
Huntington, Main and Russell
405,000
Sts.
Pittsfield—Reconstruction of state
105.000
Templeton. Main St.
highway on Route 9. Dalton
102,000
3175.000
Cheshire, Reservoir road
Ave.. 1.1 miles
275,000
Great Barrington, Turnpike
illavoy—Bridge on Mohawk Trail at
road 175,000
50.000
Great Barrington. Country
Savoy-Florida line .
105.000
of state
Southwick, Springfield road
Becket—Reconstruction
Reconstruction of railroad bridges: 40,000
highway on Route 7 between
Athol. Route 2 overhead
and StockGeeat Barrington
47,000
s
302,000
Hadley. Main St. underpas
bridge, 4 9 miles
Beichertown, Granby road over- 41,000
Williamstown — Reconstruction of
head
state highway on Route 43 from
unNorthfield. Bernardston road.
Route 2 southerly to Route 7,
41,000
231,000
derpass
4.7 miles
50,000
Amherst, Main St. underpass s 205.000
North Ada ma—Williamstown, reunderpas
widening of
Ware, Gibbs Crossing
construction and
Robeson's
Longmeadow,
East
state highway from westerly end
27,000
Crossing
of present brick pavement in
45.000
Turners Falls, Avenue A
North Adams to Williamstown
Cement concrete 300
easter.
235.000
feet, 2.7 miles
4Ir4at Barrington—Stockbridge, rewidening of
construction and
state highway on Route 7 beand
Barrington
Great
tween
altockbridg,e, cement concrete 30
242.0.0
feet. 5.4 miles
Northtleld—ReeonstruetIon of state
highway on Route 10 from Route
Bi63 to New Hampshire line.
tuminous macadam 24 feet, 3 181.000
miles
Aihfietd — Reconstruc don of state
highway on Buckland Rd. in
Ashfleld, Route 112. Bituminous 71,000
macadam 3e feet, 1.6 miles
Amherst. South Halley. Granby—
Relocation of Route 116 from
the Notch in Amherst to Route
129 in Granby. Bituminous ma280,000
cadam 24 feet, 4.9 miles
Deerfield, Whately. Hatfield—Rewidening of
construction and
state highway on Route 5 from
South Deerfield to northerly end
of 1934 work. in Hatfield. Bituminous macadam 30 feet, 7 2
230.000
miles
Brimfield to Springfield, new route
from Route 20 in Brimfield via
Monson. Hampden aid
South
.lo.
East Longmeadow to Springfie
feet.
• Bituminous macadam 30
2,750,000
22.4 miles
Nolyoke. Easthampton. Northampton—Widening state highway between Holyoke and Northampton
to 40 feet, part cement concrete,
macadam, 6
bituminous
part
380,000
mile,
Greenfield. Shelbitrne—Reconstrucflan and widening of state highway on Route 2 between GreenBifield and Shelburne Falls
tuminous maeadem 30 feet, 9 5 370.000
miles
d—
Amherst, Sunderland, Deerfiel
Reconstruction of state highNorth
way on Route 116 from
BiAmheret to South Deerfield.
63
tuminous macadam 24 feet.
335,000
miles
k—
Ware, New Braintree. Hardwic
Reconstruction of state highway
on Route 32 between Ware and
Hardwick. Bitumtnoue macadam
151,000
24 feet. 3.3 miles
Brimfield. Wales — Reconstruction
• of State highway on. Route 19
from Route 20 to Connecticut
line. Bituminous macadam 24
420.000
feet, 6.7 miles
Leicester to Palmer — Widening
state highway on former Route
20 from woreester line to Palmer via Brookfield. 40 feet wide
part cement concrete, part bituminous macadam, 31.4 miles. .1.950,000
Marrs. Petersham—ReconatructIon
of state highway on Route 22
from Barre to Petersham. including by-pass of Petersham
Village. Bituminous macadam 24
470.000
feet. 7.5 miles
Athol. Petersham—Widening state
highway on Route 32 from Petersham to Route 2. Bituminous
macadam 24 feet, 7 miles
210,000
and
Greenfield — Reconstruction
wedening of state highway on
Route 5 from Cheapside Bridge
Greenfield. Elltuaninous
toward
macadam 40 feet. 6 miles.,,
30,009
taa,
atealeation of apprea13 to
biadge north of Lee Village on
Route
Cement concrete to
40 feet
105.000
of
ICIarkeburg — Reconetruetion
igtate highway on Route 8 from
Clarksburg Village to Vermont
line.
Bituminous macadam 24
feet, 2.6 miles
105,001
Worthington, Cummingten,
Itir— ConnectiOn from Ho e 113
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GOVERNOR 1YIEETS
LOTTERY URGED HIS FIRST DEFEAT
BY CURLEY FOR
WORK'PROJECTS
Proposes Plan for Government to Finance Big Program; Many Western Mass.
Issues Pending.
BOSTCYN, Feb. 9—In order that the
States, cities and towns of the country
mould be given outright grants of
fonds for the construction of Public
works projects, Under the $4000000,program of the National Administration, the Government would do well
V it provided the funds through a national lottery or the elimination in toto
ge tax-exempt securities. Gov. Curley
Said yesterday.
The ,Governor expressed his opinion
When asked what was the reaction of
officials of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration Thursday when he
proposed that Washington pay the entire bill for the $230,000,000 state public
works program which he has drafted
and which he presented to them.
It was the contention of the Governor that neither the States or the
cities or towns have the resourceto pay any part of the cost themselves.
Virtually all of them have reached the
limit of their borrowing power and for
this reason he felt that if the Govern..
spent did not assume full financial responsibility it should not attempt to
go through with the program.
Massachusetts he said, is in no position to go further into debt. The state
debt of the Commonwealth, he said,
has jumped from $9.000.000 when
former-Gov. Ely assumed office, to
$40.000,000 when his own administration started.
A detailed list of the projects allocated to Western Massachusetts and
their estimated cost follows:
to
Addition
State
Armory
In
Springfield
75,000
Westfield Teachers' College new
boilers
12,000
Worth Adams Teachers' Colleg5
overhauling heating system
I4,000
Massachusetts State College:
Remodeling and reequipping old
library
35.009
Vegetable gardening storage
13.400
Women's dormitory
250,000
Water ma:ns for fire protection
10,000
Completion
women's
athletic
field
15,000
Garage arid service station
20.000
Roads
20,500
Westfieel state sanatorium:
New 242-bed unit for adult patients. wi•h buildings for emPloees and staff
520,000
Male employes' building
15,006
Reservoir
7.600
Improvement of rivers and harbors:
Deerfield. Connecticut River, rip
rap
1,000
Chicopee dike and ripraP
60,000
River
Connecticut
Sunderland
riprap
5,000
Connecticut River, South Hadley
wall
60,000
Northampton State Hospital:
New kitr.hen and dining-room
250.090
Dairy group
75,000
Medical and surgical building
and 100 beds
250,000
Ward building
200.000
Monson State Hospital:
Male Infirmary and 115
Road work
5(000
Harrison
Ward building, female, and 140
- Barre Savings Bank to
beds
140000 Building Corp., Magazine St.
Ward building, male. and 160
beds
240,)00
Worthington to Route 9
150.00
Married employes' building
West
at
Bituminous
Addition to male attendants'
at East Windsor. miles
117.000
75,00
home
macadam 2e feet, 3
100.00
Reconstruction of state
Assembly building
—
Ware
of
100.100
Administration building
highway on Route 9 west
maLaundry equipment and building
Ware Village. Bituminous
51,000
50,060
repairs
cadam. 24 feet. 2.6 miles
of
• 4LISO West
•
Stockbridge—Extension
Three officers' cottages
•10.0(0
West Stockbridge
from
102
Root cellar
Route
BiBelchertown State Scemol:
Village to New York line.
2.4
175.00)
Male infirmary and 116 beds
tuminous macadam 24 feet.
140,000
100.00)
Girls' dormitory and 110 beds
miles
Boys' dormitory and 119 beds.. 100,001
'50,001 Railroad grade crogsings:
2150.00e
Employes' building
Deerfield, Bryant'a
South
105,000
Addition to boiler house and new
Bernardston. Hale's
59.001
96,000
boiler
Lunenburg, Leominster road
100,000
Steam water and sewer extension 25.001
Silver St.
ld.
Greenfie
10.004
150,000
Roads, walks. grading
South Deerfield. Conway road
37,504
90,000
rnrnishings for above buildings
, Cushman road
Amherst
10,001
85,000
Addition to garage to rent
Monson, Stafford road
105,000
Root cellar
:Monson. Palmer road
60.004
125,000
Contagious hospital
road
Canaan
d.
Sheffiel
175,00'
and
Female infirmary. 116 beds
West Springfield, Bridge
45,00t
939.000
Tunnels and services for above
First Sts.
5.000
233,000
Fencing land
Becket, Main St.
HIGHWAY PROJECTS.
Huntington, Main and Russell 405,000
Sts.
Pittsfield—Reconstruction of state
105,000
Templeton. Main St.
highway on Route 9. Dalton
102,000
2175.000
Cheshire, Reservoir road
Ave.. 1.9 miles
275,000
Great Barrington, Turnpikeroad. 175.000
gavoy—Bridge on Mohawk Trail at
50.000
......
Great Barrington, Country
Savoy-Florela line
101.000
Southwick, Springfield road
of state
Bee e et—Reconstruct ion
bridges:
Reconstruction of railroad
40,000
reghway on Route 7 between
Athol. Route 2 overhead
and StockGreat Barrington
47.000
302,00e
Hadley, Main St. underpassoverbredge, 4.9 miles
Belchertown. Granby road
Wilearn,town — Reconstruction of
41,000
head
state highway on Route 43 from
unNorthfield, Bernardston road,
Route 2 southerly to Route 7,
41,000
231,000
derpass
4.7 miles
50,000
ss
Amherst, Main St. underpa
Nor, h Ada ms—WiIllamstown. reunderpass. 205.000
Ware, Gibbs Crossing
widening of
constri,tion and
Robeson's
Longmeadow,
East
27,000
state highway from westerly end
crossing
45,000
of present brick pavement in
Turners Falls, Avenue A
North Adams to Williamstown
Cement concrete 300
center.
235,000
feet, 2 7 miles
reGreat Barrington—Stockbridge.
widening of
construction and
state highway on Reute 7 beBarrington - and
Great
tween
Stockbridge, cement concrete 30 2.12,0.0
feet, 1.4 miles
Northfield—Re. onstruetton of state
Route
highway on Route 16 from
Bi63 to New Hampshire line.
3
turninous macadam 24 feet.
181.000
miles
state
Ashfield — Reconstruction of
highway on Buckland Rd. in
Azhfield, Route 112. Bituminous 71.000
macadam 29 feet. 1.6 miles
Granby—
Amherst. South Harney.
Relocation of Route 116 from
the Notch in Amherst to Route
139 in Granby. Bituminous ma- 280,000
cadam 24 feet, 4.9 miles
Deerfield. Whately. Hatfield—Rewidening of
construction and
state highway on Route 5 from
end
South Deerfield to northerly
BiOf 1934 work, In Hatfield.
tuminous macadam 30 feet, 7 2 260.000
miles
Brimfield to Springheld, new route
- from Route 20 In Brimfield via
Monson, Hampden aid
South
East Longmeadow to Springfiele.
feet,
• Bituminous macadam 30
2,750,P0
22.4 miles
Holyoke, Ea.sthampton. Northampton—Widening state highway between Holyoke and Northampton
rete,
• to 40 feet, part cement con,
macadam. 6
bituminous
part
380,06r.
miles
rucGreenfield. S h bu rne--Reconst
hightion and widening of state
Greenway on Route 2 between
Bifield and Shelburne Falls
95
tuminous maeadem 30 feet.
370.00o
Miles
ld—
Amherst, Sunderland, Deerfie
Reconstruction of state highNorte
way on Route 116 from
BiAmheret to South Deerfield. 6 3
tuminous macadam 24 feet.
325,000
miles
ck—
Ware. New Braintree, Hardwi
Reconstruction of state highway
on Ronte 32 between Ware and
Hardwick. Bituminous macadam
151.000
24 feet. 3.3 miles
Brimfield. Wales — Reconstruction
"-of state highway on. Route 19
from Route 20 to Connecticut
line. Bituminous macadam 24
420,000
feet, 0.7 miles
Leicester to Palmer — Widening
state highway on former Route
30 from Worcester line to Palmer via Brookfield. 40 feet wide
part cement concrete, part bituminous macadam, 31.4 rniles 1 950.000
Sarre. Petersham—Reconstruction
of state highway on Route 22
from Barre to Petersham. Including by-pass of Petersham
Village. Bituminous macadam 24
470,000
feet, 7.5 miles
Athol. Petersham—Wideeing state
highway on Route 32 from Petersham to Route 2. Bitumnous
macadam 24 feet, 7 miles
210,000
and
Breenfleid — Reconstruction
widening of state highwae on
Route 5 from Cheapside Bridge
toward
Greenfield. Bet/Minolta
macadam 40 feet, 6 miles
30,000
Lee — Relocation of approach to
bridge north of Lee Village on
Route 20. Cement concrete to
40 feet
105,000
Clarksburg — Reconstruction
of
state highway on Route 8 from
C,al
,
:sburg Village to Vermont
Pre.
et.
Bitumlnous macadam 2.;"
f et
.;
.
.
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stead of one and
which Grant
Another thing about Bigelow was
Rep.
was quizzed by
41 motor
have
should
why Gov. Curley when Gov. Ely's car
car costing $5,000
this Grant
to
answer
cost $3.850. In
Gov. Curley
ed
suppos
had
:aid that he
lar car that he
liked the particu
that he
And
other.
peobetter than any
there were some
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WAS quite aware
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"GROSSLY LIBELOUS," SAYS
KLETCHKA TO REMARKS OF ,
HIS LANESBORO CRITICS

their
me they got just
It appears to
Lanesboro
in
new fire truckfireworks
come Monin time. The
be a good
would
right
day and maybe it
pumper
new
idea to have the Newton Memorial
Stage Set for Great Lanesboro Drama Monday at Newof
front
case ,
out in
time, just in
of
ahead
them's
ton Memorial Hall—Rep. Akeroyd Returns From
Hall
Foreman: Newton,
sparks fly.
Beacon Hill---Willing To Serve as Moderator if
orders.
your
bouquet
Voters Want Him—Disclaims Any Factional ConViewer's got a
The Fence
of Otis,
Mrs. SornesSelectmen
of posies for
nection.
she's elected
just in case
The stage is set, but the cast I hope we'll get together some day
Monday.
Sandisfteld
hasn't
been chosen, for one of the to iron out cur difficulties."
down
They tell me
Last year Messrs Kletchka, and
all eatin'
'ern
got
great
dramas
in Lanesboro history
Akeroyd were opposed for moderator.
way Jason Sears Look OUt JRS011.
to be enacted in Newton Memorial Mr. Akeroyd was given the gavel.
out of his hand.
suspect it, somebody
Hall Monday. Chief Motor Vehicles Mr. Akeroyd was asked to return
bell
VVhen you least
the
Ring
you.
Inspector Thomas S. L. Kletchka, this year to hold 'down the chair,
ups and wallopsJason, for one more I
whose activities have upset the cast- representations being made to him
\
we'll
next Monday,
and
hold now
ing of the show to the extent that from both factions. Mr. Kletchka,
office than you
Our books says
picture.
a protest was sent to Governor It is believed, will also be a candirun your
Selectman, member
you are clerk, Public Welfare and ,
James Michael Curley, issued a date.
of
Kletchka's Statement
statement
today affirming
of the Board Health.
his
The latter's statement follows:
the Board of
rights to be considered for a lead----- reminds me
"The prompt denial of any knowling role, while Representative WilSpeaking of wallops
Republican cauedge of the petition, made by King
liam
Arthur
from
Akeroyd,
in
a
town
There's
of Peru.
funny, you .
Beacon Hill, said he is ready to step C. Keeler, whose name heads the
soon but it's
cus coming
though you
even
chanoe,
in
as moderator, `if the voters want petition according to the statement
ain't got a
live on
of Councilor J. Arthur Baker, and
Republie,an, unless you Charlie
me."
be a
the statement of Byron C. Chase, 'I
of the street.
"Grossly Libelous"
the right side Smith can tell you
have nothing to say,' according to
"Grossly
libelous," says
Mr.
Wood and Doc
the published account in The Eagle,
They're getting ready
it.
about
Kletchka
of
some
remarks
of
those
•
more
..
may be construed as reluctance to
In this corner
who would have him be just a noise expose their ridiculous and despicto square off.
-- Collector Jim
off stage. "Obviously the persons able accusations to the light of pubHere's hoping Tax gets over his
who bring these charges have no licity. Coupled to these inconsistent
Lane.sboro
Barnes of
won't
meeting
' knowledge whatever of the constitu- statements may be added that of
ailment soon. Town
it
without Jim and
tional law or the rights of the citi- Elliott B. Smith who, since signing
seem just right right to Jim either.
zen," added Mr. Kletchka. "It is the petition has informed me that
won't seem just
charged that what I have done has he `must have been out of his head'
out of Alford.
impaired the credit of the town. when he affixed his name.
right,
Not a peep yet
eve..rything is all
t That is something it seems to me
"A very definite contradiction to
S'pose
ROWe, Harold Wilthough. Clarence
the Select- 1 that is for the bankers to deter- the complaint that the financial
are
Chapin
credit of the town has been imre- 1Jmine."
cox and Bill
speakin' of Alford
story p , Soft-spoken Arthur Akeroyd, dis- paired' is the statement in another
men. And
a
of
Viewer
minds the Fence
there. a turbed, by the flood . of publicity article published in the same issue
old timers down
his
of one of the
given the performances in this town, of The Eagle declaring 'excellent
an auction at
advertised
He had Early—before sunrise -he
admittedly tired of the factional financial condition reflected in town
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min
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recently made director of the AmerFrank H. Collins
ican Museum of Natural History in
New York, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Frank Henry Coilins, '15, a former
G.. Logan of Chicago, who founded resident of this city and former
the Logar Museum of Anthropology director of art in the New York
Dr.
City public article schools, died'*4at Beloit, whose expeditions
Andrews haa led into the wastes of terday at his home at Greenwich,
Presicient Denfollowing tin apoplectic stroke
Conn.,
Nortlrrn Africa
Spencer,
WIM" Suffereld three weeks ago. Malden.
nett was born in
and gradwas born in
Collins
Mr.
raised in Rhode Island,
professional
Coliege in 1904. For
time he was a
lasted from Williams
t

Williams Head To Be
Given Honorary LL D.
Degree on Monday
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wage schedule. It
.41
was felt that the
IL
'" 1 4
work could be
done at less cost
i
under private
contracting.
Mayor Bagg said this
morning he
did not know
what
been made of the disposition had .
sewage disposal
plant project.
Upon the request of
Governor Curley he
and other projects submitted this
to him.
Summary of Projects
Projects in the
Berkshires are as
, follows:—
I BOSTON,
Feb. 8 (AP)—If the
!North Adams
Teachers' College,
office of Governor
James M. Curley is to cost
Pit=erluilligcobnesaglegtiosgs
$10,000 more per year
highway on Route 9,:t PSiiiie$ "I"
to conduct than
Ave., 1.9 miles ....... Dalton
did that of his
.. .... 175,000
Savoy—Bridge on Mohawk..
predecessor. it is only
Savoy-Florida line ....Trail a,
because Curley
...
..
.
works
.
. 30,000
six days
Becket--Reconstruction of
State
the last governor a week whereas
highway on Route 7
worked
between
one and
Great Barrington
a half, it was
Stockbridge, 4.9 miles ..and
explained today by
i Richard D.
.
.
...
.
.....
.
302,000
Grant,
Williamstown — Reconstruction
Curley's secre1 tary.
of
state highway on Route
43 from
Route 2
i Grant
to Route 7,
appeared
4.7 miles southerly
before
the House
...............
Ways and
North Adams.....
231,000
Means
— Williamstown,
Committee,
Which had
reconstruction and
expressed
widening
curiosity
of
as
State highway from
to why Curley's
westerly end
office
of present
propriation was so expense appavement in
North Adamsbrick
to Williamstown
much
more
than
that of Governor
center.
Joseph B.
2.7 milesCement concrete 30 feet,
Ely, who preceded
him. Committee
rest Bar ....-............... 235,000
members
ringion—Stockbridge, rediffered
with
construction
Grant as to
the amount of the
widening of
State highwayand
on Route 7 beincrease in extween
Great Barrington
penditures represented
and
Stockbridge, cement concrete 30
propriation sought, but in the apfeet, 5.4 miles
Grant con............ ...
tended that whatever
Lee' — Relocation
242,000
the total,
approach to
bridge north of of
about $3,000
Lee
Village
on
Route 20. Cement
restorations of salaryrepresented
concrete,
40
cuts
feet .........
to
-.......... ......
Also critized by the employes.
105,000
Clarksburg — Reconstruction
committee
of
was the
State highway on Route
establishment of a division
Clarksburg Village to '8 from
of employment
in the executive deVermont
line. Bituminous
macadam 24
partment. Grant
feet, 2.8 miles
explained that
'while the State
Worthington, Cummington, Windalready had an emsor— Connection from
ployment bureau, hundreds
at West Worthington Route 143
of per.
sons chose to appeal
at East Windsor. to Route 9
to the governor for work, and
Bituminous
macadam 20
feet,
3
that
miles
such
a diWest Stockbridge —
117,000
vision was necessary
of
to conserve
Route 102 from Extension
the governor's
West
Stockbridge Village to New
' Another itemtime.
line.
Bituminous macadam 24York
feet, 2.4
miles
committee In the challenged by the
[Railroad grade crossings—
140,000
was
that of $5,000 for appropriation
1 Sheffleld-Canaan
for the Governor.a new automobile
I • West Springfield Road ........ 125,000
Chairman
—Bridge and
low said he could
Bigesee
Becket—Alain St. ....... _ .... 239,000
Curley should have no reason why
a car of such
233,000 I
Huntington — Main and
a
price. when
Sts. .................. Russell
been satisfied Governor Ely had
405,000
Cheshire--Reservoir
with
Road
Great Barrington—Turnpike
102,000
$3,850. To this Grant one costing
275,000
Great Barrington—Country
replied that
the
•
Governor
road 175,000
.
a particular
car, admitting wanted
Total ............. ......
there
were
I
$3,264,000
, who would prefer he ride persons
—_
in a lowpriced vehicle.
During the day, it
was disclosed
by the Governor
that
sonally responsible for he was pera change announced in Civil
, GREAT
Service rules, reclueing the
BARRINGTON, Feb. 9—
educational requirement
A large staff of
for motor vehicle
engineers of the
examiners from
State Department of
high school to
Public Works
grammar school
have been busy for
training.
more than a
"I never went
week on the Stockbridge
through any day
Road, surhigh school
veying the highway
myself," he commentand available
ed.
"I
don't
think it
land on both sides
and it was
conshop to be an takes a profeslearned today they are
fact," he added with examiner. In
interested
77n
a chuckle, "T
making plans for a
am not so sure
three lane
be able to do a a professor would
highway, to replace the
good
present
job."
The Legislative.
macadam surface. The
Committee on
cost would
Education
be $240,000.
favorably
hill to raisereported
the compulsory on a
The proposal to be
school
attendance age from
Made it is unIt was read in the 14 to 16 years,
body referred it to Senate which
Means COMM if tee. the Ways and
derstood will ask for the considerahas the support of The measure
tion of such a project by the State
the
partment of Education State DeDepartment, with the aid of Federal
and the
State Federation
of
I
funds, from Stockbridge to this
A paradise for deerLabor.
hunters right
town.
here in
Massachusetts was called
to the attention
Extent of Survey
of
rods when GovernorBay State nimIt is said the survey has been
James M. Curley signed a bill
made from the end of the concrete
providing for a
special open season
for deer on
surface, 'Goodrich Street, StockNantucket island for
bridge, south, through the socalleci
ginning next Monday.one week beswamp district, down Monument
"There are 400 to 500
of them on
the island," Samuel
Mountain. Yesterday the engineers
A. York, State
Commissioner of Conservation
were on the Stockbridge Road in
In approving the
said
Ibis town, and it is understood they
measure, "and
they are causing
considerable
contemplate making an official laydamage to the crops."
out as far as the Great Bridge soNantucket islanders have
the
tacit assurance
called on Upper Main Street.
of t
hunters that next weekhe State's
Persons interested in such a projthe
damage will be all to the
ect say the new road, if built, will
deers.
remedy a bad situation on the
swamp district in Stockbridge.
South of the mountain the surveyrs are more interested in the Berkhire Street Railroad right of way.
ith the right of way there would
, ample room for another lane on
Ulla side of the mountain.
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Goy. Curley for National Lottery
To Aid in Financing the Great
Administration Relief Program
Also Favors Increase of Currency, Reduction of Interest Rates on Government Securities and Taxing of
Hitherto Tax Exempt Securities—Would Meet
Public Works Construction Requirements for Next
25 Years
BOSTON, Feb. 9 (Th—Governor smaller sums for other institutions.1
Largest of Highway Projects
iCurley gave the legislators yards of
The largest of the highway projweekthe
(figures to ponder on over
ects include a 17.1 mile Arlington
end.
to Lowell project to cost $3,293,000
, He announced details of his plans with $369,000 damages; 29.3 miles,
to Westminster, $2,815,000
for the expenditure of $230,000,000 Concord
$351,000 damages; 31.4 miles,
and
on public works projects and ex- Leicester to Palmer, $1,850,000 and
pressed the belief that "a considera- $100,000 damages; 6.6 miles, Lawble part" of the program would be rence-Methuen-Haverhill, $210,000
approved by the Federal govern- and $20,000 damages; 16.5 miles,
Lakeville to Fairhaven, $800,000 and
ment.
1 The governor said the State's debt $30,000 damages; 25.3 miles, New...had jumped from $9,000,000 at the buryport Turnpike widening, $4,4 time former Governor Ely took of- 700,000 and $240,000 damages; 3
,
ice, to $40,000,000 when his own ad- miles, Fall River-Somerset bridge,
$2,900,000 and $200,000 damages.
ministration took charge.
Grade Crossing Elimination
A national lottery, an increase of
The most ambitious grade crosscurrency, reduction of interest rates
on government securities and the ing elimination ,would be at Framtaxing of hitherto tax exempt se- ingham, where there are eight such
be $6,curities were the methods by which crossings. The cost wo
he would finance the Federal Relief
Continued on lh Page
Program.
The plans were submitted at
Washington yesterday and announced by the governor last night.
Curley said they would meet the
public works construction requirements for the next 25 years.
2 Park Square
Some of Govenor's Proposals
BOSTON
Abolition of grade crossing, exMASS.
tensive highway construction and
repair, construction and improveEAGLE
ment of public institutions and improvement of harbors and waterPittsfield, Mass,
way%, were but a few of the governor's proposals.
Under the Curley program $74,000,000 would go to the Department
of Public Works for construction
Richard D. Grant says we now
and repair of highways and elimihave a governor who works six!
nation of grade crossings. An addidays a week. That is all very well,
tional $9,338,000 would go for land
damages. And another $12,900,000
characteristic and commendable, so
for harbor and waterway work.
long as he doesn't work both sides
Public health projects include
of the street.
$10,000,000 for a Merrimack River
Valley sewer; $375,000 for South Essex sewage improvement; $2,542,000
for a Salem and Beverly water supply; $6,500,000 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen water
supply, and $15,000,000 for Boston
Harbor improvements.
The Military Department would
come in for $200,600 for new armory at Worcester, and $75.000 for an
addition to the Springfield armory.
Massachusetts
State
College
would get $363,900 for improvements and $125,000 would go for a
laboratory building at the Lowell
Textile School.
The Governor pointed out a
shortage of beds in State hospitals
and asked for $985,000 for the Worcester State Hospital, as well as
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sentenced tor murder in the iirst
degree favorably,
ent to the House
committ
was passed through two
wh
ings on suspension of rules.
It will receive its third reading
in the House Monday.
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CURLEY SPENDS
MORE FOR HELP
Office Force Larger, Drives
$5000 Car Legislative
Committee Hears
BOSTON, Feb. 9.—The relative
expenditures for the official automobiles used by Governor Curley
and former Governor Ely became an
issue yesterday before the Joint
Legislative Committee on Ways and
Means, when Richard D. Grant,
secretary to the Governor, was called
to explain the increased expenditure in the executive department.
Representative Albert F. Bigelow
of Brookline, House chairman of the
committee, observed that he could
see no reason why Governor Curley
should have a Motor car costing
$5000 when Governor Ely's car cost
$3850. Grant replied that the
Governor liked the car in question,
adding that there are some people
in the State who would have him
motor in a low-price vehicle.
Questioned as to why the number
of clerical assistants in the Governor's office and the expense of
that organization were greater this
year, Grant declared, "We have a
Governor now who works six days
a week, instead of one and a half."
He said that a fifth stenographer
would probably be added to the force
soon. Governor Ely had three.
The committee inquired into the
employment of Joseph Hanken, national vice president of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, for special duty
in the adjutant-general's staff at a
salary of $4000 a year and an official car with a chauffeur, who is
paid $1560 a year. Grant said that
he had heard that Hanken was engaged in coordinating activities in )3loyment in the executive departthe adjutant-general's department. mmt was also questioned by come necessity for a division of e - mittee members.

•
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SELECTION OF
SHANKS URCEP
Letters to Governor Ask
His Appointment to
Follow Dr. O'Brien
The two men woo have been most
closely associated with Dr. Charles
Shanks in his work as Associate
Medical Examiner, Dr. Daniel P.
O'Brien, retiring Medical Examiner, and District Attorney William
C. Crossley, have written to Governor James M. Curley urging his appointment to succeed Dr. O'Brien,
it was revealed today.
Dr. O'Brien's letter stressed that
he could commend Dr. Shanks for
efficiency and a readiness to cooperate in all matters concerning the
, office of Medical Examiner, from
his experience in 14 years of association. He recalled Dr. Shanks'
voluntary service during the World
War, when he was a commissioned
officer in the Medical Corps of the
United States Army, and referred
to his membership in the American
Legion. He assured Governor Curley, in his letter which went forward today, that appointment of
Dr. Shanks would be a popular
choice with the Fourth Bristol District.
Commended by Crossley
District Attorney Crossley, who
wrote several days ago to Governor
Curley in Dr. Shanks' behalf, said
in part:
"It has been my pleasure, during
the past eight years, while serving
the Southern District of Massachusetts, to come in contact with a
number of medical examiners who
have served in the four counties
in my district. I am able to state
without heiitancy or qualification
that there is none who has done
his work more capably and faithfully than Dr. Shanks. He has been
much more active in the work of
Medical Examiner than most Associate Medical Examiners whom I
know, for the reason that Dr.
O'Brien has been a very busy man
In major surgery in the City of New
Bedford and has felt obliged to ask
Dr. Shanks to do the work from
time to time. I wish to state, further, that the cooperation which
has existed between Dr. O'Brien
and Dr. Shanks and which the two
have in turn extended to me and

On Beacon Hill
-------oay The Asboetatecl Press)

Today
House and Senate stand adjourned until Monday at 2 p.
m.
Yesterday
Governor Cuiley announced
the details of his plans for the
expenditure of $230,000,000 on
public works projects — something for nearly each of the
state's communities.
Senator Langone began his
tour of state institutions, finding the Worcester State Hospital "the best cared for of any
place I've seen" and the Lyman
school for boys at Westboro in
need of repairs and the boys
there in need of a new shoe
fitting.
Secretary
Grant told
the
House Ways and Means Committee the Governor needed
more help because he worked
six days a week while his predecessor worked a day and a
half

HOW Head's Home
To Be Sold By Sheriff
------WILMINGTON, Del„ Feb. 9
(UP)—Thomas B. Young, manager of the Delaware Branch of
Home Owners Loan Corporation, is to have his home at
New Castle sold at sheriff's sale
Feb. 23 in a mortgage proceeding.
The Young home is on Strand,
historic
New
Castle
street
where Penn landed for the first
time in America 250 years ago.
Young said he would not have
made application to the HOLC
even if appli
ere received
ca
ection On his administration.
e
has granted loans upwards
$4,000,000 to 150 property owners in Delaware.
the other members of my office has
been splendid at all times. .. .It is
my opinion that if you appoint Dr.
Shanks as medical examiner the
Fourth Bristol District will be well
served."
Tyke
Postmaster Harold Winslow, in a'
letter to Governor Curley, also urged the appointment and stated, "Dr.„
Shanks has done his work in
manner beyond criticism."

..nn.

MERCURY
New Bedford, Mass.
FEJ3
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MOTHER PLEADS
KAMINSKI CAUSE
Sees Curley—Other Relatives
tor Visit
4
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (AP)—While extraordinary precautions were taken
tonight at the state prison death
house to prevent the escape of Alexander Kaminski, 24-year-old killer and jailbreaker sentenced to die
the week of Feb., 17, his mother
pleaded with the Governor for compassion and the commutation of
sentence.
At the same time two relatives
ihitch-hiked from Connecticut to see
young Kaminski for an hour each,
and then hitch-hiked back.
The two hitch-hikers were the
first visitors to see him since he
I was taken to the death house last
:night—his second trip to that grim
building. Two weeks ago when Governor James M. Curley granted a
30-day reprieve, the killer breathed
easier as he was taken back to the
main prison building from the
death house. Since then the Governor refused clemency to the killer of a Springfield jail guard.
The visitors were Alexander's
brother, Walter, of New Britain,
Conn., and his brother-in-law, Fred
Papola of Meriden, Conn. Prison
authorities permitted ea,-,11 to see
the killer for an hour, bot only one
visitor was allowed at a time.
In a letter directed at Governor
Curley's heart, Mrs. Rose Kaminski pleaded for commutation, declaring:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will not give up hope.
Everyone has told me that you will
not listen, but I refuse to believe
them because I know that you, a
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present
time and your great heart can find
compassion for me, a humble woman and mother • *
Walter Kaminski said his broth
er "still has hopes of a reprieve,"

l
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I TIGHTEN GUARD
FOR KAMINSKI
Prison Officials Act to Pre, vent Escape of
Murderer
BOSTON, Feb. 9 (UP)—While
the mother of the
doomed
pleaded with Governor Curley man
for
compassion and thertra
of sentence, state prisonnutation
officials
took
extra
precautions today
against possibility of an escape
by
Alexander Kaminski, 24-year-ol
d
old New Britain, Conn.,
jail guard
killer scheduled to die in
the eleotric chair the week of Feb.
17.
A new rule was invoked
forbidding guards to open the door
to
death house for visitors until the
they
telephone the warden's office
directly for permission.
The rule was invoked today
when
the doomed youth's brother,
Walter
Kaminski, of New Britain, and
his
brother-in-law, Fred Papalo of Meriden, Conn., hitch-hiked here
to
visit Kaminski. They were allowed
to see Kaminski separately for
an
hour, then started
hitch-hiking
back to Connecticut.
In a letter directed at
Governor
Curley's heart, Mrs. Rose Kaminski pleaded for
commutation, declaring:
"Until you say to me finally
that
he must die, I will not give
up
Everyone has told me that youhope.
will
not listen, but I refuse
to believe
them because I know
that you, a
member of a race that has
suffering for centuries, can known
ciate what I feel at the appretime and your great heart present
can
compassion for me, a humble find
woman and mother • • *."
Walter Kaminski said his
brother "still has hopes of a
reprieve."
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Bridgereconstruction
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recommended at
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Improvements in rivers
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Chilmark and
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Gay Head,$5000; Fairhaven, $8500;
Edgarton,
Harwich,
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SELECTION OF 1
SHANKS URGED
Letters to Governor Ask
His Appointment to
Follow Dr. O'Brien
The two men who have been most
closely associated with Dr. Charles
Shanks in his work as Associate
Medical Examiner, Dr. Daniel P.
O'Brien, retiring Medical Examiner, and District Attorney William
C. Crossley, have written to Governor James M. Curley urging his appointment to succeed Dr. O'Brien,
it was revealed today.
Dr. O'Brien's letter stressed that
he could commend Dr. Shanks for
efficiency and a readiness to cooperate in all matters concerning the
office of Medical Examiner, from
his experience in 14 years of association. He recalled Dr. Shanks'
voluntary service during the World
War, when he was a commissioned
officer in the Medical Corps of the
United States Army, and referred
to his membership in the American
Legion. He assured Governor Curley, in his letter which went forward today, that appointment of
Dr. Shanks would he a popular
choice with the Fourth Bristol District.
Commended by Crossley
District Attorney Crossley, who
wrote several days ago to Governor
Curley in Dr. Shanks' behalf, said
in part:
"It has been my pleasure, during
the past eight years, while serving
the Southern District of Massachusetts, to come in contact with a
number of medical examiners who
have served in the four counties
in my district. I am able to state
without heiltancy or qualification
that there is none who has done
his work more capably and faithfully than Dr. Shanks. He has been
much more active in the work of
Medical Examiner than most Associate Medical Examiners whom I
know, for the reason that Dr.
O'Brien has been a very busy man
In major surgery in the City of New
Bedford and has felt obliged to ask
Dr. Shanks to do the work from
time to time. I wish to state, further, that the cooperation which
has existed between Dr. O'Brien
and Dr. Shanks and which the two
have in turn extended to me and

On Beacon Hill
1By The Ashochated Press)

Today
House and Senate stand adjourned until Monday at 2 p.
m.
Yesterday
Governor Curley announced
the details of his plans for the
expenditure of $230,000,000 on
public works projects — something for nearly each of the
state's communities.
Senator Langone began his
tour of state institutions, finding the Worcester State Hospital "the best cared for of any
place I've seen" and the Lyman
school for boys at Westboro In
need of repairs and the boys
there in need of a new shoe
fitting.
Secretary
Grant told
the
House Ways and Means Committee the Governor needed
more help because he worked
six days a week while his pre(tecessor worked a day and a
half.

HOLC Head's Home
To Be Sold By Sheriff
WILMINGTON, Del., Feb. 9
(UP)—Thomas B. Young, manager of the Delaware Branch of
Home Owners Loan Corporation, is to have his home at
New Castle sold at sheriff's sale
Feb. 23 in a mortgage proceeding.
The Young home is on Strand,
historic
New
Castle
street
where Penn landed for the first
time in America 250 years ago.
Young said he would not have
made application to the HOLC
even if appli
ere receive
ca
ection,
" n his administration.
has granted loans upwards
$4,000,000 to 150 property owners in Delaware.
the other members of my office has
been splendid at all times.
.It is
my opinion that if you appoint Dr.
Shanks as medical examiner the
Fourth Bristol District will be well
served."
Postmaster Harold Winslow, In a'rvice
letter to Governor Curley. also urged the appointment and stated, "Dr.
Shanks has done his work in
manner beyond criticism."
—
--

a.nn.
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'MOTHER PLEADS
KAMINSKI CAUSE
Sees Ctirley—Otlier Rd
dives Ilitc,11-Hike,
lor Visit
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (API—While extraordinary precautions were taken
tonight at the state prison death
house to prevent the escape of Alexander Kaminski, 24-year-old killer and jailbreaker sentenced to die
the week of Feb.. 17, his mother
pleaded with the Governor for compassion and the commutation of
sentence.
At the same time two relatives
hitch-hiked from Connecticut to see
young Kaminski for an hour each,
and then hitch-hiked back.
The two hitch-hikers were the
first visitors to see him since he
was taken to the death house last
night--his second trip to that grim
building. Two weeks ago when Governor James M. Curley granted a
30-day reprieve, the killer breathed
easier as he was taken back to the
main prison building from the
death house. Since then the Governor refused clemency to the killer of a Springfield jail guard.
The visitors were Alexander's
brother, Walter, of New Britain,
Conn., and his brother-in.law, Fred
Papola of Meriden, Conn. Prison
authorities permitted each to see
the killei for an hour, but only one
visitor WAR allowed at a time.
In a letter directed at. Governor
Curley's heart. Mrs. Rose Kaminski pleaded for commutation, declaring:
"Until you say to me finally that
he must die, I will not. give up hope.
Everyone has told me that you will
not listen, but I refuse to believe
them because I know that you, a
member of a race that has known
suffering for centuries, can appreciate what I feel at the present
time and your great heart can find
compassioh for me, a humble woman and mother * •
Walter Kaminski said his broth
er "still has hopes of a reprieve,"
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I TIGHTEN GUARD
FOR KAMINSKI
Prison Officials Act to Pre, vent Escape of
Murderer
BOSTON. Feb. 9 (UP)—W
hile
the mother of the
doomed man
pleaded with Governo
yley for
compassion and th
of sentence, state prison utation
officials
took
extra
precautions today
against possibility of an
escape by
Alexander Kaminski, 24-year-ol
d
old New Britain, Conn., jail
guard
killer scheduled to die in the
eleotric chair the week of
Feb.
A new rule was invoked 17.
ding guards to open the doorforbidto
death house for visitors until the
they
telephone the warden's office
directly for permission.
The rule was invoked today
the doomed youth's brother, when
Walter
Kaminski, of New Britain, and
his
brother-in-law. Fred Papalo of Meriden, Conn., hitch-hiked here to
visit Kaminski. They were allowed
to see Kaminski separately for
an
hour, then started
hitch-hiking
back to Connecticut.
In a letter directed at
Governor
Curley's heart, Mrs. Rose
Kamin.41(i pleaded for
commutation, declaring:
"Until you say to me
he must die, I will not finally that
give up hope.
Everyone has told me that you
will
not listen, but I refuse
to believe
them because I know
that you, a
member of a race that has
suffering for centuries, can known
ciate what I feel at the appretime and your great heart present
can
compassion for me, a humble find
woman and mother • • •."
Walter Kaminski said his
brother "still has hopes of a
reprieve.'

•
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G. notch stated
ministrator Arthur
the first of
would
tonight that he
that Administrarequest
next week
Hopkins at Washing
0
tor Harry L.
state with $2,500,00
this
provide
ton
Administration
on
funds to carry for the remainder
is
work in this state
Unless the money
of February.indications are that E.
forthcoming
Massachusetts will
the
R. A. work in
the middle of
after
just
close
Administrator Rot ch
month.
tonigiht that the
seemed confident available though
be
what
money would
disclose from rator
Administ
he did not
expected
he
source
Hopkins to obtain it.
CLOSE
ROYAL MILLS
Governor
Police were ordered by
investiJames M. Curley tonight to
"Red"
gate the slaying of Joseph
career
y
unsavor
whose
,
Sweeney
bullet.
was ended early today by a
It is the first time in the history
police
state
of the organization the
of
has participated in investigationthe
such a crime committed within
city's boundaries and the Goverassonor's order was immediately
Jociated with his efforts to oust
seph J. Leonard, Boston Police
Commissioner.
Entry of the state police meant
ations
three independent investig
of
were being made of the slaying
reads
a man whose criminal record The
like a railroad time table.scene,
city's police were first on the
ent
but soon the Federal Governm the
detailed agents to the case in
grim
a
to
belief the trail might lead
drug
plot to discredit a foe of illicit
dealers.
In Sweeney's pockets were found
pri100 grains of narcotics and the
vate badge of Michael J. Ward,
MarStates
Chief Deputy United
Massashal and a member of the
chusetts legislature. Ward is sponilsor of a bill designed to curb the
licit drug traffic. He reported
months
badge lost or stolen two
ago.
or
Charles Burrow, chief supervis
Diof the New England Narcotic emvision, in announcing he had
investibarked on an independent
gation, said:
behalf
in
"Ward was very active
gold
of his bill. It is my idea this man
badge was planted on the dead
against
because of Ward's activity
dope."
The badge had been given Ward
by members of his staff.
of
Sweeney died in City Hospital
severe
a bullet in the chest and two
was
bruises on the head. He
David
I brought to the hospital by
"Beano" Breen, one of the opera-
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Curley Reveals
Details of Plan
iOnPublicWorks
Almost All of 355 Cities, Process Developed
to Make Diamonds
Towns WouldBenefit
LONDON, Feb. 9 (UP) — A
Directly
process for manufacturing diaFAVORS U. S. LOTTERY
Many Projects Urge.d for
Southeastern Sections,
Cape, Islands
BOSTON, Feb. 9 (AP)—
Governor Curley today announced details of his plans
for the expenditure of $230.000,000 on public works projects and expressed the belief
that "a considerable part" of
the program would be approved by the Federal government.

monds, has been developed and
has met with success, Victor
Jourado, an antique dealer, as
serted today.
Jourado said a scientist whom
he would not name, invented
the artificial diamond process.
Six men in all, he said, know the
secret and if one dies another
man will be taken into the
group.

25 INDICTED IN
STOCK SWINDLE
Boston Alleged Seat
$500,000 Nationwide
Mail Fraud

i

Special f S1andard-1'iu,e,
Almost every one of the 355.
Indictments
BOSTON, Feb. 9
Common
cities and towns in the
25 men, tri.1 ny of whom
wealth figures directly in the sev- against
charging
Boston,
near
eral hundred public works con- live in or mails to defraud and
struction projects for which Curley use of the
use the mails to dehas asked a grant for Massachu- conspiracy to
returned yesterday afsetts in Federal funds from the fraud, were a
Federal Grand Jury
by
$4,880,000,000 work-relief measure ternoon
after a year of investigation by
pending before Congress.
rs and eight
inspecto
In describing the tremendous Post Office
presentation of evidence.
scope of the proposed program, the weeks of
The Government alleges that BosGovernor said it had been outthe seat of a $500,000 nalined in anticipation of practically ton was
stock swindle, the feaevery building requirement of any tion-wide
was misrepresentawhich
of
importance that might be envision- ture
tion through two financial papers
published here, Anglin's Forecast
4
"2)
ned on it*
04
and the Boston Financial News.
These papers, it is charged,
praised the stock of a regularlyorganized corporation known as
the Curtis Manufacturing Company, which was supposed to make
automobiles, trucks and busses at
Downey, Cal. As a matter of fact,
the Government alleges, the company did hire a factory, but it
never had more than ten employes
there and it never manufactured
anything.
High Pressure Salesmen
After the favorable notices concerning the stock in the financial
papers, it is charged, prospects
NEW vorp‹, Feb. It (UP)—Jus- ec.ald be approacned by high-prestice Salvatore Cotillo who has sure telephone salesmen. No selling
taken no little part in the court- was done in Massachusetts, alroom dramatics involving Rudy though the entire promotion cenVallee, radio crooner, and his es- tered here. Investors lost more
tranged wife, Fay Webb Vallee, to- than $500,000 through manipuladay pondered whether $100 a week tion of the Curtis stock, it is
was sufficient to support a
charged.
Head man in the outfit, the Government charges, was William L.
Jarvis of Boston. His lieutenant,
it is alleged, was Samuel L. Gaines,
otherwise known as Samuel Ginsburg, of New York. It is claimed

JUDGE PONDERS
VALLEE CASE

Decision in Maintenance
Suit Is Due
Wednesday

(Continued on Page 2)

DISTRICT ASKED TO
ACCEPT BUILDING
Freedom Hall Offered as
Gift in Cotuit
—
ndard•Timrs Cops Cod Bursar,.
COTUIT, Feb. 9—Members of th
Cotuit Fire District may he sake
to accept Freedom Hall as a gift, t
be converted into a community hall
at the annual district meetin
D. Crawford
March 11, Calvin
chairman of the Prudential Corn
rnittee, announced today.
Mr. Crawford confirmed report
that the proprietors of Freedo
Hall are ready to present the build
log to the Fire District providin
that organization will maintain th
hall for community purposes. H
pointed to its extensive uses by va
doffs organizations in the village.
The plan has apparently me
with the approval of many loca
villagers who feel that the yout
of the village and several clubs ea
find real use for the building if i
is opened to them on A communit
basis and properly maintained.

GOODWIN DROPS BARS
FOR AUTO EXAMINER
BOSTON. Fell. S Frank A. Good
win, new Registrar of Motor Ve.hi
cies, succeeded yesterday in bring
Mg about a change in the Civi
Service rules, making It unnece
sary for an applicant for moto
vehicle examiner to have a his
school education.
At Goodwin's request Govern
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his collector friends made it certain
he can hrng onto the postmast
er-generalship.
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Curley Asks Washington
For $1,600,000In County;
Suggests Lottery To Pay

BOSTON—Gov. James M.
Curley Our state debt
THE STATE
disclosed last night he
had urged $9,000,000 whe has mounted from
the
UTILITIES Gov. Curley, who
n Gov. Allen left offede
ral
gove
rnme
nt
has threatened to
to spend fice to approxim
more than $1,600,000
ately $40,000,000 at
knock down utility fir& by forc
in Franklin this time,
e regardless of reason, county
including of course, the
for work relief. Among
finally organized his committe
the $22,000,000 public work
e of six, three of them methods he
s construction
suggests for fede
power makers, to look into
the subject and report nancing is a national lotte ral fi- program launched by the previous
ry.
publicly on Feb. 21.
admi
nist
ration.
The county projects for
highway,
The cities and towns have reac
bridge and grade cros
Meanwhile Chairman H. C. Attw
hsing under- ed the end
ill of the state taki
of their resources to
ngs form a
utilities commission took most of the
local application 590 he would part of the $230,552,- raise funds and if the federal
govhave the federal gov- ernm
out of recent Washington broadcas
ent refuses to assume full
ts on the subject ernment undertake
fiwithout cost to nancial, resp
by declaring that property write-up
onsibility the program
s had been barred the state or its municipalities. He
may have to be abandoned
In Massachusetts under the cost pric
cons
ider
s
the total a fair proporti
in its
e plan since
on entirety, however embarras
of the $4,488,000,000
1919.
sing that
work-relief might be. The
fede
meas
ral
ure
gove
now before Congress.
rnment
TAXES Pleas were made in legislativ
is committed to a work and
e hearings
In describing the
wages
tremendous policy and we prop
for a fixed tax rate on real estate. Besi
scop
ose
e
des various
to co-operate.
of the proposed prog
ram the
"A
taxpayer organizations, it had the supp
nati
onal
lott
gove
ery,
rnor said it had been
a reduction
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Leo nard Ouster Link
Seen in Sweeney
Case Move

Fourteen Pages
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_
c,. ,. ).„ ....
„
Details of Plan
OnPublic_Works

state
BOSTON, Feb. 8 (AP)—The
Governor
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dope."
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! bruises on the head.
David
! brought to the hospital by opera"Beano" Breen, one of the
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Almost All of 355 Cities, Process Developed
to Make Diamonds
Towns Would Benefit
LONDON, Feb. 9 (UP) — A
Directly
process for manufacturing dia-

monds, has been developed and
has met with success, Victor
Jourado, an antique dealer, asserted today.
Jourado said a scientist whom
he would not name, invented
the artificial diamond process.
Six men in all, he said, know the
secret and if one dies another
man will be taken into the
group.

FAVORS U. S. LOTTERY
Many Projects Urged for
Southeastern Sections,
Cape, Islands

BOSTON, Feb. 9 (AP)—
Governor Curley today announced details of his plans
for the expenditure of $230:000,000 on public works projects and expressed the belief
that "a considerable part" of' Boston Alleged Seat
the program would be approv$500,000 Nationwide
ed by the Federal governMail Fraud

25 INDICTED IN
STOCK SWINDLE
of

ment.

Special to Slatedard-1 imes
BOSTON, Feb. 9 - - Indictments
against 25 men, many of whom
live in or near Boston, charging
use of the mails to defraud and
conspiracy to use the mails to defraud, were returned yesterday afternoon by a Federal Grand Jury
after a year of investigation by
Post Office inspectors and eight
weeks of presentation of evidence.
The Government alleges that Boston was the seat of a $500,000 nation-wide stock swindle, the feature of which was misrepresentation through two financial papers
published here, Anglin's Forecast
i i341
4
led on
ge 2)
and the Boston Financial News.
These papers, it is charged,
praised the stock of a regularlyorganized corporation known as
the Curtis Manufacturing Company, which was supposed to make
automobiles, trucks and busses at
Downey, Cal. As a matter of fact,
the Government alleges, the company did hire a factory, but it
never had more than ten employes
there and it never manufactured
anything.
High Pressure Salesmen
After the favorable notices concerning the stock in the financial
papers, it is charged, prospects
NEW YORK. Feb. 9 (UP)—Jus- vck,ald be approacned by high-prestice Salvatore Cotillo who has sure telephone salesmen. No selling
taken no little part in the court- was done in Massachusetts, alroom dramatics involving Rudy though the entire promotion cenVallee, radio crooner, and his es- tered here. Investors lost more
tranged wife, Fay Webb Vallee, to- than $500,000 through manipuladay pondered whether $100 a week tion of the Curtis stock, it is
was sufficient to support a
charged.
Head man in the outfit, the Government charges, was William L.
Jarvis of Boston. His lieutenant,
it is alleged, was Samuel L. Gaines,
otherwise known as Samuel Ginsburg, of New York. It is claimed
--(Continued on Page 2)

Almost every one of the 3&3
cities and towns in the Commonwealth figures directly in the several hundred public works construction projects for which Curley
has asked a grant for Massachusetts in Federal funds from the
$4,880,000,000 work-relief measure
pending before Congress.
In describing the tremendous
scope of the proposed program, the
Governor said it had been outlined in anticipation of practically
every building requirement of any
importance that might be envision-

JUDGE PONDERS
VALLEE CASE

Decision in Maintenance
Suit Is Due
Wednesday

DISTRICT ASKED TO
ACCEPT BUILDING
Freedom Hall Offered as
Gift in Cotuit
st.dard-r,,,,,,, Cape Cod Bureau. th

COTUIT, Feb. 9—Members of
Cotuit Fire District may be aske
to accept Freedom Hall as a gift, t
be converted into a community hall
at the annual district meetin
D. Crawford
March 11, Calvin
chairman of the Prudential Corn
mittee, announced today.
Mr. Crawford confirmed report
that the proprietors of Freed°
Hall are ready to present the build
ing to the Fire District providin
that organization will maintain th
hall for community purposes. H
pointed to its extensive uses by va
rious organizations in the village.
The plan has apparently me
with the approval of many loca
villagers who feel that the yout
of the village and several clubs ca
find real use for the building if i
Is opened to them on a communit
basis and properly maintained.

GOODWIN DROPS BARS
FOR AUTO EXAMINER
nosToN, Fel,. 8 -Frank A. Good
win, new Registrar of Motor Vehi
cies, succeeded yesterday in bring
in7 shout a change in the Civi
Serviee rules, making it unnece
sary for an applicant for mot°
vehicle examiner to have a big
school education,
At Goodwin's request. Goiergo
nar Tamne.
,
itAtle-
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stamps among his collector friends made it certain
he can brig onto the postmaster-generalship.
THE STATE
UTILITIES Gov. Curley, who has threatened to
knock down utility aril by force regardless of reason,
finally organized his committee of six, three of them
power makers, to look into the subject and report

•
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Curley Asks Washington
For $1,600,000In County;
Suggests Lottery To Pay

BOSTON—Gov. James M. Curley Our state debt has mounted from
disclosed last night he had urged $9,000,000 when Gov. Allen left ofthe federal government to spend fice to approximately $40,000,000 at
more than $1,600,000 in Franklin this time, including of course, the
county for work relief. Among the $22,000,000 public works construction
methods he suggests for federal fi- program launched by the previous
administration.
nancing is a national lottery.
"The cities and towns have reachThe county projects for highway,
publicly on Feb. 21.
bridge and grade crossing under- ed the end of their resources to
Meanwhile Chairman H. C. Attwill of the state takings form a part of the $230,552,- raise funds and if the federal govassume full fiutilities commission took most of the local application 590 he would have the federal gov- ernment refuses to
ernment undertake without cost to nancial, responsibility the program
subject
the
on
broadcasts
Washington
out of recent
the state or its municipalities. He may have to be abandoned in its
by declaring that property write-ups had been barred considers the total a fair proportion entirety, however embarrassing that
In Massachusetts under the cost price plan since of the $4,488,000,000 work-relief might be. The federal government
is committed to a work and wages
measure now before Congress.
1919.
policy and we propose to co-operate.
In
describing
the
tremendous
hearings
legislative
in
made
were
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scope
the
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the
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for a fixed tax rate on real estate. Besides
governor said it had been outlined of interest rates on government
taxpayer organizations, it had the support of Com- in anticipation of practically every bonds, the elimination of tax exmissioner Long, who said municipalities in 32 states building requirement of any im- empt securities or several other
such proposals well could be adoptnow employ it to prevent the whole load being portance that might be envisioned
com- for the next 25 years. It was the ed for financing the entire nationdumped on the real estate owner. The same
al debt and I predict we are com, first
mittee heard an estimate that a two dollar poll tax work and wages" policy so vigor- ing to one of them. They are
mil-I
three
ously discussed in the election cam- sound."
on women over 20 years of age would raise
Detailed Projects
paign.
lions a year.
"Easily Financed"
Among the highway projects of
Meanwhile the state taxpayers association broadspecial interest to the county are:
cast a "warning" that the Curley budget promised the; In an informal discussion of fed- Northfield — Reconstruction
appropri-,eral
exthe
finances
governor
largest deficit and the largest maintenance
of state highway on
might pressed the opinion that the federal
Route 10 from Route 63
ation in the history of the state and that it
government easily could finance its
to New Hampshire line.
proposed work-relief program with
be only the beginning,
Bituminous macadam 24
WORK-RELIEF While he PIMA doles out funds the proceeds from a national lottery
$181,000
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a ,,
to Washington, handed President Roosevelt ites.forh Only six months ago", he said,
Buckland Rd. in Astifield
return "public opinion to a large extent
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Route
ship model for his collection and asked in
of his was opposed to horse racing. Now
macadam 20 feet, 1.6
that the federal treasury bear the entire cost
The that it is to be conducted in every
71,000
miles
$230,000,000 public works program in the state.
backyard in the commonwealth Amherst, South
Hadley
answer was not immediately forthcoming.
many of the old inhibitions against
Granby — Relocation of
born gambling
are disappearing.
UTOPIA The Townsend plan which was
The
Route 116 from the Notch
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cornermere suggestion of a national lotIn California may meet death in the
in Amherst to Route 139
differences aro• tery would have been denounced
in Granby. Bituminous
of the nation. This week serious
Massachuset a few years ago in places where
macadam, 24 feet, 4.9
between the visionary doctor and the
now it would be approved.
miles
280,000
$20
the
financing
of
method
leader over the best
Reaction Favorable
Deerfield, Whately, Hatfield
pail
pensions and there began to be talk of the sums
"The reaction to my request that
a n d
—Reconstruction
professional organizers of clubs. This thing in t the federal government assume the
widening of state high"popula
full financial responsibility for the
way on Route 5 from
past has led to dissolution of far-flung
u:E S4441„
.
public works construction was fav.
South Deerfield to northmovements, as for instance, the Ku..14a
orable. These officials now know
erly end of 1934 work, in
that there are not five cities in the
Hatfield. Bituminous macountry or 15 per cent of the
cadam 30 feet, 7.2 miles 280,000
states now financially equipped to Greenfield — Reconstruc'.extend financial resources for this
tion and widening of
work-relief program.
state highway on Route
The only suggestions for obtain5 from Cheapside bridge
ing funds locally are the gasoline
toward Greenfield. Bitutax and the sales tax. Every other
minous macadam 40 feet,
source has been drained for the
6 miles
30,000
local governments. The federal government has a broad field of taxa- Greenfield, Shelburne—Reconstruction and widening
tion before it and also the prospect
of state highway on Route
f conducting a national lottery
2 between Greenfield and
hich easily would liquidate the
Shelburne Falls. Bitumiebt.
nous macadam 30 feet, 9.5
"This commonwealth is not in pomiles
370,000
sition to plunge further into debt.
A in 13 e r s t, Sunderland,
Deerfield—Reconstruction
of state highway on Route
116 from North Amherst
to South Deerfield. Bituminous macadam, 24 feet
6.3 miles
325,000
Barr e, Petersham—Reof
construction
state
highway on Route 32 from
Barre to Petersham, including by-pass of Petersham Village. Bituminous
macadam 24
feet,
7.5
miles
470,000
Athol, Petersham—Widening state highway on
Route 62, from Petersham
to Route 2. Bituminous
macadam 24 feet, 7 miles 210,000
Railroad Work
Railroad grade crossingc:
South Deerfield. Bryant's 150.000
Bernardston, Hale's
105,000 I
Greenfield, Silver St.
100,000
South Deerfield, Conway
road
150.000 I
Reconstruction of railroad bridges:
Athol, Route 2 overhead .. 40,000
Ncrthfielci, Bernardston
road, underpass
41,000
Turners Falls Avenue A
45,000
State College
Remodelling and re-equipping library
$35,000
Vegetable garden storage.. _13,400
Women's dormitory
250,000
Water mains for fire protection
10,000
Completion women's athletic field
15,000
Garage and service station 20,000
Roads
20,500
-$363,900
Total
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CURLEY REVEALS
DETAILS IN PLAN Projects
OF STATE WORKS,
5

Approval of $230,000,000
Program Declared 'Not
Unreasonable'

'Will Be Able to Use That Amount in Event Curlev's
Request for $230,000,000 for State Is Granted.
Logan Takes List to Boston.
I

LISTS FAIRHAVEN
TO LAKEVILLE ROAD
ails Called For at
Various Points On
Cape Cod
BOSTON, Feb. 8 .AP)—
Enthusiastic in his hope that
Federal funds would be supplied, Governor James M.
Curley tonight made public in
detail his plans for expenditure of $230,000,000 on public works projects in Massachusetts.
He did not hesitate to say he believed the fact that Massachusetts
was the first state to submit definite
plans to the Federal Government
would have a favorable effect on
the application for funds from the
proposed $4,000,000,000 relief program of President Roosevelt.
"It is not unreasonable to suppose," said the governor. "that a
considerable part of the $230,000,000
IVIassachusetts public works program will he approved." He added
the opinion that the majority of
states and cities would be compelled to ask outright grants, rather
than contributions to projects, because borrowing capacity had generally been exhausted.
State Debt Jumps
Massachusetts, he said, was in no
position to go deeper into debt, declaring the state's debt had jumped
from $9,000,000 at the time former
Governor Joseph B. Ely took office
admin'
, to VLAQ.41,6 • •
istrauo
a nasuggested
governor
The
curtional lottery, an Increase of rates
rency, reduction of interest
the
and
on government securities exempt 't
taxing of hitherto tax financing
securities as methods of
He
the Federal relief program.
lottery, de. appeared to favor the
diverted
daring that to it could be
to
millions of dollars now going
forms
race tracks, pools and other
of gambling.
WashThe plans he submitted at. public
ington yesterday and made
tonight, the Governor said, would
construction remeet public works
quirements for the next 25 years.
grade
They include abolition of
crossings, extensive highway construction and repair, construction
instituand improvement of public
systions, development of water
harbor
tems and improvement of
and wt.tcrways.
Under Curley's program th ergto the
est SUL], $74,000,000 would
rks for
Department of Public
of highconstruction and repa
ways and bridges an elimination
of grade crossings, and an additional $9.338,000 for land damages. That
department also would receive $12,900.000 for harbor and waterway
work.
More than $60,000,000 would go to
the Metropolitan District Commission for water projects, sewerage
projects. parkways, reservations
and parks.
Public health projects include
$10,000,000 for a Merrimack River
s valley sewer; $375,000 for South Es• sex improvement; 0.542,000 for a
Salem and Beverly water supply;
e $6,500,000 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lsw- rem:0 and Met hum n water supply,
and $15,000,000 for Boston Harbor
improvement.
The following amounts are asked
t for improvements in rivers '• harbors: Barn;stahle, $42,000- Chat(Continued on Page

en

Fall River can use $7,300,000 of
PWA funds if Massachusetts is
given an outright grant of $230,1000,000, as has been requested by
Gov. James M. Curie .
A pro
o
WA projects
which might be carried on here
was brought to Boston this afternoon by Public Works CommissionCr Thomas J. Logan. He conferred with Mayor Alexander C.
Murray at noon and the latter
signed the requests for the projects.
The list is to be studied by T. B.
Parker, State PWA engineer, at
Boston.

;

Projects Contemplated
Two of the projects must be done
this year 'hether with outright or
partial PWA grants, it was indicated by Commissioner Logan. These
are repair projects for the
Plymouth avenue and Quequechan river bridges.
The proposed projects include
street and building repairs, an incinerator, trunk sewer system,
and an elevator for the Public Library.
The plans also call for a new
building to house the Department
of Public Works, a new extension
to the General Hospital, and a public market place.
Complete List
The complete list of proposed
projects follows:
Quequechan river bridge, $50,000,
present bridge unsafe.
Plymouth avenue bridge, $70,000,
present bridge unsafe.
City Hall repairs, $25,000, alterations,
Intercepting sewer and treatment
workers, $2,740,000, with $40,000 for
land purchases.
Quequechan River relief sewers

and outfalls, $1,200,000, with $30,000
for land purchased.
Garbage and rubbish incinerator,
$150,000, present system unsatisfactory.
Sanitary sewer extension, $300,000,
necessary to complete existing systern,
Street
construction,
$300,000,
needed for recent developments.
Street repairing and resurfacing,
$700,000, urgently needed.
Sidewalks, curbings, and gutters,
$200,000, urgently needed.
School buildings and repairs,
$450,000, urgently needed.
Fire and police station repairs,
$8,500, heathig and roofing.
Library elevator, $10,1500 for passengers.
Hospital repairs, $72,000, plumbing and heating.
Home for Aged repairs, $15,500,
painting and roofing.
New General hospital extension,
$450,000, to replace present building.
Surveys, studying and planning,
$75,000, for engineering work.
Public market, $25,000, to improve
traffic conditions.
Public Works Department building, $100,000, for central quarters.
Improvements to City Wharf,
$150,000, to improve transportation
facilities.
Park
improvements,
$42,000,
grounds and roads.
--------
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American
rew York Oit7

F2aturdAY. f4b1ugrv 9. 1. 1cess, anFall will respond to his appeal
give him and the organizaHo such support and e courageent as they are able to

SHIP MODEL 1
FOR PRESIDENT

MAKE AMERICA
PROSPEROUS
One may not only always agree
with Governor Curley of Massachusetts, hut nriessi--srffrilt his
' position of "Buy American" which
he graphically explained at a meeting of advertising organizations in
Boston. His position is that which
many a citizen has come to occupy
since so many nations have erected
high tariff walls, discriminated
against the United States, and tried
their best to make this a dumping
ground for their cheapest products.
How much longer," he asked,.
"are the business men of America
going to permit strangulation of
American enterprises by the nations of the world? In England a
year ago I saw signs everywhere
that said, 'Britishers, buy British
made goods.' We should . follow
England's example, and not buy the
stuff made by foreign nations, at
least those nations that have refused to pay the debts they owe to
America. Recently I was a luncheon guest in the quarters of the
Boston Chamber of Commerce and
I happened to turn over one of the
dishes to find stamped on the bottom, 'made in Bavaria.' More recently in the Boston City Club, the
!dishes on which my food WAS
'served were stamped 'made in England.'
'The Governor then held up in
turn vases, a harmonica, artificial
flowers and a number of other articles which bore the stamp of foreign countries and which are shipped here and sold below their cost
of manufacture in this country.
"This is dumping, if ever there
was dumping in the world, he said,
and bear In mind that these things
are not made by adults alone, hut
largely by children under ten years
of age. It is time to change the
picture, to reopen our closed plants
and mills, and pnt 3.000,000 Americans back to work. Other countries don't buy our goods, except
what they can't produce themselves, or cannot buy cheaper
somewhere else.
"I suggest that the tariff b
justed PO as to protect
dean
industry and make thi
country
prosperous once more."

GIFT FOR PRESIDENT
—Gov. Curley of Massachusetts is
shown at-iiieWIlite House entrance
with a new ship model to be added
ta _President Roosevelt's famous

collection. It is a model of the
"Lightning," which added to the
fame of New England built ships
before the days of steam. Picture
by International News Photograph
Service.

?Kr.? 1T1. r(4iermetictit7
atirct4y, k'eLruanr v.
CURLY St. ND. FIRM
Governor Curley of Massachusetts
is not ifirretelte=4—auspected
by a
good many New England people
of
being a bit of a demagogue,
but in
his decision not to interfere
with
the execution of the killer Alexander Kaminski be showed no sign
of
it.
In the Kaminski case, as in every
case of a homicidal criminal that
attains to any great measure of
publicity, there developed among
the marginal population one
of
those hysterias of sentiment for the
convicted man to which a demagogic
governor might reasonably be expected to yield. Curley did not:
he decided to let the law takes its
;nurse.
! We had in this state a very coniderable amount of this same uneasoning sympathy with the killer
erald Chapman. For that matter
here are more than just a
few
eople in Manchester who, during
he hunt for Kaminski. openly exreseed their hope that the young
urderer would get away. It is
dle to speculate on the causes of
uch manifestations of anti-social
feeling—they reach too far back
into the antecedents and former
nvironment of many of our People.
ut it is true that there is very
ften a large and vocal element
ligned on the side of the criminal
nd against the side lif law and
rder.
Unscrupulous politicians—includng now and then a governor—
ometimes lia.,•e r ot been above
atering to this element by commuting death sentences.
Whatever
kind of a governor Mr. Curley is,
he isn't one of that kind.—Manqiester Herald.
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Approval of $230,000,0) i
Program Declared 'Not
Unreasonable'
LISTS FAIRHAVEN
TO LAKEV ILLE ROAD
..olls Called For at
Various Points On
Cape Cod
BOSTON, Feb. 8 LAP)—
Enthusiastic in his hope that
Federal funds would be supplied, Governor James M.
Curley tonight made public in
detail his plans for expenditure of $230,000,000 on public works projects in Massachusetts.
He did not hesitate to say he believed the fact that Massachusetts
was the first state to submit definite
plans to the Federal Government
would have a favorable effect on
the application for funds from the
proposed $4,000,000,000 relief program of President Roosevelt.
"It is not unreasonable to suppose," said the governor. "that a
considerable part of the $230,000,000
Massachusetts public works program will be approved." He added
the opinion that the majority of
states and cities would be compelled to ask outright grants, rather
than contributions to projects, because borrowing capacity had generally been exhausted.
State Debt Jumps
Massachusetts, he said, was in no
position to go deeper into debt, declaring the state's debt had jumped
from $9,000,000 at the time former
Governor Joseph B. Ely took office
' own adminThe governor suggested a national lottery, an increase of currency, reduction of interest rates
on government securities and the
taxing of hitherto tax exempt
3 securities as methods of financing
the Federal relief program. He
, appeared to favor the lottery, de- .
daring that to it could be diverted
millions of dollars now going to
race tracks, pools and other forms
of gambling.
The plans he submitted at Washington yesterday and made public
tonight, the Governor said, would
meet public works construction requirements for the next 25 years.
They include abolition of grade
, crossings, extensive highway construction and repair, construction
and improvement of public institutions, development of water systems and improvement of harbor
and waterways.
Under Curley's program th argto the
est sum, $74,000,000 would
Department of Public
•rks for
construction and rep
of highways and bridges an elimination
of grade crossings, and an additional $9,338,000 fur land damages. That
department also would receive $12.900,000 for harbor and waterway
work.
More than $80,000,000 would go to
the Metropolitan District Commission for water projects, sewerage
projects. parkways, reservations
• and parks
Public health projects include
$10,000.000 for a Merrimack River
s valley sewer; $375,000 for South Essex improvement; $2.542,000 for a
Salem and Beverly water oupply;
c $6,500,000 for a Lowell, Dracut, Lawrence and Methuen water supply,
e and $15,000,000 for Boston Harbor
improvement.
•
The following amounts arc asked
I. for improvements in rivers •h harbors: Barnstable, $42,600. Chat(Continued on Page
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ity Plans Projects
Totaling $7,300,000
'Will Be Able to Use That
Amount in Event Curlev's R
quest for $230,000,000 for
State Is Granted.
Logan Takes List to Boston.

Fall River can use
$7,300,000 of and outfalls, $1,200,000
PWA funds if
, with $30,000
Massachusetts is I for land
I given an
purchased.
outright grant of $230,- 1
Garbage and rubbish incinerat
I 000,000, as has been
or,
Gov. James M. Curley.requested by I $150,000, present system unsatisfactory.
• A pronsea fist of—
PWA projects
Sanitary sewer extension, $300,000,
Which might be carried
on here ; necessary to
was brought to Boston
complete existing spathis after- I tern
noon by Public Works
CommissionStreet
construction,
Pr
Thomas J. Logan, He
$300,000,
con- needed for recent
ferred with Mayor
developments.
Alexander C. • Street
repairing and resurfacing,
Murray at noon and the
latter $700,000, urgently
Eigned the requests for the
needed.
proSidewalks, curbings, and
jects.
gutters,
$200,000, urgently needed.
The list is to he studied
by T. B.
School buildings and
Parker, State PWA engineer,
repairs,
at $450,000, urgently
Boston.
needed.
Fire and police station
repairs,
Projects Contemplated
$8,500, heating and roofing.
Two of the projects must be
Library
elevator,
done
$10,600 for pasthis year 'hether with
outright or sengers.
partial PWA grants, it was indicatHospital repairs, $72,000, plumbed by Commissioner Logan.
These ing and heating.
are repair projects for the
Home for Aged repairs,
Ply$15,500,
mouth avenue and Quequech
an riv- painting and roofing.
er bridges.
New General hospital
extension,
The proposed projects
include $450,000, to replace present building.
street and building repairs, an
Surveys,
studying and planning,
incinerator, trunk sewer
system, $75,000, for engineering work.
and an elevator for the
Public
market, $25,000, to improve
Public Library.
traffic conditions.
The plans also call for
Public Works Department
a new
buildbuilding to house the
Department ing, $100,000, for central quarters.
of Public Works, a new
Improvements to City Wharf,
extension
to the General Hospital,
and a pub- $150,000, to improve transportation
lic market place.
facilities.
Park
improvements,
Complete List
$42,000,
grounds and roads.
The complete list of
proposed
projects follows:
Quequechan river bridge,
$50,000,
present bridge unsafe.
Plymouth avenue bridge,
$70.000,
present bridge unsafe.
City Hall repairs,
$25,000, alterations.
Intercepting sewer and
workers, $2,740,000, with treatment
$40,000 for
land purchases.
Quequechan River relief
sewers
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I SHIP MODEL 1
FOR PRESIDENT

MAKE AMERICA
PROSPEROUS
One may not only always agree
with Governor Curley of assachusetts, hut
approv
his
position of "Buy American" which
he graphically explained at a meeting of advertising organizations in
Boston. His position is that which
many a citizen has come to occupy
since so many nations have erected
high tariff walls, discriminated
against the United States, and tried
their best to make this a dumping
ground for their cheapest products.
How much longer," he asked,
"are the business men of America
going to permit strangulation of
American enterprises by the nations of the world? In England a
year ago I saw signs everywhere
that said, 'Britishers, buy British
made goods.' We should . follow
England's example, and not buy the
stuff made by foreign nations, at
least those nations that have refused to pay thil debts they owe to
America. Recently I was a luncheon guest in the quarters of the
Boston Chamber of Commerce and
I happened to turn over one of the
dishes to find stamped on the bottom, 'made in Bavaria.' More recently in the Boston City Club, the
(Belies on which my food was
served were stamped 'made in England.'
'The Governor then held up in
turn vases, a harmonica, artificial
flowers and a number of other articles which bore the stamp of foreign countries and which are shipped here and sold below their cost
of manufacture in this country.
"Thin is dumping, if ever there
was dumping in the world, he said,
and hear in mind that these things
are not made by adults alone, but
largely by children under ten years
of age. It is time to change the
picture, to reopen our closed plants
and mills, and put 3,000,000 Americans back to work. Other countries don't buy our goods, except
what they can't produce themselves, or cannot buy cheaper
somewhere else.
"I suggest that the tariff b
justed ao as to protect
rican
Industry and make thi
country
prosperous once more."

GIFT FOR PRESIDENT

--Gov. Curley of Massachusetts is
shown at-treV-Iiite House entrance
with a new ship model to be added
-to President Roosevelt's famous

collection. It is a model of the
"Lightning," which added to the
fame of New England built ships
before the days of steam. Picture
by International News Photograph
Service.
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--Governor Curley of Massachusetts
is nottritreq.ueaL4.-suspected by
a
good many New England people
of
being a bit of a demagogue, but
in
his decision not to -Interfere
with
the execution of the killer Alexander Kaminski he showed no sign
of
It.
In the Kaminski case, as in every
case of a homicidal criminal that
attains to any great measure of
publicity, there developed among
the marginal population one of
those hysterias of sentiment for the
convicted man to which a demagogic
governor might reasonably be expected to yield. Curley did not:
he decided to let the law takes its
:ourse.
,
We had in this state a very coniderable amount of this same uneasoning sympathy with the killer
.erald Chapman. For that matter
here are more than just a
few
eople in Manchester who, during
he hunt for Kaminski, openly exressed their hope that the young
urderer would get away. It is
die to speculate on the causes of
uch manifestations of anti-social
eeling—they reach too far hack
'nto the antecedents and former
ivironment of many of our People.
ut it is true that there is very
ften a large and vocal element
ligned on the side of the criminal
nd against the side hf law and
rder.
Unscrupulous politicians—includng now and then a governor—
ometimes have not been above
atering to this element by commutng death sentences.
Whatever
kind of a governor Mr. Curley is,
he isn't one of that kind—Manheater Herald.
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ham, $22,000; Chilmark and Gay
Head, $45,000; Deerfield, $1,000; Edgartown, $5,000; Fairhaven, $2,000;
Falmouth, $10,000; Harwich. $5.500;
Oak
Bluffs. $22,000;
Orleans,
$8,000; Tisbury, $50.000; Truro,
$22,100; Wareham, $37,000, and
Yarmouth, $18,400.
Projected sea walls and similar
Improvements call for: West Falmouth, $22,000; Dennis, $10,000;
Pamet River, $75,000; Chicopee
Dike and Riprap, $50000; Harwich
Jetties, 10,000; Wellfleet bulkhead
and jetties, $100,000; Dennis dredging and jetties, $135,000; Yarmouth
jetties, $5,000; Connecticut River
Sunderland riprap, $5,000, and Conrectieut River South Hadley Wall
$50,000.
The governor asked $363,900 for
improvements at the Massachusetts State College, and $125,000
for a laboratory building at the
Lowell Textile School.
Pointing to a shortage of 2,139
beds, the governor asked large allotments for state hospitals, including $985.000 for the Worcester State
Hospital.
Lakeville-Fairhaven
The governor listed under future
projects construction of 537 miles
of highway, to cost $74,642,000 with
damages of $9,338,000, and elimination of grade crossings in many
sections of the state. The biggest
highway projects include a 17.1
mile Arlington to Lowell project to
cost $2,393,000 with $369,000 damages; 29.3 miles, Concord to Westminster, $2,815,000 and $351,000
damages; 22.4 miles, Brimfield to
Springfield via Monson, $2,700,000
and $50,000 damages; 31.4 miles,
Leicester to Palmer, $1,850,000 and
$100,000 damages; 6.6 miles, Lawrence-Methuen-Haverhill, $210,000
and $20,000 damages; 16.5 miles,
Lakeville to Fairhaven, $800,000 and
$30,000 damages; 25.3 miles, New•buryport turnpike widening, $4,700,000 and $240,000 damages; 2
miles, Methuen-Lawrence widening,
$40.000 and $5,000 damages; 3 miles,
Fall River-Somerset Bridge, $2,900,000 and $200,000 damages.
The most ambitious grade crossing elimination would he effected at
Framingham, with eight crossings,
at a cost of $6,355,000 and damages
of $700,000. Other projects include
Lincoln Square, Worcester, $3,000,000 and $1,000,000 damages; Gibson's crossing at Littleton, $1,000,000
and $100,000 damages, and lesser
projects at Bridge and First Streetis,
.West Springfield; Barbers crossing,
Hope Avenue, and Millbury Street,
Worcester, and reconstruction of
railroad bridges at Lawrence, Worcester,
East Longmeadow and
Bourne.
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Plans Projects
1 Totaling $7,300,000
Will Be Able to Use That
Amount in Event Curlev's Request for $230,000,000 for State
Is Granted.
Logan Takes List to Boston.

Fall River can use
$7,300,000 of and outfalls, $1,200,
I PWA funds if
000, with $30,000
Massachusetts is for land
purchased.
given an outright grant
of $230,Garbag
e and rubbish incinerator,
000,000, as has been reques
ted by $150,000, present
, Gov. James M. Curie.
system unsatisfactory.
A proircThea itst- of PWA
projects
Sanitary sewer extension, $300,000,
which might be carried
on here necessary to
complete existing syswas brought to Boston
this after- tem,
noon by Public Works Commis
sionStreet
construction,
0r Thomas
$300,000,
Logan. He con- needed
for recent developments.
ferred with Mayor Alexan
der C.
Street repairing and resurfa
Murray at noon and the
cing,
latter $700,000, urgently
signed the requests for the
needed.
proSidewalks, curbings, and gutters
jects.
,
$200,000, urgently needed.
The list is to he studied by
T. B.
School buildings and
Parker, State PWA engine
repairs,
er, at $450,000, urgent
ly needed.
Boston.
Fire and police station
repairs,
Projects Contemplated
$8,500, heating and roofing.
Two of the projects must be
Librar
y
elevato
r,
$10,600 for pasdone
this year s - hether with outrigh
t or sengers.
partial PWA grants, it was indicat
Hospit
al
repairs
,
$72,000, plumbed by Commissioner Logan.
These ing and heating.
are repair projects for the
Home
for
Aged
repairs, $15,500,
Plymouth avenue and Quequechan
riv- painting and roofing.
er bridges.
New General hospital extensi
on,
The proposed projects
include $450,000, to replace present building.
street and building repairs, an
Survey
s,
studying and planning,
incinerator, trunk sewer system $75,000, for engineering
work.
,
and an elevator for the Public
Public
market, $25,000, to improve
Library.
traffic conditions.
The plans also call for a
Public Works Department buildnew
building to house the
Department ing, $100,000, for central quarters.
of Public Works, a new
Improvements to City Wharf,
extension
to the General Hospital,
and a pub- $150,000, to improve transportation
lic market place.
facilities.
Park
improvements,
Complete List
$42,000,
grounds and roads.
The complete list of
proposed
projects follows:
Quequechan river bridge,
$50,000,
present bridge unsafe.
Plymouth avenue bridge,
$70,000,
present bridge unsafe.
City Hall repairs, $25,000,
alterations.
Intercepting sewer and
workers, $2,740,000, with treatment
$40,000 for
land purchases.
Quequechan River relief
sewers
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One may not only always agree
with Governor Curley of
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a pprov
his
position of "Buy American" which
he graphically explained at a meeting of advertising organizations In
Boston. His position is that which
many a citizen has come to occupy
since so many nations have erected
high tariff walls, discriminated
against the United States, and tried
their best to make this a dumping
ground for their cheapest products.
How much longer," he asked,
'are the business men of America
going to permit strangulation of
American enterprises by the nations of the world? In England a
year ago 1 saw signs everywhere '
that said, 'Britishers, buy British
made goods.' We should. follow I
collection. It is a model of the
England's example, and not buy the
—Gov.
"Light
Curley
Massac
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'The Governor then held up in
turn vases, a harmonica, artificial
flowers anti a number of other articles which bore the stamp of foreign countries and which are shipped here and sold below their cost
of manufacture in this country.
"This is dumping, if ever there
was dumping in the world, he said,
and bear in mind that these things
are not made by adults alone, hut
largely by children under ten years
of age. It is time to change the
picture, to reopen our closed plants
and mills, and put 3,000,000 Americans back to work. Other countries don't buy our goods, except
what they can't produce themselves, or cannot buy cheaper
somewhere else.
''l suggest that the tariff b
justed so as to protect
!lean
indittury and make thi
country
prosperous once more."

Governor Curley of Massachusett
is not tritreck.utaLly—suspected by s
a
good many New England people of
being a bit of a demagogue, but
in
his decision not to 'interfere
with
the execution of the killer
Alexander Kaminski he showed no sign
of
it.
In the Kaminski case, as in every
zase of a homicidal criminal that
attains to any great measure of
publicity, there developed among
the marginal population one
of
those hysterias of sentiment for the
convicted man to which a demagogic
governor might reasonably be expected to yield. Curley did not:
he decided to let the law takes its
course.
We had in this state a very coniderable amount of this same uneasoning sympathy with the killer
.erald Chapman. For that matter
here are more than just a
few
eople in Manchester who, during
he hunt for Kaminski, openly exreseed their hope that the young
orderer would get away. It is
idle to speculate on the causes of
itch manifestations of anti-social
feeling—they reach too far back
'nto the antecedents and former
nvironment of many of our People.
ut it is true that there is very
ften a large and vocal element
ligned on the side of the criminal
nd against the side 'bt law and
rder.
Unscrupulous politicians—includrig now and then a governor—
ometimes have not been above
atering to this element by commutng death sentences.
Whatever
hod of a governor Mr. Curley is,
he isn't one of that kind.—Manheater Herald.
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